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ABSTRACT

Surveyingan extensiverange of British travel texts, the thesis exploresthe
British
`other'
have
been
Balkans
in
of
the
viewed as a significant
manner which
from
1989
fifty
hundred
to
last
the
particularly
and
years,
one
civilisation over
2001, betweenthe demiseof the communistadversaryand the rise of `global
terrorism'

.

The thesispursuesthree major objectives,all of which advanceupon previous
I
Firstly,
that
travel
argue
representation
and
writing.
cross-cultural
studiesof
despiteits heterogeneousnature, balkanist discoursehas passedthrough three
in
denigration
before
These
1914,
distinct paradigms.
romanticisation the
are
inter-war years, and, after an ambivalentmixture of sympathyand
disappointmentduring the Cold War, a return to denigrationin the 1990s.
Secondly,I contendthat suchparadigmsare dependentnot on conditions within
forms
but
the
Balkans,
and transformationsof the travellers' own cultural
on
the
background.Most importantly, I explore the links betweenthe three paradigms
I
imperialism,
poshnodernity.
the
of
modernity
and
moments
cultural
and
denigration
how
to
for
close
similarities
pre-1914
reveals
example,
examine,
for
inter-war
how
discourse,
the
modernist quest
romanticism reflects
colonial
denigration
how
the
reappearanceof
exoticism and psychologicalescape,and
As
the
of
postmodern
scepticism.
a central componentof
advent
coincideswith
identity
British
how
I
travellers
the
changing
of
positions
explore
study,
such
from
imperial
Victorian
1850,
the
the
ageto today's
subjects
of
shifting
since
impacted
balkanist
have
on
representation.
postromanticgeneration,
The third major objective is to analysehow theseconstructionshave served
Foucauldian
Making
that
strandof
power.
use
of
political
and
economic
discourse,
I
in
examine
of
postcolonial
studies
cultural
poststructuralismcommon
in
for
Ottoman
hegemony
in
Balkans
in
British
the
the
the way which
support
helped
found
denigratory
to
representation
vindicate,
nineteenthcentury, which
its equivalentsin the shifting patternsof westerninfluence and conquestthat the
Balkanshave been subjectto in the twentieth century.

In memory of my mother
Gillian Margaret Hammond
1938-2001

THE DEBATED LANDS

`What can you learn on the shoresof the Occident?'
Voltaire, `La Russeä Paris' (1760)
`I feel that we Westernersshould comehere to learn how to live. '
RebeccaWest, Black Lamb and Grey Falcon (1942)

INTRODUCTION:

POSTCOLONIAL STUDIES AND THE CONCEPT OF THE BALKANS

It may be that our literary and cultural theorieswill alwaysbe basedon the processesof
exclusion.Any field of inquiry, however multiple the expressionof its adherents,tends to
privilege specific methodologies,authors, texts and cultural experiencesin a way that
excludesor marginaliseswhat one could consider to be equally pertinent areasof study.
There is no doubt that the processhas particularly afflicted postcolonial theory and its
explorationsof colonialism,colonial discourseand postcolonialliteratures.
Colonial discourseanalysisis now well-establishedwithin the Western academy.
While left-wing theorists had been analysingthe literature of empire sincethe 1960s,the
field
is
the
of
commonly sourcedat Edward Said's Orientalism, published
popularisation
in 1978.It was Said's merging of colonial studieswith the radical edge of contemporary
French theory, particularly that of the philosopher and historian, Michel Foucault, that
engaged an academy increasingly disillusioned with Marxist practice. Working from
Foucault's conjunction of knowledge and power, Saidwas concernedwith the discursive
and representationalpracticesof Western texts on the Orient, exploring how disciplines
like ethnology, history, geography and literature derive from the region a unified
`knowledge', and the way this `knowledge informs, feeds into the voice of European
"
for
Orient.
The recognition of the work's enormousinfluence is
the
rule over
ambition
not to say that developmenthas not occurred. On the one hand, the last two decades
have seen a rapid expansionof the field's geographical focus, finally penetrating the
Westernarchiveon all its colonial territory from South America to the South Pacific, and
in so doing accruing a more evolved awarenessof the multiplicity of colonial experience.
On the other, his methodology is often questioned,with deconstruction,psychoanalytic
criticism, even Marxism, challengingthe Foucauldianbent of Said's inquiry. This broad
variety of regional emphases, and the diverging, even incompatible critical
1Edward W. Said, Orientaftsm,
new ed. (1978; London: Penguin 1995),p. 196.
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methodologies, have made a coherent definition of colonial discourse analysis
notoriously tricky. Perhapsthe most that can be claimedis that the contemporaryfield is
linked by its regardfor the relationshipof colony and empire, and the workings of power
in the colonial text.
A feature of Said's study that remains largely unchallengedby his successors,
however, is the pronounced emphasisupon the colonial practice of the West. While
has
been
is
being
there
the
scant
on
produced,
subject undoubtedly
admirable work
referenceto that small, but significant, portion of the globe untrammelledby western
European dominion. As yet the field has had little to say about Persia, Tibet,
Afghanistan,or the territories of the Chineseand Ottoman empires,which, even at the
height of Western expansion, comprised some fifteen per cent of the world's land
2
historical
domination
in
The
conditions
of
subjugation
such regions would
and
swface.
both
for
interactions
the
the
understanding
power
and
multiplicity
of
global
seemcentral
heterogeneous
indigenous
with
cultures. Yet, important as these conditions
of power
investigation
has
barely
begun. Holding the West as its ostensibletarget,
be,
critical
may
France
to
the
territorial
continues
privilege
of
particularly,
achievements
postcolonialism
in
India, Africa and the
Britain,
their
cultural
and
with
political
aggrandisements
and
Middle East receiving the most vocal commentarywithin the academy.It would be too
easya paradox to say that this canonisationof place - as we could term it - reproduces
the original colonial focus. To accusethe field of any overt reliance on the structuresof
the past would underestimate the political iconoclasm of profoundly committed
be
A
that
paradox
more to the point is that postcolonial studies,a field
would
academics.
between
dynamics
finally
the
of
power
centre
of
aware
and
periphery,
contrives to
so
further the powerlessnessof those peoples whose experiencefalls outside its chosen
3
geographicalparameters.

2 Ania Loomba, Colonialis7n/PostcolonialisM(London and New York: Roufledgc, 1998), p. xiii.
3 The paradox is particularly evident if we talm the aims of postoolonialism to be, as Arif Dirlik
summarisesthem, `an authentic globalization of cultural discoursesby the extension globally of the
intellectual concernsand orientations originating at the central sites of Euro-American cultural criticism
and by the introduction into the latter of voices and subjectivities f om the margins' (Dirlik, 'The
PostoolonialAura: Third World Criticism in the Age of Global Capitalism', Critical Inquiry 20 (Winter
1994), p. 329). The exclusivity of postoolonialismis superbly demonstratedby Bryan Cheyette's analysis
of its exclusion of the experienceof antisemitism (see Cheyette, `White Skin, Black Masks: Jews and
Jewishnessin the Writings of George Eliot and Frantz Fanon', in Keith Ansell Pearson,Benita Parry
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This quality of spatial preferencecan be consideredthe first of a dual processof
exclusion through which postcolonialism has achievedformulation. The second is the
temporal preferenceexhibited in the recurrent choice of pre-1914 history as the proper
4
ground of study. Belying Said's urgent regard for the contemporary,the criticism of the
last two decades,with its sustainedfocus on the colonialism of previous centuries,has
(un)consciously relocated the geopolitical orderings of the globe to a period safely
positionedin the past. Our temporal distancefrom the vagariesof imperialismis implied
by the discipline's very appellation, one of the terms of a `post' culture that gathered
paceshortly after Orientalism was published.As Anne McClintock argues,its suggestion
from
break
the colonial era `makes it easier not to see, and therefore harder to
a
of
theorise,the continuities in internationalimbalancesin imperial power.'s It is a point one
finding
imagine
earnestsupport within a wide range of non-westernacademies.The
can
inferencesof today's `post' terminology, for example,may have a measureof suitability
for those territories released from Western rule this century, but would find few
adherentsin territories like Tibet, Chechnya,Cyprus or Palestinewhere forms of colonial
Similarly,
the West's own strategiesof colonialism, with its direct
apace.
continue
rule
appropriation and settlementof territory, have passedto the anonymity of an atrocious
economicimperialismthat payslittle heedto those subtlecultural distinctionswith which
colonial settlementhad once to contend. Nevertheless,in a wide-ranging erasureof the
contemporary,the postcolonial critic continues to pore over the musty archivesof the
Renaissance,Enlightenment and nineteenth-centuryperiods in a diligent quest for the
West's historical abuses.

and Judith Squires, eds., Cultural Readings of Imperialism: Edward Said and the Gravy of History
(London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1997),pp. 106-126).
4 Holland and Huggan also make the point: see Patrick Holland
and Graham Huggan, Tourists with
T)+pwriters:Critical Reflections on Contemporary Travel Writing (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Press, 1998), p. 47. Ahmad bewails the fact that `there appears to be [...) far greater interest in the
colonialism of the past than in the imperialism of the present' (Aijaz Ahmad, In Theory: Classes,
Nations, Literatures (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1994), p. 93). Seealso the editors' 'Introduction'
to Bart Moore-Gilbert, Gareth Stanton and Willy Maley, eds., Postcolonlal Critidsm (London and New
York: Longman, 1997), p. 59.
5 Anne McClintock, `The Angel Progress:Pitfalls
of
of the Term `Postcolonialism", in Francis Barleer,
Peter Huhne and Margaret Iversen, eds., Colonial Discoww/Pastcolonial Theory (Manchester
and New
York: ManchesterUniversity Press, 1994),p. 258.
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It seemsto me to be time for a genuinereappraisalof the theoretical constructions
within which we work. Now that postcolonial criticism has beenfirmly establishedas an
oppositional voice, there is a need to turn critical attention within, and to begin
addressingthe limitations of the field itself In part, this thesis is an attempt at such an
intervention, aiming to propound and test theoretical expansionof a particular kind. My
primary wish is to readjustthe current constructionsof the field by reducing emphasison
the relations of coloniser and colonised, and the residueof empire in post-independence
nations, and shifting to a more inclusive awarenessof the multiple manifestationsof
transnationaldomination; in other words, a shift in the basic unit of study from `colony'
to `power'. In this way, I hope to encouragea foundation for our critical engagement
that `is not one of power securedand centrally exercisedin certain times and places,' as
GrahamPecheyputs it, but `rather a dispersal,a moving field of possibilities'." This need
not diminish study of the conquest, conversion, subjugationand resistancethat defines
the imperial-colonialdialectic. Yet what is vital to achieveis a combinationof this study
with the examination of economic hegemony, military interventionism, cultural
imperialism, `Third World' debt and all those factors which, both now and in the past,
have constituted very real conditions of control and subordination. Without this
combination,postcolonialismwill continue to produce its curiously abridgednarrative of
the spatialand temporal ubiquity of global power.
It is partly for thesetheoretical purposesthat I have chosenthe Balkansas my area
Once
is
postcolonialism
expandedto include the varieties of imperial power,
of study.
this south-eastEuropeanpeninsula,most commonlyconstructedin the West as Romania,
Bulgaria, Albania and the former Yugoslavia,' would seem of extraordinary interest.
6 Graham Pechey, 'PM-Apartheid Narratives', in Ibid, p. 153. In drawing
attention to the range of
`others' that the West has createdvia cross-cultural discourse,I am not attempting to conceal localism,
and thus `obscurethe multiplicity of colonial projects and the plurality of potential subversionsof them'
(Nicholas Thomas, Colonialism's Culture: Anthropology, Travel and Government (Cambridge: Polity
Press, 1994),p. 195) but to extend awarenessof diversity of local forms of transnational power.
7Greece,of course,also lies within the Balkan peninsula. Nevertheless,in
my reading I have found that,
due to the country's classical heritage and the significance of that heritage for English cultural life,
Greeceoften receivesa different pattern of representationto that of the Balkan countries to its north. For
this reason, I consider the country's discursive reception worthy of separatestudy. This is not to say,
however, that Greeceis not often imaged with the same motifs of backwardnessand savagery:for an
introductory analysis of British travel writing on Greece,seeRobert SharmanPeckham, `The Exoticism
of the Familiar and the Familiarity of the Exotic', in JamesDuncan and Derek Gregory, eds., Writes of
Passage:Reading Travel Writing (London and New York: Routledge, 1999), pp. 164-184.
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Even within the field's traditional focus on Western empire, the Balkans form the locus
"
interference;
France, Austria, Germany and Italy have all
classicus of colonial
penetratedthe region at points over the last two hundred years, exerting the colonial
processesof conquestand oppression,and leaving a rich archive of texts in support of
national interests. Such exemplification of the global power network increasesin the
wider context of study. Should non-western colonialism be explored, for example,the
Ottoman conquestwould provide a profoundly illuminating line of inquiry, the empire
having achieveda regional hegemonyof a duration and cultural influencethat the West's
own colonial venturescould seldomequal. At the sametime, should the field ever come
to view `the post-communistworld as a postcolonial space',9 the Soviet Union's political
and cultural leveragethroughout much of the Balkans offers one meansby which the
global ideological expansionsof the Cold War era could be explored. The region has, in
short, experiencedsuch wide-ranging subjugation, and such marginalisationfrom the
centresof political influence,that one strugglesto understandwhy - in a curious instance
of intellectualcomplicity - this political marginalisationshould havefound its corollary in
the Western academy,in which south-eastEurope has been left to drift out to the fier
peripheries of metropolitan theory. Aijaz Ahmad's observation of the region's recent
introduction into `the punishing logic of the capitalist market"o is one of its rare
acknowledgementsby a major theorist. In general, the work of various historians and
a As Okey succintly puts it, `[n]owhere has the fate
of small nations become so caught up in the
ideological and strategic confrontations of the great powers' (Robin Okey, Eastern Europe 1740-1985:
Feudalism to Communism,2nd ed (1982; London and New York: Routledge, 1986), p. 10. Jelavich, in
1983, recognisedthe [post]oolonial position of the Balkans by claiming 'external factors, largely beyond
their control, will probably determine their future' (Barbara Jelavich, History of the Balkans: Volume2,
Twnf1eth Century (Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 1983), p. 446. Seealso Edgar Rösch, The
Balkans: A Short History from Greek Timesto the Present Day, trans. Tapia Alexander (London: Faber
and Faber,1972), pp. 9-10,29-30.
9Piotr Kuhiwczak, `How Postcolonial Is Post-CommunistTranslation?' [unpublished
essay],p. 24.
lo Ahmad, In Theory, p. 311. Another example is the
recognition by Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin that
the `Slavic cultures [...] were amongstthe earliest signifiers of the Other both as a positive and negative
force in European's culture's concept of itself and of its 'uniqueness' and value' (Bill Ashcroft, et ai,
eds., The Empire Writes Back: Theory and Practice in Post-Colonial Literatures (London and New
York: Routledge, 1989), p. 157. Homi Bhabha mentions the Balkans in an essayof 1996, but only to
negatively essentialiseit: `How did we allow ourselvesto forget [...] that the old Balkan tribes would
form again?' he asks, stereotypingthe region, in both its geographical and historical entirety, by discord
and enmity (see Bhabha, 'Culture's In-Between', in Stuart Hall and Paul do Gay, eds., Questions of
Cultural Identity (London: Sage,1996),p. 59.
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sociologists on the Balkans that has appearedsince 1989 has managedlittle, if any,
intervention, with academicslike Maria Todorova, Miilica Bakic-Hayden, Larry Wolf
Dina Iordanova and John Allcock producing a valuablebody of work that has remained
unreferencedin mainstreamstudies.It is the temporal unsuitability of Soviet hegemony,I
would suggest, and the spatial unsuitability of Ottoman conquest that have elided the
region's very real significance,and left it as one of postcolonialism'suncanonisedplaces.
My attempt to addressthis erasurewill be limited to an analysisof one particular
form of hegemonyexerted over the region. The examinationof Ottoman, Western and
communist colonialism in this most fertile of `contact zones' should offer illuminating
insight into the hybrid productions of power, and would, I believe, produce compelling
for
the urgent expansion of the range of postcolonial studies. The various
support
however,
beyondthe scopeof this study. I wish to exemplify,not try to
are,
colonialisms
exhaust, the possibilities of an expanded postcolonialism, and to do this my specific
concern is to demonstrate the relevance to the field of non-settlement imperialism.
Interference through diplomacy, economic intervention and military intimidation has
feature
been
in
the modern world, and with its rise to
a
of
global
power
always
in
prominence the post-war era, the system of neo-imperialism,as it is now known,
comprisesthe most notable form of power to be currently underrepresented.This thesis
aims, therefore, to demonstratethe tenacious presenceof power in imperial texts, and
also to evidencewhat I view as certain fundamental similarities between the Western
archives of colonial and non-colonial imperialism. In order to do this in the Balkan
be
I
shall
concernedwith the machinationsof Britain, a nation whose actual
context,
in
the region has remained appropriately small. As Vesna
expansion
colonial
Goldsworthy reminds us, British territorial gains there amounted to the relatively
insignificantdependencyof Vis, a small, rocky island off the Croatian coast, on which a
fleet
Mediterranean
the
of
section
was stationed from 1811 to 1814. It was a trifling
achievementfor an empirethat would go on to conquer over a quarter of the globe. This
absenceof any widespread settlement in the Balkans, combined with their apparent
distancefrom British influenceduring Ottoman and Communistrule, would suggest as
Goldsworthy herself has concluded-a `relatively slight involvement with the area'." In

11 Vesna Goldsworthy, Inventing Rur/tanfa: The Imperialism of the Imagination (New Haven
and
London: Yale University Press, 1998), R 10. This included some control of the nearby islands of
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fact, as I hope to demonstrate,British strategysincethe early eighteenth-centuryhas not
interference,
but
has
imperial
had profound and
been
that
one
only
one of constant
lasting effect on the region's cultural and political landscape.
In exploring the nature of such interference, my predominant concern is with
evidencinghow British cultural constructions of south-eastEurope have colluded with
political strategy. Although little work has been done in this area, researchmay well
foreign
in
that
the
circulation at a
of
popular
preconceptions
of
region
extremity
a
prove
direction.
If
indication
interests
in
forms
that
time
of national
region's
a strong
particular
so, and belying the supposed distance between Britain and south-east Europe, the
has
itself
its
latter
British
imagination
the
the
that
expose
over
command
would
enormouspertinenceto our political and cultural life. There is no doubt that the Balkans
haveattainedone of the most vigorous regional reputationsin discursivecutrency,'2 and
have furbished the English languagewith one of its strongest geographicalpejoratives.
The term was originally the Turkish designation for one of the peninsula's mountain
English
Haemus,
the
as
usage
a
on
entering
relatively
variation
chains,
unnuanced
13
for
the
region. In time, `Balkans' accumulatedthe dead weight of
classicalappellation
derivatives
the
and,
via
prejudice
of
popular

`balkanise', `balkanised', and

`balkanisation',has been included in the English dictionary as a euphemismfor both the
division
fiagmentation.
In more general parlance,the
the
and
process
of
radical
state of
term has a far wider set of conceptual implications: chaos, savagery,and obfuscation,
most predominantly,mixed with a measureof superstition,slaveryand moral dissolution,
tend to form the broader composition of this socio-philosophical concept given
location.
geographical
The wider usage becomesevident once one turns to the pages of British travel
literature, the genre I will be using to explore the history and political complicity of the
Kor&ila and Lastovo. If one were to consider the Balkan region in a wider sense,then British colonial
activity would also include occupationof the Ionian islands from 1815 to 1863.
12Challenging the claims of postoolonialism, M. E. Yapp argues that 'of all the negatives [or `others']
known to Europe the nearest,the most obvious and the most threatening has been the Islamic Near East,
representedfrom the fourteenth century onwards by the menaceof the Ottoman state' (Yapp, 'Europe in
the Turkish Mirror', Past and Present,No. 137 (Nov. 1992), p. 135).
13Norris writes: `The word is Turkish in origin and means 'a chain of mountains', usually wooded. It
was used to refer specifically to a chain of mountains in what is now northern Bulgaria and called the
Stara Planina range' (David Norris, In the Wake of the Balkan Myth: Questions of Identity and
Modernity (Basingstokeand London: Macmillan, 1999),p. 7. Seealso Norris's discussionon pp. 8-11.
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British conceptof the Balkans.As Mary Louise Pratt has mentioned,this popular literary
form bears a large responsibility for `producing other parts of the world for the
imaginationsof Europeans',14and its production of parts of Europe has frequently been
no exception. The Balkan journals of diplomats, consuls, novelists, surveyors and
adventurershave done much to originate and clarify the cluster of preconceptionswhich
circulates in the homeland, while at the same time evoking such qualities as chaos,
savagery or discord through a range of beguiling stylistic flourishes that serve to
in
kind
A
fine
their
of
example
can
wretched
power
naturalise
undertone
and prejudice.
be taken from Jan and Cora Gordon's Two Vagabondsin the Balkans (1925). The
travelogueopenswith the couple's arrival by train at the northern Yugoslav border town
of Brod, in the summerof 1921. The reflections to which this dread entranceinto the
Balkansgive rise are worth quoting in full:
When you have beenthrust out of the train at midnight into the blackest gloom, on to
what you must believe to be a station platform from the behaviour of your fellow
passengersrather than from any visual deduction, since no gleam of lamp relievesthe
darkness;when you have, undisturbedby importunity of porter, draggedyour bags and
lowering
from
the
train,
than on to ground which, though invisible, feels
packages
greasy with thick mud under the boot; when you have in panic bevvildermaataken a
dozen steps into the darkness- vaguely hoping that information of some sort will be
discoverablein any other spot than the we where you are at the moment - only to be
tripped up, floundering down into a squadof now expostulatingand quite perceptibly
odorous soldiery, who were formerly snoring upon their backs at foil length an the
platform; when you have accosteda dozendim forms to find eachone a new variant of
exasperatedand egoistic passenger;when you have tried French, German, Serb and
14Pratt, Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturatlon (London and New York: Rontledge, 1992),
p. 18. As JohannesFabian writes, `travelogues[...] for centuries has been the appropriate literary genre
in which to report knowledge of the Other' : Fabian, Time and the Other: How Anthropology Makes Its
Object (New York: Columbia University Press, 1983), p. 87. Dennis Porter arguesthat travel narratives
`have traditionally been the vehicle by which our knowledge of things foreign has been mediated'
(Porter, Haunted Journeys: Desire and Transgessionin European ?ravel Writing (Princeton, New
Jersey:Princeton University Press, 1991), p. 3. Wolff also remarks, pertinently, that in the twentieth
century `[t]he literature of travel [...] was far more important than fiction to the already venerable
tradition of Western Europe's perspectiveon Eastern Europe' (Larry Wolff Inventing Eastern Europe:
The Map of Civilisation on the Mind of the Enlighteranent (Stanford, California: Stanford Univesitp
Press,1994), p. 368).
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blasphemywithout getting answergood or bad fron anybody, you may be pardonedif
you judge that you have arrived somewherenearto the edgeof civilisation, or at least of
civilisation as we would understand it. Yet Brod station is technically well within
Europeansoil lying west of the longitudeof Budapestand north of the latitude of Genoa
15
Bordeaux.
or

The passageacts as a summary of travel writing's denigration of the Balkans, one in
which `you', the reader, are wholly implicated. Through a process of metonymic shift,
Brod station comesto stand for the Balkan region as a whole, and its characteristicsare
identified.
long
following
The
description,
the narratorthe
movement
systematically
of
reader's stumblingmovementaround the platform, passesin methodicalfashion through
mysteriousness,laziness, squalor, obscurantism, a disagreeablemilitary, unpredictable
citizenry, lack of communicationand even more obscurantism,before concluding with
the inevitablereferenceto arrival in another, uncivilised world. Although the terms may
implied
form
hint
in
both
the
confusion
also
of
unstated,
and
content,
and
remain
`odious
in
the
soldiery', returns us to those few essentialqualities that you, the
violence
reader, deem appropriate to the geographical object: namely, chaos, savagery,
backwardnessand obfuscation.It is a typically persuasiveperformance,not least for the
final shift into factual topography in the last line. The grounding of conceptualotherness
in geographic co-ordinates, and concrete urban locations, serves both to reduce any
literariness
locate
to
the Gordons' highly discursive imaginings in
of
and
sense
overt
fixed, incontrovertible spaceone can look up on the map.16
There was nothing theoretically innovative in the Gordons' representation of
south-eastEurope, whatever the stylistic proficiency they brought to the subject.Before
the couple returned to write up their adventure,the fundamentalBritish concept of the
Balkanshad beenexperiencingsomethree long centuriesof discursivehardening.Henry
Blount's Voyage to the Levant, for instance, published in 1637, found the English
traveller alreadyrespondingto the Balkan sojourn with exasperationand dread. Upset by
the ordeals of passage,unsettled by armed militias, and hounded by the thought of
'5 Jan and Cora Gordon, Teo Vagabondsin the Balkans (London: John Lane, The Bodley Head, 1925),
pp. 1-2.
16As I go on to elaborate in Chapter 1, the passage'spositioning of the Balkans well within European
soil, despite its apparent altenty, is important - this was the Other within, the alter-ego ei western
civilisation.
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outrageand theft, the author saysthat `to our North-West parts of the World, no people
"
behaviour,
be
South-East'.
then those of the
should
more averse, and strange of
Blount's conception of the continent signified an early shift from the north-south
alignment that prevailed during the Renaissance.By the time Edward Brown was
travelling in the Ottoman lands, a few decades after Blount, the Enlightenment
construction of Europe as a polarisation of West and East was beginning to emerge.
Reflecting on the discord, robbery, primitivenessand slaveryhe experiencesin Hungary,
Serbia and Macedonia, Brown claims that at the Ottoman border near Buda `[a] man
seemsto take leave of our World' and `entersupon Habits, Manners, and course of life:
18
[...
]
China,
Asia.
'
The
extendunto
and the utmost parts of
which with no great variety
distancing of the region would find greater expressionduring the eighteenthand early
nineteenth centuries, when travel in the Ottoman Empire gathered pace and the
Enlightenment aversion to the region began to crystallise into a set of concrete
In
like
journals,
Lady Mary
travellers
a
series
strategies.
of
popular
representional
Wortley Montagu, David Urquhart, A. W. Kinglake and Edward Lear, while revealing
that very English respectfor an empire still capableof flexing somemuscle,represented
the indigenouspeopleswith the by now familiar motifs of chaos,savagery,backwardness
and obfuscation, reducing the complexity and richnessof local culture to a degraded,
homogenisedentity. Although firmly in place by 1850, this representationalparadigm
furthered
in
be
the travel writing of the secondhalf of the nineteenth
considerably
would
century: the gradual decline of `the sick man of Europe' and the rise of local
revolutionary movementsinitiated a long seriesof strugglesfor independence,and during
the era of High Victorianism and its immediate aftermath the ironic, detachedtones of
the English traveller would, at times of native unrest, rise to the shrill note of moral
abhorrence.It was little wonder that Rebecca West, writing two decades after the
Cordons took their journey, could bemoan that `Violence was [... ] all I knew of the
Balkans', a region which for her appearedpopulated solely by `a rastaquoueretype of
barbarian.' 19

17Henry Blount, A Voyage Into the Levant [etc. ], 2nd od. (1636; London: Andrew Crooke, 1637),
p. 2.
18Edward Brown, A BriefAcconnt of Some Travels [etc. ] (London: Benj. Tooke, 1673),
p. 69.

19RebeccaWest, Black Lamb and Grey Falcon: TheRecord of a Journey through Yugoslaviain 1937,2
Vols. (London: Macmillan, 1942), 1,23.
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It must be said that at the time of writing, West's comment was slightly
disingenuous.As I shall detail in Chapters3 and 4, the first half of the twentieth century
witnessed the emergence of a divergent construction of the Balkans, a form of
oppositional representationof which West would surely have been aware; romantic,
idealistic, complimentary,and with a keen attachmentto cultural pre-modernity,this new
understandingof the region would characterisethe work of West and her generation,and
would continueto appearin British travel writing until the latter years of the Cold War.
Nevertheless, the dominant trend of representation was undoubtedly one of
disparagementand censure.In her Imagining the Balkans (1997), Maria Todorova has
"
`balkanism',
termed this trend
a useful shorthand for the various tropes of chaos,
be
in
discord
I
that
the thesis, though with one vital
will
using
myself
and
savagery
idea
Western
Todorova's
the
of
concept of the region is, following Said's
modification.
Orientalism, rather a homogeneous affair, downplaying any real possibility of
discourse
the
and viewing all commentatorsas necessarily,
oppositional strandswithin
and unreservedly,`balkanist'. She goes so far as to term balkanist conceptualisation`a
frozen image [....] convenientlylocated outside historical time.i21I hope to show that
despitedominant tendenciesthe region has enteredthe British imagination as a far more
unstableand mutableconcept,with travel writing in particular expressingan ambivalence
to its continentalother that does much to underminethe discourse'sclaim to authority.2
It is for this reasonthat the terms `denigratory' or `Victorian balkanism' will be used to
discursive
(as
to
that
tradition
which
my chapterson the nineteenth-centuryaims to
refer
detail) fashionsEurope as an abiding geographicaldichotomy separatedand staked out
by suchfrontier markingsas the unspeakableplatform of Brod.
The resurgenceof denigratory modes of balkanist discourse in the post-1989
period adds urgency to any examinationof representationalpatterns. The various crises
20SeeMaria Todorova,Imagining the Balkans (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997),
p. 11. In a footnote, Todorova mentions that she has drawn the term from linguistics (where it is used to
designatethe various attributes of the Balkan languages).
21Todorova, `The Balkans: From Discovery to Invention', Slavic Review 53, No. 2 (Summer 1994),
p.
463.
22My point about balkanism is matchedby Dennis Porter's contention that orientalism
was also far from
homogenous,but contained `alternative and only partially silenced counter-hegemonicvoices that have
expressed themselves differently at different historical moments' (Porter, `Orientalism and Its
Problems', in Patrick Williams and Laura Chrisman, eds., Colonial Discourse and Post-Colonial
Theory: A Reader (Hemel Hempstead:HarvesterWheatsheaf,1993),pp. 153-4.
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in the region, which revived interest in the peninsulaafter its lacunaduring the Cold War,
have beengreetedwith the reinvigoration of a nineteenth-centurybalkanismwhich time
has neither altered nor assuaged.Placed alongsideexamplesof the recent commentary,
the Gordons' criticisms from the 1920s, or indeed Blount's disparagementsfrom the
seventeenth century, assume an extraordinarily contemporary feel. Consider the
following passagefrom Alec Russell'sPrejudice and Phan Brandy (1993). The author is
again at that moment of entry into the region, although here the place is Timisoara, in
easternRomania,the time directly after the liberation from fifty years of totalitarian rule.
After a long passagerelating Ceau's
past involvementwith the town, Russell goes
on to say:
On arrival at Timisoara railway station, cold and hungry, we knew none of this and in
swirling snow we had more pressing concernsthan searchingfor traces of the past. It
was night, thick, cloying without a chink of light. Stock lumbered past with heads
furtively
from
peering
windows as in footage of the cattle trucks of the last war. To
reachthe station proper we had to clamber over the tracks [...J. Figures loomed in the
mist and slunk away. The unfamiliar smells of stale cooked fat hovered in the air,
clinging to our clothes,seepingfrom the pores of fellow passengers.In the forecourt, as
if in an Orwellian nightmare,officials were bellowing at stragglers.Amid the confusion
floated a rumour, `terrorists, snipers...'
I have since learnedthese are stock words in the Balkan argot. In a region which
thrives an hyperbole and myth, anyonehostile is a `terrorist', anyonewith a gun is a
`sniper'. Your averageBalkan man tends to be too keen on his local liquor, whether
raki or slivovitz, fuica or cognac,to make a good marksman[...J.
However, in the blacked-out streets of Timisoara there were suspect shadows at
everyturn. In the centrethe only light camefrom the candleson the shrinesof the lullen
martyrs and the cigarette ends of patrolling soldiers. With their squashy Red Army
lookalike hats, the sentrieslooked very alien and the Christmascard effect of the Wing
snow was offset by the bullet-scarredbuildings and the absenceof civilians. For all its
bleak communistfacade,the Hotel Banatul was intenselybeguiling. With considerable
relief we shoulderedpast a policemaninto the lobby.2'

23 Alec Russell, Prejudice
and Phan bran
1993), pp. 6-7.

" Tales of a Balkan SliftiW

(London: Michael Josepih,
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Not for the author, then, the joys of liberation. Instead of choosing to celebrate the
ending of abominablerule, Russell returns us to the samemiserabletropes that guided
the Gordons seventyyears before him, and how very little has changed:under the same
spell of darkness,the landscapeis still mysterious,the military still disagreeable,and the
population still thoroughly `odorous'. It takes no great critic to elucidatethe conceptual
structures at work. From the first reference to `swirling snow', chaos is present
throughout the passage,savageryand discord enter in the shapeof Orwellian officials,
`suspectshadows' and the image of drunken marksmen, and obfuscation emergesvia
`hyperbole' and `myth', all neatly rounded off by referenceto the `very alien' quality of
this other Europe. Nor does Timisoara station lack the metonymic possibilities the
Gordon' discoveredat Brod. In a paragraphthat would not be out of place in the most
supercilious of Victorian travelogues, Russell effortlessly shifts from discoursing on
Romanian`sniperi' to outlining an apparentlyBalkan-wide gun culture, with the allusion
to Yugoslav raki and slivovitz drawing into the eventsof the revolution an analogyto the
extraordinarily divergent events of the Yugoslavian war. The spatial homogenisationof
such reference, and the temporal homogenisation that comes through allusion to
(Red
Army lookalike hats) and the Nazi era (cattle trucks), producethe
times
communist
senseof an unchanged,internally coherentgeographicalzone. This essentialisationis the
conceptual ground on which the traveller can not only build the grand declarative
statementsso beloved of balkanists, but also make such statementsappear perfectly
justified, as exemplifiedby Russell's discussionof what he calls `Balkan backwardness'
and `the Balkan's chaosand confusion' in his preface. `The trappingsof civilisation there
undoubtedly have more fragile foundations than in the rest of Europe,' he writes, and,
finding
in
the region's move towards Western-style democracy,
any
significance
not
concludes:`Maybethe Balkan peninsulais doomed by its confusedand troubled history
24
in
'
the
to wallow
mistakesof the past.

2' Ibid, pp. xvii-xviii. To use the following passagefrom Bassett to
compare nineteenth- and late
twentieth-century balkanism would have perhaps overstated my point `Inside the station all was
confusion', he writes at Podgorica. `Along three platforms well under cover the Jugoslavarmy, forever it
seems spending every moment of its spare time in a railway station, dug in for a long night and
produced sleeping bags. `The train is late,' philosophised a harassedstation master, his red cap soaked
by nein to a dull shade of rust. There was no indication as to how late but after an hour most of the
civilians had decampedto the smolae-filledkavana which, doing a brisk trade in beer, was now the only
dry place left in the station not exclusively given over to snoring soldiery' (Richard Bassett, Balkan
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It is important to point out that Russell'sportrait of the Balkansis characteristicof
late twentieth-century representation,and is in no way more extreme than that of his
contemporaries.The passage'sparticular conceptual structures have been repeatedby
sucha wide rangeof travel writers, historians,reporters,politicians and political analysts,
and in such a varied collection of documentaries,films, pamphlets,missionarytracts and
postmodernistnovels, that the denigration of the Balkans has found a greater degreeof
expression, and unanimity, than it ever found during the Victorian period. There is
somethingcurious about such a return during an age characterisedby a rejection of the
narrativesof its forebears.In terms of the pos modernist literary engagementswith the
region, one would hardly have expected a resurgence of Victorianism from a
philosophical and aesthetic practice that strives to `clear oneself a space', as Appiah
depicts the project-25Even in the sphereof modern journalism - of which Russell is a
representative- the social and academicmovementsagainstracismhavedone so much to
underminethe traditional disparagementsof non-westerncultures that one would assume
public displays of prejudice are soon to be behind us. Yet despite racism's gradual
erosion,it seemsthat the more untheorizedprejudicesof regionalismare as acceptableas
ever. The accusationsof chaos, savagery,backwardnessand obfuscation, which have
marred British coverage of the post-Cold War Balkans, have been delivered with
unerring confidence,and are receivednot as the wretched outpourings of a hackneyed,
unreasonedprejudice,but rather as the most commonsensicalof cultural truisms. Indeed,
so familiar is the repetition of this list of preconceptionsthat, as John Allcock has stated,
`it is hard to recognisetheir arbitrary and constructedstatus,let aloneto shakeour minds
free of than. 26
The exposureof balkanist discourse,this `shakingfree' in Allcock's phrase,' will
be a primary aim of this thesis. Building on the work of Allcock, Todorove, Wolff and
Hours: Travels in the Other Europe (London: John Murray, 1990), pp. 61-2). Bassett has the Gordon'
Two Vagabonds in the Balkans in his bibliography.

25 Kwame Anthony Appiah, `Is the Post- in Postmodernismthe Post- in Postoolonial?', in Cndcal
Inquiry 17 (Winter 1991), p. 346.
26John B. Allrock, 'Constructing the Balkans', in John B. Alloock
and Antonia Young, Black Lambs
and Grey Falcons: WomenTravellers in the Balkans (Bradfor(L Bradford University Press, 1991), p.
175.
27This is what Loomba, drawing on Raymond Williams, describes 'uncover[ing]
as
the rootednessof
`modern' knowledge systemsin colonial practices' in order to inaugurate the processof 'unlearning'
[...] receivedtruths' (Loomba, Colon!altmi/Postcolonialism, p. 66).

is
others, I shall use the literature of travel to trace the discourseback into the nineteenthcentury past, then, moving through twentieth-century historical and literary
developments,attempt to understand its resurfacing in the postmodern present. The
reading will aim to investigatebalkanismnot only as a linguistic construct, but also as
one of the most unchallengedinstancesof political complicity in the fields of British
cultural production. For this critical reading, I shall be drawing on the theory and
methodology of postcolonialism,in the belief that it will assist with the completion of
two broader objectives: firstly a study of the geo-political peripheralisation of the
Balkansthat is nurtured by written and visual representation,and secondlythe pursuit of
a method for opening up the postcolonial field to broader explorations of global
imperialism. Through analysing the Balkans' position of double marginalisation from
both economicand academiccentresof power, I hope to have begun such expansionof
'
field's
`rewriting
[Western]
European
historical
fictional
the
the
of
record'.
and
There are three main theoretical preceptsI shall be borrowing from the field, the
first being this very attack on the presumed objectivity of Western discourse. N any
notion can be saidto unite the disparatestrandssubsumedwithin postcolonialismthen it
is the sustainedattemptto challenge,exposeand dislodgethose conceptsthat civilisation
has deemeduniversal and ahistorical. To this end, many of the advancesof structuralism
have
been
poststructuralism
utilised and developed.Influenced by both Saussure's
and
structural models of language and Gramscian notions of hegemony, theorists like
Barthes, Derrida and Foucault have been concernedto explore patterns of social belief
and practice, not as foundational entities emerging from natural or moral law, but as
systemsof constructed,even irrational value, determinedby history and naturalisedby
language.This exploration hasoften focusedon the debilitating position such systemsof
impose
individual.
In place of the originating human subject, fixed in
the
on
values
transcendentalessence,the selfhoodbecomesirrevocably culture-bound,interpellatedby
that particular range of beliefs that one's society has invented, objectivised and
transformed over time. As postcolonialism has shown, the originators of colonial
discourse were no exception to the rule: explorers, settlers, ethnologists, travellers
carried with them in the move from the homelanda range of ideological presumptions
that would pattern both the original apprehensionof elsewhereand the later statements

2BAshcroft, et ai, eds.,Empire WritesBack, p. 195.
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of the texts, a form of discursive production that spoke volumes about a traveller's
29
but
little
the
through
culture of origin,
of
very
culture
which s/hetravels. It is from this
theoretical perspective that my study of British travel writing on the Balkans will
continence.While resisting any urge towards homogenisation,the thesis will locate the
conceptualstructuresunderlyingthe presumed'objectivity' of nineteenth-and twentiethcentury travel writing, reading the travel text not as an empirical document of historical
researchand social reportage - `the sound of one civilisation reporting on another', as
Colin Thubron has it - but as a document of the homeland,its ideological composition
30
and conditionsof possibility.
Postcolonialtheory has done more than simply expressscepticismwith the truth
claims of the cross-culturaltext. Alongside this questioningof the travelling subject,my
field
is
for
the
of
use
second
understandingthe specific forms that representationof the
in
has
taken
the Balkan travelogue, and in particular to explore the extent to
object
forms
these
of representation are themselves conditioned by pre-existing
which
conceptualpatterns. As I have mentioned, Saussurianlinguistics has been an important
29SyedManzural Islam terms this `pseudo-movement',or sedentarytravel: a departure
which is in fast
no departureat all; seeIslam, The Ethics of Travel: From Marco Polo to Kafka (Manchester and New
York: ManchesterUniversity Press, 1996), p. 28. For the idea that travel writing's real topic is the home
culture, see SusanBassnett, `Travel Writing within British Studies', Studiesin Travel Writing 3 (1999),
p. 5; Patrick Brantlinger, Rule of Darkness: British Literature and Imperialism, 1830-1914 (Ithaca and
London: Cornell University Press, 1988), p. 197; Eric Cheyfitz, The Poetics of Imperialism: Translation
and Colonizationfrom The Tempestto Tarzan (New York and Cord: Oxford University Press, 1991),
p. 142; Tim Youngs, Travellers in Africa: British Travelogues, 1850-1900 (Manchesterand New York:
Manchester University Press, 1994), p. 6; Tim Youngs, 'Buttons and Souls: Some Thoughts on
Commodities and Identity in Women's Travel Writing', Studies in Travel Writing 1 (Spring 1997), p.
119.
30Thubron, `Foreword' to Philip Marsden-Smedleyand Jeffrey Klinke,
eds., new from Abroad.- The
Spectator Book of Travel Writing, new ed. (1988; London: Grafton Books, 1988), p. xi. Opposing an
empiricist like Thubron, Goody writes, `[r]epresentationsare always of something; hence they are ra
presentation,not the thing itself, der Ding an sich. Yet they appear to present themselvesas that thing
[...]. So there is always the possibility that the signifier, words, actions, images, may get confused or
overly identified with the signified' (Jack Goody, Representations and Contradictions: Ambivalence
towards Images, Theatre, Fiction, Relics and Sexuality (Oxford: Blackwell, 1997), p. 25). As Ley and
Duncan point out, representationis informed not only by cultural norms and authorial `idiosyncrasies',
but also by the 'past biography and present intentions' of the reader: see David Ley and JamesDuncan,
'Epilogue' to Duncan and Ley, eds., Place/Culture/Representation(London and New York: Routledge,
1993),p. 329. Yet as Thubron doesargue elsewhere,although the truthfulness of representationin travel
writing can be questioned,`the vast majority of readerstake it as absolutely the truth' ( SusanBassneu,
'Interview with Colin Thubron', Studiesin Travel Writing 3 (1999), p. 166).
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for
the postcolonial assault on the West's perceptions of regions away
point of reference
from the Western centre. The reason emerges from Saussure's notion of the signifying
practice as a system of internal difference rather than an evocation of external essence:
the signifier gains meaning, so the argument runs, only through its distinction from other
signifiers in the linguistic chain, never achieving more than arbitrary relation to the
3'
idea
language.
The
of
of meaning as purely relational attained wider
referent outside
importance in the semiotics of the 1960s, within which `difference' achieved a more
ideological edge. Critics came to argue that the achievement of cultural norms and
in
isolation,
Same
the
to
through
about
signifiers
of
or
self
came
not
appeal
verities transcendental truth,

but was predicated on a close allegiance to

what

was

simultaneously marginalised as abnormal or deviant; only by locating and defining its
Other could society define what it wished to find about itself. The crude binarism that
underpinned such systems of `difference' only emphasised the irrationality of society's
in
increasingly
the
turn,
peripheral
of
which,
called into question the values
construction
its
it
`the
Same.
binarism,
'
This
to
chose
valorise
as
of
practices
critique
with
and
has
of
and
other,
proved fundamental to the analysis of Western crossself
opposition
cultural discourse. Alongside the `peripheries' within Western society, the West also
in
identity.
its
the
to
the
geographical
other
order
call
produces
signifiers of
collective
up
The colonised lands of Africa, Asia and the Orient have all been reduced to features in
famously
has
JanMohamed
termed `Manichean allegory', a hierarchical division of
what
cultures `based on a transformation of racial difference into moral and even metaphysical
difference. a32As the travel writing on such regions bears witness, it seems a very short
step from journeying with the ideological baggage of the homeland to a systematic
denigration of the cultural other. Whether derived from a consciously held racism or not,
the contrast of home and abroad, which the travelogue holds as its very mºison d'ete,
has so often slipped into a loaded binarism of self/other, centre/periphery, order/chaos,
civilisation/savagery, form/formlessness that naturally privileges the first terms in the
equation. The significance of binarism within

colonial discourse has been widely

31For a moreinvolvedoutlineof Saussure's
influenceon culturalandracialstudiesseeStuartHall, `The
CulturalRepresentations
Spectacle
and &gn1)5ingPracdces
of the `Other',in Hall, ed, Representation:
(London:ThousandOaksandNewDelhi: SagarrheOpenUniversity,1997),p. 234.

is
explored. My aim here is to establish its centrality to representationsof non-colonial
spheres,and to arguethat the constructed`difference' of such spherescan be as vital for
manufacturingthe British national identity asthose of the [ex-]colonies.33
For much postcolonial theory, the binarism that informs the denigration of the
West's cultural others is innately bound up with my final theoretical borrowing, that of
power-knowledge, a concept derived from the work of Michel Foucault. The choice
should occasionno surprise,for the philosopher-historian'sradical approachto Western
discourse has had profound influence on contemporary thought and, through Said,
largely spawnedthe practices of colonial discoursestudy within which I am working.34
Nevertheless,my awarenessof the innumerablepitfalls in which Foucauldianthought can
involve the critic shouldbe mentioned.Taken as a whole, the work is notoriously diverse
itself
and
contradicting
shifting
accordingto the nature of the discourseunder study" and its philosophicalbent also has disastrousimplications for the possibilitiesof agency
and counter-suggestion,an area with which the thesis will engage. As a point of
departure, however, I find Foucault to be of fundamentalvalue. His thought derived
from an extremescepticismtowards all totalities of thought and experience,and, through
studying formation and development of such totalities, he assembleda number of
valuablecritical practicesfor dismantling, and potentially liberating ourselves,from that
32Abdul p JanMohamed,`The Economy of Manichean Allepry: The Function Racial Difference in
of
Colonialist Literature', in Critical Inquiry 12 (Autumn 1985), p. 61. See also Frantz Fanon, The
Wretchedof the Earth, new ed, trans. ConstanceFarrington (London: Penguin, 1990), pp. 31-3.
33 In this way, I shall attempt to show that the
claims of a critic like Ian Baunom, who argues that
'Englishness has [...) defined itself against the British Empire, ' and that 'the conceptsof Britishness
and
Englishnesshave existed only in someor other relation to imperialism, ' do not offer the full picture,
and
therefore tend to falsify the record (see Baucom, Out of Place: Enghshnea Empire, and Ae Locaüo.w
of Identity (Princeton, New Jersey:Princeton University Press, 1999), pp. 12,40).
34 'Foucault's work stands at the intersection
of innovations in theories of ideology, subjectivity and
language, and has exerted an important (some would say definitive) influence on the shaping
of postmodernist and post-structuralist ideas and [...] on postoolonial studies' (Loombe, Colonialism/
Postcolonialism, p. 34). It should be mentioned that Said, after his deployment of Foucauldian thought
in Orientalism, slowly shifted away from French post-structuralism. This shift is perhapsexemplified by
his concern with what he calls, in Culture and Imperialism, the `universalizing techniques'
of current
Westernacademictheory (Said, Culture and Imperialism (London: Chatto and Windas, 1993), p. 234).
35As Sara Mills writes, summarising Morris and Patton, '"Foucault's
work does not form a system," it
is "not a consistent theory" and "it is a patchwork of studies which
may
produce something
...
resembling a pattern, but in which no single rule gmrns the move from one piece to the nme.
(Meaghan Morris and Paul Patton quoted in Mills, Discourses of Difference: An Analysis
of Wont's
Travel Writing and Colonialism (London and New York Routledge, 1991), p. 7).
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grand apparatusof entrenchedprejudicethat has gainedcommoncurrencyin our culture.
For an inherited conceptlike that of the Balkans, his work helpsus `to know how and to
be
instead
legitimating
is
it
differently,
to
think
possible
extent
might
of
what
what
36
known
already
The genealogicalconjunction of power and knowledge, although associatedwith
the relatively short middle period of his work, is perhapsFoucault's best known concept,
37
he
himself
his
by
`archaeology'
In
1960x.
would reinterpret earlier
of the
and one which
a work like The Order of Things (1966), his greatest expressionof the archaeological
method, Foucault was concernedwith what he perceivedas the unconsciousconceptual
discourse
it,
historical
he
the
the
termed
as
episteme,
or
a priori strata underlying
for
knowledge
formation
through
creating
a
self-contained
code
of
rules
would
which
govern intellectual activity and cultural production, and thereby produce a high degreeof
regularity within and between intellectual disciplines.In shifting to power-knowledgein
the 1970s, particular discourses were viewed less as a result of some free-floating
abstractionthan as very real social malignanciesproductive of authority and oppression.
This Nietzscheanpremise can be seen in his studies of the institutional practices that
disciplines
In
the
self
and
other.
of medicine,psychiatry and penality, the will
constitute
to knowledgethat definesabnormalityor delinquencyalso produces,in a corollary action
Foucault terms `normalisation', the various codes of behaviour which modern society
for
the individual. It proved a handier processfor
and
permissible
as
customary
accepts
creating pliant, socially-useful citizens than the older, more visible forms of power
issuing from the sovereign. On the one hand, the individual undergoing socialisation,
faced with the threat of exclusion or incarceration, readily internalisesthe behavioural
norms of a society; on the other hand, as Foucault argued in Discipline and Punish
(1975), the growth in those scientific disciplines which accrued knowledge of the
individual correspondedto an increasing inculcation of behavioural normalcy through
public institutions. The prison was the most visible example, but through such
36 FouccaWt,The Uses of Plea re, Tstory of Sexuality, Vol. 2, trans. Robert Hurley (New York
Pantheon, 1985), p. 9.
37 'When I think back now, ' Foucault said in interview in 1977, `I ask myself what else it was that I was
talking about, in Madness and Civilisation or The Birth of the Clinic, but power? '; Foucault, 'Truth and
Power', in Power/Knowledge: Selected Interviews and Other Writings 1972-1977, new ed., ed Colin
Gordon, trans. Colin Gordon, et al (1980; Harlow: Pearson Education Limited, 1980), p. 11S. His foau
on power was later overshadowed by 'problematisation', although in my reading it remains central.
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burgeoning technologies as the school, the military and the factory, the process of
penality becamethe symbol, and model, for a modem `carceral' society that controlled a
population through the integratedmechanismsof ordering, surveillanceand punishment.
It was a bleak perspectiveon the nature of modern society. With all discourse being
linked to a will to power, it was also a bleak perspectiveon knowledge formation: as
Foucault said, `thereis no power relation without the correlative constitution of a field of
knowledge,nor any knowledge that doesnot presupposeand constitute at the sametime
3
power relations'
The point has been found to have direct relevanceto the knowledge gleanedand
distributed by the texts of British colonialism. The circulation of power-knowledge
issuingfrom cross-culturalrepresentationis not an issuecoveredin Foucault's work, and
one may speculateon the alterationsto his theory of power which would have resulted
from its inclusion. In particular, Foucault's senseof the dispersalof power in the modern
state, its non-hierarchicalcondition of emergenceand distribution, may have undergone
modification. For with non-westernculture one is again in the presenceof a marginalised
body whose function - not dissimilar to the functions of the mad or delinquent - is to
establishthat primary dichotomy of civilisation and savagerythat inculcatesbehavioural
norms in the home population, and deniesany merit to the experienceof the marginalised
category-39Yet at the sametime, whereas the construction of madnessor delinquency
individual
behaviour, cross-cultural representation also produces
to
normalise
works
normalcy within the wider structures of the nation-state, and does so in an
incontrovertibly hierarchicalfashion. In particular, I will be arguing that the binary logic
underpinningrepresentationservesto sanctionthe political norms of the West: through
evoking the spirit of radical othernessin a foreign culture, centred on chaos, violence,

38Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, new ed., trans. Alan Sheridan,
(1975; London: Penguin, 1991), p. 27. Eagleton sums things up nicely: 'Discourse, sign-systemsand
signifying practicesof all kinds [...] produce effects, shapeforms of consciousnessand unconsciousness,
which are closely related to the maintenanceor transformation of our existing systemsof power' (Terry
Eagleton, Literary Theory: An Introduction (Oxford, UK and Cambridge, USA: Blackwell, 1983), p.
210).
39As Sarup explains, 'Dichotomies are exercisesin power and at the sometime their disguise.They split
the human world into a group for whom the ideal order is to be erected,and another which is for the
unfitting, the uncontrollable, the incongruous and the ambivalent' (Madan Sarup, 'The Meanings of
Home and the Politics of Place', in GeorgeRobertson,et al, eds., Travellers' Toles: Narratives of Home
and Displacement (London and New York: Routledge, 1994),p. 101).
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backwardness,poverty, the cultural representationsof the Western travel text produce
justification for the economic and political mores - democracy, capitalism, liberalism which underlie Western society, entrenching the form of power in currency in that
society, and also valorising the position of dominancethis power assumesin the geopolitical arena.

The interactionof representationand power does not stop there. Once the
is
power
established,travel writing can attain a secondlevel of complicity
collusion with
ideological
hierarchy,
during
those
the
the
political
particularly
periods when
with
by
imperial
is
desire.
denigration
The
rhetoric
the
suffused
of
of a culture through
climate
representation,like the constructionsof racial theory or religious belief, has frequently
formed Ibuttresses of colonial and post-colonial power',40 with the styles of
representationconstructing a geographical zone that invites economic, political and
territorial domination. The study of such representation is a pursuit which colonial
discoursetheory had made its own, and an attempt to summariseits exposure of the
diverse ways that travel literature has charted such regions as Asia, Africa, the Orient
41
Americas
for
here.
is
the purposes of colonial expansion
and the
not possible
Nevertheless,amongstthe multiple expressionsthat power achieves,a few basic trends
by
located.
Whether
invitation,
be
way
of
or justification after the event, the
can
has
been
on the underdevelopment of resources, thinness of population,
emphasis
backwardness,
and
cultural
social turbulence,political chicanery,moral laxity,
economic
lethargy and servitude.The various attributes combineto evoke the widespreadabsence
of political, administrationaland commercial structure, which, according to the logic of
binarism, contrasts to the civilisational achievement, or potential, of the imperial
homeland. It is in this (un)stated linkage of Old World capability with New World

40James Duncan and David Ley, `Introduction: Representing the Spece of Culture', in Duncan
and Ley,
eds., Place/Culture/Representation, p. 6.

41Brian Musgrove offers a useful summaryof the centrality of travel writings to the study of colonialism
in his contribution to Clark's Travel Writing and Empire (1999). His sense,however, that 'it is virtually
impossible to consider travel writing outside the frame of post-colonialism' is one I hope to challenge in
this dissertation (see Musgrove, 'Travel and Unsettlement: Freud on Vacation', in Steve Clark, ed,
Travel Writing and Empire: Postcolonial Theory in Trait (London and New Ycik: Zed Books, 1999),
p. 32).
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inadequacythat the generalthrust of representation,through its intricate, flexible pattern
42
denigration,
`spins
of
webs of colonisingpower'
The startling correspondencebetweensuch representationalpracticesand those of
British travel writing on the Balkans should automatically alert us to the workings of
imperial power in the latter. The specific accusationsof political and social underdevelopment,human iniquity, even regional `underpopulation', along with the broader
chargesof chaos,savageryand backwardness,have all beendeployedin the construction
of the Balkans, and to my mind reveal the existenceof a political/economic ambition
more clearly than the most assiduoustrek through the pages of British diplomatic
history. The mere lack of colonial realisation should not blind us to the possibilities of
either colonial desire or imperial achievement.The textual practices of denigration
by
its
traces
are
postcolonial
studies
of
and
state
power
strategies,not of
unearthed
colonialismper se, and are as likely to be found in the power struggleswithin Europe as
in those between Western Europe and its distant colonies. In focusing on the
in
the
this way, I am aware of a certain departurefrom Foucault's
of
state
machinations
much lesscentralisedunderstandingof power. While borrowing freely from genealogical
however,
feel
I
the obligation to maintaintheoretical loyalty in the
neither
methodology,
different
discourse,
a
of
very
nor wish to underemphasisewhat I view as the
presence
uncannyability of the western stateto draw to itself power that it has not originated.The
aptitude of centralised power gains clarity once one turns to the particular political
benefits the British state has drawn from cultural representationsof the Balkans. There
are two dynamicsat work in the text, correspondingto what we might call, for brevity's
sake, binarism and imperial desire, a dual mechanismwhich has traditionally informed
travel writing on the colonies and which, apart from two important periods I shall detail
below, have also been maintainedby British travellers in the Balkans from the time of
their earliestwritings on the region to the presentday.
The function of binarism, firstly, cannot be overestimatedwhen considering the
power derived from the British invention of the place it terms the `Balkans.' So powerful
is the influence of binary logic that I would argue the balkanist paradigm is conditioned
but
by
by
the
region
opposition to comps
not
any attribute within

42JamesDuncan and Derek Gregory, 'I
3.

versions of the

an' to Duncan and Gregory, oth., Wttsa of Page,

p.
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British collective identity, the very reason that the styles and constructions of
4'
form
dissertation.
For a
such a major theme of the
autobiographicalself-definitionwill
definition,
from
Cora
Gordon
Jan
the
such
and
acts as an
outline
of
passage
general
historical
journalistic
In
the
of
accounts of south-east
reminder.
majority
and
effective
Europe, the dominant attributes of autobiographicalBritishness- or Englishness,to be
more precise - gain only marginal presencein the text, being an implied ideal which
informs, though rarely intrudes upon, depictions of the geographicalobject. In travel
writing, more usefully, the self-image is given essentialprominence: at the station at
Brod, for example, a synecdochic Englishness, essentialisedin the second person
landscape,
the
appears
within
and steps around the platform exhibiting as
pronoun,
backwardness
the
tropes
attributes
a
range
of
as
and
of
chaos,
savagery,
systematic
it
that
confronts. Bewildered by its arrival amid disorder, panicked by the
obfuscation
presence of squalor and violence, determined nonethelessto elucidate information
through `deduction' and `judgement', this personification of British mores revealsitself
for
is
to
any
order,
progress,
of
clarity,
rationality
about
stand
who
not
a
personage
as
local impudence, a subject-position which seventy years later Russell - in a more
for
Englishness- would reactivatein his autobiographicalself-portrait.
common medium
And in this sense,the Gordons' referenceto `blackestgloom', and Russell's `night, thick,
just
become
than
temporal markers in the narratives. These are the
more
cloying',
representativesof enlightenedmodernity, sober and rational men and women who enter
('since
lamp
no
gleam
where
of
relieves the darkness') the illumination of
an alien zone
Enlightenmentprogresshas neverpenetrated.
With regard to the power derived from this opposition, it is significant indeedthat
travel to the Balkans beganto flourish shortly after the eighteenth-centuryphilosophes.
The period was one in which the idealsthat define modern Western society were finding
formulation, and which would solidify during the Victorian era into the configurationsof
clarity, order, progressand rationality. As Lary Wolff remindsus, the term `civilisation',
that cultural construct around which this list of notions would revolve, was itself an

43My premise here will be that there is nothing within the mrtobiographical text that does not emerge
from the autobiographer's sense of self. As Rawlinson writes, the very process of `[t]uning the
contingent into narrative is an act of self-definition' (Mark Rawlinson, British Writing of the Second
World War (Oxford: Clarendon Press,2000), p. 183).
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Enlightenmentneologism; ` in order to invent this Western civilisation, and in order to
gaugethe progressby which it judged itself the hostile qualities of chaos,backwardness,
savagery,themselvesstrictly conditionedby the terms defining Western superiority, were
displacedonto other geographicalzones to be found and brought back to the colonial
metropolis by travellers, adventurersand colonists. It was an ideological mapping of the
globe for which the emergentdivision between Western and Eastern Europe was not
but
in
timely,
the shapeof the Balkans,one of the West's most vital
provided,
which
only
points of reference.South-eastEurope represented,after all, a very fertile conjunction:
the colonised status, the lack of western style development,the hostile ideologies of
Islam and later communism,combined with the region's very geographicalproximity,
evoked an othernessthat was somehowmore poignant than far-flung colonies or Third
World empires.The Balkanswere, like Foucault's societal others, on the very ground of
Europe, but this was a Europe gone horribly wrong. As Russell and the (cordons
demonstrate,British travellers would find in the region such a stark combination of
it
difference
that
and
was as if the reverse side of their enlightenedmodernity
similarity
had risen up to haunt them. And in this lies the intrinsic value of the Balkans for the
Western
In
of
power.
constructingan other that existswithin the boundaries
maintenance
of Europe, viewed even today as a realm of terror and totalitarianism,a realm apparently
43 travel writing on the
`motivated [...] by a mysterious congenital bloodthirsfiness',.
Balkansissuesa firm warning about relinquishingthe structuresof Western `democracy':
law
and governance,the knowledge of travel writing tells us,
customs
of
abandonour
and here is the appallingoutcomein Europeancontext.
This is not to say, of course, that collusion with authority is a premeditated,or
decision
deliberate,
on the part of travellers.It is rather an exampleof that curious
a
even
issuing
from a centrally located source, infusesthe
not
of
power
which,
while
circularity

44Wolff, Inventing Eastern Europe, pp. 12-13. Yapp also writes of Enlightenment binarism: `It was the
despotism
Asian
which enabledMontesquieu to draw out the features which made Europe
with
contrast
law,
liberty.
it
In Montesquicu's writings one finds
monarchy
morality,
aristocracy,
and
was:
what
expressedclearly, perhapsfor the first time, the notion of Europe as a geographical, cultural, political
history
its
its
intellectual
and
own
entity
with
own distinctive features' (Papp, 'Europe in the
and
Turkish Mirror', p. 147). Interestingly, the Ottoman image of Enlightenment 'Europe' until the
nineteenth century wasjust as bad (seeIbid., p. 140).
45Misba Glenny, The Balkans 1804-1999: Nationalism, War and Me Grat Powrra (London: (nach,
1999), p. 661.
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culture from which the traveller emerges,channellingin turn the utterancesof travel text
and thereby entrenchingthe power from which the utterancesbegan. In this contained
process, power asks little of a locale like the Balkans; except, perhaps, that it
occasionallybehaves`in character'. Instead,the discoursederives its dynamic from that
collective self-imagethat has formed, developed,hardened,and returned with stubborn
persistenceto police the representationsof self and other. In the case of south-east
Europe, it should be stressed,the social and theoretical developments of the latetwentieth century not only failed to reducethe othernessthat surroundsit, but madethat
for
than
more
critical
ever,
with the Cold War having come to an end, and
otherness
Islam having failed until recently as a significant other to the British self' there is a
sensethat some new version of the old continental antitheseswas absolutelynecessary:
Western
`democratic
Europe
and a Communist Eastern Europe,' as Robert Kaplan
not
but
`Europe
simply
and the Balkans.'" And this is the dichotomy upon which
mentions,
have
set to work. Enigmatic, invidious, frightening, the Eastern
commentators
recent
Bloc has re-enteredthe British imagination via a constructed south-eastEurope whose
poverty, war, massacre and threats of refugeeism has proved as efficacious as
for
driving
adherenceto authority and national boundariesdeep within the
communism
British psyche.It may well be that the recent shift in focus onto Afghanistan,El Qaida
and international terrorism will mean the Balkans become supercededas the West's
symbolic opposite. Yet with its status outside any clear racial or political prejudice,
balkanismhas certainly furnished us with a remarkably durable other which, for the last
ten years of post-Cold War history, from the demiseof the communist adversaryto the
rise of `global terror', preservedthe fear of alterity in westernEuropeanpopulations.
The creation of loyalty to particular social and political structures demonstrates
that the workings of power are, as Foucault was at pains to stress, far from merely
I Turner has written that `with the collapse of communism and the erosion of the traditional cold-war
politics of the post-war period, Islam may well function as a substitute for the dangers representedby a
Orientalism,
S.
Turner,
(Bryan
Postmodernismand Globalfsm (London and New
menace'
communist
York: Routledge, 1994), p. 183). I do not believe this was achieved in Britain until the responseby its
governmentand media to the terrorist attack of September11,2001.
17 Robert D. Kaplan, Balkan Ghosts: A Journey through History, new ed. (1993; London and
Basingstoke: Papermac, 1994), p. 48. Despite its apparent lack of pertinence for postkolonial studies,
Chantal Mouffe usefully reminds us that the Cold War `democracyhotalitarianism opposition' was one
of the principal methodsby which the West defined itself after 1945; Mouffe, 'For a Politics of Nomadic
Identity', in GeorgeRobertson,et al, eds., Travellers' Tales,p. 105.
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is
This
productive
energy
restrictive.
most clearly seenin our seconddynamic of power
which finds sustenancethrough the genreof Balkan travel - that of imperial desire.Here,
one can perceive an emergentpolitical collusion that is as systematicin its way as the
literary representationsof France,Austria and Russiaduring their colonial expansionsin
"
the region. In sayingthis, I do not wish to suggestthat through history there havebeen
no internal causesfor crisesin the Balkans or that indigenousdiscourseis itself bereft of
responsibility, what I am arguing, simply, is that there is a direct link between textual
representationand those interests that have both defined British engagementin the
Balkans and produced, with cruel paradox, much of the chaos and discord by which
Britain has characterised the region. Such engagement has remained unchecked
throughout the period under study. In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
interest
led
to British support for Austrian and Ottoman
and
commercial
political
in
colonialism the peninsula,a support which, while largely conductedby diplomacy, did
direct
the
colonial pursuits of military engagementor administration of
not eschew
territorial populations. After 1914, fidelity to Empire was exchangedfor an intricate
loyalties
indigenous
to
the
of
states. Despite the apparent indifference to the
pattern
region displayedat Moscow in 1944,49the two world wars establishedmilitary alliances
in the Balkans that continued after 1945 in the shape of economic support for
dictatorships standing against Moscow, and after 1989 in the shape of assistanceto
regimes that most ensuredthe Western blueprint for post-Cold War Europe. To these
specific political ends, the style of represdrtation subsisting during a certain historical
function.
dual
has
On the one hand, representationcan lend direct support for a
a
period
form
of political interference,as I outline in some detail below. On the other
particular
hand, such balkanist motifs as chaos,backwardnessand savagery,and the unbridgeable
civilisational gulf they evoke, produce an essential distance between the two
geographical poles of Europe that has frequently disguised both the fact and
inter,
British
and disguisedthem with extraordinarysuccess.
consequenceof
This, in summary, is the general scope of the thesis: through adopting fl om
postcolonialism the three theoretical precepts of enculturation, cultural binarism and
48See Todorova, Imagining the Balkans, pp. 62-88.

49I am referring to Churchill's and Stalin's decision to divide easternEurope betweenthe two 'blocs',
thereby establishing many of the geographical co-ordinatesof the Cold War in Europe: at Chapter 5,
pp. 266-7.
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power-knowledgeI hope to exposethe deepworkings of geo-political power behindthe
British concept of the Balkans. Yet however useful the adoption might prove, I am
aware of a lingering problem. Such is the extraordinary tenacity of popular
preconceptionsof the Balkansthat one familiar with the British media coverageof recent
events may well accept the subjectivity of representationin general, and accept that
imperialist consideration still governs the British relationship to abroad, yet remain
backwardness
that
nonetheless
savagery,
chaos,
convinced
and obfuscation are the
defining characteristicsof the Balkans. Indeed, there may be some doubt as to whether
the postmodernclimate - to paraphraseFoucault - will allow us to think any differently.
In literary circles particularly, chaos, conspiracy, corruption and social fragmentation
have becomearticles of faith, cynically deployedto account for both easternand western
despite
their universalisingimplication, gradually restricting alternative
and,
experience,
from
fund
knowledge.
has
fact,
despair
In
the
available
of
postmodern
viewpoints
assumedsuch an air of obviousnessover the last ten years that it seemswe have also
succumbedto the `the common senseof an age', in Norman Hampton's phrase,however
is
historical
`obvious'
`the
an
product that evolves in time.'30In the face of this,
much
how can one illustrate that element of choice that lies behind representation?To what
extent can a region like south-eastEurope be shorn of its chasterof negative attributes?
How are the Balkans, in other words, not `the Balkans 7 For those less affected by
postmodernscepticism,there are severalpossibleavenuesto explore in a material, rather
than textual, direction. The repeated imperial interventions of the Western powers,
distance
from
the Balkans, could certainly source much of the
their
supposed
refuting
latter's turbulencein the West rather than any indigenoustendencytowards violence and
mayhem. Similarly, a more general survey of Western behaviour during the twentiethhistory
its
holocaust
of
war,
with
world
and imperial aggression, would
century,
'
Balkan
the
temper
reputation as `the cut-throat part of Europe's' At the
considerably
same time, one could question the actual historical presence in the region of the
characteristicsit is accusedof with StevanPavlowitch being just one historian amongst
many who arguesthat, particularly before the First World War, `its history is no more

50NornnanHampson,The Enlightenment, new ed. (1968; London: Penguin, 1990), p. 145.
51John Foster Fraser,Picturesfrom the Balkans, new od (1906; London: Casselland Co., 1912), p.
205.
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52
Europe'
Then again, there is always the frank
that
turbulent than
of any other part of

implausibilityof any essentialisation
of a region. One need not adopt a historicist
denigratory
to
representationof south-am Europe
an
undermine
unremittingly
argument

in which a leaderlike Miilosevic,for example,or war like that in Bosnia, can be
confidently labelled as a `Balkan dictator', or a `Balkan conflict', as if the very worst

characteristics
of the regioncould standin as evidencefor a wider, more deep-seated,
y
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As fertile as such avenuesmay prove, however, the thesis will remain within
poststructuralist methodologiesof textual analysis.In particular, I am interestedin the
strategyof dismantlinga conceptualstructure from within, rather than resorting to some
drawn
in
from
certainty
without, a strategy for which Foucault's work
epistemological
stands as exemplar. For Foucault, after his dalliance with origin in Mathiess and
Civilisation (1961), there was no zero point, or primordial truth, in Western history
againstwhich the mendacityof discoursecould be gauged,`no prediscursiveprovidence
'
in
favour',
disposes
in
discourse
the
our
world
merely
a
shifting
pattern
of
which
which, at some point or other, one would take up a position. In order to weaken the
energiesof discourse,therefore, he turned insteadto what we might consider a method
focus
Maintaining
internal
contrast.
a
on the conceptual st ucture, Foucault sought
of
difference,
its
internal
drawing
of
point
out the nature of its theoretical instability,
out
and thereby weakening the sense of integrity and self-evidencethat surrounds the
concept. In the archaeologicalwork, such contrast took a diachronic form, focusing on
those stark, irrational discontinuitiesthat affect discoursein its changethrough time in
both
irrationality
to
the
evidence
of our current formulation and its non_
order
evolutionary progress towards `truth.' In the later genealogy, his method altered only
52Pavlowitch, A History of the Balkans, 1804-1945(London and New Yodc Longman, 1999), 1.
p.
53It is interesting to note, on this point, that the geographically- or culturally-specific concept the
of
`West' or the `Western' has tended to gain only positive reification within its own discourse. To my
knowledge, Ireland has never been termed a `Western conflict' in the way Bosnia is termed a `Balkan
conflict', or indeed Hitler a `Westerndictator' or the holocaustan instanceof 'Western bloodthirstiness'.
The frequently pejorative usageof `Western' and the `West' in postcolonialism may well chop all this,
as i mention below.
54 `[Wie must not imagine', Foucault adds, `that the world turns towards us a legible fax
which wie
decipher.
' See Michel Foucault, `The Order of Discourse', in Robert Young, ed,
have
to
only
would
Untying the Text: A PostStructuralist Reader (Boston, London and Henley: Rootledge and Kepn Faul,
1981), p. 67.
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diachrony
While
to evidencenon-progression,Foucault
retaining
a
of
measure
slightly.
developed a closer awarenessof synchronic diversity within a period, unearthing a
multiplicity of competing positions within sites of discourse, each based on an erratic
logic of accident,error, ambivalenceand inconsistency.
It is this deconstructivestrategy which is so useful for revealing the elementsof
behind
discrepancy
the British concept of the Balkans, and which offers a
and
chance
mediumthrough which the wider theory informing my understandingof that concept can
"
bear
be brought to
on the texts. I differ from Foucault only in that my exposureof the
heterogeneityof balkanist discourse will focus solely on the episteme of the modern
is,
that
two
the
since the close of the eighteenth century, which for
centuries,
period;
Foucault havebeen groundedin historicism and the `sciencesof man', and for critics of
in
binarism.
bringing
the
By
practices
of
post-Enlightenment
representation
cross-cultural
bear
internal
to
contrast
on the period, however, I hope to show the
the strategiesof
it
historical
even
as
of
representation
works
within
a
single
nature
a priori. In
contingent
historical
hope
doing,
i
to
study - which my use of Foucault night suggest
replace
not
so
by
internal inconsistenciesand
but
the
exposing
to
such
study
profound
supplement
historicism,
in
fact,
has
helped
to formulate.
concept
which
a
geographical
of
ruptures
The strategy of synchronic contrast, for example, feveals startling discrepancywithin
both genreand individual text, with travellerswho journeyed at the sametime, and along
the same routes, using the configurations of Enlightenment thought to produce
discoursesthat both supported and challengedthe official construction of the Balkans,
despite the same social conditions they were experiencing. In terms of diachronic
I
how
the
to
period,
similarly,
modem
wish
show
an epistemecan itself
within
contrast
be divided into minor periods, or sub-epistemes,in which discourse comes to be
This
by
dominant
texts.
of
group
group of texts, expressingwhat T. S. Kuhn
expressed

SSThe location of discursive instability has beenused in previous studiesof cross-cult ual rgxesartation.
For example, Peter Hulme, in his study of western constructions of the Caribbean, is concerned with
those moments `where the text stutters in its articulation', and Ali Behdad's study of orientalism
highlights what he calls textual `noise', that is, an emergencein the text of the unconscious and
Other's
discourse'.
See
Huhne,
Colonial
Encounters:
the
Europe and the Native
of
expression
repressed
Caribbean, 1492-1797(London and New York: Methuen, 1986), p. 12; and Behdad, Belated Travelers:
Orientalfsm in the Age of Colonial Dissolution (Cork Cork University Press/Dulw University press,
1994), p. 84. For a summary of the heterogeneityof cross-cultural discourse see Lisa Lowe, Critical
Terrains: F)enth and British OWentalism(Ithaca and London: Cornell Up, 1991), pp, ixx, 1-10.
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5'
terms a `dominantrepresentationalparadign', has undergoneprofound trransfonation
through the modern period, in which different styles of representation have gained
ascendancyat different times, interconnecting with differing sources of power, and
respondingto shifts in how the West has viewed itself, as well as in shifts in the aesthetic
literature.
thematic
concerns
of
practicesand

The uses of internal contrast, and the mannerin which it can questionour
becomes
Balkans,
brief
the
through
concept
of
clearer
a
summaryof what I
essentialised
locate as the three major sub-epistemesin the modern genealogyof the concept. The
first, which is outlined in Chapters 1 and 2, covers 1850 to the outbreak of the First
World War," and was the first era of denigratory balkanism,when the motifs of chaos,
savagery,backwardnessand obfuscation prevailed, and when representationwas closely
bound up with British diplomacy, trade and investment in the region. The secondsubis
in
Chapters
detailed
3
4,
the contrary mode of signification: that is, the
and
episteme,
romantic, idealistic mode that stretched from 1914 to the late Cold War as, and that
RebeccaWest's work exemplifies.As I shall discuss,the important point hereis that this
discursiveshift is not so much a diachronicbreak with the nineteenthcentury, than a new
alignment of synchronicpatterns of negative and positive representationswhich existed
in both periods. Frederic Jamesonargues `that radical breaks between periods do not
involve
complete changesof content but rather the restructuring of a certain
generally
features
that in an earlier period or system were
given:
of
elements
already
number
become
dominant,
features
that had been dominant again become
now
and
subordinate

m SeeT. S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1962). Foucault's theory of discoursewill be
preferred in the thesis to Kuhnian paradigms due to the focus of the former on power and knowledge.
s1I shall take the mid-nineteenth-century as a convenient starting point. This was a moment at which,
on the one hand, the retreat of the Ottoman Empire, and the corresponding growth of both Balkan
nationalism and Great Power intrigue in the region, produced a surge of interest in the region from
British travellers; and, on the other hand, the Victorian consolidation of Enlightenment value systems
had meant the emerging flood of traveloguesobserved,and nourished, that binary logic through which
Britain was perceiving the globe. This is also the moment when the Balkans shift from being merely a
route to Istanbul and Asia to being a destination in themselves (contrast, for example, Kinglake's
treatment of the region in 1844 (A. W. Kinglake, Eothen, new ed. (1844; London: John Lehmann, 1948),
p. 38) to those of the mid-Victorians). As Tozer mentions, new steamer and rail routes in Europe also
meant that the Balkans had becomeless important as a route (Henry FanshaweTaxer, Researchesin the
Highlands of Turkey [etc.], 2 Vols. (London: John Murray, 1869), 1,1-2).
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secondary"

This is certainly true of modem balkanism, in which complimentary

representation,as I term it, always existed as a subordinate mode, particularly in the
Victorian tendency to choose pet nations to champion, but moved to prominencefor
much of the twentieth century, when peasantculture, folk costume, village superstition
features
those
all
of the travelled environment'" that for
and perceived medievalism,
many justified denigration, were now a source of unparalleled delight. Certainly, such
primitivism can be read as condescending,the conventionalinterpretation in postcolonial
studies. What I wish to explore, however, is the extent to which complimentary
frequent
its
links
discourses
the
to
with
of nationalism,romanticism and
representation,
communism,forms a sort of counter-discourse,not only supportive of the indigenous
social and state systems, but also highly critical of the western creeds of progress,
capitalismand Empire. I shall then move, finally, to a study of the contemporaryperiod.
After outlining in Chapter 5 the gradual dwindling of romanticisation during the Cold
War, Chapter 6 will examinethe extraordinary return in the 1990sto the old discursive
tropes of chaos, savagery, backwardness and obfuscation, and, significantly, the
reduction of complimentary representation to such a subordinate position that the
homogeneity.
Naturally,
is
in
the
the
approaches
period
most
paradigm
vital this `history
60
have
Foucault
termed the enterprise.For this reason,I place
the
as
would
present',
of
particular focus on a discussionof both the complicity that postmodern representation
has had with the structuresof westernpower, and the ways in which the constructionsby
British and American6'travel writers of a supposedlyinnate social and moral depravity in
the Balkansconcealsthe involvementthe West has had in many of the current crises.
I have mentioned that the increasing homogenisation of south-east Europe in
British representationis significant. There seems no doubt that a loss of synchronic
discontinuity occurs after 1945, firstly in an eradication of the pet hate of the inter-war
period, and thence a loss of the favoured nation after the 1980s, processesassistingin

5 Jameson,`Postmodernismand Consumer Society', in Peter Brockcr, ed., Modernisrn/PosWwodend
(London and New York: Longman, 1992), p. 177.
59Cocker's phrase:Mark Cocker, Loneliness and lIme: Bridt ?YawelMWIingin the lWntfeth Century
(London: Seckerand Warburg, 1994), p. 196.
60Foucault, Discipline and Punish, p. 31.

61I shall expand my focus to include greater analysis of Anmian travelogueson the Ballrans in Chapter
6, concerned as I am less with a specifically British mode of representation than with the genarid
circulation of English languagerepresentationthat travel writers and their readershipwe absorbing.
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the current production of a unified, irredeemablybleak cultural spacewhere goodnessor
virtue haveno existence.Yet as I hope this brief surveyof the modern period has shown,
the diachronicmultiplicity of representationsince 1850 and the synchronicheterogeneity
of all sub-epistemesindicate that the British conception of the Balkans is far from the
univocal discourseone might have expected.Certainly, representationsall occur within
the structuresof Enlightenmentthought (with even later, postmodernisttexts drawing on
Enlightenmentbinarism,if only to negatethe positive pole in the binary). Yet despitethis
limitation, such structures still allow the fundamental choice of either denigration or
idealisationof the Balkans, and that choice has in turn facilitated what seemsto me the
region's role as a site of contestation for Western ideologies, a kind of symbolic
geography,or a scriptedzone, that may have once formed a blank sheetfor travel writers
but which has sincebeen written over with corrections, citations, borrowings, rewrites,
and a whole host of substantialerasures,a place upon which to make one's mark is also
to stake one's claim to a wider political position. The point is made by commenting
further on the links between balkanism and other signifying practices, such as the
nationalism and romanticism that I mentioned above. A cross-cultural discourse, this
collection of images, motifs, and evaluations through which the cultural other is
62
constructed, is not hermetically sealed from the welter of discoursesthat circulate
around it, but finds its images,motifs, emphasesand evaluationsin perpetualrelationship
with other discourses,influencing them and being influencedin turn. For balkanism,such

62My usageof 'discourse' is informed by Stuart Hall's laid definition
of the term: 'Discoursesare ways
of referring to or constructing knowledge about a particular topic or practice: a cluster (or fon nation) of
ideas, images and practices, which provide ways of talking about, forms of knowledge
and conduct
associated with, a particular topic, social activity or institutional site in society. These *scursivve
formations, as they are known, define what is and is not appropriate in our formulation
of, and our
practices in relation to, a particular subject or site of social activity, what knowledge is considered
useful, relevant and 'true' in that context; and what sorts of persons or 'subjects' embody its
characteristics' (Hall, 'Introduction' to Hall, od., Representation, p. 6. Terdiman defines 'discourses' as
'a culture's determined and determining structures of representationand practice [...]
which provide a
culture with its understandingof itself and define its encounter with the world confronting it' (Richard
Terdiman, Discourse/Counter-Discourse: The Theory and Practice of Symbolic Resistance in
Nineteenth-CenturyFrance (Ithaca and London: Cornell University press, 1983), pp. 12-3). This
notion
of discourse is close to StephenHeath's definition of 'representation': 'Representation is at once an
image given, an argument made and a deputation established,a construction of
object, me and other.
Representation,to put it another way, includes my position, my desire and its
vicissitudes' (Heath,
quoted in Porter, Haunted Jowneys, p. 13).
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discourses would

include the literary/philosophical discourses of

empiricism,

romanticism, modernism and postmodernism, and the social/political discourses of
racialism and colonialism, nationalism, communism and, at the end of the twentieth
century, neo-imperialism, all influencing, altering, splintering and finally fashioning
ballcanistpractice into a kind of conceptual chaos. In this play of signification, British
balkanismover the past century and a half seemsnot just unstable,but also ambivalent,
obscurantistand contradictory, offering no more than a confused and profoundly nonevolutionary narrative which insteadof leading us resolutely towards a truth has merely
returnedus, in a final exhaustionof options, to the point from whencewe began.It is this
fundamentalcontingencythat the dissertationwill aim to locate and analyse.

SECTION ONE
1850-1914

CHAPTER ONE

THE DISCOURSE OF BALKANISM

In the late 1830s,during the era of Britain's imperialism of free trade, a small fleet of
British craft landedon an overgrown, inhospitableshore. The coastalplain, though wild,
intending
to sail to a nearby British dependency
source
of
game,
and
was a celebrated
with a respectablebag, the party unloaded guns, ammunition and supplies,and left the
fleet under the protection of a man-of-war. Then, as it spread out amongst the
surroundinginlets and marshes,the hunt was sorely interrupted. The inhabitantsof `that
barbarous country', well known for their `distrust, savage ferocity, and murder',
before
them, and within a wild `cloud of skirmishes', a number of charged
appeared
stand-offswere required before the English could make further `acquisitionsof shooting
territory'. Admittedly, the incident, when set againstthe century's wider imperial abuses,
seemsto contain little of note. The activity was typical for soldiers of their generation,
the vanquishing of `semi-barbarians'was common, and with British colonialism being
establishedon such pioneer exploits their imperious commandof territory and disdainful
treatment of indigeneswere being repeated through the British portions of the globe.
Perhapsthe only causefor surprise is that this invasion, this `showing fight' as one of
them calls it, was not pursued in the far-flung reachesof Empire, but in Albania, eighty
'
from
heart
Italy,
Europe.
towards
the
of
miles
very
Although not intendedas genuineattemptsat territorial gain, J.J. Best's forays into
the Balkans from British-held Corfu, described in his &cursions in Albania (1842),
perfectly illustrate the kind of adventure and self-aggrandisementthe British traveller
achievedin south-eastEurope. From the early nineteenthcentury to the first few decades
formed
the
the
twentieth,
region
an apparentlyunregulated,emancipatoryzone where,
of

' J.J. Hest, Excursions in Albania; Comprising a Description of the Wüd Boar, Deer,
and Woodcock
Shooting in that County; and a Journey from Thenceto Thessalonicaand Cori tantinop/e, and up Net
Danube to Pest (London: W.H. Allen, 1842), pp. 93,93,39,63,63,49.
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despite the on-going rule of the Ottoman and Austrian empires, travellers could find
almost unlimited scope for personal apotheosis. Here, consuls, reporters, militarists,
adventurersand old colonial hands,during terms of employmentor periods of vacation,
played out imperial fantasies of discovery, exploration and domination, achieving a
perceived mastery over the environment which they then reproduced and relived in
journals of spirited prose. This processof imagined colonialism, as I shall term it, could
be performed in different ways and to a variety of different exuvm. At times, so great
were the travellers' imaginingsof power that their texts, like Best's, attain the style and
structure of invasion narratives, as reiterated by Robert Dunkin's fantasy of territorial
appropriation during a Dalmatian hunting tour of the 1890s. On occasion, the
assumptions and representations suitable for colonial imagining could, through
complicity with the local colonial authorities, derive from a very real position of power,
as seenin Valentine Baker's commandof indigenoustroops during the Russo-Ottoman
war in Bulgaria. Often, such imagined colonialism would simply entail a conquest
through factual accumulation,the travel writer assuming,like William Le Queux in his
journeys acrossthe peninsula,a confident, wholly self-congratulatoryintellectual mastery
2
over the environment. Yet whatever the exact form their journeys and journals took,
British responsesto the peoples of the region, and the modes of representationsuch
responsesengendered,were all groundedin a British drive for absolutesupremacyon the
one hand, and the Balkans' responsibilityto respectthat supremacyon the other.
The relationshipthe British achievedwith the host cultures of south-eastEurope is
inseparable
from
imperialistic
the
contend
century's
wider
-I
stance.Empire was a
guiding issueof the age, and a significant causefor the Victorian's assuredrelationship
to the wider world. In the wake of its victory in the Napoleonic Wars, the nation was
alreadysurgingwith unbridled confidence,dominant in the internal affairs of Europe and
unchallengedin a vastly expandingempire that already straddledthe globe. Although any
rigid periodisationof the phenomenonis unworkable, such supremacytendedto develop
in the first half of the century more as a prop to British hide than
as a desire for
annexation,a sort of laissez-faireimperialism that was happy to expand the market for
the nation's burgeoningindustry, and thereby extend its political influence,but remained

2 See Robert Dunkin ['Snaffle'], In the Land of the Bora (1896), Valentine Balder,
War in Bidganla
(1879) and William Le Queux [Anon], An Observer in the Near East (1907).
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highly suspicious of assuming the costs and responsibilities of direct territorial
governance.By the 1850s, the decade I have chosen as my point of departure, the
emphasiswas slowly beginningto change.The fears causedby Russian ambition in the
middle eastand rebellionslike the Indian Mutiny within the empire, compoundedby the
emergenceof the ambitious, united powers of Italy and Germany over the following
decadeand a half, led to a new belligerencein imperial strategy. The growing challenge
to Britain's monopoly, it was argued,necessitateda more vigorous protection of national
interests that only the occupation of foreign territories, and closer `proprietorship' of
those territories, could deliver. The accelerated expansionism under Disraeli and
Gladstone was the result, a predatory mixture of military might and economic
opportunism which - epitomised by the infamous `Scramble for Africa' - continued
3
from
1870s
the
First
to
World
War
beyond.
the
This `new
the
outbreak of
unabated
and
imperialism' had little resort to the moral apologismof the earlier part of the century, but
was marked by a wave of jingoism and triumphalism that pervadedall spheresof public
life, from national celebrationsto the music hail, the popular press to poetry, state
pageantryto postcards,cigarettecards,board-gamesand children's books, an combining
to fashion a new, muscular breed of imperialist whose expectation of abroad revolved
4
few
duty,
fulfiltnent.
the
notions of
glory and national
around
3 Prestige and profit were only the most obvious example of
what Cook calls 'the multitude of factors' technological advances,emigration, public opinion - that encouragedoccupation and overshadowedthe
continuing arguments for an `imperialism of free trade' after 1870: see Scott B. Cook, Colonial
Encounters in the Age of High Imperialism (New York HarperCollins College publishers, 1996), p. 23.
4 Grewal writes: `knowledgeof colonized and colonizable cultures
was [...] absorbed[...] in various ways
through travel books, exhibitions, newspaper accounts of politics and imperial ventures, childrens'
books, didactic and "improvement" literature; the list of ways in which the empire becamea part of the
British imaginary was endless' (Inderpal Grewal, Home and Harem: Nation, Gender, Empire, and the
Cultures of Travel (London: Leicester University Press, 1996), p. 87). In the literary context, Rutherford
capturesthe mood of the times when he writes: `The imaginary Englishman with his stiff upper lip and
masterly control over world affairs was invented [...j in the years between 1870 and the outbreak of the
First World War. This period saw the appearanceof hundreds of boys' adventure stories, eulogising
Britain's empire builders. Life for the fictitous imperial hero was a seriesof opportunities to exercisehis
prowess and demonstratehis supremacyover foreigners [...]' (Jonathan Rutherford, Forever England.,
Reflections on Masculinity and Empire (London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1997), p. 12. Green claims
'that the adventure tales that formed the light reading of Englishmen for two hundred years and more
[... ] were, in fact, the energizing myth of English imperialism' (Martin Green, Dreams of Advenhare,
Deeds of Empire (New York: Basic Books, 1979), p. 3). On the centrality of literature to nineteenth.
century notions of self and other, seealso Gayatri C. Spivak, 'Three Women's Texts and a Critique of
Imperialism', in Moore-Gilbert, et al, eds.,Postcolonial GNÜdsm, p. 146).
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One of the most significant features of this intensification of ambition is the
framework of personaltraining that underpinnedimperial interest. Along with a morally
and physically invigorated national stock, the businessof mastering colonial territories
demandeda capableand confident ruling class, and it was the Victorian public school
that cameto supply it. As part of a widespreadprocessof 'cultural institution-making',3
as Brian Doyle has termed it, public schooling was transformed into an ideal training
ground for careersin the foreign service,with a curriculum inculcating in generationsof
colonial clerks, clergymen, administrators and military officers the ideals of patriotism
and racial superiority suitable for an expanding imperial race. At the same time, the
school system aimed to incite identification with those gentlemanly attributes of
Englishness- courage, duty, diligence, practicality, common sense,manliness,stoicism,
fair play - that were necessaryboth for `governing turbulent mutinous colonies' and so
it was hoped - for `impress[ing]the colonised':6 for instilling by examplethe virtues of
discipline, loyalty and respect for law. Importantly, Britain's global sphere of interest,
and by extension the sphere of activity for these young men, was not limited to the
colonies.The nation certainly cameto rule over a third of the world's population, but its
colonies, dominions and protectorates were, as Bernard Porter suggests,merely `the
visible core of a vast structure of ascendancy[... ] which stretched far beyond the
empire's boundaries.'7 For pursuing its full range of strategic and commercial interests,
Britain required a whole host of committed, loyal subjectsto develop and organisenoncolonised territories for national ends, and again it was the public schools producing
them. If those who wrote about such a strategically significant region as the Balkans
8
hands
like
Best,
then they were Britishers born of the samesocial
were not old colonial
class,the sameschoolsand the samenational culture; Britons writing, in short, with the
expectationsand desiresof the very sameimperialist outlook.
Of course, a particular mannerof viewing the self was not the only product of the
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century curriculum. Alongside its function `as a
SDoyle, English and Englfshness(London and New York: Routledge, 1989), 1.
p.
6 Luigi Barzini, The Impossible Europeans (London: Weidenfeld
and Nicolson, 1983), p. 64; Cook,
Colonial Encounters,p. 130. Both Barzini and Cook view this extensiveconditioning of the English self
as the secretof Britain's successas an imperial power (seeBariini, lbid, pp. 47-54; Cook, Ibid, p. 142).
1 Porter, The Lion's Share: A Short History of British Imperialism, 1850-1983,2nd
ed (1975; London
and New York. Longman, 1984), p. 118. Porter is referring here specifically to the period 1850-1880.
8 Best was a captain in the 34th regiment then stationedon Corfu.
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generatorof imperial enthusiasm,-9and disseminatorof Anglo-Saxon, Protestant virtue,
a secondkind of training was in understandingthe various colonised `others' that the
public schoolboyswere destinedto govern. As indicated by the centrality of the classics
1°
to male education, a distinct style of imagining indigenouspopulations was necessary
for reaffirming and further justifying national rule in existent or prospectivecolonies; the
literature of ancient Greece and Rome not only indicated the greatnessthat was the
proper expectationof the Englishman,but - through their denigration of those cultures
lying outside `civilisation' - also the exact measureof the barbarity the nation neededto
overcome. `Governors and generals', as V. G. Kiernan crystallised the issue, `vent out
eastwith their headsstuffed with the classics,determinedto find Asian rulers of the same
breed as Xenophon's slippery satraps.'" It was not that there was anything new about
this assimilationof ancient dichotomies: the twin poles of civilisation and barbarismhad
provided the mediaeval opposition between western European kingdoms and the
heathen populations encircling them, and later, during the age of exploration, the
understandingof the newly discoveredlands in the Americas and the South Seasagain
employed notions of barbarous belief and savagepractice derived from the `abiding
12
Greece
Rome.
It was rather that in Victorian education, the usage
templates' of
and
became mixed with other ideologies - Evangelical Protestantism, biological racism,
SocialDarwinism - to construct a more intransigentethnocentrism.Inevitably,just as the
deployment of colonial training was not limited to actual colonies, so the cognitive
framework currently associatedwith colonialism spilled over into non-colonial realms,
9 Rupert Wilkinson, The Prefects: British Leadership
and the Public School 7) t1on(London: Oxford
University Press, 1964), p. 100. As Doyle writes, 'As a crucial feature of their role in
cultural
reproduction, schools were expected to inculcate in the nation's children a Ixopet sense of patriotic
moral responsibility' (Doyle, English and Englishness,pp. 18-9).
10SeeIbid., pp. 64-68; seealso Christopher Stray's comprehensiveClassics Transfl
need(1998).
11Kiernan, The Lords of Human Kind: Black Mon, Yellow Man,
and White Man in an Age of Empire,
new ed. (1969; London: The CressetLibrary, 1988), p. 3. The Classics were also central to the public
school construction of imperial selfhood Peter Parker, for instance, observes that 'as expansionism
became a popular ideology, so the example of the Greeks as a warrior nation was held up for
comparison. War became ennobled, Death lost its sting. Youth became an object of worship.
Emasculatedand prettified, the Classicsprovided a precedent,or an excuse,for the activities and ideals
of [...J English institutions'; Parker, The Old Lie: The Great War and the Public-School Ethos (London:
Constable, 1987),p. 99.
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in
fiction
journalism,
travel
the
realms
represented
writing,
and
were
patterning way such
history. The Balkan peninsulaformed one of the most significant examplesin kind: if
classicaldichotomies had been used for representingthe far-flung corners of the globe
how much more inevitable for a south-east Europe where, as late as the nineteenth
century, Britons were travelling with referenceto the writings of Strabo, Herodotus and
Livy, and consequentlyencounteringnot just the constructedlandscapeof the ancients,
but descendantsof those very barbarian hordes that had populated their school
13
textbooks.
In a manner similar to the workings of colonial discourse, both balkanist
identifications
its
the
and
collective
of
proponents were closely allied to
representation
forms of transnationalpower, as the bulk of this chapter will aim to illustrate.14For the
demandsof British imperial policy, the region never warranted direct occupation, but
drew a complex, ambiguous, shining response whose only enduring principle was
interests.
British
In this, the
the
to
subordination
peninsula's
absolute
nevertheless
itself
late
largely
During
trends
the
the
peninsula
within
unrecognised.
went
political
had
nationalism
gained a foothold in the region, finding an early
eighteenth century,
successin the Greek War of Independence(1821-32) and by the 1850s had achieved
dissemination in all the occupied territories via an organised network of schools,
theological colleges and political and cultural societies. The growth of national feeling
Ottoman
to
the
concern
of
particular
empire, a vast, unwieldy edifice teetering on
was
the brink of collapse:in 1859, its principalities of Moldavia and Wallachia had united to

12Loomba, Colonialisnr/Postcolonialism, 1998), p. 105. Seealso Hulme, Colonial Encounters, pp. 21,
35,47; and Neil Rennie, Far-Fetched Facts: The Literature of Travel and the idea of the South Seat,
new ed. (1995; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998), pp. 1-29.
13As Winnifrith writes, up until the mid-nineteenth century, `Western travellers to theseparts still ha[d]
to struggle with the writings of Strabo as a guidebook' (T. J. Winnifrith, Shattered Eagles, Balkan
Fragments (London: Duckworth, 1995), p. 38). See especially J.C. Hobhouse Broughton, A Journey
through Albania, rpt ed. (1811; New York: Arno Press,the New York Times, 1971), p. 114; and Tozer,
Researches,I, 213. Also see,JamesCreagh, Over the Borders of Christendom and Eslamlah. A Journey
through Hungary, Slavonia, Serbia, Bosnia [etc], 2 Vols. (London: Samuel Tinsley, 1875), I, 278;
Frederick Moore, The Balkan Trail, rpt ed. (1907; New York: Arno Press,the New York Times, 1971),
p. 135; and Allen Upward, The East End of Europe: The Report of an Unofficial MLttoion to Ik
European Provinces of Turkey on the Eve of the Revolution (London: John Murray, 1908), pp. 1,5.
" As Holland and Huggan note, '[t]ravel writing has been identified by many of its more discerning
critics as a mode of colonialist discoursethat reinforces [Western] European norms', and travel writing
w thin Europe is no different (seeHolland and Huggan. Tourists with 7)pewriters, p. 47).
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form a new, stronger Romania, by the 1860s,the Montenegrins and Serbs had already
gained a considerablemeasureof independenceand in 1870 the national movement in
Bulgaria was granted an autonomouschurch, the first step towards the recognition of
'5
statehood. Nevertheless, such political aspirations were, for much of the British
establishment,easily overlooked. Before the uprisings of 1875, the area free of imperial
rule was restricted to the central Balkans: the Ottoman Empire still held the south
(Albania, Bulgaria, Rumelia, Bosnia and Kosova) while the Dual Monarchy retained the
west and north (Dalmatia, Croatia, Sloveniaand Transylvania).Even after the uprisings,
intervention
little
Russian
Great
Power
Berlin,
the
precipitated
and
at
which
settlement
improved for much of the region, with southern Bulgaria being returned to Ottoman
suzeraintyand Bosnia and Herzegovina,where the uprising began,being turned into an
Austrian protectorate. In a world divided between colonised and coloniser, the Balkan
region was - in the eyesof the British hierarchy - an obvious exemplarof the latter, and
fit
for
therefore
political manipulation.
one

It was an inevitablecorollaryof sucha viewpointthat Britain's major concernin
the region was less with events within the Ottoman and Austrian Balkans - however
horrific, and newsworthy, they proved to be - than with the effect of such eventson the
European balance of power. Ever since the gradual decline of Ottoman Empire,
contentionsover who was to assumecontrol of the peninsula-a major feature of the sobecame
Question
Great
Eastern
diplomacy,
Power
to
central
called
particularly to
Anglo-Russian rivalry. Over and above the economic interests that Britain had in the
region, the Ottoman Empire formed an essential guarantee of the Near and Middle
Eastern routes to India, the `brightestjewel in the imperial crown', 16and there was a
gathering conviction that the integrity of the Sultan's dominion, and therefore Britain's
from
Russianexpansionism.Romanov ambitionswere
India,
threat
of
was
control
under
of most obvious concernaround central Asia and the Northern Provinces,but also within
south-easternEurope, where Russia's self-adopted role as champion of Slav and

is For a concisesummaryof the period,seePavlowitch,History,pp.23-114.
16Hobsbawm's take on Disraeli's phrase celibre: Eric Hobsbawm,TheAge of Empire 1875-1914, new
ed. (1987; London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1995), p. 69. A succinct account of India's vital relevance
to British trade and status is given by R J. Moore's 'India and the British Empire', in C. C. Eldridge.
ed., British Imperialism in the Mneteenth Cenday (London and BssingcGoke,Macmillan, 1984), pp. 6584.
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Orthodox Christians was gaining it influence over a territory that formed, after all, the
quickest route to Constantinople.It was for this reasonthat British policy until well into
the nineteenthcentury was to preserveOttoman rule wherever appropriate. In general
terms, Britain checked imperial Russia through a broad system of treaties, diplomatic
wrangling, military threats, and even war in the 1850s;more specifically,Britain refused
to support popular uprisings, encouragedthe Porte to suppressthem, worked to reverse
their successesand, when it was clear the Ottomanscould no longer maintainhegemony,
kept the territory safefrom Russiaby allowing it to passto Austria. This preservation17
Lord
Palmerston
`kind
called, significantly, a
what
of protectorate' - may not have been
but
colonial,
strictly
was based on very similar practices of territorial command and
governance.
In this chapter and the next, I shall be looking at how the conceptualstructure we
term colonial discourse moulded itself successfullyto the contours of this differing
geopolitical strategy. To do so, there are severalareaswith which I shall engage.I will
begin by analysingthe primary elementsof balkanist disease, of discord, savagery,
backwardnessand obfuscation, and how this `interpret ve framework'': works to
define the Balkans for the traveller during both the journey and the writing of the text.
With the aim of locating the framework within a wider episteme, I shall consider
balkanismalongsideone exampleof colonial ideology, orientalism,outlining its points of
divergence, but most importantly attempting to establish its similarities in style and
import to those discourseslegitimising Empire. In Chapter 2, I then study the exact
function of balkanist representation, illustrating the way the travel writing being
produced,circulated and consumedin the Victorian and Edwardian an [un]consciously
colludedwith British diplomatic strategyin the Balkans.As part of this study, I shall also
be analysingthe activity and identity of the British traveller, and attempting to depict
how balkanismnot only conspiredwith the Britons' desire for personalhegemony,but
also used that personal hegemony,depicted in their travel texts, to demonstratethe
aptnessof British dominancein general.
Chapter 2 will end by looking briefly at representationalpractices that worked
against the dominant paradigm and preceded certain discursive changesto follow. Of
11Lord Palmerston, quoted in A. L. Maclb, The Eastem Qrtesdon 1774-1923 (London and New Yd
Longman, 1989), p. 22.

1sDavid Norris'sphrase:Norris,BaMwrMyth, p. 2.
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greatestconcernin the section,however, is the analysisof the primary attributes of this
intimately
linked
derived
from,
to, an
though
and
representationalparadigm which,
imperial age, was still informing the British concept of the Balkans at the end of the
twentieth century.

In both the study of colonial discourseand the study of travel writing, there has at times
beena rather deficient approachto primary material. In order to gain even a preliminary
senseof either subject,one requires `a vast accumulationof source material', to borrow
Foucault's phrase, and a strong `attention to nonphilosophical and non-canonical
19
works'., the latter also useful for avoiding any reliance on those few texts, or oeuvres,
in the two fields which have acquiredany measureof celebrity. Yet as often as not study
hasbeenlimited to suchtexts, and their consequentcanonisationhas precededapace.To
take orientalism as one example, the study of the discourse, diverging from Said's
extensivereading, has trampled an increasinglyworn path through the works of Burton,
Lawrence, Flaubert and Nerval, rarely venturing to apply those specific casesto the
general, and seemingly unaware that the limitation of study to such profoundly
idiosyncratic writers should seriously impede the writer's ability to generalise either
about travel writing as a genreor on orientalismas a discourse.
There are someworks of cross-culturalrepresentation,however, often obscurein
authorship,that somehowmanageto capture more effectively the prevailing paradigmof
the age. For nineteenthand early-twentiethcentury balkanism,I considerH. A. Brown's
A Winter in Albania (1888) to be one such work in kind. The journal recounts a short
sojourn in the western Balkans which, while including trips through Montenegro and
Kosova, mainly compriseda seriesof mule treks acrossnorthernAlbania, a mountainous,
tribal province of the Ottoman Empire whoseinaccessibilityhad largely preservedit from
Ottoman control. Brown's treatment of this sojourn perfectly illustrates the devices of

19 Foucault, Language, Counter-Memory, Practice, trans. Donald F. Bouchard
and Sheny Simon
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1977), p. 139; John Rajchman, Michel Foucault: The Freedom of
Philosophy (New York: Columbia University Press, 1985), p. 99. Rajchman goes on to say that for
Foucault, `history cannot [...] be discovered through an exclusive reliance on the constitution of
canonical works and their interpretations' (Ibad, p. 100).
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Victorian balkanism, its primary motifs and presumptions,its points of emergencein
national requirementand personaldesire,as well as the detached,ironic amusementwith
which the Balkan landscapewas often evoked. This pattern of representationalattributes
becomesevident in the very opening paragraph.Describing his passagefrom Trieste
down the westernshoresof the Balkans,Brown remarkson what he views as the sudden
lack of cultural attainment,and lack of interest, in the surroundings.`When a beneficent
Creator adornedthe world with Italy, ' he surmises,`all the rubbish of that great
work
seemsto have been shot on the opposite coast; and Istria, Dalmatia, and the adjacent
islands are the result.'20 A few pages later, this binarist
conception is expanded
significantly, with `the more favoured countries of Europe'[14), standing in for the
positive pole in the binary. As with Russell and the Gordon, the perceivedlandscapeof
the Balkan fringe becomesa symbol for absolute dichotomy between western Europe
and the south-east,and forms the nucleusof a representationalframework that will serve
the author through the rest of the text.
The first component in this framework, the obfuscation of the Balkan region,
stands as a fine example of the binarism at the heart of representationalstrategy.
Opposedto the order and clarity of Enlightenmentnations, the Balkans were sunk in a
dim and obscure perplexity, a kind of perpetual, even wilful, abstrusenessmanifesting
itself in an intrigue, invention, conspiracy, misinformation and mendacity that
compoundedwhat was seenas an alreadymuddledpolitical and ethnic landscape.`Most
' wrote Martin Conway
people can form a picture of the mode of life of African savages,
in 1908, `But it is safe to assert that the average man understandsnothing whatever
about people and affairs in the Balkan Peninsula.121The penetrationand textual ordering
20Brown, A Winter in Albania (London: Griffith, Farren, Okeden
and Welsh, 1888), R 1. As with all
analyses of particular works, future page references will be included in the text. The more
complimentary strains of representationin A Winter in Albania, including Brown's fondnessfor colonial
architecture, I deal with below.
21Conway goeson, `Its geographyis
complicated. Its ethnographyis confused.Its history is intricate. Its
politics are inexplicable [...]. There is always something new to record, always a new subjectto paint, a
new problem to be explained, a new complication to disentangle' (Conway, `Introduction' to H. C.
Woods, Washedby Four Seas:An English Of cer's Travels in the Near East (London and Leipsic: T.
Fisher Unwin, 1908),pp. xiii-xiv). The ubiquitous claim that the Balkans were `unknown' to
westerners,
often statedat the opening of texts, helped createthe senseof obfuscation;seeBrown, Winter in Albania,
p. v; J.W. Ozanne, Three Years in Roumania (London: Chapman and Hall, 1878), p. v; Ardern G.
Hulme-Beaman, Twenty Years in the Near East (London: Methuen, 1898), p. 165; Mary Adelaide
Walker, Untrodden Paths in Roumania (London: Chapman and Hall, 1888), p. vii; Wadham Peacock,
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formed
British
traveller's most critical pastimes.
the
the
one
of
consequently
of
region
While obfuscation is not the most prevalent motif in Brown's text, for example, it
`mysterious
hills'[292]
`bewildering
his
features
during
and
wanderings amid
certainly
town[s]'[29], particularly when attempting to gain hard information from the Albanians
he meets.At one point, when demandingspecific advice as to his route, the bewildered
his
hand
in
`waving
sees
author
one respondee
vague semi-circles'[72], and another
group gesturing in so many different directions that his `inquiries merely resulted in
quartering a large extent of the country'[71]. Such infuriating disregardof accuratefact
is repeatedwhen Brown, considering it way past breakfast time, and asking his guide
when the next klkm will appear,finds him proclaiming immediatearrival for way over an
hour, a prevaricationwhich the author considers`brazenimpudence'[203] and to which
later travellerswould award somevariant on the ironic designation,`Turkish time'. 22The
result was that in negotiating local geographytravellers were thrown back on their own
resources.Brown's description of the northern Albanian town of Shkoder(for which he
idea
believed
Scutari)
Italian,
themselvesup
the
they
the
some
gives
of
problem
uses
against:
The native quarter consists of miles of lanes naming behind high stone walls, a few
designs
labyrinths,
lined
blind
and
shops
and
courtyards,
numberless
alleys,
with
streets
in stone. In this quarter every househas its courtyard surroundedby a high wall, and
the streetsare a successionof little fortresses[...]. [30]

Albania: The Foundling State of Europe (London: Chapman and Hall, 1914), p. 5; Herbert Vivian,
Servia: The Poor Man's Paradise (London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1897), p. vii; Francis Kinsley
Hutchinson,Motoring in the Balkans [etc] (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1910),pp. 17-8.
22 William Miller, Travels
and Politics in the Near East (London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1898), p. 429;
Miller also recordsthe Austrian usageof `"a Bosnian minute"'[133]. Seealso Foster Fraser, Pictures, p.
270; John L. C. Booth, Trouble in the Balkans (London: Hurst and Blacken, 1905), pp. 41,166-7; H. C.
Barkley, Bulgaria Before the War: During Seven Years' Experience of European Turkey and Its
Inhabitants (London: John Murray, 1877), pp. 180-1; and Andrew Crosse, Round About the
Carpathians (Edinburgh and London: William Blackwood, 1878), p. 7. Crosseis unusual in seeingsuch
laxity as a peasant,rather than a Balkan, characteristic, remarking on `how loosely country-people all
the world over speak of time and space'[223]. Usually, it was seen as directly opposed to western
civilisation and its values: seeFoster Fraser, Pictures, pp. 119-20, Robert Munro, Rambles and Studies
in Bosnia-Herzegovinaand Dalmatia [etc] (Edinburgh and London: William Blackwood, 1895), p. 51,
and Barkley, Bulgaria, p. 285.
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The senseof placewe receivefrom such a passage,exaggeratedby its total exclusionof
human presence,is of blank enigma.In fact, the walls, labyrinths and `fortresses' seem
English
foreign
traveller at the
designed
the
tantalising
the
to
gaze,
guard against
almost
by
him,
their concealmentof the
that
time
repulsion
and pronouncing
same
as repelling
town's domesticquarters,the most intimate of local spaces.The provocation of regional
topography -a feature of what others have called `the mysteriousregions of the Near
East, that `shadowland of mystery'2' - recurs evenmore clearly for Brown in the coastal
town of Kotor (the Italian `Cattaro'). `Twisting, twining, turning, circling,' he writes,
`the streetsof Cattaro resemblenothing so much as those subtle labyrinths with which
schoolboygeniusloves to challengethe penetrativeskill and compelthe admirationof its
fellows'[1 I]. Here, in an imagethat could symbolisehis journey as a whole, Brown finds
himself faced with a cunning - though ultimately childish - conundrum,and, having risen
firmly to the challenge,affirms his final victory over local obscurantismthrough the
accumulateddata and orderly insightsof the text.
The most important insightsto achievewere into the primary Balkan attributes of
discord, savageryand backwardness,which once establishedas forming the region's
definitive essencebecamesomewhatnecessaryto find if the traveller were to be seento
few
Of
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Balkans
beyond
fog
these
the
the
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subsequentrepresentation.
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which
quality,
connote someuncivilised,uncouth
environmentwhich
invoke, as a result, the author's amusedderision. In Albaniantowns, for example,houses
are perceived as `hovels'[15], inns are `wretched'[237], shops `primitive'[108], streets
`execrably paved'[40] and the government building a `dilapidated pile'[28], features
which combine to suggest either a crude state of nascencyor, as in the case of the
u
increases
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decrepitude.
This
final
the
regional capital, the
of
primitive
sense
stageof
descriptions of the countryside, an apparent wilderness of inaccessible peaks and
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beyond
formal
law
the
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or
mud,
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of
unfathomable
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23Fanny Blunt, My Reminiscences(London: John Murray, 1918), p. ix, and Arthur D. Howden Smith,
Rghting the Turk in the Balkans [etc] (New York and London: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1908), p. 2. For
Lord Strangford, the Balkans were a part of `the mendacious East': Emily Strangford, The Eastern
Shoresof the Adriatic in 1863. With a Visit to Montenegro (London: Richard Bentley, 1864), p. 367.
24SeeBrown, Winter in Albania, pp. 31-2.
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Brown is surprisedto find one Albanian he travels with pile on his saddle a precarious
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`other
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degree'[159]. In a common mark of the Balkanist repertoire, here was the primitive
taken to the point of comedy, a social practice so bereft of guiding rationality that the
humanlandscapeappearslessan indication of economicmisfortune or cultural difference
than the product of somehaplessderangement-26
Of course, the backwardnessthat the British traveller discovered in `this odd
difference,
hardly
The
temporal
of
category.
representation
an
absolute
country'[68] was
27
defines
`denial
has
Fabian
the cultural object
Johannes
termed
a
of
coewz1ness',
what
11bid, pp. 38,101. Seealso his portrait of an Albanian inn [126]. On the subject of roads, Peacock
writes, In Europe (sic), when a man speaksof a road he meansa more or less levelled surface,metalled
for
horse
In
Albania
he
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for
traffic.
track,
means
a
or
or
at
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motor,
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28).
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[...
]
(Peacock,
direction
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a
26 Balkans were often evoked with Brown's air of amused tolerance: see Harry de Windt, Through
SavageEurope: Being the Narrative of a Journey Throughout the Balkan States and European Russia,
Collins,
Glasgow.
1908),
120,
E.A. Brayley Hodgetts, Round About
London
(1907;
c.
p.
and
new od.
Armenia [etc] (London: SampsonLow, Marston and Co., 1896), pp. 5-7; FosterFraser,Pictures, p. 237;
Booth, Trouble in the Balkans, pp. 67-8; Hobhouse,Albania, p. 103; Moore, Balkan Trail, p. 212;
Smith, Fighting the Turk, pp. 13-4,85,160,363. One Ottoman soldier, on the subject of the British
being `great travellers', complains to Best, '"I will tell you why. You write a great deal about all you see,
and every thing there is to laugh at; and when you get home, and find yourself in a bad humour, you
read over all you have written to get into a good humour again"'(Best, Excursions, p. 120).
2' Fabian, Time and the Other, p. 31. In a comment also apposite to travel writing, Fabian goes on to
define the process as `a persistent and systematic tendency to place the referent(s) of anthropology in a
Time other than the present of the producer of anthropological discourse'[Fabian's italics]. See also
Simon During, 'Rousseau's Patrimony: Primitivism,

Romance and Becoming Other', in Barker, et al,
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not by any universal given but by the lack of the socio-economic conditions it is
21
in
`civilised'
supposedto precede:the conditions, other words, of
western modernity.
By the time of Brown's journey, the British devotion to manufacture,industry and trade,
and the underlying idealsof order and progress,were so entrenchedin the minds of most
travellersthat the norms of industrial society,if not achievedby a host culture, becamea
standardby which the inadequaciesof that culture could be properly determined. An
exampleof this connectionbetweenrepresentationand cultural value comesin Brown's
depiction of Cetinje,the capital of an autonomousMontenegro that had beenholding out
againstboth Austro-Hungary and the Porte. For the physicalconditions of the town, the
interpretative paradigm the author deploys is less the historical struggle for
independence,and the natural impoverishmentthat resulted,than the grand, metropolitan
culture of his homeland.The tell-tale evidenceis his emphasison size, with the British
image of a capital being subvertedby the town's only buildings being a hotel, a few
cottages,and a larger housethat turns out to be the royal palace:`such is Cettinje,' the
irony,
heavy
Montenegro,
`capital
author writes with
of
and seat of the governmentof
Prince Ncholas'[17]. If size was always a good indicator of `Balkan backwardness',as
Russell termed it, then the state of local facilities was even better. For instance, after
mentioningthat Cetinje's hotel is ostensibly`civilised', thereby invoking the metropolitan
criteria for suchplaces,Brown goes on to condemnlocal hospitality by that criteria in his
inn
by
`dust
barbarism'
distinguished
Montenegrin
the
that
the
of
and
was
average
claim
instincts
forefathers.
innkeeper
bearing
his
'29This representationof
`the
of
predatory
an

eds., Colonial Discourse, pp. 51-3. Joyce Cary captures the general sense of temporal, as well as
geographical, distance surrounding the Balkans when he writes that one spot on the MontenegrinAlbanian border `might have been the last forward station of humanity on the rim of the earth', a place
where `my nearest comrade was divided from me by a point of view a thousand years apart' (Cary,
Memoir of the Bobotes,new ed. (1960; London: ReadersUnion, 1965), pp. 60,129).
28Thesecould also be the more specific conditions of the homeland; for example, Broughton

wrote that

`the word comfort cannot be applied to any thing I ever saw out of England, which any one in my place,
who was not afraid of being taken for a [...] prejudiced national blockhead, would confess' (Broughton,
Albania, p. 47). Jelavich makesthe samepoint about viewing Balkan culture `through Western glasses'
in Barbara Jelavich, `The British Traveller in the Balkans: the Abusesof Ottoman Administration in the
Slavonic Provinces', Slavonic and East European Review 33, No. 81 (June 1955),p. 397.
29Brown, Winter in Albania, p. 19. For other examplesof the absent metropolis, as one could term it,
we Brown's portrait of Prizren [230-1,235-6]; Brayley Hodgetts' portrait of Sofia (in Round About
Armenia, p. 5); and Walker's Krondstadt (now Brasov) in Walker, Untrodden Paths, pp. 219-20. See
also the descriptionsof villages in D.T. Ansted,A Short Trip in Hungary and Transylvania in the Spring
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backwardness,characteristically linked here to moral backwardness,is furthered in
Brown's accountof native industry:
At presentthe manufacturesof Montenegroare absolutely nil. Everything, even their
darling revolvers, come from Austria via Cattaro, and, consideringthe nature of the
have
foreign
footing
the
the
gained,it is
goods
strong
which
people, want of roads, and
doubtful if any encouragementcan produce native manufacturers able to compete
successfullywith the foreigner.[18]

Por a British readership,in a society flourishing through manufactureand imperialism,
the true scaleof both Montenegro's industrial deficiency and its relianceon the imperial
power of Austria would not be lost, particularly as the author goes on to link such
3°
imputed
idleness
the
shortcomings with
of the people. Befitting their position
temporally behind Britain, and as his referenceto `their darling revolvers' suggests,the
Montenegrins are for Brown like a race of incorrigible children,3' despite what he
describes as their physical enormity. Indeed, his image of these `barbarous
Montenegrins'[5], with their `brawling, boisterous behaviour'[269], endeavouring to
inhabit the country's `little white cottages'[ 17], once again adds that touch of absurdity
that was so typical of Victorian representation.Montenegro, not being adult Britain, was

Wingfield,
Albania,
Dalmatia,
Co.,
W.
A
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43;
F.
Allen
1862),
in
(London:
W.
H.
1862
p.
and
and
of
Montenegro [etc.] (London: Richard Bentley, 1859),p. 192; and Creagh,Over the Borders, 114178.
30 After detailing what progress is apparent, Brown adds: `it would be wrong to infer from all this
activity that the averageMontenegrin is either energetic or progressive;on the contrary, it is open to
doubt whether an idler race exists.' Brown, Winter in Albania, p. 20. On the primitive conditions of
Montenegrin life, Roy Trevor wrote, `What would they say, could they we the traffic of London, the
boulevardsof Paris, the dream cities of Italy! Surely it is better that they live and die here than that they
seethesethings for a short time, only to be snatchedaway by a cruel fate to a living death, back to the
desert in which they were born' (Trevor, My Balkan Tour: An Account of some Journeyings and
Adventures in the Near East [etc.] (London: John Lane The Bodley Head; New York: John Lane
Company, 1910), pp. 186-7.
31Although Brown refrains from actually using the word `children', its appearancein British portraits of
Balkan peopleswas common; see,for example, Strangford's referenceto `fractious and rickety children'
(Strangford, Eastern Shores,p 380), Henry Barkley's referenceto `children' who 'required [...] much
cane' (Barldey, Between the Danube and Black Sea: Or, Five Yearsin Bulgaria (London: John Murray,
1876), p. 195), and Lear's sketch of housesthat resembled`the figures of `H was a House' in a child's
spelling-book' (Lear, Journals of a LandscapePainter in Greece and Albania, rpt. td. (1851; London:
Century, 1988),p. 121.

so
to be patronised,a practicerepeatedin his sketchesof Albania and the Albanians,of their
customs,their superstitions,and their moral and intellectualbackwardness.
The sense of an immature, uncivilised cultural space becomes central when
consideringthe next componentof balkanist discourse,that of the region's unremitting
barbarity.32 Here, Brown's comparison between local people and children is less
significant than their more numerouscorrelation to various speciesof animal - such as
`dogs', `tom cat[s]' and `beasts of the forest'[219,277,50].
Such disparaging,
dehumanisingmetaphorbecomesshorthandfor a rangeof savagefeatureswhich are seen
to bedevil local character. Along with their inadequaciesin education, social progress
and rational faculty, the majority of the Albanian tribes are given to avarice, swagger,
robbery, violent murder and such perpetual feuding that, far from summoningup the
innocenceof the Noble Savage,they appear more like `ragged scoundrels' who `have
33
half
in
Decalogue'.
the crimes the
Brown's use of the term `scoundrel',even
committed
when combined with reference to deadly sin, puts a light gloss on the issue. The
perceivedbestiality of the locals often occasionsin Brown considerablewariness,if not
outright distaste,as seenin his journey through the tribal territories of the Miredita and
Lumjane, where `[fierce, dirty-looking men and squalid women'[174] place our author
34
on a permanentstateof alert. Perhapsthe most telling aspectof Brown's denigrationof
such people is the innate nature of their faults, savagerybeing a trait borne by the
individual, sharedby the group, and even predeterminedby the landscape.The `dreary
32 The prefix `semi-' was often attached to accusations of barbarity, thus `semi-barbarous', 'semisavages',etc.: amongst many instances,seeEmma Pearsonand Louisa McLaughlin, Service in Servia
Under the Red Cross (London: Tinsley Brothers, 1877), pp. 125,181,328; Wingfield, Tour in
Dalmatia, p. 208; Blunt, Reminiscences,p. 88; Peacock,Albania, p. 12; Barkley, Bulgaria, p. 175; G.
Muir Mackenzie and A. P. Irby, Travels in the Slavonic Provinces of Turkey-in-Europe, 5th. ed., 2 Vols.
(1866; London: Daldy, Isbister, 1877), I, 217, II, 91,110. Maude Holbach expectsto meet 'half-savage
people' in Bosnia, in Holbach, Bosnia and Herzegovina: Some Wayside Wanderings (London: John
Lane, The Bodley Head; New York: John Lane Co., 1910), p. 15.
33Ibid., p. 63. Brown doesrefer to positive qualities, such as honour, hospitality and martial ability [602].
34It should be mentioned that Brown receives no ill-treatment of note from the Albanians, certainly
nothing which could suggest any personal grievance behind his slurs on the 'Albanian character'.
Indeed, apart from overcharging, the rare stoning (seemy sectionon Lear) and the odd theft (as happens
to Brown [220,227]), and apart from P.L. Martin Wills - who has an car cut off by insurgents (see
Wills, A Captive of the Bulgarian Brigands (1906) and Robert Graves,Storm Centres of the Near East:
Personal Memories 1879-1929(London: Hutchinson, 1933), pp. 214-5) - British travellers seemto have
always beenvery well-treated in the Balkans.
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`thoroughly in keeping with their savage surroundings'[ 196]. As an extension of its
deemed
Albanians
is
the
and
eternal
unchanging,
congenital condition, savagery also
being `a race of wild men' in the days of Roman rule, and `are wild men still'[58], with
Brown doubting whether the exigencies of Ottoman rule, the conquest by western
empire, or indeed the opening up of the region through an extension of the European
35
railway network will ever manageto civilise them.
It is such frank allusion to products of western modernity like the railway that
returns one to the idea of non-Balkan society as the point of origination for nineteenthcentury balkanism.The cultural conditions of the peninsulawere beingjudged not by any
native scale of value or efficacy - if such forms of judgement were available - but
according to the dynamics of change that prevailed across western Europe, whose
material greatnessand political expansionwere presumedto constitute the true gaugeof
human
society. Direct expression of these cultural loyalties influencing
civilised
perceptionandjudgementmay not have formed a sizeablepart of the final text, but - like
Brown's allusion to the railway - rarely failed to make an appearance.When Mary
Adelaide Walker refers, during a trip through Macedonia, to `the healthy standardof
English principle,' or when Florence Berger, in Romania, mentions in passing `the
36
faiths
loyalty
Western
they
to
the
and
civilisation',
expose a candid
refinementsof
practices of a metropolitan centre whose particular line of developmentthe Balkans
either seemedto eschew,or upon which its peoples had not yet even begun. Britain's
own pre-modern past, which had occasionally drawn comparison between the two
37
in
regions
eighteenth century texts, was now distant enough in time as to fail to

35Ibid., seepp. 58,159-160,223.At best,he feelsAlbanianscoulddevelopinto orderlypeasants[1489).
36Mary Adelaide walker, Through Macedonia to the Albanian Lakes (London: Chapman and Hall,
1864), p. 13; Florence Berger, A Winter in the City of Pleasure [etc.] (London: Richard Bentley, 1877),
p. 118.
37One reason the indigenous populations were not given much attention in pre-1850 texts is that they
were mainly peasants,and therefore unremarkable in an age when Britain still had a peasantryof its
own. The loss of the British peasantry during the industrial revolution meant that the Balkan peasant
becomemore interesting, but also presenteda sourceof cultural otherness.Linkage with Britain's own
peasantpast is rare: seeOzanne,Roumania, p. 46; Trevor, Balkan Tour, p. 301; Tozer, Researches,I,
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interrupt the construction of difference. In the deeply evaluative formulations of
balkanism,Britain constituted the norm, south-eastEurope the deviation, and this was
both the causeof its problemsand the justification for the incessantcomment, criticism
and adviceto be found in British travel writing. An illustration of sucha deeply-mediated
perspective,and the kind of superciliousnessit would engender,is found in Brown's
confident linkage of Albanian `savagery' to the country's lack of modem legal and
political constraint. `Their knowledge of the distinction between meum and tuum',
Brown proclaimson the tribe of Miradita,
is rudimentary.For the life of him, a Mirdite cannotunderstand
that he hasno claim
upon his neighbour's goods and cattle. He has thoroughly graspedthe most modern
theories of the rich man's duties to the poor, and is a past master in the doctrine of
`ransom.' Not unnaturally, his views an property have involved him in rather
unpleasantargumentswith his neighbours,consequently- as disapprobationin Albania
is expressedby rifle bullets insteadof ballot papers he is unableto appearoutsidehis
own territory. [153-4]

The passage,a rather eclectic ragbag of unverified claims, illustrates a very Victorian
rejection of a perceivedcommunalism(ironically symbolisedby `rifle bullets') in favour
of well-regulatedeconomicindividualism,the former being linked to a theft and violence
which can only be checked by western forms of government and law (symbolisedby
`ballot papers'). Interestingly, the innatenessthat elsewhereBrown discernswithin local
`savagery'is now exchangedfor the elementof choice. While his blowledge of certain
issuesmay be lacking, the Albanian outlook is not basedon an unthinking
absorptionof
inherited tradition but on the grasp of primitive socialist theory and the
careful mastery
of `illegal' meansto appropriateproperty, a set of views indicative of a far from primitive
mental cunning. Nevertheless, it is a state which Brown, through use of the
`ethnographic present',38 evokes as eternal and unchanging, again casting doubt
on
whether civilisation can ever infiltrate this land of `lawlesssavages'[94].
293; Herbert Vivian, Me Serviw, 7Yagedy: W7th Some Impnsdons of Macedonia (London: Grant
Richards, 1904), p. 252.
38The term refers to a deployment the
of
present tensefor descriptions of indigenous cultures, common
to ethnology which gives the impression of fixed, unchanging, unprogressivecultures. Bartkowski talks
of `the ethnographic present that singularizes, essentializes,and dehistoricizes with impunity' (Frances

I
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As the passagealso demonstrates,savagerywas also intimately linked to the final
primary trope of balkanism,that of discord. In what would later become the region's
most commonly imputed characteristic,travellers saw themselvesemerging from the
peaceful, hierarchical structure of home into a sudden,intractable state of antagonism
violently lacking any order, rationality or restraint. Textually, such discord is often linked
to a more general state of chaos that the British perceived in the region. In Brown's
Albania, for example, the very physical landscapeis imbued with fragmentation and
disorder, as seenin his description of a Shkoder which, with its `labyrinthine' ways, its
`straggling' shoppingstreet [30] and its `turmoil of [...] dim lanes'[39], has the property
of chaos driven into the town's architectural core. The trope is also deployed for the
39as exemplifiedby Brown's
demographiclandscape,
day
in
the town,
of
market
sketch
when merchants,peasants,tribal chieftains, Ottoman soldiers, Christians and Muslims
and travellers of variegatedracial origin cram the narrow streetsin `a motley crowd,' as
he writes elsewhere, `smoking, lounging, hurrying, disputing, gesticulating, and
representingBabel generally'[231-2]. When imparting the perceivedconfusion of races
and tongues, Babel was a common reference point for the travel writer, an image
resonantwith the appropriatequalities of iniquity, Godlessness,a decreasein clarity and
40
break
linguistic
down
of social, racial and
utter
order When paired with the region's
`natural antipathiesand hereditaryhatreds'[50], it was also an imageresonantwith more

Bartkowski, Travelers, Immigrants, Inmates: Essays in Estrangement (Minneapolis and London:
Univesity of Minnesota Press, 1995), p. 43. For an extended study of the technique, see Fabian, Time
and the Other, pp. 80-7.
" Also the natural landscape:lbr example Smith's depiction of the Macedonian peaks as 'a chaotic
jumble of primitive, sinister forms' (Smith, Fighting the Turk, p. 279) or Roy Trevor's comment on
Montenegro that `Nature has here striven to portray in stone Commotion and Chaos' (Trevor,
Montenegro: A Land of Warriors (London: Black, 1913), p. 3). Reflecting his portrait of its peoples,
Eliot describesthe Balkans as a 'peninsula almost the entire surface of which is crumpled up into a
seriesof ridges so numerousand irregular that it is difficult to reducethem to mountain systemsor give
a general description of their topography': Charles Eliot [`Odysseus'], Turkey in Europe (London:
Edward Arnold, 1900),p. 54.
40 Amongst numerous examples, see Lear, Journals, p. 13; RH. R, Rambles in Istria, Dalmatia
and
Montenegro (London: Hurst and Blackett, 1875), p. 97; Booth, Trouble, p. 132; Trevor, Balkan Tour, p.
189. J.W. Ozanneeven usesit to depict Romanian coinage: Ozanne,Roumania, p. 113-4. As Robert J.C.
Young mentions, the `"ethnic commotion"' and `anarchyof racial mixing' met with in the Balkans was
a staple target of a wider colonial discourse,and always set aganist the racial constancyof `the English
breed' (Young, 'Hybridism and the Ethnicity of the English', in Pearson,et al, eds., Cultural Readings,
p. 137).
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day
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violent
becomes,by dusk, a frank exchangeof gunfire that `is far from an uncommonsound [...]
in the narrow streets'[53]; outside Shkoder,beyondthe `very much diluted civilisation of
the town'[58], he discoversnot only a constantfeuding betweenethnic groups (whether
Albanian and Montenegrin, Serb and Bulgarian, Montenegrin and Ottoman),"' but also
within a group, so that the Albanians,for example,are often involved in the most violent
feuds, the vendetta being `an institution still in full vigour in this wild corner of
Europe'[63], and one which makes `open fighting'[60] a staple of the region. Such
behaviourconfirms the impression,statedat the text's opening, of a region inscribedby
`endlessconflict and bloodshed.42
It was this cluster of components,then, which formed the interpretativeframework
through which the Balkan peninsulawas conceived,a conflation of congenital discord,
savagery,backwardnessand obfuscationtackled, during the period of High Victorianism,
in a register that could oscillate from comic absurdityto moral outrage, and from stern
43
to
the
wildest romance Naturally, separatingthe duster for the purposesof
objectivity
elucidation is a somewhat academic exercise. The various components - which preexistedthe individual journey, and survived long after the journey's text was forgotten all collaboratedin the manufactureof the style and extremity of the Balkan othernessby
overcoming individual utterance and reducing the traveller's experienceinto a basic
reiteration of its essentialformula. At least, this was the prevailing tendencyof the age.
Any analysisof cross-cultural representation- within a culture, a period, a text - can
locate and define the dominant paradigm, but never itemise fully the bewildering
divergencefrom the dominantthat representationoften displays.In the balkanisttext, for
example,it was not unusual for one or other of the primary tropes to be marginal or
absent, and for the burden of regional denigration to be carried by those remaining.
Alongside the primary tropes, similarly, a range of secondary characteristics-- sloth,
superstition,fondnessfor hard liquor, moral iniquity, Ruritanian absurdity and inflated
41SeeBrown, Winter In Albania, pp. 26,222,108.
a fl
p. 5. One device writers used to evoke the savagealtercations of the Balkan peopleswas to
mention its existence,and then claim its results were too horrific to detail: seeHodgetts, Round About
Armenia, p. vii; Best, Excursions, p. vii; and Upward, East End, p. 97; Le Qucux, Observer, pp. 6,304.
43 Mazower is correct to sum up the nineteenth-century response to the Balkans
as `a blend of
fascination, amusement,ethnographic detachmentand horror' (Mark Mazower, The Balkans (London:
Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 2000), p. 59).
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ambition - may and would make an appearance,on the odd occasion- such as St. Clair
(1869)
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dominant.
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I
the chapter,the region could also
century's representational
draw a positive, sympathetic style of representation that mingled with, or even
overshadowed, the denigratory elements within a text. Nevertheless, the dominant
paradigm remains that mixture of `preternatural barbarism [...], congenital perfidy,
inveterate cruelty and unfathomablecomplexity',45a paradigm which, to begin a more
generalanalysisof balkanism,shouldbe establishedasthe racial discoursethat it is.
The point needs to be prefaced by a move from the focus on Brown to an
accommodationof the wider travel writings of the period. His A Winter in Albania was as I say - representativeof a more generalising cultural essentialisation,the text's
imaginedAlbania typifying a style of regional portraiture whose real subjectextendedfar
beyond Albania's borders. It was here, within this larger territory, that travellers were
finding their major referencepoint, and here that the perimetersof this racial discourse
be
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Europe (1907), that the eponymoustitle '"accurately describesthe wild and lawless
countries betweenthe Adriatic and Black Seas'%ý suggeststhat the Balkan `races' are
lessto be distinguishedas the product of singular histories and cultural formations than
aggregated on the basis of shared, and wholly negative, attributes. Similarly, when
Arthur Evansmentions`the universalanarchyof the Balkan peninsula',Henry Tozer `the
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44A later traveller called this `petty Balkan imperialism' (M. Pbilips Price, Through the fron-Laced
Curtain: A Record of a Journey through the Balkans in 1946 (London: SampsonLow, 1949), p. 32. The
phraseperfectly capturesVictorian Britain's abhorrenceat recognising in the other its own expansionist
desires.
45Wheeler, `Not So Black As It's Painted', p. 1. The point is not only true of travel writing, of course,as
Brain Stoker's Dracula (1897) demonstrates.`The investigation of vampires in a Transylvanian castle',
Gatrell writes, `offers only a slightly exaggeratedimage of the English view of activities appropriate to
this region' (Simon Gatrell, `Introduction' to Gatrell, ed, The Ends of the Earth, 1876-1918 (London
and Atlantic Highlands, New Jersey:The Ashßeld Press, 1992), p. 47).
46Seede Windt, Through SavageEurope, p. 11.
47Evans,Illyrian Letters. A RevisedSelection of Correspondencefrom the Illylan Provinces of Bosnia,
Herzegovina.Montenegro,Albania, Dalmatia, Croatia, and Slavonia [etc] (London: Longman, Green,
and Co., 1878), p. 133; Tozer, Researches,1,196; Moore, The Orient Express (London: Constable,
1914), p. 279.
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entity - as one would a westernculture, say- but rather as expressionof a much broader
geopolitical grouping. In this way, traces of cultural individuality, which do indeed find
"
in
somemention the text, becomesubsumedin the travel writers' [re]establishmentof a
collectivity as the true area of knowledge, with the constant movementfrom individual
essenceto regional essence,through usageof suchterms as `Turkey in Europe' or `the
Balkans', constructingAlbania (or Romania,Bulgaria, Serbia)as purely metonym for the
whole. Clearly, the processis not immediatelyracialist. Although the word seemsmore
suitably evocative than `regionalism' - an unsatisfactorily mild designation which
effectively masks the atrocious bigotry still lying behind the British concept of the
Balkans - the religious, ethnic and national diversity that prevails throughout the region
seemsto indicate the latter term as the more semanticallyappropriate.Nevertheless,the
processof image-formationI am terming balkanismwas one by which the Balkans could
be unified and uncomplicatedlyknown, and while the sum of that knowledge may not
have denoted a single `race', it still evinced both a deeply-held ethnocentricismand,
particularly after the 1870s,somethingunquestionablycloseto racial prejudice.
In Racism (1989), Robert Miles has produced a condensed,workable definition of
the ideology that demonstratesits appositenessto the Balkan context. Arguing against
the more restricted usages that have recently developed, Miles attempts a general
delineationof racism accordingto two primary features:the first, the identification of a
social collectivity, and the innate differenceof that collectivity, on the basisof racialised,
biological criteria; and the second, the imputation to this collectivity of a range of
be
biological or cultural characteristics, or a
these
negative associations, whether
perceiveddangerto a secondparty. As Miles points out, the major ramification is that
such a naturally defined collectivity constitutesa problematic presence:it is represented
ideologically as a threat." it seemsto me that balkanism,which definesthe Balkans, en
masse,as a numberof biologically-determined`races' commonly exhibiting an innate set

48 I am thinking here of the characteristics that sometimes overlie the deeper belkanist tropes; für
example, the Bulgarians being dour and plodding, the Montenegrins heroic or the Serbs gay and
romantic. Goldsworthy notes that as early as the 1870s, '"[s]uffering Bulgarians, "wild" Albanians,
"martial" Servians and "proud, brace" Montenegrins were beginning to appear in the pagesof Punch'
Ruritania, p. 31).
(seeher I nrventing
49 Robert Miles, Racism (London and New York: Routledge, 1989), p. 79. As Brantlinger adds,
`Imperialist discourse is inseparable from racism. Both express economic, political, and cultural
domination (or at least wishesfor domination)': seeBrantlinger, Rule of Darkness, p. 39).
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of defects, bears a close correspondenceto this ideological process; its emphasisis
simply on a collectivity of negatively-evaluated racial groups rather than the
determinationof a singularly-definedracial group. Indeed,balkanismcould be considered
4 kind of genericracism that claimsto locate and define the supposedlymutual iniquities
of those various ethnic groups inhabiting the Balkan peninsula. Each group, and
individual within eachgroup, exhibits certain immutabletraits sharedwith its neighbours,
including irrationality, an unwavering predisposition to violence, moral and emotional
underdevelopment,endemicethnic intolerance and a frank disregard of those practices
that inauguratecivic, political, and cultural progress.30During the nineteenthand earlier
twentieth centuries, such prejudice was expressedwith the confidence, and pseudoscientific presumption,of an increasinglyracialist age.In Brown's portrait of Albania,for
instance,one finds the presenceof environmentaldeterminism,a hang-over from preVictorian explanationsof otherness,and also the most trusting faith in physiognomy.5'
At the sametime, Social Darwinism was rarely absentfrom such texts, and so confident
were travellers about the notion of biologically inferior Balkan `races' that the
representational paradigm - typically for the period - could support denigratory
essentialisationof ludicrous presumption.This is evident in Robert Graves's contention
that the Balkan peasantis in `possessionof a lower nervous organism than that of the
western European', William Miller's point that `the native of the Balkans' "is apt to
deteriorate morally when he assumesWestern garb', or Edith Durham's claim that
cannibalism,the primary antithesisof all western civilisation held most dear about itself,
was being carried out by certain sectionsof the Balkan population until well into the
twentieth century." Clearly, in the Darwinian schemeof things, thesewere a low people
S0The fact that individuals
were often deemedmerely representativeof a wider social grouping perhaps
accountsfor many of those met along the journey remaining unnamed: for example, one finds allusions
to a `Mrs. Turk' (Whitwell, Through Bosnia and Herzegovina with a Paint Brush (Darlington: William
Dresser, London: Simplon Marshall, Hamilton, Kent, C1909), p. 72), to `our Albanians' (Hothouse,
Albania, p. 169), to `our Bulgarian' (Booth, ?rouble, p. 106), and to `a most amusing savage' (Creagh,
Over the Borders, II, 144).
sl For example, Brown writes of one tribe: `Nature had stamped the hall mark of finished rascality
indelibly on their ugly features. Their appearanceis a plea of guilty to everything that can be argued
against them' (Brown, Winter in Albania, p. 207).
S2Graves, Storm Centres, p. 73; Miller, Travels and Politics, p. 58; Mary Edith Durham, Some Tribal
Origins, Laws and Customsof the Balkans (London: George Allen and Unwin, 1928), pp. 159-162.
Location of cannibalism is also found in Upward, East End, pp. 97-8,174,318-9,347-8. At times, the
aspersionwas ridiculed: seeMary Wortley Montagu, Letters of te Right Honourable Lady M ... Y W...
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indeed, and one whose blend of wickednessand proximity undoubtedly constituted `a
problematic presence' for the West. There were the problems, for example, of their
drain
into
fatal
disease
Europe,
their
a
as
on the western
acting
western
carrying
European economy and, long before any glimmering of the first World War, their
53
causinga crisis that would violently upsetthe peaceof the continent.

In Miles's definition of racial ideology, a secondarycharacteristicof great
pertinenceto Victorian balkanismis the binarist thinking that informed it, racism being
the `dogma' - to turn to Benedict's famous formulation - by which one ethnic group is
condemned by nature to congenital inferiority and another group is destined to
congenital superiority.'" This ideological duality of self and other was a constant of
colonial representations,by which the construction of barbarian othernessinvariably
occurred alongside positive constructions of the imperial self, and also an essential
feature of the British conceptualisationof the Balkans.For both, racial binarismfound an
ideal medium for expressionin the genre of travel literature. ff it is true, as Anthony
Fothergill claims, that `any writing of the Other [... ] is a writing from within, a
"
the
reinscribing, via negation, of
writer', then it is autobiographicalwork that most
effectively dramatised the opposition, establishing in the autobiographical persona a
range of English qualities that could not only be magnificently set off against the
but
iniquity
locals,
the
constructed
of
also propped up by the genre's claim to veracity.
The Balkanswere, as Brown illustrates, a potent, distinctive aberrationof British norms,
yM... e [etc] (London: S. Payne,A. Cook, and H. Hill, 1767), p. 75, and RH. R, Ramblesin Istria, p.
206.
" For the threat of disease,seede Windt, Through SavageEurope, pp. 106-7, Muir Mackenzie and Irby,
7h7vels,I, 215, and S.G.B. St. Clair and Charles Brophy, A Residencein Bulgaria; Or, Notes on the
Resources and Administration of Turkey [etc] (London: John Murray, 1869), p. 63; for economic
disruption, seeIbid., pp. 160-1; and for the threat of war, seeJamesMinchin, The Growth of Freedom in
the Balkan Peninsula [etc] (London: John Murray, 1886), p. 152, Arthur Evans, Through Bosnia and
the Herzegovina on Foot During the Insurrection, August and September 1875 [etc.] (London:
Longmans, Green, 1876), p. 364, and Le Queux, Observer, p. 231. For the fear, long before 1914, that
the Balkans might incite a European-widewar, seeGoldsworthy,Inventing Rumania, p. 71.
54Ruth Benedict, Race and Racism (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1983), p. 97. As Miles argues,
`becauseit presumesa processof racialisation, [the ideology of racism] has a dialectical character in so
far as the representationof the Other servessimultaneously to refract a representationof the Self.' He
goeson, `the negative characteristicsof the Other mirror the positive characteristicsof the Self (Miles,
Racism, p. 79).
" Anthony Fothergill, `Of Conrad, Cannibals and Kin', in Mark Gidley, ed, Representing Others:
White Viewsof Indigenous Peoples (Exeter: University of Exeter Press, 1992), pp. 38-9.
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and to come face to face with such startling difference was also to be startled into
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will
here that much of what a traveller accusedthe Balkans of was a projection of what that
traveller least desired to find in him or herself violence, sexism,immorality, injustice,
ignorance,evenracial prejudice itself; what would nowadaysbe consideredfundamental
fiatures of imperial Britain, were cleansedfrom the imperial centre through constant
relocation amongstdissolute,peripheralcultures residing at distancefrom the West. This
binarism, achieved through a strict delineation of superior and inferior `races',
representeda hierarchicalunderstandingof Europe that was repeatedagain and again in
the travel writing of the pdriod.
The function of repetition itself cannot be overestimatedwhen considering the
gradual establishmentof the racialist discourse of balkanism. Certainly, its system of
knowledgeformation was never as methodicalas that of orientalism,whose practitioners
had created by the nineteenthcentury a vast, scholarly apparatusof societies,journals
and institutions with which to formally accrue knowledge of the Orient. Yet balkairimm
did develop its own distinct, albeit more informal, convention of citation, borrowing and
authoritative cross-referencing,creating a praxis of signification whose continuance,via
the disciplinesof history, geography,reportage,travel and fiction, proceededreasonably
its
Once
from
text
to
to
text
and
generation.
primary motifs,
generation
unchecked
tropes and imagerywere established,and its terminology and evaluationsformulated, the
discoursebegan to gain ever-greatercontrol over the perception of travellers and the
utteranceof their texts. It is not difficult to seehow the conflation of mystery, primitive
savagery and discord could provide a beguilingly straightforward framework for
travellers either flustered by the complex cultural differencethey neededto annotate,or
desirous of a wild, adventurousbackdrop to set off their own resilienceto danger and
hardship. Neither should one be surprised that such travellers felt obliged, by this
powerful, pre-existingframework, to prove their credentialsas perceptiveand creditable

56Foucault's depiction of madness as `that constantverticality which confronts European culture
with
what it is not, establishesits range by its own derangement' (Foucault, Madness and Civilisation: A
History of Insanity in the Age of Reason, new ed., trans. Richard Howard (London: Tavistock
Publications, 1971), p. )d) - is as useful as a depiction of the extreme othernessBritish travellers would
find in the Balkans.
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fresh data, or bring an individual stylishnessto the subject, originality does not seemto
have been a concern, as shown by the continual presenceduring the period of the same
routes, the samedestinations,the samemyths, legendsand anecdotes,and, aboveall, the
same revealingly candid reliance on fonner travellers. When Roy Trevor cites whole
passagesfrom a previous traveller to support his own representationsof Montenegrin
violence, when Fanny Blunt relies solely on `report' for her depiction of `savage
Albania', or when Florence Berger, in Romania,justifies her portrait of peasantapathy
by saying it is `repeatedlyspoken of by travellers and historians'," one is catching a
glimpse of what Hulme termed a `grid of expectationsand preconceptions',of writers
situatedin a discursivetradition that exists `in its own separatespaceentirely unaffected
by any observation of or interchangewith native [...] cultures.'" The result is not an
empirical but a textualised Balkans, one that gained legitimacy by discursive repetition
both
its
of
own historically-specificobservancesand of those classical
and concurrence,
traditions of representationwhich, by the late twentieth century, had become largely
unknown to the manytravel writers still working within them.
While the signifying practicesof antiquity provided the West with some of the key
terms for understandingand representingits `racial' others in the Balkans, it must be

57Trevor, Montenegro, pp. 59-68; Blunt, Reminiscences,pp. 71-2; Berger, City of Pleasure, p. 148. A
curious variant on the repetition of ballmnist discourse appearsin Blunt's usage of the term `Salade
Macedoine' (Ibid., p. 133), derived from the supposedlyintractable ethnic jumble of Macedonian, to
describeMacedonia, a thoroughly circular piece of logic (seealso Vivian, Servian Tragedy,p. 285).
5' See Huhne, Colonial Encounters,
p. 47. Richard Maltby, writing on the cinematic Western, terms the
text that results from such borrowings `a palimpsest, a manuscript written on the pages of an earlier,
now partially erased, book, carrying the traces of its previous inscription' (Maltby, `John Ford and the
Indians; or, Tom Doniphon's History Lesson', in Gridley, ed., Representing Others, p. 127). See also
Said's `textual attitude, in Said, Orientalism, pp. 92-4,176-7. John McVeagh also talks of how `travel
literature [has] fed upon itself, in his `Introduction' to McVeagh, ed., All Before Them, 1660-1780
(London, Atlantic Highlands, New Jersey: The Ashfield Press, 1990), p. 30). This tradition would
continue despite travel writers' occasional protests against what they saw as the misrepresentation of
others - see R. H. R, Rambles, p. 248; St. Clair and Brophy, Residence, pp. 152-60,394; Vivian, Servia,
p. 31; Evans, 11"an Letters, pp. 84-91; Upward, East End, p. 39; Cary, Memoir, p. 48; Valentine
Baker, War in Bulgaria:

A Narrative

of Personal Experiences, 2 Vols. (London:

Sampson Low,

Marston, Searle, and Rivington, 1879), I, xiii; Wills, A Captive of the Bulgarian Brigands [etc. ]
(London: Ede, Allom and Townsend, 1906), p. S. See also the fates
charge against male travellers in
Montagu, Letters, pp. iv v, 180.
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rememberedthat such terms had very little geographical specificity. The classical
discourse of barbarity had long surrounded the religious `others' of Christendom,
being
found,
by
that
the
expansion
was
and
age
of
colonial
othernesswas
wherever
evolved for indiscriminateusageon those objects of western European ambition which
refused the subordinate position assigned them. While in no way wishing to
underestimate the diversity of colonial project, its contingency and tremendous
transformationover time, this extraordinarysurfaceresemblanceto the forms of colonial
rhetoric does seemto me important to note. The resemblanceis clearly suggested,for
instance,by the frequency with which the primary motifs of balkanism cropped up in
support of territorial appropriation elsewherein the world. When Columbus hears of
Caribbean gold, as an early example, he includes in his sketch of the local Caribs
descriptions of such barbarity, warlike ferocity and primitive appetite including
cannibalism,naturally - that acquisition of local resourceswould seem fully justified.
Similarly, the violent reprisalsthe British inflicted on the Indians after the Mutiny would
have appearedthoroughly condonedby the reports of the mutiny's brutally savageand
shamefulnature. Again, King Leopold's conquestof the Congo, or Mussolini's invasion
of Abyssinia,were both achievedwith referenceto barbaroustribalism and frank inability
for self government that continue to draw one back to the motifs of discord, chaos,
savagery and backwardness.I do not wish to suggest that colonial discourse was
restricted to these four motifs alone; obviously other accusationscame to the fore, as
such archetypesas `cunning Chinamen', `idle Kafirs' and `lascivious Africans', bear
59
witness. What I do argue, simply, is that the motifs that comprisedbalkanistdiscourse
were not a responseto the complex peculiaritiesof unique cultural formations, but a part
of a larger ideologicalmappingthat had servedthe causeof imperial conquestand global
domination.
The intricate relationship of balkanism to this widespread pattern of discursive
practice - of utmost significanceto my theme - is perhapsbest illustrated by analysingits
60
disparity
to orientalism. Certainly, Victorian balkanism has
points of semblanceand

" Loombs also mentions `the 'mild Hindoo', the 'warlike Zulu', [...] the `New World ca'bal',
or the
'black rapist' [which] were all generated through particular colonial situations and were tailored to
different colonial policies' (Loomba, Coloniallsm/Postcolonlalism, p. 97).
60I disagree with Milica Baltic-Hayden claim that bolkanism is merely `"a variation on the orientalist
theme"', a contention that is also pursued by Alicock (see Bald6 Hayden, `Nesting Orientalisms: The
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significantdifferencesfrom the discourseon the Orient, differenceswhich emergedfrom
a general divergence between representationsof `primitive' societies and `decadent'
civilisations, and whose consideration can greatly assist with delineating the British
conceptof the Balkans.In Islam, after all, the Christianworld had for centuriesfound its
political, religious, cultural, and military rival, particularly during the heyday of the
Ottoman Empire, when Suleimanhad brought to the gates of Vienna the contiguity of a
profound cultural otherness which, backed up by military might and historical
achievement,drove a begrudging respect into western discourselong after his Empire
had fallen into decline.6' At the sametime, while the aura danger
of
never left it, the
Orient becameincreasingly defined by that
very decline from greatness,leading to a
series of tropes - opulence, indolence, effeminacy, corrupting luxury and moral
dissolution- revolving aroundnotions of social decadence.This
senseof the Orient as an
inverse of Britain's moral rectitude also caused what Rana Kabbani,
amongst others,
charts as the western eroticisation of the region. Writers like Edward William Lane and
Richard Burton, for example,would make frequent, fascinatedreferenceto the East's
sensualityand licentiousness,as encapsulatedin their portraits of the Seraglio,that heady
mixture of mysterious lavish interiors and erotic domination, of `sexuality and
despotism', which soon became `deeply entrenched in the [western] European
imagination.'62Evidently, all this was a world away from Brown's Albania. On the one
hand,the imaginedBalkansone encountersin a work like A Winter in Albania may have
occasionally unnerved the western traveller, but its colonised status indicated neither
direct military threat nor a history of any conceivableimportance.On the other hand, the
region might have struggled for centuries under the eastern rule, but the indigenous
populations seemedto have picked up little of the East's erotic glamour, not even the
Caseof Former Yugoslavia', Slavic Review 34, No. 4 (Winter 1995), p. 920; Alldock, `Cznstructing
the
Balkans' in Allcock and Youngs, eds., Black Lambs, p. 179). Todorova is right to
argue that
`"Ballani="
is not merely a sub-speciesof orientalism' (Todorova, 'Balkan ', R 454). See
also
Todorova,Imagining the Balkans, p. 192; and Milica BakicHayden and Robert M. Hayden, 'Orientalist
Variations on the Theme "Ballaas"' (1992).
61 Examples of this lingering respect
are found in Creagh, Over the Borders, I, 157,160-1; Tom,
Researches,I, 19; Strangford, Eastern Shores,p. 324; and Patrick O'Brien, Journal
of a Residenceto
the Danubian Principalities, In the Autumn and Winter of 1853 (London: Richard Bentley, 1854), p. 4.
62Rana Kabbeni, Imperial Actions: Europe's Myths Orient,
of
new ed. (1986; London: Pandora, 1994),
pp. 18,66. A study like Kabbani's is a vital addition to Said's Orientalism, which eschewsstudy of the
erotica of easterntravel (toe Said, Orientalism, p. 188).
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Muslim communities,whose haremliks were perceivedas tawdry, miserableaffairs, and
6'
for
the most part uniovely. Indeed, if the feminine cameto define the Orient of
women
western fantasy,then it was masculinity that defined the Balkans, a region suitable for
masculineadventure - as I go on to discussbelow - but hardly the place for sensual
liaison."
Yet perhapsthe most significant discrepancybetween balkanismand orientalism
concernswhat one could term their juxtaposition in the imaginative geography of the
age. Alongside its location of regional essences,the cross-culturaldiscoursesinforming
Victorian geographicalawarenesswere establishedon processesof ideological placement
and alignment in which a region's exact location would fashion a specific form of
significance.For the Balkans and the Orient, distinction emergedfrom the incompatible
relations the two regions had to the western centre, as Maria Todorova cogently
demonstrates.After an extensivediscussionof orientalism, Todorova locates as one of
the fundamentaltropes of the discoursean irreconcilablechasmbetweeneastand west, a
construction of absolute othernessthrough which the East attains distinct ontological
status. Opposedto this, the more common trope for the Balkans, both in western and
Balkan literatures, is that of the bridge, or cross-roads,whose transitionary, ambiguous
form
is
that point where the religious traditions and cultures of the eastfind their
to
role
point of convergencewith those of the west. While the British disparagementof the east
is
in
deny
Todorova
the
to
to
positivity
arguing that such
enough
any
role,
right
was
cultural associationswere not enoughto push the Balkansinto the Orient. Indeed, if for

63 A few examples of these tawdry harems and unlovely native women, particularly that moment
common to the easternjourney that one might call the disappointedunveiling, can be found in Woods,
Four Seas,p. 17; de Windt, Through SavageEurope, p. 65; Percy E. Henderson,British Officer in the
Balkans [etc.] (London: Seeleyand Co., 1909), pp. 70.3,115; E. F. Knight, Albania: A Narrative of
Recent Travel (London: SampsonLow, Marsden, Searle and Rivington, 1880), p. 42; Lear, Landscape
Painter, p. 120; Booth, Trouble, p. 109; Maude M. Holbach, Dalmatia: The Land Where East Meets
West,3rd ed. (1907; London: John Lane, The Bodley Head; New York: John Lane Company, 1910), p.
163. Examples of more positive representation, even flirtation, can be found in Alfred Wright,
Adventures in Servia [etc.] (London: W. Swan Sonnenschein,1884), pp. 34-5; G.F. Abbott, The Tale of
a Tour in Macedonia (London: Edward Arnold, 1903), pp. 251-2; Crosse,Carpathians, p. 107; Cary,
Memoir, pp. 79,105,127.
6' The point is underlined by the fact that the British conceptof the Balkans up until 1914 had emerged
predominantly from male experiencein the region. To my knowledge, there are only eighteen women
who, in the severalcenturiesof recordedtravel in south-eastEurope left written journals, with about half
of thesebeing recordsof excursionsaround, or sojournswithin, the region's peripheries.
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travellers the Balkans had to fall on either side of the dichotomy then, with the vast
majority of its population being of Christian persuasion,it was into Europe the region
fell. When merged with the discord, savagery, backwardnessand obfuscation that
defined it, this position as European territory produced the impression not of an
incomplete other,' which its eastern associations might have suggested, but of
`incomplete self.'65 Consequently, Todorova suggestively rejects the concepts of
lirninality and marginality,which merely indicate an alterationto the self-image,in favour
of the lowermost,the status of alter-ego, or other within. To put the case anotherway,
the Balkanswere less an `anti-Europe',66as Kiernan summarisesthe western concept of
the Orient, than a sub-Europe.
The observationis one for which Brown's work is a useful exemplar.In a pattern
common to the travel writing of the period, Albania is consideredEuropeanterritory in
the text - Brown terming it a part of `Turkey in Europe', for instance- at the sametime
as its inhabitants,with their primitiveness,savageryand squalor, are seenas something
apart from Europeans,Brown reserving 'European' as demographicepithet for himself
67
from
West.
Similarly, Henry Barkley, over the course of two
the
and other visitors
memoirs of his life in Bulgaria, both establishesthe country as intrinsically `Europe',
despite at times referring to it as `the East', and also maintains a strict distinction
between `Europeanresidents' and the `natives'." On a more straightforward level, there
are those terse summariesof the Balkans as the `least-known corner of Europe', the
`cart-throatpart of Europe', `this dark corner of Europe', `this wild corner of Europe','
which emergefrom the perceptionof a recognisablyEuropeanlandscape,with European
cultural and religious traditions, in which all the normal standardsof postEnlightenment
6s Todorova,Imagining,

p. 18. My generalunderstandingof the relationsbetweenbalkanismand
by Todorova'sdiscussionof the subject(seeIbid, pp. 7-20).
orientalismhavebeenassisted

66 Kiernan, Lords
of Human Kind, p. 6. Todorova writes `that while orientalism is dealing with a
difference between (imputed) types, belkanism treats the differences within one type' (Todorova,
Imagining, p. 19).
67SeeBrown, Winter in Albania,
pp. 1,51,60,277. The latter is Brown's only referenceto an Albanian
as a European,although it being a particular evil brigand, `an epitome of wickedness', the usageappears
ironic.
68 See Barkley, Bulgaria, pp. 3,221,3,6.
For the split between `Europeans and natives' see also
Barkley, Danube and Black Sea, p. 161, and the patternsof designation in Creagh, Over the Borders, Le
Queux, Observer, Evans,Bosnia and the Henegävina, Trevor, Balkan Tour and Upward, East End.
69Upward, East Fred,p. xvii; FosterFraser,Pictures, p. 205; dc Windt, Through SavageEurope, 211;
A
and Brown, Winter in Albania, p. 63.
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To The maintenence of the Ottoman Empire would often involve a strain of complimentary
representationthat undermines Said's understanding of a monolithic orientalism: in the Balkans, the
discourse of orientalism clashed with that of balkanism in a manner which, regrettably, is beyond the
scopeof this piece.
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barbarity.71The East was, in this way, a sinister, demonic zone for the Briton, a place
defined by the eternal, unchanging mysteries of the lattice and veil, by resistanceto
modernity, by devastation,fanaticism and violence, and with the Arab-Oriental defined,
variously, as an `irrational animal', an `Asiatic barbarian'or `mere[...] mentalmummy''
The anti-Europe, clearly, was formulated along the samedichotomousstructures as the
sub-Europe that was the Balkans. Indeed, Said's summary of `the absolute and
systematic difference' Westerners construct between themselves and Arab-Orientals
could as easily standin as a summaryof the balkanistdichotomy: `On the one hand there
are Westerners,' he writes, `and on the other there are Arab-Orientals;the former are (in
no particular order) rational, peaceful, liberal, logical, capable of holding real values,
without natural suspicion;the latter are none of thesethings.`73
What is to be concludedfrom the recognition of this dearth
of cultural signifiersin
British cross-cultural representation?It seems to me that what emerges from
any
comparative study of representationsand their similarities is the fact that colonial
discourse appearstoo specific a term for a signifying pattern which, as the Balkans
demonstrate,servespower within a far broader variety of subordinate,or adversarial,74
cultures. The issue is less about settlementcolonialism per se, than
about the views of
that subordinateor adversarialculture in the eyes of a dominant culture, and how that
dominant culture justifies through knowledge and representationthe perpetuation
or
achievementof its dominance.At the sametime, non-colonial subordinationof a territory
doesnot necessarilyimply any lesseningof power, or any reduction of suffering inflicted:
the non-colonisedpopulation, as the Balkans after 1914 again showed, often suffers as
71Thesetwin features the West's Orient
of
are summedup in Kinglake's thrilling phrase, `the splendour
and havoc of the East' (Kinglake, Eothen, p. 23).
72Burton and Doughty
quoted in Kabbani, pp. 63,106; Kinglake, Eothen, p. 70.
73Said, Orientalism, pp. 300,49.
74I am thinking here of the deployment the
of
signifying practicesI have been discussingon an imperial
adversary like Russia. For example, John Gadsby,not unusually for a nineteenth-centuryBritish travel
writer, exclaims, `Oh ye Arabs and Ethiopians; ye Niggers and South American slave-holders! Go to
Russia.You may there yet learn a lessonor two in barbarism!' (Gadsby,A Trip to Sebastopol,Out
and
Home, By Way of Vienna [etc.], 2nd ed. (1858; London: Gadsby, 1858), p. 27. Hulme-Beaman
also
notes the general preconception of Russia as `a semi-barbarousland inhabited by rather ferocious
savages' (Hulme-Beaman, Twenty Years, p. 196); de Windt calls it `the land of mystery, gloom, and
death' (de Windt, Through SavageEurope, p. 295). The discoursehad clearly reachedRussia itself; for
Tozer, on Athos, mentions a rather jovial Russian monk who saysupon meeting him, `"Good
evening;
you are welcome: I am a Muscovite -a barbarism"' (Tozer, Researches,1,74).
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much violence, indignity and poverty as the colonised. It is this issue of power and
subordinationI now wish to explore as I look more closely at the political and personal
forms of supremacy - or the "exclusionary practices'"
British
discourse
which
supportedin the Balkan peninsula,this Europeanother of westerncivilisation.

's Miles's term for the
practicesthat result from racial ideology: Miles, RacIsrn,p. 6.

CHAPTER TWO

VICTORIAN SELF AND BALKAN OTHER

Victorian balkanism was never wholly systematisedas a discourse, or had its aims
singularly determined.In contrast to the territorial acquisition and rule legitimised by
colonialist writing, the forms of political power achievingvindication through balkanist
paradigmswere ambiguous,shifting patterns of diplomatic and economic strategy that
differed between political party and political party and from one administrationto the
next. Indeed,the geostrategicconcernthat Britain cameto know as the EasternQuestion
was, by its very appellation,defined less by material eventsthan by their provocation of
'
debate.
The Victorian travellers' mindfulness of that debate, and
controversy and
characteristic determination to participate, offered a major source of relevant
information, but hardly clarified the issue. The bewildering political stances a
contemporaryreadercould find in their writing included support for Disraeli, support for
Gladstone, pro-Austrianism, anti-Austrianism, Turkophilia, Turkophobia and a
particularly rabid anti-Russianism.A number of memoirs even found their way towards
heartfelt censure of British diplomatic policy (though this never went so far as to
in
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The power-knowledge of British travel writing on the Balkans emergesfrom a
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representational
more profound conjunction of power
individual
term
the
travellers, lies
surface
of
utterances
political stances,what we might
an articulation of fundamentalcultural assumptionsthat shape,organise, channel, and
profoundly synthesisethe majority of texts from the period. Of these assumptions,this

1 E.F.G. Law even wrote on the `Near Eastern Question' that `absolute impartiality is hardly to be
looked fier in a matter so replete with controversial issues,so pre-eminently calculatedto excite passion
and prejudice' (Law, `Preface'to Upwar4 East End, p. vii).
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construction of the Balkans as subordinateculture that I have been discussinghas a
significance,and unifying function, that should not be underestimated.As I hope to have
indicated, imperialism,in both rhetoric and practice, had rigidly partitioned the world of
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries into nations destined to rule, existing in
2
fated
be
to
privileged space, and regions
ruled; and there was no doubt into which
categorythe Balkansfell. The region was viewed as so subordinateto colonial power, in
fact, that most travellers overlooked both its own imperial expansionsof the past and its
contemporaryemergence,at points through the peninsula,into a now era of nationhood
alongsideItaly and Germany.Instead,the region was constructedfrom linguistic material
the West had been developing primarily, though not exclusively, for usage on the
imperial object, with representations of its primitive economic structures, social
turbulence and ignorance of modem legal and governmentalpractice, presenting (the
occasional)differencein degreethough not in kind from those of Britain's own colonial
possessions.In short, whatever their opinion on British policy, or on the region's
political administration,travellers revealed remarkableconvergenceon the subordinate
status of the Balkans, and expressedthis subordination through a narrow range of
cultural signifierswhich, dependingon the circumstance,constructeda place of comedy,
darkness,romanceor usually when Great Power disagreementloomed of terrifying
unpredictabilitypalpitating on the very fringe of civilised Europe.
Clearly, this dominant signifying systememergedfrom, and fed into, a pronounced
refusal to grant the Balkan region the possibilities of independence-a presumption so
central to my theme, and so widespreadduring the period, that it demandssubstantial
emphasis. Even when the traveller questioned current colonial rule (the `Ottoman
barbarity' in Bulgaria, say, or Austrian illegality in their occupation of Bosnia and
Herzegovina),there was rarely any doubt that the Balkans required governancefrom an
external source,whether that sourcewas an individual power or a collection of western
Europeanstates.Brown's reflections on the future of Albania is a reasonableexamplein
kind. Unable to conceive the territory as anything but subordinate to an imperial
authority, his contemplationof the inevitableOttoman withdrawal leadsnot to an outline
of the kind of internal administrationthat might follow, but simply to the idea that the
2 It is crucial to keep in
mind that, as Porter writes, `the colonies were not the only manifestations of
[British] predominance. Other countries outside the empire could be dominated or controlled by one
meansor another from Britain almost as closely as her colonies' (Porter, Short History, p. 2).
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nation which gets this country, and imaginesit has got hold of somethingvaluable,will
deserveour sinceresympathy.i3 As a more pointed example,W.J. Stillman claims, in a
generallysupportive study of the insurrectionin BosniaHerzegovina, that `an impossible
autonomy' is less the answer than a Great Power commissionoperating a `system of
patriarchal despotism'. Similarly, as two more amongst numerous examples, D. T.
Ansted concludesa survey of Transylvania,along with other Hungarian-heldregions,by
its
is
be
`material
`if
the
that
people
will
content to
prosperity'
only
possible
cautioning
be quietly governed', and Robert Munro concludeshisjournal on the westernBalkansby
lauding the `conspicuous improvements' brought about by Austro-Hungarian rule.5
Speakingof the `trumpery governments' of Serbia and the Danubian Principalities, R.
Arnold would evenprefer to seetheseautonomousregions `fall beneaththe crown of the
Kaiser', than `their scandalousautonomy' continue.' The vital point about the line of
argumentpursuedby these, and so many other writers is less whether it contained any
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It is at this point that we reachthe connectionbetweenrepresentationalstylesand
British political strategy. Despite the various shifts in policy, and whatever political
3 Brown, Winter in Albania, pp. 159-60.Elsewhere,Brown developsthe point by denying the
needfor a
written Albanian [57] and stressing the necessity for `external influence' if Albania is ever to
progess[116].
4 Stillman, Herzegovina and the Late Uprising: The Causesof the Lauer and the Remedies (London:
Longman, Green and Co., 1877), pp. 12,155,
S Ansted, Short 7fip, p. 251; Munro, Rambles and Studies, p. 390. While such sentiments are to be
found in almost all travel texts of the period, a few more good exampleswould be Dunkin, Land of the
Bora, pp. 192-5,349-50; Best, Excursions, p. 139; Evans, Illyrian Letters, p. 83; Le Queux, Observer,
pp. 287,291; Upward, East End, pp. 45-6,362-3; Foster Fraser,Pictures, p. 159.
6 Arnold, From the Levant, the Black Sea, and the Danube, 2 Vols. (London: Chapman and Hall, 1868),
11,235-6.
7 JamesMinchin's The Growth of Freedom in the Balkan Peninsula (1886) is a rare
exception to this
rule.
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differencesthere might have been,the British goal in south-eastEurope was to achievea
stable, relatively peaceful arrangementthat would help ensure both British interests
throughout the East and Great Power harmony within Europe. This goal required an
effective block on any encroachmentupon the region by a hostile power, as well as the
maintenanceof the geopolitical status quo amongst the Balkan countries themselves.
Now although Britain was not about to do all this herself it would certainly help those
who could. For the majority of the nineteenthcentury, as I have mentioned,this meant
bolstering the Porte, that `Sick Man of Europe' whose increasinglyinsecure standing
demandedconstant, and very apparent, attendance if it were to continue to check
Russian and south Slavonic interests. It would later mean the approval of Austrian
expansionismin the region, but whichever strategy prevailed, there was a need for an
understandingof the Balkans as a territory suited to colonial rule, and the dominant
representationalparadigm supplied that understanding. In this section, by drawing
together representationand political desire, my aim is not to chart British policy in full,
but to pick four major featuresof its involvementin the region and, moving through the
detail
helped
in
to
the
textual
attempt
study,
manner
representation
period under
which
both exonerate that involvement and maintain the Balkans as a subordinate culture
availablefor Great Power manipulation.
The first sphereof involvement - to start at the most basic level - involves the
pattern of relationshipsthe British choseto establishamongstthe host populationsof the
Balkans. The maintenanceabroad of rather inflexible forms of social decorum, whether
from fear of transgressionor fear of dissolution,was a pronouncedattribute of Victorian
travel, and tendedto include an extremely careful policing of the boundary between self
and other. Naturally, in the relatively accommodatingsociallandscapeof a British colony
the result was a rigid clustering within expatriate communities! In a region like the
Balkans, encounteringthat massof indigenesin the absenceof compatriots, more often
than not the Briton would associatewith that class closestto his own rank and station:
the colonial overlord. The thing is certainly true of those military advisors, diplomatic
staff and newspapercorrespondentswho found themselves- to borrow Edith Durham's
Cook gives a good sketch of the highly insular nature of British colonial society in India, in Cook,
Colonial Encounters, pp. 124-36. Interestingly, Buzard finds the same insularity occurring in
nineteenth-centuryBritish tourism: JamesBuzard, The Beaten Track: European Tourism, Literature,
and the Waysto 'Culture'. 1800-1918(Oxford: Clarendon Pros, 1993), pp. 87-8.
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have had occasionaldoubts about the advisabilityof Ottoman rule, but outside their own
limited circles it was the Ottoman authoritiesthe British knew professionallyand socially,
drawn to them not only by the Ottoman's statusas the major power player in the region,
and the one therefore necessaryto court, but also by the `civilised' standardsthe two
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These relationships with the colonial authorities, when set alongside the dominant
representationalparadigm of the indigenous population as a disreputable peasantry
" all of them utterly unrecognisedas individuals,tended
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to set the tone for relationshipsof a more governmentalvariety.
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the most interesting works of travel from the period, Edward Lears Journals of a
LandscapePainter in Albania, first publishedin 1851. Although mostly rememberedfor
his nonsenseverse,Lear was primarily a painter and illustrator of immenseambition, and
his determined search for the picturesque inspired long journeys around the classical
landscapesof the Mediterranean,including - in the autumn of 1848 - the trip through

9 Durham, The Sarajevo Crime (London: George Allen and Unwin, 1925), p. 11. The same occurred in
the Austrian regions, where again there was very little contact achieved with the indigenous peasantry:
see the pattern of relationships pursued by Wingfield in A Tour of Dalmatia (1859), Dunkin in In the
Land of the Bora (1897) Holbach in Bosnia and Herzegovina (1910), Henderson inA British Officer in
,
the Balkans (1909) and Whitwell in Through Bosnia and Herzegovina (c. 1909).

") Both Todorova and Norris concur: seeMaria Todorova, `The Balkans: From Discovery to Invention',
Slavic Review 53, No. 2 (Summer 1994), p. 465; Norris, Wake of the Balkan Myth, p. 6. The latter
writes: `it was possible for British travellers to establisha modus vivendi with the authorities there who
acted as their hosts and were men of power and influence in the world; while the local Christian
population was excluded from public life, colonized and downtrodden [...]. British travellers felt that
their meetings with the Turks were like the coming together of two imperialistic nations able to
appreciatetheir mutual success'(1bid,p. 6).
11On the whole, Stillman is correct in saying that the peasantrywere a people `with whom the casual
traveller has no intercourse' (Stillman, Herzegovina, p. 39).
'2 SeeGraves,Storm Centresof the Near East: Personal Memories 1879-1929(1933) and Licut-Colonel
Fife-Cookson, VIA the Armies of the Balkans and at Gallipoli in 1877-1878(1879).
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Macedoniaand Albania. For this, Lear was not averseto reapingthe benefitsof colonial
society, despite his willingness for solitary travel. A former residencein Corfu, for
example,then an important British colony crammedwith officers, governmentmen and
their families, had already familiarised him with what could be consideredthe rather
imperial process of procuring `idyllic sceneryand picturesquenatives [...] with all the
comforts of the Home Counties."13For Ottoman Albania, only four miles to the east,his
friendship with such venerable diplomats as Sir Stratford Canning, the British
Ambassadorat Constantinople,had secured for Lear the travel permits and letters of
introduction which offered a similar range of perks and privileges to those of British
Corfu. This was perhapsas well, sinceLear understoodAlbania to be not just `a puzzle
of the highest order' but a place of `savageoddity' well known `for the ferocity of the
14
aborigines'. His worst fears seem realised as soon as his boat lands at Thessaloniki:
`Instantly the wildest confusion seizedall', he writes, as a welter of Jewish porters fight
over his luggagewith `the most furious hair-pulling, turban-clenching,and robe-tearing',
only desisting when government troops give them a `severebeating [with] sticks and
whips'[20]. The imagesof chaosand violence mount as Lear travels from the coast into
Albanian regions, where the wretched towns, infested lodgings, thievery, hostility and,
aboveall, occasionalthreatsto his person,test the patienceof this most good-naturedof
English travellers.The landscapemay have delightedthe artist, and driven him onward in
his journey, yet his responseis one of shocked distaste when imagining the terrible
prospectof havingto passone's life in this `strangeand fearful' region.
Within such an apparentlyimpossiblesociety,it comesas no surprisethat Lear has
very little genuineinteraction with the indigenouspopulation. The only sustainedcontact
he achieves,apart from with those employed to serve him, comes during
visits to the
region's scattered`upper class' - the foreign doctors, consular staff priests and, most
commonly, the Ottoman governors and landowners. Although complaining that these
provincial `beys and pashas[...] lose much time in ceremony'[60], they offer Lear not
only the chance of conversation, decent food and accommodation - luxuries not

13Susan Hyman, ed., Edward Lear in the Levant: Travels in Albania Greece
and Turkey in Europe
1848-9 (London: John Murray, 1988), p. 37. For a sketch of British society on Corfu, and L,
ear's
ambivalent responseto it, see Vivien Noakes, Edward Lear The Life of a Wanderer (London: Collins,
1968), pp. 132-151.
14Lear, landscape painter, pp. 11,51,31.
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unappreciated`in wilds such as these'[69] - but also a certain security, furnishing him
with further letters of introduction and the constant company of a `Kawas', or armed
guardian. An exampleof the latter's usefulnesscomes during his fiustrated attempts to
sketchthe Muslim population, an examplethat also revealsthe deep political complicity
that could result from British-Ottoman relations. No sooner does Lear begin his work
than the crowds, consideringpictorial representationthe work of the devil, start hiding,
shouting, whistling and, more often than not, pelting him with `unceasingshowers of
stones,sticks, and mud'[47]. In the town of Berat, having been exasperatedby this sort
of thing before, he wastesno time in arrangingthe solution:
Having a letter to the Pasha[...], I sentGiorgio with a requestfor a Kawas, who shortly
arrived, and afar early dinner I beganto sketch(there is no time to be lost in places so
fall of interest) on the riverside below the castle, [with] hundreds of people pouring
forth to seemy operations;but all were violently repelledby the active guardian Kawas
with a stick, which he threw with all his force at the legs of such unlucky individuals as
pressedtoo closely on me or interferedwith the view. When this club was ejectedfrom
the incensedauthority's handthe rush to escapewas frightful and the yells of thosewho
receivedthe blows very disagreeableto my feelings.[102]

Disagreeableas they are, Lear neither calls off the `Kawas', nor allows the `frightful'
beating to interrupt his work, but conspires in a brutal rout by which the population
becomes doubly `subject' - both of Lear's artistic desire and to Ottoman colonial
dominion. This dual subjugation,in turn, feedsinto the binary opposition constructedby
the passagebetween the population and their colonial masters: though the form of
discipline wielded by the guard is primitive, this representativeof the Ottoman authority
constitutes the forces of a law, order and goverment that contrast to the uneducated,
undisciplined, threatening mob standing between Lear and his `pursuit of
knowledge'[38], as he considers his art. Ottoman rule does not get his unequivocal
support, in other words, but it certainly constitutes a welcome, amenablealternative to
indigenous disorder." While such passagesseem wholly reprehensibletoday, one

'5 Tellingly, he goes so far as to term another enraged
crowd his `enemies'(lbid, p. 47). Leer's rather
ambivalent attitude to Ottoman rule of Albania is seenin his direct discussion of the issue on p. 56. As
Wolff writes on the complicity of westerner and Ottoman authority. `The traveler in Eastern Europe
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imagines that an imperial readership, familiar with the need for disciplining
colonial
subjects, and aware of the perils of an indigenous mob, would have found little to
censurein either Lear pursuinghis aims abovethe wishesof the colonisedpopulation, or
in aligning himself with the forces of colonial power. Indeed, Lear's favour for the
Ottoman rulers over their subjectswould simply have helped extend that preferencefor
the coloniserinto the non-British dominionsof the Balkan 16
.
This collaboration of interests against the indigenous population becomeseven
clearer when one moves to the sphere of national relations between Britain and the
Porte. In establishingfinancial, military and diplomatic support for the Ottoman Empire,
British imperial policy was, like Lear's artistic pursuits, and reflecting the strategies
of
other Great Powers in south-east Europe,17 conducted with sole regard to the
fiutherance of its own interests, showing scant regard for indigenouswishes, and little
understandingof what those wishes actually were. The effects of that policy, and the
patternsof representationthat supportedit, are best illustrated by the British responseto
the Eastern Crisis of 1875to 1878, a collection of uprisings, suppressionsand wars that
finally thrust the Balkans into the British popular consciousness.
" Although the crisis
beganin Bosnia and Herzegovinain 1875, where economichardshipand the
awakening
of national sentimenthad incited the Christian peasantryto rebellion, it quickly spread
acrossthe peninsula,with insurrection breaking out in Bulgaria in May 1876 and both

found himself casually implicated in the brutality of oppression and slavery just by the
conditions of
travel, just in the arrangement of food, lodgings, transport, and security' (Wolf Inventing Eastern
Europe, p. 74).
16For further examples of
close personal relations with Ottoman authorities, see Fife-Cookson's Wlth
the Armies of the Balkans, Baker's War in Bulgaria (1879) and Walker's Through Macedonia (1864).
While the stoning of British travellers was rare in the Balkans (see also Creagh, Over the Borders, II,
84; Evans, Bosnia and the Herzegovina, pp. 123,204; and Tozer, Researches,1,354) travellers beating
the locals was more common: see Hobhouse,Albania, pp. 77,80; Henderson,British Officer,
p. 193;
Strangford Eastern Shores, p. 17; Evans, Bosnia and the Herzegovina, p. 205; Wright, Adventures,
p.
46; and Booth, Trouble, pp. 132-3.
17 See, for example, Robin Okey's
study of German expansionism in eastern Europe and the
representationsdeployed to justify it: Olney, `Central Europe/EasternEurope: Behind the Definitions',
Past and Present, No. 137 (Nov. 1992), p. 115.
's For British perceptions the Balkans, it
of
wild be difficult to underestimatethe significance of the
events of the 1870s. The period formed the first real challenge to Ottoman hegemony in the Balkans,
and one that both increased British political involvement in the Empire and developed the pattern of
representationthat condonedthat involvement. For a condensedand detailed account respectively, see
Macfie, Eastern Question, pp. 34-45, and Glenny, Balkans, pp. 70-160.
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Serbia and Montenegro declaring war on the Porte a month later. With the amount of
Great Power interest in the region, it was always unlikely that events would go
unnoticed. Russiaand Austria were both intent on increasingtheir respectivespheresof
influence, and after a seriesof abortive attempts were made to check Ottoman military
successesagainst the rebels, Russia finally declared war in April 1877. For Britain,
interestingly,the Russiandeclarationfurther split an already divided public opinion. The
dominantmood was certainly for Disraeli,19who advocatedshoring up the Porte in order
to check Russia and its ambitionsfor an independentBulgaria under Russianinfluence.
Yet there was a small, though vocal, minority outraged by Ottoman reprisalsagainstthe
Balkan population. This was led by William Gladstone,the leader of the Opposition, and
a political strategist under no illusion about the efficacy of travel literature for the
life
The
of
public
opinion.
of Christians led `under Turkish mastery,' as he
moulding
journal
in
his
to
one
preface
of the 1870s, `was a life never knowing real security
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life
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].
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A
any of the benefits of law [... ]. A life which left to
never
or peace
which
the Christiannothing, exceptwhat his Mahommedanmasterdid not chanceto want.'20
In the face of the threat to Ottoman integrity, the discourseof balkanism,with its
images of a ferocious, unruly, primitive Balkan populace, proved a cogent meansby
which to exonerateBritain's preservation of the Porte for a domestic readership.The
polemicalA Residencein Bulgaria (1869), by S.G.B. St. Clair and CharlesBrophy, is
one amongstmany examplesof how such exonerationwas textually conducted.Writing
at a time when Russia was encouragingnatives to revolt, and worried about calls for
improvements
to the Sultan's treatment of Christian subjects, these two
enforcing
`sincerefriends of Turkey' make their support for the Ottoman administrationan explicit
themein the text: `An absoluteand powerful government,' they proclaim, `or a vigorous
aristocracy, are the schoolmastersof an infant people' for whom `liberty, when it is
neither won nor deserved,degeneratesinto licence, and can produce only disorder and
2'
stagnation'. The only solution, therefore, is a `genuine Turkish administration
untrammelled by foreign influence'[vii]. The view is reinforced by allocating such

19As Booth writes, favouritism towards the Ottomans was `the learning of the average Englishman'
(Booth, Trouble, p. 115). St. Clair and Brophy are unusual in claiming that - at least on Bulgaria - the
oppositewas in fact the case(seeSt. Clair and Brophy, Residencein Bulgaria, pp. vi-vii, 158-9).
20Gladstone,`Preface'to MacKenzie and Irby, Travels, p. xüi.
21St. Clair and Brophy, Residencein Bulgaria, pp. 203,368-9.
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discord, savageryand backwardnessto the Bulgarian peasantrythat a readeris left in no
doubt about their aptitude for licence and unsuitability for self-rule. The most pertinent
illustration in kind comes at the start of the opening chapter, in which the authors'
portrait of a typical village doubles as an overture to that set of essentialised
characteristicsof the nationalgenius which madeup the representationalparadigm.In a
systematicrecital of obscurantism,disorder and underdevelopment,the authors depict
`brownish' settlements`not easily seen from a distance', `cottages apparently thrown
together without order', enclosures `in every stage of dilapidation' and farming
implements`unalteredin form sincethe earliest days of agriculture'. Then, as the eye of
the narrator settleson the rural public houses,the text goeson:
before the door of each is collected a knot of man, sitting cross-leggedan the ground,
occupiedin drinking, smoking, and discussingtheir awn and their neighbours' affairs,
if
they were Englishmenin England, except that, as the dragged wine
as
much
very
producesits effect, a disputearises,and they start to their feet abusingone anotherwith
all the facile eloquenceof Slavonic vituperation, and draw their knives with more than
Italian gesticulation. The Italian coltellata is, however, seldom given in these public
quarrels, for woman, the universal peacemaker,appearsupon the scene,armed with
persuasivewords and a thick stick. But though her verbal or manual argumentsmay
stay the impending strife, she too often sharesthe proverbial fate of `those who in
quarrelsinterpose,' [...] and wives are as soundlythrashedin Bulgaria as in Lancashire
22
Clerkenwell.
or

After the disorder and backwardnessof rural Bulgaria have been established,this
evocationof endemicviolence- of which only a sectionis reproducedhere - becomesthe
passage'scontrolling image,a violence occurring not only betweenracial groups, as the
authors develop elsewhere,but within both the ethnically-homogenouscommunity and
that most fundamentaltenet of Victorian sensibility, the family unit. More importantly,
membersof the communitylack any internal sourcefrom which to solve their internecine
conflicts. The necessaryrestraint can come neither from the village patriarchs(with their
`facile eloquence')nor from the `thick stick' of their womenfolk, and the final impression

22lbid, pp. 2-3. The authors go on to say that,
when drunk, the Bulgarian `Prefersto stab his adversary
at an advantage,or to adopt the more silent vengeanceof poison' [3].
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is of a helplesslyperpetuated discord that clearly requires more - rather than less '3
is,
Sultan.
vigorous policing on the part of an external presence;on the part, that of the
It is at this point that the passage'sallusionto the English working classesgains a certain
poignancy. The deployment of comparisons between Britain and the Balkans - of
Bulgarian homesteadslike `Englishcottages', a Bosnianlandscapelike `Englishcountry',
of Serbianpasture like `an English park'''` - was an intrinsic part of the Victorian and
Edwardian denigrationof the region, indicating the full distancebetweenthese poles of
Europe by the ironic placementof civilised qualities in this grossly uncivilised context.
This is undoubtedlyat work in this passage.Yet at the sametime, the author's allusions
to `Englishmenin England', and particularly to working classviolence, seemto play on
the Victorian readership'sincreasingfears of an expandingproletariat, and do so in a
way that recalls how closely cross-cultural discoursecan mirror the discoursesof class,
the both working to legitimate forms of bourgeoiscultural authority. Certainly, St. Clair
and Brophy's conclusionon the question of Bulgarian autonomy strongly remindsone of
Bulgarians
being `brutish, obstinate, idle, superstitious,
paternalism:
with
middle-class
dirty', the authors write, `can anyone say that he is capableof being civilised without a
long and difficult courseof preparation?'[408]
The political sympathy that informs the writing of St. Clair and Brophy is even
in
clearer a series of texts that were to emerge from British presencein the Balkans
during the war of 1877-8. In a mannerthat would characterisethe national responseto
Balkan crises,the Russo-Ottomanconflict was attendedby a flood of reporters, doctors,
relief workers and military volunteers, as well as those Britons - consuls, military
attachds - employed in more official capacities. The historian of the voluntary
organisations,Dorothy Anderson,tendsto portray them as people of `courage,hardiness
[and] enterprise', a popular depiction of Victorians in the Balkans that seemsto me to
concealboth the deeperiniquity of British political involvement and the collusion with
25
involvement
Victorian
have.
An example in kind is the
that
memoirs would

23On the internal discord of the Bulgarians, Charles Eliot would later write, `One is tempted to believe
that wherever there are three Bulgarians, two will combine against the third, and the third call in foreign
assistance'(Eliot, Turkey in Europe, p. 352).
24Berger, City of Pleasure, 26; Creagh,Over the Borders, II, 70; Kinglake, Eothen, p. 38.
25Dorothy Anderson, TheBalkan Volunteers(London: Hutchinson, 1968), p. 205. For other biographers
who portray Victorian travellers uncritically we Ann Brown, Before Knossos...: Arthur Evans's Travels
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autobiographicalwork of Valentine Baker, an English Major-General who servedin the
Imperial Ottoman Army from the early days of the fighting in central Bulgaria, through
the humiliating retreat across the southern Balkans to the final, desperate,defence of
Constantinople.For Baker, a staunch defender of Disraelian belligerenceabroad, no
quarter should be given to either the Russian imperialists or the Bulgarian insurgents.
The latter were, on the one hand, enduring no particular hardshipbefore Russia stir ed
up `religious strife', often inhabiting `very prosperous' villages in `perfect amity' with
26
Muslim
their
neighbours. On the other hand, Baker is in no doubt about the Bulgarian
degeneracy,for here were a people who live in filth and disorder, perpetrate `fearful
atrocities' and `brutalities' on the Muslim population, and also, in an infiuiating instance
of Balkan obfuscation, `give no information which could be in any way relied upon.'2'
Indeed, so sure is Baker that the Bulgarians are undeserving of sympathy that his
commandof the Ottoman force is depicted with a glory, pathos and tragedy with which
the reader is clearly being invited to empathise.The point is illustrated by his sketch of
the battle at `Tashkessen',where Baker's troops, including Bosnians and Albanians,
achievea victory over the Russiansthat gains this `daring Englishman'28promotion to
Lieutenant-General.On the moment of triumph, when his men `climbedupon the rocks,
their fkces fierce with the light of battle f... ], and hurled out defianceat the retiring foe',
Baker writes
There are momentsin the past of many a man's careerthat standout clear and defined
after the lapseof am many years: life-pictures, the very memoryof which brings back
a glorious thrill of pride and pleasure. This is the feeling which vibrates through me
still, when I recall that last and closing scenewhich crownedthe hard-fought fight of
Tashkessen.[II, 157]

in the Balkans and Crete (Oxford: University of Oxford, Ashmolean museum, 1993), pp. 84-5; John
Lehmann, Edward Lear and his World (London: Thamesand Hudson, 1977).
26Baker, War in Bulgaria, I, 273-4
27Ibid., 1,255; I, 320; I, 9; II, 276. This
very pro-Ottoman pattern of representation,mixing imputed
Bulgarian degeneracywith general inter-ethnic harmony under the Porte, is repeatedby Fife-Cookson's
depiction of pre-war Bulgarian society, in Fife-Cookson,Armies of the Balkans, pp. 52-6,104-5.
28Frederick William von Herbert, By-Paths In the Balkans (London: Chapman
and Hall, 1906), p. 13.
Baker tendedto draw very positive comment from his contemporaries;seealso Fife-Cookson,Armeies
of
the Balkans, p. 146; Hulme-Beaman,Twenty Years,pp. 89-92.

so

Such emotionalism, in reflecting the sentiment surrounding purely British campaigns,
reminds one that Baker's allegiance to the Porte is first and foremost an allegiance to
Britain. With the Russian policy being `to sap the foundations of our Indian Empire', as
he himself puts it, Britain must offer Turkey `that true and honest assistance which will
enable her to reorganise her empire on an established and permanent footing', and do so
`with the same energy and determination that characterised our forefathers, and which
enabled them to raise the British Empire to the pinnacle of greatness and influence'[11,
389,386-7,391].

According to this stridently patriotic imperial vision, not only is

support for Balkan national aspirations absent from British policy, but British policy is
actively dependent on their continued subjugation to the Sultan.

The support of national strategyin south-eastEurope was not always as explicitly
statedin autobiographicalwritings. The interest of many of the texts lies, as suggested,in
how the conceptualstructuresof balkanismlegitimise the dominant political intent the
continuation of Ottoman rule - while seemingto have no overt stake in the political
debate.Brown may foreseethe Ottoman departure from Albania, for example,but his
continual evocationof Albanianbackwardness,violence and disorder - and this during an
age when such attributes were seento characterisecolonisedpopulations - producesno
sensethat their departureis an urgent political requirement.Interestingly,the sameresult
can occur in travelogues whose stance on the Eastern Question is ostensibly antiOttoman. Henry Barkley is trenchant of Ottoman rule in Bulgaria, in both Betweenthe
Danube andBlack Sea (1876) andBulgaria Before the War (1877), yet at the sametime
his portrait of the indigenouspopulations relies so strongly on balkanist paradigmsthat
2'
desirable.
In Servicein Servia Under the Red Crass
self-rule seemsneitherpossiblenor
(1877), Emma Pearson and Louisa McLaughlin even depict the autonomous Serbia,
whose people they have gone over to nurse, with the familiar mixture of backwardness
and barbarism,giving no senseof why Serbiahad warranted autonomy or could deserve

29Seealso Walker, ThroughMacedonia to the Albanian Lakes (1864)
and Strangford, Eastern Shoresof
the Adriatic in 1863). The same is even true of those Britons who sided with the anti-Ottoman alliance
of the 1870s,disparaging the `Turks', yet finding little to admire amongst the populations with whose
causethey claimed to sympathise:seeStillman, Herzegovina and the Late Uprising (1877), in which the
author actually deniesthe insurgents any immediate Possibility of independence,Wright, Adventures in
Serbia (1884) and Robert JasperMore, Under the Balkans (1877).
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independence-30
Indeed, during the late 1870s,so steadilywere balkanistrepresentations
circulating in the homelandthat it was no real wonder the Turkophiles finally got their
way. After Russiadefeatedthe Porte in the war, Disraeli had wasted no time in revoking
the Treaty of San Stefano - by which Russia wrangled an enlargedBulgaria likely to
facilitate its control of Constantinople and the Straits and helping to convene a
conferenceat Berlin to achievea more satisfactorypeace.For the pro-Ottoman lobby, so
ably supported by balkanist writing, the so-called Treaty of Berlin was a resounding
`victorys31:a substantialportion of Bulgaria was returned to the Porte, Russia pushed
back from Constantinople,and the Ottoman Empire granted a reprieve. The routes to
India had beenpreserved.
Denying the possibility of independenceto the Balkan regions was not the only
consequenceof the representationalstrategyof travellers and expatriates.Along with its
justification of continuedOttoman rule in the region, such strategyalso createda kind of
political distancebetween south-eastEurope and the West, a senseof mutual isolation,
or extremedisassociation,which effectively maskedthe intimacy that western diplomacy
often had with Balkan misfortune. After all, that bloody, incessantlyturbulent peninsula
met with in British travel writing must have seemedto bear scant relation indeedto the
peacefuland morally irreproachablecivilisation at the other end of Europe, especiallyin
those texts that refused allusion to the West's `Near Eastern' policies. Once that all
important referencewas elided,32the existenceand adverse results of western policy

30 `It is a great mistake of the wellwishers of these lands,' they
write, `to use enthusiatic terms in
praising this people', and go on to add, `we could not admit that the nation was far on the path of
progress,or even likely to influence European politics. The people were no better than those of other
lands' (Pearsonand McLaughlin, Service in Servia, pp. 347-8). The authors accept Serbian autonomy,
but categorically, and repeatedly,deny any legitimacy to the extension of that territory that the Serbians
desired (seeIbid., pp. 4-5,15-6,25).
" Anderson's epithet for the treaty: M. S. Anderson, ed., The Great Powers

and the Near East, 17741923 (London: Edward Arnold, 1970), p. 108. After mentioning its deleterious effects on Bulgaria and
Macedonia, he says: `Serbia and Montenegro gained relatively little by the treaty and Greecenothing;
this disregard of the ambitions and claims of the small Balkan nationalities was its most fundamental
defect' (Ibid., p. 109). Brandfinger, recognising the importance of the Ottoman Empire to British
imperial designs, writes that `a crusading spirit [...] always at least implicitly imperialist informs
most nineteenth-centuryBritish writing that took the Near East for its subject' (Brantlinger, Rule of
Darkness,p. 137).
32Upward's allusion to '[t]he Europe which plays the
part of Providencefor the Balkan world' (Upward,
East End, p. 50), is unusual.
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were irrevocably lost within the more visible imagery, and evaluation, of baücanist
discourse.The effectsof western-sanctionedOttoman rule in Macedonia,for example,or
the extraordinarily disastrous effects of the Berlin Conference (which, by handing
southernBulgaria to the Porte, handingBosnia-Herzegovinato the Dual Monarchy, and
drawing up insensitiveborders elsewhere,effectively ensuredfuture bloodshedacrossthe
peninsula),becameless a part and parcel of Great Power interferencethan simply the
consequenceof those congenitalflaws that had alwaysbedevilledthe Balkans.
This creation of distancein British travel writing is important to introduce, as it
was central to the next feature of British involvementin the Near East I wish to analyse,
that of financial investment.After the economicallycrippling effects of the CrimeanWar,
the Ottoman government commencedupon a series of loans from public and private
institutions in the West which, due to its increasinglylavish scale,drew the Empire into
an ever-degeneratingspiral of expenditure, borrowing and debt. By 1874, some £200
issued
had
been
to the Porte on the London market alone, the payment of debt
million
coming to account for an extraordinary 43.9 per cent of national revenue. As Misha
Glenny has shown,the outcome for the Empire was not only lack of internal investment
and infrastructural development,but an onerous tax burden on the Balkan peasantry
which resulted,particularly after the financial crashof 1873,in many of those problemswidespread famine, poverty and discontent - that balkanists were blaming on the
indigenes33As Glenny goes on to mention, this unquenchablesearchfor investmentin
eastern Europe did not limit itself to the Ottoman government. At the end of the
nineteenthcentury, once their ties with the Porte finally loosened,the Great Powers had
advancedloansto Greece,Serbiaand Bulgaria and, with much of that money being spent
amongstthe western arms manufacturers(strong national armiesbeing deemedas useful
an obstacleto Russianadvanceas a strong Ottoman Empire), bankruptcy and western
control over domesticeconomiesbeganto prevail throughout the region.'

33Glenny claims `that a combination of Europeanfiscal
recklessnessand Turkish (sic] profligacy played
an important role in sparking off the Great Eastern Crisis: Glenny, Balkans, p. 90. In this section, I am
indebtedto Glenny's discussionof British financial involvement [seepp. 84-901.
34 See Ibid, pp. 219-221. See also the financial
clauses of Treaty of Berlin: in W.N. Medlicott, The
Congressof Berlin and After (London: Methuen, 1938), pp. 409-419. Olwy writes that `[tjhe pattern [of
the period] appearsto be one of a chain of increasingly dependenteconomies,each one in turn more
heavily fettered to its more powerful Westernneighbours' (Okey, Eastern Europe, p. 117). SeeJelavich,
History, p. 23; and John R Lampe and Marvin R Jackson,Balkan Economic History, 1550-1950: From
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An early exampleof the elision in travel writing of the crippling effects of debt on
the independentstatescomesin FlorenceBerger's portrait of Romaniain A Winter in the
City of Pleasure (1877). Formed from the united principalities of Moldavia and
Wallachia, the Romanian state had been establishedless than twenty years before
Berger's sojourn, and amongst the various difficulties to emergewas the necessityto
cover the cost of building its army, roads, railways and civic developmentwith foreign
capital. The onerous task of meeting even the interest repaymentson these loans, an
burden
before
the union, was becoming increasinglyunlikely by the 1870s
of
unheard
(the high taxation of the peasantryhaving already led to eviction, impoundment, and
in
deficit
1877
the
and
unrest),
was suchthat Berger claims nothing could `save
sporadic
Roumaniafrom the bankruptcywhich must overwhelmher at no very distant date."s The
important point about her portrait of the country, however, is that while referenceto
national debt is made, the economic problems plaguing the country are ascribed to
factors.
local,
Of
is
even
congenital,
central
concern
what she views as the
wholly
depravity of the boyars,or landedgentry: it is this dissolutegroup of land-owners,given
to gambling, licentiousnessand profligacy, that has made Bucharestnot only a place of
terrible moral `corruption'[73] - the author terming it `the `Babylon of the
Apocalypse'[134] - but also one of unrelieved economic `wretchedness'[45]. The
boyar's mixture of extravaganceand sloth, for instance,lies behind the city's startling
inequalities, its grinding poverty, and its thorough absence of any high cultural
landmarks.36At the sametime, such iniquities have also devastatedthe countryside, a
boyar,
Berger
through
the
makes
contrasting
point
and his decadentlifestyle, with that of

Imperial Borderlands to Developing Nations (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1982), pp. 210236.
3sBerger, City of Pleasure, p. 235.
30Culturally, Bucharestis evokednegatively: `no traveller comesto Bucharesteither out of curiosity or a
desire for amusement.There are no temples as on the Acropolis [...J; no frescoes as in the Sistine
Chapel; no perfect specimensof a lost art, as in the coloured windows of the Dom at Köln. There are no
opera-housesas on the Boulevard des Capucinesand in the Opera Ring; no cafes as at Naples; no ballfights as at Seville; no dancing dervishesas at Pera; no skating-rinks and polo-clubs as in London' [39].
For similar desciptions,seeO'Brien, Journal, p. 75; Pearsonand McLaughlin, Service in Servia, p. 164.
There is also Lear's sketch of an Albanian inn as 'a negative abode, and quite out of the question as a
lodging for the night, for there were no walls to the rooms, no ceiling, no floors, no roofs, no windows,
no anything' (Lear, LandscapePainter, p. 93).
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the peasantfrom whom the boyar draws his income. `What points of resemblanceare
there,' Berger asks,

betweenthat well-dressedcynical offshoot of a hot-bed civilisation, the fit of whose
gloves is of more momentto him than the rise and fall of empires, who reclinesback in
his elegantcarriagethat is paid for (if it be paid for at all) by the tithes wrung fron the
toil of his wretchedbrother [...] - and that degradedson of the soil who pashasdoggedly
along in the mire with soddenedrags bound round his feet and legs by thongs, a foul
sheepskindangling from his shoulders,his brown bosom bare to the winter's blast, his
long mattedhair falling over his face and eyes?[74-5]

This rather romantic sketch of rural poverty ('his brown bosom bare to the winter's
blast') should not be taken as a form of unconditional sympathy. For Berger, the
corruption to be found within the gentry is merely part of a self-perpetuatingcycle of
economic helplessnessby which the boyar's rapacity produces `moral depression'and
`apatheticstupor' amongstthe peasantry,as the victim of rapacity `bows his head and
makes no effort at all to improve his condition'[148-9], which in turn strengthensthe
hand of the boyar. As with most other travellers of the times, it is not the country's
independentstandingwith which Berger is at odds: on the subject of Romania, Serbia,
and Montenegro, all of whom had their independenceratified at Berlin, British travellers
tended to concedethat there was no going back to the days of Ottoman suzerainty.37
What seemeda long time way o$ however, was the accordanceto these statesof the
respect shown to Germany or Italy, with the three often being evoked with the same
balkanismthrough which the colonisedregions were being viewed; a balkanismwhich, in
creating a senseof distancebetweenthe two poles of Europe, would be seento blame
economicand social criseson innate factors rather than on its entranceinto a globalising
38
had
left
far
Balkans
behind.
that
the
economy
already
37Ozanne and Arnold are significant exceptions, believing respectively that Romania
Serbia
and
should pass back to imperial rule (see Ozanne, Three Years, pp. 225-6; Arnold, From the Levant, II4
235-6). At the same time, Wingfield, Strangford, Stillman, Miller and Creagh all question the
legitimacy, or value, of one Balkan nation or another (see Wingfield, Tour in Dalmatia, pp. 210-17;
Strangford, Eastern Shores,pp. 312-4; Stillman, Herzegovina, p. 151; Miller, Travels and Politics, pp.
91,118; Creagh, Over the Borders, I, 99,278).
3' There is something in the comment
of the Hungarian who, reputedly, exclaims to Crosse, `You
Britishers are rash in your impatient criticism of a state which has not come to its fill growth. It is
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Up until now I haveprimarily focusedon the mid-Victorian period, a time in which
the conceptual structures of balkanism, and the writer's confident handling of those
structures,cameto achievetheir full expression.During the decadesto come, however,
balkanismwould be far from a static discourse.The late nineteenthcentury was one of
acceleratednationalismin the Ottoman and Austrian dominions, and as insurrectionist
activity in areaslike Macedoniaand southernBulgaria looked set to free them from the
Porte, rivalry, hostility, mutual suspicion and fears for continental peace and stability
beganto grow throughout western Europe. This accretion of Great Power animosity,
a
significant feature of high imperialism, in turn gave rise to a certain intensification of
balkanistdiscourse,asBritish and Americantravelogueson Macedoniawould exemplify.
Here, a group of reporters,many of them young men, beganplaying more systematically
on the motifs of intrigue, discord and violence, as well as on the registers of suspense
and romance,consciousof the region's reputation as a threat not merely to the safety of
the travelling personagebut to the peace of an entire continent. The Balkans were, to
cite two of those writers, `hotbedsof outlawry and brigandage,where you must travel
with a revolver in each pocket and your life in your hand'. and where the rivalries
surrounding this `hell-pot of anarchy' would inevitably create `a grave crisis for [... ]
Europe'.39Even thotigh the condemnationof Ottoman rule had becomepronounced,40
the indigenouspopulation hardly receivedany preferentialtreatment. The late nineteenth
century was the period, in short, when `Balkan' emergedas the geographicaldesignation
for these free nations, but also began hovering somewhere between
geographical
expressionand evaluativejudgement.
An important feature of the period, and the final - one for our theme, was the
growing interest of travellers in Austro-Hungarian imperialism in the Balkans. The
Habsburgshad long harboured ambitions for easternexpansion,although, like Britain,

hardly thirty years since we emergedfrom the middle ages,so to speak and
you expect our civilisation
to have the well-worn polish of Western States' (Crosse,Carpathians, pp. 196-7).
39de Windt, Through SavageEurope, 11; Foster Fraser,Pictures,
p.
pp. 291,290. For other examplesof
work on Macedonia, seeBooth, Trouble in the Balkans (1905), Moore, TheBalkan ?frail (rpt. ed., 1971),
Wyon, The Balkans Within (1904), Abbott, The Tale of a Tour (1903) and Smith, Fighting the Tunt
(1908)
40Herbert's By-Paths in the Balkans (1906), Upward's The East End Europe
(1908) Macfie's With
of
Gypsiesin Bulgaria (1916) are three very rare examplesof a pro-Ottoman
stancein the early twentieth
century.
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had tended to prefer a curtailing of Russian interest in the region to actual territorial
however,
With
1870s,
the time seemedripe for a more
the
the
acquisition.
events of
aggressivepolicy. At the Congressof Berlin, Austria gained the right to administernot
only the Ottoman territories of Bosnia and Herzegovina,a lucrative territory contiguous
to Austrian Dalmatia, but also the sandzakof Novi Pazar,a sliceof what is now southern
Serbiathat would gain the `imperialists' a powerful foothold in the Central Balkans. In
1908, with both Serbian pro-Russianismand the Young Turk Revolution threatening
their position, Austria finally pushedthrough the annexationof Bosnia and Herzegovina
and, with no real opposition forthcoming, looked set to becomethe major power player
in south-eastEurope. All this found wide coveragein British travel writing of the period
and, moreover, the mood amongst travellers was generally favourable to Austrian
occupancy,at leastuntil Austria's relationsto the new, ambitiousGermanybecamemore
ominous. Although Ottoman presencein the Balkans proved increasingly difficult to
justify, this support for Austro-Hungariancolonialismillustrateshow an explicit denial of
by
being
in
Balkan
British
the turn
to
travel
people
was
still
a
attempted
writing
self-rule
of the twentieth century.
William Miller's Travels and Politics in the Near Fast (1898) is an example of
how this late justification of Empire worked. In a mannertypical of the period, his broad,
finds
Balkan
the
of
peninsula
very little to admire: on the one hand,
extensive survey
progresswithin suchOttoman territories as Albania and Macedoniais being held back by
internal strife and barbarousadministration;on the other, independentstateslike Serbia
or Bulgaria, though their perceived religious and racial unity certainly legitimise
independence,are tormentedby the `Oriental methods''" of the indigenousgovernments.
The only regions to gain Miller's wholehearted approval are those under what he
42
Austria,
a view exemplifiedby his chapterson Bosniaconsidersthe propitious rule of
Herzegovina,where in `perhapsthe most remarkableexperimentin the governmentof an
Oriental country'[xiv] the Austrian occupation is seento be methodicallyeradicatingthe
41Miller, Travels and Politics, p. 464.
42This tendencyto support the independenceof certain regions, while denying the national aspirations
of others, is summarisedin Miller's comment that `There seemsto be no reasonwhy those independent
Balkan states,whose subjectsare mainly of one race and religion, should not continue to preservetheir
independence.But it is obvious that a Great Power, which is impartial in its treatment of conflicting
races and creeds, is alone qualified to govern those debatable lands (...] where national unity is
impossible' (Ibid., p. 503).
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historical iniquities of Bosnian and Ottoman culture. When representing the
shortcomingsof the past, Miller's relianceon the signifying practice of balkanismrecalls,
4
kinship
discourse.
that
The region is defined by its
yet again,
practice's
with colonial
lack of those features that comprise the western nation-state, with Miller evoking
primitive agriculture and undevelopedindustry, as well as an abject failure to develop
either the communicationsor governmental system required for a successfulmodem
economy. This portrait of backwardness, itself an argument for colonial eile, is
augmented by the author's constant discovery of discord, his Bosnia being that
recognisable place of western fantasy where `fanaticism'[90], `lack of law and
order'[122] and `the animositiesof rival creeds'[103] have led to a `reign of anarchy
which four centuriesof Turkish rule had failed to wholly quell'[90]. With the presenceof
such animosity, barbarism is almost inevitable. Miller makes reference to the usual
mixture of vendetta,violent crime and bloodshed,problemswhich at one point - should
the reader fail to discern the representationalinfluences at work - lead to a direct
comparisonbetween some `weird-looking aborigines' along the author's route and their
`barbarian' forebears `who struck terror into the hearts of the old Roman
legionaires'[ 132].
It is into this woeful condition of lack that Miller brings the plenitude of AustroHungarian imperialism. Befitting the duality of Bosnian past and Austrian present,
symbolic of the wider duality of south-eastEurope and the West, Miller constructs the
imperial project as an entirely benignoccupancy,whosetolerant 'respect'[ 117] for native
ways is the clear corollary of the imputed depravity afflicting other parts of the peninsula.
In the first instance,the occupationis doing much to end the discord and savagerywhich
has ravagedBosnianhistory, the author creatingthe impressionthat an improved
system
of law and a hard-working civil servicehave produced a significantly `greatersecurity of
life and property'[96]. At the sametime, backwardnessis being graduallyerodedthrough
the institution of land reform, modem husbandry,road and rail networks, healthcare,
education and trade; in short, all those `solid material advantageswhich impartial

43The connection is no better illustrated than by
a comparative reading of Miller and an eile
Austro-Hungarian imperial propaganda such as J. de Asboth's An Official Tour Through Bosnia

of

and
Herzegovina (1890), the two concurring on all matters of past shortcomingsand Austrian improvement.
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European administration alone can bestow upon such a composite country.'« As St.
Clair and Brophy also argue in the context of Ottoman-held Bulgaria, the `powers of
self-government'[118] may well be awarded to Bosnia after a time, but for now, the
Austrians having `expended large sums of money and a great store of energy in
reclaimingthis beautiful land from barbarism',the idea that it `should [... ] be allowed to
go back to barbarismis an absurdityof which eventhe `Concert of Europe' would not be
guilty'[128]. Indeed, so enamouredis Miller of the successesin Bosnia, that he actually
fin
advocates ther appropriation of the sandzak and Macedonia, an expansionwhich including as it would both Thessalonikiand the major communicationschannelof the
Vardar valley - might have brought Austrian power all the way to the Aegean. At this
point, it should come as no surpriseto find that his promulgation of foreign imperialism
is not the detachedappreciationof empire that it seems,but yet another instanceof that
ongoing British obsession- routes to the Far East. As Miller himself writes in a chapter
on Thessaloniki(Salonika),

the developmentand security of Macedonia is a European, as well as a Balkan,
question.I am told, by a person who has seenthe plans, that Austrian engineershave
Sarajevo
from
line
to Mitrovica, which is alone lacking to completethe
the
surveyed
chain from Western Europe by way of Bosnia and the Sandzak of Novi-Bazar to
Salonika and the Aegean. If that line be completed [....] Salonika will becomethe
greatestport in the Near East, and the quickest routeto India will be through the valley
of the Vardar. [388-9]

In such passages,one finds Miller's call for the possessionof the central Balkans to be
`in the handsof the only civilised power which is sufficiently strong and sufficiently near
to hold it'( 186-7] becomingan essentialfeature of Britain's own imperial strategy, and
one which - like British support for Ottoman rule - is reliant on the ongoing subjugation

44Miller, Travels and Politics, p. 91. These `advantages' are pointedly contrasted to the `barren and
impracticable glories of the "great Servian idea"', the dream Serbia had of regaining the territories including BosniaHerzegovina - of its medieval Empire, which made Belgrade one of Austria's major
opponents in the region, and is presumably the reason why Miller is so disparaging of Serbian selfgovernment(Ibid., p. 91).
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45
indigenous
Balkan
of
populations. It would be wrong to infer that all the travel books
of the period were as explicitly pro-Austrian as Miller's. But there were few which
questioned Austria-Hungary's right to be in either Dalmatia, Croatia, Bosnia
Herzegovinaor Transylvania,and their tendencyto representthese parts of the Balkans
as rather quaint, picturesqueand ultimately peacefulregions resulted,finally, in the very
sameexonerationof Austro-Hungarianhegemony.''
The abovehas beena brief introduction to the patternsof supremacythat underlie
the British concept of the Balkans.My aim hasbeento show how types of personaland
national activity - social relations, state alliances,financial policy - formed a framework
of power with which travel writing's knowledge of the Balkanswould interconnect,the
two forming a tradition of signification and practice which manufacturedthe region as
one suitable for domination. This is not to say that a writer like Lear was consciousof
47
bent
his
imperialist
the
of
work, or that a political observerlike Miller was anythingbut
profoundly convinced of the benefits of imperial rule. It was simply that Britons felt
themselvespart of a genuinelysuperior culture, whose values,traditions and assessments
they naturally advocated when faced with what was - to them - the pronounced
inferiority of the Balkans. This binarist -method of seeing, and scripting, south-east
Europe had two (what we could term) political results. For Britain, such representation
reinforcedthe fundamentalrightness of those creedsthat stood behind Victorian society,
governmentand law, entrenchingthe systemsof power in circulation by constructingthe
45Evans's argument that Austria should advancein the region in
order to ensurethat Russian ambition
is checkedamountsto the samesubjugation: seeEvans,Illyrian Letters, pp. 69-70.
46For other examplesof explicit support for the Austrian
occupation of the western Balkans; de Windt,
Through SavageEurope, pp. 83-5,110-1; Crosse,Carpathians, pp. 98; Hulme-Beaman, Twenty Years,
p. 156; J.M. Neale, Notes, Ecclesiological and Picturesque, on Dalmatia, Croatia, Istrfa, Styria, with a
Visit to Montenegro (L)ndon: J.T. Hayes, 1861), pp. vi, 94; Dunkin, Land of the Bora, pp. 192-5;
Holbach, Dalmatia, pp. 27; Holbach, Bosnia and Herzegovina, pp. 16-22; Munro, Rambles and Studies,
pp. 390-5; Hutchinson, Motoring, pp. 226,260; Whitwell, Bosnia and Herzegovina, pp. 63-4;
Herderson, British Officer, pp. 83,85,216; Trevor, Balkan Tour, pp. 37,42,136,193,210.1
will be
discussingmore implicit supportbelow.
47This is not to say, either, that a traveller was necessarily
unconsciousof the political implications of
denigratory representation.For example, O'Brien reveals a perfect awarenessof those implications in
his critique of the customary denigration of the Romanian principalities, a region O'Brien wants to be
kept out of Russianhands. 'Let Europe be made to believe that thesePrincipalities are barbaroustracts,'
he writes, `inhabited by a set of profligate semi-barbarians,and the crime of seizing upon them will be
overlooked in the thought of the good which may be thus done to the causeof civilisation and virtue'
(O'Brien, Journal, p. 74).
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Balkans as a poignant exampleof what happensin their absence.For the Balkans, the
signifying practices of balkanism created a region whose `disunion and barbarism""
could only warrant Great Power intervention and control, a control easilyjustified as a
beneficial, `civilising' mission. In fact, the political implication of the motifs that travel
wintersincludedin their work is heightenedwhen noting what they choseto leaveout. In
the Victorian and Edwardian periods, the historical awarenessthat underpinnednational
formation elsewhereon the continent was pointedly absentas an area of study in travel
49
literature,
language
writing, as was any real considerationof regional
and religion. The
inclusionsand exclusionsof balkanist signification, emergingfrom the self7otherdynamic
informing an imperial age, measuredthe peninsulanegativelyagainstthe West's standard
for nationhood,and in doing so surrenderedit to westerncontrol.
It should be rememberedthat the will to power over the Balkans resulted, for
Britain, in a markedly indirect form of rule, not in colonialism. The point indicatesthat
the wider signifying tradition of which balkanismwas a part, and which is known as
colonial discourse,exoneratedmuch more than just direct settlementor guardianshipof
territory, as seenmore explicitly in British activity in south-eastEurope during the neoimperialist years of the late twentieth century, as I shall discuss in chapter three.
Nevertheless,in surveying the Victorian relationship to the Balkans, Fabian's term
`absenteecolonialism'" springs insistently to mind. Certainly, in the common tropes
balkanism shared with colonial rhetoric, in the common comparisons between the
Balkans and colonial Africa, India, Ireland and the South Seas," and particularly in the

48Muir Mackenzie and Ift, Travels, I, 86.
0 As Hinhin, a rare supporterof the region's national movements,
recognised,the question of whether
a people `possess[ed]a language,a literature, a past' of their own had direct relevanceto whether they
would also possess`a future of their own' (Hinhin, Growth of Freedom, p. 179). Most travel writers of
the period denied the Balkan peoplesall of these.For examplesof the denial of either literary, linguistic
or historical significance, see,Eliot, Turkey in Europe, pp. 25,386,394,401,414; Herbert, By-Paths, p.
13; Miller, Travels and Politics, p. 387; Foster Fraser, Pictures, pp. 256-7; Upward, East End, p. 23;
Anted, Short Trip, p. 79; Strangford, Eastern Shores, pp. 207-11; Creagh, Over the Borders, II, 27881; St. Clair and Brophy were perhaps the most forthright, in claiming that the `Rayah [... ] has no
history and therefore no fatherland' (St. Clair and Brophy, Residencein Bulgaria, p. 307).

5ÖFabian,Timeandthe Other,p. 69.
51 Such allusions exist in almost all travel texts of the period;
see Lear, Landscape Painter, p. 127;
Wyon and Prance,Black Mountain, p. 254; Strangford, Eastern Shores, p. 202; St. Clair and Brophy,
Residencein Bulgaria, p. 307; Creagh, Over the Borders, I, 84-5 318-9,326-7, II, 254-5,298; Evans,
Illyrian Letters, p. 206; Knight, Albania, pp. 120,120; Walleer, Through Macedonia, p. 82. Henderson
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positions of influenceBritons would commonlygain in the Ottoman `Near East' - within
the army, police force, local administrationsand governmentS2
to
there
me no
seems
doubt that, if necessary,the disparagementof the region could have been steppedup at
any time, and a take over of the region beenjustified.

Through the
I wish to turn now to another, vital componentof balkanist representation.
preceding discussionof British power in south-eastEurope, I have been emphasising
national desire somewhatto the detriment of my stated interest in the travelling Britons
who, after all, were the medium through which that desire found expression and
justification. Indeed,what I hope to have at least introduced is that national desirecould
not have beenpursuedwithout the knowledge, and particularly style of knowledge,they
produced. As my earlier commentson public schooling aimed to stress, the historical
entities of the Victorian and Edwardian traveller always stood betweenBritain and the
Balkans, travellers who, through the influences of education, professional duty and
found
themselvessituated within a set of cultural traditions that
policy,
governmental
restricted, channelledand foreordained their responsesto such a subordinate culture.
This force of tradition was, as Foucault expressedit, power in `its capillary form', power
that `reachesinto the very grain of individuals,touchestheir bodies, and insertsitself into
their actions'" and, for the Balkans,reducedthe field of possibleknowledgeto a limited
rangeof motifs that would work to legitimise British hegemony.In short, thesetravellers
and Upward, old colonial hands in India and Nigeria respectively, are particularly interesting for their
continual comparisonsbetweenthe travelled environment in the Balkans and their former residences(in
Henderson, British Officer, Upward, East End), comparisons that also involve a clear sympathy for
Austria and the Porte.
52For the very real Commandand influence that both individuals and national commissionshave gained
in the Balkans, see Arnold, From the Levant, II, 220-1; Best, Excursions, p. 51; Booth, Trouble, pp.
153-7; Foster Fraser, Pictures, pp. 160-70; Upward, East End, pp. 149-54; Woods, Four Seas,p. 105;
Strangford, Eastern Shores, p. 207; Blunt, Reminiscences,pp. 45,93-4,188-9,192-3, Graves, Storm
Centres,pp. 200,204,253; Evans, Bosnia and the Herzegovina, p. 416; Mackenzie and Irby, Travels, I,
203. Seealso the authors' military duties in Fife-Cookson's With the Armies of the Balkans (1879) and
Baker's War in Bulgaria (1879).
53Foucault, `Prison Talk', in Power/Knowledge,p. 39. Easthopealso expressedit nicely
when he spolm
of a 'nation as an identity that can speak us even when we may think we are speaking for ourselves'
(Anthony Easthope,Englishnessand National Culture (London and New York: Routledge, 1999),p. 5.

ýz
were not the Cartesiansubject of idealism, but products of their culture, representative
Britons fully masteredby local convention.
Yet the attainment of political hegemonywas not the only reward to be found
behind a cross-cultural discourselike balkanism. As Foucault has done much to show,
subjectsmay be normalisedby the societyin which they live, and may therebybe ordered
into rooted, historical entities, but in doing so partake in dominant forms of belief that
tend to acknowledgetheir adherentswith both reward and privilege. `If power was never
anything but repressive,' Foucault once asked, `if it never did anything but say no, do
"
believe
it?
This process of reward,
that
to
you really
we should ever manage obey
which I shall term the remunerative quality of power, is an important part of that
productivity Foucault located as one of power's primary functions, and, as British travel
writing testifies, one that attains fascinating expression in the writings of those
promoting, and moulded by, the discoursesof national and racial superiority. And the
specific reward for such promotion was the intimation of exactly what the travellers, by
the very nature of their patternedresponses,signallylacked: self-masteryand volition. In
their construction of the Balkans as a subordinate, rightfully colonised territory,
travellers not only facilitated national control, but also created an imaginative and
geographicalspacein which to play out their fantasiesof personalcontrol, gaining in the
region they had debased,and amongstthe peoplesthey had disparaged,what they saw as
a natural right to explore, order, interpret, depreciate,control, challengeandjudge. This
sectionwill be dealingwith thesepersonalrewards,though will not depart from the issue
of national power. The travellers were products of an imperial culture, but also symbols
of that culture, and my underlying theme is that the dominancewith which balkanism
its
in
facilitating
the personalcontrol of travellers and residentsover
adherents,
rewarded
the region, also symbolisedthrough the resultant two the possibility and propriety of
national domination.
A point I shallbe emphasising,however, is that while national ambition can indeed
be assistedby the cross-culturaltext, and in a mannerjustifiably gaining the attention of
today's academy,it is often the ambitions and achievementsof the self that are of more
concernto the traveller. The shocks,losses,upheavals,humiliations and triumphs of the
journey, and their remembranceduring the journey's scripting, were often of more

S4Foucault, Discipline and Punish, p. 36.
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immediacythan national strategy, and consequentlyof more urgency to negotiate and
reconstruct. In fact, when discussingthe binarism within travel writing, one is often
dealing not with the dichotomies of social or political infrastructures, but with the
dichotomy that travellers perceivedbetween their own individual qualities and those of
the locals (though the qualities of traveller and homeland- rationality, order, rectitude,
civility, stability - were not mutually exclusive).In gaining sight of this more personalised
opposition, travellers seemto me to be involved in two processes.The first was the
absorptionin full of that practical, cheerful, resiliently industrious and patriotic style of
Englishnesswhich, particularly in the late nineteenthcentury, was being disseminated
throughout the nation - in its principalities and provincesas much as in the English public
55
schools. The second,and more significanthere,was the use of their Englishness(a kind
of expressionof national loyalty or belonging) as a way of justifying the assumption
abroad of the power the traveller conceived as the basic right of the British subject.
Dealing with a region like south-eastEurope, I shall be terming this second process
imagined colonialism.
;m mean by this a set of resemblancesbetween the actions and
outlook of the British in the Balkans and those of compatriots in the colonial territories,
and which involves the various forms of personal attainment that identification with
Englishnessfacilitated in an imperial age. There are six of these attainments,all types of
reward or privilege, which each traveller assumedto a greater or lesser extent, and
build
taken
together,
which,
up to reinforce the rigid binarism the traveller constructed
betweenthesetwo poles of Europe.
The first reward was the very discovery of the civilised self, and the experienceof
social prestigethat this createdfor the traveller. The experienceis perhapsbest portrayed
by some of the more short term visits to the Balkans, as the unequivocal conviction of
personal superiority informing Andrew Crosse'sRound About the Ca pxhfans (1878)
illustrates. The text recounts the author's trek through the Hungarian-heldprovince of
Transylvaniain 1875, a journey that taught Crosse a respect for the Hungarian upper
ss Englishness itself is not my theme, and I will not be
outlining its composition in any depth; for
various slants on the subject, I would recommend,Easthope,Englishness and National Culture (1999),
Robert Colls and Philip Dodd, ads., Englishness (1987) and Rupert Wilkinson, The Prefects (1964).
JeremyPaxman's TheEnglish: A Portrait of a People (1999) is beneficial, though anecdotal.
mI have adaptedthe term from Goldsworthy's
relatively untheorized `imaginative colonisation', which
lacks any notion of the intimacy between balkanist knowledge and political power (see Goldsworthy,
Inventing Ruritania, p. 2).
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classes,but certainly no liking for the massof `lawless' and `exceedinglytroublesome'57
Romanianpeasantshe met along the route. While the balkanist tropes of obfuscation,
discord and savageryoccur, it is the backwardnessof the Romanianvillages with which
the text most fully engages.For Grosse, the rural life is one of tedium, scarcity and
squalor,and is sunk in such `ignoranceand lawlessness'[98]that he refusesto acceptthe
inhabitants' claim to be descendedfrom Roman colonists - insisting on their being
`Wallacks', or Wallachians, rather than `Roumanian'[99]
- and rather pointedly
"
`Wallack'
life
to
that
their
contrasting
of
supposedancestors. Typically for a balkanist,
Crosseblamestheir condition on solely congenital factors, above all what he seesas a
distinct moral iniquity. For example,on one region he writes:
The peasantsof the HatszegValley are all Wallachs, and as lazy a set as can well be
in fimt, judging by their homes,they are in a lower conditionthan thoseof the
Banat. So much is lazinessthe normal state with these people that I think they must
regard hard work as a sort of recreation. Their wants are so limited that there is no
inducementto work for gain. What havethey to work for beyondthe necessaryquantity
of maize, slivovitz, and tobacco? [....] If the Wallack could be raised out of the moral
swampof his presentexistencehe might do something,but he must first feel the needof
'
has
him.
to
offer
what civilisation

The passageis a typical evocation of the primitive state of the Balkans, particularly with
its dichotomy between local standards and the merits and moral righteousnessof
`civilisation'. Indeed, the trope of social and moral backwardnesswas an essential
construct if a traveller like Crossewas to gauge either the virtues of `civilisation' or his

57Crosse,Carpathians, p. 97.
2 For example, on a village where the royal Roman town of Ulpia Trajana
once existed, Crossewrites,
`Unlessthe traveller had brought historic facts with him to Gradischtie, he would hardly be induced to
searchfor tesselatedpavementsand relics of royalty amongstthe piggeries of this dirty Wallach village'
(Ibid, p. 136).
w Ibid., pp. 141-2. Okay quotes a similar
passage from an unnamed eighteenth-century German
traveller `The Wallach is still a peculiar type of humanity, extraordinarily neglectedby niggardly nature
in the mountains which are his favourite habitat. One finds many of them who have hardly anything
human about them except the human form and even that is distorted and disfigured by guitars and other
defects. [...) They seldom figure in history and, when they do, the pen of the historian shrinks from
recording their acts' (quoted in Okey, Eastern Europe, p. 31).
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instance,
by
function
basic
For
`civility',
the
contrasting
construction.
main
of
such
own
himself to the illegality, sluggishindolence and helplessbackwardnessof the `Wallack',
Crosse finds in his own behaviour the `Self-help' and `straight good sense' of the
`practical English', in his love of manufacturedgoods the progressivenessof a `typical
Englishman',in his virtue that of `a law-respectingBriton', and in his diligent journeying
both the industriousnessof a `restless Englishman' and `the Englishman's love of
60
adventure'. The reward of all this came from both sensingone's superiority over the
host culture and, hopefully, getting that culture to admit it. The latter was widespreadin
British travel writing of the period: Crosse, for example, gets addressedas '"Herr
Lord"'; 61 two relief workers in Bosnia, Adeline Irby and Priscilla Johnson, become
known as "%ralitzas"', or queens;Edith Durham assumedthe prestige of `Queenof the
Mountains' in Albania, Lear `"this English Milord"'; Miller became'Herr Baron"' in
Serbia; and Roy Trevor and his party had the honour of being termed "dour
62
drawback.
in
For
"
Montenegro.
travellers,
there
such
one
small
was
only
excellencies!
The Balkan sojourn may have bred a fine senseof personalsuperiority, and helpedthem
partake in the wider supremacyof the nation, but meant maintaining an aloofnessthat
left them very reliant on their own company.63
The senseof social distinction, and its links to the imperial self-confidenceof the
in
becomes
clearer the second form of remuneration available to the British
nation,

601b1d.,pp. 67,299,236,222,42,200,231.
6' Ibid., p. 254. Knowing that another British traveller, Charles Boner, had also been `raised to the
peerage', Crosse assumes `it is a settled conviction of the people that we are all lords in Great
Britain' [254]. Earlier in his journey, Crosseis addressedas `"high and nobly born Excellency"' 151.
62Respectivereferencesare Arthur Evans, Illyrian Letters, p. 6; Mary Edith Durham, The Strugglefor
Scutari (London: Edward Arnold, 1914), p. 107; Lear, Landscape Painter, p. 35; Miller, Travels and
Politics, p. 179; Roy Trevor, Balkan Tour, p. 280. At the sametime, travellers receivedveneration for
simply being British (for example, seeMoore, Orient Express, p. 183; Vivian, Servia, pp. 237-41,268;
or Walker, Through Macedonia, pp. 109-10,188,196,226) and British consuls treated like kings. As
Wadham Peacock,former Consul-Generalto North Albania, put it, `In Turkey [sic] the Consular official
of a Great Power, and of a little one if he could bluff sufficiently, was a sacred person' (Peacock,
Albania, p. 12). Seealso Mackenzie and Irby, Travels, II, 90-2; and Evans,Bosnia and the Henegdvina,
p. 143.
63Berger and her travelling companionsin Bucharestform a good example: the local gentry's imputed
corruption, immorality and love of display shock this `sober-mindedBriton', and set off the latter's
civility and integrity to the full, but English consensusthat they are not fit company leaves the party
isolated, `bored to death' in `the enervating atmosphereof [their] rooms' (Berger, City of Pleas u+e,pp.
76,210,67).
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traveller, the achievement of personal authority. During their journeys and residences
abroad, it seems that the British, by virtue of either their nationality, their modernity or
their wealth, could gain a status and supremacy over local populations that far surpassed
the social standing they had achieved in the homeland. In terms of the Victorian and
Edwardian traveller, for example, a trip in a region like the Ottoman Empire rarely
happened `without a horde of servants and dragomans whose presence at least intimated
For more long term expatriates, Crosse's
a position of control and mastery
."
expectation and maintenance of superiority in his relation with the host culture could turn
into a wide-ranging professional domination largely unmediated by the local colonial
administration. It was a role the Briton would assumewith aplomb: Baker's command of
Ottoman troops, Graves's political influence in the southern Balkans, a consul friend of
Walker's prestige amongst the Albanians, all testify to the comfortable assumption of
65
by
in
Britons
Balkans.
Behind it lay not only the discourses of race and
the
authority
class, but also a style of schooling that for the British had constructed abroad as a route
to power, prestige and - in Martin Kitchen's phrase - the pleasures of `a quasiaristocratic life-style unavailable to them in Britain. 266
Henry Barkley's account of life in Bulgaria, described in Between the Danube and
Black Sea (1876) and Bulgaria Before the War (1877), gives an idea of the kind of
colonialist status that British expatriates could achieve in the Balkans. Barkley was
employed by an English contractor on the building of two railways in eastern Bulgaria,
slowly working his way up over twelve years from engineer, under the supervision of his
elder brother, to finally manager. During this time, his understanding of the indigenous
population derives largely from relations with those locals - Bulgarians, Turks, Tartars
he employs as labourers, a relation of power and subordination that
also governs textual
representation. On the one hand, although the Bulgarians can be `cunning', `untruthful'
64Andrew Hammond, `An Inflexible Exile: Preserving
the Self in South-East Europe', in Sharon Ouditt,
ed, Displaced Persons: Conditions of Exile in European Culture (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2002), p. 154.
65Baker, War in Bulgaria,
pp. 130-157; Graves, Storm Centres, pp. 200-1,220,265; Walker, Through
Macedonia, pp. 104,226. For other instances of the assumption
of authority by Britons in the Balkans,
see Pearson and McLaughlin, Service in Servia, pp. 176-84; Foster Fraser, Pictures, p. 149; Upward,
East End, pp. 145,223-4; Hulme-Beaman, Twenty Years,
p. 254; Emily Strangford, Report on the
Bulgarian Peasant Relief Fund [etc. ] (London: Hardwicke and Bogue, 1877),
pp. 7-8; More, Under the
Balkans, p. 14.

66 Kitchen, The British Empire
and Commonwaltk: A Short fflstory (Basingstoke and London:
Macmillan, 1996),p. 19.
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and dishonourable, they are also seen as `an industrious, plodding' people with notably
strong, healthy constitutions: a people suited, therefore, to `doing navvy work' for
Barkley. 67 On the other, the style of authority Barkley wields over the men is rigidly
autocratic, involving not only their supervision and training, but also the employment of
"
corporal punishment, using the workmen as common servants, and even allowing his
power to transform him into an object of reverence. The latter is exemplified in a street
scene early in the second text: hearing the word ` Tchellaby" (`gentleman') pronounced
nearby, he finds `a great big red-haired Turk [... ] kissing the end of my shooting jacket';
after the Englishman has `patted him on the arm [and] called him `my good child, ' he
discovers the man is a known criminal seeking for Barkley to intercede on his behalf with
69
legal
Ottoman
he
feels
has
him.
Whether or not the scene actually
an
system
mistreated
occurred, Barkley is here the white man of imperial fantasy - renowned for his influence
and justice, and revered within the native community. The following vignette similarly
illustrates Barkley's authority, while revealing exactly the kind of justice he and his
brother administered. The scene is now the construction site where, dissatisfied with
receiving their wages in monthly instalments, the workforce strikes for pay and crowds
menacingly round the English camp. Undaunted, Barkley's brother takes a `stout whip'
and steps up to face the mob. "`Well, my lads, what do you think of yourselves?"' he
begins,

but here he was cut short by a torrent of abuse, and a dozen ferocious-looking Turks
and Tartars made a rush at him. He stepped back, and than like lightning came the
hunting-whip among their out-stretched hands, and at last an the head of the ring-leader
[... ]. There was a pause, and than, finding the attacked was becoming the aggressor, the
entire mass fled helter-skelter to the town, shouting out that they were all killed, and
leaving the [ring-leader] on the ground with a hole in his crown. [... ] It was hours before
they came [back], and they would not dien have done so had they not been driven by the
Zaptiehs. The last to receive his money was our friend with the cracked skull, who than
said to us, `Gentlemen, I have behaved as a child. I have lost a fortnight's work and a

61Barkley, Bulgaria, pp. At xiv, id, xi.
6' For examples,seeBarkley, Danube
and Black Sea,pp. 156,156,112,219.
69Barkley, Bulgaria, p. 10.
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quantity of blood. You are all-powerfiil, and I am convincedall-good.Have mercy on a
fool and allow him to work for you again,andpay him accordingto his behaviour.s7°
The passageis a fine example of the travel genre's penchant for improbable dialogue."'
The highly affected speech of the Turkish ringleader (`all-powerful', `all-good') and the
masculinist bravado of the brother's opening line form a style of colloquy straight out of
Rider Haggard, a literariness repeated by the melodrama of both description (`ferociouslooking') and action ('like lightning came the hunting whip'). At the same time, the
native's acceptance, and thus vindication, of the English viewpoint in the final line is a
dramatic resolution a little too neat to be wholly believable. But most important is the
passage's construction of almost God-like western supremacy: behind the brothers'
bravery and final victory is the colonialist fantasy of mastery against the odds, of
achieving one's authority in the face of a violence, discord and disorder which,
functioning in the same way as the trope of backwardness, perfectly set off the rationality
and order assumed to inform, and endorse, that authority in the first place. In the
colonies, such a dichotomy would have worked to legitimise British rule; in the Bulgaria
of the 1870s it had another, albeit implicit, result. The work was published just as
uprising and war were sweeping across the peninsula, and on the issue of what was to
become of the Ottoman dominions, the Barkleys' need to physically control the local
population, especially with the help of Zaptiehs, the Porte's mounted policemen, hardly
indicated a region ripe for autonomy, let alone self-determination.72
The resemblance between the behaviour of the British in the Balkans and their
compatriots in the colonial service is continued in the third privilege of imagined
colonialism, that of personal freedom. Those travelling and writing about south-east
Europe may have been discursively controlled, but, as with those in lands being explored
'o Barkley, Danubeand Black Sea,pp. 104-5.
One should keep in mind the fact that representation is at times not so mach an issue of cultural
subjectivity but of individual mendacity: `Travellers, poets and liars', as Richard Brathwaite writes, `are
three words of one significance' (quoted in Zweder von Martels, `Introduction: The Eye and the Mind's
Eye', in von Martels, ed, Travel Fact and Travel Fiction: Studies on Fiction, Literary Tradition,
Scholarly Discovery and Observation in Travel writing (Leiden, New York and Köln: E. J. Brill, 1994),
p. xiv. As Rennie puts it, `[t]ravellers, like authors, have always had a reputation for making things up'
(Rennie, Far-Fetched Facts, p. 4.

72Barkley recognisesthat his work
will be a source of information for a Victorian readership (see
Barkley, Danube and Black Sea,p. v, Barkley, Bulgaria, p. v).
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or conquered, it would be wrong to overtheorise the Briton's subjugation to cultural
convention, or forget what I have termed the remunerative qualities of power. As
Englishmen like Barkley, Baker and Lear illustrate, travellers and expatriates could do in
the Balkans more or less what they wanted, unhampered by either the intricacies of local
custom or the strictures of local law. The aura of liberty surrounding the British was so
strong, in fact, that if one is to believe E. F. Knight it was even acknowledged by the
indigenous population Towards the end of his tour of Albania, Knight finds his guide
outraged by the request of a custom's officer that he search through the Englishman's
belongings. `The good fellow, ' Knight comments,

had one definite and fixed idea [... ] an the subject of Fnglishman. He considered that
they were a worthy and eccentric race, who had no country of their own, but who, by
divine right, weine aaMled to do exactly what they liked in any country, not being
subject to any laws whatever. This idea, I have found, is shared with him by many of
73
travelling
my
conipanicns.

Again, one might question the veracity of such a paraphrased speech, constructing as it
does both a typically unenlightened native (with his quaint stupidity of thinking the
imperial British nationless) and the idealised character of individuality, worthiness,
spiritual sanctity and `the traditional love of freedom'74 - that comprised the British selfimage. Yet the quote does capture something of the inequality between on the one hand
the local community, bound by custom, community and imperial rule, and on the other
the travelling British, apparently bound by nothing. It was without any senseof paradox
that Britons in the Balkans, at their worst, bribed, lied, stole, scrapped, caroused,

73Knight, Albania, p. 276. Indigenous
commentary on Britain or the British is rarely admitted into the
text, but when it is one often seems to catch a glimpse of disparagement and condescension; see, for
example, Elizabeth Craven, AJourney though the Crimea to Constantinople, rpt.. ed. (1789; New York
Arno Press and the New York Times, 1970), p. 359; RH. R., Rambles, pp. 228-9; Moore, Balkan Trail,
pp. 24,56; Robert Macfie ['Andreas'], With Gypsies in Bulgaria (Liverpool: Henry Young and Sons,
1916), p. 74; Best, Excursions, pp. 276-7; Lear, Landscape Painter, pp. 166-7; Upward, East End, p.
321; Brown, Albania, p. 95; Peacock, Albania, p. 132. Particularly significant are those moments at
which the British, far from receiving the respect their dignity, power and learning might deserve, are
actually treated like children: see Brown, Albania, pp. 192-3; Mackenzie and Irby, Travels, II, 259-60;
RH. R, Rambles, p. 244; and Cary, Memoir, p. 23.

" Wills, Captive of the Bulgarian Brigands, 6. See
p.
also Befit,Excursionsin Albania, p. 335.
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poached, smuggled, trespassed, appropriated houses, forged passports, punched, boxed,
beat, shot and killed; '' none of which had the slightest legal repercussion either during
their journey or after their return.

An interestingexampleof this freedom can be found in Robert Dunkin's In the
Land of the Bora (1897), in which a seemingly straightforward hunting tour around the
has
from
begins
Dunkin
Balkans
the
to
retired
assume
more
sinister
proportions.
western
Indian service, and has come with his wife for a little shooting and camping in Dalmatia
and Herzegovina, the plan being to first cover the coast and then strike off for the forests
and mountains of the interior. For the style this "expedition"'7' will take, the fact that
the Englishman is led to believe he has free range in the country is somewhat significant;
in
his
hunting
licence,
Zadar,
Government
to
office
on
arrival
pick
up
ostensibly
a
visiting
Dunkin finds the Austrian authorities also award him 'an `open ordere", a letter to `all
the gendarmerie in Dalmatia' requesting they `do all they could to facilitate our
wishes'[17-8]. It soon transpires that this award of liberty is no idle promise, as is
demonstrated during a scene in which the local peasantry (or `Morlaks'), discovering the
Britons camping in their field, begin gathering round to have a look. At this gross
invasion of his privacy, Dunkin writes, a detachment of gendarmes

at once came round to our cam, and ordered the populace to keep away from the tart an order which was promptly obeyed, much to our relief. This, however, was not all;
for at night, when we were about to tarn in, I heard voices, and, looking out, saw two
peasants approaching. They proceeded to spread out rough rugs an the ploughed land
and [... ] informed its that they had come as a guard to us by order of the gendarmerie.
They refused to accept my suggestion that they should go home [... ] so I bade than

's For bribery seeMoore, Balkan Trail, p. 79; for mendacity,seeCreagh,Over the Borders, II, 62-3; for
theft seeBaker, War in Bulgaria, 1I, 251; for fighting, seeBarkley, Bulgaria, p. 85; for carousal,see
Moore, Balkan Trail, p. 98; for poaching, see Creagh, Over the Borders, II, 68; for smuggling, see
Booth, Trouble, p. 5; for trespass,see Goldring, Dream Cities, pp. 244,311; for appropriation of
housing, seeFife-Cookson,Armies of the Balkans, p. 145; for forgery, seeBarkley, Danube and Black
Sea, pp. 306-12; for punching, seeWright, Adventures,p. 46; for boxing ears, seeEvans, Bosnia and
the Herzegovina,p. 205; for beating, seeBooth, Trouble, pp. 132-3; for shooting, seeHulme-Beaman,
7k+entyYears,p. 127; for killing, seeSmith, Fighting the Turk, pp. 120-132,and Upward, East End, pp.
156-7.
76Dunkin, Land of the Bora, p. S.
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house
is
fine,
Morlak
The
not much more
and
after
all
a
peasant's
goodnight.
night was
comfortablethan a ploughedfield [...]. [33-4]

This dual process of privileging the traveller and policing the locals seemstailor-made to
in
India,
have
Dunkin
the
and certainly once
enjoyed
recall
entitlements
would
entrenched within privilege his narrative begins imaginatively reconstructing a style of
colonisation with which India must have familiarised him. Like a pioneer, each stage of
his journey into the `terra fnccognita'[3] of Dalmatia involves securing land, arranging the
camp into reasonable order, choosing a servant from amongst the `superstitious
natives'[30] and, to seal the fantasy of settlement and ownership, raising the Union Jack
over the domestic quarters. Once domestic harmony had been secured, Dunkin would
even take up his gun and, leaving his wife to attend to her duties, ramble off into the
bush to sate his `natural desire to kill something'[96], a fierce expression of aggressive
proprietorship. Like Best before him, the daily routine of his journey, this `Crusoe-like
existence'[40] as he calls it, resembled a kind of invasion, and with his panoply of tent,
flag, guns - the potent symbols of national authority - the old Indian hand seemed to be
recapturing in a purely imagined fiefdom the real colonial experience of seizure, control,
and absolute freedom.?

The imaginedcolonialism of Dunkin's trip around the western Balkans did not
only involve the fantasy of appropriating land. Amongst the concerns and motifs of the
Robinsonade are attributes - of hardship, danger, comradeship, suspense- more closely
associatedwith frontier narratives, tales in which the Britisher's capability for masculinist
adventure was discovered, codified and tested somewhere beyond the outer rim of
civilisation, and which, as Dunkin's

slice of autobiography testifies, could quite
's
European
This

successfullybe adapted to the eastern

context.

achievement of

" As a measure of how astounding his behaviour is, one thinks of the opposite scenario: a Croatian, on a
tour of Britain, sticks a flag in a Kentish field, bans the locals from the environs and stalks about with a
gun, all with the compliance of the local constabulary. Considering D inkin's desire for mastery, his
chosen pen-name, `Snaffle', colloquially meaning `to steal; seize; appropriate' (Concise Oxford
Dictionary, 9th ed.) is pertinent
's Indeed, Frederick Moore likens the Balkans to `the Wild West', or `the American border in the
old
days' (in Moore Balkan Trail, p. 219). Another American, Arthur Howden Smith, also alludes to `the
old-time West' (Smith, Fighting the Turk, p. vi), as does the novelist John Finnemore in his Foray and
Fight. Being the Story of the Remarkable Adventures of an Englishman and an American in Macedonia
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hemmed about by behavioural etiquette and social expectation. As critics like Martin
Green and Richard Phillips have argued, the nineteenth century's burgeoning literature of
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Similarly, a Bildungsroman like Wright's Adventures in Service (1884), in which the
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(London and Edinburgh: W. and R. Chambers, 1906), R 138. See also Strangford, Eastern ,Shores, p.
366.
79 See Green, Dreams of Adventure, Deeds of Empire (1979), Phillips, Mapping Men and Empire
(1997). Graham Dawson, in another useful volume, captures the remunerative value of the adventure
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the security of belonging to a gendered national collectivity that imagines itself to be superior in strength
and virtue to all others' (Graham Dawson, Soldier Heroes: British Adventure, Empire, and the
Imagining of Masculinities (London and New York: Routledge, 1994), p. 282. On the construction of
imperial masculinity, see also Robert Colls and Philip Dodd, `Preface' to Colls and Dodd, eds.,
Englishness: Politics and Culture, 1880-1920 (London, New York and Sydney: Croom Helm, 1986), pp.
5-7.

80Kinglake, Eothen, p. 37. He also refers to his status `as one of the industrious class', for whom travel
is a meansof `strengtheninghis will, and tempering the metal of his nature, for [a] life of toil and
conflict'[xviif].
81Wright, Adventures,p. 248; Barkley, Danube and Black Sea,p. 302. I am reminded here of Fussell's
sensethat `the memoir is a kind of fiction, differing from the "first novel" (conventionallyan accountof
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To understand how these rewards of masculine adventure worked, I would like to
return to Brown's A Winter in Alb nia, where the testing of the masculine self against
the challenges of a `savage' terrain - rather than the Balkan adventurers' more favoured
challenge of warn - makes it an interesting exemplar of this `near eastern' frontier
narrative. As I hope to have indicated, there was always an element of bluster
surrounding Brown's

portrait

of Albanian savagery: just as the construction of

backwardness is essential for setting off one's civility, and the construction of chaos for
one's orderliness, so savagery is necessary for portraying the fall measure of one's
courage and adventurousness- the fact being that the more savagethe country, the more
admirable one is in journeying through it. Brown's desire for something of the kind is
in
highlands.
he
`idling
Scutari'83
for
in
Once
the
trek
exchanges
seen after
a vigorous
this other landscape has been entered, as the author emerges amongst `dark valleys'[ 173]
and `fantastic crags'[201], where `wind howled like a wild beast'[165] and the `drifting
clouds' appear `like gigantic monsters dancing around some unholy cauldron'[ 170], both
author and reader become separated from the world of factual record, and enter what
Phillips terms the `generic landscape' of adventure, outlandish geographies that in their
"
become
imagination'.
`open
to the adventurous
strange, almost allegorical abstraction
In this way, rather than distinct topographical detail, Brown's narrative finds him not
only toiling through the general markers of any mountain adventure - of perilous terrain,
deep snow, intense cold, indigenous villains and other formidable challenges but also, in
the best adventure tradition, going on to overcome all these obstacles: that is, to endure

crucial youthful experience told in the first person) only by continuous implicit attestations of veracity or
appeals to documented historical fact' (Paul Fussell, The Great War and Modern Memory (London,
Oxford and New York Oxford University Press, 1975), p. 310).
82 See particularly works from the early twentieth century such
as Moore's The Balkan Trail, Booth's
Trouble in the Balkans, Reginald Wyon's The Balkans Within, Arthur Howden Smith's Fighting the
Turk in the Balkans and Robert Macfie's With Gypsies in Bulgaria. For expression of the traveller's
desire for adventure in the Balkans, see particularly Wright, Adventures, p. 99; Best, Excursions,
In times of peace, the
pp, 195-6; Moore, Balkan Trail, p. 10; Booth, Trouble, pp. 2,79,105-6,119.
traveller was known to express boredom (Peacock, Albania, pp. 144-5,153; Le Queux, Observer, p.
238) and disappointment (Goldring, Dream Cities, pp. 277-81) with the Balkan peninsula. Joyce Cary,
Unusually for travel writers in the region, plays down the adventurous element of his volunteer work
during the First Balkan War (Cary, Memoir, pp. 51,128,164).

83Brown, Winter in Albania, p. 145.
84Phillips, Mapping Men and Empire:A Geography
ofAdventure (London and New York Routledge,
1997),p. 58.
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"
defeat
the conditions,
the natives, conquer the terrain and make that last desperate
physicaland mental effort to ensurethe greatestchallengeof all, here a mountain peak
called `Chaffs Malet', is properly `vanquished'[189]. At the end of the trek, with his
servantstrailing exhaustedlybehind him, a hugely satisfiedBrown rides down into the
comparativepeaceof Shkoder
The sumwas sating as we passedthe low hills of pleasantBushati, oncethe splendid
seatof the rulers of Scutari, and long shadowswere falling acrossthe flat. Far before
us the tall citadel of Scutari caughtthe glory of the dying day, and shonelike a migW
beacon,and further still the great Murinai rearedhis white headinto the red glow, while
all his vast body was wrappedin deepeningshade.[295]

Coming on the final page of the text, the experience here, of course, is of death. Both the
`dying' light and the `body [... ] wrapped in deepening shade' return one to the journey's
wider

metaphorical function,

what

Michel

Butor

called `that traditional,

and

inexhaustible, metaphor [for] the individual life'. " Yet it is also that moment, vital to all
mascµlinist adventures, when the central protagonist shows up for his reward. Like the
later frontiersmen of the cinematic Western, who would also find themselves riding off
into sunsets, Brown has endured a realm of danger, exhaustion and estrangement in
order to triumphantly realise his potential self-assertion and fortitude, and is being
rewarded with a newfound senseof power, symbolised in the passageby the majesty of
the terrain he has entered (`splendid', `glory', `mighty', a `seat of [... ] rulers'), and his
position of visual dominance over that terrain. And in this growth of character through
adventure, the frontier narrative also resembled myth, with a text like Brown's assuming
not only the stylistic devices of suspenseand narrative progression, but also the thematic

u As Duncan points
out in the context of African travelogues, the `natives' are often strategically
`placed in the text as a foil to the white man', a set of challenges to outfox and outlast (see Duncan,
`Sites of won:
Place, Time and the Discourse of the Other', in Duncan and Ley, eds.,
Place/Culture/Representation, p. 50.

66Michel Butor, `Travel and Writing', in Michael Kowalewski,
ed., TemperamentalJourneys: Essays
on theModern Lferabwe of Travel (Athens, Georgiaand London: University of GeorgiaPress,1992),p.
56.
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attributesof righteousaction and mastery,a combinationthat would transform the text's
rum or, asKabbaniput it, into `journey's hero's'
This mythological edge that travellers would bring to their scripting of Balkan
adventure was more involved than mere displays of bravado. A central feature of the
classical myth that also re-emerged in nineteenth-century travel writing was the ability of
the 'hero-explorer'"

to successfully negotiate the mysteries, as well as the dangers, of

the alien environment, moving in their journeys from ignorance through revelation to
knowledge. Solving mystery may have been a more cognitive pursuit than physical
adventure, but in its determination to reveal, elucidate and classify was no less masculine.
Working from Foucault's notion of the `scientific gaze', Mary Louise Pratt has brilliantly
located travel literature within the larger western drive for global knowledge from the
eighteenth century onwards, with travellers drawing for their interpretative strategies
upon pre-existing classificatory orders that were systematically `assert[ing] an urban,
lettered, male authority over the whole of the planet. '9 Of course, the belief of the
western viewer that complex cultural formations could be reduced to an object, and
textually reconstituted as ordered knowledge, during even the shortest jaunt around the
90
indicates
their considerable egotism. More exactly, this is another kind of
region
fantasy of mastery, one in which the will to knowledge soon reveals itself as the will to

s' Kabbani, Imperial Fictions, p. 7. Kabbani goes on to to view the mythological flavour
of the travel
narration as part of a wider generic shift in British travel writing, claiming it marked a change from the
descriptive qualities of eighteenth-century travel: `The mot haissable of classical sensibility was
appropriately revamped to accommodate a Victorian glorification of individuals'[7]. The structure of
Brown's journey follows the three stages of a romance: 'a journey, a crucial struggle [... ], and an
exaltation of the hero' (Green, Dreams of Adventure, p. 82). As Green adds, `[e]mpire, frontier,
exploration' have all emerged from such journeys [83]. Glazebrook is right to compare the markers of
Victorian

adventure to those of the medieval romance - see Philip Glazebrook, Journey to Kars
(Harmondsworth: Viking, 1984), pp 8,47,56-7,100,126-8.
" Brydon and Tiffin's phrase for the m
,li-nist founding-father of white Australian society who, while
`"opening up" vast acres to settlement [.. ] endured privations of all kinds, but [whose] iron will, selfsacrifice and determination to succeed won through' (Diana Brydon and Helen Tiffin, `West Indian
Literature and the Australian Comparison', in Moore-Gilbert, et al, eds., Postcolonial Criticism, p. 203).
89Pratt, Imperial Eyes, pp. 38.
90 It is unusual for travel writers to admit the spurious empiricism
upon which their observations are
based; De Windt, for example, does refer to his text as merely the `fugitive impressions of travel' (de
Windt, Through Savage Europe, p. 134). On the shortcomings of travel as a source of knowledge, see St.
Clair and Brophy, Residence, p. 159; Pearson and McLaughlin, Service in Servia, pp. 48-9,128-30;
Macfie, With Gypsies, p. iii.
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power, and from which the traveller could achieve another kind of reward. As with
Brown's exertions, and its physical triumph over both landscapeand populace, the
elucidatingof mysterywas also an imaginativeconquestand appropriation of the culture
through which one moved, `a way of taking possessionwithout subjugation and
91
Pratt
`anti-conquest',
terms
violence' that
and that is part of what I term imagined
colonialism.

It is here that the significanceof obfuscationto the discourseof balkanism
becomesevident. Closely resemblingthe performativefunctions of discord, savageryand
backwardness,the charge of obfuscation was essential if the rational side of the
autobiographicalpersona,and its cognitive masteryover the travelled environment,were
to find any expressionat all. The simpletrick was to locate in the Balkans someintrigues
and mysteries,and then proceedto clear them up. A fine exampleappearsin William Le
Queux's journal of travels through the Balkans, An Observer in the Near East (1907),
whose very title indicates the author's desired identity as one of detached authority.
Significantly, his preface is almost wholly concerned with introducing the region's
beguiling obscurantismand the enormousdifficulties of elucidation: claiming to proceed
by `close,confidential inquiry",92the author's stated aim is a full explication of the Near
East and a frank unravelling of `its mysteries,its constantplots, and its tangled politics,'
an activity rendered problematic because `Balkan questions are both difficult and
intricate', and because`in the East one is hardly ever told the real facts about anything.'"
Nevertheless,the text finds Le Queux methodicallyarriving at what he terms `many
plain
truths'[5], mainly focusing on political and military intentions on the eve of the First
Balkan War, but also including the solutions to certain cultural puzzles. One telling
vignette involves that major enigma confronting the traveller, the veiled woman. Le
Queux is in Shkoder, intrigued by the `ghostly and mysterious' women `shuffing'[52]

91Pratt, Imperial Eyes,pp. 57,39.
92Le Queux, Observer, p. 5.
93 lbid, pp. 6,137,271. Such sentiments are
common: we Vivian, Servian 7)agedy,, pp. 280,282;
Evans, Illyrian Letters, p. 88; Upward, East End, pp. 113.4,147,178,198,226,252,281,300.
In his
trips to individual regions, Le Queux also finds Albania a `Land of Mystery'[41], Bulgaria `the "dark
horse" of the Peninsula'[206], Turkey shroudedin a `veil of mystery'[271] and Serbia `a
perfect vortex
of mystery and intrigue'[ 136]. For Pearson,McLaughlin, Ozanne and Lear, the truth about the region is
only to be found in British works (seePearsonand McLaughlin, Service in Servfa, p. 62; Ozanne, Three
Years,p. 95; Lear, LandscapePainter, pp. 11-12).
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through the streets, and with persistencemanagesto arrangewith an Albanian male to
view, and photograph,his wife and sister-in-lawwithout their veils. As if confident of the
reader's sharedfascination,the author spendshalf a page setting the scene,describingwith barely suppressedexcitement - the intricacies of household decor and seating
arrangementsbefore the moment of unveiling arrives. `The younger woman was indeed
lovely,' he finally gusheson the sister-in-law,having
a fair white skin, beautiful soft lines of beauty, magnificent black eyes, and lips that
puckeredinto a sweet,modestsmile when I involuntarily expressedmy surprise at her
marvellousgood looks. I had heard that Albanian ladies were beautiful, but I certainly
never expectedto be presentedto sucha type of feminine loveliness.
Over her bare chest hung strings of great gold coins, while across her brow were
rows of sequins.Her richly embroidereddress,the jewels in her ears,the banglesupon
her arms, all enhancedher great personal beauty, while she stood before me, her face
downcastin modesty- for except her husbandand his brother no man had ever beheld
her unveiled. [60]

There are two kinds of mastery being achieved in the passage.Most obviously, Le
Queux wields power over the woman: with her passivityand `downcast' eyesset against
Le Queux's active gaze, and her `modesty' contrastedto IA Queux's worldly expertise
(which can gauge and classify `type[s] of feminine loveliness'), the scene becomes
predicatedon the inequality of viewer and viewed, a situation underlinedby the woman's
94
is
the
the
waiting on
author once
spectacle over. But at the same time, there is a
definite power being achieved,or at least attempted,over the reader.Behind his
gradual
setting of the scene,and the building up of fine detail during the description, lies Le

94Le Queax, Observer, p. 61. This is what Pratt terms `the
relation of mastery [...) betweenthe seerand
the seen' (Pratt, Imperial Eyes, p. 204). While clearly enjoying such scenesof female imprisonment,
markers like the veil and harem also led male travellers to bewail the easternoppressionof women that
so clearly contrasted(so they claimed) with the West's progressive,liberal and respectful attitudes. As
Kostova points out on an earlier period: `The myth of Western women's freedom appearsto have been
among the Enlightenment's favourite ideological clichMs' (Ludmilla Kostova, Tales of the Periphery:
The Balkans in Nineteenth-Century British Writing (Veliloo Turnovo: St Cyril and St Methodins
University Puss, 1997), p. 27. Grewal argues that travellers' representationsof the `oppression
and
incarceration of [...] "Eastern" women [...) disguisedthe oppressionof Englishwomen and Saw English
readersa false senseof their own unoppressedstate' (Grewal, Home and Harem, 1996), p. 50.
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Queux's presumptionthat this is the reader's first chanceto
view the secretsof Muslim
womanhood, and consequentlythe establishmentof himself as a guide and authority to
"
the
which
reader should submit. This latter form of power continuesduring his wider
conquest of the Balkans, in which political manoeuvring,military secretsand cultural
enigmasall submit and yield themselvesup as Le Queux's penetrating gaze gradually
takes imaginativepossessionof the peninsula." With the sametriumphalismhe displayed
at the unveiling, our conqueringauthor goes so far as to claim greater knowledge on the
region than indigeneshave, announcingto the reader that, having `travelled all through
the Balkansin order to learn the real truth', he has emergedwith facts not only published
in Britain `for the first time', but which will `come as a revelation [...] even to Balkan
diplomats themselves'." It is this senseof mastery over indigene and reader that is the
reward of one's factual attainment.
To push for Le Queux's unveiling of the Albanian woman as symbol of British
travellers' wider unveiling of the Balkanswould be misleading.The passage'sinterest in
the feminine, its domestic location and erotic charge, were all unusual in a set of
travelogues far more concerned with the masculine spheres of war, politics and
"
exploration. But the passagewas typical in viewing the Balkans as a spectaclethat the
western gaze could master, and typical too in its unwavering confidencein languageto
" Le Queux's achievementof power could also be
said to extend over the husband,for he includes one
of his photographsin the text (Ibid., facing p. 54), despitethe fact that, at the husband's demand, he had
given his `undertaking not to make any copiesfor sale'[59].
% `The gaze is never innocent or pure,' Spurr
writes; `The writer's eye is always in some sense
colonizing the landscape,mastering and portioning, fixing zones and poles, arranging and deepening
the sceneas the object of desire' (Sparr, Rhetoric of Empire, p. 27). For other instancesof imaginative
possession,seeLion Phillimore, In the Carpathians (London: Constable, 1912), p. 33; Mackenzie and
Irby, Travels, I, 150; Mrs Russell Barrington, Through Greeceand Dalmatia [eta] (London: Adam
and
CharlesBlack, 1912), p. 229; Hutchinson, Motoring, p. 155.
" Ibid., pp. 305,137,5. This [factual] superiority
over the local population is repeatedby Booth, whose
treks through the Macedonian countryside in a period of unrest have, he feels, brought him a greater
understandingof the situation than the urban Macedonianshave: 'In the span of those moving days', he
writes, `the heart of Macedonia was revealedto me, and I knew those things which were hidden from the
dweller in cities, furnished with "reliable statistics"'(Booth, Trouble, pp. 255-6). Seealso Evans, Illyrian
Letters, p. 35. Mills views such assertionas `a common strategy in colonial disoourse'(Mills, Discourses
of Difference,
erence,p. 147).
goEven the epithet `virginal' was rarely
applied to the Balkans by those exploring or traversing the
region: for rare instances,seeTrevor, Balkan Tour, p. 111; and Vivian, Servian Tragedy,p. 184. On the
common usageof the epithet in travel writing, see SusanBassnett,Comparative Literature: A Critical
Introduction (Oxford, UK and Cambridge, USA Blackwell, 1993),p. 92.
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faithfully record that spectacle.The simplicity of diction, the declarativetone, the belief
that character could be recording the external minutiae of dress and expression, all
indicate an assuranceboth with empirical experienceand with one's ability to faithfully
transmit experiencevia languageinto the mind of the reader." In so doing, Le Queux
epitomisesnot just British travel writing, but nineteenth-centuryliterary practice as a
whole: linguistical certainty, `plain statementa10°
and the objectifling gaze were all
repeatedin the spheresof history, reportage and social commentaryas well as in that of
the novel, a literary form to which travel writing, with its scenes,characters,dialogues,
chronological structures and seeminglyomniscient narrators, was intimately linked. In
the fiction of both Britain and the Continent, the realist school had given way in the
second half of the nineteenthcentury to naturalism, for which the novelist was less a
creative imagination than `a fully-fledged scientist', sharing with the natural sciencesa
belief in both objective observation and their ability, as Foucault put it, to `bring
languageas close as possibleto the observinggaze, and the things observedas close as
possibleto words.'101What the naturalistsused their style of plain and simple statement
to focus on - history, society, cultural milieux - reflected a thematic pattern also being
produced in travel writing. For example,when Arthur Evans, covering the uprisings in
Herzegovina,affirms that `you can rely on the accuracyof my report', when Pearsonand
McLaughlin state that their accountsof Serbian cultural backwardness`may claim one
merit - that of truth', or when Allen Upward prefaces his exposure of Bulgarian
99As Jelavich points out, such confidence was most likely
sharedby the reader: `what they described',
she says of Victorian travel writers, `was what was generally accepted as true' (Jelavich, 'British
Traveller', p. 412). Cocker writes that '[t]he classic Victorian travel book was a brisk, uncomplicated
stream of empirical data fixed in a semi-autobiographical matrix. Primarily it described, explained,
mapped and illuminated an unknown terrain', aiming `to pin the universe down and render it
intelligible' (Cocker, Lonelinessand Time, pp. 6,29).
100Ansted, Short Trip, p. v.
101Respectivereferencesare: Goncourts, quoted in Damian Grant, Realism, (London: Methuen, 1970),
p. 38; Foucault, The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences, trans. Alan Sheridan
(London: Tavistock Publications, 1970), p. 132. Earlier, Foucault had talked about that 'great myth of a
pure Gaze that would be pure language' (in Foucault, Birth of the Clinic: An Archaeology of Medical
Perception, trans. AM. Sheridan Smith (New York: Pantheon, 1973), p. 108). Cecil Jenkins considers
realism 'the distinctive mode of the novel as a form, [which] remains its dominant stylization up to the
present time' (Jenkins, 'Realism and the Novel Form', in D. A Williams, ed, The Monster in the
Mirror: Studiesin Nineteenth-CenturyRealism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1978), p. S. Easthope
calls it the `plain style, one in which, apparently, things have been turned into words so that words can
deliver the equivalent of things and meaning passfrom headto heed'(Easthope,Englishness,p. 93).
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atrocities in Macedoniaby declaringthat all assertionsare basedon `the English law of
'02
evidence', despite their odd bit of frippery and romance, we are very close to that
primary aim, or assumption, of nineteenth-century literary practice, `the objective
103
'
representationof contemporarysocial reality.
As Le Queux illustrated, what realist technique produced in the context of
Victorian travel writing was a bounding, a conquest, a kind of appropriation of the
foreign object in language.Far from being the disinterestedmedium it seemed,realism
was a central, profoundly mediatedproperty of balkanismwhich, by reducing the region
to `a seriesof detailed items presentedin a normative Europeanprose style','" worked
handin handwith balkanisttopoi, imagery andterminology to translate,and domesticate,
the Balkan peninsula'scomplexity into a clear, controllable body of knowledge. And in
doing so, the style revealsitself as part and parcel of that wider drive to ascendancyin
British society and politics. As Jamesoncogently argues in The Political Unconscious
(1981), style is never simply a medium for expressingsome transcendentalthought or
belief, but forms an expressionin itself of belief and the cultural and historical context

102These are just three amongst numerous
examples: Evans, 11"an Letters, p. 72; Pearson and
McLaughlin, Service in Serbia, p. 359; Upward, East End, p. xv. The Briton's confidence in capturing
through travel and writing the essenceof the Balkans is seenin More's claim that 'If anyone, starting
from the interior of Turkey, will go for 100 miles in any direction, stay in one spot for some time,
and
return by a different route, I think, with average intelligence, he may bring back a tolerably correct
sketch of the normal state of the country.' (Robert JasperMore, Under the Balkans. Notes of a Visit to
the District of Philippopolis in 1876 (London: Henry S. King, 1877), p. viii. See also the classic
statementof objectivity in Kinglake, Eothen, pp. xvi-xvii.
103Rene Wellek's famous definition
of realism, in Welleck, Concepts of Criticism (New Haven:Yale
University Press, 1963), p. 240. Another commentator claimed realism was a `literary doctrine' that
attempted `the imitation not of artistic masterpiecesbut of the originals that nature offers us' (French
journalist, quoted in F.W.J. Hemmings, `Realism and the Novel: The Eighteenth-Century Beginnings',
in Hemmings, ed., The Age of Realism (Sussex: Harvester press, 1978), p. 9. Rennie
argues, in the
context of seventeenthand eighteenth century travel writing, that `a plain and simple style' was
necessary`for a far-voyaging author to keep his distance, not only from 'invention', but from even the
`appearanceof invention' (Rennie,Far Fetched Facts, p. 81; seealso Mills, Discourses
ofDiffierence, p.
113). It is perhapsexpressiveof the confidenceof the nineteenth century that travellers
could include in
their journals overtly fictional elements - as well as such romanticism as Brown's depiction of his trek
through northern Albania - and still feel credibility had been mantained (seeKinglaloe, Eothen, pp. 2831; Herbert, By-Paths, pp. 175- 251; Abbott, Tale of a Tour, p. 159; Moore, Orient Express,
pp. 102-3,
110-11; and Wright, Adventures,pp. v-vi).
104Said on the style of the orientalists, a style that he
argues safeguardedthe 'European traveler or
resident in the Orient [...) from its unsettling influences' (Said, Orientalsm, pp. 166-7).
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within which that belief has been evolved. Realismpresentsa fine exampleof Jameson's
point. On one level, the mimetic certainties,the plain, declarativestatement,the pathos
and irony of the scientific style in travel writing were less expressiveof the travelled
environmentthan the Englishnessof the traveller - that is, of the empiricism, common
sense,self-assuranceand cheerfulnessthat defined British identity not only during the
journey, but also during the later writing up of the journey (a point signallingthat one's
identity had been fully maintainedin the face of the other). On a different level, realism
also expressedthe more generalideologies of the age, of both the Enlightenmentideals
of clarity, rationality and structure, and the political confidence of Empire during its
extraordinary period of discovering, exploring, conquering and, as with the Balkans,
translatingthe world into English.
Besides realism itself, the best example of what I mean by this process of
translation in the Balkan context is the way autobiographical writing tackled the
toponymic intricacies of the region, a feature which, if left alone, could well have
shattered the smooth surfaces of balkanist representation. As Lear's phrase best
expressesit, Balkan topography presentedto British travellers, writers and readers `a
puzzle of the highest order', composed as it was of `ancient nomenclature', Ottoman
nomenclature,and also, `wheel within wheel', the confused,alienatinglinguistic panoply
'os
districts'
`native
As a result, travel writers adopted a number of
tribes
of
and
strategieswhich, through rewriting the Balkans toponymically, could also appropriate
the region intellectually. Firstly, the autochthonousnamesof peoplesand geographical
features - of towns, villages, rivers, hills - were commonly withdrawn from the native
languages(the pronunciation of Cyrillic, and other native alphabets,with their range of
diacritical marks, deemedtoo difficult or too alien for an English audienceto master1°)
and reorderedin a phonetic transliteration,thereby achievingthrough the deploymentof
languagean alleviation, or subjugation,of local topography."" Secondly,this linguistic
taking in hand of people and place was furthered by the way their chosentopographical

1°s Lear, Landscape Painter, p. 11. For further complaints about Balkan
nomenclature, an Tozer,
Researches,I, 232-3; Crosse,Carpathians, p. 184; Mackenzie and Irby, Travels, II4 164.
11 For example, seeStillman, Herzegovina, p. iii; de Winch, Through SavageEurope, S.
p.
107Linked to this, is the British travel writer's tendencyto alter (either by
simpifying or by anglicising)
the names of local people; for example, Pearson and McLaughlin, Service in Servia, p. 152; Booth,
Trouble, pp. 35,68,96. Seealso, Upward, East End, p. 154.
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appellationswere often not the autochthonousonesin the first place.As alreadyseenfor
towns like `Cattaro', `Scutari' and `Tashkessen',the travel writer much preferred the
imperial designationsof Greece, Venice, Austria and the Ottoman Empire to any local
variant, as if here in the Balkan peninsulait was the Empire that had the true authority to
name. Once such imperial geographyhad gained currency, the right of self-designation
was effectively wrestled from the indigenous population. In fact, with Turkish in the
south-east (Monastir, Uskub, Rustchuk), Italian down the Adriatic coast (Spalato,
Fiume, Durazzo), and the German or Hungarian in the north (Kronstadt, Temesvar,
Hennannstadt),the Balkans were scripted in the English languageand imagination as a
distinct swathe of imperial property.108The point becomes more poignant when
considering,thirdly, the wider regional designationsthat British writers had deployedin
their work. After 1850, moving into an age of acceleratedimperialism, the Greek
`Haemus' became supersededby a nomenclature - the Near East, southern Austria,
EuropeanTurkey, Turkey in Europe109- that firmly placedthe designatedregions under
imperial control; so much so, indeed,that even when such terms could no longer apply,
and the `Balkans' used to collectively expressthe new, independentnation-states,it was
still a term expressiveof its Ottoman legacy that had been chosen. In this way, the
apparentlydisinterestedsearchfor knowledge of a Le Queux also facilitated in its very
linguistic format a processof imaginedcolonialismthrough which the Balkanswere both
subordinatedto English requirementsof knowledge and placed within very real systems
foreign
of
power.
The assumptionsand effects of the objectifying gazewithin such wider systemsof
power draw us onto the final reward of the British traveller and residentin the Balkans,
what one could term a partaking in national achievement.It was not uncommon during
the `long nineteenth century' for travel writers to seek in their journeys and texts
methods of furthering British interests, whether these be financial, commercial or
strategic, and through doing so creating for oneself and one's readership a righteous
108Interestingly, as part of their invective against the Albanians, Mackenzie
and Irby, throughout
?ravels in the Slavonic Provinces, call them by the Ottoman designation, 'Armout'. Al times, the
decision to use the imperial designation was more bizarre: see To=, Researrkes, 1,286; Strangfoed,
Eastern Shores,p. 131.
109Todorova also mentions the usageof such terms as the `Hellenic
peninsula', the `Greek peninsula',
the 'Roman peninsula' and the 'Byzantine peninsula' (Todorova, 'Balkans', p. 463). Seealso Mazower,
Balkans, pp. 1-4.
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impressionof fealty to the national cause. This processof acting as emissaryof one's
country, or doing one's bit for the national good, was, after all, a major function of travel
in the daysbeforetourism, and a major function of the burgeoningnetwork of consulates
being establishedaround the world. Investment openings,businessconcessions,export
opportunities, favourablediplomatic relations and military surveillance"owere all major
concernsfor consuls, as well as travellers, in the Balkans, and major themes in their
autobiographicalwritings. This issueof national fealty could certainly be exemplifiedby
the direct, often dramatic engagementin the region of long-term residentslike Graves,
Fife-Cookson, Baker and Durham. A more interesting example,however, is a particular
group of texts which, in their advocacy of new economic approachesto the region specificallythe opening up of the peninsulafor emigration and trade - neededto break
with the dominant representational paradigm in order to properly advertise those
it
the
to
set
approaches
reader; a
of approaches, should be added,that formed a central
feature of the balkanist'simaginedcolonialism.
Emigration, firstly, had beenintrinsic to the colonial project sincethe early decades
of the nineteenth century. Concerned with increasing poverty and unemployment,
thinkers like Thomas Malthus, H. Wilmot Horton and Edward Gibbon Wakefield
advocateda government-fundedproject of emigration to the colonies in order both to
stave off social unrest in the homelandand - they argued - to benefit the colonies from
the civilisation and progressthe emigrantswould bring."' Naturally, such settlementwas
just
infallible
the
on
right of westernersto appropriateland, but also on the
not
grounded
indigenous
that
the
peoplewere proving neither progressiveenough,nor numerous
claim
enough, to use the land effectively themselves, claims that were substantiated by
fertility
the
representing
of the colony alongside underpopulation, administrative
disorder, and a wastefully primitive husbandry.Although the Balkans never becamethe
uo Forms of secret service activity werequite common in the Balkans during both the
nineteenth and
first half of the twentieth centuries - that is, if the Englishman's penchant for borders is of any
significance. For example, seethe routes taken by Crossein Round About the Carpathians and Wyon
and Prance in The Land of the Black Mountain, as well as Macfie's rather strange behaviour in With
Gypsiesin Bulgaria.
n' Grewal notes that it was believed `colonization [...) would improve the lot of the poor home, both
at
by emigration as well as the increasein commerceand industry from colonial markets abroad' (Grewal,
Home and Harem, p. 43). For a more detailed outline of the issue, seeM. E. Chamberlain, `Imperialism
and Social Reform', in Eldridge, ed., British Imperialism, pp. 148-153. See also Brandfinger, Rule of
Darkness,pp. 24-5.
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destination for Britain that they did for Austria, their status as subordinateculture led
severalwriters to presenttheir value for British emigrantsby producing similar patterns
of representation. R.H.R.'s Rambles in Istria, Dalmatia and Montenegro (1875),
interestinglyin the samelocality as Dunkin imaginedsettlement,illustratesmy point. On
the one hand,there is much about the text's regional portraiture that accordsto balkanist
paradigms,particularly an imputed backwardnessthat the author views, significantly, as
being as much due to Austrian and Ottoman rule as the shortcomings of indigenous
12
culture On the other, and more importantly here,he deploysa strain of complimentary
representation, finding in eastern and south-eastern Europe `countless acres' of
`unoccupied and uncultivated' land that he considers some `of the richest land in
creation'[36], and going so far as to argue that the region is vastly preferableto more
typical destinations for the British emigrant. With referenceto one failed emigration
project for New Zealand,for instance,the author writes that
the distancewas too great, the mere cost of going out was a most seriousdrawback, at
the very least ten times the amount requiredto land one bag and baggagein the ceahe
of Hungary, or better still in Servia, among someof the most beautiful sceneryin the
world, the richest soil, the best climate, and the finest fishing and shootingthat could be
desired,wheregamelaws and river preservesand licencesare still utterly unknown.[38]

The Balkans we find in such description is `unpossessed,unhistoricized',113an Eden
whose wealth is untainted by bureaucratic restriction, indigenous ownership or even
indigenouspresence.in the light of its prospective `advantages',such country offers a
fine outlet for Britain's `excessivepopulation', particularly the poorer section of the
middle classes,amongstwhom `the misery, the poverty, the utter wretchedness'of life
""
inevitably
lead
in
`a
British
to
volcanic eruption'
will
society. Moreover, in their new
social and political environment, one gets the distinct impressionthat it is the British
emigrant,not the indigene,that will rule the roost: in RH. R's imaginedorder, south-east
112For example, we RH. R, Rauübles,pp. 40-1,173-5.
13 Pratt, Imperial Eyes, p. 51. On the subject of travel writing, Pratt later comments, `unexploited
nature tends to be seenin this literature as troubling or ugly, its very primalness a sign of the failure of
human enterprise. Neglect became the touchstone of a negative esthetic that legitimated European
interventionism' (Ibid, p. 149).
114SeeRH. R., Ramblesin Istria, pp. 37-9.
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Europe would be centred around not the `misrule of barbarousAsiatic hordes, or the
`brilliant glitter' of a native ruling classlike Romania's, but the familiar and self-serving
`advantagesof British institutions.' 115The idea is repeated,with significant extension,by
St. Clair and Brophy, according to whom British emigration to Bulgaria would
necessarilyentail the subjugationof the `Rayahs', or Christian inhabitants.`If foreigners
are permitted to buy land,' they contend, `it is certain that in a short time their intelligent
labour [... ] will enable them to extend their properties, and little by little to become
owners of the greaterpart of the soil of Turkey by legal dispossessionof the Rayahs." 16
Emigration was undoubtedly a primary feature of British imperialism,but not the
most important. If there was any guiding principle behind British expansionduring the
nineteenth century, then it was - over and above the goals of military strategy and
political standing- the ever-greateraccumulationof wealth, with the discovery of new
destinationsfor British export and investment,and new sourcesof produce,products and
raw materials,being the driving force that kept Britain aheadin Europe, and ascendant
across huge swathesof the colonised world. And for these necessarydiscoveries,that
penetratinggazeof the British travel writer had proved enormouslyuseful. In their travel
writing on the Balkans, for example,there were very few Britons who at one point or
other failed to turn their attention to businessand investmentpossibilities,and to begin
filtering the travelled environment through the desires and considerationsof financial
gain. For this, William Le Queux is a perfect example (as his portrait of the veiled

I's lbid, p. 42. This is despitethe author's oblique
suggestionthat south-eastEurope, which he foresees
uniting in one nation, should be governed by an indigenous ruler, quite probably prince Danflo, or
Prince Nicholas, of Montenegro (see pp. 175-6,222-234). When considering RH. R's stance
on the
emigration issue, it is perhaps little wonder that he expressesso much admiration for such an arch
imperialist as Richard Burton, then stationedin Trieste (seepp. 47-50; also Knight, Albania,
p. 8).
116St Clair and Brophy, Residencein Bulgaria,
p. 200. For their discussion of emigration to Bulgaria,
its difficulties and potential effects on the country, see pp. 192,195-6,200-204. See
also de Windt,
Through SavageEurope, pp. 188-9,206-7,260-1; Vivian, Servian Tragedy, p, 243; Vivian, Servia,
p.
147. Vivian's description of Serbia as a country where 'there are few violent landscapes',
where `[t]he
hills are warmly wooded, [...] the valleys pant and nod with fatness,and [...] the farmsteads
appear to
indulge in a perpetual siesta', works to support his encouragementof British migration (Vivian, Servia,
p. 272). Minchin considers British settlement of Bulgaria, but rejects the idea (Minchin, Growth of
Freedom, p. 348). As Robert Shannon Peckham argues in the Greek context, this desire for
colonial
expansionismin a Europeanterritory (whether of the British or Ottoman Empire), seriously unsettlesthe
binarism upon which much post-colonial anaylsis is based(seePeckham, `Exoticism of the Familiar', in
Duncan and Gregory, eds., Writes of Passage,pp. 171-2.
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woman - with its fascinatedappraisalof her gold coins, sequins,jewels and banglesmight have suggested). `One of the objects of my observations', as he writes on
Bulgaria, `[is] to point out where British capital can, with advantageand security, be
employedin the Balkans'"' and the guiding, and encouraging, of investmentcomes to
harmonise nicely with his desire to demystify the region. On the one hand, as with
RH. R, such encouragementwas achieved through a divergence from the normal
balkanist paradigmsinto complimentaryforms of representation,Le Queux building on
the former's evocationof natural wealth by adding a few featuresessentialfor successful
investment- security, improved communicationsand solid structuresof government.On
the other hand, it could also be achieved through a degree zero of representational
attainment. Le Queux's summary chapter on Serbian towns, arranged alphabetically,
gives an idea of what I mean:

Kralievo

.

Chieftown of the anondissement
of the same
name,departmentof Tdiatchak. 4200 inhabitants.
Lead and iron mines. Military school.

Kroupanie

.

Town of the departmentof Loamitza.Lead, zinc,
and a timony mines.

Kruschevatz

Chief town of the arrondissemartand departmoit
of that name,with 6200 inhabitants.Ancient residenceof
the Tzars of Serbia.Vine culture. [169]

Here, shorn of almost all extraneousdetail, the Serbian landscapeis reduced for the
prospectiveinvestor to a type of shoppinglist. With the text arrangedfor utmost visual
clarity, and with all the distractions of aesthetic judgement and cultural complexity
withdrawn, the British venture capitalist has at handthe few, frank facts required to pick
for
his
desirable
the
most
capital. Stylistically, this is the scientific style at its
out
object
imagined
intransigent
and,
politically,
most
colonialism at its most transparent.For Le
Queux, no mean supporter of British interests,"' the fantasy of using the region for
117Le Quaux, Observer, p. 191.
alsLe Queux is the author of one of the most famous `invasion stories', TheInvasion

of 1910 (1906). For
an interesting discussionof this most patriotic of literary genres,and one which puts Le Queux's novel
in social and historical context, see M. Spiering, Englishness: Foreigners and Images of National
Identity in Post xr Literature (Amsterdam and Atlanta, GA Rodopi, 1992),pp. 97-129.
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British endsinvolves not only financial gain for the nation and the nation's investors,but
also the trouncing of `Germany and German interests'[268], whose gradual economic
and diplomatic hegemony in the Near East, Le Queux urges, `should very seriously
engagethe immediate and earnestattention of all British statesmenwho have the true
interests of our Empire at heart'[309]. In R.H. R.'s and Le Queux's championing of
British interest, whether fiuthering its interests abroad or preserving social order at
home, the travel writer, as part of the broader pattern of remuneration,could derive a
19
duty
warm senseof
and upstandingness.
Its investment might not have achieved the levels that Le Queux desired, but
Britain did indeedhave a considerablefinancial stakein the Balkans,as I detailed earlier.
The indebtednessto British financial housesthat plagued the Porte in Victorian times
was continuing in Le Queux's day, simply passing from the economic control of the
Empire to that of the independentstates,as Serbia,Bulgaria and even Greecefound their
domestic budget largely directed by western Europe. And it is at this point, when
reminded of the hegemonythe West did indeed gain in the Balkans, that one must
expressa qualification about the term imaginedcolonialism.British travel writing of the
period certainly involved fantasiesof self and nation, as well as imaginedlevels of control
on the part of the individual, but such fantasies neverthelessfacilitated, and were
facilitated by, a very real dynamic of power in the material sphere.The economic and
political control analysedearlier (trade, investment,diplomatic and military strategy),and
the discursive production that supported it, all rendered the peninsula subordinateto
British interests. The travellers and residents entering the region were aware of its
subordinatestatus and therefore, coming from a dominant culture, more than likely to
pursuethe authority, adventure,freedomsand advocacyof imperial causesto which their
civilised standing supposedlyentitled them. Clearly, in order to view themselvesin this
way, the production of the Balkan peoplesas their opposite was required, travel writers
projecting all the irrationality, savageryand prejudiceto which Englishnesswas heir onto
these peoples('[t]hese damnedswine', as a colleagueof William Graves had it1°), and
as a consequencegaining not only the fill measureof their civility, but also the right to
"9 For others who either encouragebusinessor survey Balkan
a
country's resources,seeAnted, A Short
Trip in Hungary and Transylvania, Herbert Vivian, Servia and The Servian Tragedy
and William
Miller, Travels and Politics in the Near Eat.
120Graves,Storm Centres,p. 341.
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Despite the apparent solidity of nineteenth-centurybalkanism,there were a number of
factors that worked to destabilisethe signifying practice of the age. The paradigmwas
neither as constant nor as monolithic as the texts' mimetic assumptions,or indeed their
assured,rationalist autobiographicalpersonae,would seemto suggestto the reader.The
deconstruct
literary
has
by
Derrida
taught
to
the
text was widespread
us
slippage which
is
illustrated
by
Edwardian
Victorian
travel
the paradoxes
writing,
as
and
within
informing the major tropes of balkanist discourse.There was alwaysan impossibleirony,
for example, in balkanism's constructing as rigid and unchanging an object it
bewilderingly
irony
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more
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indicative of stability and permanence. Therewere the paradoxes,too, of travel writers

121Homi Bhabha reiteratesthe point via his notion of `fixity' in colonial discourse:seemy Chapter 6, p.
293.
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so effortlessly penetrating mystery on even the shortest journey around the Balkan
region, so simultaneouslyimagining its populations as childlike and threatening,and so
persistentlyconstructing as savagesocietiesthat usually appear more inclined towards
hospitality than hostility. Similarly, for deconstructing the discourse and its source
materials,there are no better methodsthan noting the paradoxesinherent in nineteenthcentury representationsof the self. As I have suggestedin referenceto E.F. Knight, not
iniquities
do
display
brutality,
duplicity,
illegality,
travellers
the
all
sexism,
even
only
discord (when travelling in a group) - that they projected onto the Balkan other, but their
autobiographical scriptings are chock-full of hesitancies,contradictions, silences and
horrendous
to
the
mention
not
most
errors in spellings, dates and names
obfuscations,
before
the professionalisationof travel writing in the twentieth
particularly
which,
feature
a
common
of a genre produced by amateur writers working to
century, were
deadlines.
it
Indeed,
often seemsto me that the challengefor academic
uncomfortable
in
deconstruction,
lies
less
in the locating of internal sites of discursivesplitting,
analysis
than in piecingtogether somekind of order from the riot of miscellaneousanomaliesthat
'22
impression
of the texts.
comprisethe surface
Nevertheless,mention of discourse splitting helps to cast doubt on the air of
stability and empiricismthat surroundsthe denigratoryutterancesof pre-First World War
balkanism. Foucault's notion of history as conceptual `war', as `struggles [...] of
12'
for
discursive
fields, is as pertinent to balkanismas it
tactics'
and
control
of
strategies
is to the study of any interpretative framework, with the former holding within itself an
uneasyconjunctionof competingideologiesand subjectpositions that, upon recognition,
discourse
diversifies
the
of
our
sense
and of the forms of power it facilitates.
radically
The particular oppositional strain that I am interestedin here, and that I shall consideras
in
following
is
form
the
that strand of complimentary
counter-discourse
of
section,
a
idealising
be
found
to
or
primitivism,
competing for precedenceamongst
representation,
the motifs of discord, savagery, backwardness and obfuscation, a strand which

122I disagree with Mills's inference when she claims that `colonial texts seem to be all surface': the
point (which is ostensibly about the genre of travel) not only holds off discussion of the deeper
psychological elements, social presumptions and narrative structures that comprise the travel text, but
also implies that the surfaceitself is somehowstraightforward and homogeneous(seeMills, Discourses
of Difference, p. 11.
11 SeeFoucault, 'Truth and Power', p. 114.
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balkanism,
invests
Victorian
them with positive
the
and
markers
of
renegotiates negative
departure
I
that
the
a
radical
one
strand
necessarily
not
argue
was
signification. would
from the other. Just as the British denigration of its cultural others was indebtedto the
classical education of its proponents, so too was complimentary representation,the
locating
in
inaugurate
literary
helping
the
that
tradition
to
of
primitivist
classical age
historical past a highly idealisedconceptionof reality, and of reproducingthat conception
both as an alternative to, and palliative for, contemporary decadence.In time, as Neil
Rennie details in the context of South Sea exploration, the myth of the Golden Age
beganto transform into the myth of a utopian geographicalpresent,becomingknown as
the Blessed Isles in Hesiod, the Elysian Fields in Servius and Horace, establishingthe
idea that the delights of an earthly paradisewere an extant, living actuality discoverable
'
through physicaltravel. The legendnot only gaineda beguiling hold over Renaissance
explorations,with voyagersseekingand occasionallydiscoveringplacesand peoplesthat
they investedwith the primitivist attributes derived from the ancients,but also over more
Romantic
Enlightenment
thinkers. This indeedwas the other side of Western
and
modern
European notions of savagery,the good as opposedto bad savage,' or the idealised
personification of innocence,nobility, heroism, primitive simplicity and virtue. In other
words, primitivism was anotherconceptualtradition, and one which seemedto repeatthe
denial
informed
Victorian denigration. Yet however
that
of
coevalness
condescending
culturally compromised it was, I hope to show how complimentary representation
exerted a destabilising effect on the personal and national binarism that underlay
dominant signifying practices and, moreover, began to feed into the wider oppositional
discoursesof romanticism,of nationalismand, much later on, of communism.
As the complimentary style of representation will be analysed in full during
Chapters3 and 4, I do not wish to go into too much detail here. The important point to
is
emphasise simply that before 1914 the style attained only marginal status in both text
and period. It was certainly rare for complimentaryrepresentationnot to crop up in some
form or another in Victorian and Edwardian travelogues, a factor that indicates the
denigratory
inability
to
sustain
wholly
essentiabsationof the region. Yet when
writers'
positive and negative representationjostled in a text, such was the accumulatedweight
124SeeRennie, Far Fetched Facts, pp. 5-7.
125Rennie terms these two archetypesthe `two fundamentally opposed attitudes of
civilised man to
primitive man' (Ibid., p. 25).
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of denigration within that text, as well as the weight of denigratory balkanism in
circulation around the text, that positive representationhardly achievedany status. The
point can be exemplifiedby a return to Brown's A Winter in Albania, a fine instanceof
the classicalimaginings of the nineteenth-centurytraveller. There are moments in the
travelogue when the author's lamentablecensure of the indigenes makes way for an
unboundedadmiration of virile masculinity,of well-built, handsomemountaineers(`every
man as straight as an arrow and as hard as a nail'), each with the `warrior-spirit of his
forefathers', `powerful, brave, and hospitable', and with such `statelycourtesy', `honour'
and `natural good-breeding' that one senses,in fact, all the Homeric qualities that
imperial Britain most liked to find about itself a kind of Englishnessin miniature.'26But
finally, any senseof authorial approval is quickly offset by a return to accusationand
slur, as occurs in many other Victorian and Edwardian texts in which primitivism
appears,such as Knight's Albania, Trevor's Montenegro, Foster Fraser'sPicturesfron
the Balkans or De Windt's Through SavageEurope. On occasion,and increasinglyafter
the turn of the twentieth century, one finds travelogues in which complimentary
representation is dominant, although this rarely indicates the presence of counterdiscourse.I have alreadydetailed, for example,the use of positive representationfor the
purposes of encouraging emigration and business, a usage that aimed to entrench
western hegemonyin the region. Similarly, there were texts in which an appreciationof
certain fundamental aspects of Balkan landscape - scenery, costume, folk crafts certainly undermines the region's reputation for violence and depravity, but which
neverthelessfails to extend to an advocacy of national aspiration against Ottoman or
127This is particularly clear in a seriesof travelogues the
Austrian
on
western
Balkans, in which fondnessfor the region is predicated partly or fully on the colonial
126Brown, Winter in Albania, pp. 102,53,58,268,60,268. Brown
also finds the Montenegrins `fearless
and almost invincible warriors' [22] of great `physical development'[14] but finally prefers the Albanians
(see Ibid., pp. 113,269). For examples of how closely such primitivism could come to resemble the
nineteenth-century notion of masculine Englishness, see Booth, Trouble, pp. 115-7,248; de Windt,
Through SavageEurope, p. 27; Evans, Illyrian Letters, pp. 123,227; Peacock,Albania, p. 199; Wyon
and Prance,Black Mountain, pp. xvii-iii, 167-8,196,218; Buxton, Bulgarian Staf, pp. 22,42,76,14350,159; Moore, Balkan Trail, pp. 53-4; Trevor, Balkan Tour, 240; Trevor, Montenegro, pp. 87-8;
Vivian, Servia, pp. ix, 46-7,84,237-41,268,277.
127Such appreciation of landscape and custom
might not even extend to an appreciation of the
indigenous population: seethe patterns of representation,for example, in Creagh, Over the Borders of
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t ia, Jackson's TheShoresof the Adriatic, even in an early section of A Winter in
Albania, the writers' fondness for antiquated ruins and Venetian architecture, and
help
history,
in
large
to write the
the
text
all
of
of
chunks colonial
zealousannotations
region as a subjugatedterritory, and implicitly throw weight behind the contemporary
imperial presence." Even positive textual constructionscould reproducethe Balkans as
colonial territory.
There was a mode of balkanist signification, however, that did complement
indigenouspeoples,and at the sametime advancedan oppositional politics. The thing is
what Todorova sumsup as the pet state approachto south-eastEurope: the choosing
from amongstthe Balkan states a people whose predicamentsto abhor, whose history
and indigenous leaders to commend, whose political grievances to air, and whose
national aspirations to advocate. Along with challenging the discourse's imperialist
tendencies,national advocacywould undercut both the denigratory format of dominant
balkanismand its racialist codifications of the Balkan peninsulaas a homogenisedzone
of misfortune and degeneracy,with writers retaining denigratory essentialisationeven as
they delineated- without any awarenessof the paradox -a people that apparentlybroke
In
imputed
Trevor's
Montenegrins,
this
the
the
essence.
way,
of
valorisation
with
Vivian's romanticisation of the Serbs, Upward's endorsement of the Greeks, or
Peacock's clear preferencefor the Albanians, are all based on contrasting the positive
attributes of their chosenpeopleswith the thoroughly negative qualities of the Balkan
ethnicities surrounding them; a source of genuine confusion for the general reader, no
doubt, who might find the Serbians,say, lauded againstthe Bulgariansin one text, and
129
in
The underwriting of a favoured nation, in short,
then the very opposite the

Christendom and Eslamiah, Holbach, Dalmatia, Holbach, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Hitchens, 7he Near
East, Walker, UntroddenPaths in Roumania, and Neale,Notes, Ecclesiological and picturesque.
128As I have mentioned on pp. 85-9 above,at times such two were explicit in their support for Austria.
I feel Allcock is wrong to find the classical interests of nineteenth-centurytravel writers unnuancedand
unconnectedto power (seeAllcock, `Constructing the Balkans', pp. 181-5). Walter Tyndale and Horatio
Brown's Dalmatia is a late example of this imperial enthusiasmfor the past conquerorsof the Balkan.
'29 See,for example, the patterns of representationin Peacock;Albania, pp, 178-82,256; Upward, East
End, pp. 5,76; Vivian, Servian Tragedy,pp. 278-83; Wyon and Prance,Black Mountain, pp. xv, xvii, 34,61,191,196,199-201,206-9,223;
Trevor, Montenegro, pp. 75-9. There is an interesting contrast to
be seenbetweenMackenzie and Irby's support for the Bulgarians and Serbiaand their disapproval of the
Bosnian n uslinms,Albanians and Vlachs. Despite succumbing to national favouritism in his own
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was one that profoundly split the discourse,and worked to question the necessity,and
justice, of westernimperial rule.
Perhapsthe best-known instance of Baken advocacy is Mary Edith Durham's
fervent championing of Albanian ambition during the early decadesof the twentieth
century. Ethnologist, relief worker, journalist, tireless propagandist and adventurer,
Durham was author of sevenbook-length studiesand countlessarticles on Balkan affairs,
many of which projected onto her chosengroup the classicalvirtues lying behind British
masculinity. The thing is shown in High Albania (1909), her best-known account of a
small Balkan country which, as she fondly wrote, had `about the worst reputation in
Europe' 130The book details a series of journeys taken during the Young Turk
revolution of 1908, in which the overthrow of the old regime in Istanbul, and the
proclamationof a new Constitution, not only intimated that imperial injustice might ease
but, contrary to its purpose, inspired many Albanians with the hope that national
independencemight also be approaching, a hope that Durham sharedwith a fervour.
Although she does have criticisms of their culture,131her Albanians are generally, like
those of Brown, the recognisablewarriors of antiquity, characterisedby their courtesy,
hospitality and integrity, as well as their admirablemasculinity,these being `magnificent
132
`lean
figures',
`extraordinary
dignity',
supple
specimens'of manhood,with
and a noble
history of fiercely guarding their freedom from Ottoman encroachment.Such a clear
departure from denigratory balkanism is extended by the way Durham finds in the
country, not discordanceor violence, but a highly structured society characterisedby
order, hierarchy and inter-communalrespect. The attribute is evocatively portrayed in
Durham's descriptions of the wild celebrations that followed the acceptanceof the
balkanist writings, Upward commentsthat the western commentators' contradictory choicesof pet states
to support `reproduce[s]the samedivisions which exist out there'(Upward, East End, p. 46).
130 Durham, Through the Lands of the Serb (London: Edward Arnold, 1904), p. 15. This
acknowledgementof, and writing against common precenceptionsof Albania was common in Durham's
work: see Ibid, pp. 173,345; Durham, High Albania, new ed. (1909; London: Virago, 1985), pp. 41,
54,220; Durham, Struggle for Scutari, pp. 192,232; Durham, The Burden of the Balkans (London:
ThomasNelson and Sons, 1905), pp. 115,154.
13'Such criticisms include a censureof Albanian backwardness,sexism, childishness,and a deploring of
the lobal blood feud: at, for example, High Albania, pp. 66,111,1%; Strugglefor Scutari, pp. viii, 4,
98,215.
'32 Durham, High Albania, pp. 49,50,150. Ina passagerepresentativeof her asascalinisationof the
Albanians, she talks about a particular militarised town being `[l]ike a couchant tigeer,brilliant, bizarre,
and beautiful, [...] ever ready to spring'[274].
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Constitution, in which, despitethousandsof armedAlbaniansroaming Shkoderand firing
off guns, `there were no fatalities, nor any street fighting nor drunkenness',and `perfect
order was maintained'[224]. Indeed, if one wished to berate the gun-culture evident in
such a scenethen Durham would also stand condemned:`Down the main street I went,'
from
Edwardian
`blazing
ball-cartridge
the
gentlewoman,
writes
a Martini, and ran about
the Cathedralgrounds,firing any revolver handedme'[2281. This passionateapproval of
Albanian liberty, and constant location of cultural order, all inferred the possibility of
133
self-government, and is perhapsmost evident in her sketch of the return from exile of
Prenk Pasa,the man most likely to take over as king.

We thronged into the wood, where, under a great tree, was spreada carpet. He [Prenk
Pala] took his seatupon a chair, his crimson fez malting a brilliant blot on the groenleaf
background.Then all his male relatives [...] were presentedto him. I thought of the
forest of Arden, wherethey 'feeted the time pleasantlyas in the GoldenAge" - as each
in turn strode up, "an hero beauteousamong all the throng" droppedan one knee,and
did homage, kissing his chieftain's hand with simple dignity. The tribesmen stood
around in a great circle, the sunflecks dancing on their white clothes, and glinting on
[341]
cartridge-belt.
and
gunbarrel

However one might deplore the literary medievalismsinforming Durham's Albania, this
'Land of the Living Past'[344], as she calls it, such representationarticulated, in an
unrepentantlycolonial age, both a respect,even awe towards a colonisedpeople and an
earnest desire for their independencefrom Ottoman and Great Power interference, a
highly unusual desire during the period.134The extent of Durham's departure from her
contemporaries,however, should not be overestimated.On the one hand, her Balkan
advocacy extended no further than that of Albania, and when dealing with other
'33 She writes that she does not feel `if they believed in the Government and
were fairly treated, would
the mountain tribes be very difficult to govern. They have the most wonderful power of obediencewhere
they believe obediencedue, and usually obey their house-lord [family head) absolutely' (Ibid., p. 183).
She also says: `Loyal, capableof much hero-worship, they would follow to the death a Prince in whom
they believe'[328).
134For other examples of Durham's respect for Albanian culture and advocacy of Albanian
national
discourse,seeHigh Albania, pp. 60,93,118,150,183,220,223-231,274-5,294-6,32&9;
Burden of
the Balkans, pp. 71-5,231-3,317; Strugglefor Scutari, pp. 98,169-70,183,204,297,307. Durham was
vehemently anti-Ottoman: see,for example,Lands'of the Serb, pp. 206,285,345.
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ethnicities,particularly the Montenegrins,with whom the northern Albanian tribes were
135
in
Durham
denigratory
the
often conflict,
was as
as
next observer. On the other hand,
while the author's perilous, solitary adventuresmay havetransgressedcertain Edwardian
codes of female propriety, constructing `herself as an active participant in a daring
history', 136they also led her to develop a particularly virulent form of imperious
Englishness.Befitting a region defined by the masculine, Durham exhibits the same
bravado,endurance,self-assurance,empiricism,even penchantfor male camaraderie(for
shehas little to do with Albanian women) as her male predecessors,as well as the same
keennessfor `intra-Europeandiscovery', as Kostova terms this sub-speciesof Victorian
'37
exploration. Indeed, one senses at times, in both her relief work and political
researches,that Durham's love is less for the country than for what she can personally
achievethere, the very fact that she soon becomesknown by the sobriquet `the Queenof
the Highlands' offering a good indication of the writer's imaginedColonialism.138
"s It should be mentioned that Durham's first work, Through the Lands the Serb (1904),
of
was actually
pro-Serbianand predominantly anti-Albanian (see,for example,Lands of the Serb, pp. 77,90). This she
later excused(Balkan Tangle, p. 45), and already by the time of The Burden of the Balkans (1905) her
feelings had begun to favour the Albanians. See, for example, her comments on the Serbs and the
Montenegrins in Burden of the Balkans, pp. 18,132,167,183-5,197-200; Strugglefor Scutari, pp. 23042,252-3,271,293-4,298-303; Balkan Tangle, pp. 11,51,53-5,169; Some Tribal Origins, pp. 31,33,
49,76-7,275. Seealso her commentson the Bulgarians and Romanians:Balkan Tangle, pp. 45,53,65,
69,92,247,281. For someof Durham's denigratory, eminently quotable commentson the peninsula as
a whole, seeStrugglefor Scutari, p. 315; Burden of the Balkans, pp. 14,150,194,213,223,239,289;
Balkan Tangle, pp. 12,44,38,38-9,44.
'36 Dea Birkett's words on another female traveller in
an age of imperialism, May French-Sheldon: in
Birkett, SpinstersAbroad: Victorian Lady Explorers (Oxford and New York: Basil Blackwell, 1989), p.
24. See, for example, Durham's enormous self-satisfaction at reaching one remote spot in
northern
Albania: `And quite a crowd came merely to look at us, for I was said to be the first foreign female
and
the first female dressedalla franga, in Vuthaj; and the first foreigner of any sort that had come right
into Vuthaj' (Durham, High Albania, p. 138).
137Kostova, Tales of the Periphery, 52. Durham's
p.
senseis for the most part of `tell[ing] a plain tale of
the main facts' (Durham, Struggle for Scutari, p. vii), though empirical doubt also entered her work
seemy Chapter 4, pp. 223-4.
'38 Phillips makes the point in discussion
a
of Bessie Merchant, saying that the female writer can both
`undermine or unmap some aspects of the predominantly masculinist geography
of adventure' and
'mapping colonial geographies in conventional
support `the British colonial establishment',
Mapping Men and Empire, pp. 19-20; see also pp. 89-112). A
writer like Durham
certainly problematises any notion that 'women writers of travel have tended to mistrust the rhetoric of
mastery, conquest, and quest that has funded a good deal of male fictional and nonfictional travel' (see
Karen R Lawrence, Penelope Voyages: Women and Travel in the British Literary Tradition (Ithaca
and
London: Cornell University Pros, 1994), p. 20). Julie Wheelwright makes the point that for
many
ways'(Philips,
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Where Durham was significant, however, is in the way her work on Albania
managedto presagethe imminent transformationsthat would take place to the British
concept of the Balkans. Her mixture of national advocacy and positive representation
was rare in the nineteenth century, as were the criticisms of westernism and western
diplomacy that littered her texts, but would go on to become the norm in balkanist
signification in the second decadeof the twentieth century. The process of diachronic
rupture would henceforwardcharacterisethe discourse,and becomethe most important
property for both revealing balkanist discourse as a contested terrain and for
foregroundingthe elementof choice that lies behind its representationof the region. The
balkanismof the Victorian and Edwardianperiods, in short, had a very definite cluster of
attributes -a style, a register, a guiding philosophyand set of motifs, which all combined
to signify the Balkans as the western European other. By 1914, all of this was set to
change.

women'an active independentlife could only be imagined in male terms' (Wheelwright, Amazons and
Military Maids: Women Who Dressed as Men in the Pursuit of Life, Liberty and Happiness,
new ed
(1989; London: Pandora, 1990), p. 50. See also Grewal, Home and Harem, pp. 61,67. For
a senseof
Durham's masculinism, seeHigh Albania, pp. 64,71,130-1,156-7,226,228,236,254,273,315,335;
Lands of the Serb, pp. 183,286,326; Burden of the Balkans, pp. 206,235,268,283,313,338; Struggle
for Scutari, pp. 33,37,50,101,107,136,154,171,175,198-9,211,222,282-5;
Tribal Origins, p. 179;
Balkan Tangle, pp. 9-10,43,53,75,81,111,191,225.
Naturally, Durham was always at the centre of
things both in her journey and as a narrator, interpreting the West to the Balkan peoplesand the Balkan
peoplesto the West - this centrality, this in-betweenness,is the traveller's most desiredposition.

SECTION TWO
1914-1939

CHAPTER THREE

WARTIME COLLABORATION

There is a moment in John Foster Fraser'sPictures from the Balkans, first publishedin
1906, which gives a further glimpse of the representationalparadigm that would soon
imperious,
balkanism.
Foster
Robust,
highly
Fraser's
field
the
of
self-satisfied,
command
journeying
brings him to recollections of Studenica,a
Balkan
of
not untypical account
SerbianOrthodox monasteryin what is now the wartorn Yugoslav province of Kosova.
There, caughtup in the memory of his stay, the mood of the text beginsto change.With
dreamlike
wonder, this `doyen of Balkan travellers" recounts an
almost
an astonished,
hills,
his
first
he
dawn
surrounding
on
morning,
witnessed
stole across
early service
when
black-cloaked monks gathered in the candle-lit church, incantation rose above the
monastery compound and Foster Fraser begins feeling he `had slipped back through
`The
he
'
to
age.
clamour
another
of
great
cities,
writes, `the screechof trains,
centuries'
the conflicts of commerce,the maddening,deadening scramblefor wealth - all such
things were but a blurred dream from which I had just awakened', and he goes on to
question whether `the simple life in a monastery - [...] where indeed the world stands
still, the sameto-day as four centuriesago - is really the life beautiful.' Thesemusingsdo
not recur in the text, but the image of this staunchly Victorian traveller temporarily
turning his back on `rushing civilisation, and `bathing [his] soul in peace' at a Balkan
departure
from
fealty
the
cultural
marks
a
notable
monastery
of the average imperial
in
This
that
subject.
was
experience, fact, which all one's colonial training had been to
guard oneselfagainst:the momentwhen the moresof the host culture start to overwhelm
those of the homeland,and the chains of Englishnesslose their grip on the travelling
2
seifhood

I Bernard Newman,Albmilan Back-door (London: Herbert Jenkins, 1936), p. 190.
2 Foster Fraser, Pictures, p. 48. The author soon reassertshis Englishness by denying `any priggish
pretension to devoutness'[48J.Spiritual experience, uncommon in Victorian journeys in the Balkans,
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By the 1920s, Foster Fraser's misgivings about western society had not only
become a prevailing feature of British travel writing on the Balkans, but gained
widespreadexpressionwithin intellectual circles of the day. The pace of modernisation
had already been alarming such influential commentators as Arnold, Ruskin and
Tennysonin the latter half of the nineteenthcentury.3 The economic rate of growth of
Britain, France and Germanyhad reachedunprecedentedlevels, industrial development
and exports were greater than ever, producing via rapidly burgeoning empiresa global
financial
influence,
and
network of commercial
urbanisationhad been radically altering
the forms and values of national life, as well as eroding England's enduringly pastoral
4
self-image, and technology was achieving bewildering levels of progress, all
developmentswhich, to quote from Berman's classic study of modernity, kept both
5
individual
in
`a
becoming',
the
state of perpetual
constantlyeradicatingold
society and
structures,practicesand landscapes,and formulating new patterns of belief. By the turn
it
twentieth
the
century, was these upheavalsto traditional belief that were to be felt
of
particularly profoundly. In the place of Victorian certainty came a sudden surge in
Freud
Bergson
and
as
challenged rationality and objectivity, feminism
scepticism,
challenged patriarchal assumptions,working class radicalism increasingly threatened
middle class security, and scienceasked ever more pertinent questionsof Christianity.
During the seconddecadeof that century, even those who had put their faith in science
and progresswere to find that faith severelytested. The imperialistic attitudes of the
past, so centralto the Balkan adventurer,had found their nemesisin the Balkan peninsula
itself, the assassinationin Sarajevoof the heir to the Austrian throne, on 28 June 1914,
unleashinga wave of violencewithin and amongstthe supposedlyprogressivestatesthat
deployed all the West's technological expertise to facilitate its greatest moment of

began occurring elsewherein the Edwardian period: seeCary, Memoir, pp. 152-4; Peacock,Albania, p.
131; Durham, High Albania, p. 182; Phillimore, Carpathians, pp. 44,78,155-7,332,388.
3 See Jerome Hamilton Buckley's The Triumph of Time: A Study of the Victorian Concepts ?fine,
of
History Progress, and Decadence (Cambridge, Mass: The Belknap Pressof Harvard University Press,
,
1967),pp. 55-94.
4 JeanRadford writes, 'the best of English traditions was deemedto be in the pest and the past
was to be
found in the countryside. The city stood for change, the country for continuity [...] and permanence'
(Radford, `Coming to Terms: Dorothy Richardson, Modernism and Women', in Brooker, ed,
Modernism/Post-modernism,p. 104. Seealso Williams's TiceCountry and the City.
5 Marshall Berman, All That is Solid Melts into Air: The Experience Modernity (London: Verso,
of
1983), p. 16.
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destruction. The technology which had formed the foundation for the developmentof
western civilisation was now being usedto destroy it.
The Britain that enduredand emergedfrom the First World War, and which will
form my focus throughout this section, was far from a radicalised,or even a sceptical
nation. The social power basethat Richard Rorty succinctly termed `the North Atlantic
bourgeoisie'6 was, with a few concessions, still entrenched at home, and abroad
preservedan empirethat somearguewas still at its peak.' Yet for a notableminority, the
barbarities of the war had substantiatedthe ideas of decadence,political cynicism and
philosophical doubt which had been circulating since the nineteenth century, and crucially here - severely problematisedthat ideological binarism of civilised self and
savageother which was still informing the West's collective self-image.Such exacting
self-examinationwas not only causedby the First World War. On the one hand, the
nation's imperial activities, particularly after the Boer War, were becomingviewed less
as the grand civilising missionof official pronouncementand popular imaginationthan as
blatant atrocity, `the vilest scramblefor loot', Conrad believed, `that ever disfigured the
history of human conscienceand geographicalexploration." On the other, self-critique
came to a head in writings on the sprawling modern city, where many commentators
were uncovering in the domestic context all the fragmentation, chaos, mystery and
violence that were traditionally projected onto a region like the Balkans.9 The literature
that emergedfrom the recognition of the West's own iniquities was concernedto explore
social ills, but above all to find expressionfor the sensibility created by `the immense
'°
futility
panoramaof
and anarchy' of the age, one alienated, cynical, despairing and
profoundly at odds with the integrated subject of much nineteenth-centuryfiction and
autobiography. It was this sensibility that drove the new literature of modernism, and
6 Rorty, quoted in Hans Herten, The Idea
of ON Postmodern: A History (London and New Yori:
Routledge, 1995), p. 194.
7 See,for example, P.J. Cain and A. G. Hopkins, British Imperialism: Crisis
and Deconstruction, 19141990 (London and New York: Longman, 1993), pp. 3-7.
8 Conrad is referring specifically to Belgian
exploitation of the Congo: quoted in Cedric Watts, A
Preface to Conrad, 2nd ed. (1982; London and New York: Longman, 1993),
pp. 25-6.
9 Bradbury's evocation of the western
metropolis as 'a contingent and polyglot Tower of Babel' does
something to summarise such commentaries: see Bradbury, `The Cities of Modernism', in Malcolm
Bradbury and JamesMcFarlane,Modernism 1890-1930(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1976), 98.
p.
10 Eliot cited in Astradur Eysteinsson, The Concept
of Modernism (Ithaca and London: Connell
University Press,1992),p. 9.
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that also stands as a vital framework for understandingthe paradigm of travel that
emergedin the modernistage.
The experienceof social malaise and social alienation were - to put the point
another way - as central to literary travel as the presumptionsof imperialismwere to a
previous generation, interacting and shaping that travel during all its stages, from
motivation, choice of destination and style of journeying to the final patterns of
representationand literary poetics. To begin with the first two stages,departureoccurred
from one of severalmotives. On the most straightforward level, the journey could result
from a heartfelt needto escapethe misery and carnagethat prevailed during the years of
conflict. In his Abroad (1980), Paul Fusselldescribeshow once the war had lost its initial
air of pluck and adventure,the thought of travelling to more placid climes, particularly to
the tropics, with their warmth, repose and natural freedom of movement, appeared
enormously attractive for those servicemenfacing the appalling horror of European
battlefields: `The "tropical" motif, as Fussellwrites, `becomesa widespreadimaginative
11
in
"
the
trenches
tired,
possessionof all
who were cold,
and terrified. For those stuck for
the duration in Britain, the lure of the `exotic' could be no lesspowerful. As Fussellgoes
on to describe,the restriction on private travel abroad, the food and fuel shortages,the
drab urban milieux and, for the more cosmopolitan, intellectual restriction and smallmindedness,all madeabroada vastly attractive proposition by 1920, and resultedboth in
the vast expansionof tourism, travel and travel writing in the 1920sand 1930s,and in a
large percentageof major poets and novelists residing away from the homeland.12As
many of those writers demonstrated, however, and as Foster Fraser's sojourn at
11 Fussell, Abroad: British Literary Traveling Between die Wars (New York
and Oxford Oxford
University Press, 1980),p. 5.
12Lawrence was one of those stranded in Britain during the war, and one of the
most determined selfexiles afterwards.His desireto escapeboth societyand the war was overwhelming: 'The only thing to be
done now', he wrote in 1915, `is either to go down with the ship, or [...] leave the ship, and like a
castawaylive a life apart. As for me, I do not belong to the ship [...]. As far as I possibly can I will stand
outside this time, I will live my life, and if possible be happy, while the whole world slides in horror
down into the bottomlesspit' (Lawrence,from a letter of 17.2.1915cited in Graham Holderness,Women
in Love (Milton Keynes and Philadelphia: Open University Press, 1986), p. 95). Fussell offers an
extensive outline of what he terms `the British Literary Diaspora' in Fussell, Abroad, p. 11. The list
includes Robert Graves, Norman Douglas and Lawrence Durrell in southern Europe, Aldous Huxley,
Chrisopher Isherwood and W.H. Auden in the US, and Edmund Blunden and William Empson in the
Far East. With self-chosenexile being as common amongst continental and American writers of the
period, Fussell concludesthat `diasporaseemsone of the signals of literary modernism'.
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Studenicamight indicate, escapewas not the only motivation for travel. Often bound
up
with these `fantasiesof flight and freedom43 was a more active quest for value and
meaningin a post-war age which brought to the individual journey an air of pilgrimage.
In the less developedparts of the globe in particular, travellers were searchingfor either
psychic stability, with which to counteractthe vertiginous senseof `rushing civilisation',
or else some metaphysicalcertainty, rejecting what Rockwell Gray terms `a civilisation
they deemedbent on self-destruction' in f ivour of `spiritual renewal through contact
with non-westerncultures', where `somethingvital', some`senseof the holy', was felt to
''`
remain. This is clear not only in travel writing, but also in the more canonicalliterature
of the modernist era. Joyce's StephenDedalus, Woolfs Rachel Vinrace, Lawrence's
Rupert Birkin, Eliot's Fisher King, amongstmany others, all view physical escapefrom
the bourgeois,materialistconventionof the post-war west to be a necessarypart of their
15
for
higher,
truth.
search
absolute
For the other stagesof literary travel, and befitting the new motives for exiting the
West, the style of representing oneself and one's travelled environment diverged
considerablyfrom the dominant styles of the past. No longer the savagebackdrop of
adventure,the gaugeof one's civility, or a culture in need of western administration,the
pre-modernlocale was now evaluatedaccording to how well it deliveredthose qualities
that the travellers had desired before setting off, and such regions rarely disappointed.
When escapefrom the crises and concernsof civilisation was sought, then enjoyment,
gentle appreciationand respect,along with sly asideson the society they had left behind,
were the norm. Should spiritual solacehave been the aspiration, then a radical overhaul
of traditional balkanism, and the creation of a literary primitivism more suitable for
revelation, was apparent.As argued at the end of the last chapter, the themes,images
and evaluationsused by the modern traveller were not original, merely the classical
131Uid.,p. 4.
14Gray, `Travel', in Kowale *i, TemperamentalJourneys,
pp. 46,46,46,40.
15 See James Joyce,A Portrait of the Artist (1916), Virginia Woolf, The Voyage
Out (1915), D.H.
Lawrence, Womenin Love (1921), T. S. Eliot, `The Wasteland' (1922). DouweFokkema
and Elrod Ibsch
consider `[t]ravel an important theme for all Modernists', and argue that the modernist character is a
personality, who by intellectual meansmakes himself free of the determination of material conditions,
time, place, and psychological inclinations' (Fokkemaand lbsch, Modernist Conjectures:A Mainstream
in European Literature 1910-1940(London: C. Hurst and Co., 1987), pp. 320,37). Nicholls also
views
`the shock of `exile' and cultural contrast' as central to many Anglo-American
modernists (Peter
Nicholls, Moderns ms:A Literary Guide (Basingstokeand London: Macmillan, 1995), 165).
p.
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virtues that had been developedthrough Enlightenmentthinkers like Rousseau,Diderot
and JeanLafitiau and which were still presentin the nineteenth-centuryromantic cults of
nature and the sublime.The culture evoked was that of `the bon sauvage', as Hampson
describedit, one `leading a moral life by the light of natural religion', `benevolentby
nature', and whom many philosophes had idealised for the simplicity and authenticity
which `the sophisticatedEuropean'16had lost, and in whose company - so it was felt
the shortcomingsof `Europeanness'could be shed.This is a long way from the staunch
empiricism of the Victorian, but not so far as it seems.The new generation not only
maintained faith in the objective gaze, merely exchanging scientific observation for
romantic intuition, but also constructedthe Balkan object - unsurprisinglyconsideringits
reliance on Enlightenmentthought - in ways that often suggesteda kind of embryonic
Englishness.As I shallbe discussing,western cultural assumptionstill patternedhow the
non-westernworld was understood.
What had beenoriginal, however, after three centuriesof denigration,is that it was
this latter, more complimentarystyle that dominatedthe British conceptof the Balkansin
the inter-war years. From the end of the First World War until the outbreak of the
Second,travellers were finding in this previously depravedcorner of Europe, in these
`blade-and-bulletcountries'," a peace,harmony, vivacity and pastoral beauty in
utmost
contrast to the perceivedbarrennessof the West, and which produced benefitsfor those
weary of modernity that ranged from personal rejuvenation to outright revelation.
According to this alternative balkanism, violence had disappearedfrom the region,
savagerybecame tamed, obfuscation turned to honesty and clarity, and the extreme
backwardnessthat had formerly beenthe gaugeof Balkan shortcoming
was now the very
measureby which it was extolled. For many travellers, any mystery that did remain
around the geographicalobject becameless the marker of a befuddled and dishonest
culture than a vital indication of spiritual depth. In challengingthe earlier paradigm, so
considerablewere the effects of the new discursiverepertoire, in style of representation

16Hampson, Enlightenment, pp. 27,99,107. Outram
writes on this strand of Enlightenment thinking
that '[t]he `natural' was seenas the `good', meaning original, authentic, simple, uncorrupted,
and, by
extension, in the works of Rousseauand others, as a state opposed to `civilisation' with all its
artificiality and corruption' (Dorinda patram, The Enlightenment (Cambridge and New Yarlc
Cambridge University Press,1995), p. 50).
17Booth, Tiouble, p. 68.
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and scale of output (more travelogues having been produced between 1915 and 1939
than in the previous three hundred years), that it not only eradicatedthe work of its
predecessorsas a source of reference for the period, but also had a deep impact on
British conceptualisationwell into the latter decadesof the Cold War. The period, in
short, offered ample evidence of Foucault's anti-historicist categories `of threshold,
18
it was a tremendousdiscontinuity in the way not only the
transformation';
rupture and
other but also the self were perceivedand constructedin texts, and indicative of the way
discourse,however stableand uncomplicatedeach discursivemanifestationmay project
itself, is always split, precarious in form and subject to enormous change over time.
Balkanismwas exactly this site of contendingimages,not denigration alone,19but also a
positive mode of representation, peripheral during the nineteenth century, but
predominantduring the first half of the twentieth.
Of course, one thing that did remain constant, despite the great shift between
momentsof balkanism,was the discourse'sattachmentto power. Although travellers at
their most extreme desired freedom from British convention, this did not mean their
knowledge floated free from discursive constraint, or eluded a very real relation to the
dominant political currents of the day. As I aim to show, there was close reciprocation
between shifts in representationalstructure and the transformation taking place in the
fields of economics,politics and the European balanceof power. Such transformation
was already auguredby the final collapseof `Turkey-in-Europe' in the Balkan Wars of
1912-1913. In a joint military action, Serbia, Bulgaria, Greece and Montenegro rose
againstthe Porte, defeating the imperial army in weeks and liberating the whole of the
southern peninsula.The nationalist movementsof the western Balkans, inspired by the
insurrection,steppedup their own campaignagainstan Austria now determined,with its
18Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge, new ed., trans. A. M Sheridan Smith (1969; London:
Routledge, 1989), p. 14. For Levenson, `[t]he modernist decadeswere a time of epochal shift', with
stylistic paradigms in literature and art transforming in responseto social transformation; the changes
evident in travel writing were a part of this transformation (see Michael Levenson, `Introduction' to
Levenson, ed, 7he Cambridge Companion to Modernism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1999), p. 12).
" Clearly, the section will opposeTodorova's fallacious claim that
only one `solitary' Ballten travelogue
Smith's
Aghting the Turks in the Balkans (1908) - `romanticizes the region'(Todorova, Imagining the
Balkans, p. 15). My argument is not only that romanticisation dominated a long period of ballknism
(that of the post-1914era), but that such signifying practicesform a strand that exists within all periods
of representation.
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Germanally, to gain further influenceover the post-Ottomanterritories, a strugglewhich
finally led to Archduke Franz Ferdinand's assassinationby a Serb nationalist. The
descent into European war after the Austrian retaliation was horrifyingly swift. The
Great Powers, alreadydivided by a seriesof alliancesinto hostile camps,wasted no time
in guaranteeingtheir interestsin Europe, and asthe war spreadall the Balkan stateswere
obliged to enter with either the Central Powers or the Triple Entente, further devastating
the region and creatinga post-war settlementnot entirely profitable in outcome. The war
certainly confirmed sovereignty for the whole of the region, though the period was
marked by political and economic problems in the 1920s, and by the 1930s royal
dictatorshipsthat for many barely improved their wretched pre-war lot. 20Where change
was evident, however, a change that the war alliances between western powers and
Balkan nations had initiated, was in the sphere of external relations. In contrast to
Britain's former allegianceto Ottoman rulers, for example,the war found it obliged to
inaugurate closer relations with indigenous states, the political and military leaders of
Serbiain particular, as well as to establishimproved economic and diplomatic ties with
those statesafter the war. As contemporary representationhad indicated, a new space
had openedbetweenBritish nationalsand the Balkan peoples,one that reflected the new
political relationships of states, but also one that helped produce that relationship,
working concurrently,interacting, interpolating power in as definite a way as nineteenthcentury travel writing had done.
What I shall be concernedwith in this section is the initiation, developmentand
solidification of balkanism's complicity with new forms of pan-European power.
Interpreting the region's absorptioninto the western sphereof influenceas ultimately of
negative consequence,I shall be questioningwhether the fresh paradigm supported or
opposed specific patterns of diplomatic and economic interest, both through the
complimentarystyle of cross-cultural representationand through representationsof the
autobiographicalself I shall begin, in the presentchapter,to analysewhat will be viewed
as the crucial paradigmaticshift of the war years,when Britain, obliged to find allies on
the easternfront, developednew style representationsand relations on the ground. After
studying a range of war memoirs, and their initiation of a break with past interpretative
20 Detailed accounts of the period can be found in Pavlowitch, History,
pp. 230-306, and Barbara
Jelavich,History of the Balkans, II: " Twentieth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983),
pp. 134-243.
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frameworks, I shall go on in Chapter4 to study the 1920sand 1930s,the high moment
of complimentary representation,when the former restrictions on travel ended, the
region openedup to both more casualforms of travel and a new kind of traveller, and
produced radically different constructions of self and other. Here, I shall mention the
links betweenthese constructions and such late-nineteenth-and early-twentieth-century
currents in literature as Decadenceand modernism.At the sametime, I shall attempt to
discernthe implicationsof both the inter-war concept of the Balkans, especiallyits more
extreme manifestations,and the travellers' original textual conceptsof the self, for the
2'
between
Europe.
the
two
poles of
political relations
The major point to be made is that the post-Edwardian paradigmwas no `truer'
than the previous denigratory style of representation.Nevertheless,drawing on a comby
judgement
discourse theorists, I wish to explore whether
often
eschewed
parative
complimentary representation marked an improvement on Victorian and imperialist
signification, and whether the new coterie of travel writers were working in a mode that
challengedthe power that outside regimeswielded over south-eastEurope.

Having termed the early twentieth-century alterations to balkanisma rupture, a certain
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a
pure
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nothing
have
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that
transformation.It was with somenotoriety that Foucault,
marked
epistemes,
in The Order of Things, located momentsof suddendiscontinuity in the humansciences,
fully
formed,
there
emerged,
a radically divergent framework by which
momentswhen
the three disciplinesconstructedtheir object. In the Balkan context, this discursivebreak
I regard - less dramatically - as temporally heightened struggles between residual and
emergent paradigms, a period of extended duration in which a previously marginal
images
and evaluationsslowly breachthe dominantmode on the way to
of
motifs,
cluster
achieving ascendancy.In this sense,the texts constituting that period of rupture mark
only a site of emergence,holding the seed of a new paradigm, but remaining so

21My referenceis to the Anglo-American strain of modernism. For a study of this strain in the context
of modernism as a whole, seeNicholls's excellentModemisms: A Literary Guide (1995).
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between British nationalsand a Balkan nation, the women undergoing for their any the
daily privations of war, the rigours of front-line nursing, the very real danger of typhoid

22 The Cold War era is the other, when over the course of a longer period the trend of Balkans
representationtook the very oppositecourseto that of the 1910s.Seemy Chapter 5.
23Krippner, The Quality of Mercy: Womenat War, Serbia 1915-18 (Newton Abbot and London: David
& Charles, 1980), p. 13.
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and, when the Central Powers overran the British medical bases,enduring either the
Great Retreat or continuing to nurse as prisonersof war, experienceswhich naturally led
to close emotional allegiancewith the host culture and which did much to initiate the
rather specialrelationshipthat Britain and Serbiawould enjoy for the next eighty }roars?
The great divergencein the status of the volunteer to that of the average Victorian
traveller had enormous discursive consequence,with the construction of Serbia in the
memoirsof the war generation- or the diarists,as I shall call them - entailing an overhaul
of traditional representation.The objective was to create an ally now, not a cultural
25
other.
Of the major tropes that constituted the traditional concept of the Balkans, the
most obvious one that neededto go was savagery. The accusationsof violence and
brutality, which had constructed what one writer called `the "barbaric Serbs" whom
26
long
has
for
so
propaganda
vilified',
were
political
clearly unsuitable a military ally, and
underwent substantialerasurefrom the text. An example of the conceptualisationthat
resultedis found in Ellen Chivers Davies's A Farmer in Serbia (1916), a memoir of the
author's work at various medical basesaround the country. The deploymentof a new-

' Equally symbolic of the move away from Victorian aloofness are those British volunteers whose
sympathyfor Serbia led to marriage, such as Dorothy Brindley (seeKrippner, Ibid, p. 210), to residence
in the country (seethe biobraphy of Flora Sandesin Wheelwright, Amazonsand Military Maids, p. 170),
or whose dedication to their cause led to loss of life, such as Mabel Dearmer, who died of typhoid (see
Monica M. Stanley, My Diary in Serbia, April 1,1915 Nov. 1,1915 (London: Simplon, Marshall,
Hamilton, Kent and Co., 1916), pp. 66-9; Mabel St. Clair Stobart, The Flaming Sword in Serbia and
Elsewhere (London, New York and Toronto: Hodder and Stoughton, 1916), pp. 59-64; and also Stephen
Gwynn's `Memoir' in Mabel Dearmer, Lettersfrom a Field Hospital (London: Macmillan, 1916), pp. 13. FrancescaM. Wilson gives a rather emotive description of the death of an English nurse in Portraits
and Sketchesof Serbia (London: The Swarthmore Press, 1920), pp. 77-81. There were also plenty of
extendedillnessesamongst the volunteers: for example, we Stanley,Diary, p. 91; J. JohnsonAbraham,
My Balkan Log (London: Chapmanand Hall, 1922), pp. 214,297,300. Femalevolunteer work in Serbia
had predecessorsin St. Clair Stobart's and Leila Paget's work in Bulgaria during the Balkan War: see
St. Clair Stobart, Miracles and Adventure: An Autobiography (London: Rider and Co., 1935), pp. 89135; and Krippner, Quality ofMercy, p. 103.
25 One interesting feature of this creation was the alteration of the nineteenth-century Servla to the
modern-day Serbia. As Fussell says of the former term: 'once the war began that designation for a
friendly country wouldn't do - it was too suggestiveof servility. Sometime between between August,
1914, and April, 1915, the name of the country was quietly "raised' by the newspapersto Serbia, and
Serbia it has remained' (Fussell, Great War, p. 175).
26Fortier Jones, With Serbia into Exile: An American's Adventures with the Army that Cannot Die
(London: Andrew Melrose, 1916), pp. 137-8.
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style representationemergeson the very opening page. Recalling her first glimpse of
Thessalonikifrom the ship, Davies describeshow `the fishing boats with sailsas white as
a gull's wing dott[ed] the bay,' how `minarets stood out against a sky as soft as any
English April sky, and the creamy buildings with their pinky red roofs melted into the
tender greenof the hills behindthe town. '2' In contrastto Lear's brutal Thessaloniki,this
is a domesticatedlocation, prettily-coloured, reminiscent of the homeland, and with a
interior.
(all
landscape
Over the
`soft'
`tender')
that
the
the
and
of
gentleness
parallels
Serbianborder, for example,away from the front, Davies finds a country that she `had
no idea [... ] was so beautiful'[20], where there not only exists `beautiU park-like
land'[28] but also settlementsthat are `very cleanand pretty, with nice white houses'[34]
full of folk music, dancing and `gaily dressed peasants'[43] - the typical pastoral
forthcoming
the
paradigm. Moreover, the indigenes, suitably for such a
signifiers of
homely environment, are themselves homely, `friendly souls'[43] displaying all the
unspoiled,simplevirtue so belovedof the natural philosophers;the women are the model
of kindness,with their `sweet smile' and `beautiful courtesy', their children are `very
friendly,
'
and the menfolk, who are `dears,' and both `touchingly grateful' and
and
sweet
`passionatelyfond of children,' once again differ from the hostile natives that Lear
2'
to
encounter some sixty years earlier. Indeed, the final sense is not of a
claimed
barbarouspeopleto be kept at a distance,but one with whom the traveller can be friends
bemoans
Davies
kind
foregoes
English
that
the
that
so
so
much
of
reserve
companionshipwith `this so-called`savage'nation'[143]. Shewrites:
There is nothing more delightful than the instincts of Serbianhospitality, and it is such
a pity that peoplewill insist - so many of than at least - on carrying English ideasabout
with than, instead of being willing to adapt themselvesa little more readily to die
mannersand customs of the country. Why carry insularity like a large wet blanket
aroundwith one?[28]

DespiteDavies'snannyishtone here,and her rather gentrifiedidiom throughout,one
finds in her text an attempt to break away from Englishnessand English cultural norms

which,duringtimesof peace,facilitateda `pleasantpicniclife'[33] amongstthe Serbians
27Ellen Chivers Davies,A Farmer in Serbia (London: Methuen, 1916),p. 1.
lbid., pp. 43,79,44,142,73,96; seealso pp. 17-8,20,23,43,50,64-9,95,141,166,183-90,206-7.
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rather than perilous adventure. This emphasison local courtesy, and the fiiendship
between the two peoplesthat resulted, is the dominant trend of the period,29and one
which already suggests huge divergence from the denigratory essentialismof the
Victorians and Edwardian. Indeed, with commentslike `the true Serbianpeasantsare
among the most innately courteous people in the world'[76], and `[t]heir instincts are
essentiallygenerous and hospitable'[206] if anything the Serbs were essentialisedas
30
congenitallyvirtuous.
The easewith which such previously savageemblemsas landscapeand behaviour
can be reformulatedinto the radical opposite (from savageryinto security, from hostility
into hospitality) is significant,and exemplaryof a wide set of mutationsthat characterise
this period of balkanism.What soon emergesfrom a comparativestudy of Victorian and
Great War texts is the fact that attributes of a cross-cultural discourse be it sign,
register, image- can be as easilydeployedto signify the positive side of the binary as the
negative, and that the apparently solid signifiers of Victorian balkanism, with their
31
loathing,
be
invested
could as easily
underlying anxiety and
with respect. This
29 Ile

evocation of friendliness and hospitality was a staple in the war memoirs, the Serbs being
generally considered a `charming' people with `a sort of lust for giving' (John Reed, War in Eastern
Europe: Travels through the Balkans in 1915, new ed (1916; London: Phoenix, 1994), p. 171; Gordons,
Vagabondsin the Balkans, p. 113). Seealso Flora Sandes,TheAutobiography of a WomanSoldier: A
Brief Record ofAdventure with the SerbianArmy, 1916-1919 (New York: Frederick A. Stokes,c. 1927),
pp. 39,95,149,156; Stanley,Diary, pp. 37,40; Dearmer, Letters, pp. 98,109-10,134; W. Lyon Blease,
`The Escapeof the Three', in JamesBerry, et al, The Story of a Red Cross Unit in Serbia (London: J.
and A. Churchill, 1916), p. 226; Blease, `The Serb People As We Knew Them', in Ibid., pp. 125-8;
Reed, Eastern Europe, pp. 12,43; Abraham, Balkan Log, 274-6. Ironically, such qualities were also
found in the Bulgar: see St. Clair Stobart, Miracles, pp. 117,123,125,135.
friendship below: seemy pp. 155-6.
30Seealso Davies, Farmer, pp. 28,93,143.

I discuss British-Serb

31 An example of my point is Durham's treatment of the Balkan
range itself, once the sign of the
inhospitable nature of the peninsula, and now a symbol of security from invading factions (seeDurham,
Tribal Origins, p. 15). Nora Alexander, Ruth Alexander and St. Clair Stobart all relate that mud and
bad road conditions, once indicating the region's ability to inconvenience,were also consideredsecurity
against rapid advancesof enemy troops (Alexander, Wanderings in Yugoslavia (London: Skeffington
and Son, 1936), p. 201; and Alexander, Stones,Hilltops and the Sea: Some Yugo-slavianImpressions
(London: Alston Rivers, 1929), p. 179; St. Clair Stobert, Flaming Sword, p. 42). Similarly, the kind of
architectural disorder Brown found in Shkoder is now the welcome absenceof `standardization' (Lovett
Fielding Edwards,Profane Pilgrimage: Wanderingsthrough Yugoslavia (London: Duckworth, 1938), p.
42; asking the traveller questionsis now politeness,not rudeness(Philip Thornton, Dead PuppetsDance
(London: Collins, 1937), p. 32); and the indigenous refusal to issue directions is now a `[sluperb'
indifference to detail (Henry Baerlein, Bessarabiaand Beyond (London: Methuen, 1935),p. 25.
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slipperinessof signification, indicative of interpretative preference rather than of any
inherent property of the environment, is seen in the post-1914 treatment of several
traditional ingredients of Balkan savagery, above all the inherent tendency towards
violence.When not eradicatedfrom the text, the supposedfighting instinct is shorn of its
negative connotations, and rescripted as a sort of wholesome bravery, Davies
transformingthe Serbs,for instance,from a peoplewith a negative `reputation for fierce
fighting'[23] into `one of the finest racesof fighters in the world'[24], enteringthe battle
`like lions, carelessof deathor the most terrible of wounds, [and] following their leaders
with the most cheerful courageof heroes'[72]. The violence is still there, but barbarity is
32
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many
during
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Davies
of hospital work, where the Serb patients,
emerges
despite their soft natures, are not only `wonderfully patient and bear pain like
heroes'[30], but also `after their hurts had been dressedrushed back to the trenchesto
fight again'[125]. As might be discernedin suchan image, a third elementof the imputed
savagery,that of clannishnessor tribalism, was also undergoing rapid revision. Far from
being explained by reference to out-moded social structures, the demonstration of
fighting ability and the resolute stand against an enemy now becomesevidenceof an
evolved national sentiment,an admirably patriotic determinationto protect nationhood,
of `upholdingthe honour and freedomof Serbiato the bitter end.'33Thesethree elements
32Davies also saysthat `the army is the people and every man is a born soldier', and that `with his own
of icer above him the Serb soldier is hard to beat - brave and cheery, carelessof death and capable of
great endurance'[71]. At the sametime, the Serb doctors, particularly in the fight against typhus, `had
worked and died like heroes'[25] and the women she meets around have a `higher heroism'[207]. For
further referencesto bravery and endurance,see St. Clair Stobart, Flaming S. +vrd,pp. 172,290,293-4,
308-9; Stanley, Diary, pp. 58-9,102,113; Leila Paget, With Our Serbian Allies: Second Report
(London: SerbianRelief Fund, 1916), pp. 22,31-2,79-80,99-100,102; Caroline Matthews, Experiences
Serbia
(London: Mills and Boon, 1916), pp. 31-2,82,108;
Doctor
Woman
in
Sandes,
a
of
Autobiography, p. 136; L. F. Waring, Serbia (London: Williams and Norgate, 1917), pp. 21,35,215-6;
E.P. Stebbing,At the Serbian Front in Macedonia (London: John Lane, The Bodley Head; New York
John Lane Company, 1917), pp. 154-5,162,175,177-8,245.
33Davies, Farmer, p. 72. Evocation of a love of personal freedom was linked to this, with Davies, for
example, describing the Serbsas having `an independentglance and the fine free carriage of a mountain
people'[831.
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Despite its clear retention of national hierarchy (between the colonial troops and their
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Autobiography, p. 53; Reed, Eastern Europe, p. 28; Douglas Walshe, With the Serbs in Macedonia
(London: John Lane, The Bodley Head; New York: John Lane Company, 1920), pp. 8-9; FrancescaM.
Wilson, In the Margins of Chaos: Recollections of Relief Work in and betweenthe Three Wars (London:
John Murray, 1944), pp. 250-1; Edwards, Wayfarer in Yugoslavia (London: Methuen, 1939), pp. 13,93,
125; Edwards, Pilgrimage, p. 33; Henry Baerlein, Travels Without a Passport: SecondSeries (London:
Frederick Muller, 1942), p. 73; Baerlein, The Caravan Rolls On (London: Frederick Muller, 1944), p.
76; David Footman,Balkan Holiday (London: Heinemann, 1935), p. 256.
36Stebbing,Serbian Front, p. 31.
" See Alice and Claude Askew, The Stricken Land: Serbia As We Saw It (L,ondon: Eveleigh Nash,
1916), p. 242; Davies, Farmer in Serbia, p. 70; Jones, With Serbia into Exile, p. 313; Sandes,English
Woman-Sergeant,p. 64. For further examples in kind, see Sandes,English Woman-Sergeant,p. 45;
Sandes,Autobiography, p. 72, Davies, Farmer in Serbia, p. 166, and Askews, Stricken Land, pp. 164,
187,247,344-5; Abraham, Balkan Log, p. 163; Walshe, With the Serbs,p. 235.
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backwardnesswith the signs of a complex, evolved, and elaboratelyarticulated culture.
Although this would become more developed in the 1930s, Francesca Wilson's
thoughtful, at times touching recollections of the country during wartime, publishedas
Portraits and Sketchesof Serbia (1920) and In the Margins of Chaos (1944), give some
idea of the style of representationinvolved. Significantly, Wilson choosesto open her
first memoir with an accountof the `Serbian'language.In clear contrastto the Victorian,
who usually acknowledged the Balkan languages only in order to disparage them,
Wilson's account is of a well developed linguistic order, one exhibiting not only an
`appallingly complex' grammar,with its intricate variety of casesand plural forms, but
also a `rich' diction; in terms of familial relations, for example, `Serbian' has a wide
rangeof terms for `unclesand aunts and cousins', and six variants on the English 'sisterin-law' 38 Such an acknowledgement of linguistic depth was also a fundamental
acknowledgementof and an introduction to, the kind of elaboratestructure that Wilson
also perceivesin the non-linguistic world. Here was a family unit, to continue the theme,
transformedfrom the formlessnessof nineteenth-centurydepiction into - as sheputs it -a
complex product of `relatives so often liv[ing] together in a large patriarchal family',
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38Wilson, Portraits, p. 15. Although Wilson also claims that the language is `poverty stricken'[15] in
other areasof diction, and even terms `Serbian' a `[b]arbarous' tongue, the emphasisis on its `beauty',
`music and sweetness'[16-71.
" Ibid., p. 15. For languageand family relationships, seealso Wilson, Margins of Chaos,pp. 21,76.
40For hospitality, seeMargins of Chaos, p. 42; for funeral customs, see Portaits, p. 80; für musical
traditions, seeMargins of Chaos, p. 42; for superstitions, see Portraits, pp. 14,107; for pagan and
orthodox celebrations,seePortraits, p. 14 and Margins of Chaos, pp. 20-23; and for sketchesof legal,
political and educationalsystemsrespectively,seePortraits, pp. 70,85-91,45-57.
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travellers' increasingdrift into a kind of amateurethnology,Durham's later studiesof the
Albanian blood feud, Philip Thornton's portrait of Balkan folk traditions or George
Sava'ssketchof rural Bulgaria,42all indicate harmonyand regulation rather than cultural
chaos.
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American relief worker who took part in the gruelling retreat across Albania with the
Serbianarmy. Crystallisingthe thoughts of most contemporaries,and in contrast to the
`cynical' `heartlessness'he finds in modern Englishmen, Jones depicts Serbia as an
"unspoiled population of agricultural peasants" in whom the war brings out the
qualities of fortitude, bravery, dignity, selflessness,aristocratic refinement, and such a
developedsenseof ethical responsibilitythat, though `childlike' in someways, they seem
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On the other hand, and seeminglyunaware of the irony of the position, `Balkan
backwardness'was equally approvingly constructedas progressin a latent form. As the
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it is that Joneselsewhereportrays a very 'up-to-date' Belgrade,Waring looks forward to
the `brilliant morrow' of the race, and Alice and Claude Askew, writing in the midst of
the needinessand confusion of the Great Retreat, confidently claim that `Serbia herself
latter
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We know the tortuous, narrow streets,horribly pavedwith rough cobbles,which, three
years ago, were roofed over accordingto the Turkish fashion of the bazaar; we know
the unpretentiousmodemhousesand cafesthat line the river banks; we know the lack
of good hotel accommodation,of drainage,of lighting, of this and that that go to fulfil
present-dayideas of comfort; yet none of these things can prevent our imagination
dwelling upon the Skoplje of to-morrow, a Skoplje restored, in great measure,to its
ancientfame and beauty. [72-3]
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47lbid, p. 31; Waring, Serbia, p. 163; Askews,Stocken Land, p. 30.
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cultural context), and against which the authors merely posit a western ideal of civic
development:the `Skopije of to-morrow', they claim, will be `a city of broad boulevards
and handsomebuildings, as well as an harmoniousblending of East and West'[73]. In
order to justify their confidencein the future, writers clearly needed some supporting
evidence, and - as if from nowhere - there entered the constructed landscapethe
university graduates required to inaugurate progress and the highly evolved legal,
governmental and educational systems required to regulate it. For the Askews, the
48
is
be
the
to
passingof
old
regretted, but the new order will prevail.
In summary, here was a paradigm that seemedto differ greatly from Victorian
balkanism.From a centuries-oldrepresentationaltradition centred on chaos, savagery,
backwardnessand obfuscation, the diarists had, in no time at all, transformed the
signifying practiceto its very opposite,to order, simplicity (or progressiveness),courtesy
and - in those texts in which the trace of obfuscationwas not simply eradicated-a form
of real integrity, Donald C. Norris calling the Serbs, for example, `a sturdy, honest
49
race' Yet as I have attempted to show, this overhaul of discursive practice did not
indicate straightforward departurefrom traditional conceptualisation.The fact is that the
Balkanswere still the fundamentallyprimitive and heterogeneouscollection of ethnicities
that the Victorians had found, as if both periods were finally working from the same
cultural perspective,and agreeingon the region's essentialelements,only diverging in
the value and meaning which they chose to place upon them. In this sense, the
representationthat emergedin the war was only a reordering of old formulations, not a
break from them, and certainly did not get any closer to sometranscendentalperspective
on the region. The Balkans (that cluster of culturally specific imagesand assessments)
has always formed a kind of absent centre around which the signifying practice of
western observers,with its varied, competing claims, circulates. There is no sensethat
the diarist had achievedsomeviewpoint from outsidethis practice.
The point can be underlinedby noting just how much of the new balkanismwas a
projection onto Serbiaof the personaland political valuesthat the Briti4h held most dear
about themselves.Complimentaryrepresentationwas, quite simply, a rescripting of the
Balkansin Britain's own self-image.If one looks back through the principal motifs of the

p See,for example, Askews,Stricken Land, p. 94.
49Norris, `Impressionsof the Scout', in Berry, et al, Red Cross Unit, p. 64.
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one finds Englishnessunderlying an idealisation of the
Balkans quite as effectively as it had once underlain their denigration. It also explains
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Bosnian in Alexander, Wanderings,pp. 23,51; the Bulgarians in Garnett, Balkan Home-Life, pp. 1901; and the Romanians in Spaull, Rumania, p. 3; and Hall, Romanian Furrow, p. 21; Walter Starkie,
Raggle-Taggle: Adventures with a Fiddle in Hungary and Roumania, new ed. (1933; London: John
Murray, 1935), p. 275; E.O. Hoppe, In Gipsy Camp and Royal Palace: Wanderings in Rumania
(London: Methuen, 1924),pp. 117,148,151.
ss For example, see Waring, Serbia, pp. 21,25,32,246;

Rhodes, Dalmatia, pp. 70,97-8,130,248;
Oona Ball, Dalmatia (London: Faber and Faber, 1932), pp. 7,187-99; Tyndale and Brown, Dalmatia,
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pp. v-vi;
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during the journey - was to give their synchronicallyunified representationsa wholly
fabricated diachronic depth. There were admittedly times when denigration of Serbia,
particularly by more contemporary commentators, were brought in. But these were
decried with such vehemencethat they tended to act as a dramatic foil to authorial
fury
is
Serbia,
Fortier
Jones's
the
one example, a
at
critics
of
cited
above,
viewpoint.
writer who went on to unequivocallydenouncethe `picturesqueslanders'of `the quicktrip journalist' which `vilif[ied] a heroic people at the moment of their crucifixion . F.
May Dickinson Berry, the wife of the head of the Anglo-SerbianHospital, is as defiant,
though rather more restrained, in her denunciation. For instance, she mentions two
female medics who, attracted by her urgent call for personnel,had decided to join the
unit until
from
letter
received
an English medical studentworking in Serbia, giving such a
a
was
terrible description of the country, as being utterly disorganised,and so given up to
the
it
for
there;
immorality,
be
that
this
to
was
unsafe
a
and
so
alarmed
woman
violence
parentsof the young ladiesthat they cried off. I mentionthis incident becauseit was the
first instancewe had of what we were perpetually encounteringafterwards, absolutely
31
details
al
an apparentlyexcellentauthority.
unfoundedrumourswith circums

This direct undermining of all that the Victorians took for granted - disorganisation,
violence, immorality - was not limited to Jonesand Berry, but was part of the period's
"
extensivewriting againstpreconceptions, one that often createdthe impression- to cite
indigenous to the Ballcars. It also included the surreptitious use of positive passages5om teats which
were generally denigratory: seeWilson, Margins of Chaos,p. 91.
For other engagements with denigratoty
-" Jones, With Serbia into Exile, pp. 310,326,95.
representation,see pp. 88-90,240,308-13. Jones also mentions an English Colonel who claimed that
the refugeesravagedby the war, then streaming south to escapethe Austrian advance,are not refugees
at all, but simply typical natives who `had infested the mountains in that samestateof starvation "for ten
thousandyearsmore or less"'[ 120).
57F. May Dickinson Berry, `The Formation of the Unit', in Berry, at al, Red Crm Unit, p. 16.
S°For example, seeAskews, Stocken Land, pp. 2,102,173; Walshe, With the Serbs, pp. 102,231,247,
262,270; Sandes,English Woman, Sergeant,pp. 122-3; Davies, Farmer in Serbia, pp. 143,248; Blease,
`The Serb People', pp 117-8; Blease, `The Summer Months', in Berry, at al, Red Cross Unit, p. 168;
Waring, Serbia, pp. 27-8,30-3,147; St. Clair Stobart, Flaming Sword, pp. 23,23,86,265-6. Wilson,
Margins of Chaos, pp. 11,99. In the last example, Wilson is faced with criticism of a booklet she had
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Berry's belief about the wider region - that `everybody who had travelled in those
countries [... ] loved their Slav inhabitantsand were always ready to visit them again.'"
What one is witnessing in such an extraordinary rewrite of the record are the discreet
contours of a new paradigmin construction, a generationof balkanistsreshuffling their
discursive material, reorganisingtheir assessments,choosing their forebears,reviewing
their techniques,establishingtheir pattern of omissions,errors, prejudices, oversights,
choices,and mistakingthat pattern for empirical knowledge.
The discursive strategieswhich the war diarists sharedwith their forebearswere
enhancedby one original technique. At points in the memoirs, the negative qualities of
the region that authors might have met were not concealed,but acceptedinto the text,
and then diminishedin significanceby some form of excuse.One method was to locate
found
in
the region either firmly in the past, or at least on the
the
evils
commonly
all
verge of extinction. In this way, Yovitchitch says that instancesof banditry in `Old
Serbia' are now `few and far between', the Askews believe backwardnesswill be ended
`when peace is once more restored to the land', and Walshe claims that, after the
Serbians' achievementin the war, `[n]o longer can they be thought of as ignorant,
i60Another meansof excusing Serbiawas to representits defects
superstitiouspeasants.
as the shortcomingof any human society rather than specificallyBalkan failings: so that
things like troublesome crowds, bad food, dirtiness, poor manners,barbarity, lack of

written on the Serbsthat `on the one hand [she] was romantic about them, and on the other spoke of
them in a [...] superior way', a criticism certainly germane for the period. Writing against
preconceptionscontinued after the war - `Curious notions about the Ballens are rife in this island of
ours', bewailed Theodora Benson (in The Unambitious Journey (London: Chapman and Hall, 1935), p.
5). See also, Lane, Peaks of Shala, pp. 15-6,86-7,214; Lane and Helen Dore Boylston, Travels with
Zenobia: Paris to Albania by Model T Ford, William Holtz, ed (Columbia and London: University of
Missouri Press, 1983), p. 86; John Gibbons,London to Sarajevo (London: GeorgeNewnes, c. 1931), pp.
104-6,160-1,168-70; Ball, Dalmatia, pp. 149,173-85; Rhodes,Dalmatia, pp. 194-5; Derek Patmore,
Invitation to Roumania (London: Macmillan, 1939), pp. 123,130; Hall, Romanian Farrow, pp. 2,20,
71,131,222-3; Newman,Albanian Back-door, pp. 29,180,207.
F. May Dickinson Berry, `The Formation of the Unit', p. 10. Such creation of a non-existentpattern of
positive responsetowards Serbia is repeatedin kind by Geoffrey Rhodes,who alleges that `[t]he happy
home-life of the Montenegrins is proverbial' (Rhodes,Dalmatia, p. 153), and by Archibald Forman,
who asserts`that every book written about Rumania by Englishmen for the last hundred years' makes
mention of `its kindly peasantry' (Forman, Rumania through a Windscreen(London: SampsonLow,
Marsden and Co., c. 1938), p. 166).
60Lena A. Yovitchitch, PagesforumHere and There In Serbia (Belgrade: S.B. Cvijanovich, 1926),
p.
130; Askews,Sticken Lard, p. 73; Walshe, With the Serbs,p. 247.
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the Askews do for both rural poverty in Macedoniaand the rough and ready attitude to
law in Serbia.63I would not arguethat at times thesewriters do not make a good point.
Contextualisationof the Serbiancrisis in the contemporaryconditions of the continent,
imperial
legacy
historical
in
the
rule, was a valid postcolonialview that challenged
of
and
the Victorian notion of congenital origin for all Balkan imperfection. But attempting to
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61For an instance of the vexatious crowd, see Jones, With Serbia Into Exile, p. 297; for bed food, see
Stebbing, Serbian Front, p. 207; for dirtiness, see A. Helen Boyle, `The Out Patients', in Berry, et al,
Red Cross Unit, p. 146; for poor manners, see Stanley,My Diary in Serbia, p. 98; for barbarity, see St.
Clair Stobart, Flaming Sword, p. 192; for lack of spirituality, see Ibid., p. 190, and Albert Barber,
Memories of Macedonia (London: Arthur H. Stockwell, c. 1917), p. 28; for political iniquity, see
Waring, Serbia, p. 170; for militarism, see Walshe, With the Serbs, p. 231; and for lazy and unkempt
soldiery, seeStebbing,Serbian Front, p. 45,115, and Walshe, With the Serbs,p. 233.
62For the blaming on the war of backwardness,seethe Askews, Stricken Land, pp. 46,100,150,211; of
barbarity, see Stebbing,Serbian Front, p. 225, and Jones, With Serbia into Exile, p. 312; of the lass of
207,
Wilson,
Margins
Chaos,
84;
Ibid.,
lack
Jones,
the
and
p.
of
p.
and
of
of
see
values,
civilised
information, seeJones,With Serbia Into Exile, p. 305. Seealso Davies, Farmer in Serbia, p. 25; Wilson,
Portraits, p. 5; Stobart, Flaming Sword, pp. 265.6; F. May Dickinson Berry, `Austrian Prisoners' in
Berry, et al, Red Cross Unit, p. 95.
63Matthews, Experiences,pp. 39,54-5; Waring, Serbia, p. 71; the Asloews,Stocken Land, pp. 46-7,
171.
'4 Wilson, Margins of Chaos,p. 91.
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The result of this reshuffling of knowledge formation was, as I hope hasbecomeclear, a
deep unsettling of the binarist understandingof continental Europe, and one that was
coterminouswith a vital shift in power relations. The positive essentialisationof Serbia,
with a distinct, albeit rudimentary,form of enlightenedEnglishness,marked a break from
the projection onto the Balkans of the darker side of western culture, and the
undermining,or at least the questioning,of the old self/other dichotomy that for the best
"'
had
Balkans
for
the
part of a century
reproduced
as a place
conquest and control.
When placedin the context of the extreme denigration of earlier periods, the speedwith
which an establishedrepresentationalparadigm, its accumulatedmotifs and evaluations
becomingrapidly outmoded, could be rejected, dismantled,and utterly brushed asidein
written record was remarkablein the extreme.And there is a sensein which it could not
have been otherwise. What was neededin the charged months of 1915 was a style of
discoursewhich not only respondedto altered political realities but was also productive
of those realities, a swift remoulding of both opinion at home and diplomatic allegiance
abroad, and the war memoirs - `cheap and easily accessible'" - supplied that need.
Trickling out in 1915, and reachinga flood by 1916,the textual sourcesof knowledgeon
Serbia elevatedit into a complex, reliant, independent,`plucky little nation'' far more
germaneto the modernrequirementsof power.
The awarding of status to the Balkan nation naturally involved at least on the
level of textual representation-a reduction of the traditional British authority over the
Such
reduction worked on two interconnecting levels, the first being that of
region.
between
the military or medical volunteer and the indigene, an area I
relations
personal
touched upon with regard to Davies's work. As perhapsDouglas Walshe reveals most
effectively in With the Serbs in Macedonia (1920), a journal depicting his duties on a
65Interestingly, the popular notion that the Ballcars were somehowthe cause the First World War,
of
which informed much post-Cold War commentary, did not exist amongst any of the writers under study
in this chapter. Norris's idea that balkanism `compactsa culturally varied territory into a threatening
unity which [...] releases[the Great Powers] of the responsibility for the origins of the First World
War'(Norris, Balkan Myth, p. 11) is not true for British travellers of the 1914-1989 period. Other
commentators may have been different. For example, Harold Spender, in The Cauldron of Europe
(1925) wrote: `The Balkans remain an open question at the back door of Europe: a question bristling
with menace;noisy with bombs; prickly with bayonets.Out of that cauldron came the Great War. from
the samepit may yet come another conflict' (quoted in Goldsworthy, Inventing RwI tanta, p. 8).
" Berry's phrase:JamesBerry, `Historical Introduction' to Berry, et Red Crow Unit, 8.
al,
p.
67Askews,Stricken Land, p. 23.
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British Supply and Ammunition Column, the modern outlook differs markedly from the
Victorian enactment of superiority and privilege, commonly entailing a warmth, a
friendliness,a new expansivenessto behaviour which - Walshe writes - `did more to
268
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lifelong
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a
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in the other of the self With the Serbians'very English resilience,nobility, humour and
`dumb' inarticulacy [107], `there sprang up a mutual and spontaneousrelationship
between the two nations'[ 106], so much so that the author claims that `[n]ever before
[... ] havetwo nationsstruck up such a genuinefriendship'[236], and that, when thinking
kill'[76].
kill
he
by
`wanted
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their
to
and
go
out
and
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the
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Indeed, Walshe finds himself so enamouredof the Serbs that he is often inspired to
doggerel. One such poem describes,in homely vernacular,how in meeting the Serbians
`us British 'as madea New Chum', continuing,
We sort of just took to each her
The very first time that we met.
And now 'e's our fiiend and our brother,
A pal we shall neverforget!
We don't know a wortsof 'is lingo,
Bar "dobro" (that's Serbofor "good'),
But with that for a start, and a smile fran the 'eart,
We can all make ourselvesunderstood!
...]

'Ere's to 'im, the soft-'eartedblighter!
'Ere's to 'im, the son of a gun!
'E's "dobro" as friend and as fighter;
'E's secondto abserlootnone!
'Ere's to 'im, the grinning old cuckoo,
And the day we pump-'andle 'is 'and,

68Watshe, With the Serbs,p. 42. Wilson claims that `the real value of foreign relief [...) is as a mature of
international friendship', and that `foreignersengagedon relief may be more effective ambassadorsthan
Chaos,
State'
Margins
(Wilson,
by
the
p. 268). See also Davies, Farmer in Serbia,
of
those appointed
pp. 204-5.

136
An' bid 'im good-byewith a tear in the eye,
On the soil of 'is own native land! [229-30]

The poem reminds one of the popular, sentimental trench verse of purely British
camaraderieand fealty that came out of the western front, particularly by the coarse
vernacular through which it constructs British-Serb relationships. `He has a beautiful
friendly grin for all things British', as Walshe sumsthings up, `andall the British like him
as much as he likes them.'69 This discovery abroad of a welcoming, ever-friendly
population was diametricallyopposedto Victorian constructionsof otherness,and forms
an instanceof that equally enduring fantasyin travel writing, that of integration with an
alien imagined community, a union freely chosenin inter-war journeys, but here bound
up with the enforced loyalties of the war. The British were, in short, not only suffering
for
dying
their Serbianally, but learning its language,respectingits cultural codes,
and
70
its
love
for
its
commandand expressingreal
servingrider
people.
There can be no doubt that the personalrelations struck up by this new generation,
or at least the textual representationof such relations, helped to support relations of
military and diplomatic consequence,the other level on which power was seento shift in
the text. Inverting the autobiographicalselfhood of pre-war travellers, whose imperious

69 Walshe, With the Serbs, p. 234. For further evocation of British-Serbian
relations in Walshe, see,
lbid, pp. 71-2,87,95-6,103,143,173,200-1,229-30,231,236,245,248.
For other instancesof the
very friendly relation betweenSerbiansand - particularly - the British, seePaget, Serbian Allies, pp. v,
51,99; Matthews, Experiences, pp. 35-6,42,75; Blease, `The Serb People As We Found Them', in
Berry, Red Cross Unit, p. 127; Stebbing, Serbian Front, pp. 165,189,192; Sandes,English WomanSergeant, R viii; Sandes,Autobiography, p. 75; Abrahams, Balkan Log, p. 168; Wilson, Port nits, pp.
78-81.
10For the study of `Serbian', seeWilson, Pbrtratts, pp. 13-7; Wilson, Margins
of Chaos, pp. 17,19-21,
30; Jan and Cora Gordon, The Luck of the Thirteen: Wanderingsand Flight though Montenegro and
Serbia (London: Smith, Elder and Co., 1916), p. 2; H.D. Napier, The Experiencesof a Military Attache
in the Balkans (London: Drane's, c. 1924), p. 24; Stanley, Diary, pp. 17-8; Berry, `The Formation of the
Unit', in Berry, at al, Red Cross Unit, p. 19. For the respecting of cultural codes, see the section on
cultural integration in Chapter 4, my pp. 217-220. For the serving under Serbian command, seeAskews,
Stricken Land, p. 17; Paget,SerbianAllies, p. S1; Sandes,Autobiography, pp. 68,141; Sandes,English
Woman-Sergeant,pp. 117,182; Stebbing,Serbian Front, p. 30; Walshe, With the Serbs, pp. 8,276; St.
Clair Stobart, Flaming Sword, pp. 16,292. For expressionsof love, see St. Clair Stobart, lbid, pp. 230,
291-2; Stanley, Diary, p. 88; Matthews, Experiences,p. 75; Davies, Farmer in Serbia, pp. 45,93,98,
111,142,248; Waring, Serbia, p. 215; Berry, `Formation of the Unit', p. 10; Berry, `Captivity', in
Berry, et al, Red Cross Unit, p. 242.
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71Berry, `The JourneyHome and Concluding Remarks', in Berry, et al, Red Cross Unit, p. 289. For a
few amongst numerousinstancesin kind, see Matthews, Experiences, p. 64 '(though beneath an alien
Flag, it would be for Britain! '); Sandes,English Woman-Sergeant,pp. v, viii, 29,91,176; Davies,
Farmer in Serbia, pp. 24,90,204-5; St. Clair Stobart,Flaming Sword, pp. 58-9,115,121,290; Askews,
Stricken Land, pp. 2-3; Wilson, Portraits, pp. 8,24. Waring bemoansBritish ignorance of Serbia in the
past, and the belatednessof its assistanceto Serbiain the present (Waring, Serbia, pp. 147,235).
n Matthews, Experiences, p. 140. Textual construction of the Central Powers, particularly that of
Germany, is not my theme, although I recognise its importance to the patterns of cross-cultural
representationof the period. For some examples, see Matthews, Experiences, pp. 96-8,104,108; and
also Paget, Serbian Allies, pp. 71-6; Sandes,Autobiography, p. 110; Berry, `Historical Introduction' to
Walshe, With the
Berry, Red Cross Unit, p. 2; Davies, Farmer in Serbia, pp. 89,125,138,212,235;
Serbs,pp. 75,98-9,214-5; Waring, Serbia, pp. 25,28,231,246. So great was the dichotomising of the
Allied and Axis powers during the 1910s that Fussell, forgetting the binarism of nineteenth-century
imperialism, makes the mistake of claiming that the processof cultural dichotomising is `traceable[...]
to the actualities of the Great War' (Fussell, Great War, p. 75).

iss
againstthe CentralPowers of darkness.'73In the West's binaristic geography,the Balkan
peninsula- civil, orderly, honest, the perfect war ally - was being pulled conceptually
closerto the positive pole in the binary, and drawn onto the level of the Same.
A fine illustration of the fellowship that was developing between the two nations
was the way in which British discursiveconstructionsbeganto harmonisewith Serbia's
own highly laudatory self-image. Through the work of indigenous folklorists,
philologists, politicians, grammarians and propagandists, Serbia had been busily
disseminating patriotic perspectives on its history, development and contemporary
ambitionssincethe early part of the nineteenthcentury, producing an oppositional strand
of representationwhich, amongst other things, aimed to intervene in the image of
othernessallotted it by dominant cultures.Although bringing to it a very English strain of
Enlightenment thought, the British concept of Serbia during the period was suddenly
very close to indigenous self-representations,if not directly influenced by them. For
example, one frequently finds in these texts the wholesale adoption of Serbia's
mythopoeic version of its past, a romantic historiography of heroic, dashingprinces and
glorious haiduks, as well as a romanticisedvision of its present,of a kindly, courageous
people caught up in an `Homeric', even `Biblical' tale of strife and sacrifice comparable
to Kosovo and 'Calvary.`74As a second remarkable turnaround, such depictions of
73 St. Clair Stobart, Flaming Sward, p. 192. As the quotation suggests,it
was not just Serbia but the
Balkan region as a whole that was being drawn conceptually closer to western Europe. On Romania, for
example, several writers had begun using the same complimentary imagery and political sympathy as
that being used on Serbia (see the memoirs of Maude Parkinson, Twenty Years in Roumania (London:
George Allen and Unwin, 1921), pp. 6,25,171,239,251-4;
and of Marie, Queen of Roumania (The
Country that I Love: An Exile's Memories (London: Duckworth, 1925), pp. 9,18-9,146). Certainly,
Bulgaria's wartime associationwith the Central Powers,and Albania's hostiltiy to Serbia, brought them
a measureof condemnationfrom the diarists (see Sandes,Wilson, and Davies on Bulgaria, for instance,
and Paget, Jonesand the Askews on Albania), but this was rarely as bad as that reservedfor Germany
and Austria, and once again several writers were using the complimentary style of representation (see
Paget, Serbian Allies, pp. 56-80,94-98; Napier, Experiences, pp. 9,242-4,271-5; Garnett, Balkan
Home-Life, pp. 2-3,6; Reed,Eastern Europe, pp. 153-68; Stobart,Miracles, pp. 93,96,117,123,135.
74 Stebbing, p. 142; Wilson, Portraits, p. 73; Ibid., p. 26. These kinds
of self-images are what Pad
Jamesterms `culturally-transmitted, myth-symbol complexes' through which an ethnic community can
construct and apprehendits `commondescent': James,Nation Formation: Towardsa Theory ofAbstrad
Community (L)ndon: ThousandOaks and New Delhi: Sage,1996), pp. 15-6. For examplesof the British
respect for both Serbian historiography and its oral transmission, including usage of Kosovan and
Calvary analogies,seeMatthews, Experiences,pp. 34-5; Askews, Stricken Land, pp. 2,56-61,143,193,
Gordons, Luck of Thirteen, pp. 178-9; Paget, Serbian Allies, pp. 22,99; Davies,
Farmer in Serbia, pp. 91,242-248; Abraham, Balkan Log, p. 281; Jones,Serbia into Ezile, pp. 205.6;
200,358,362-3;
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Serbia's `glorious past and [... ] heroic present'" now used written and verbal sources
that were indigenous, the diarist breaking the previously hermetically sealed crosscultural discourse,and relinquishingthe sole claim to authority, by drawing upon local
eye-witnessaccounts,citing indigenous authorities, even asking Serbian personagesto
76
pen their prefaces. Of course, the results of this collaboration were no truer than the
ethnocentric claims of nineteenth-centuryhistoriography - it was just that now, when
faced with Serbia's own narrative of its history, the British were perfectly willing to
suspenddisbelief77

F. May Dickinson Berry, `Captivity' in Berry, et al, Red Cross Unit, p. 261; Wilson, Margins of Chaos,
pp. 21,86; Wilson, Portraits, pp. 26,61-2. The historical works of the period got equally carried away.
In Serbia (1917), L. F.Waring repeatsthe self-image of an `ancient civilisation' [24-5] and an `advanced'
democratic constitution [193], often using contemporary travel writing, `official' Bosnian newspapers
[246] and even Serbia legend as source material; `[l]egend,' the author says, `has often proved true in
the case of Serbia'[61]. Faith in Serbian myth was also expressedby Oona Ball and Lovett Fielding
Edwards (seeBall, Dalmatia, p. 90; Edwards, Wayfarer, pp. 194-5).
15F. May Dickinson Berry, 'Captivity', in Berry, et al, Red Cross Unit, p. 242.
76The shift is an important one. As Edwin Jones reminds us, before the twentieth century, British
historians 'did not even recognisethe needto look at eventsfrom another nation's point of view' (Jones,
The English Nation: The Great Myth (Stroud: Sutton Publishing, 1998), p. 178. For examples of such
citation, seeWilson, Portraits, pp. 37-44,45-57,58-67; Askews, Stricken Land, pp. vii-xi, 16,77,1067; Stebbing, Serbian Front, p. 117; James Berry, `Historical Introduction' to Berry, et al, Red Cross
Unit, p. 7; Sandes,Autobiography, p. 96; Walshe, With the Serbs, pp. 265-9; Waring, Serbia, pp. v-xv.
For later examples,seeEdwards, Wayfarer, pp. 262-4; Ball, Dalmatia, p. 7; Grace Ellison, Yugoslavia.
A New Country and Its People (London: John Lane, The Bodley Head, 1933), pp. 182,289-293; Brown,
Dalmatia, pp. vi-vii; Alexander, Wanderings,pp. 179-80. In sharing textual space with Serbians,the
friendliness extendedto Serbia during the period of sojourn was reproducedduring the scripting of that
sojourn. Though beyondthe parametersof my research,one could assumethe usageof Balkan texts and
personagesin British writing was reflected by a usageof the complimentary works of Britons in Balkan
writings of the period. Philip Holden makes some interesting points about this kind of colloboration in
the colonial context, in Holden, 'Dissonant Voices: Straits Chinese Appropriation of Colonial Travel
Writing', Studiesin Travel Writing 2 (Spring 1998), p. 187).
" The processreminds me of Pratt's useful distinction between what she terms `objectivist discovery
rhetoric, whose authority is monologic and self-contained', and a discourse which is more `dialogic,
seeking out rather than defying local knowledge' (Pratt, Imperial Eyes, p. 104). While the former
describesthe approachesof nineteenth-centurytravellers in the Balkans, the First World War saw the
tentative emergenceof the latter. In an extreme example, Norris reports how, `[i]n 1916 a committee
was establishedin Britain to promote the celebration of the anniversary of the Battle of Kosovo, the
famous battle [...] from which the Serbstraditionally trace their defeat by the Turks. Pictures of Prince
Lazar who led the Serbianside were distributed while [...] information was distributed to British schools
to help them mark the event' (Norris, Balkan Myth, p. 34).
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This championing of Serbia and Serbian perspective was clearly not an
unconsciousprocess,but one so determinedin its pursuit of national advocacy,and so
polemicalin style, that it read at times like open propaganda.The point is best made by
noting just how many statementsof direct support for Serbianindependencethere were
during the period, as many in the war memoirs, indeed, as there were statementsof
support for Austro-Hungarian or Ottoman rule over the region in nineteenth-century
travel writing. Wilson's commentthat "`the Serbsare a fine race who havetheir right to
freedom'", for example, Matthews's claim that after the Central Powers have been
defeatedSerbia`will rise againin the future to a glorious destiny, a wonderful Life', and
Stebbing's sweeping assertionthat after the war `the Allies would doubtless create a
larger Serbia, bringing in all the Serbswho at the beginning of the war were included
7'
in
Austrian
Empire
Bulgaria',
the
either
or
reveal the British fervour not just for
Serbianindependencebut for Serbian expansionism.It is at this point that one should
return to a question I posed at the outset. On the subject of its links to power, there
seemsno doubt that the most pronouncedpolitical implication of the new paradigm,with
its overt advocacyof Balkan self-determination,was to finally deny legitimacy to those
colonial claims on the region that Victorian travellers had helpedto fwther. Such denial
was evident in the polemical content of the memoirs, but also embedded in their
representationalstyles, where the tropes of order, civilisation, progressiveness,not to
mention the discoveryof civic, industrial and political structure, helpedto undermineany
idea that the region was in need of outside administration. Moreover, in the early
twentieth century, `that period of world history in which the nation was becoming an
internationalnorm', 79the featuresthat British autobiographychoseto extol about Serbia
were less significant as the markersof an attractive, courageouspeasantculture (though
they were certainly that) than as fundamental symbols of nation-ness.The linguistic,
n Wilson, Margins of Chaos, p. 114; Matthews, Experiences, 40; Stebbing, Serbian Front,
p.
p. 117.
For other examplesof the ubiquitous expressionof, and sympathy for, Serbian nationalist sentiment, we
Wilson, Portraits, pp. 5,34-5,71; Askews, Stricken Land, pp. 106-7,327,358; Davies, Farmer in
Serbia, pp. 91-2,141-2,201,220,226,242-8;
Jones, With Serbia into Exile, pp. 95,319-21,388-91,
399,446-7; Stebbing,Serbian Front, pp. 142,183; Walshe, With the Serbs, pp. 76,97-108,247,271-6;
Stobart, Flaming Sword, pp. v, 204,217,265,273,309; Waring, Serbia, pp. 89,147,186,193,249;
Matthews, Expertences,pp. 21-2,40,55; Paget,Serbian Allies, pp. 11,93,99; JamesBerry, 'Hisroticai
Introduction', pp. 2-8.
79Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections
on the Origin and Spead of Nationalism
(London and New York. Verso, 1983), p. 126.
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costumes,arts, folk-dances and musical expressionsone seesin a writer like Davies,
were the specific and oft-cited vehicles of a homogeneity and uniquenessthat gave
Serbia - as with any ethnic grouping - its senseof national identity. This portrait of
shared national experiencewas given historical depth by the emphasisthe memoirs
placed on both the nation's constitutive myths, which extendedthat experienceinto the
past, and its potentiality for the future, their depictions of developmentin education,
facilitate
high
that
culture
and
capitalism
suggestive
of
a
could
print
national
government
destinyin modernEurope.80When set alongsidethe natural `democracy'and unity which
the diarists were persistently finding amongst the Serbian people, the representational
strandsall boil down to what Miroslav Hroch, writing on Europeannationalism,locates
as the three `irreplaceable'ties that characterisenation-building: `a "memory" of some
density
linguistic
'
`a
of
and cultural ties', and `a conceptionof the equality
common past,
=1
of all membersof the group organisedas a civil society'. As with its close ties to the
discoursesof racialism and imperialism in the nineteenthcentury, balkanismhere linked
discursive
identity.
is
indeed
If
of
national
constructions
an `imagined
nation
up with
famously
it,
'
Anderson
termed
then by the First World War the British
as
community,
were `imagining' the Serbian nation as fervently as indigenous scholars and activists,
establishingits cultural and linguistic claims to nationhood, and legitimising both its
historical and geographicalclaims.
It is perhapsat this point that one can best ask whether or not First World War
balkanismwas a legitimate counter-discourse,a truly oppositional mode of signification.
The motifs of the new strand of balkanismcertainly problematisedthe air of stability that

90For Anderson's excellent discussion of the integral role of print capitalism in the development of
nationhood, seeIbid., pp. 41-9. There may seema certain paradox in this merger of both tradition and
modernity in national discourse,yet Gellner is correct when he claims, in relation to any nationalist
overthrow of `an alien high culture', that `Nationalism usually conquers in the name of a putative folk
culture. Its symbolism is drawn from the healthy, pristine, vigorous life of the peasants,of the Volk, the
narod [...]. If the nationalism prospersit eliminates the alien high culture, but it doesnot then replace it
by the old local low culture; it revives, or invents, a local high (literate, specialist-transmitted)culture of
its own' (Ernest Gellner, Nations and Nationalism (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1983), p. 57). For Serbia,
the early twentieth century was a time when the two processes- of extolling low culture and inventing
high culture - overlapped.
sl Hroch, `From National Movement to the Fallt' formed Nation: The Nation-building Process in
Europe', in Gopel Balakrishnan, ed., Mapping the Nation (London and New York: Verso, 1996),p. 79.
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denigratory representation tended to exude, by revealing the discourse as both
heterogeneousand mutable, as a field of struggle rather than of consent. As Stacy
Warren remarks with regard to Gramsci's theory of hegemony,the groups involved in
the production of meaningwithin a culture, as well as the historical conditions informing
that production, are constantly `shifting', a fact that results in `cultural meanings[being]
constantlyforged, revised and rejected'. The argumentis picked up, and productively
developedin Terdiman's excellentDiscourse/Counter-Discourse(1985), a work that has
been noted for its usefulnessto postcolonial (and one might assumepostconnnunist)
8'
dominant
hegemonic
Accepting
the
of
or
conceptual structures,
power
practices.
Terdiman quotes Bakhtin's contention that the discursivefield is always `"heteroglot"',
composed of '"socio-ideological contradictions between [...] different socio-groups in
"
forth"'.
between
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which the discourse of power determines dominant forms of speech and thinking,
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the
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strains
appearance
which
counter-dominant
ideology's primary mechanismfor sustainingits own self-reproduction.'" The modes of
balkanist signification that emerged during the First World War would seem on the
surface to mark just this counter-dynamic, modes which offer both contestation of
imagery,
sourcesand assessments,
and consequentlyevidenceof the
nineteenth-century
discourse's contingency and indeterminacy.Yet is all this enough to suggest genuine

a Warren, `"This HeavenGives Me Migraines": The Problems and Promise of Lamdscapesof Leisure',
in Duncan and Ley, eds.,Place/Culture/Representation,p. 176.
'3 SeeAshcroß, et al, eds.,Empire WritesBack, pp. 168-9.
84Bakhtin, quoted in Terdiman, Discourse/Counter-Discourse,pp. 18-9.
' Ibid., pp. 36,39-40. He later remarks that `a dominant discoursenecessarilyaufm the drawbacksof
its own virtues. When a particular social practice emergesas hegemonic, its relation to other competing
and contesting practices is subtly altered. By virtue of its status as dominant, it becomesthe target for
"vampirization, " for colonization, for subversionby its rivals. It begins to be the inevitable referent of
their counter-assertions'[64]. He then adds: 'We might thus posit something like a Newton's Third Law
in the discursive realm: for every dominant discourse, a contrary and transgressive counterdiscouuse'[65].
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`[h]aving a nation is not an inherent attribute of humanity,' as Gellner once wrote, and
that `nations, like states,are a contingency, and not a universal necessity.'" Yet for a
Britain alreadysuffering major military set-backsby 1915, and for a Serbiastill pursuing
the boundaries of its medieval empires, as well as holding out against western
in
Serbian
the
of
nationhood
alliancewith Britain seemeda vital
concept
expansionism,
diarists
that
the
often expressedcriticism of British sluggishness
much
so
requirement,so
in coming to Serbia's assistancein 1915, a delay which led directly to the Great
Retreat.89Nevertheless,such criticism was far from the deep critique of British culture
that was to come. The dominantwas still a love of homeland,and the interesting point is

861bid, pp. 13-4.
E1Hrocch,`From National Movement', P. 84.
0 Geliner, Nations and Nationalism, p. 6.
89In a passagethat exemplifies this trend, the Askews describe `a fierce cartoon in a German paper'
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disappear in the depths. France is in the act of throwing him a lifebelt, but England interferes. "No, "
ficken
says John Bull, "we may want that for ourselves. Throw him the laurel wreath"' (Askews,
Land, p. 214).
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indicates the kind of free exchangewhich the philosophes had fondly awaited. But
Enlightenmentwas not always about equality, as the particular construction of Europe in
Rousseau'scommentwould indicate.Dorinda Outram is right to point out that although
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I (TJhough beneath an alien Flag,' Matthews writes on nursing Serbian soldiers behind the German
lines, `it would be for Britain? ' Similarly, she later writes on that `it was worth going through it all - for
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see
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Balkan Log, pp. 1,86; Napier, Experiences, pp. 169-70; Krippner, Quality of Mercy, p. 162; Davies,
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Indeed, the vast imperial expansionsof the
central to [...] Enlightenment thought.1-92
eighteenthcentury in which Enlightenmentuneasilyconspiredis in many ways mirrored
by the spread of western influence into south-easternEurope in the early twentieth
century, when the West took up the reins of power, and the Balkan countries subordinatepartners in the relationship - struggled to adapt. And as I shall go on to
explore, the economic difficulties of the period, the political relations betweenthe West
and the authoritarianregimesof south-eastEurope, the redrawing of boundariesafter the
two world wars, all showed that the West was not about to be a benevolentmaster, a
in
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and certainly not some transcendentalperspectivefrom without. The vital question the
however,
is
whether some trends within discoursecan be seen,if not as
period raises,
truer than others,then at least as preferable.Certainly, this new balkanismwas no closer
to somefixed, or objective Balkansthan the older style, and did not look set to assistthe
creation of a genuinely equal post-war Europe. Yet its demonstrationof an ability to
Outram, Enlightenment, p. 122.
For examples of the Briton's easy assumption of authority, on both a personal or public level, sec
Dearmer, Letters, pp. 109-10,112,172; Stobart, Flaming Sword, pp. 115,124,164,196-7,256,259;
Sandes, English Woman-Sergeant, p. 220; Sandes,
Walshe, With the Serbs, pp. 236,248;
Davies, Farmer in Serbia, pp. 37-41; James Berry,
Autobiography, pp. 23,77,108,176-7,204-6;
`Mercury and Athene' in Berry, et al, Red Cross Unit, pp. 104,110. It is not easy to maintain a strict
separationbetweencolonialism and the professional status,and administrative responsibilities, achieved
by the British relief workers of the Great War, or indeed of any foreign crisis. J.L. Hammond captures
something of this when he remarks upon the 'condescension' at the heart of relief work, the way
`victims of war or famine' are seen `as raw material for the organising skill of philanthropists'
(Hammond, 'Foreword' to Wilson, Margins of Chaos, p. iii). Berry also self-consciouslywrites that her
medical team's usage of prisoners made the British feel like `feudal lords,' or `the Southern Statesof
America before the abolition of slavery' (Berry, `Austrian Prisoners' in Berry, et al, Red Cross Unit, p.
94).
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intervene,contest and alter dominant conceptualisation,and end the worst excessesof
Victorian imperial attitudes to the peninsula, identifies a space for negotiation and
manoeüivrewithin representationthat in turn can moderatethe relationshipof knowledge
and power. The theme I wish to explore - as I move into what appearto be the more
radically destabilising tactics of inter-war travellers - is the extent to which such

contestationandreductionof powerwasgenuinelyachieved.

CHAPTER

FOUR

THE ESCAPE FROM MODERNITY
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Askews,Sb ken Land, p. 37; Blesse, 'Tbe SerbPeople', p. 136.
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major strands available for analysis,for example, was a continuation of the kind of
appreciation found in the war memoirs: a fond, unconcealed affection for local
landscape,custom, costumes and manners, with popular travellers like R.H. Bruce
Lockhart and Lovett Fielding Edwards reproducing the patternsof representationof war
2
like
Davies,
Berry
Wilson.
Yet as mentioned in the last chapter, I view the
and
writers
textual engagementwith war-torn Serbia as merely the site of emergence for an
alternative representationalparadigm, not one that demonstratedthe breadth of that
paradigmin full, and so it is with such post-war construction. The appreciativeresponse
to the region may have inverted or reassignedthe value of the major tropes of Victorian
balkanism, but did so in a manner which bore no contradiction with Enlightenment
assumptions, merely turning chaos into harmony, savagery into civilisation, and
backwardnessinto progress(or at least a natural virtue that reflected civilised morality)
codes which infer that the level of the Samehad not been transgressed,questioned,or
even problematised,merely extendedto embracethe other. There was another strand of
construction, however, that took a far more oppositional stanceto western assumption.
Here, that dynamic,self-empoweringsenseof being British and abroad in an era of high
imperialism, still infecting the writings of the war generation,was greatly reduced,the
narratives revealing a self-doubt, scepticism, and outright condemnation of the
homeland, with the exhilaration of the journey deriving more from an escape from
Britishnessthan from enactmentof its privileges abroad. Linked to this was both the
intensificationof the war generation'saffection for the pre-modernand, as I shall detail,
a set of tropes barely glimpsed during the period of emergence,by which many of the
beliefs of that former period were radically undermined.It is true to saythat whereasthe
achievementof the diarists had been a dismantling of the old self7otherbinarism, and 4
merging of east and west, the radicalism of much inter-war trams writing was in
reintroducing the selflother dichotomy, and then inverting them, so that it was now the
eastat the positive pole of the binary. It is this style of representationthat I shall be most
concernedwith in this chapter.

2 Apart ft m Edwards and Lockhart, instancesof this kind of
station
can be found in Rhodes,
Dalmatia (1931), Benson, The UnambitiousJourney (1935), Edmonds, To the Land of the Eagle (1927),
Loughborough,RoumanianPilgrimage (1939), Ellison, Yugoslavia (1933), Forman, Rumania through a
Windscreen(1938).
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In analysingthe new paradigm, I shall be considering the literary and cultural
context of British travel writing to be as vital an influence on form and motivation as it
had been for previous generations of balkanists. The radical edge of inter-war
representationwas, as mentioned at the outset of the section, a particular flowering of
modernism,a literary aestheticwhich, in respondingto the samesocial conditions, and
sharing the same personal apprehensions,absorbedmany of the thematic and stylistic
qualities then being developed in mainstream intellectual writing. It should be no
surprise,for instance,to find that the paradigm also came to full fruition after the First
World War. For younger travellers in particular, the brutal realities of the conflict were
lessa stimulusto patriotism, loyalty and service- as it had beenfor the diarists3 than an
indictment on the entire courseof western civilisation, their writings challengingall those
practices by which British capitalist society endorsed itself its progress, science,
materialism and, most importantly of all for the shift from colonial paradigms, the
ongoing injustices of Empire, with Said - for example - viewing disaffection with `the
triumphalist experienceof imperialism' as a central feature of `modernist sensibility.'4
The journeys taken during the period, particularly into non-westerncultures, were less a
pursuit of adventure than a form of pilgrimage, a quest for the solace, meaning and
personal salvation unavailablein this compromised, rapidly modernising homeland. It
was a new mood, a new kind of traveller, and one that inevitably resulted in a new kind
of Balkans,as the motif of obfuscationdoes somethingto demonstrate.In the war years,
the Victorian discovery of darknessand mystery was exchangedfor that of clarity and
honesty, an extension of positive representation of the era; in the post-war period,
mystery re-enteredthe signifying system,yet did so in a style no longer indicative of a
wilful obscurantism,but of enchantingspiritual depth.
Before going on, later in the chapter, to analysetextual stylistics and authorial
personae,I first wish to explore the landscapethe new paradigm constructed, with
specialreferenceto its divergencefrom the tenetsof Victorian representation.The thread
3 The diarists

had cettainly

condemned

the war, but rarely the Civilisation

that had produced

it.

4 Said, Culture and Imperialism, p. 227. Said continues on the modernist
era, `It was at if having for
centuriescomprehendedempire as a fact of national destiny to be either taken for granted or celebrated,
consolidated,and enhanced,membersof the dominant Europeancultures now began to look abroad with
the scepticism and confusion of people surprised, perhaps even shocked by what they saw'[229]. It
should be rememberedthat the British Empire was still powerful during the period (see Cain and
Hopkins, British Imperialism, pp. 3-7.
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I shall use to draw this heterogeneousperiod together is the travellers' attitude to
objective time, or the clock. If there was anythingthat crystallisedthe writer's hostility to
modernity it is what StephenKern, in his classicstudy of the subject,terms public time,
that linear, objective,ever-forward march of history for which the clock actednot only as
symbol, seeming to enact in its relentless progression the dreadful inevitability of
technologicaladvance,but also as primary agent. As Kern details,the spreadof personal
and public time-keepingdid much to increasethe grasp that metropolitan society had on
the individual, with militarism, mobilisation, industrialisation and even imperialism (via
the newly instituted standardtime), all benefiting from advancesin time-regulation! In
fiction, a common responsewas to retreat from what Lawrence called '[t]he terrible
bondageof this tick-tack of time' into a Bergsonianprivate time, that subjectiveflux of
desire and memory that constituted a form of `time in the mind' - as Woolf put it insteadof `time on the clock'. 6 In travel writing, the nar atonal personae,like others of
their counterpartsin fiction, enact this desire to remove the self from history through a
more straightforward physicaljourneying from the site of modernity. The new styles of
in
Balkans,
the
the Balkan location, were
as
as
well
of
representing
oneself
representing
linked by their all being a return to somepoint in the past, a temporaljourneying back in
imagined history, usually an idealised point in Britain's own history, at which the
traveller could exchangerushing public time for the peace and stability of `almost
'
looking
By
at instancesof this journeying, I not only want to
primaeval romanticism'.
5 SeeStephenKern, The Culture of 77meand Space 1880-1918 (Cambridge, Mass,: Harvard University
Press, 1983), pp. 11-15.
6 D.H. Lawrence, WomenIn Love, rpt. ed. (1921; London: Heinemann, 1954), p. 436; Virginia Woolf,
Orlando, rpt. ed (1928; London: Grafton, 1977), p. 61. For two excellent discussionsof the modernist
treatment of tithe, see Kern, Culture of 79meand Space, pp. 16-35; Randall Stevenson,Modernist
Fiction: An Introduction (Hertfordshire: HarvesterWheatsheaf,1992),pp. 83-153.
1Jan and Cora J. Gordon, Two Vagabondsin Albania (London: John Lane The Bodley Head; New York
Dodd, Mead and Co., 1927), p. 2. Apart from the treatment of time in the texts I discuss below, the
following are of interest: Edmonds, Land of the Eagle, p. 188; Rhodes,Dalmatia, p. 67; Sava,Donkey
Serenade,p. 17; Henry Baerlein, `The Serbian Woman', in Travels without a Passport: SecondSeries,
p. 72; Starlde,Raggle Taggle, pp. 205,209,222-3,303; SacheverellSitwell, Roumanian Journey, new.
ed. (1938; Oxford and New York: Oxford UP, 1992), pp. 4-5,17,114; Patmore, Invitation, pp. 68-9,
142,152; Newman, Albanian Back-door, pp. 129-9; Hopp, GtppsyCamp, p. 174; Nigel Heseltine,
Scarred Background., A Journey through Albania (London: Lovat Dickson, 1938), pp. 11,14-5;
Footman, Balkan Holiday, p. 221; Wilson, Portrait, pp. 17-8,54; Marie, Country that I Love, pp. 99,
171-2; Alexander, Stones,pp. 68,230; Alexander, Wanderings,pp. 77,160-2,187. The state of being
outside time assumedgreater importance during the slow build up to World War Two: for example, we
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Boas term `hard primitivism', a temporal location of value in the pre-modempast which,
in contrast to `soft primitivism', or the `idyll of the Golden Age', definesthat value as the
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The Peaks of Shala (1922), a travelogue detailing the American author's journey with
two Red Crossworkers around northern Albania, the generalterritory of Durham's more
famouswork. Here, both the noble, barbarousdemeanourof the tribal warriors and their
for
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classic
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primitivist
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with
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Lane feels towards Albania, comesearly in the journey, when the cultural complexity of
the region is sensed,her connection to civilisation lessens,and suddenly she feels her
`perspectivein time was growing dim':
we were living in the past, not thinking of it, and the scoresof future caatariesin which
men would spreadover Europe, invent private property, build great cities and empires,
discover America and invent machines,becameas faint to us as the old memory of a

J.R. Colville, Fools' Pleasure: A Leisurely Journey dowry the Danube, to the Black Sea, the Greek
Islands and Dalmatia (London: Methuen, 1935), pp. 175-6. Somewere still critical of the region's laxity
about time-keeping: Gordons, Vagabondsin Albania, pp. 13-4; Gordons, Vagabondsin the Balkans, p.
15.
8 SeeArthur 0. Lovejoy and George Boas, Primitivism and Related Ideas in Antiquity, rpt. et (1935;
Baltimore and London: JohnsHopkins University Press,1997), pp. 9-11.
9 Law, Peaks of Shala, p. 34. For further referenceto time, a constant concern in the text, see pp. 38,
In another Albanian journal, Lane writes that `[t]here isn't
56-7,61,69,75,110,115,205,222,223.
in
here,
eternity there can't be any haste or fretting' (Lane and Boylston,
time
and
eternity,
only
any
Travels with Zenobia, p. 87)
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dream [...]. All that we call civi]isaticii is like a two heard yesterday, a little thing
floating on the surfaceof our minds, which saw

we can keep stepto, and than in

a momentit is goneso that we cannotevenrememberit. [52-3]

This return to a past era - at one point dated `twenty-five centuries' before the western
present - producesa senseof peaceand spiritual freedom, a welcome escapefrom `all
those currents ['movement of peoples,marching of armies,alliancesof nations,the tides
bewilder,
disease']
crush and smother the struggling
which
of poverty and
individual'[223]. Indeed, by achievingthis perceiveddistancefrom modernity, Lane feels
herself to exist outside not only civilisation's code of behaviour, but also its modes of
thought. The claim is supported by her idea that the selfhood, with its patterns of
acquired behaviour, is socially transmitted, not determined by some racial, biological
essence,and therefore `takes on different colours from its environment', an idea which
leads her to believe that `in Albania there is not one of us who will not become
Albanian'[207]. This loss of self in the other, which correspondshere to an escapefrom
kind
into
time
a
of transgressive,atavistic personal time, would
public
chronological
have been anathemato the Victorian, but was not unusual for the period of literary
in
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exposureto local belief begins `uncovering possibilities
superstition,
capacity
"0
in
It is this imagined lack of distance between Lane's
beliefs
myself
of wild
perspective and Albanian faith and practice that explains her senseof the journey as
homecoming,a feeling common amongsther contemporaries,and one which continues
"
1
fantasy
into
imagined
the war generation's
of acceptance
an alien
community.

10Lane, Peaks of Shala, p. 59. For examplesof Lane's primitivism, seelbid, pp. 38,69,83,102-5,10910. Elsewhere,the notion that by escapingthe cultural forms which have createdthe self one can slip the
chains of that self is crystallised in her comment that in Albania's 'primeval' landscape,'everything that
reflects ourselvesto us [... ] is left behind' (Lane and Boylston, Travels with Zenobia, p. 91).
n See Ibid., pp. 73,109. The image indicates the distance from Victorian aloofness and links with
Freud's notion of the 'uncanny'. Some measureof home-coming, or welcoming imagined community,
was present in Durham and the war generation: see Durham, Balkan Tangle, pp. 103,251; Durham,
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Travelling through time and space,Lane has discoveredrevelatory existenceof alternate
identities: `One must go acrossthe centuriesand back,' she writes, `acrossa great deal
know
home,
back,
the
to
things
that
the
all
strange
perhaps,
are
at
all the
of
world and
12
'
in
romancesand surprises one's own self.
An important feature of this temporaljourneying from the `civilised' West was the
travellers' interest in those pre-Christian practices to be found in the `primitive' locale.
By this, their writing reflected a generaltrend of modernism as a whole, whose retreat
from social commitment and scepticism with establishedinstitutions included a move
from the public worship of a Christian tradition to the more private faiths of marginal or
Yeats,
Katherine
Mansfield,
T.
S.
Eliot,
W.
B.
Radclyff Hall,
traditions.
non-Western
Hilda Doolittle and Aldous Huxley, to cite a few examples,were all involved with what
SuzanneRaitt terms the `mystic revivali13of spiritualist and easternphilosophicalbeliefs
in the earlier decadesof the twentieth century, coming to find there a relief from the

Lands of the Serb, p. 220; Durham, Burden of the Balkans, p. 252; Dearmer, Letters, pp. 150-1; Sandes,
English Women-Sergeant,p. 114; Sandes,Autobiography, p. 90; Stobart,Flaming Sword, p. 217. For the
Henrietta
Where
inter-war
Leslie,
East is West.Life in Bulgaria
`at-homeness'
in
travelling,
see
of
sense
(London: Jarrolds, 1933), pp. 39,81,194; Thornton, Dead Puppets Dance, pp. 25,140,203,308;
Benson, UnambitiousJourney, pp. 11,37,41,232,246; Patmore,Invitation, p. 152; Edmonds, Land of
the Eagle, pp. 46,76-8; Hall, Romanian Furrow, pp. 162-3. Seealso the greetings receivedby Thornton
(Ikons and Oxen, p. 172 -a comment profoundly of the inter-war period) and Yovitchitch (Pages, p
111).
12Lane, Peaks of Skala, p. 223. Her meditation, a sort of epiphany at the journey's end, continues: `I
thought of the world as made of little individuals like ourselves, each lonely, surrounded by the
unknown, each a little world in himself. If each of us could only make our own little world clean and
kind [.. ]'[224]. At one point, Lane wonders if it is indeed possible for the individual to achieve escape,
seeing herself as a `daughter of the twentieth century' [ 175], and therefore stuck in a specific cultural
context. The point is taken up in Travels with Zenobia, a more pessimistic text, in which she writes that,
`an
implacable
desires
be,
may
romantic
circle of reality moves with us wherever we
our
whatever
go'(Lane and Boylston, Travel with Zenobia, p. 99). The journal recountsthe failed attempt of Lane and
friend to make Albania their home in the late 1920s.
13Raitt, Vita and Virginia: The Work and Friendship of V. Sackville-Westand Virginia Woolf (OxfordClarendon Press, 1993), p. 120. The exploration of pre-Christian mores was rare in mainstream
modernism, being pursued most famously in Lawrence's primitivist writing, such his The Plumed
Serpent (1926), and lessfamously by Aldous Huxley (a great admirer of Lawrence in the 1920s)in Point
Counter Point (1928) and Do What You Will (1929). On superstition amongst the Albanian tubes,
Durham writes `that many of the tribes of my own land believe in planchetteand table-turning - consult
palnusts and globe-gazers,are "Christian Scientists" and "Higher Thoughters"', and concludes, all the
training of all the schoolshad but little removed a large massof the British public from the intellectual
Albania,
192).
(High
Albania'
High
p.
of
standpoint
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spiritual barrennessof materialist civilisation. Although spiritualism did occur in one
14
the form suchbelief usually took in travel writing was in the primitivist fascination
ca
"
with pagan or animist practices. As perhaps its most fundamentaltenet, primitivism
holds that there are elementsof the mythic or ancient consciousness- what Michael Bell
summarises as `animism, natural piety, and the rituals through which they are
1"
expresseda - which combine to produce a genuinely religious world view and which
offer the participant accessto a more vital, meaningful and harmonious structure for
for
Though
the solitary traveller such structure
communal,
ostensibly
experience.
acquired the status of a private ritual through which lost meaning, by way of the
''
epiphanicexperience, could be momentarily glimpsed. This was a notion of travel, as
Cocker puts it, as `a veiled quest for God.'18
An examplecan be found in Philip Thormon's two volumesof Balkan travel, Dead
PuppetsDance (1937) and Ikons and Oxen (1939). A musicologist and music teacher,
Thornton's ostensibledesireto record the songsand dancesof the Balkans19turns into
an astonishedaccount of the pre-Christian practices he witnessedalong his route, the
quest for which subsequentlyoccupies most of his time in the region. The way such
illustrates
function
depicted
the
perfectly
central
are
of obfuscationin the interpractices
war travelogue. Viewing the autochthonousceremonyto be of profound importance,

'4 Mabel St.Clair Stobart,a closefriend of Arthur Conan Doyle; seeher Miracles, pp. 20-1,70,134,
370.
u See Simon Gikandi on the centrality of primitivism to modernist art: Gikandi, `Race and the
Modernist Aesthetic', in Tim Youngs, ed., Writing and Race (London and New York: Longman, 1997),
pp. 147-165.
16Hell, Primitivism (London: Methuen, 1972), p. 11.
" James Joyce adapted the term from Catholicism. As Levin writes, `An epiphany is a spiritual
manifestation, more especiallythe original manifestation of Christ to the Magi. There are such moments
in store for all of us, Joyce believed, if we but discern them. Sometimes,amid the most encumbered
circumstances,it suddenly happensthat the veil is lifted, the burthýenof the mystery laid We, and the
ultimate secretof things made manifest' (Harry Levin, James Joyce: A Critical Introduction (London:
Faber and Faber, 1944), p. 37). As McMillin contends, it was originally `Romantic writers [who]
transformed the notion of a flash of intuition and gave it more expressly secular connotations' (see
Laurie Hovell McMillin, `Enlightenment Travels: The Making of Epiphany in Tibet', in Duncan and
Gregory, eds., Writes of Passage,p. 59).
's Cocker, Loneliness and lime, p. 135. An interesting comparisoncould be pursuedbetweenthe quests
one finds in these twentieth-century travel narratives and the kind of spiritual passagesCampbell finds
dramatisedin world mythology: seehis TheHero with a ThousandFaces (1949).
19SeeThornton, Dead PuppetsDance, p. 78.
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Serbia,20 Thornton surrounds his object with an aura of mystery that hints at great
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his
later
depth
to
to
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aims
spiritual
claims of revelation. In Ikons and
Oxen, one such occasion occurs in Vulgari, a small village in southern Bulgaria,
ethnologically obscure and so physically isolated that preparing for the trip is like
Gobi
desert'[207].
has
heard
`an
The
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expedition
cross
author
organising
Constantine
feast
days
Saints
the
there,
of
and Helena, conduct ceremonies
on
villagers
that include passingicons of the saintsthrough fire. Believing this to be a remnantof an
esoteric Orthodox cult, he sets out on what can only be describedas a mythic journey,
first travelling through country he likens to `some enchanted scene existing in the
imagination'[208], and thence through a forest so `quiet and mysterious' that he `half
before
to
a
see
sail
past'[213-4],
witch
emergingin Vulgari's `secret' country.
expected
The ceremoniesare not long in living up to the author's expectations.After preliminary
icons,
the
the villagers begin the fire-dancing ritual, at the
processions
of
prayers and
climax of which a couple of icon-bearersmove forward in a curious swayingtrance and,
flesh
[his]
knuckles'
`bit
dance
`excitement'[224],
Thornton
the
three times
off
with
as
acrossthe blazing coals `without so much as a blister on their naked feet nor a thread
dresses'[225].
black
in
The import of such an event - which
their
trailing
singed
Thornton claimsto fully verify by checkingboth feet and fire - is not so much its specific
drama, but its resonanceof a cosmic order, a sort of fundamentaloccultism which in
having wider temporal and geographicalexistence- the practicesbeing found elsewhere
in the contemporary world as well as amongst the Ancients - assumesthe status of
21
in
After
Serbia,for example,when a storm rages
truth.
a
experience
similar
religious
about him and he thinks back over the day, Thornton is drawn close to epiphany: `I sat
huddledup in the back of the car', he writes,
thinking
how
f
tting an endingit all was to a day that had
the
and
storm
raging
watching
been dedicatedto the veneration of the primeval powers. This storm was surely no

20For Albanian dancing, seeIbid, pp. 28-38; for Romanian customs,seeIbid, pp. 289-294; for Serbian
rituals, seeThornton, Ikons and Oxen, pp. 277-300. On the latter he writes: `The sum total of all human
knowledge shrinks to an insignificant trifle when asked to produce a comprehensivesolution of these
mysteries' (Ibid, p. 296).
21SeeThornton's discussionof the subjectin lbid, pp. 202-7.
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ordinary atmospheric disturbance; it was the grand finale of the great midsummer
mystery when the good and bad forces of nature war together for the possessionof the
world. The fairies of the wind, the sendersof palsy and the enemiesof man were at
work that night, reminding the inhabitants of Duboka that, though princes and
kingdoms rise and wane, their power is indestructible, for they have been since the
begrimingand shall so continue, until this preset order of things fades into oblivion,
whenceit came.[300]

One can only imagine how a Victorian traveller would have respondedto a phraselike
`fairies of the wind'. Here was belief in a structure and meaning utterly beyond
rationalist, Enlightenment configurations (as well as beyond `time-consciousness'[67])
yet one deemedto hold the key not merely to the mysteriesof the selfhood,which Lane
was having answeredin Albania, but also to the mystery of Creation. Indeed, one of the
central motifs of a writer like Thornton is that of a spiritual quest ('I shall ride on until I
find the end of this strangejourney'[300]) which sets the pilgrim on a solitary, private
pursuit of truth: Thornton's participation in the dances,for instance,enters him into `a
mystery that the outside world could know nothing about'[227]. With the dance the
into
the spiritual secretsof the Balkan peoples, `[h]e who
entry
of
and
point
symbol
would know the riddle' - he writes - `must dancewith them.'22
The primitivism pursued by writers like Lane and Thornton was not the most
common framework for balkanist representationafter World War One, and perhaps
One
imagines
for
that
understandably.
many the realities of the conflict, with its
primordial conditions and front-line savagery,had exposed enough of society's more
rudimentary urges, and certainly in travel writing a new passionfor warmth, colour and
22 Thornton, Dead Puppets Dance, p. 331. Earlier, he
says that `[i]n the dancing and music of the
Balkan races are hidden their innermost secrets'[381. For other instances of the Balkan journey
as
odyssey, pilgrimage or quest, see William Holtz, `Prologue' to Lane and Boylston, Travels with Zenobla,
p. 1; Sava, Donkey Serenade, pp. 61,109;

Hoppe, Gipsy Camp, pp. 1,174,234;
Heseltine, Scarred
Background, p. 15; Hall, Romanian Furrow, p. 2,63; Lovett Fielding Edwards, Danube Stream, new ad.
(1940; London: Travel Book Club, 1941), pp. 116-7; Benson, Unambitious Journey, pp. 3-4,; Ball,
Dalmatia, pp. 123-4,130,201-6;

Marie, County

that I Love, pp. 47-9; Stephen Graham, The Moving
Tent: Adventures with a Tent and Fishing Rod in Southern Jugoslavia (London: Cassell, 1939), p. 16.
For some, the region's import lay in its retention of Christian belief: see Sitwell, Roumanian Journey,

pp. 56,72; Lane, Peaks of Skala, pp. 138,162; Alexander, Wanderings, p. 187; Loughborough,
Roumanian Pilgrimage, pp. 32-5,37,114-5,143;
Leslie, Where East is West, pp. 106,136-9,163;
Ellison, Yugoslavia, pp. 16,141-2,213,278;
Graham, Moving Tent, pp. 82,97.
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former
those
to
to
the
all
pleasures
contrary
experience
comfort of war - came surpass
cravings for hardship and danger. The result in the Balkan context was a strain of
pastoralism,that mode of cultural signification that Lovejoy and Boas define as `soft
primitivism', or the evocation of a Golden Age in which a prelapsarianpeople, cosseted
by a `gentle' and `indulgent' nature, live out an idyllic existenceof contentment and
leisure.23The framework clearly differed from its `hard' counterpart,but the two retained
least
their common sourcein the failings of the homeland.Bell,
resemblances,
not
several
for example,arguesthat the idealisationof pre-modernsociety always `denotes,or arises
from, a senseof crisis' in the source culture, and Lovejoy and Boas consider both hard
and soft primitivism a part of `[t]he unendingrevolt of the civilized againstsomething,or
24
everything, characteristicof civilization'. Moreover, what travellers gained from these
wholly imagined landscapeswas largely the same:a momentaryglimpse of a spiritual,
harmonious existence- an `Innisfree'25as one writer calls it - far from the chaos and
violence of westernmodernity.

23 Lovejoy and Boas, Primitivism,

p. 10. Paul Theroux argues that the entire Western concept of the
exotic is in fact a dream of peacefulness and innocence, the `exotic' conjuring up images of `a peaceable
kingdom' composed `of youth, of children and the child-like' (Theroux, `The Exotic View', in Theroux,
Sunrise with Seamonsters, new ed. (1985; London: Penguin, 1986), p. 147).

24Bell, Primitivism, p. 80; Lovejoy and Boas, Primitivism, p. 9. Barry Curtis and Claire Pajaczkowslca
summarise the urge nicely: "The unravaged haunts of beauty offer an experience of time before the
vitiating effects of modernity and all the lossesof innocence that it entails [...]. The journey and its
destination are often described as a passagethrough symbolic time, forwards towards a resolution of
conflict and backwards towards a lost aspectof the past' (Curtis and Pajaczkowska,`"Getting There":
Travel, Time and Narrative', in Robertson,et al, eds., Travellers' Tales,p. 199).
" Ball, Dalmatia, p. 130. The referenceis to Yeats's `The Lake Isle of Innisßree' (which Ball misspells
in the text). She goes on to to say on Dalmatia that `it does seem to some of us that we are nearer to
Heavenin this singularly lovely country'[205]. Graham also usesthe Innisfree motif in Graham, Moving
Tent, p. vii. For other referencesto peace,seeHoppe, Gipsy Camp, pp. 4,168,174; Sitwell, Roumanian
Journey, p. 17; Edmunds, Land of the Eagle, pp. 88-9,257; Marie, Country That I Love, pp. 94,101,
107,172; Koester, Jugoslavia, pp. 25,31,64; Archibald Lyall, The Balkan Road (London: Methuen,
1930), p. 137; Ellison, Yugoslavia, p. 225; Lane and Boylston, Travels with Zenobia, p. 87;
Loughborough, Roumanian Pilgrimage, p. 143; Alexander, Wanderings, pp. 9,64,151;
Graham,
Moving Tent, pp. 244-5; Forman, Rumania, pp. 82,84. In the 1930s,the peaceof the Balkans contrasted
to the news of political unrest that filtered through to travellers from central Europe: for example, see
Ibid, pp. 182,240-1 and Loughborough, Roumanain Pilgrimage, p. 89-90. Linked to peace was the
attainment of escapeor freedom in the Balkans: for example, see Martin Conway, `Introduction' to
Agnes Edith Conway,A Ride through the Balkans: On Classic Ground with a Camera (London: Robert
Scott, 1917), pp. 15-21; Lane, Peaks of Shala, p. 18; Starlde, Raggle-Taggle, p. 376. Starkie achieves
'the sensation of complete freedom' in his wanderings amongst eastern European gypsies, but the
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A fine examplein kind is D. J. Hall's pastoral Rumanian Furrow (1933), a work
openly hostile towards modernity and its various ills. In a seriesof diatribes,the author
condemnswhat he terms `the restlessnessof civilisation', its `fetish' of work especially,
but also its devotion to `soda-fountains,movie palaces,bathrooms and chewing-gum,
high wages, sky-scrapers,and city hygiene', remonstratingthat `what we have lost by
[modem] culture is integral consciousnessof mind and body, and gained instead [... ]
brains overchargedwith knowledge 90 per cent of which is useless.'26The journey he
takes to Romania,where `[t]he centuriesfell away' and `clocks did not govern',27is a
frankly Lawrentian quest for psychologicalautonomyand spiritual insight. Believing that
the Romaniansretain a mythic, pagan consciousness,by which `the things that really
mattered [...] were the earth, the sun warming it and the rain cooling it, the wind rustling
the fields of corn, love in spring and birth in winter[ 10] he hopes to discover amongst
them a `directnessof apprehension'[10] that might offer `some key to the seemingly
haphazardexistencewe lead'[63]. The first person plural, here used to designate a
western urban community, soon changesits range of reference.Through a contact, the
finds
lodgings in a peasantvillage amongst the Carpathianfoothills, where in a
author
fervent prose, and playedout againsta sylvanbackdrop, he describesthe richly satisfying
life he leads amongstthe countryfolk, a people of such kind and beautiful mannerliness
that he was `soon made to feel he was one of them' [21]; `we worked on while the sun
he
higher',
rose
writes on a typical morning of a sojourn in which he assumeslocal attire,
sharesthe burden of agricultural work and participatesin all the rustic delights of dances,
feasts,weddingsand ancientrituals. Whether the experiencefinally makeshim `a part of
this good earth'[26], however, his metaphorfor an ancientwisdom opposedto civilised
perception, he comesto question.After the euphoria of one village dance,as the crowd
beginsto disperse,Hall slips away gloomily by himself
Why persuademyselfthat I could everbe a part of what surroundedme?With the
affection of these people I could learn their customs, their language, em

know

achievement was not easy: `Nowadaysit is not so easy to follow the example of George Borrow in a
Europe teeming with police and customs officials, where the vagabond is looked upon
with
suspicion'(Ibid., p. ix).
I Hall, Romanian Furrow, pp. 168,23,140,3.
27Time is a constant motif in Hall's text: we also id., pp. 9,9,17,62-3,101,112,135.
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themselves.But that

her thing, the unseenessencethat was their soul, that I could

now probe. They were apart from me, their joys and sorrows, though I might think
that I understooddiem, were of a wholly different nature from mme. I might love the
earth, but I could not comprehendits languageas could they who were a part of it. [556]

The pastoral representationof Hall's text should have already indicated the distance
travelled from a Victorian like Crosse,with his dirty `Wallachs'. Yet not only is rural
Romania now shown as an industrious, orderly, complex culture deservingof respect,
the passagealso suggeststhat within that culture the status of the British traveller has
radically altered. In contrast to Crosse's commandingGaze, and his senseof himself as
the sovereigncentre of the travelled environment,Hall's detection of a spiritual depth
beyond western materialism, one deemedcloser to the `essence'of things, leaves the
wandererfrom the West in a position of ignorance,marginalto this vital, meaningfullife.
This extraordinarydecentringis emphasisedin Hall's metaphorof the village as a closed,
self-containedcourse: reflecting in turn that `perfectly composed' `cycle of the seasons',
that holds `the earth [as] its centre,' village life is viewed as `a perfectly blendedcircle'
which Hall may feel he `hadtravelled an arc of but from which he was bound to `fly off
at a tangent.'28Nevertheless,although full revelation is unavailable,the memory that he
`had been within its compass'[224], and briefly sensedhigher realities than those of
leads
at leastto `contentment'[96].
modernity,
An unusual feature of Hall's peasantutopia, which like all these representations
has more to do with literary constructionsof a British past than a Balkan present,29is
28 Ibid, pp. 224,97. Hall is so alienated after the dance that
- remarkably when recalling Victorian
coolnesstowards indigenes - he claims his only consolation is `the thought that perhaps I really had
been missed'[56].
29I would argue that the construction of pre-modern pastoral
communities in the Balkans draws upon
British nostalgia for its own pre-industrial past, the Gemeinschaftof the British collective imagination
that Williams writers about so well in The County and the City. As he says of the late-nineteenth
century, the `English' ideal of `home' was so often a romanticised rural one, in which England's `green
peace [is] contrasted with the tropical or and places of work; its senseof belonging, of community,
idealised by contrast with the tensions of colonial rule and the isolated alien settlement' (Williams, The
Country and the City, new ed. (1973; London: The Hogarth Press, 1993), p. 281). With the ongoing
modernisation of the West during the early-twentieth century, however, it was now to elsewherethat
Britons were turning for the comforts of the idealised rural community and landscape. Tim Youngs
debatesthe point in `Introduction: Context and Motif, to Youngs, ed, Writing and Race, pp. 6-7.
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that it was left undated. Though the actual journey took place in a post-feudal society,
the imagined landscapeof romantic charm and rustic delight could suggestany era of
English country life between the late middle ages and the early nineteenthcentury. A
more typical approach amongst Hall's contemporarieswas to set the Balkan pastoral
within some loosely definablehistorical moment, one through which the pastoral could
be inflected. In this way, George Sava'sDonkey Serenade(1940) createsthe Bulgarian
countryside as thoroughly mediaeval, the author summoning up a quixotic - highly
imaginary - world of comic brigands, medieval pilgrims, wandering story-tellers and
3°
Alternatively, Patmore chooses to locate his Romania
traditions.
exquisite village
within a more aristocratic matrix, retaining the primary markers of the medievalist,but
31
between
landed
the
emphasising
relations
peasant and
gentry. More rarely, writers
drew for metaphor on historical momentswhich were not so much componentsof the
home culture as defining influences,antiquity being the most evident. Louise Rayner's
Womenin a Village (1957), as a late example,describesher experiencesof Serbianrural
life during World War Two via sustainedclassicalallusion, her villagers - no different in
32
from
Sava
Hall,
Patmore
distinctly
Homeric
those
of
essence
and
outlines.
- taking on

30For other examplesof the region's `quaintly medieval flavour', as one writer called it (Nora Lavrln,
Jugoslav Scenes (London: Stanley Nott, 1935), p. 11), see Wilson, Portraits, pp. 104-7; Wilson,
Margins of Chaos, pp. 20,23,84-6; Colville, Fools' Pleasure, p. 198; Donald Weir, Balkan Saga
(Edinburgh and London: Oliver and Boyd, 1937), p. 88; Edwards, Profane Pilgrimage, pp. 271-2;
Marie, Country that I Love, pp. 114-6; Jones, With Serbia into Eile, p. 297; Edmunds, Land of the
Eagle, pp. 216,285; Alexander, Wanderings,pp. 27,70.
31I discussPatmorebelow. For other positive responsesto the aristocracy and monarchy, see Gibbons,
London to Sarajevo, pp. 141-3; Ellison, Yugoslavia,p. 197; Parkinson, Twenty Years,pp. 60-5,98,1348; Stande, Raggle-Taggle, pp. 84-7,102-7; Hoppe, Gipsy Camp, pp. 40,58-71; Sitwell, Roumanian
Journey, pp. 24-5,37-8,83,114. As a late example, seePatrick Leigh Fermor's Between the Woodsand
the Water (1986), in which he recounts a trek through the region in the 1930s (Patmore describesa
meeting with Fennor in Invitation, pp. 135-44; see also Fermor, `Foreword' to Sitwell, Roumanian
Invitation, p. v). Marie's self-representationmerges the aristocratic and medieval frameworks: sec
Marie, Country that I Love, pp. 105,110,169-71.
32 See also Anon, A Journey through Bosnia, Herzegovina, and Dalmatia (Landon: Chiswick Press,
1928), p. 69; Wilson, Portraits, pp. 13,18,68-9; Leslie, Where East is West, pp. 139,199,218;
Graham, Moving Tent, p. 106; Heseltine, Scarred Background, pp. 209-10; Hoppe, Gipsy Camp, pp.
146-179. Classical imagery was common, but Alldock rather overstatesits importance to balkanism as a
whole (see Allcour, `Constructing the Balkans', pp. 181-5). Another influential current was JudeoChristianity, with biblical imagery also deployed (though never as a foundation for representation):see
Brown, Dalmatia, p. 113; Sitwell, RoumanianJourney, pp. 28-9; J. Swire, King Zog'sAlbania (London:
Robert Hale, 1937), p. 266; Alexander, Stones, pp. 71,128; Hoppe, Gipsy Camp, pp. 164,171;
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The point to stresshere is that while notions of `easternness'persisted,such imagery
constructedthe Balkanswithin British range of reference,familiarising it on the level of
the Same,and reducingthe senseof otherness.
Another significantpoint is that all periods chosen,aswell asbeing associatedwith
greater spiritual or religious commitment, were periods indicative of tremendous
33
structure The Balkanjourney was a quest for spiritual fulfilment, finding it through the
imaginedarrival in `the agesof faith', to borrow a term from Anthony Rhodes,34but it
was also a desire from such agesfor the secular qualities of social order and stability,
qualities which, as the inter-war years wore on, seemedto be eroding from the West at
an ever-increasingrate. After the hiatus of the 1920s,the renewed crises of the 1930s
were not only internal, with economic depression and the rise of working class
movements,but also external, with the dual threat of fascism and communismon the
continent finally descendinginto the horrors of the SecondWorld War. Although many
"
issues
directly,
in
took
addressedsuchsocial
and
sides the political struggle, there were
others who turned instead to a nostalgic variant on the past, one that exchanged
contemporary doubt and social aimlessnessfor the knowable worlds of the past, alive
and demonstrablypreferable to the western present. As a clear example in kind, the
medieval design constructed by the balkanist, from its humblest peasant up to the
crowned monarch, was a world of duty, belief, regulation and an assurancein cosmic
order which, as Hoppe's rustics demonstrate,endowedthe individual with a spiritedness
36
in
from
`the
langueurs
time
and
tired
place
remote
of a
civilisation'. It was this senseof
37
`changelessness',
ancientorder, of sheer
as Hall termed it, that was in part responsible
for the peacethesewriters achievedin the Balkans.
Edmunds, Land of the Eagle, p. 167; Loughborough, Roumanian Pilgrimage, p. 10; Gordon,
Vagabondsin Albania, p. 134; Starkie, Raggle-Taggle, pp. 127-8; Edwards, Profane Pilgrimage, p. 73.
33This was a clear step on from the nineteenth-centurysenseof the
region as inchoate and lacking in
evolved social or political configurations. As Robin Okey reminds us, this more serious approach was
reflected in the academicinterest in easternEurope that developedin the inter-war perod, symbolisedin
the establishment of the London School of Slavonic and East European Studies (see Okey, `Central
Europe/EasternEurope', p. 121).
34Rhodes,Dalmatia, p. 260.
33For what is still the classicstudy of the decade seeSamuelHynes, TheAuden Genradon (1976).
m Hoppe, Gipsy Camp, p. 43.
31Hall, Romanian Furrow, p. 101. Marie refts to a landscapethat is `so
changelessin its strength and
stability that gratitude rises suddenlyfrom my heart like a prayer' (Marie, Country that I Love, p. 171).
Similarly, Leslie claims that the Bulgarian countryside `seemsto give you a glimpse of eternity, life that
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The nostalgia for aristocratic England that pervades Derek Patmore's Invitation to
Roumania (1939) forms another example in kind. At the time of Patmore's journey, the
country was suffering from both the political afflictions common to newly constituted
nations, with German fascism penetrating the state, and the economic effects of a world
discontent
factors
had
in
throughout
that
and
spread
poverty
agricultural
prices,
slump
the whole of south-east Europe. It was an unpleasant reality that Patmore, like Hall
before him, largely eradicates fr om the text. 38The world in which the author is interested
is that of the still dominant landowners, and, as illustrated by his portrait of the families
he meets upon arrival in Bucharest, no facts are admitted which might tarnish his
depiction of an orderly, efficiently ruled domain. In clear contrast to Berger, whose effete
hosts,
`beautifully
been
boyars
had
these
are vivacious
notoriously corrupt,
gentry
intelligent'
'
`charming
and
as well as thoroughly moral, and whose glittering
mannered,
formality
dinner
`elegance
the
of
and
of
parties
and
cultural
pursuits
recalls
whirl
social
39
days.
Needless to say, the author - in that common motif of the period the pre-War
home'[l1].
feeling
`at
thoroughly
soon starts

His evident fondness for the pleasures of

the aristocratic life increases on a trip taken around the country, where he discovers a
landscape of castles, dashing nobles on grand estates and `smiling and happy' peasants
[137], all set against the backdrop of a `soft lyrical countryside'[92].

In this pastoral

kingdom, the author sensesthe same `pagan impulse'[ 110] within the peasants as Hall
and Thornton, though there is less sympathy for the lower orders and more for landed
families, who, to Patmore's delight, hold the former in a sort of `feudal' relation. Such
hierarchy is exemplified by one estate he visits in the south, where the family head, `a
Boyar of the old school', both `patriarchal' and `[a]utocratic', keeps his extensive lands
`run on very old-fashioned lines'[107-8]. On being shown around his estate, Patmore
says:

has beengoing on and on, life that will so on and on, life interminable [... ]' (Leslie, WhereEast is West,
p. 81).
1 The romanticism of travel writers in the Balkans comesclose here to that of their Romantic forebears,
eliding regional poverty in the same way as the Romantic depiction of '-happy poverty"', as Grewal
writes, `elided the real economicproblems and the effectsof harsh poverty on agricultural labor in early
nineteenth-centuryEngland' (Grewal, Home and Harem, p. 32).
39Patmore, Invitation, pp. 13,17,11.
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Like the more famous estatesof Evelyn Waugh, the `big house' is here a symbol of
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decadents,Patmore's landed families have traditionally displayed careful adherenceto
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position entails and,
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family'[136].
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during
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a time of transformationand
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political
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in
their
no wonder - yet
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upheavalof a social order which everyone
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The
deep
induces
in
Patmore
`very
contentment.
a
pleasant' world
again - that this
Balkanswas a placethrough which British travellers could retreat from presentactuality
into their own, more preferable,imaginedpast.
The book which best exemplifiesthe era's retreat into the imaginedorders of the
Black
is
West's
idealisation
Rebecca
Balkans,
the
pre-modern
of
past, and attendant
Lwnb and Grey Falcon (1942), arguably the greatestjournal of literary travel in the
English language.West's notorious thousand-pageaggregationof apocalyptic musing,
dramatisedhistorical vignettes and sustainedrhetorical flourishes is the culmination of
the precedingthirty years of balkanistrepresentation,and forms what one might call the
40As is usual for a travelogue of the late 1930s,news of the worsening crisis in western Europe enters
the idyll of pre-modern life that Patmore has constructed,and sets it off to the greatestadvantage(see
ibid., pp. 142-9).
a' Paid.,p. 55. For the peacePatmore comes to feel, see pp. 79,128,142. On a sourer note, Patmore
forebears
by
hdw
their
the
to
the
generation
pre-war
could
come
conceit
of
close
one
reminds
by
during
he
tells
temptation
to
the
peasant
offered
servility:
on
estate,
a
wine-testing
one
succumbing
us, `[t]he peasant standing round drank our health, and with many cries of Samt Mana [sic], which
first
hand
house.
At
I
had
been
by
"
hand,
the
kiss
to
the
"I
all
embarrassed
returned
we
your
means
kissing, but after a little while I got used to stretching out my hand in a lordly manner to receive this
obeisance. The servants and peasants expected it, for was I not the friend and guest of their
mistress?'[137-8]. Such a relationship, which leavesPatmore `feeling very anden regime'[821 explains
why Romania `exercise[d]a peculiar attraction for the English'[152].
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extremethat a paradigmfacilitates, a text which so successfullycapturesand deploysthe
dominant signifying practice that

Black
Lamb
Grey
Falcon
demonstrated
it
as
and
can exert a profound effect on the practice for decadesto come.42On a basic narrative
level, the major section of the book records a Yugoslavian excursion taken with her
husband,Henry Maxwell Andrews, during the menacingclimate of 1937.Her motive for
departurerevealsthe normal antagonismto the society of her background,with modem
Britain depicted as a realm of unnatural complexity, soulless monotony, and such a
passionlessand decadentpolitical life that the author wonders whether the rising tide of
Nazism will ever be arrested.Similarly, her decisionto travel to the Balkans is the usual
quest for value and meaningthat her culture has so evidently lost. A previous sojourn in
the region has taught her that Yugoslavia is `a land where everything is comprehensible,
where the mode of life was so honest that it put an end to perplexity',43and where a
crucial proximity to spiritual truth has been somehowretained. So typical is her motive
for departurethat it is no surpriseto find that her style of representationpicks up where
others have left off, with West constructing a remarkablenation of ancient paganbelief
and glorious medieval order« whose revelatory possibilities are again exhibited to the
readerthrough that familiar inter-war mixture of stylistic eleganceand bewitchedrespect.
Where West differed from previous travel writers, however, was in the final
extremity of that revelation. The most pronouncedphilosophicalaim of her journey is to
inertia
the
of the Western democraciesin the face of the mounting can to
understand
arms, an inertia to which pre-modem Yugoslavia, on the one hand, brings shocking
clarification. The defining moments of the narrative occur during West's experiences
with the eponymouslamb and falcon. The first is sacrificed in an archaic fertility rite
witnessedby the author in Macedonia;the secondis part of a Serbianmyth she hearsat
Kosovo, in which a prince's choice of an `earthly' over a `heavenlykingdom' on the
eve
in
battle
1389 ushersin five hundred years of Ottoman subjection.' At both
of
points,
42Brian Hall's wonderful description of West's Black Lamb
book as long as the
as 'her masterpiece
a
...
Old Testament' (Hall, quoted in Goldsworthy, Inventing Ruritania, p. 172)
captures not only its sheer
size, but also its spiritual quality and discursive significance.

43West, Black Lamb, 1,1.
" Alongside medievalism, West also drew on the history
and art of Byzantium to construct her premodern Yugoslavia, a referencing of non-western tradition that was highly unusual: see, for example,
1bld, I, 507-8,647; seealso, Patmore,Invitation, pp. 124-30; Sitwell, RoumanianJourney,
pp. 91-106.
45SeeWest, Black Lamb, p. 11,293.
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the author is struck by the terrible notion that `[a]ll our Western thought is founded on
this repulsivepretencethat pain is the proper price of any good thing'[II, 205]. With her
very soul rising in revolt, West recounts how the images of Western art, Christ's
crucifixion, eventhe submissiveflavour of the English liberal movement,all presumethat
defeat, sacrificeand deathform the only true path to innocenceand righteousness.It is a
pattern through which the wider crisis within Western politics is finally understood. The
apparentdecline of British democracyinto indolence and frailty is no longer viewed as
the lassitudeof an empire in its autumn years,but as an actual urge towards death; `the
belief in sacrifice,' as West puts it, 'and a willingness to serve as the butcheredvictim
acceptable to God'[II, 519]. With the nature of the western malaise clarified, the
apocalyptictone of much of her writing gainspowerful, and emotive legitimacy.
On the other hand,what sheterms the `comprehensibility'4'of pre-modernculture
also assistsWest in her searchfor a solution. The main disclosure comes during her
attendanceat an Easter gathering in Macedonia. As the feast draws to a close, West
observesan Orthodox bishop distributing painted eggs to the guests with such magical
intensity that the whole table resonateswith faith, hope and unity. In clear contrast to the
morbid symbolismof lamb and falcon, the moment is viewed as an emblem of life, a
joyous act of creation and integrationwhich inducesthe comforting feeling `that defeatis
love
is serviceable'[II, 92]. Although she mentionsthat `its victories
defeat
that
and
not
cannotbe won on the materialbattlefield'[II, 92], West offers the processof creationand
unity as a counter to the western urge towards self-destruction. Among the various
examplesof its efficacy presentedin the book, perhapsthe finest is the political structure
of Yugoslavia itself. After the final rout of the Ottomans, the south Slav peopleshad
been allied in the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (as Yugoslavia was
originally called) under the Serb royal dynasty,an experiencein ethnic unification whose
increasinglyrancorous nature was only checkedby the centralismand autocracy of the
Serbianmonarchy.Rejecting the very genuine grievancesof its detractors, West lauds
the monarchicalproject both for its maintenanceof the life and unity of the region, and
its display of exemplaryresolve. It is a point driven home through a series of fanciful
46 So associatedhad pre-modernity become with the attainment of personal
autonomy and realisation
that West's Yugoslavia was deemedto hold revelatory potential before the journey had even begun. It
was only two or three days distant,' as she wrote with the oncoming war in mind, `yet I had never
troubled to go that shortjourney which might explain to me how I shall die, and why' [I, 241.
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romanticisms, as illustrated by har portrait of a Serbian friend, Constantine, who
accompaniesWest and her husband during much of their tour. For the author,
Constantine'sebullienceas poet and raconteur, and crucially, his status as a Belgrade
government official, both indicate a similar knowledge of the magical `integrating
life
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dream'[II, 383]. At a time when Britain was succumbing to the divisive power of
Nazism, the unitary aims of a basicallymedievalautocracyemergeas a powerH symbol
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many of the samerepresentationalpatternsas her contemporaries,one realisesthat West
has creatednot merely an attractive world of escapefor the reader,but a vast and highly
figurative
landscape.
Along with the major emblemsof lamb, falcon, Orthodox
unique
faith and Serbiandynasty,the minor threadsof the perceivedYugoslavia - the baking of
bread,Genpantourists, folk embroidery- are all incorporatedinto the life/death fabric of
her symbolism. With the rigid, albeit unnatural, textual harmony that results, West's
book itself becomesa kind of magical act of creation, emphasisingthe attainmentof life
over death by the Yugoslav Church and State, and aiming to inspire their qualities of
strength, faith and unity in an apparently fatalistic western Europe. And it is on this
polemical level that the real extremity of the work is disclosed.The colourful proposal
that attributes of the Balkan region could actually assuagethe problems of the civilised
stateswas absentfrom the work of her predecessors,just as the belief in such socialwide solution was absent from modernism. For Durham, Hall, Thornton and their
lauding
the
of a pre-modeln destination may have evolved from a
contemporaries,
decadent
disaffection
with
society, and entailed harsh condemnationsof its
genuine
religious and political culture, but the idea that western Europe should regressinto the
archaismor medievalismwith which they sympathisedwas never advanced.For West, at
47In the light of such representation,Todorova's reading of West's text as denigratory (largely through
quoting, out of context, the latter claim that `[v]iolence was [...] all I knew of the Balkans': see
Todorova, `Balkans', p. 475; Todorova, Imagining the Balkans, p. 122) seemsperversely misleading.
Kostova's reading offers general support for my own. seeKostova, Tales of the Periphery, pp. 196-9.
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a time when chaos and division were spreadingthroughout the continent, the simplicity
of primitive faith, and the homogeneity created by centralisedmonarchy, represented
idealsthat she held and advocatedwith evangelicalfervour. `I feel that we Westerners',
sheconcludesat Kosovo, `shouldcome hereto learn how to live'[l, 301].
The true interest of West's book, however, was one it held in common with those
of contemporaries.Throughout the records of inter-war Balkan travel, as I have tried to
show, a vital feature was the travellers' belief in having achievedpsychologicaldistance
from the decadenceof the homeland.West's experienceswith the lamb and falcon, for
example, as with Thornton's discovery of Balkan superstition or Hall's life with
Romanian peasants,were moments in which a gulf was felt to emerge between the
establishedpatterns of western existenceand life in a more vital or authenticform. This
was Lane's `soft landslide' of the mind, or the sensationthat Ellison called `lifting the
'
veil of centuries',

a sudden impression of having had the mental conceits and
conventionsof civilisation driven out through exposureto pre-modern reality, the site

and source of value. The senseof escapefrom rushing civilisation, of removing oneself
from time, is crystallisedin a common motif of the region as bridge between past and
present, an extension,in part, of the traditional motif of the Balkans as bridge between
east and west. `I never saw such a mixture of ancient and moder', exclaims Bernard
Newman upon his entranceinto Tirana, and whether expressedasthe `mixture of old and
new', of `feudallife' and `[e]xtreme modernity' or of `the pack-horseand the aeroplane',
the exit from history that the Balkans were thought to facilitate was the reasonfor `the
`
ha[d]
these
the
traveller',
places
spell
over
and the reason they accumulatedsuch a
reputation for truth and spiritual peace.It was also what led the autobiographicalretreat
into pre-modernityto reiteratethe belief in epiphanycurrent in the modernistwritings of
the times, merely exchanging Joyce's faith in literature for a faith in the liberating
SO
tradition.
propertiesof ancientcustomand

"' In a Serbian monastary,Ellison writes `one [is] face to face
with the glory of long ago. It is as though
one were lifting the veil of centuries, and the history of the past is becoming a living thing'(see
Yugoslavia,p. 137).
' Neooman,Albanian Journey, p. 41; Benson, Unambitious Journey,
p. 226; Patmore, Invitation, p.
152; Edmonds,Land of the Eagle, p. 268; Lavrin, Jugoslav Scenes,p. 11.
50For other instancesin the Balkan context of the epiphany,
or moment of heightened significance, set
Leslie, Where East is West, p. 81; Benson, Unambitious Journey, pp. 31,60-1; Edwards, Danube
Stream, pp. 116-7,221-2; Sava, Donkey Serenade, pp. 80-1; Abraham. Balkan Log,
pp. 149-50;
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The literary influenceson travel writing did not stop at modernism.In the same
way as representationhad drawn on the discourseof nationalism during the war, the
modem concept of the Balkans Evasstrongly informed in the 1920s and 1930s by a
5'
bound
ideology,
that of romanticism. Indeed,
philosophy closely
up with nationalist
when our notion of the generic constitution of modernismis extendedto include travel
52
writing, then the romantic sentimentone finds dominating the genre becomesa more
prominent feature of the literary period than currently acknowledged,travel writing
being, to borrow Daniel Schwarz's phrase, `heir to the Romantic cult of abroad and its
hyperbolic responseto Europeanbeauty'.33For example,the modernist era was one in
which not only the new sciencesof anthropology and ethnology were advancingthe
romantic fascinationfor the primitive, but also in which those advanceswere drawn into
literature for the purposesof challengingthe West's hegemonicconceptionsof culture
M
and society. Roma ticism's `antipathy towards society' was also reiterated by the
travellers' senseof the corruption and `artifice' of urban civilisation, and their turning
"
for
"uncorrupted
truth
to
and serenity
away
nature', the latter now to be found in nonGraham, Moving Tent, p. 35; Marie, Country that I Love, pp. 44-5,47-9,100-1,145-6; Ball, Dalmatia,
p. 205; Yovitchitch, Pages, pp. 97,131; Alexander, wanderings, pp. 160-2. The sensethat there is
something vital to learn from the Balkans is repeated,for example, in Sava,Donkey Serenade,p. 154;
Edmunds, Land of the Eagle, p. 66; Alexander, Wanderings, p. 9; Graham, Moving Tent, p. 148;
Edwards, Wayfarer; p. 164; Patmore,Invitation, p. 130.
s' Norris has detailed the interaction of romanticism and nationalism in the Balkan
context: seeNorris,
Balkan Myth, pp. 18-22. Seealso Hösch, Balkans, pp. 14,118; Okey, Eastern Europe, pp. 76-7.
52Raymond Williams bemoanedthe `ideologizing'
which informed the choice of authors that in turn
controlled our understandingof modernist writing: such a choice resulted in 'a highly selectedversion of
the modern which then offers to appropriate the whole of modernity' (Williams quoted in Brooker,
`Repositioning Modernism', in Brooker, ed, Modernism/Postmodernism,p. 72). Once the range of
genre is expanded, as well as the range of authors, mutations occur in the thematic and stylistic
dominant of the period.
Schwarz, `Disraeli Abroad: The Making of a "Continental Mind"', in Michael Cotsell, Creditable
Warriors, 1830-1876 (London and Atlantic Highlands, New Jersey:The Ashfield Press, 1990), p. 54.
There is a clear connection, for example, betweenthe aestheticising tendenciesof romantic writers and
modern travel writers, the both viewing place `through the lens of the picturesque' (JamesDuncan, 'Disorientation: On the Shock of the Familiar in a Far-Away Place', in Duncan and Gregory, Writes of
Passage,p. 153).
54 See Michael Bell, `Ilse Metaphysical of Modernism', in Levenson, ed., Cambridge Companion to
Modernism, pp. 20-2. For pertinent discussion of D.H. Lawrence's anti-modern romanticism, for
example, seeFussell,Abroad, pp. 147-164,and Porter, Haunted Journeys, pp. 202-222.
55 Aldan Day, Romanticism (London and New York: Routledge, 1996),
p. 41. Even the romantics'
fascination with childhood, its innocence and insights, is'reiterated by modernist travel, as least for
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unsullied stretchesof western
era was also one in which the romantic emphasison art and imagination returned, with
novelist and travel writer both believing that the importance of the journey, like the
romantic explorationsof self and other, lay in its statusas revelatory `testing-ground'for
56
`beliefs
and codes'. It was even an era in which writers, evolving what Eliot called
new
s'
`the
the
mythical method', also returned to classical and medieval legend, to
`romances',for metaphysicaland aestheticstructure.
The Balkans remained, to put things more bluntly, an enduring repository for
fantasy.
from
Although
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British
the
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concept of
western romantic
the nineteenthcentury, when ruggedness,mystery and peril were more the taste of the
adventurous self, the pastoral landscapesof a Hall or West still formed, in Wilson's

Mark Cocker, who argues that such travelogues `frequently dramatise a return to the innocence and
purity of childhood [...]. In journeys we discover all over again the newnessof the world' (Cocker,
Loneliness and Time, p. 257). Seealso Coulson on exile in general: Anthony Coulson, `Introduction' to
Coulson, ed, Exiles and Migrants: Crossing Thresholds in European Culture and Society (Brighton:
SussexAcademic Press, 1997), p. 17.
56J.R. Watson, English Poetry of the Romantic Period; 1789-1839 (London and New York: Longman,
1985), p. 75. The centrality of `Art' to romanticism is discussedby Graham Allen (in `Defencesof
Poetry', in StevenBygrave, ed., Romantic Writings, 2nd ed. (1996; London: RoutledgelOpenUniversity,
1998), pp. 82-9, and the return of that centrality in modernism is mentioned by Bell, in `Metaphysicsof
Modernism', p. 29. Eysteinssonalso evokes modernism `as a kind of aesthetic heroism, which in the
face of the chaos of the modern world (very much a "fallen" world) seesart as the only dependable
reality [...]'(Eysteinsson, Concept of Modernism, p. 9). T.J. Diffey's definition of what `Imagination'
meant to the romantic poets would be understood by most inter-war travellers to the Balkans: `the
imagination [is] a peculiar faculty of the mind for the apprehensionof that kind of truth which is beyond
the power of reason, the senseor common experience to apprehend', a truth `which in character is
profound, religious, ultimate' (Diffey, `The Roots of Imagination', in Prickctt, ed. Romantics, p. 172).
C.M. Bowra also writes that `far from thinking that the imagination deals with the non-existent, [the
romantics] insist that it reveals an important kind of truth. They believe that when it is at work it sees
things to which the ordinary intelligence is blind and that it is intimately connected with a special
insight or perception or intuition' (Bowma,`The Romantic Imagination', in John SpencerHill, ed., The
Romantic Imagination (London and Basingstoke:Macmillan, 1977), p. 92). This notion, Wordsworth's
`spotsof time', is indistinguishable from the modernist notion of epiphany.
S' Eliot, `Ulysses,Order, and Myth', in Eliot, SelectedProse of T.S. Eliot, ed. Frank Kermode (London:
Faber and Faber, 1975), p. 178. Peter Faulkner writes: 'The use of myth is one way in which the
modernist writer has felt able to give coherenceto his work, the myths often being of the most general
kind, concerned with death and regeneration, the cycle of nature, the order of the seasons,though
sometimes,as in the caseof Ulysses,more specifically literary' (Faulkner, Modernism (London and New
York: Routledge, 1977),p. 18.
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S8
`true
imagination',
Balkans
the
phrase,a
of
an elaboraterealm of fancy and desiremore
reflective of the mindset of traveller, with its overt, peculiar needs,than anything real
within the travelled environment. The region was, in short, whatever the travelling
selfhood most wished to find. Cut loose from the ties of the familiar world, its codes,
customs,conventions,travellers found their imagination also curiously adrift, and began
to invent, to dream their surroundings, casting the landscapein the shape of preestablisheddesires, whether for personal mastery, for idylls of romance and pastoral
bliss, or even for that gothic world of `mystery and imagination', of vampires,
troglodytes, werewolves, [d]readful chasms', `mysterious' castles and `cit[ies] of the
dead' which straddledboth the paradigms." There were not many Europeanlocations by
this stage of the twentieth century on which the travel writer, traditionally a spinner of
suspect tales, could get away with such extremes; yet these were exactly the bold,
literary imaginingsthat balkanismcontinuedto facilitate.

However much inter-war travellers felt themselvesjourneying into imagination and
release, their conceptualisationsof the Balkans, like those of forebears, remained
stubbornly entrenched in the realities of pan-European politics. There is no easy
separationof knowledge from power, or cross-cultural discoursefrom the geopolitical
concernsof the culture in which it originates. I would not argue, however, that some

" Wilson, Portraits, p. 69. For the open acknowledgement of the centrality
of the imagination to
perceptionsof the Balkans, seeWilson, Portraits, p. 30; Lyall, Balkan Road, p. 109; Lane and Boylston,
Travels with Zenobia, p. 99; Durham, High Albania, p. 269; Durham, Burden of the Balkans, p. 164;
Gordons, Vagabondsin the Balkans, pp. 22-3,194; Alexander, Wanderings,p. 70; Ball, Dalmatia, pp.
62,201; Thornton, Ikons and Oxen, pp. 208,246; Starke, Raggle-Taggle,pp. x, 70,206,376,380,382;
Swine, Zog's Albania, pp. 68,132. I am constantly reminded, perusing these inter-war flights into a
fanciful south-eastEurope, of Gerald de Nerval's lament about encroaching global modernity: `I have
lost kingdom by kingdom, province by province, the most beautiful half of the universe, and soon I shall
no longer know where to seek a refuge for my dreams' (Nerval, quoted in Duncan and Gregory
`Introduction', p. 7).
" Edwards, Wayfarer, p. 24; Alexander, Stones,p. 99,250; Edwards, Profane Pilgrimage,
pp. 239-40;
Alexander, Stones,p. 128; Marie, Country that I Love, p. 163; Edwards, Profane Pilgrimage, p. 221.
Seealso Edwards, Wayfarer, pp. 70,144; Hall, Romanian Furrow, p. 160; Alexander, Stones,pp. 78,
190-1; Leslie, WhereEast is West,p. 228; Patmore,Invitation, p. 92. Lavrin's pictures are an interesting
example of the Balkan gothic in fine art - seeLavrin, Jugoslav Scenes(1935).
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and contestationof
measureof
its stubborn political inference, is not an available course, as the work of the diarists
beauty,
While
vitality, warmth, kindlinessand harmony
notions
as
such
would suggest.
had been ineffectual components of balkanism into Edwardian times, forming an
invariably subordinatestrain of the discourse,their achievementof dominancein the war
by
be
the
to
them
the
motifs
which
region
conceptualised
as
primary
was
reproduced
after 1918 and by which its newly won political mores were viewed and evaluated.
Independence,governmental structures, national cultures, diplomatic and economic
features
that representation assumedthe authority to sanction or
were
all
relations
it
detail
latter.
I
The
towards
tended
the
to
real
question
ask,
proscribe, and - as shall
however, is whether the conceptual dominance of complimentary representationwas
enoughto contest a denigratory concept of the Balkanswhich had always ensured,even
during the allegiances of the war, that the region's role was one of absolute
imperial
Europe.
to
subordination
The romantic approaches to south-east Europe may seem in many ways
condescending and hierarchical, ones that post-colonial critics, commenting on other
have
found
be
`reifications
fetishizations
to
merely
contexts,
so
often
and
of
geographical
life.
'60
While acknowledging that such readings are often
simple
ways
of
notionally
from
I
to
consider
romanticisation
wish
other interpretative angles, most
appropriate,
importantly studying its links to the national advocacy of the First World War, in order
to test the possibilities of counter-discursive presence during the period. Certainly
Turner's point on the late-eighteenth- and early-nineteenth-century romanticism that for
all its `nostalgic' desire for `a rural arcadia' to place against modern industrial society `it
is
important
less
'61an
critical
one to take up and examine for earlyand
radical
no
was
twentieth-century travel writing, whose articulations should be placed in the historical
imperialist
Britain
and culturally supremacist in sentiment. In such a
of
a
still
context
for
for
desire
the
elsewhere,
escape from the customs and conventions of
simple
society,
home, can in itself be considered a gesture of revolt. Hans Magnus Enzensberger argues
that even tourism, corrupt and corrupting though it may be, represents `a gigantic escape

60 Thomas, Colonialism's Culture, p. 171. In a not untypical move, Grewal goes so far as to link
romantic questsfor the `noble savage' with the imperial project of exploration and mapping, as well as
to the discourseof the needsof the all-important Self (Grewal, Home and Harem, p. 137).
1 Turner, Orientalism, p. 151.
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from the kind of reality with which our society surrounds us', an escapewhich, `no
matter how inane or helplessit may be, criticisesthat from which it withdraws-'62In the
context of early-twentieth-centurytravel, the utopic, idealising perspectivethe traveller
brought to bear on the Balkan object also indicatesopprobrium of the home culture, as I
have tried to bring out in the precedingpages:if it is true that `the essentialfunction of
'
is
is
has
Bloch
Ernst
utopia a critique of what present', as
argued, then British travel
writing on the Balkans offered a pronounced critique on the present stage of western
modernity. Renniereiteratesthe point when he writes that `prais[ing] a contemporaryyet
very different culture, particularly [... ] in terms that catalogue its freedom from nearly
every aspectof one's own, is implicitly, if not explicitly, to question or to criticise, not
only one's own culture, but even culture itself `64The romanticisation of the Balkans
certainly continuedto problematisethe eastfwestbinarism of Victorian signification that
the diarists had begun,and certainly helps - in the genealogyof the Balkan concept - `to
relativize the authority and stability of a dominant system of utterance', as Terdiman
"' Perhapsthe real question is, however, to what
definesthe effect of counter-discourse.
extent romanticisationcontestedthe very real inequalitiesbetweenthe still imperial West
and the struggling small nationsof the south-east.
Certainly, the inter-war travelogue's vigorous and persistentnational advocacy,an
ideology intimately connected to romanticism, would indicate that contestation was
pursued with a passion.The war generation's absorption of Serbiannational discourse
in
the 1920sand 1930s,as glowing accountsof Balkan nationhoodbecame
extended
was
a staple of travel writing on the whole of south-eastEurope. Sava's overt backing of
Bulgaria's `newly acquired liberty,' for example,Newman's dream of a `bright' future
for the `infant state' of Albania, or Spaull's hope that Romaniaenter `an era of prosperity

62Enzensberger,`A Theory of Tourism', New German Critique 68 (Spring-Summer 1996), 135.
p.
63 Bloch, quoted in Jerry Phillips, `Into the Melting Pot: Utopian
and Dystopian Themes in Edmund
White's Travels in Gay America', Studies in Travel Writing 1 (Spring 1997), p. 192.

6' Rennie, Far-Fetched Facts, p. 22. Speakingof Flaubert's writings on the East, Porter
also arguesthat
romanticising the other `speaksto the discontentsof a repressivecivilisation whosevalues its goesout of
its way to subvert' (Porter, Haunted Journeys, p. 169). He goes on to see D.H. Lawrence, Andre Gide
and T.E. Lawrence as all offering 'expression of the impulse to overcome the perceived decadenceof
Europeanculture through the embracing of different forms of "primitivism"'[199].
65Terdiman, Discourse/Counter-Discourse,pp. 15-6.
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known',
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are a few amongstnumerousinstances,
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never
and are all sustainedin their texts - as was typical of the period - by constantevocations
67
historical
the
of
nations' noble
evolution under popular, enlightenedrulers. The thing
was further compoundedby an emphasison those contemporaryfeatures of indigenous
culture that could be usedto justify this growth of national consciousness.Suchissuesas
literary practice, artistic achievement, architectural uniqueness, as well as the
individuality and high developmental stage of linguistic practice - issues which the
"
had
from
the war memoirs, and
chosento elide - were continued
nineteenthcentury
gave an impressionof unique, thriving cultures emerging into the era of fully-deserved
national self-government.The import of such discourseis most clearly seenwhen, in the
late 1930s, imperial interests once again threatened the peninsula. In the face of
Mussolini's drive for easternexpansion,and Hitler's need for the south-eastEuropean
granaries, the British travelogue's partiality to the Balkan nations led to vociferous
for
their preservation, as exemplified by Sava's concerns about German
arguments
encroachmenton Bulgaria, or Baerlein's support for the Yugoslav retention of Dalmatia,
'
defence
Albanian
integrity,
Heseltine's
Clearly,
Italy.
of
and
against the claims of
imperial rule was no longer deemedthe best option for the region.

Sava, Donkey Serenade, p. 185; Newman, Albanian Backdoor, p. 284; Spnill, Rumania, p. 19.
Wilson rather sumsup the attitude of the period: spealdngto a Viennese student about the assassination
of Franz Ferdinand, she says `"I am not an imperialist [...J. For me the Serbsare a fine race who have
their right to freedom"' (Wilson, Margins of Chaos, p. 114).
67For example, see Newman, Albanian Journey, pp. 27-40; Sava, Donkey Serenade, pp. 55-9,236;
Spaull, Rumania, pp. 9-20. For other examples of the period's treatment of history, see Rhodes,
Dalmatia, p. 24; Ellison, Yugoslavia,pp. 55,108-20,123; Swire, Zog'sAlbania, pp. 69-85; Yovitchitch,
Pages, pp. 43,137-40; Edwards, Profane Pilgrimage, pp. 39,158-9; Davies, When I Was a Boy in
Serbia (London: George G. Harrap and Co., 1920), pp. 58-66. In an earlier period, Durham is awed
rather than disgustedby the existenceof oral history in Albania: see High Albania, pp. 69,74-5,85,
151.
68For examples, see Forman, Rumania, pp. 95,122,143-52,193; Edwards, Wayfarer,
pp. 117-20;
Edwards, Danube Stream, pp. 12,40; Rhodes,Dalmatia, pp. 242-8; Newman, Albanian Journey, pp.
77-83; Sava, Donkey Serenade, pp. 51-2,85-6,166-207,222-31;

Ellison, Yugoslavia, pp. 289-293;
Spaull, Rumania, pp. 33,71-8; Davies, Boy in Serbia, pp. 31-2,90-8; Hoppe, Gipsy Camp, pp. 72-7,
220-6.

69 See Sava, Donkey Serenade, pp. 269-271; Baerlein, `Dalmatia after the mat
War', in Yravels
without a Passport: Second Series, p. 66; Heseltine, Scarred Background, pp. 96-8,185. See also,
Baerlein, `A Note on Fiume', in Caravan Rolls On, pp. 124-32; Koester, Jugoslavia, pp. 75-6; Baerlein,
Bessarabia, pp. 268-9; Thornton, Ikons and Oxen, pp. 55,71-81,269.
O'Doneven's claim that its
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There are a number of other reasonsfor considering travel literature a site of
opposition during the period. Its modes of representationseemto me to mount several
challenges to western hegemony, not only by openly questioning the need for
interferencein internal Balkan affairs, but also through sincerelydoubting the value that
any western interferencewould bring. On the issue of internal affairs, for example,the
travellers' promotion of Balkan independencewas, firstly, much less an abstract love of
liberty, or an attack on nineteenth-centuryimperial injustices, than a sustained and
passionatedefence of the specific political systemsthat had emerged from the First
World War, with travellers even viewing the dictatorships of the 1930s as moral4
progressive,efficient and - most happily of all - independentlyfunctioning bodies. The
viewpoint was nowhere more apparent than in work on Serbia, a country which, as
Black Lamb and Grey Falcon indicates,was now in the full flush of its love affair with
the British traveller. The dominant note in West's glowing tribute, or indeed in those of
Edwards,Ellison, Gibbons,Alexanderand other inter-war travellersin the Kingdom, was
of sympatheticacknowledgementfor its strugglesin the past, a glowing account of its
70
in
for
its
future
That such representation
the
present, and sincereregard
attainments
.
also dominated elsewhere, however, could be exemplified by Hopp6's adoration of
QueenMarie, Leslie's praise of the Bulgarian `national spirit', and Swire's appreciation
71
in
Zogist
Albania,
the
administration
of
countries of which it was rarely suggestedthat

occupation by Italy `would be the best thing that could happen for Albania' is highly unusual (see
O'Doneven, Skillet of the Balkans, p. 168).
70For admiration of Yugoslavia, including its frequent Serb-centrednesswe West, Black Lamb, I, 533637; Edwards, Profane Pilgrimage, pp. 68,147-9,188-9,282-7; Edwards, Danube Stream, pp. 158-90;
Edwards, Wayfarer, pp. 197-200,219.61 (the contrast between Edwards's portraits of Croatia and
Serbia is vital); Ellison, Yugoslavia, pp. 8-9,42-3,76,135,245-6;
Gibbons, London to Sarajevo, pp.
105-6,114-22,172-5; Alexander, Wanderings,pp. 255-81. Seealso Footman, Balkan Holiday, pp. 58,
Newman, Albanian Back-door, pp. 29-37,62-3,87-94,98-9,196-7,
306-7; Alexander, Stones, pp. 111-9; Koester, Jugoslavia, pp. 41,75-6; Backlein, `A Few Words', in
Caravan Rolls On, pp. 9-10. Significantly, the Gordons use the adjective 'Serbian' to describe Adriatic
148,167-9,196-8,256-8,282-6;

islands (in Vagabondsin the Balkans, pp. 221,227).
71Hoppe, Gipsy Camp, pp. 60-1,65-71,93,227-33; Leslie, WhereEast is West,
pp. 112-3,248-53,2878,289; Swire, Zog's Albania, pp. 23,91-5,197-203. Amongst many examples, see also O'Donevcn,
Skillet of the Balkans, pp. 154-62; Newman,Albanian Journey, pp, 27-39,85-7,96; Forman, Rumania,
pp. v-vi, 9-12,50-1,61,135-42,245-6; Parkinson, Twenty Years, pp. 6,25,34-7,167-190,215,239,
251-4; Baerlein, Bessarabia,pp. 116,151-64; So methodical is Sava's survey of Bulgarian history, att
and customsin Donkey Serenadethat the book seemslittle more than propagandadressedup as travel
(seeaboveall pp. 113-6,140-54,252-71).
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the regime benefited, or was likely to benefit, from western European influence.
Secondly, even if shortcomingswere found, then travel writers often resorted to the
various methodsof excuseformulated by the war generation.Their continuing tendency
to locate all problemsin the past, to passthem off as European-wideproblems,or elseto
blame them on vagaries of foreign interference,n shows how readily the British were
preparedto exoneratethe new states,and to deny that political instability or economic
malfunctioning might require outside assistance.In fact, the real antithesis of western
ideals of political and cultural practice, as a third point, continued to be located
elsewherein Europe. After hostility to the Central Powers easedin the 1920s,and before
the antagonismto Germany and Italy rose in the 1930s, the full significance of the
Russianrevolution beganto make itself felt amongstthose engagedin continentaltravel,
usurping for a while the position that Germany held for most of the first half of the
73
century. In the face of such profound othernessas Bolshevik Russia,the impressionof
political conditionsin the Balkanswas of regimesentirely to be commended.
Alongside this disavowal of interference,there were significant doubts expressed
about the kind of influenceon the Balkansthat closer ties with the West would generate.
On the one hand,this involved an inevitablemistrust of the spreadof western modernity
into the region. With many travellers having journeyed there expresslyfor its cultural
distance from `civilisation', the thought of progress supplanting the enforced
backwardnessof colonial rule was a cause for abhorrence, and added a certain
vehemenceto the critique of civilisation found in their writings. This might simply mean

12For instancesof the first, seeNewman, Albanian Back-door, p. 190; Sava,Donkey Serenade,p 233;
Weir, Balkan Saga, p. 117; Spaull, Rumania, p. 34; Ball, Dalmatia, p. 188. For the second,seeForman,
Rumania, pp. 28,229; O'Doueven, Skillet of the Balkans, p. 103; Gordons, Vagabondsin the Balkans,
p. 93; Durham, Tribal Origins, pp. 163-4,177,179,252. For the third, seeHall, Romanian Furrow, p.
162; Spaull, Rumania, p. 31; Leslie, Where East is West, p. 245; Lavrin, Jugoslav Scenes, p. 11;
Baerlein, Bessarabia, p. 187.
73On Bolshevik Russia, see Gibbons, London to Sarajevo, pp. 9-10; Sitwell, Roumanian Journey, pß
87,89; Patmore,Invitation, p. 122; Baerlein, Bessarabia, pp. 70.1,157-64; Forman, Rumania, pp. 1136; Thornton, Ikons and Oxen, p. 106; Loughborough, Roumanian Pilgrimage, pp. 59-61,70. It is now
Russia in which the western traveller hears reports of cannibalism, a country that, demonstrating again
the wider usageof what is termed `colonial discourse', indicates `all that is vague, chaotic and formless
in us' (seeWilson, Margins of Chaos, pp. 149,168). Starkie and Sitwell report rumours of cannibalism
amongstthe gipsy populations of Hungary and Romania respectively (see Starkie, Raggle-Taggle, p. 23;
Sitwell, Roumanian Journey, pp. iv, 32). John Reed, a communist, took a different line on the Russian
Revolution: seeEastern Europe, pp. 77-8.
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an occasionaldig at `the bowler hat, indianxbbercollars, and bad teeth' of the homeland,
but often entailed sincere, and sweeping castigation of the whole military-industrial
complex of western capitalism;Graham,for example,condemned`a materialisticage all
given over to thoughts of war', Edmundsdenounced`the sordid existenceof thousands
of workers in [... ] dreary manufacturingtowns', and Loughboroughbewailedthe certain
"
into
dreadful
Balkans
`those
the
entry
of
giants of materialismand greed'. On the other
hand, and more significantly,the inter-war generationwas fully cognisantof the West's
failures as self-appointedjudge and arbitrator of Balkan affairs. Such awarenessproperly
began in the war, when volunteers on the ground, influencedby the particular national
perspectivesof the indigenouspopulations, began encounteringthe abject deficiencies
not only of the national borders drawn up for the region by the Great Powers from the
Treaty of Berlin onwards, but also of the West's woefully inadequatemilitary and
diplomatic engagement.Napier, for example,ascribesBulgaria's entry on the side of the
Central Powers to British diplomatic bungling, Durham is adamant on the West's
incompetencein drawing up the Albanian-Montenegrinborders, and just about every
volunteer in Serbia condemns British procrastination on the eastern front, a
procrastinationwhich meantthat Serbia,fighting alone, `sacrificedthe lives of thousands
"
fine
soldiers'. This criticism of British foreign policy continued unabated in the
of
1920sand 1930s,asDurham's work would illustrate. Writing on the methodsof Empire,
she commentson how `theseso-called civilized Powers will starve millions, and bomb
helplesscrowds, in order to obtain land and supremacy,
' so brutally, indeed, that the
much talked of intrigues of the East are child's play comparedto the plans built by the
West.'76 The refrain was taken up by many other travellers, with Sava, for example,
'4 Gordon, Luck of Thirteen, p. 179; Graham,Moving Tent, 82; Edmunds,Land the Eagle, 232;
p.
of
p.
Loughborough,Roumanian Pilgrimage, p. 142. Amongst abundant instancesof critique, see Henry W.
Nevinson, Fire of Life (London: James Nisbet/Victor Gollancz, 1935), pp. 27,292; Benson,
UnambitiousJourney, p. 65; Sitwell, RoumanianJourney, pp. 2-5,114; Lane, Peaks of Skala, pp. 22,
95,136,148-9,160,223-4;

Edmunds, Land of the Eagle, pp. 162,228-32,255; Thornton, Dead
PuppetsDance, pp. 38,109,122. Anon is mildly critical in Journey, pp. 9,12-3,24,40-1,54.
's SeeNapier, Experiences,p. 244 ('How the Powers had bungled this Balkan
question!', Napier also
exclaims: lbid, p. 165); Durham, Strugglefor Scutari, pp. 159-60; and Askews, Stricken Land, p. 327.
In a common sentiment for the period, Stobart condemns what she terms the `system of world
government' that had facilitated the First World War, particularly the Great Retreat: Stobart, Flaming
Sword, pp. 5,7-8,128-9,265,311-5, and Stobart,Miracles, pp. 132-4.
76Durham, Balkan Tangle, pp. 202-3. Durham was always infuriated by
what she called `the wreckage
of dead Empires' in the Balkans (Durham, High Albania, p. 12). For her social criticism after 1914
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This underlying hostility towards western expansionismwas compoundedby the
presencein British travel writing of a certain idealismabout south-eastEurope's political
development.Travel writers were not just angeredby the imperial oppressionsof Balkan
history, and hostile to any signs of contemporary Western interference,but concerned
that outside mismanagementwould not recur in the future, and severalargumentswere
cited that might lessenthat possibility. The first was what could be termed the dream of
Balkan Federation,the notion of combiningthe various statesinto a single economicand
by
doing
so gaining the Balkans somesway within Europe, the region
and
military unity,
no longer being a collection of small, peripheral statesin thrall to the European power
base.The idea had an actual precedentwithin the region itself - the short-lived "Balkan
League"' that emergedin 1912 and counteredthe traditional Ottoman divide et impera
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(paticularly of western diplomacy and its effects on the Balkans), seeBalkan Tangle, pp. 61,214,273;
Tribal Origins, pp. 177,179,301. For her social criticism of the pre-war period, seeLand of the Serb,
pp. 4,29-30,259,284; Burden of the Balkans, pp. 14,25-6,103-4,335-6; High Albania, pp. 9-10,96,
175,246-8,275,347-8; Strugglefor Scutari, pp. 37,87-8,296-7,304,316.
77Sava,Donkey Serenade,p. 141; Ellison, Yugoslavia,p. 70; Ball, Dalmatia, p. 41. On western control
in the Adriatic, Ellison says, `The mean way the big Powers took these gems of the Adriatic from one
another, with no other right than might; how they just opened the shop-door as it were, and took
possession,reminds one of the present-daybandits who are helping themselvesto the contents of the
jewellers' shops'; sheconcludes,`It is not [...] for us foreigners to interfere in the politics of the Balkans'
(Ellison, Yugoslavia,pp. 215,246).
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Ottoman rule." Although the alliance broke down with the Second Balkan War, its
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states`to unite [... ] to preservetheir independence',a unity he variously terms `a Balkan
`bloc"', `Balkan Alliance' and `Balkan League', and while finally claiming the idea was
`too optimistic' he remainsconvincedthat it could have overcomeboth Turkey and the
Central Powers.' The notion of resisting Great Power intrigue through collaboration is
inter-war
Newman,
Bernard
the
the
of
most appreciative
not
war.
continued after
travellers, found cause for optimism in the integration of several ethnicities in
Yugoslavia, and wonders whether a looser federation could be formed which included
Bulgaria, the two being `kindred nations', as he seesit, who together might `becomeone
of the Great Powers of Europe [... ], an empire stretchingfrom the Adriatic to the Black
Sea.'S0This was a vision of real empowerment,not of subordinationto western Europe.
To the sameend, Rhodesbelievesunity is a `Slav ideal' which offers a `felicitous fiture',
Durham urges that the Serbsand Albanianscombineto `keep the foreign intruders from
the Balkan Peninsula',and Savaargues `that a federal Balkan State is the crying need',
evenwondering whether the united peoplesoffer an `exampleof unification [which] may
be followed by the whole of Europe' and which could `lay the foundation-stoneof the
United States of Europe'." The theory might have been idealistic, but marked a
'S For a short account, seePaviowitch, History of the Balkans. pp. 197-8. Pavlowitch later summarises
the attempts in the region to surmount differences, including national schemeslike `the Yugoslav idea,
various forms of Balkan cooperation [... ] Balkan leaguesand ententes,but also the grass-rootsfeelings
of solidarity shown by all the Balkan volunteers who joined in the Greek War of Independenceand in
the Serb risings of the Eastern Crisis'; he concludes, `[t]he Balkan peninsula extends across a zone of
fault lines that is also one of passagewaysand crossroads' (lbid, p. 337). On the `Balkan League', see
also Jelavich, History, pp. 97-8, and Glenny, Balkans, pp. 226-7.
19Napier, Experiences,pp. 194,10,20,29,36,10,194.
80Newman,Albanian Back-door, pp. 182,197.
$' Rhodes,Dalmatia, pp. 178,39; Durham, High Albania, p. 276; Sava,Donkey Serenade,pp. 133,154.
For other examples of the traveller's sense that collaboration was both possible and desirable, see
Baerlein, `The Serbian Woman', in Travels without a Passport: Second Series, p. 73; Baerlein,
`Vignettes of Travel', in Caravan Rolls On, pp. 71-6; Edwards, Wayfarer, pp. 142,235; Edwards,
Profane Pilgrimage, p. 169; Wilson, Margins of Chaos, pp. 250-1; Ellison, Yugoslavia, pp. 65-6;
Gordons, Luck of Thirteen, pp. 184-5; Weir, Balkan Saga, p. 234; Forman, Rumania, p. 185; Waring,
Serbia, pp. 116,199-200; Askews, Sinken Land, pp. 18-9. So enamoured of Balkan unity is Henry
Nevinson that it enters his dreams: during a treatment of morphia, taken for a tropical illness, he has a

I"
tremendousconceptualbreak with the past, based as it was on conviction that all the
qualities once denied to the Balkans States- unity, order, progressiveness- could and
imperial
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be
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them
to
encroachment.
save
should
While it should be said that proponents of Balkan Federation were not in the
majority, the argument usefully demonstratesthe paths along which the new paradigm
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Firstly,
than
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the
an
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on
severalways.
Britain and the Balkans: O'Doneven's comparisons of Slav and British disposition,
Forman's commentson the Romanianlove of English sports,Newman's typical reminder
of the British-Serbianwar alliance, as simple examples,set up the two regions not as
82
frequent
Secondly,
but
the
comparisons
such
of
same
cultural
outlook.
asvariants
poles
by the traveller of the home and host culture often disfavouredthe former, or at least
latter.
from
instances,
denigrate
To
Ball's
the
to
claim that
choose
numerous
refused
Balkan `family ties are [... ] stronger than they are amongst most English people',
Footman's analogy between Balkan barbarity and British behaviour during World War
One, Leslie's contrasting of `sordid' Welsh villages and the `white villas' of Bulgarian
just
likely
be
by
bandits
in
Colville's
`[y]ou
that
to
comment
are
as
attacked
and
miners,

became
familiar
bed
Balkan Peninsula, now beautiful, happy, fall of
`my
in
the
narrow
which
vision
glorious reminiscences,and requiring only some delightful rearrangement,in which no one would be
assassinated;but Ferdinand, Tino and Venizelos should smilingly combine for the common good'
(Nevinson, Fire of Life, pp. 343-4). The desire for Balkan collaboration was an extension of the
traveller's location of unity in the region: seemy Chapter 3, pp. 142-5.
22O'Doneven, Skillet of the Balkans, p. 146; Forman, Rumania, p. 145; Newman, Albanian Back-door,
p. 172. This follows on from my section concerning the establishment during the First World War of
British-Serbian relations in my Chapter 3, pp. 154-61. For further instancesfrom the inter-war period,
Gibbons,
London to Sarajevo, pp. 134-7,140-2,
24-5,126-7,149,189;
Alexander,
Wanderings,
pp.
see
150,181,187-8; Edwards, Profane Pilgrimage, pp. 224-5; Brown, Dalmatia, pp. 161-2; Edmunds,Land
of the Eagle, p. 288; Rhodes,Dalmatia, pp. 192,213,264; Spaull, Rumania, pp. 18,48; Weir, Balkan
Saga, pp. 63,71,112-3,147.
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Camberwell [... ] as you are in Constanza','3 each questions and problematisesany
dichotomy betweenthe two parties. Lastly, there was the straightforward declarationof
similitude, a claim which, whatevertravellers' hostility to western mores,constructedthe
peoples of the two sides of the continent as fundamentallythe same - with the same
`
it
inferred
it
is
So
the
that
needs,aspirationsand - was often
one
same
political
rights.
readsof Footman's discoverythat Yugoslav youth were `exactly similar [...] to those of
their age all over Europe', the Gordons' realisationin Sarajevothat `Humanity, after all,
only differs in details', Lane's idea that `[t]he stuff of humanity is always the same', and
in particular Stobart's desireto see `all humankind in one united nation.'" In one way,
this was old-fashionedVictorian humanism;in another it had analogiesto a strand of
modernist thought which pursued the reconciliation of binaries, that process of
`superintegration', or

of

drawing together culture's apparently irreconcilable

dichotomies,which in the Balkans,with its merging of eastand west, as well as of `new
"*
low,
high
and
rich and poor, had a potent symbol. This notion of similitude, I
and old,
should add, did not mean that the south-eastEuropean states should be constrainedto
act accordingto western mores,but that they should be allowed the westernprivilege of

" Ball, Dalmatia, p. 184; Footman, Balkan Holiday, pp. 97-8; Leslie, Where East Is West, 191;
p.
Colville, Fools' Paradise, p. vi. Seealso Ellison, Yugoslavia, p. 11; Benson, Unambitious Journey, p.
270; Parkinson, Twenty Years,pp. 5-6; Lane, Peaks of Shala, p. 61; Weir, Balkan Saga, p. 173; Lyall,
Balkan Road, p. 204; Gibbons, London to Sarajevo, p. 161; Newman, Albanian Back-door, pp. 180,
197,227. Such comparisions are also found in the war memoirs: seeMatthews, Experiences, p. 22; St.
Clair Stobart, Flaming Sword, p. 62. One could also include here the Balkan criticism of Britain that
was now admitted into the texts: see,for example, Hall, Romanian Furrow, p. 131; Newman, Albanian
Journey, pp. 48-9; Thornton, Ikons and Oxen, pp. 15,159; Parkinson, 7lventy Years, pp. 236-8;
Edmonds, Land of the Eagle, p. 48; Forman, Rumania, p. 44; Footman, Balkan Holiday, pp. 35,39;
Cordons, vagabonds in Albania, p. 250. These include the discovery, in Leslie's Where East is West,
that `the common term for being sea-sickin Bulgarian is "speaking English"[214].
14The point was further developedto overtly political effect in the Cold War
era; seeChapter S.
95Footman, Balkan Holiday, p. 60; Gordon, Vagabondsin the Balkans, 67; Lace, Peaks Skala,
p.
p.
of
207; Stobart,Flaming Sword, p. 310.
86JamesMcFarlane, `The Mind of Modernism' in Bradbury and McFarlane,
eds., Modernism, p. 92;
Yovitchitch, Pages, p. 113. Forster's epigraph to Howard's End, `Only Connect', is usually cited as
evidenceof this trend; McFarlane usesthe more interesting comment, fron Strindberg's To Damascus,
that life should be a processnot of `"either or," but [of] "bah
('The
Mind
Modernism',
and"
of
p.
...
...
88).
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evolving in their own way; Durham wanted `for them [the] liberty to develop each on
7lines"
their own natural
most travellerswould haveagreed.
Unfortunately, that liberty would never be won by travel writers. Whatever the
build up of counter-hegemonicsuggestionwithin travel writing, it has to be said that the
various threats that south-eastEurope faced in the period were underestimated,even
be
by
far
for
to
too
effective.
many
commentators
oppositional
writing
unrecognised,
The main danger after the war was domination by that western European system of
indirect military, political, and economic control which, in an early instance of neoimperialism(and in a mannerrepeatedsome seventyyears later) did indeed spreadeast
borders
dissolution
in Europe. Here, complimentaryrepresentation
the
of
political
after
failed to put any weight behind a self-determining Balkan peninsula, and failed
absolutely.Travel writers might have argued all they liked for Balkan independence,but
Glenny
in
Misha
the
the
surplus
shows
period, and
of
world
as
agricultural
produce
the region's inability to competeindustrially with the West, drove the statesto massive
borrowing in order to slow the decline in national income, their economiesfalling under
the control of western investors, and at times reduced to the level of subsistence;`the
Balkanswere much more tightly integrated into the global economy,' Glenny comments
dryly, `without possessing the skills or resources needed to survive it. '5' It is
images
true
that
the
of the Balkansthat travel writing set in motion have an
undoubtedly
uneasyrelationshipto such calamity. The production of a new style of knowledge does
not necessarilyindicate an end of old forms of power, and it could well be argued that
the post-war paradigm formed a perfect vindicatory narrative for the type of rogue
dealing by which western neo-imperialism operated in the region. The idealised

" Barden of the Balkans, p. 104. It was in a similar sentiment that she said of British rule in Egypt:
'Any one with any spunk would rather go to hell his own way than be chivied to heaven by such
odiously superior beasts' (Durham, Balkan Tangle, p. 214).
88Glenny, Balkans, p. 425. He quotesan economic historian who reports that by the late 1920s `foreign
capital accountedfor 50-70 per cent of the financing of the economies... Foreign participation was even
higher in Bulgaria and Yugoslavia: in the former case72.3 per cent of the national debt and 48 per cent
of equity capital was owned by foreigners, while for Yugoslavia the respectiveshareswere 82.5 and 44
per cent'[425]. Seealso Hösch, Balkans, pp. 162-3; and Pavlowitch, History, pp. 266-8.01my remarks:
'Far from becoming independent economic units in their own right the states of the region merely
exchanged the tutelage of Austro-German capital for that of Western Europe and America' (Okey,
Eastern Europe, p. 167).
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an
which
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contemporarypolitical actualities,effectively deniedthe poverty and political discontent
being causedby entranceinto a western centred global market.90This is especiallytnie
91
former
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the
the
as
of
rule
made
of
unspeakable
mention
was
when
Empire cameto be known. In what could be a classicexampleof colonial discourse,the
textual combination of wretched past and positive present might well infer authorial
justification for the Balkanspassinginto the western sphereof influence.
The point gains urgency when consideringtravel writing's responseto the direct
interferencein the Balkansof Nazi Germanyduring the 1930s.The economicdepression
that had crippled the Balkan economieshad, in Weimar Germany,brought to power a
dictatorial regime what would in time prove far more menacingto Balkan stability. One
for
H'itler's
European
territorial
the
the
objects
of
ambition
mastery,
of
major
was eastern
but
flank
for
during
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the
the
the
more
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war,
on
purposesof
importantly for facilitating accessto the region's sizeableagricultural output. As a result,
the 1930shad alreadywitnesseda steadygrowth in Germany's influence in the region,
all backed up, in the usual colonial manner, with persistent denigration of the eastern
Europeanstates,the representationof their `defectivesocial structure, [... ] point[ing] the
9
leadership'.
for
German
Crampton
had
before
1939,
Reich
the
that
relates
need
well
tied the eastern European economies closely to its own, both through the exchange
clearing system,which pinned export to central bank deposits,and through `provid[ing]
"
for
buy
their
to
them'.
agricultural goods when no one else seemedprepared
a market

89Rhodes,Dalmatia, p. 143. Anon terms them `contentedpeople' (Anon, Joraney, p. 41).
90Exceptions to this would include Swire, Zog'sAlbania, p. 22; Footman,Balkan Holiday, pp. 70,279;
Leslie, "here East is West,pp. 61,64-5,68,100,170,217; Gordons, Vagabondsin the Balkans, p. 57;
Hall, Romanian Furrow, p. 125; Alexander, Wanderings,pp. 18,28; Starlde,Raggle-Taggle, p. 301.
91Durham, Land of the Serb, p. 15.
'2 Okey, `Central Europe/EasternEurope', p. 121.
" Richard J. Crampton, Eastern Europe in the Twentieth Century (London and New York- RoutledM
1994), p. 37. So great was central European influence, that Pavlowich arguesthat `(e)xcept for Albania,
less
included
in
Reich's
Balkans
Großraam by 1938'
Italy's,
the
the
were
or
more
which was
(Pavlowich, History, p. 271). In the Yugoslav case, Pavlowich goes on to write: `The war increased
dependenceon the Reich and created difficulties for the economy. By 1939 over 50 per cent of exports
imports
from,
Germany.
Emergency measurescausedinflation. The
50
to,
of
came
cent
per
and
went
cost of living rose in 1940, when the harvest, inadequate even for the home market, had to go to
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Once war had broken out, German influence was quickly exacerbated:Bulgaria and
Romaniafound their economic and foreign policies wholly regulated by Germany,and
large swathes of Yugoslavia and Albania were administeredeither directly by central
Europeansor indirectly by puppet collaborators. And whatever its overriding sentiment,
the romantic paradigmfailed to deliver any challengeto such western hegemony(which
94
in
World
War
Two).
continued, unmenaced,until the rise of communist resistance
Criticisms of Italian and Germanencroachmentthere were, as I havementioned,but such
criticism arosein only small sectionsof only a small numberof travel texts after 1935. At
the same time, the notions of both Federation and of Unity were never pronounced
enough in either period or individual text, the critique of civilisation not sufficiently
systematicand, most importantly, the economic and political crisesin the region far too
concealed beneath a welter of fancifiil romanticisms, to enable a fully oppositional
discourseto emergefrom the genre. If representationdoes not properly and at length
engagewith an injustice,it seemsfair to say,then it risks perpetuatingthat injustice.
On a more general level, complimentarybalkanism suffered from the simple fact
that, as Terdiman accepted,while `[c]ounter-discoursesinhabit and struggle with the
dominant which inhabits than [... ] their footing is never equal'." It would take much
more than sentimentalprimitivism, in other words, to terminate the abusesof western
European involvement in the Balkans. It may certainly be the case that resistanceto
power is possible,as I wish to discussin my closing section,and it may even be the case
that someforms of discourseare less amenableto the facilitation of power than others:
the idealisationof the Balkans, and the concomitant critiques of the west, undoubtedly

Germany. The dinar was devaluedin relation to the mark. The price of bread soared'(Ibid., p. 307). See
also Lampe and Jackson,Balkan Economic Hfstory, pp. 461-465.
94In this, it failed to form the effective site of resistanceit openly desiredto be. Inter-war travellers
were
fully aware of the political implications of complimentary representation, just as many Victorian
travellers were aware of the implications of negative forms of conceptualisation(see my Chapter 2, p.
89). For example, Ellison seemshappy to seeherself as propagandistfor Yugoslavia: `How is it [...) this
country is so little known. Is there not a quicker and more satisfactorymethod of advertisementthan the
recommendationof the returning traveller? Alas, Yugoslavs make no secret of their intense dislike of
propaganda.Yet in this commercial age advertisementis all powerfult Each nation and each man is his
own propagandist,and the louder he "cries" his wares the better is he appreciated' (Ellison, Yugoslavia,
p. viii).
95Terdiman, Discourse/Counter-Discourse,p. 18.

FT71,
formed a problematisationof traditional baücanistdiscourse.But finally a more capable
in
than
the modernistperiod.
anything
evolved
counter-discoursewas needed

An aspectof inter-war representationthat does suggestproblematisation,rather than a
straightforward facilitation of western European power was the mutation that occurred
in British constructionsof the self. As I argued in Chapter 3, there are two features of
in
hold
importance
to any study of power.
travel
writing
which
central
self-construction
Firstly, autobiographicalideas of the self always reflect the forms and levels of power
operating within the text (the Victorian self-image,for example,reflecting their texts'
for
domination),
ideas
that
of the self are often the
national
and
secondly
such
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point from which those forms of power emerge,the concernsof the self having primacy
during the journey over those of nation.96None acceptsthe point, then the study of selffiuther
in
knowledge
the period,
should
clarify
our
powerunderstanding
of
construction
for these were, in general, a radically different set of travellers. Rejecting the
domineering stance of past generations, the inter-war traveller displayed a gentler,
impacted
identity,
in
Englishness
that
turn
sympathetic
a
sort
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more
contrary
politer,
both on the type of political relationship between Britain and the Ballcanswhich their
texts advanced,and on the style of balkanismthey pursued. I shall be concernedhere
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not
only
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analyse
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power,
The analysis of autobiographical scripting during the modernist period will be
pursued with referenceto two wider theoretical frameworks, both of which - with a
light
first
The
is
this
traveller.
on
my
part
shed
on
modification
new-fashioned
slight
Paul Fussell's classification of the West's journeying, or the westerner's responseto
abroad, into exploration, travel and tourism. He defines exploration as the journey to
`athletic,
the
unknown,
an
paramilitary activity' that stretchedwell
geographically
chart

% See my Chapter 2, pp. 91-3. In a wonderful summary of such concerns, Francesca Wilson talks
scathingly about `the love of excitement and adventure,the itch to meddle in other people's affairs, the
nostalgia for foreign countries and for increasedscopefor one's powers, which drive the British abroad,
to administer either their own Empire or a small slice of somebodyelse's' (Wilson, Margins of Chaos,p.
40).
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into the nineteenthcentury, tourism is the journey to enjoy the geographicallyknown,
`discoveredby entrepreneurshipand prepared [... ] by the arts of mass publicity'; and
travel, in betweenthe two, is the journey through the geographicallyknown in pursuit of
do
journey
inner
Hall
Thornton
in
Lane,
that
the
much to
and
self a sort of
newness
is
latter
journey
To
that
the
traveller
types,
the
two
one could say
condense
exemplify"
the modernist,concernedwith epistemologyand revelation, the tourist - as MacCannell
'" The only thing to mar these undoubtedly useful
writes - `modern-man-in-general.
is
from
lamentable
the
their
their
male
construction around
categorisations- apart
insistencethat any individual traversing a foreign locale should be defined by a single
foundationalist
belated
that
notions of
a
rather
essentialism
on
not only relies
category,
the self, but which also producesthe arrogant and misleadingbinarismof traveller/toutist
that has informed discussionof the subject. I would argue rather that these notions of
tourist and traveller are not individual human types but - quite simply - qualities that
reside and conflict within tbw single selfhood. The point was already made by Paul
Edmonds, a British traveller in Albania and Montenegro in the 1920s.Despite opening
his discussionwith a statementclose to Fussell('[t]he tourist travels for amusement,the
traveller becauseof some urge within him that cannot be resisted'), the distinction
collapseswhen he applies it to himself, finding that his desire for comfort is more
evolved than he had hoped, and wishing - in short - that he `had less of the tourist and
'
in
[his]
composition'. To attempt a difficult generalisation,what
more of the traveller
finds
in
pre-war travel writing on the Balkans is the death of the energetic,
one
aggressive narratives of exploration, that still informed early twentieth-century
treatments of the region, and the emergenceof a generation tom by this very split
'7 SeeFussell,Abroad, pp. 38-9. He attemptsto equatethe three journey types with historical moments
the Renaissance,the `bourgeoisage' and 'our proletarian moment' respectively- although admits this is
problematic. In the Balkans, for example,Edith Durham still typifies `exploration' in the early twentieth
century.
98 Dean MacCannell, The Tourist: A New Theory of the Leisure Clan, new ed. (1976; Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1999), p. 1. On the sametheme, he later adds 'that tourism is the cutting
edgeof the worldwide expansionof modernity'[ 1841.
99Edmonds, Land of the Eagle, pp. 1,3. Edmonds does not theorise about the two qualities, but his
manner of discussing them leaves one in no doubt as to their status as behavioural traits rather than
individual types. For example, when faced with the luxuries of Corfu he `becamethe complete tourist';
after a long journey he feels `the tourist side of [his] nature was uppermost'; and when faced with
particularly primitive accommodation he finds himself `[P]utting off the tourist and putting on the
traveller' (lbid, pp. 137,179,180).
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100This hybridity is compoundedby the fact that traces of exploration remain in the modern traveller not least the class element of the pursuit, travel very much retaining the elite, rather aristocratic aura
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Fussell is unpalatable.Grewal commentson Fussell's retention of modernism's elitist attitude to tourism
in Home and Harem, p. 95. Harry Curtis and Claire Pajaczkowskaalso stressthat tourism, travel and
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Imperium. In the modern period, however, a good number of travellers, certainly those
journeying through the Balkans, exhibit a very different approach to abroad.
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1°2Buzard, Beaten Track, p, 87.
103Reed, War in Eastern Europe, p. 103. `It is really amazing', the Earl of Cardigan exclaims in Youth
Goes East, 'how someEnglishmen manageto retain their characteristics,even in a completely foreign
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the outstanding social figures of the country' (Patmore,Invitation, p. 22).
104For expressions of traditional Englishness, see the self-representations in Newman, Albanian Backdoor, Cardigan, Youth Goes East, Colville, Fools' Pleasure, Gibbons, London to Sarajevo, Lyall,
Balkan Road, Graham, Moving Tent and the Gordons' travelogues. This type of narrator usually `others'

the Balkan region.
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indicated the travellers' spiritual outlook above.103The following are their other major
attributes, all of which demonstrateto a greater or lesser extent the `suppleness',the
outward-going element,that was taking over self-construction.
The first characteristicis the very mannerin which the inter-war generationwere
so consistently and self-consciouslytravellers: that is to gay, individuals in which the
travelling sensepredominated.The pronounced aim was `to travel independentlyand
humbly', as Colville put it, to seek `adventures'and `unusualoccurrences',and aboveall
to distinguish oneself from the habits of the `Plain Man', the British tourist, who
`together with a herd of fellow-simpletons' is `shepherdedround' seeingonly `glimpses
of things [... ] which an illustrated guide would have shown equally well. "06 Indeed, so
did
independent
travel seem,that an air of aestheticism,evenfetishism,came
momentous
to surround the simple act of movement. In place of the Victorian's industrious,
purposeful, goal-orientated journeys of exploit and discovery there developed the
decadentnotion that travel, stylishly and languorouslyperformed,was a considerableend
in itself, a sort of `travel for travel's sake', to borrow Stephenson'sterm, that paralleled
107A senseof the outlook is found in
the `art for art's sake' of Wilde and his associates.
the work of Henry Baerlein, a prolific writer who travelled widely through the Balkansin
the inter-war period. In prose of slightly strained precocity, Baerlein's vignettes of
rememberedjourneys evoke the random experiencesthrown up by travel as choice
moments of heightenedexperienceand structured beauty more real than the banalities

1°5Along with the texts analysedin the last section,
seeStobart,Mlraclek, pp. 20-1,70,134; Abrahams,
Balkan Log, p. 189; Ball, Dalmatia, pp. 131,201-6; Leslie, WhereEast is West,pp. 222-3,236,316;
Edwards, Wayfarer, pp. 1-2,184; Parkinson, Twenty Years,p. 213; Alexander, Wanderings,pp. 79-80,
116,138,197; Marie, Country that I Love, pp. 44-5. Even arch-rationalists like O'Doneven, Footman
and the Gordons at times feel that there is more to life than just the material: we O'Donevcn, Skillet of
the Balkans, p. 6; Footman,Balkan Holiday, pp. 241-6; Gordons,Luck of Thirteen, p. 228.
106SeeColville, Fools' Pleasure, pp. v-vii. The 'traveller's'
self-portrait is one that tends to `champion
the 'traveller's' spirit that resists the degradations of sensibility endemic to the modern world
Spenglerian gloom alternates with celebrations of the individual (usually the author) who can
show
himself (always himsey) to run against the current of his time, to resist determination by the
culture of
his unfortunate age, to rest `beyondculture' in Lionel Trilling's senseof the phrase' (Buzard, Beaten
Track, p. 335). Buzard's strict gendering of the traveller is not always suitable.
107R.L. Stephenson,quoted in Sonia Melchett, Passionate Quests: Five Modern Women Travellers
(London: Heinemann, 1991), p. 6. Durham also refers to herself as 'merely travelling for travelling's
sake' (Durham, Lands of the Serb, p. 24); Graham claims that 'wandering - just vagabondageitself
was the first object' (Graham,Moving Tent, p. viii).
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106Henry Baerlein, And Then to Transylvania (London: Harold Shaylor, 1931), p. 96; Baerlein,
Bessarabia, p. 38. Seealso his condemnationof `thoseidle men who think that the most proper journey
is the straightest line betweentwo points' and his reflection, in the samework, that "'Are those not the
happiestof travellers for whom all the roadsare equally alluringT"(Baerlein, Bessarabia,pp. 248,62).
109Baerlein, Travels without a Passport: SecondSeries, p. 1.
110John Rignall, `Benjamin's Fläneur and the Problem of Realism', in Andrew Benjamin, ed, The
Problems of Modernity: Adorno and Benjamin (London and New York: Rontledge, 1989), p. 114;
Suzanne Nalbantion, Seeds of Decadence in the Late Nineteenth-Century Novel: A Crisis in Values
(London and Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1983), p. 15; Thornton, Decadent Dilemma, p. 21. Paul Valery
'a
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Decadent
the
as
sort
of
animal ..., without attachments, a
of
sketch
gives a concise
traveller without regret, lonely without remorse ..., capable of anything, scorning everything' (Valery,
Conjectures, p. 17). The Fldneur (1994), edited by Keith
Modernist
Ibsch,
in
Fokkema
and
quoted
Tester, is an excellent study of the eponymous figure.

111Baerlein, Transylvania,p. 155.
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many of their contemporariesin searchof spiritual existencewithin the modern world,
12
this was only achievablethrough travel.
Baerlein's reification of the traveller as an actual or potential `poet' had a wider
significance.In a mannerthat did reflect one of the Decadentmores - what Alfred Carter
113
bookish
`excessive,
culture' - the typical travel writer of the 1920s
consideredtheir
and 1930s was an individual of not inconsiderableliterary enthusiasm.The Yugoslav
traveloguesof Lovett Fielding Edwards are pertinent here, not only for illustrating this
side of autobiographicalselfhood, but also for showing the several ways it presented
itself. On the one hand,the author's depictionsof his researchesinto native literature and
his
local
does
with
of
meetings
as much to evoke an
as
well
as
and
arrtists,
art,
writers
latter
imply
to
the
authorial
persona
as
well-read
an
region,
erudite,
artistically vigorous
14
his
Yugoslav
wholesaleadvocacyof
a part of
nationhood. Similarly, though Edwards
he
is not the best exampleof this, there is also the frequent self-consciousness
with which
and his generation approachedtheir own literary endeavour, a topic I shall pick up
below.115Finally, and most importantly, there are the kinds of analogiesEdwards drew

112For other evocations of the self as `artist tramp'(Alexander, Wanderings, p. 17), or instances of
distastefor tourism, seeBenson, UnambitiousJourney, pp. 1-4,159-60,241-2; Gordons, Vagabondsin
the Balkans, pp. 86-91; Graham, Moving Tent, pp. vi-viii, 17-8,24; Newman,Albanian Back-door, pp.
54-5,299; Conway, Ride through the Balkans, pp. 15-21; Starkie, Raggle-Taggle, pp. ix, 8,29. See
Thornton's vagabond image in Ikons and Oxen, pp. 134,157, and his distaste for meeting other
westernersabroad in Dead Puppets Dance, pp. 72-3,76-7. He sums up the twin poles of tourist and
traveller nicely: `Travel Agencieswill map out your itinerary and arrange your accommodation,but they
cannot arrange the sort of journey that I wanted to make' (Ibid, p. 12). Two wonderful instancesof the
traveller asJldneur are found in Starkie, Raggle-Taggle, pp. 331-40, and Sava, Donkey Serenade,pp.
17-9. It is rare for a travel writer of this period to assist the casualtourist, or to refer to him or herself as
a `tourist': for examples, see Rhodes, Dalmatia, pp. 144,185,216-31,
and Edwards, Profane
Pilgrimage, pp. 49-50,82 (at other times, Edwards establisheshimself as traveller: we Ibid, p. 220;
Danube Stream,pp. 48,110-11,155; Wayfarer, pp. 7-8)
113Carter paraphrasedin Thornton, Decadent Dilemma, p. 33. Many of the inter-war travellers were
novelists (Stephen Graham, RebeccaWest, Rose Wilder Lane, Bernard Newman), or else moved in
literary circles (for example, Benson knows Alec and Evelyn Waugh, Patmore knows Charles Morgan,
and Nevinson knows John Masefield and John Galsworthy: see Benson, Unambitious Journey, pp. 6,
157; Patmore,Invitation, p. 81; Nevinson,Fire of Life, pp. 242.4).
114pmongq the abundant exa,.,,. fes of the author's interest in Yugoslav art, argil
literature and
,
Danube Stream, pp. 40,83song, we Edwards, Profaneý'Piilgriimage, pp. 55,63-4,162,168-9,200,241;
4,216-7; Wayfarer, pp. 95,117-20,150-1,167,198-9,233-4.

us See my pp. 223-4. For self-consciousnessin Edwards, see Wayfarer, pp. 1-2; Danube Stream, pp.
201,237.
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116Edwards, Danube Stream,pp. 83,111,111. For other examples,seeDurham, Balkan Tangle, pp. 12,
44; Forman, Rumania, p. 34; Conway, Ride through the Balkans, p. 170; Gordons,Luck of Thirteen, p.
118; Gordons, Vagabondsin Albania, pp. 220-1; Sava, Donkey Serenade, p. 23; Edwards, Profane
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decline in the inter-war period. After its excessesof the Great War,'' masculinism's
brash self-confidence,competitivenessand aggressionbecamesurprisingly scarcefor an
autobiographicalgenre which, after all, takes the conquering, enduring ego as its very
119
d'etre.
An interesting illustration of my point is the autobiographicalselfhood
raison
of Edmonds's To the Land of the Eagle (1927). Although his experienceis mainly of
Albania, that prime stampingground of Victorian malehood,there is none of that overt
quest for adventureand domination one finds in a Brown, Best or Le Queux, more a
senseof responsibility, a sensitivity, an awarenessof one's cultural intrusivenessand a
range of mild, unassumingbehaviouralcodeswhich the more belligerent Victorian male
would have consideredirredeemablyeffeminate.Edmonds's meditation on tourism and
travel in his opening pages already hints at such a character: in contrast to tourism's
in
British
`is
interested
to
the
traveller
adherence
custom,
people than
arrogant
more
scenery', regards his or her status abroad as that of `the guest' and `behaves
'2°
live
do'
`to
far
as
accordingly', and generally attempts
as possible as the natives
Although Edmonds admits failure in this regard,121the senseof decencyand discretion
one receivesfrom the passageis reinforced by the rest of his text. Edmondsturns out to
be a rather gentle proof-reader and painter, who has `the skinniness[... ] associatedwith
the artistic professions'[84], is `unused to strenuouswalking exercise'[36], is happier
`writing and sketching'[205] than pursuing more masculinist pastimes,is sensitive to
local custom, though deplores the killing of lambs and kids and the local fondnessfor
hard liquor, cares less about pitting himself against native dangersthan receiving `[a]
friendly smile, a hand-shakeand a welcome'[31] and whose luggage,in an unforgivable
breachof masculinism,exchangesthe gun so typically carried by the Victorian for a pair
'22
The result should not be considered, banally, as a
`pyjamas
and a comb'[34].
of

I's Dawson makes the point that the First World War did something to question imperial models of
maleness, `detaching the cathexis (or charge of emotional excitement) from the idea of war and
rendering the soldier a figure of irony' (Dawson,Soldier Heroes, p. 151).
119To take issueslightly with Mark Cocker, the fact that travel's dominant `literary expressionis a work
invariably narrated in the first person singular' is as much to do with the masculinity of travellers as
their `vehementindividualism'(see Cocker, Lonelinessand Time, p. 4).
120Edmonds,Land of the Eagle, pp. 1-2.
121Ibid., pp. 2-3,33,34-5,98-9,137,179.
122His profession is suggestedon Ibid., p. 51. For his dislike of masculinist pursuits, see pp. 208-22,
274; for his quicknessto tire, seepp. 71-2,89; for his interest in art, seepp. 155.6,244-5,277; for his
sensivity to local custom, seepp. 98-9; for his distastefor slaughter and liquor, seepp. 20,59,67-8,71.
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feminine male but somethingrather more complex, more hybrid, involving a merging of
masculineelements- whose existencehis very choice of Albania would imply - with a
123
feminine
rangeof
qualities.
This rejection of overt masculinity has important parallels to the wider breaking
down of gendered identity that defined the era of modernism. As Makiko Minow
Pinkney contends, `the two trends [of] feminist aesthetic and modernist aesthetic'
constitute, with their twin assaultson fixity, binarism,patriarchy and the masculinismof
realist poetics, `the two faces of a single awarenessand concern,'''

and though travel

writing may not havebeenthe most high-brow forum for the topic, it nonethelessformed
one more site for the investigation and disavowal of Victorian patterning that was
emergingin modem literary and political culture. Certainly, the exploration of gendered
identity appearsmore salient when one turns from a male writer like Edmonds to the
work of female contemporaries.Mary Morris has pointed out that the act of both
physicaltravel, and the scripting of that travel, was traditionally opposedto all that the
Victorian woman was taught to value, a fact that Morris saysmade"[w]oman's literature
[... ] mostly a literature about waiting, and usually waiting for love'. '" In the late
nineteenthcentury, however, the increasingnumber of traveloguesproduced by British
women - Mary Kingsley, Isabella Bird, Anne Blunt - began a violation of this rigidly
proscribedmale sphere,and by the First World War the transgressivefemalejourney to
and interaction with foreign location were dealt with in a determinedlypolitical manner.
For example, Stobart's relief work in central Serbia, describedin The Flaming Sword
(1916), is reproducedlessas an emblemof British-Serb co-operationthan as a symbol of
On the topic of guns, their frequent mention during the nineteenth century eases;only Cardigan and
O'Doneven claim to possessfirearms (Cardigan, Youth Goes East, pp. 116,127; O'Doneven, Skillet of
the Balkans, pp. 83-4); others tell their readersthey are unnecessary:seeNewman,Albanian Back-door,
p. 11; Hall, Romanian Furrow, pp. 12-3.
123For other examples of the male traveller's demasculinisation,
or rejection of masculinism, we
Colville, Fools' Paradise, pp. 41-2; Newman, Albanian Journey, p. 60; Gibbons, London to Sarajevo,
pp. 151-2; Thornton, Ikons and Oxen, pp. 49,76,213; Thornton, Dead Puppets Dance, pp. 50,126;
Starkie, Raggle-Taggle,pp. 34,37,99,161,192-4,323. Sava's narratorial character is of interest here,
above all his helpless reliance on a Bulgarian guide: we Donkey Serenade,pp. 16-7,30-5,70,91-2,
216,220.
124Makiko Minow-Pinkney, Virginia Woolf and the Problem
of the Subject (New Bnmswkk, Now
Jersey:RutgersUniversity Press,1987),p. 14.
iu Morris, `Womenand Journeys:Inner and Outer', in Kowalewski,
od., TemperamentalJownrys, p.
25.
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the women's ability, evenduty, to actively participatein public life. With militarism being
the product of men, who `regard battles as magnified football scrums', it is the urgent
responsibility of that sex to whom `[t]he care of life, before and after birth, has been
given by God' to enter the `enlarged sphere [and] also protect the abstract life of
humankind'.126The real pleasureof the memoirs of Stobart, Sandesand Matthews is the
palpablejoy they communicateabout their freedom to both enact new identities and
further women's role in the world, as indeed is the significance of much post-war
women's travel writing. After reflecting on herself and her female companionsfor the
Albanian trip, Rose Wilder Lane paints a glowing portrait of what she calls `the new
woman born of the war':
You find her everywherein Europenow, managingfar reaching enterprisesswiftly and
well. She speakstwo or three new languages,she crossesnations as casually as she
usedto crossthe street,her eyesare wise, and there is humour in the comm of her lips.
Sheis usually Prett:34always good-lookingand well-grroomed.Shedresseswell without
caring for dress,like a businessman [...J. She smokesa little, drinks a little, knows a
great deal, and keeps her nerve and her head. Europe might be darted with stones
marling the dead careersof mienwho, cut off from all accustomedassociationsand
common standards have "gone to pieces,,, as we say. The modem girl keeps her
integrity, does not disintegiate. '27

Despite Lane clear idealisation of the masculine, her questioning of established
identification and experimentwith new ideals of selfhood againresult in a hybrid form
of
identity. As the volunteer work of Stobart, Paget, Wilson and their generation
demonstrated,the carrying out of activities associatedwith the male
were always linked
with a maintenanceof the compassion,imaginativenessand concern more associated
with the feminine: if `[m]ilitarism is malenessrun riot', Stobart declared, then it was
126Stobert,Flawing Sword, pp. 315-6. Woolfs Three Guineas (1938) is
perhapsthe finest' expressionin
the first half of the twentieth century of the connectionsbetweenmasculinism and war.
127Lane, Peaks of Shala, p. 17. She adds, `I wondered
whether she is the pioneer of a new, free, strong
breedof women for whom the younger generation of men will grow to be a match [...]. ' Lane's portrait
is very close to Marianne Dekovan's: speaking of the era 1880-1920, the latter depicts the `"New
Woman"' as `independent,educated,(relatively) sexually liberated, oriented more toward
productive life
in the public spherethan toward reproductive life in the home' (seeDekoven, `Modernism
and Gender',
in Levenson,ed, Modernism, p. 174).
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surely not the businessof the woman to just `encumberherself with legaciesof male
traditions' 12#
The very modernist strategy of challengingboundaries,and resisting entrenched
dualisms,was not restrictedto attackson genderedidentity. The transgressionof cultural
or racial boundarieswas also presentin the work, and reflected modernism'swillingness
to seekout the cultural other in order to formulate alternativepatterns of behaviour and
perception. On one level, the shift away from the rigid, inward-looking journeys of the
Victorians arose quite simply from the more gregariousnature of inter-war travel, with
travellers like Thornton, Edwards and Baerlein, disinclined to associate with other
Britons, and frankly uninterestedin the military and commercialconcernsthat had driven
their forebears, seekingfulfilment instead in the very cultural exchangetheir forebears
had so successfullyshunned.And the result was not that different to the behaviour of a
purely English circle abroad: day trips, picnics, parties, late-nights and genuine
friendshipsbecamea common occurrencein the `contact zones' of south-eastEurope.
The representationof such cross-cultural friendship is touchingly shown in Henrietta
Leslie's WhereFast is West(1933). The journal recountsa motor tour around Bulgaria,
the nation Leslie claims to `love best in Europe', and whose `wild romantic landscape'
and `peoplewho entertain and delight"29 often lead her to eBusion. This is particularly
so during her recollections of Bulgarian women, as the description of a travelling
companion,the `adoredLia'[ 104], exemplifies:
A blonde woman with massesof honey-gold hair, which, regardlessof f%shioxn,
she
wears piled up on top of her head in rolls and puffs, blue-eyed,round-featured,shehas
always remindedme of an attractive young lioness.Full of kindlinessand good-humour,
with a consuminginterest in life and her fellow-creatures,a passion for travelling, an

1 Stobart,Flaming Sword, pp. vii, 3. For other pertinent
passageson the topic of gender,and new roles
for women, see St. Clair Stobart, Flaming Sword, pp. vii-viii, 2-4,25,120,289-90,307;
Stobart,
Miracles, pp. 11,83,92,106,115,117,130-1,135;
Sandes,Autobiography, pp. 9,12,82-7,194,216,
220-1; Wilson, Portraits pp. 48-9; Wilson, Margins of Chaos, pp. 10,57-8,93; Matthews, Experiences,
pp. 1,58-60,63-4,72,109-10,136,173; William Holtz, `Prologue' to Lane and Boylston, Travels with
Zenobia, p. 8; Martin Conway, 'Introduction' to Conway,Ride though the Balkans, pp. 23-6; Nevinson,
Fire of Life, pp. 344-5.
129Leslie, WhereEast is West,p. 18.
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exceptionalgift for languages,and a habit of borrowing expressivewords from one,
when sheis speakinganother- that is Lia. [67]

What one finds here, and in the other sociablejourneys of the period, are individuals
rather than racial stereotypes.Like her husband-a `brilliant' Bohemian [67] - Lia is not
for
highly
her
distinctive
but
construed
as
a
national
a
simply
metonym
awarded
group
character,a distinctivenesssymbolisedby her contempt for rules (both of languageand
fashion) and emphasisedby her demonstrationof all those traits - virtue and strength,
kindlinessand curiosity, educationand attractiveness130- that in the West were signifying
Lane's `new woman born of the war,. 131The relationshipthat Leslie and Lia establishis
one basedon mutual affection, itself a great improvementon the Victorian treatment of
hired companions,as well as one in which the westerner- lacking the cultural knowledge
of the indigene- is at times subordinate,Lia being `the perfect mother'[ 104] and Leslie
her `naughtylittle girl' [69], petted, protected and always loved. Leslie's construction of
the self includes nothing unusual for a twenty-first century reader, but is astonishing
indeed when recalling Victorian expectations of supremacy, and indicates an
autobiographicalshift from the detachedand parochialBriton, rigorously maintainingthe
codesof the homeland,to the cosmopolitanideal, a travelling seltiood well-known and
132
by
locals.
well-loved the

13°Attractiveness is an important feature of Leslie's representationof Bulgarian womanhood. On her
friend Beata, with her enchanting smile, Leslie writes `If I were a man, I should fall in love with her at
once'[151], and at a Turkish bath she `had nothing else to do than to sit dreamily gazing at my fellow
bathers', whom she considers `a beautiful type of womanhood, with their ivory-tinted skin and their
large, brown eyes,like the eyesof gentle kine'[691. Clearly, we are a long way from the `savageother'
here.
1311&
Rer the nineteenth-centuryprojection onto the Balkans of mysogynyand patriarchal oppression,the
inter-war idealisation of the region included a far more positive interpretation of the female lot in the
region: for example, seeLane, Peaks of Shala, pp. 173-4; Garnett, Balkan Home-fife, pp. 9-11,177-8,
254-6; St Clair Stobart,Flaming Sword, p. 115; Alexander, Wanderings,pp. 12-13,266; Hopp6, Gipsy
Camp, p. 32.
132As a measureof how far travellers had moved from Victorian detachment,many actually expresslove
for placesor people in the Balkans: seeBaerlain, Bessarabia,pp. 5,232; Starkre,Raggle-Taggle, p. 96;
Parkinson, Twenty Years, pp. 5,23; Benson, Unambitious Journey, pp. 37,55; Leslie, Where East is
West,pp. 18,81,151; Hall, Romanian Furrow, pp, 87,135; Edwards, Danube Stream,p. 237; Edwards,
Wayfarer, p. 10; Ellison, Yugoslavia, p. 136; Marie, `Preface' to Hoppe, Gipsy Camp, pp. xi, xiii;
Krippner, Quality of Mercy, p. 55.
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On a more complex level, the British traveller's sociability is constructed in the
text as a more active seeking out of the other, a sort of attempted merging with, or
integration into, the cultural mores of the travelled environment.133There are a number
of ways through which this was felt to have been achieved.The first could be described
as an extensiveparticipation in autochthonouscultural traditions, a pursuit that Lane's
activities amongstthe northern Albanian tribes, for example,has already done much to
illustrate. Secondly,there was the erotic encounter, somethingwhich was absentfrom
Victorian and Edwardian travelogueson the Balkans (apart from the very rare spot of
flirtation), and which Benson's experiencesas a woman in inter-war Albania, Turkey and
Yugoslavia offer the most poignant illustration.'34Lastly, and most interestingly, there
was what one can only describeas an attempt at psychologicalunion. In a processthat
reversedthe nineteenth-centuryfears of atavism, and reflected what Islam termed the
`performative enactment of becoming-other',133the traveller believed that he or she
could erasethe unwonted assumptions,codesand practicesof the home culture through
sustained,and entirely idealistic immersionin the other. This was the most extremeform
of attempted integration, though the kind of quality that drove a traveller to such a
fantasy was naturally bound up with the qualities of curiosity, sociability, imagination,
female
traveller's move to assertion, and the male traveller's rejection of
the
with
masculinism.
A good exampleof psychological merging is found in Raggle-Taggle (1933) by
Walter Starkie, a professor of languagesat Trinity College, Dublin. The journal details
what the author calls his `gypsying in the east of Europe', a walking tour through
Hungary and Romania in the late 1920s in which he attempts to shed respectable
136
live
life
`a
as vagabondminstrel'. Although Starkie is often ironic about
existenceand
his efforts, the journey - as with so many others during the period - is a genuineenough

'33 Cocker also notes this in Loneliness and ?Yme,writing that `[o]ne of the most
commonly rimed
patterns in the lives of travellers is some degree of personal transferenceto the cultural identity of the
peoplewhose lands they wandered' (Cocker, Lonelinessand TYme,p. 45).
134Benson, UnambitiousJourney, pp. 50-1,67-8,218,254-6. Seealso Wilson, Margins
of Chaos, p. 24;
Conway, Ride through the Balkans, p. 176; Edwards, Danube Stream, pp. 225-7; Baerlein,
Transylvania, pp. 209-229; Baerlein, Bessarabia, pp. 47-62; Starlaie,Raggle-Taggle, pp. 14-8,246,
118-25,199,334-5,341-4.
'35 Islam, Ethics of T wvel, p. vii.

136Starlese,
Raggle-Taggle,pp. 257,27.
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quest for another side of the selfhoodto prevail, a freer and more honest side than that
prevailing in the West. In the author's discussions of the subject, the binary of
vagabondageand civility, like Fussell's travel/tourism or Islam's nomadic/sedentary
travel, often plays a part, and are again consideredas two competing facets of the single
selfhood,vagabondagebeing an activity that can usefully disrupt one's civility, `with its
toga of respectability,its duties to the common weal, its self-consciousmediocrity.' [6]
As Starkie puts it, `The vagabond side of my personality is an element of discord
entering to destroy the solemnharmony of a life well spent in a scholar's toil. ' [7] This
blunt reversalof the Enlightenmentpreferencefor order over chaos, again evoking the
modernist searchfor individuality via flight from professionand community, is repeated
in the locale of the journey. Here, the vagabondis contrastedto the `ordinary tourist', a
symbolof order and conformity ('each thinking the samethoughts, eatingthe samefood,
putting up at the same wonderfully efficient hostels') whose company entails the
`sacrifice [ofd individuality' and must be shunnedin favour of such elementsof chaosas
`outcasts,Picaresqueknaves [and] Gypsy vagrants', amongst whom freedom is to be
found.137Starkie's attempt to seek out their company, and thus connect with his
`vagabondside', forms the narrative thread of the text. The tale beginswith the author,
dressedas a vagrant, awkwardly taking up his fiddle on the train journey east, and
for
Italian
tips. The rehearsalbeing a success,a more confident Starkie feels
airs
playing
no disquiet about consorting with the gypsy cafe orchestras, itinerant musicians and
peasantaudiencesof Hungary and Romania, and after a few weeks of this life of the
during
particularly
road,
performancesof gypsy melodies,with their vertiginous `rhythms
that bewitch and hypnotize'[21], he feels himself reach a point at which his old
is
personality erased.As he explainsit,

'" Ibid, pp. 8,29,29,29-30. Starkie defines the tourist, or the touristic
side of the self, as `a bloated
snail, a traveller with his householdgoodson his back, crawling on his belly through the world'[8]. His
thoughts on the uniformity of tourist and tourism come during a meeting with some Austrian hikers in
Hungary, when the author has a sort of vision of what would soon becomethe touristic world of the post1950s.The full passageruns, `The Austrian hikers made me feel depressed,as though I had strayedinto
a future age when all Europe would be crammed with hikers in khaki shorts carrying rucksackson their
backs, travelling along the roads in thousands,all singing the samerollicking outdoor songswhich they
have heard on the radio, thinking the same thoughts, eating the same food, putting up at the same
wonderfully efficient hostels'[29].
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When I first startedout I found the ways long: my feet were sore and the had exhausted
me; my thoughtswere still attachedto my life of conventionalityand I felt that though I
had put on the costumeof a vagabondI had not yet becomeone. It was only by calling
repeatedlyon my vagabondpersonalitythat it cameto me. And as soon as it camemy
whole attitudetowards life beganto change:I felt light-heartedand the road becamefull
of interest.I had the senseof being absolutely free from the anxietiesof life, of having
sloughedoff my old soul and finding a new one fall of wonder like a child's. [205]

The referenceto childlike wonder is crucial. Like his revaluation of discord, Starkie
turns the familiar accusationof puerility or immaturity often hurled at the Balkan other
into an emblem of positive virtue in the self, of a spontaneity,vitality and seemingly
epiphanicfreedomthat has somehowgot lost amongst `the grim realities of modern city
life'[6]. This state of immediacy, solely available to those who `allow their hearts to
becomechildlike again',138may well be a romantic sentiment,a fantasyunfitting for the
postmodern present. Yet on the level of intentionality, such claims are of great
importance,indicating a modern self neither styled on the Victorians, immobile in their
Englishness,nor panderingto the `tourist, insulatedwithin his own national capsule'139,
but groundedin the genuinedesireto meet and mergewith the other. At the sametime,
the typically modernist understanding of

identity as fragmented, fluid

and

discontinuous'40was a crucial step away from the certaintiesof Victorian self-wholeness,
exchangingthe notion of stable, enduring identity, which had helped to construct the
'38 Ibid., p. 109. Other Britons had `become childlike again.' I mentioned Leslie's
regression into a
`naughty little girl' above (my p. 216); at their field hospitals in the war, Dearmer and other orderlies
regressedinto 'school girls' (Dearmer, Letters, p. 114) and Stanley became `a naughty child' (Stanley,
Diary, p. 55). Walshe's claim that the Serbsare 'a race of brave babies' is temperedby his belief that
'Tommy' was `a child himself (Walshe, With the Serbs, p. 107). Seealso Thornton, Ikons and Oxen,
pp. 96-7; Patmore,Invitation, p. 15.
139Hampson, Enlightenment, p. 71.
'40 Dennis Brown argues that modernism `radically
probed the nature of serfhood and problematised the
means whereby `self could be expressed', exchanging `a model of selfhood which is autonomous,
integral and continuous' for a recognition of `decentred' or fractured sell; a result, he claims
of social
alienation, the growth of psychoanalysis and the horrors of the First World War (Brown, The Modernist
Self in Twentieth-Centwy English Literature: A Study in Self-Fragmentation

(Basingstoke and London:
Macmillan, 1989), pp. 1-2). In what stands as a symbol of the split self, Starkie professes to enjoy
`divid[in8] myself into two personalities and mak[ing] the two converse together' (Stande, RaggleTaggle, p. 29), and says that `once you can get into your wanderer personality there is immense joy in
conversing with yourself as you walk along' (Ibid, p. 206).
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is
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identity
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that
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it
inter-war
freedom
be
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in
travel
distinction
to
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was
of
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and
was any
freedom and distinction from the homeland,a point supportedby fact that the partaking
in, and advocacy of, forms of national attainment, another reward of Victorian travel,
had now almost entirely vanishedfrom travelogues.As far as travellers were concerned,
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may
also
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adventure,the concept remaining only
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"'

There are many examples of inter-war travellers in the Ballcars feeling themselves merge with the
host culture; for a variety of degrees, see Alexander, Wanderings, pp. 160-2; Lane, Peaks of Shala, pp.
Thornton, Ikons and Oxen, pp. 66-7,227; Thornton, Dead Puppets Dance, pp. 202-3,
52-3,59,75,207;
260-3; Edmunds, Land of the Eagle, pp. 34-5; Marie, Country that I Love, p. 150; Graham, Moving
Tent, p. 244. Hall does feel temporary connection with the Romanian peasants: see Romanian Furrow,
felt
during
Serbia
Jones,
With
Such
into Exile, p. 289;
the
97,104,224.
also
see
war:
merging
was
pp.
Sandes, English Woman-Sergeant, pp. 114,154; Davies, Farmer in Serbia, pp. 28,97. Davies's fantasy
imagined
both
interest
boy,
is
Serbian
the
transgression
being
culture
entailing
of
and
gender,
of
a
of
here (see Davies, When I Was a Boy in Serbia). See also Durham, Burden of the Balkans, pp. 367,380,
384, and Durham, High Albania, p. 20.

142WhereasBrown viewed himself as staunchly British in 1888, commenting on how he was `loath to
discredit our nation' whilst travelling, it was with unconcealedpride that Ellison relates,fifty years later,
how `[i]n the eyes of the foreigner I do not live up to our national reputation' (Brown, Winter in
Albania, p. 229; Ellison, Yugoslavia,p. 212; seealso Ellison's pleasureat being viewed as unEnglish on
p. 187).
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western
persona,and
purpose; yet whereas Victorian travellers had formulated a threatening, savage,
backward Balkans to set off their capacity for enduranceand civility, so the moderns'
sensitivity, spirituality, gregariousness,their capacity for wonder and their romantic
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believed
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that
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spiritual
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optimism
travel, all required from the travelled environment exactly the kind of romanticism,
features,
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None
their
texts
these
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constructed.
of
of
course,
and
generosity
much support to offer for the reintroduction of imperial rule. I discussedearlier how the

i's I refer here to how - in travellers like Starlde, Lane and West the journey through physical space,
with its imaginative conquest of a region and its testing and formulation of dominant forms of
Englishness, passesto the inner journey, the exploration of pyschological space that leads to the
discovery and enactmentof alternate, peripheral forms of identity. In a parallel shift, the Victorian love
of solving mystery remains in the inter-war text, but passesfrom the solving of mysteriesin the physical
environment to those in the psyche.
144There is an interesting connection here between what Benson, in a modernist age, termed the
`crashing Balkan bore', the one who establisheshim- or herself socially through discoursing on Balkan
experience,and what Edward Lear, almost a century earlier, called the `Levant lunatic', the one who
journeys into south-eastEurope to get away from the beaten tracks of the Grand Tour (see Benson,
UnambitiousJourney, p. 4; Hyman, ed., Edward Lear, p. 157. Both attempt to establish alternative or
exceptional identity through associationwith what is viewed as the geographically marginal or wayward.
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complimentarymode of representationquestionedthe assertionof British power over the
region; in the self-constructionsof the modern traveller, above all in their relationshipto
the Balkan population, one finds a metonym for the political theories of cross-European
facilitated.
interIn
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mode
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the
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which both admitted Balkan spaceand attributed value to that space,feeding into wider
textual representationsof the region's fully justified independentexistence.The quest
motif at the heart of many inter-war texts, by placing such enormousvalue upon the
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implication of suchrespectfulevaluationof the Balkans should be clear. `It is not [...] for
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The reduction of the western travel writer's power over the Balkans is both
expressedand symbolisedin the writing styles of the period. There was in the early
twentieth century a crisis of representationentering intellectual fiction, with not just the
industrial unperial/patriarchal/militarycomplexcoming under critical scrutiny but also the
forms
of scientific realism and naturalism by which that complex had achieved
very
in
for
It
this
was
example,that the assured,chronological, omniscient
way,
expression.
narratives of the past surrenderedto the self-reflexivity, irony and perspectivismthat
came to be known as literary modernism. For Said, the break down of narrative and
narrator was in part `a responseto the external pressureson culture from the Imperium',
`triumphalist
imperialism',
the
of
experience
of
exchange
and a prose expressiveof
an
`optimism, affirmation, and sereneconfidence', for the `ironic awarenessof the postrealist modernistsensibility', which expressedprofound doubt about both the world and
146For
it.
the writer's place within
others, the new currents in literary style were more
closely linked to the rejection of patriarchy. As opposed to the masculine,rationalist,

us Ellison, Yugoslavia,p. 246.
146Said, Culture and Imperialism, p. 227.
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hierarchical, sense-makingmodes of realism, modernismwas now the emergenceof a
signifying practice centred around the `feminine unconscious', an outpouring of a
its
deferred
"effects
language
`its
feminine
subterranean
of
action,
which,
with
repressed
dreams and fantasies, its convulsive quakes, its paradoxes and contradictions"'
determined the formal attributes of the new anti-realism.147For Kern, in a more
traditional interpretation of the period, modernist poetics were a result of developments
within such areas of the national culture as communications,transportation, trading
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everything,
it is viewed'; "9 this non-hierarchical epistemology is reinforced by the profound
her
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that
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claim
a twentieth century and West
of
subjectivism
European standard[... ] would be foolish', and that, so varied are the two perspectives,
14'7
Dekavan, `Modernism and Gender', PP. 179-80. The quotation is from Luce Irigaray's Speculumof
the Other Woman(1985). In a study of Dorothy Richardson's Pilgrimage, Jean Radford considerssuch
narrative poetics a part of a conscious`searchfor a new, more feminin, form': seeRadford, `Coming W
Terms', P. 99.
148See Kern, The Cultwe of TFmeand Space. His comment towards the opening, that 'cultural
developmentswere directly inspired by new technology'[6j gives an indication of his approach.
11 Durham, High Albania, p. 20.
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`[i]t is perhapsequally foolish to attempt to analysethem at all.'150Similarly, Koester
writes that the Bosnian landscape`was so unfamiliar as to be almost beyond my own
comprehension',Thornton questionswhether `anybody know[s] for certain what other
Nations think', and Edwards claims that anyway a traveller can only ever `brush the
'5'
lightly'.
Such doubts about the western Gaze were at times
surface of all things
mirrored by linguistic skepsis.Edwards, for example, recalling a moment during one
journey in which he surveyed the mountains of central Serbia, is overcome by the
complexity of his feelings:`There are certain impressions',he muses,
that are not susceptibleto words. One feels a certain definite emotionbut cannotgive it
literary shapeand afterwardscan only rememberthat at a certain place and at a certain
time one receivedan impressionthat, clear enoughin thought, was yet too tenuousfier
2
'
frailer
the
net of words.

Edwards's `frail net of words', with its hint of confinementor capture, would go on in
the latter half of the century to inform a radical postmodernpoetics and equally radical
linguistic philosophy, and was certainly no dominant in inter-war travel writing. Yet the
in
Edwards's
his
turn
musings,
and
self-consciousness
amongst
a
certain
self-reflexive
contemporariesgenerally, were common enough during the period. In what one could
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of modernisttravel, the writers constantlyrevealeddoubts or
consider
misgivingsabout their own procedures:about the act of physicaltravel, about themselves
133
final
journey,
the
scripting of the
admitting those
as travellers/tourists, and about
misgivingsin a way that worked to destabilisetheir texts.
150Ibid., p. 91.
151Koester, Jugoslavia, p. 23; Thornton, Dead Puppets Dance, p. 234; Edwards, Danube Stmam,
p.
160. See also Ball, Dalmatia, pp. 173-4; Weir, Balkan Saga, pp. 6-7; Anon, Journey, pp. 62,80;
Sitwell, Roumanian Journey, p. 4; Gibbons, London to Sarajevo, pp. 51,76,85,103-4,140;
Lyall,
Balkan Road, pp. 1,106; Benson, Unambitious Journey, p. 283. This epistemological scepticism was
Serbia
in
Jones,
With
into Exile, p. 310, and Walshe, With the Serbs, pp. 21,185-6.
apparent
already

152Edwards, Profane Pilgrimage, p. 45. Wilson also commentsthat words `are (presumably)a necessary
evil, but they have a terrible power of narrowing the things to which they are attached. We acceptthem
placidly as though they were explanations [...]': seeher Portraits, p. 29; the whole passage(pp. 29-30) is
of interest.
'53 Instancescan be found in Lyall, Balkan Road, p. 3; Sava, Donkey Serenade,pp. 11-5,22,34,40;
Swire, Zog's Albania, pp. 69,282; Cardigan, Youth Goes East, p. 222-3; Footman, Balkan Holiday, p.
131; Leslie, WhereEast is West,pp. 18-9,127,192-3,229-30,294; Starlde, Raggle-Tuggle, pp. ix, 33-
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4; Gordons, Luck of the Thirteen, p. 170; Baerlein, Translyvania, pp. 19-20; Baerlein, Bessarabia, pp.
126-7. I would argue that discussionsof the `traveller versus tourist' type we also an instance of selfconsciousnessor self-reflexivity.
's+The two featuresare summedup by Thornton as `the `"expressionof isolated observations"' (Richard
Le Gallienne) and `I'emploi de mots rares' (R.K. R Thornton, The Decadent Dilemma (London: Edward
Arnold, 1983), pp. 27,46). For examples of both, as well as the Decadent preference for the low or
Marie,
Gipsy
Camp,
53,155-7;
`Preface'
Ibid.,
Anon,
12,
Journey,
Hoppd,
to
pp.
p.
xii;
pp.
see:
squalid,
28; Gordon, Vagabondsin Albania, p. 106; Gordon, Vagabonds,in the Balkans, p. 147. See also
Nevinson, Fire of Life, pp. 44-5.
iss Law and Boylston, Travel with ZEnobia,p. 99.
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Lane's contemporaries, with impressionism perhaps the most usual of literary
borrowings, although other, more advancedmodernist techniqueswere also deployed.
Perspectivism, surrealism, delayed decoding, streams of consciousness, even
ls& were all drawn in, techniques which to return to an earlier point
apocMha,
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156Lane, Peaksof Shala, p. 28.
157Scott, `Symbolism, Decadenceand Ixhpressionism', in Bradbury and McFarlane, eds., Modernism,
Shala,
27.
Peaks
For other impressionist passages,seeLane, Ibid, p. 47;
Lane,
223,219,222;
p.
of
pp.
Hoppe, Gipsy Camp, p. 202; Marie, Country that I Love, pp. 91-2; Yovitchitch, Pages, pp. 79,139-41;
Edwards, Danube Stream, pp. 11,222; Rhodes,Dalmatia, pp. 133,250; West Black Lamb, I, 70. West
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experience
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1-" For perspectivism, seeWilson, Portraits, pp. 22-26,77-81,95-102; for surrealism, we West, Black
Lamb, I, 123; for delayed decoding, seePeaks of Shala, pp. 26,220-1, Swire, Zog's Albania, pp. 149,
156, and Sitwell, Roumanian Journey, p. 68; for stream of consciousness,see Baerlein, Transylvania,
pp. 235-7; for apocrypha,we Baerlein's oeuvre,full of doubtful vignettes (for example, Bessarabia, pp.
87-97,126-7, Transylvania, pp. 144-5, Travels without a Passport (London: Frederick Muller, 1941), p.
8). Ian watt createdthe term `delayeddecoding' to label Conrad's impressionistic techniques:see Watt,
Conrad in the Nineteenth Century (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1979), pp.
175-179. Seealso Fussell's analysis of West's surrealism in Abroad, p. 36. To adapt the terms by which
Cocker discussesPatrick Leigh Fermor's writing, perhapsRebeccaWest's extensive,wonderfully erratic
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indicated not only an imaginative responseto the Balkan landscape,but also that the
landscapewas, finally, a contrived, extravagantachievementof words.
Crucially, although these innovations maintained British travellers at the very
centre of their travelled environment, it also reduced the authority of the travellers to
actually elucidatethat environment,the vital point I wish to make about literary poetics
and power. By indicating that narratorial viewpoint was subjective,culture-bound and
consequentlylimited, textual poetics subvertedthe old imperial Gaze, and undercut the
Victorian notion of the Balkansas a knowable, scriptablebody of knowledge, eschewing
in the processthe major thrust of scientific naturalismwithin travel writing, the imagined
conquest of a region. In this way, style was an appendageof ideology, of that more
respectful, politically sensitive approach to another culture, and also an expressionof
it
did
the demasculinised,imaginative,literary nature of
character,
reflecting
as
authorial
determined
to accept and explore the actuality of the Balkan other. As
a generation
something of a symbol of the whole process, there was the inter-war travellers' new
deferenceto indigenousorthography and toponymic designation.As detailed in Chapter
2, the nineteenth century commonly rewrote south-east Europe through imperial
designationsand transliteration, a form of imagined colonialismthat textually re-enacted
imperial
real
subjugation of the peninsula. The modem generation took the
a very
As
the most pertinent example,the Victorian and Edwardian appellation
course.
opposite
during
Servia
the First World War to Serbia,the former's inference
swiftly
altered
was
of
of a servile or abject people thereby eradicated. In its trail came a whole host of
revisions, with the entire peninsula becoming retranslated back into the original
languages(Cattaro to Kotor, Ragusato Dubrovnik, Scutari to Shkoder) in a way that
linguistically
the region's move to political assertion and post-colonial
performed
'591 do not wish to imply that the Balkans were no longer
independence.
mediated via

,flights of fancy' could be considered `[i]n the context of travel writing [... ) the equivalent of Joyce's
interior monologue' (Cocker, Loneliness and Time, p. 198). There are interesting parallels to be drawn
between innovations in autobiography and those of biography in the modernist period see Laura
Marcus, Autobiographical Discourses: Criticism, Theory, Practice (Manchester and New York:
ManchesterUniversity Press,1994), pp. 90-2.
1-5'For example, see Ball, Dalmatia, pp. 13-4,185; Alexander, Stones, p. 45; Gibbons, London to
Sarajevo, pp. 10,164,189-90; Footman, Balkan Holiday, p. 57; Loughborough, Roumanian Pilgrimage,
p. 85; Edwards, Wayfarer, p. xiii; Benson, Unambitious Journey, p. 55; Swire, Zog's Albania, pp. viiiix; Patmore, Invitation, pp. viii, 89; Ellison, Yugoslavia, p. 122; Baerlein, Bessarabia, pp. 177-8.
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British travel writing, but simply to establish how the conjunction of power and
in
inter-war
least
if
the
text,
at
greatly reduced.
not
replaced
was,
authority
narratorial
There are many features - to conclude - that run againstthe inter-war romanticisations of the Balkans and the Self. These are the dominant conceptualstrandsand, as
decades
1930s
1920s
the
and
not
of great representationalpurity.
were
with any period,
Both traditional Englishnessand traditional balkanism,with their binarism and racism,
dominant.
form
journals
in
the
they
texts,
there
arguably
and
are
many
which
arisewithin
Indeed, even such oppositional texts as Hall's or West's include elementsthat might be
interpretedas denigratory.Yet this is a minority strand in the period, and I would argue,
late
discourse
from
the
that
analysis
should
past
representation
not
expect
anyway,
twentieth-century'suncompromisingcross-cultural awareness,though that, of course, is
the sub-episteme within which we work. However difficult the task, one must
contextualisea signifying practice within its period, attempting in this way to glimpse
different
than a simple reflection or contradiction of our own assumptions.
something
For balkanism,one needsto analysethe inter-war years in the context of the extremity
and brutality of nineteenth-century representation, and attempt to understand the
in
it
former
looks
in
breaking
down
If
Victorian
this
the
at
norms. one
achievementsof
finally
is
breaking-down
it
though
of
not
one
which
a
remarkable
extremity,
way,
forms
being
the
to
new
of
power
exertedover
challenge
economic
and political
managed
the region.

SECTION THREE
1939-2001

CHAPTER FNE

THE COLD WAR

If there is any text that can be said to enact the transformationof late twentieth-century
balkanism, then it must be Georgina Harding's In Another Europe. This timely
travelogue, depicting a cycle tour from Vienna to Istanbul on the eve of revolution in
1988, somehow captures in mood and signification the remarkable re-emergenceof
denigration in the contemporary period. Before departure, Harding's expectationsare
wholly formed by the romanticism still dominant during the Cold War: her notion of
Romania is the familiar mixture of tradition and revelation, a place holding both `the
"
fascinationof mystery' and the retention of `value we had lost in our fat democracies.
After the journey hasbegun,however,everything alters. The text evokesneither spiritual
relief nor rustic innocence,but austerity, ugliness,violence, drunkennessand deplorable
poverty. Indeed,the presenceof such misery is as confusingto Harding as her final lack
by
Frustrated
Romania's
failure
to live up to preconceptions,too dispirited
revelation.
of
to linger in Bulgaria, she rushes from the Balkans into Turkey with the bewildering,
desolatesenseof a train passengerwho has missedan intended stop. `It was Europe I
had set out to see,' shewrites on arrival in Istanbul, `not just the end of Europe. My true
destinationmust have been lost somewhere,evaded,unrecogniseduntil it was past [...].
Yet what a relief it was that I had not stopped there and had been carried on to the
stations beyond.s2 It was with this fearful, dejected responseto the region that the
initiated.
paradigm
was
current
Although my analysisof this termination of the twentieth century romancewith the
Balkans will focus on travel writing, it should be stressedthat the phenomenonis not
limited to the travel genre,but operateswithin all fields of cultural production. In travel
fiction,
cinema and the media, the contemporary era has been marked by a
writing,
'Harding, In Another Europe: A Journey to Romania, new ed. (1990; London: Sceptre,1991), p. 15.
2 Ibid., p. 157.
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remorselessreinstatementof Victorian modes of signification, with the motifs of chaos,
savagery, backwardnessand obfuscation reassuming command over representational
structuresin each. The point has been made by a numberof commentators,the insights
of whom I intent to expand upon. Goldsworthy, for example,concludesfrom her study
fictional
free
Europe
from
British
`(a)pparently
that
with
south-east
of
engagements
[balkanism]
imputations
racism,
of
continuesto offer up old-style orientalised
possible
heroes.
Similarly,
balkanist
Westernised
P3
Woig
travel
study
of
and
concluding
a
villains
formulas'
`mental
finds
has
`the
that
old
of
our
power
of
regained
control
maps
writing,
of Europe'; Nevena Dakovic arguesthat cinematic representationsof Balkan barbarism
form a `new image [...] barely distinguishablefrom the old", and Dina lordanova agrees
that media conceptualisationreturns time and again to notions of `ethnic hatreds', the
being
on `"cruel slaughter, a meaninglessand uncontrollable primitive
accentuation
ethnic strife with numerousvictims and few heroes."'` In short, so ubiquitous has the
negative essentialisationof the region been that a younger generation,unaware of the
Cold War's complimentaryrepresentation,has only known the region through imagesof
hatred, lawlessnessand political instability.
The contemporary paradigm is so persistent and persuasive that it is worth
rememberingthat when placed in the context of past paradigms,with their particular
pattern of loyalties and responses,there is no material circumstancewhich accountsfor a
return to denigration. For a start, after travellers' eager support for the monarchical

3 Goldsworthy,Inventing Ruritania, p. 212.
4 Wolff, Inventing Eastern Europe, pp. 371,372; Dakovic, `The Threshold of Europe: Imagining
Yugoslavia in Film' (http://www. arts.ualberta.ca/CCAuCES/spacesofidentity/Vol_l/ HTM JDakovic.
html), p. 7; lordanova, `Shifting Narratives: Representationand Mediation of the Balkan Conflicts', in
Journal of Communication (forthcoming). lordanova is summarising the findings of Riikka Kussisto's
WesternDefinitions of War (1999). In an example typical of the whole region, lordanova also saysthat
the only Bulgarian items to appearin the western media are about things like `[mjoney laundering, drug
smuggling, trading in arms and heroin' (in `Media Coverageof Bulgaria in the West and Its Domestic
Use', in Fred L. Casmir, ed., Communication in Eastern Europe: he Role of History, Culture, and
Media in Contemporary Conflicts (Mahwah, New Jersey:Lawrence Erlbaum Associates,1995), p. 224).
Elsewhere,shewrites that in the 1990s,`[tjhe Balkans gravitated from a dreary unpredictable outpost of
the old Soviet Empire toward a gloomy orientalist fringe of the new Europe. Within a short time, they
becamemore `other' than they used to be' (Iordanova, Cinema of Flames: Balkan Film, Culture and the
Media (London: British Film Institute, 2001), p. 9. Seealso lordanova's `Balkan Film Representations
since 1989: The Quest for Admissibility', Historical Journal of Film. Radio and Television 18, No. 2
(1998), p. 214.
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dictatorshipsof the 1930s, one might assume1945 was a more appropriate year for a
in
in
denigration
1989.
Indeed,
the
than
to
official
rhetoric,
rise
easternEurope
return
and Asia of a communist challengeto western democracy,that `postwar Red Scare,'
received `someof the most bitter [... ] antagonismsshort of war in modern history,' and
produced what the British Foreign Office, in 1948, feared would be `either [...] the
[...
]
World
Dictatorship
the collapseof organisedsociety over great
or
of
a
establishment
stretchesof the globe.'5 Central to such Cold War rhetoric were the samefears of an
enemyempire and a loss of civilisation to chaosthat informed both the World Wars and
nineteenth-centuryEmpire, and the Balkanswere now a part of this terrible other. At the
end of World War Two, the communistparties were in the ascendancyacrossthe region,
having swept aside monarchical rule through partisan resistance in Yugoslavia and
Albania, and through Soviet assistancein Bulgaria and Romania.The new regimeswere
fortified by election victories in 1945 and 1946, and after a seriesof purgesthrough the
latter half of the decade,were set to install - in Okey's words -a Stalinist future `free
from [the] age-old curse of technological backwardness'6 The peasant landscapeso
adored by inter-war travellers would never be quite the same again. Extensive
industrialisation
and urbanisation tore through the
collectivisation,
nationalisation,
traditional social fabric, and, though the 1960s and early 1970s brought the region a
measureof consumercomfort, the 1980sfound recession,a fall in real wagesand finally
economiccollapsecontinue to transform the landscape.Yet the intriguing fact is that, as
this chapter will explore, the constructions of the regions by British travellers from the
1940sonwardsstayedinsistently,obstinatelyromantic.
Indeed,it is only after the 1989 revolutions that the dominant conceptualisationof
the region returns to denigration: exactly the moment one would have expected
brief
British
For
time,
travel writers and reporters respondedto the
certainly,
a
positivity.
`springtimeof citizens'' with the samedelight and optimism that greetedthis remarkable
intimation of continental unity elsewhere in Europe. Yet the optimism did not last,
5 John Lewis Gaddis, The Long Peace: Inquiries Into the History of the Cold War, new ed. (1987; New
York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1987), pp. 37,216,46.
6 Okey, Eastern Europe, p. 203.
Timothy Garton Ash, We The People: The Revolutions of `89 Witnessedin Warww, Budapest, Berlin
and Prague (Cambridge and London: Granta/Penguin, 1990), p. 149. The phrase, and the book as a
whole, capturessomething of the optimism and enthusiasmthat surfaced in what he calls that year of
wonders'[156].
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having been quickly replacedby a mood in which western publics, driven by the media,
determinedto view the south-eastcorner of the continent as a zone of barbarismand
bloodshed.Again, I would stressthat there is nothing empirically reliable about negative
essentialisation.Certainly,there have beeneventswhich encouragedisaffection,not least
conflict in the former Yugoslavia, unrest in Albania, economic crises in Bulgaria and
Romania, and a stream of news items on orphanages,investmentfraud, smuggling and
emigration. Yet amongst these, there was nothing that travellers had not valorised or
simply overlooked in previous periods. The World Wars, for example, had produced
both transnationaland internecineconflict in the region, yet these neither triggered the
virulent, moralistic condemnation that the Yugoslav crises had nor were used to
stereotypethe Balkan peninsulaas a whole. It might seemthe case,moreover, that the
Yugoslav wars have beenclassicinstancesof Balkan discord and savagery,but the wars
involved only a fraction of the peninsula,and also existed alongsidea range of durable
virtues - compassion,tolerance,civility - that receivedscantmention in the journalism of
the 1990s, despite being a staple feature of British coverage of the region from the
Balkan Wars onward. Similarly, the economic disparity between west and south-east
Europe was not a predictabletarget for criticism. The region's backwardnesshad failed
to bother previous travellers, who rescripted it as simplicity, a wholly moral condition,
and currently includesin remoter areaspatchesof traditional culture whose persistencein
twenty-first-century Europe is as remarkable as the presenceof more extensive premodernity in Durham's and West's day, should that be what the traveller wishesto find.
Lastly, the real historical comparisonthat 1989repeatedlycalls to mind is the 1910s,the
decade of emancipationfrom Ottoman tyranny that inspired such a glowing, effusive
responsefrom the British traveller. So why this return to denigration?
The explanationI shall be exploring is, as with previous periods,the specificforms
and alterationsof western culture in the late twentieth century, arguing that there have
been social and philosophical changesthat have made complimentary balkanism its
idealism, revelation, romance and national advocacy
deeply
outmoded,
and
problematic.Without a doubt, the scale of transformation within western societieshad
reached daunting proportions after the war

computerisation, bureaucratisation,

consumerismand the pernicious imagery of advertising, television and the media both
penetrated national culture and, via multinational corporations and communications,
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gainedhegemonyin much of the global sphere.`Everywhere', writes Ricoeur, `one finds
the samebad movie, the sameslot machines,the sameplastic or aluminiumatrocities, the
same twisting of language! In this standardisedand totalizing global network, the
possibilitiesof individual agencyhave greatly diminished.In academicthinking, there is
widespreaddespairat the processesof enculturationthat are seento trap and mould the
individual, a point crystallisedin Irvine Howe's apocalyptic definition of postmodernity
as `a relatively comfortable,half welfare and half garrison society in which the population
grows passive,indifferent and atomized [... ]; and in which man becomesa consumer,
himself mass-producedlike the products, diversions and valuesthat he absorbs.'9 While
suchdespairat social changewas not radically different from that felt in modernisttimes,
the contemporarypessimismabout the solution certainly was. On the one hand, this was
the `end of ideology', a new form of critical thought, caught up in the scepticismof the
as, disbelievingthe legitimising narratives of consumercapitalism, but sceptical of all
forms
ideological
of
authority. On the other hand, it was what Connor terms `the
other
10
collapse of modernism's prized space of autonomy', a brutal, unconditional level of
situatednessfrom which even physical travel - the inter-war panacea- could no longer
find routesto personalredemption.

The arts which respondto postmodernity,driven by the samescepticismthat
have
theory,
produced some of the most oppositional work of our age. In
marks
literature, writers havebeenlessconcernedwith a celebrationof surfaces,as somecritics
have suggested,than with an exploration of `the dark side of postmodernity'," a critical
horrors
lie
beneaththe western image of benevolence,affluence
the
that
of
unmasking
and order. And it is when considering this realm of self-representationthat there
$ Paul Rieoeur, quoted in Kenneth Frampton, `Towards a Critical Regionalism: Six Points for
an
Architecture of Resistance,in Hal Foster, ed., Postmodern Culture (London and Sydney: Pluto Press,
1989), p. 16. Bertens makes the point `that international capitalism and its homogenizing force is the
overwhelming fact of the world we live in, so overwhelming that the nation-state, that mainstay of an
earlier modernity, has in somecaseslost its relevance' (Bertens,Idea of the Postmodern,p. 245).
9 Howe, from `Mass Societyand PostmodernFiction', quoted in Patricia Waugh, ed., Posonodernism:A
Reader (London: Edward Arnold, 1994), p. 24.
lo Connor, Postmodernist Culture: An Introduction to Theories of the Contem
ormy (Oxford, UK and
Cambridge, USA: Blackwell, 1992),p. 47.
11Arthur Kroker and David Cook, quoted in Linda Hutcheon, A Poetics of Postmodernism: I istory,
Theory, Fiction (London and New York: Routledge, 1989), p. 223. For the claim that postmodernism
celebratesconsumerism,seeBrian McHale, PostmodernistFiction (London and New York. Routledge,
1987),p. 219.
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emerges, for students of balkanist discourse, a remarkably familiar set of tropes.
Indicative of our language'sdearth of cultural signifiers, which has long conflated nonWestern territories, postmodernist constructions of the West simply draw upon
Enlightenmentconceptionsof alterity to oppose the western Enlightenmentself-image,
deployingthe motifs and imagesof radical othernessto construct and condemnthe era of
late capital to which Enlightenment narratives have led. The contemporary novel's
constructionof the West, in short, deploys all the motifs traditionally used to denotethe
cultural other. For example, the trope of civility is frequently exchangedfor those of
brutality and violence, and a vision of technologicalcivilisation, not as `utopianpolls', as
William Spanoswrites, but as a `microcosm of universal madness'.12The notions of
order and progress,similarly, passto those of poverty, entropy, squalor and degradation,
all set in an irredeemablychaotic landscapelacking either order or community. At the
same time, epitomising the whole shift, clarity and rationality are replaced by
obfuscation,and a paranoiaabout political misinformation;in Tanner'swords, this was a
notion of `society as [... ] vast conspiracy,plotting to shapeindividual consciousnessto
suit its own ends', with postmodernisttexts becoming `full of hidden persuaders,hidden
dimensions,plots, secretorganisations,evils systems[... ]. a13Indeed, Tanner goes on, in
City of Words (1971), to find in writers like Burroughs, Mailer and Pynchonthe fear of
there being an innate, atemporalevil lurking in the United States,a kind of `Manichean
demonat work in the land'"
The important point about the negative essentialisationof the West in post-war
literature is that, in stark contrast to much modernist writing, the West is not being
idealised
(wholly imaginary) other, but against its own selfagainst
some
gauged
fashioning: both poles of the binary he within the West. The dual consequenceof this
conceptualshift is, firstly, that the idealisedforeign location is redundantin cross-cultural
longer
for
the advancementof the author's world view.
no
required
representation,

'2 Spanosquoted in Wangh, Posbnodernisrn,p. 83.
13Tony Tanner, City of Words:American Fiction 1950-1970 (London: Jonathan Cape, 1971),

pp. 427,
16. Bradbury also writes: `The new American fiction was beginning to present a portrait of history and
reality [...] not as a place of hope, opportunity, and humanity but as an arena of distorting power plays,
vast technological systems, conspiratorial structures, and apocalyptic threats to individual
consciousness':Malcolm Bradbury, The Modern American Novel, new ad. (1983; Oxford and New
York: Oxford University Press, 1992),p. 199.
14Tanner, City of Words,p. 148. This is part of what he calls `the saw

and terror of America'[ 17'J.
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Secondly, the undermining of idealism has been so severe, so wide-ranging, that the
idealisation of abroad is, in any case, unavailable as an option. Indeed, in the travel
writing emergingfrom this scepticalintellectual culture, the romanticismassociatedwith
the modernistjourney hasbeenexchangedfor the samestylesof denigrationthat marked
commentaryon the homeland,with travellers, as if wishing to harrow, to appal, to find
relief from the boredom of the postmodern,hunting down the most shocking aspectsof
their travelled environment.Although failing to contextualisehis study in contemporary
Spurr
makesthis point when he writes that the presentgeneration`tendsto favor
culture,
images of violence' and to expound `the notion that human chaos and disorder are
'3
Third
Similarly, Kabbani, writing on Elias
World'.
the
somehowa natural condition of
Cannetti's The Voices of Marrakesh, argues that the present-dayorientalist, mirroring
the nineteenth-centuryorientalist, `provides endlessimagesof poverty, disease,sorcery,
superstition and sexuality [... ] almost as if his eye were searchingout the instancesof
differentnessthat he could present an audiencewith'. "' As such voyeurism shows, the
interprets,
sees,
gaze
masters and condemns according to the cultural
postmodern
scepticismof a hypermodernWest, yet createsan interpretative framework similar in all
both
features
to
colonial discourseand today's official political rhetoric, which so
major
dichotomous,
racialist modesof perceivingthe other. This is the paradigm
often upholds
of the age, tough, hip, world-weary, which in negotiating the traditional duality of home
and abroad,brings down the both.
The Balkans, I shall argue, were the exemplary instance of this conflation of
postmodernistself-criticism and cross-cultural discourse,a global view as pernicious as
17
binarism.
imperialist
I aim to question the contemporaryunderstandingof the
that of
SSpurr, Rhetoric of Empire, pp. 165-6.
16 Kabbani, Imperial Fictions, p. 128. Speaking of Alberto Moravia and Paul Theroux,
and the
'ugliness, incongruity, disorder, and triviality' they find in the postoolonial sphere, Pratt locates the
samepostmoderntextual impulses: 'Few pristine worlds remain for Europeansto discover, and the old
ones have long since belied the myth of the civilising mission. The impulse of these postcolonial
metropolitan writers is to condemn what they see,trivialize it, and dissociatethemselvesutterly from it'
(Pratt, Imperial Eyes, p. 217).
17Regarding this conflation, I am struck by Bradbury and Ro's senseof American
postmodernity as
`Byzantine and plural', `extraordinarily mixed in its cultural roots', with a `history that sickened and
infuriated' and a 'social reality dark, oppressiveand disorientating' (Malcolm Bradbury and Sigmund
Ro, `Preface' to Bradbury and Ro., eds., Contemporary American Action (London: Edward Arnold,
1987), pp. viii, vii, xii, xii). This very postmodernist denigration of the West reflects exactly the
nineteenthand late twentieth Balkan concept.
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Balkans as a collection of factious, malevolent entities by exploring the reliance that
travel writers have on postmodernist modes of social criticism, the most available
representationalstratagemin our times, and exploring how these modes resemblethe
Victorian conceptualisationof the region. It is through such exploration that I hope to
measurethe extent to which the horror we find there is of our own conceptualimagining.
I shall begin the study, in this chapter, by looking at the Cold War period of
representation,which I consider the site of emergencefor contemporary balkanism,
dominatedin earlier decadesby the romanticismsof RebeccaWest and her generation,
yet slowly retreating to an ambivalence and disappointment from which present
denigrationemerged.I shall go on in Chapter 6 to study the forms of that denigrationin
depth. The chapterwill not downplay or ignore unpleasanteventsin the region, but will
aim to placemore emphasison the westernconstructionsandusagesof those eventsthan
on historical analyses.At the sametime, vital comparisonswill be drawn between the
representationalstyles of postmodernistscepticismand the official constructions of the
Balkans, in which the region is deemeda little piece of Cold War easternEurope to be
retainedas the West's other, creating for a younger generationa similar style of alterity
to that which their parents had in Soviet communism. `The iron curtain has gone,' as
Wolffwrites, `yet the shadowpersists.'':
The main concern in Chapter 6 is to analyse the material consequencesof
denigration, and to ask if the motifs of traditional balkanism support political and
economic control, as they had done in Victorian times. Spurr arguesthat the western
gaze is imperialism's `originating gesture', facilitating `the exploration and mapping of
territory which servesas the preliminary to a colonial order.'19 I shall ask whether the
sameis true for the postmoderngazein the Balkans, as the West reacquaintsitself with a
territory that, after communism,once againlies open to conquestand control.

I havementionedin an earlier chapterthat, in the history of the Balkan concept,there are
between
periods of signification. What one finds are periods of
sudden
ruptures
no

18Wolff, Inventing Eastern Europe, p. 3.
19Spurr, Rhetoric of Empire, p. 16.
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temporally heightened struggle between an establishedorder of motifs, images and
evaluations and the interpretative framework that precedes it, a framework typically
holding a previously marginal position within the establishedparadigm, and holding an
uneasyrelation to its representationaldominant. Belying the term rupture, in fact, such
periods do not properly constitute originality or newnessin themselves,but, as the First
World War demonstrated,retain a proximity to the old paradigm at the sametime as
graduallyfacilitating the initiation of the new. The Cold War was such a period, although
differing in one respect from the First World War. Whereasthe latter formed the slow
ascendancyof complimentarybalkanismduring the early 1910s,the former witnessedthe
contrary process: the decline of that paradigm over the larger time-frame of the four
decadesfrom 1945 to the late 1980s.The revolutions of 1989, like the rash of memoirs
appearingin 1916, may havebeenthe historical moment at which an emergentparadigm
came to dominate, but the roots of change he deep within post-war Europe, in the
fluctuations of east/west relations in an era of tremendous tension, but also in the
pressuresand mutations within the cross-cultural discourseitself. This latter is a notion
of balkanism, its norms, ruptures and transformations, not as a logical response to
externalstimuli but as determinedby its own internal illogic.
The reinstallationof romanticismin the Cold War period, it shouldbe said, did not
occur directly. The image of the Balkans in the writings that emergedfrom the Second
World War was equivocal and often deprecatory,lacking the unadulteratedvalorisation
that would resurfaceduring the 1950s,a fact that the war itself may have caused.Axis
forces had occupiedmuch of the peninsulaby the summerof 1941, and the brutal nature
of the fighting and occupation, this `disorganisationof what had been organised' as
Pavlowitch calls it, " had had devastatingeffect both there and in easternEurope as a
whole, destroying property, disrupting food supplies and inflicting massive losses on
military and civilian populations.In Yugoslavia alone, 1.7 million had beenkilled out of a
population of 15 million, and over half the country's livestock destroyed. With the
economic infrastructurein ruins, and the cost of Germanlooting amountingto over $20
billion, the poverty of immediate post-war years was so severethat drought and even
famine began to occur.21Yet for the British nationals that found themselvesin Balkan

20Pavlowitch, History, p. 330.
21Figures quoted in Olney,Eastern Europe, p. 191.
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theatresof war the hardshipsof the conflict were not the major problem. There was a
sizeablenumb

of such exiled Britons: besidesthe usual diplomats, aid workers and

reporters, there were those caught behind lines during German occupation, such as
Louisa Rayner and Lena Yovitchitch in Belgrade, and others sent as part of British
like
Albania,
into
David Smiley, Julian Amery, H.W. Tilman
Yugoslavia
and
missions
22
These were hard-nosed, seasonedmilitarists, or else civilians
Maclean.
Fitzroy
and
hardenedby privation, whose memoirs reveal more in common with the Victorians than
had
been
horrors
1930s.
Undoubtedly,
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war
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enough
any
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World
denigrate
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First
War
to
the
no
reason
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war
was
any case,
diarists had shown. The problem was rather the emerging clash of ideologies, and the
realisationthat communismlooked setto prevail throughout the region.
Maclean's popular Eastern Approaches (1949), published during the height of
illustrates
`alien
the
this
tension,
ambivalence
approached
with
which
writers
post-war
ideology'.2' Maclean was a brigadier whose task it was, in 1943, to parachute into
German-occupiedYugoslavia and discover - as well as supply with munitions and
logistical support - the resistancemovementmost likely to hinder Axis operations.For
Maclean, a classically-educatedEtonian, a former consular official in the Soviet Union
and later a ConservativeMember of Parliament,the fact that this turned out to be `a
battle-stained
throng'u of Stalinists taking their lead from Moscow caused a
ragged,
is
dilemma.
His
his
first
head
the
uncertainty
evident
at
meeting
with
of the
genuine
Partisans,Josip Broz Tito, a figure about whom Britain knew little. u One concernis that
Tito will resemblethe communistfunctionarieshe met in Soviet Russia,with `their terror
for
their
think
to
themselves,their blind unquestioning
reluctance
responsibility,
of
by
line
dictated
higher
Party
to
a
authority, the terrible atmosphereof fear and
obedience
suspicionwhich pervadedtheir lives'[308]. Although Tito proves to lack thesefaults, his

22In formulating this new category or period of ballranism, I am maieng a distinction between war
books and books published during the war but which were really about the 1930s,such as West's Black
Lamb and Grey Falcon, Baerlein's Travels Without a Passport and Sava'sDonkey Serenade.
23Christopher Portway's phrase:Portway, Double Circuit (London: Robert Hale, 1974), p. 22.
2' Maclean, EasternApproaches (London: JonathanCape, 1949), p. 515.
u Maclean reports that in the week before he first dropped into Yugoslavia, the British military `were
still debating whether Tito existed at all, and, if so, whether he was a woman or a committee' (Maclean,
EasternApproaches, p. 389.
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allegianceto Stalin, desire to establishtotalitarian government, and willingness to `go
[...] to any lengths of deception or violence to attain his ends', confirms most of
Maclean's worst fears, as does the unwholesome character - `sly', `pale',
* Such disparaging
`conspiratorial', `fanatical' - of many of Tito's subordinates.
representationtypifies much of Maclean's responseto communism. `Muddle; murder,
distortion; deception' [327], he declares, are all `an intentional part of Communist
policy', whose mixture of `ruthlessdetermination' and `mercilessdiscipline'[331] often
leads to the practice of `liquidat[ing] anybody who stood in [its] way'[327]. With the
motifs of anti-communism- violence, barbarism,obscurantism- being exactly those of
balkanism,it is no surpriseto find instancesof the customarydiscourselittering the text.
The Yugoslav political landscape,for example,`was truly Balkan in its complexity', the
war compoundedby the country's `latent tradition of violence', and the peoplesbesetby
`treachery,rivalry and intrigue".27
Yet in awkward conjunction with such denigration, proving itself to be an
irrepressible influence on the British balkanist, is a strain of that complimentary
had
marked British conceptualisationof Yugoslavia since 1914.
representationwhich
This is most evident in Maclean's treatment of the (largely) SerbianChetniks, a second
Yugoslav guerrilla band which, led by an officer in the former Royal Yugoslav Army,
Draza Mihajlovic, desired the restoration of the Serbian dynasty. Considering the
Serbophiliaof official circles, it is only to be expectedthat Maclean feels Mihajlovic is
the natural ally for the right-wing Churchill administration,despite his doubtful military
record, and commentson his `admirable[... ] motives'[338], as well as on the comeliness
26Ibid., pp. 326,327,328,327,328. Maclean's general depiction of Tito's followers
revealshis abiding
dread of Soviet communism: `with the familiar Communistjargon on everyone'slips, the sameold Party
slogansscrawledon every wall and red star, hammer and sickle on the cap badgesof the Partisans,"an
observer familiar with the Soviet Union might [...] imagine himself in one of the Republics of the
Union"' [334].
27Ibid., pp. 335,338,337. `In the Balkans', Maclean writes, sagely, the tradition
of violence is oldestablished and deep-rooted'[524]. For other instances of denigration in the war memoirs, see Julian
Amery, Sons of the Eagle: A Study in Guerilla War (London: Macmillan, 1948), pp. 5,12,35-6,80,
118,163,202,267-8,306 (his binarism is clearest when terming `England and Albania the greatest
and smallest kingdoms in the world' [1221); David Smiley, Albanian Assignment, new ed. (1984;
London and Sydney:SphereBooks, 1985), pp. 36,56,77,90,95-7,99-100,130;
Robert St John, From
the Land of the &lent People (London: George G. Harrap, 1942), pp. 22,23,30,91; Charles Thayer,
Hands across the Caviar (London: Michael Joseph,1953), pp. 21,106,147,197; H. W. Tilman, Where
Men and Mountains Meet (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1946), pp. 108,110,116.
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of Serbiaas a whole, a `green, sunlit'[496] country which resembles`an English village
green'[485], and in which the peasantrywas `loyal to the monarchyand [... ] certainly not
communisticallyinclined'[438]. Yet after his initial suspicion of Tito has passed,it is
interestingto find Maclean also projecting positive qualities onto the Partisans.Echoing
the representationalstrategy of the World War One diarists, he imbuesthe communist
resistance with all the characteristics of Englishness, including `cheecfulness'[484],
`natural friendliness'[326], `dash and determination'[426], `rigid self-discipline'[325],
`national pride'[325],

`lack of

servility'[316],

`courage'[431], the powers of

endurance'[321], and is taken particularly by the way Tito's forces are `fighting for life
he
far
Indeed,
liberty
tremendous
odds'[306].
against
so
as to claim that their
goes
and
fierce
is
'the
spirit of resistancefor which they ['the people of
with
conducted
struggle
Jugoslavia] have been famous throughout history'[312], a comment that gives a
specifically post-1914 discourse a wholly fabricated pre-1914 existence. At the same
time, there was a certain romance surrounding life deep in the war-torn Balkan
`
John
hero"',
finds
irresistible.
Maclean,
"`typical
There are
Buchan
this
that
mountains
in
he
he
for
instance,
barely
his
delight
living
passages,
which
can
as
what
conceal
many
in
forest'
j...
]
`patriarchal
[420]:
the
existence
a
calls

Next morning we were wakenedwith a mug of capturedersatz coffee and a messtin of
yellow maize porridge by the bewhiskered Partisan, who, in addition to being my
bodyguard also fulfilled the roles of cook and batman. Having eaten my breakfast, I
cleanedout my messtin and usedit for boiling somesnow-wateron the stove,to shave
in. It was an agreeablycompactmode of life, with no time, spaceor energywasted on
frills.
[420]
unnecessary

In such writing, itself eschewing `unnecessaryfrills', Maclean approves the positive
has
facilitated
in
himself
he
feels
the
the
the
region
competence,
simplicity, the
qualities
by
flair,
set
off
participation in `gallant struggle' and `comradshipat arms',
all
masculinist
2'
in
is
It
kind
these
texts.
this
wartime
of approval that produceshis
combination
a usual

2' Ibid, the wordsof `anecstaticnewspýperwoman'
quotedonjacketflap.
29Ibid, pp. 517,53. For other expressionsof masculinism in the war memoirs, seeIbid, pp. 323,358,
386; Thayer, Hands across the Caviar, pp. 24-6,30; Tilman, Man and Mountains, pp. 124,132,135; St
John, Land of Silent People, pp. 32-4,47,112,119,149; Amery, Sons of the Eagle, pp. viii, 49-50,85,
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30
finally
`enter[...
]
Partisans
the
the
satisfactionat seeing
capital as conquerors, and that
demonstratesthe easewith which British Serbophilia could transmute into a love of
Yugoslavia, the latter going on to receive some of the most effusive, detailed
commentaryin Cold War balkanism.
The texts published in or shortly after the war all repeat Maclean's equivocal
attitude to south-eastEurope. Amery's record of wartime experiencesin Albania, for
example,CharlesThayer's memoir of life with the Yugoslav Partisansand Archer's diary
in
fondness
for the region with a fervent suspicionof
Bulgaria,
aid
also combine
of
work
the emerging regimes.Moreover, those travelling around the peninsulasoon after the
war - M. Philips Price, Elisabeth Barker, John Gunther - repeated this fear of
did
Rayner and Yovitchitch looking back in the 1950s on their
as
communism,
experiencesof Germanoccupation;Rayner, for instance,who is unambiguousabout her
love for Serbia,finds no joy in the communistejection of the Nazis whilst knowing what
kind of `new master and [... ] new epoch were at hand.i31Indeed, the period in which
thesewriters were working was the first Cold War, from 1947 to the mid-1950s, when
the East-West conflict hit its first nadir, and the elementsof that conflict ('the military
confrontation, the hostile rhetoric, the games of diplomacy and espionage'3)became

91,105,147,250-5,330-3; Smiley, Albanian Assignment, pp. 31,61,80,88,90; Patrick Leigh Fermor
appreciatesthe 'soldierly directness' which marks Smiley's writing, in his `Foreword', to Ibid., p. xii.
30Maclean, Eastern Approaches, p. 515. Such support for Tito is foreshadowedby a rather symbolic
passagein which Tito visits Maclean on the Dalmatian coast and they `would swim out together, with
Olga, Tigger and the bodyguardcleaving the water in perfect formation behind us'[457J. Jelavich notes
a delicious paradox in Maclean's later acceptanceof a house from Tito: see Jelavich, History of the
Balkans, p. 284.
31Louisa Rayner, Womenin a Pillage: An Englishwoman's Erperiences and Impressions of Lit in
Yugoslavia under German Occupation (London: Heinemann, 1957), p. 199. For other expressionsof
hostility or suspicion toward communism, see Thayer, Hands across the Caviar, pp. 47,55-8,125-6,
132-4.150-1; M. Philips Price, Through the Iron-Laced Curtain: A Record of a Journey through the
Balkans in 1946 (London: Sampson Low, 1949), pp. 6,62,127-8; Elizabeth Barber, Truce in the
Balkans (London: Percival Marshall, 1948), pp. 63-5,72-3,122-3,154-7,251;
Lena A. Yovitchitch,
Within Closed Frontiers, 2nd ed (1956; London and Edinburgh: W. and R. Chambers, 1956), pp. 206Amery, Sons of the Eagle, pp. 36,59-60,171,198,298,334;
Smiley, Albanian
Assignment, pp. 56-8,67-9,77,137,159-60. As Smiley mentions, Tilman also had 'little love' for the
Albanian partisans (Ibid., p. 93), and although he seessupport for them as `expedient' he views the fact
that `they hoped to form the government of the country after the war' as a shortcoming (Tilman, Men
7,231-2,239-45;

and Mountains, pp. 152).
32Kaldor, The Imaginary War: Understanding the East-West Conflict (Oxford, UK
and Cambridge,
USA. Basil Blackwell, 1990), p. 35.
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institutionalised.Thesewere the years in which the wartime accommodationof Stalinist
Russiapassedto containment,when the nuclear race began,when US politics swung to
the right, when Atlanticism, the Marshall Plan and Cominform carved out spheresof
influence in Europe, and when state propaganda, `one of [the Cold War's] most
important dimensions', began producing states of `masshysteria'.33In easternEurope,
the Cold War not only found its site of emergence,with the division of Germanyand the
spreadof Soviet influence into east Central Europe and the Balkans, but the place that
influence achievedits most threatening proximity to the West. Inevitably, the Briton's
relation to the Balkansbecamefundamentallya relation to the `communistmenace',and
distance,caution and fear were commonplace.
Yet this situation was not to last. Although strict historical determinismshould be
avoided, the death of Stalin in 1953 and the consequentrise of detente undeniably
facilitated a mode of representationwhich both candidly reiterated the old inter-war
romanticism and - though its proponents tended to declare non-alignment - took a
more favourablestancetowards the communistregimes.Brian Aldiss's Cities and Stones
(1966), publishedduring the heyday of detente, acts as a useful exemplarof the times.
The text describesa six-month motor journey Aldiss took with his fiancee through
socialist Yugoslavia, and, once in rural districts, away from the country's burgeoning
modernity, echoes Rebecca West's rapture at discovering that `the old ways and
33
associationsare still alive' This is most evident in Macedonia, a region that West had
revered for its capability to yield spiritual truth. It was here the couple `felt most
enchantment',surroundedby `lively, handsome,and intelligent' people and a countryside
33Gary D. Rawnsley, `Introduction' to Rawnsley, ed., Cold-War Propaganda in the 1950s (Basingstoke
and London: Macmillan, 1999), p. 8; George Keenan, quoted in Kaldor, Imaginary War, p. 84. Inglis
also refers to the `anticommunist hysteria' which characterisedthe McCarthyism of the early 1950`:
Fred Inglis, The Cruel Peace: Everyday Life in the Cold War (London: Aurum Press, 1992), p. 124.
34See,for examples,the declaration of non-alignment, or objectivity, in Brian Aldiss, Cities
and Sons.
A Traveller's Jugoslavia (London: Faber and Faber, 1966), p. 19; Arnold L. Haskell, Heroes and Roses
A View of Bulgaria (London: Darton, Longman and Todd, 1966), pp. 2,143; Leslie Gardiner, Curtain
Calls: Travels in Albania, Romania and Bulgaria (London: Duckworth, 1976), pp. 7,9; Andrew
MacKenzie, Romanian Journey (London: Robert Hale, 1983), p. 13; Philip Wald, Bulgaria: A Travel
Guide (Cambridge and New York: The Oleander Press, 1989), p. 188; Philip Ward, Albania: A Travel
Guide (Cambridge and New York: The Oleander Press, 1983), p. 1; David Tornquist, Look East, Look
West: The Socialist Adventure in Yugoslavia (New York: Macmillan; London: Collier-Macmillan,
1966), publisher's blurb.
35Aldiss, Cities and Stones,p. 97.
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`rich and beautiful'[122], where `an authentic chill of antiquity [and] holiness'[143]
conjuresup classicalassociations:`the whole Macedonian landscape,' Aldiss enthuses,
`suggestssomethingancient;the apparition of a goat-foot boy playing the pipes would
not be too startling'[123]. As the comment suggests,the region's associationsare not
just with the touristic delights of folk customsor costumes,but with authencity,vitality,
faith.
idealism
is
living
This
also present in Serbia, a republic that Aldiss claims `is
and
for
heart
forays
into
Jugoslavia'[37]
his
history,
the
which
and
of
persistent
undeniably
myth and art, not as developed for other republics, reveals the Serbophilia which
continuedto inform the era.-6 In the monasteriesof Ravanica,Ljubotina and Studenica,
for example, where Foster Fraser had once achieved contentment, Aldiss discovers
`peace and sweetness'[54], `a sort of domestic sanctity'[49], where simplicity and
`very
disturbing'[48],
lift the Englishman `very close to
moving
and
spirituality,
Eternity'[46]. Little wonder that Aldiss and his future wife declare that `our days in
Serbiahad a particular relish in them.'37
Behind such representation,crucially, was a reliance on the Enlightenmentideals
informing
been
had
the valorisation of south-eastEurope since the First World
which
War. As I mentioned in Chapter 3, the Balkan chaos, savagery, backwardnessand
obfuscation of Victorian imagining were replaced after 1914 by the motifs of order,
unity, civility and social progress,a conceptualframework which though primarily used
to designatethe imperial subjecthad also to be deployedto representsmallernations of
That
its
that
approved.
subject
usageon the Balkans emergedlargely unscathedby
which

11 Apart from the apportionment of greater textual space to Serbia, examples of Serbophilia would
include Tennyson's comment that 'Serbia's leadership' was central to inter-war Yugoslavia (Hallam
Tennyson, flto Lifts the Curtain: The Story of Yugoslavia Today (London: Rider and Co., 1955) p. 28),
Yovitchitch's support for the Chetniks over Tito's Partisans (Yovitchitch, Closed Frontiers, p. 206), and
Brown's emphasison the Serbs' statusas the `largest', `most numerousand [...] most homogeneous'of
the ethnicities, not contradicting their claim to be `the salt of Yugoslavia'(Alec Brown, Yugoslav Life
and Landscape (London and New York Elek, 1954), p. 108). At the same time, the status of other
ethnic groups and their interests are constantly diminished: seeEdwards's criticism of Croatia's 'petty
squabbles'(Lovett F. Edwards, Introducing Yugoslavia (London: Methuen, 1954), p. 195), DennisJones'ssiding with the Serbsin the Kosova dispute (Harold Dennis-Jones, Where to Go in Yugoslavia,
rev. ed (1989; London: Settle Press; New York: Hippocrene Books, 1991), p. 106), and Krippner's
comment that all Bosnians and Montenegrins are Serbs,and that Kosova is undoubtedly 'within Serbia'
(Monica Krippner, YugoslaviaInvites (London: Hutchinson, 1954), pp. 15,182).
" Ibid, p. 37. For other examples of Aldiss's complimentary representationsof Yugoslavian life
and
landscape,seepp. 111,112,116,127,133-4,193,199,223,257.
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the conflicts and ambiguitiesof the war is demonstratedby the Cold War treatment of
38
Yugoslav
the `remarkablyenlightened'
state. The theme of social unity, for example,is
in
a commonone Aldiss's text, the republicsfound to be working their way towards `one
country'[ 19], particularly via `the granting of minority rights', which enablesa potentially
`volatile mixture' of ethnicities `to live in harmony'[ 178]. Order and progress were
similarly apparent,Aldiss being impressednot only by the scale of `the problems that
by
but
`the
be
'
tackled,
energy with which they are being tackled'[232], the
also
must
itself
`in
a sensibleand civilised way' and progressing`within the
governmentconducting
framework of [a] modern state'[18]. Reflecting a `civilised' administration, Yugoslavs
are also a 'civilised[244]

people, for these `are not wildernesses inhabited by

brutes'[235], and even when there is wildernessit is a `genialwilderness'[139], suffused
hospitality.
Alongside
Enlightenment
friendliness
and
such
concepts,and reflecting
with
itself,
lay
Rousseau's
Enlightenment
the
primitivism, and the idea that
split
within
a
from
from
but
inspiration.
Again, Aldiss
thought
truth
not
rational
spring
and
clarity
discoverssuchinter-war balkanistmotifs in Serbianmonasticlife, this `threadback to the
for
him
not `the dark and heavy mysticism' of Russian
past'[52], which represents
Orthodoxy, but `a region of light' [ 134], a `universal' languagethat inaugurates`a surge
delight'[133].
The result was a closenessto spiritual truth, but also truth
and
of wonder
in
Yugoslavia:
Aldiss
the
elsewhere
as
experiences
self,
about
One of the keenestpleasuresI derivedfrom our travels was driving down intricate roads
looks
it
if
there can be no escapefrom the unfoldmg
where
great
mountains,
as
among
earth, where it looks as if the road must terminate immediately against a barrier of
living rock: but always ane finds the solution, and again emergesinto free space.At the
39 Aldiss, Cities and Stones, p. 250. For the discovery of harmony, progress, rationality, civility and
order in one or other of the Balkan statesseeBrown, YugoslavLife, pp. 37,125; William Ash, Pick=e
and Rifle (London: Howard Baker, 1974), pp. 98-107,112,120,256-8; William B. Bland, A Short
Guide to the people's Socialist Republic of Albania (Bristol: Regent Holidays; Ilford. The Albanian
Society, 1981), pp. 6-11; D. D. Andrew, Bulgaria and Romania (Garden City, New York: Nelson
Doubleday, 1967), pp. 31,39; Krippner, Yugoslavia, p. 15; Edwards, Introducing Yugoslavia, pp. 74,
122,183-4; Lovett F. Edwards, Yugoslavia: People and Places (London: David Harvey, c. 1970), pp. 9,
29.9,44-7,56; Eric Whelpton, Dalmatia (London: Robert Hale, 1954), pp. 9-10,13,46,51-2,123,136,
185; May Mackintosh, Rumania (London: Robert Hale, 1963), pp. 1&22. For Kindersley, Yugoslavia
but
its
`medieval',
various people's nevertheless`liv[e] in peaceand prrosperity'(Kindersley,
may seem
The Mountains of Serbia: Travels through Inland Yugoslavia, rpt. od (1976; Newton Abbot: Readers
Union, 1977), pp. 4,212.
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time I likenedthis to a melody, pursuing its way through intricaciesto resolution,but I
have since wonderedif my pleasure was not more personal, a pre-natal memory of
emerging into the world; that might account for the senseto be felt immediately
afterwardsthat we had arrived at sometremendouslyinaccessiblespot (from the eye of
the embryo,is anywheremore remotethan the world?). [113]

Here was the modem balkanist's sensethat by withdrawing to the peninsulafrom the
West, from the latter's falsity, corruption and decadence,one comescloser to origins and
authenticity, to the elemental truths about the selfhood. Such desire for ultimate
knowledge is closely linked (with Aldiss entering the `unfolding earth' and fusing with
the `living rock') to Thanatos, the death urge, to the finalities of consummationand
excessthat had informed Romantic notions of transcendence.This is even clearer in a
later passagewhen Aldiss reachesa mountain passin Kosova; upon entering this great
chasm,overawedby the `greatjowls of rock' and `terrifying' `bumpsand hairpins', he is
seizedby `a sort of excitement' and, praying '"Make it really bad, Lord: terrify me!"'
39
frisson
from
intimation
the
a momentary
wills
of oblivion.
Alongsidethe recreation of the pre-war landscape,with its order, harmony,civility
and revelatory possibilities,there were also stylistic similarities to the work of Rebecca
West's generation, not least on the level of narrative structure. The inter-war journey
often reflectedthe travelogue'sformal roots in the Quest myth, that tale of quest, growth
and realisation in which the Hero departs from the familiar, and suffers the trials and
mysteriesof passagebefore proceedingto achievea destinationthat is both geographical
40
and philosophical. As inter-war writers like Lane, Thornton and Hall demonstrated,the
quest formula would stimulate and maintain interest by surrounding the journey with
mystery and travail, the degreewith which these deviceswere presentusually indicating
the scaleof revelation the reader could expect to encounter."' After 1945, accordingly,
the inaccessibility and imputed political terrors of communist eastern Europe were
enumeratedin the opening pages of travelogues to evoke that grim air of foreboding
39Aldiss, Cities and Stones,p. 193.
40W.H. Auden's image of the modern traveller was `as a Quest Hato
setting off in search of [...j the
Waters of Life': quoted in Fussell,Abroad, p. 209.
41Amongst numerousexamples,seeThornton's build
up to his experienceat Vulgari (describedin my
Chapter 4, p. 175) or RebeccaWest's consummatebuild up to her revelation in Macedonia (see West,
Black Lamb and Grey Falcon, 11,186-210).
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for
Gardiner,
he
is
for
Quest:
Leslie
Albania
terms
the
the
example,
suitable
mid-century
about to enter `that deep-redland of Marxist mystery', Aldiss talks about Yugoslavia as
a land of `Communism,one-partyism,and purges', and Mountfort emphasiseshow `little
known' Romania and Bulgaria are `to Western observers''2 The revelations such
travellers then moved toward in their narratives would not be new to a reader of interwar travel writing. There was firstly the same emphasison the redeemingqualities of
facilitate
its
its
for western travellersthe
its
to
timelessness,
ability
peace,
pre-modernity,
43Secondly,
freedom
there was the revelation that thesealien
and spiritual truth.
senseof
different
from
important
in
fact
not
so
our
own,
an
were
countries
communist
destabilisingelementin the inter-war subversionof Victorian representation.It is in this
spirit, for example,that Gardiner statesthat Balkan peoplesare `[j]ust like us, `battling
in
life,
'
Eric
Whelpton,
Dalmatia, claims
the
and
miseries
of
everyday
splendours
with
that east and west are joined by `the fatal but wondrous civilisation that is peculiar to
Europe', and Aldiss, in Macedonia,assertsthat `Europeans- when all is said and done are one family.'"
42Gardiner, Curtain Calls, p. 9; Aldiss, Cities and Stones, p. 34; Guy Mountfort, Portrait of a River:
The Wildlife of the Danube,from the Black Sea to Budapest (London: Hutchinson, 1962),p. 21.
43 For the achievement of peace or spiritual quietism in the Cold War Balkans, see Mackintosh,
Rumania, p. 148; L. Grace Dibble, Return Tickets to Yugoslavia (Elms Court, Ilfracombe: Arthur H.
Stockwell, 1984), pp. 55,82,154; DennisJones, Yugoslavia, pp. 21,60,69; Alan Ryalls, Bulgaria for
Tourists (Havant, Hamps.: Kenneth Mason, 1971), pp. 91,94,107; StowersJohnson, YugoslavSummer
(London: Robert Hale, 1967), p. 11; Bassett, Balkan Hours, p. 39; William Forwood, Romanian
Invitation (London: Garnstone Press, 1968), p. 121; Stowers Johnson, Gay Bulgaria (London: Robert
Hale, 1964), pp. 180-2,190,192; Amery, Sons of the Eagle, pp. viii, 75; June Emerson, Albania: The
Searchfor the Eagle's Song (Studley, Warwickshire: Brewin Books, 1990), p. 60; Torgay Sommelius,
The Iron Gate of Illyria (New York: Roy, c. 1955), pp. 197-205 (he talks about `Yugoslavia not as a
geographic but as a spiritual concept'[201]). See also Raynor's treatment of Serbian village life, in
Rayner, Womenin a Village, pp. 38,47,71,111,120,152,164-5,247.
For some the revelation of
Yugoslavia was its hint at a third way between western capitalism and eastern communism: see
Tennyson, Tito Lifts the Curtain, pp. 106,226; Edwards, Yugoslavia, pp. 15,64; Tornquist, Look Fast,
p. 2.
°A Gardiner, Curtain Calls, p. 7; Whelpton, Dalmatia, p. 9; Aldiss, Cities and Stones, p. 143. Such
commentsare ubiquitous during the period: see, for example, Tennyson, llto Lifts the Curtain, p. 63;
Harold Dennis-Jones,Where to Go in Romania, new ed. (1991; London: Settle Press, 1992), p. 115;
Brown, YugoslavLife, p. 182; Lovett F. Edwards, The YugoslavCoast (London: B.T. Batsford, 1974), p.
269; Edward Streeter,Along the Ridge: From Northwestern Spain to Southern Yugoslavia (New York,
Evanston, and London: Harper and Row, 1964), p. 151; Portway, Double Circuit, p. 61; Johnson, Gay
Dymphna Cusack, Illyria Reborn
Bulgaria, p. 59; Mountfort, Portrait, pp. 43,101,179,182-3;
(London: Heinemann, 1966), p. 185; Price, Iron-Laced Curtain, p. 9. In an academic study, Uriy
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The only problem with this reiteration of inter-war signification was, quite simply,
that south-eastEurope had not been the static, ahistorical region such representation
implied. The Balkans were in the throes of tremendouschangefrom the 1950sonwards,
the regimespursuing `a fundamentalbreak with the past,'45in Cviic's term, and the only
way the travel writer could recapture the flavour of inter-war travel was by
systematicallyignoring large swathes of the contemporary landscape. For example,
however central it was to the revelationsof the text, referenceto communismwas largely
its
in
travelogues,
as
many
practice, philosophy and barbarous
eschewed
unsuitable
imagewas to the romanticjourney-,although few writers saidit as openly, most agreedin
he
have
down
Aldiss
`played
to
claims
politics as much as possible',
with
when
practice
both because`few holiday-makers care about such matters' and - in a nod towards
detente- because`the Cold War hasthawed'.46At the sametime, it meant playing down
in
difficult
general,
a
more
enterprise,and one that, as I hope to show, was the
modernity
reason that Cold War romanticism could not be sustained. As Russian and Chinese
in,
and western markets and banks extendedtheir patronage,industry
poured
subsidies
was promoted, agriculture technologised, communications improved, urban centres
enlarged, and the modernity that had been begrudged, though easily ignored in the
1930s,was now an unavoidablefeature of Balkan reality.47More disturbingly for those
still seeking solitary, aristocratic travel, the peninsula had also succumbedto mass
tourism after the 1950s, with resort complexes littering the Black Sea and Adriatic
in
Bulgaria and Romania. Even Albania, pursuing
as
mountain
areas
well
as
coastlines,
mentions that tourists in China `have found it particularly interesting to gaze upon the carrying out of
domestic tasks in a `communist' country, and hence to see that the routines of life are not that
unfamiliar' (John Urry, The Tourist Gaze: Leisure and Travel in Contemporary Societies (London,
Newbury Park and New Delhi: Sage,1990), p. 12.
45 Christopher Cviic, Remaking the Balkans, Chatham House Papers (London: Royal Institute of
International Affairs, 1991), p. 4.
46Aldiss, Cities and Stones,pp. 15-6. For similar comments, seeWard, Bulgaria, pp. xi-xii; Mountfort,
Portrait, p. 21; Edwards, Introducing Yugoslavia, p. v; Edwards, Yugoslav Coast, p. 152; Edwards,
Yugoslavia, p. 17. Amongst those travel texts on the Cold War Balkans that achievedthe extraordinary
feat of barely mentioning communism once are Forwood's Romanian Invitation, Cusack's Illyrla
Reborn, Mackintosh's Rumania, Brown's YugoslavLife and Landscape and Kindersley's Mountains of
Serbia.
" The features that MacCannell lists as basic `characteristics of modernity'
`advanced
the
urbanization, expandedliteracy, generalized health care, rationalized work arrangements,geographical
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an isolationist course under Hoxha, was accessibleto vacationers as long as they
relinquished`individualistic aloofness', and `joined what amountedto a packagetour. ''
In short, the atemporalqualitiesthat writers loved to find in the Balkanswere vanishing,
and the dashing monarchs, tribal chiefs and merry peasants,crucial to the romantic
be
dead,
found
to
exiled or collectivised.
all
paradigm,were
How, then, was modernity to be tackled in an ostensibly romantic narrative?
Clearly, to condemn modernity too overtly or persistently in a text, as the inter-war
generation had condemnedwestern metropolitan civilisation, would risk undermining
that air of positivity the traveller had maintained around the Balkan object.49 The
preferred though problematic answer,rather, was for the travel writer to keep to wilder
tracts of country as much as possibleand, where modernity was unavoidable,to extend
the perimeters of the ideal, and do one's best to valorise it. The difficulties of the
technique, which was strewn with paradox, was heightenedby the contradictory ways
such valorisation was pursued.As Aldiss again illustrates, one method was to construct
the urban, industrial locale as part of the past, taking it out of the presentand lending it
an historical aura. There is one scenein Cities and Stones,for example,in which backstreet Belgrade is constructedvia allusions to `lower-classVictorian England', with its
`[t]own
dwellers [...] and country people', its hawkers, cheap taverns and
of
crowds
rather Dickensiandrabness,making the English couple `nostalgicfor a past we had never
experienced'[29]. This was modernity, but not contemporary modernity, and could
thereforebe renderedexotic. Held in uneasysuspensionwith this was a direct admiration
for the ultra-modem developmentnow in evidencein post-war Yugoslavia, a far more
prevalent response in the period. In this vein, Aldiss mentions how `[m]uch of
Jugoslavia'smodern building is stylish,' its flats `nice', its hotels of `splendidcomfort',
its roads `excellent', its factories `efficient and modern' with `extremely attractive'

and economic mobility and the emergenceof the nation-state as the most important sopiopolitical wit'
(MacCannell, Tourist, p. 7) - were now all clearly visible acrossthe Balkans.
48Portway, Double Circuit, p. 15. As Winnifirith bemoans, `these 'organised toots [...J allowed little
freedom of movement' (Winniftith, ShatteredEagles, p. 56).
'I am thinking here of the way the Balkan travelogue, in style and concern, had practically merged
with the tour guide, which Roland Barthes claims `hardly knows the existenceof sceneryexcept under
the guise of the picturesque' (Barthel, `The Blue Guide', in Bartfies, Mythologies, new od. trans.
Annette Lavers (1957; London: JonathanCape, 1974),p. 74.
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S0
likened
least
`"a
temple"'. Yet as Aldiss's
to
products, and at
one power-station
depiction of Belgrade in the 1960s demonstrates,idealism of metropolitan, industrial
developmentwas alwaysgoing to be tricky. `Unfortunately,' he writes,
much of the old building that survivedthe war years is not attractive and the immediate
post-war reconstructiondownright ugly. But many fine new blocks of flab are going
up. Novi Beogradsnakesa wonderful prospect;to drive towards its walls of glassis like
driving into the future. The avenuesof Belgradeare pleasantand tree-lined, its centreis
interesting,its shopsvaried. And it has none of the oppressiveatmospherethat some
find in the adjacentcapitals of Sophia,Budapestand Bucharest.It is friendly if not gay
[. ý.j. [31-2]

After an effective contrastbetweenhistoric dilapidation and space-agemodernity, Aldiss
tails off rapidly, with the evocation of supposedly worse cities, and reliance on
inconsequentialepithets (`vaned', `pleasant', `interesting'), failing to inspire eagerness
for, or indeedany particular interest in, communist Belgrade. And this failure of interest
was alwayslikely to be a danger.With the British readerfamiliar enoughwith modernity,
the attempt to invest in the modem the wild effusion once investedin the primitive not
5'
fell
flat,
but
occasionallysmackedof the absurd.
only

S0Aldiss, Cities and Stones,pp. 21,141,107,255,120,148,105.
s' For momentsof unintended irony, or slippage, in the romanticisation of the modern, see,Ibid., pp. 58,
73,69,194; Haskell, Heroes and Roses p. 53; Cusack, Illyria Reborn, p. 65; MacKenzie, Romanian
Journey, pp. 35-6; Ward, Albania, p. 80. There were many moments at which the presenceof modernity
was actually regretted: we, for example, Aldiss, Cities and Stones,pp. 55,84,89,112,194-5,209,228;
Johnson, Gay Bulgaria, pp. 57,88-9,176; Johnson,
Mountfort, Portrait, pp. 20-1,27,62,80-1;
YugoslavSummer,pp. 12,25,47,78,187; Ward, Bulgara, pp. 142,176,187; John Higgins, Travels in
the Balkans (London: Barrie and Jenkins, 1972), pp. 43-6,58; Dibble, Return Tickets, pp. 90-1,97-8,
110,176,232-3. Yet despite this, there is plenty of valorization. For example, Mackintosh praises
Romania's `truly magnificent blocks of flats'(Rumania, 170); Forwood describelasi's `housing estates'
as `pink and white like the blossomswhich embellish the neighbouring countryside in spring'(Romanian
Invitation, pp. 75-6); for Kindersley, Pristina `looks like a wile lumiere: all cubes, white or pale
blue'(Mountains, p. 118); for Ward, `there is something heroic about [Bulgaria's) determined
industrialisation'(Bulgaria, p. 240); and Courtade depicts Albania's drive to modernity as `sublime with
faith and courage'(Pierre Courtade, Albania: Travel Notebook and Documentary, trans. Charles
Ashleigh (London: Fore Publications, c. 1952), p. 43). Such attainment offset the fact that, as Brown pit
it in the context of one Balkan state, `[ajn arcadian Yugoslavia is a dream-country gone for
ever'(YugoslavLife, p. 144).
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A second feature of modern development that travel writers valorised was the
increasinglyubiquitous facilities of tourism, a valorisation which led them deeper into
paradox. In the post-war West, leisure and consumer affluence had led to a massive
52
industry,
including, amongst its many
the
tourist
expansionand professionalisationof
manifestations,a burgeoning market for cheap, accessibleguide books. In the Balkan
context, there was a surgeof texts in which the trope of the personalised,impressionistic
journey is rejected in favour of a static, informative prose, shifting emphasisfrom the
obdurate quest for mystery and remotenessto an itemisation of the touristic pleasures
along the major communicationroutes. Despite the travel writer's attempt to stay aloof
(Aldiss's Cities and Stonesis pointedly subtitledA Traveller's Jugoslavia)," most came
to some kind of compromisewith the guide book format, realising (as Aldiss himself
in
his
reference to `holiday-makers' and politics) that their readership was
reveals
composednot only of armchairtravellers but also of prospectivesummervisitors to the
54
region. This naturally causeda transformation of the textual engagementwith Balkan
place, altering route, focus and destination, and altering how one perceived and
evaluated those destinations, with Aldiss, for example, descanting on tourist offices
which demonstrate`commendableefficiency'[9I], on hotels and campswhich are `clean'
and `attractive'[114], and on restaurant`service[that] is both cordial and prompt'[58]. A

52SeeJamesBuzard, `Culture for Export: Tourism and Autoethnographyin Postwar Britain', Studiesin
Travel Writing 2 (Spring 1998), pp. 106-127. As Urry relates, by the end of the Cold War (1990): 1.5
million were employed in tourist services in Britain alone, globally, tourism was increasing at 5-6 per
cent annually, 126 million holidays were being taken domestically by British people and 25 million
abroad, with tourism making up 6 per cent of all British consumerexpenditure (see Urry, Tourist Gaze,
pp. 5-7). On developmentabroad in the sameperiod, F.W. Ogilvie notes that `practically every country
in the world is now looking to tourism as an important factor in national prosperity and realizing that
results cannot be achievedby "hit or miss" methods' (Ogilvie, quoted in Buzard, Beaten Track, p. 333).
s' He claims his motive in going to Yugoslavia is `to experience [...] the freedom and challenge of
travel'(Aldiss, Cities and Stones, p. 147), and distinguishes himself and his fianc6e from the other
northern Europeans they find along the Dalmatian coast, seeing themselves as `exiles' rather than
`tourists'[221], and finding that in the company of tourists they `became out of phase with
Jugoslavia'[223]. In his claim that `we go abroadto seekwhat is strangeand familiar'[93], however, the
author seemsto be openly acknowledging that admixture of traveller and tourist commonly found in the
interwar generation.
5' While claiming that his `book is meant to entertain those who have no plan to move from their
armchairs,' Aldiss also angles Cities and Stonesat `thosetouring down the Adriatic coastwith it in their
dashboardlockers'[lbid., 15].
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good exampleof just how widely such approbation diverges from inter-war preference
comesin Aldiss's descriptionof Petrovac, a smalltown on the Montenegrin coast:
The tiny little fishing town has a pleasantbay. Already two new hotels overlook it, as
well as a mighty restaurant and useful supermarket. The cinema is open-air, its
programmechangesevery other night. Petrovac has no claim to distinction; perhaps
that is its attraction: it reminds one of a seasidetown anywhere,except that its nigba
are always mild and sweet.[...] [T]he camp is well integratedwith the town, so that one
life.
had
feel
The
itself
the
there
and
a
part
of
village
camp
almost nothing in
stay
can
the way of facilities; but the feeling there was pleasant,and the campersunder the old
53
friendliest
of people.
olive treeswere the

As with his Belgrade, Aldiss's languageusage ('mild', `sweet', `useful', the pleonastic
`tiny little' and the tired repetition of `pleasant')is in sorry shape,though suitableenough
perhaps for a town with `no claim to distinction'. Such writing articulates that the
Balkanswere no longer a spot for spiritual bliss, for pursuing an untrodden route to the
transcendent,but for relaxed vacationing, leisure pursuits and (Petrovac being like `a
seasidetown anywhere') all the conveniencesof home. Indeed,the passageshowsthat in
the literature of tourism, in whose packaging,marketing and consumptionof placeAldiss
participates,the markersof a worthwhile destinationare not so much these of otherness
asthose of the Same- here,the hotels, supermarketsand cinemasof a consumeristWest.
The paradoxesof suchrepresentationare many,not least the twin facts that an attractive,
both
destination
have
the thrill of the unknown and the convenience
tourist
must
viable
of accessibility,and must combinetraditional, unspoilt sightswith modern facilities from

ssIbid., p. 204. Consider also Whelpton's description of Cavtat, ßuther up the Dalmatian coast: `Cavtat
is a delightful place, for the bay, with its rich vegetation on one side and its quay lined with little white
houseson the other, is really beautiful. On the north side of the isthmus there are sandy beacheswith
clean water [...). The villages a few miles inland are among the few in Dalmatia where peasantcostumes
are still worn, and where the best of regional dancescan be seenon almost any Sunday throughout the
summer. Lastly, communications are reasonably good, for bus, boat and rail services are available
though it must be admitted that the station is two or three miles away' (Whelpton, Dalmatia, pp. 745).
Publishedonly twelve years after West's Black Lamb and Grey Falcon, such writing utterly lacks West's
passion and flair, and its accentuation of views, services and times is closer to a guide-book, where
distances signal discomfort rather than adventure and peasant costuines become a holiday spectacle
rather than an eventof deepphilosophical importance.
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which to view them, what Aldiss calls a mixture of `[c]ultural heritage' and `modern
56
plumbing'. And in the writers' tendencyto partake in these facilities, they themselves
were reduced from seer to sightseer, from enacting the traveller part of the self to
indulging the touristic parts?
Of all the paradoxessurrounding the travel writer's collusion with tourism, the
advertisingof easternEurope in a Cold War era was perhapsthe most intriguing. I am
not referring to the irony of selling socialist statesto the western consumer,though these
is
for
highly
touristic
self-marketing
custom
certainly a paradox
professional
states' own
of note. Rather, I am thinking about how the willingness on the travel writers' part to
appreciateBalkan tourism and modernity actually inferred tolerance for the regime that
brought it into being, mirroring those regimes' own discursive self-fashioning, and
contradictingthe writers' desireto keep communismoff the agenda.As a third object of
in
fact,
there were points at which the appreciation of tourism and
valorisation,
in
be
distinguished
from
direct appreciation of socialism.
general
not
could
modernity
The odd criticism of `Tito's domain'[22] might occur in Aldiss's text, for instance,but
has
for
he
the partisanwar effort, for the Yugoslav leader,and for
a
good
word
overall
Yugoslav law, community spirit and freedom of speech, as well as for the state's
achievements in industry, education, collectivisation, youth movements and civic
development.': There are even moments at which Aldiss, surrounded by guides and
translators,seemsto forego independenttravel and to take part in an organisedtour, as
56Aldiss, Cities and Stones,p. 118. Zygmunt Bauman locates the paradox that the strangenesswhich
must be a part of any ideal tourist destination is also marked by `safetycushions and [...) escaperoutes':
`In the tourist's world, the strange is tame, domesticated,and no longer frightens; shocks come in a
package deal with safety' (Bauman, `From Pilgrim to Tourist - Or a Short History of Identity', in Hall
and du Gay, eds., Questions of Cultural Identity, pp. 29-30. In another paradox, Gemumden,
paraphrasing Hans Magnus Enzensberger,writes that the touristic `yearning to be free from society
becomesharnessedby the very society it seeksto escape;the searchfor the authentic inevitably leads to
its destruction' (Gerd Gemunden, `Introduction to Enzensberger's"Theory of Tourism"', New German
Critique 68 (Spring Summer 1996),p. 113.
s7 There is a certain loss of connection to place amongst Aldiss's generation, with the attempt at
merging pursued by Starkie, Thornton and Hall replaced by distance from local culture and people despite his claim to feel part of the village, for example, Aldiss's only contact in the passageseemsto be
with other campers.
ssFor instancesof Aldiss's appreciation of the war effort seeAldiss, Cities and Stones,p. 120; of Tito,
see pp. 84,230; of law, seep. 166; of community spirit, seep. 178; of freedom of speech,seepp. 102,
247; of industry, seepp. 58,105-6; of education, seepp. 75-6; of socialist agriculture, seepp. 66.8; of
youth movements,seep. 59; and of civic development,seepp. 140-1,151-2.
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"
best
from
is
in
Perhaps
the
the
texts
period.
example
at Velenje, a
occurs
other
Slovenian mining settlement almost entirely developed after the war. Aldiss presents
Velenje as a model of socialist modernity, with the futuristic workers' club being
commendedas `bright'[259], the theatre as active, popular and `stylishly executed'
[259], and the town itself, being unaflicted by the strikes, drunkennessand vandalism
that can plague `a British mining town'[261], is said to exude `a fine community feeling
that madepeoplehappy'[261]. Even the view of Velenje from the surroundinghills is `a
beautiful composition of modern buildings in carefully contrasting colours [...], a
The
de
Aldiss,
theatre'[258].
praise
speaking to the
continues
when
coup
wonderful
Chief Engineerof the mine, turns attention to industrial matters, although here a certain
note of ambivalencecreeps in. Despite paraphrasingthe engineer's glowing reports,
there is a real sensein which the author disengageswith his topic:
Then is only we pithead to the mine at Velenje, an inunensedouble one handling
personnel and material. As we stood in the great vault where we technician was
supervisingthe coal-lift, the Chief Engineershowedus the production diaits. Of recent
years, output has beengoing up. Now Russia is supplying new extractor plant for the
The
Velenje coal basin is one of the biggest
thce,
and
rise
output
should
again.
coal
Jugoslavia,and obviously the most will be madeof it. [261]

The descriptionis wretched: the lazy build of compound sentences,the vaguenessof the
`output' data, the relianceon adjectivesof size (the passage'sonly descriptive diction),
all leadingup to the final, redundantclause,communicatesweariness,indifferenceand an
fervour
inter-war
balkanists
lack
for
that
the
of
evangelical
exhibited
archaic
utter
cultural manifestation.However much Aldiss cites the regime's discourseof quotas, five
figures,
have
found
Velenje `a scintillating
to
or
claims
production
and
rising
year plans
life',
`may
for
Jugoslav
that
the
one
make an English visitor adjust his
of
way
advert
ideas'[259], one's main senseis of authorial disinterest,and of a sneakingsuspicionthat
industry has,in fact, no placein his travel book60
" SeeIbid., pp. 56-8,67-8,734,147.
60 He comments elsewhere that the text had deliberately `allowed less room to the factories, those
pledgesto the future, than to the memorials of the past. My Jugoslavfriends may be angry; I ask them to
forgive me; my customersare in the West' (Aldiss, Cities and Stones,p. 194). For other examplesof the
[inadvertant) support for socialist achievement,see Andrew, Bulgaria and Romania, p. 21; Krippner,
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To sum up, it was Aldiss's combination of this uneasy valorisation of socialist
modernity with a mild reincarnationof inter-war pastoralismthat comprised the hybrid
features
Cities
during
detente.
Admittedly,
Balkans
there
the
are
of
and
concept of
Stonesthat are untypical: Aldiss revealed,for example,a strain of harsh denigration that
was rare in the late 1950sand 1960s,and his momentsof wild romanticism,seenin the
extract on pages245 to 246, were not often a part of the signifying practice. In the main,
Cold War balkanismfound its niche between the two extremes,and Aldiss's generally
for
landscape,
the
social
and
appreciation
physical
expressedin a tame,
easygoing
workaday prose, epitomisesthe era, and was reiterated in all quarters of the Balkan
from
it
is
Tito's Yugoslavia, which after all did not
In
fact,
turning
away
when
peninsula.
fully participate in the eastern bloc, that one catches sight of how curious this
complimentarymode actually was. In Albania, one of the darkest spacesof Cold War
geography, travellers discovered a `profoundly democratic' country, with `a joyfid,
both
independent
'peaceful
[...
]
people',
and
prosperous', and with scenery`as
vigorous
beautiful as any romantic travellers could desire. 61 In Bulgaria, the most loyal of
Moscow satellites,travellers were finding a `part of Paradise', a `rustic world' with a
`genial charm', and a population full of `friendship, [... ] courtesy and grace' 62
Countering the diatribesof Cold War propaganda,the framework by which the Balkans
in
favourable.
interpreted
remained,
short,
obdurately
were

Yugoslavia Invites, pp. 32-3; Cusack, Illyria Reborn, pp. 13,26,55,124,137-8,197;
Tennyson, 7lto
Lifts the Curtain, pp. 11-2,62-85,127,158-73,218-26,230;
Emerson, Albania, pp. 8-9,14,51,65;
Gardiner, Curtain Calls, pp. 12,58-62,67,95-6,134,157,191-2;
Whelpton, Dalmatia, pp. 16,23,55,
96,187-8,190. Lovett Edwards is interesting, as he was pro-monarchy before the war, and apparantly
Of course, anti-communism
pro-Tito after: seeEdwards, Yugoslavia, pp. 7-8,13-4,24-6,37,44-7,64.
remained: Newman condemns Hoxha's control of `the least-Communist people in all Europe'(in
Mediterranean Background, new ed (1949; London: Travel Book Club, 1950), p. 165); Gunther
condemnsAlbania's 'grimy little dictatorship' as a `Communist outhouse- the real end of the line'(in
Inside Europe Today, rev. ed. (1961; London: Hamish Hamilton, 1962), pp. 353-4) and the `fanatics' in
charge of Yugoslavia (in Behind Europe's Curtain (London: Hamish Hamilton, 1949), p. 55);
Mountford is critical of the Bulgarian regime (in Portrait, pp. 102-3) and O'Connor critical of
Romanian political realities (in Walking Good: Travels to Music in Romania and Hungary (London:
Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1971), pp. 70-80. See also representation in Galbraith's Journey and
Sommelius'sIron Gatesoflllyria.
61Courtade,Albania, p. 13; Ash, Pickaxe and Rille, p. 255; CusackýIllyrria Reborn, pp. 152,4.
152
Ryalls, Bulgaria, p 6; Gardiner, Curtain Calls, p. 164; Haskell Heroes and Roses, p. 32; Johnson,
,
Gay Bulgaria, p. 194.
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The mannerin which this mode of signification was brought to an end opens up
important questionsabout discourse,the causesof rupture, and the nature and sourcesof
balkanistpractice.After Aldiss's day, the declinein regard for south-eastEurope that the
SecondWorld War inauguratedbegan to accelerate.In the 1970s and early 1980s,the
British traveller's approval of the Balkans faltered, with interest in the region dropping
sharply, then petering out in the late 1980s,when the number of travelogues remained
low, and in those that were published the images, tropes and terms of traditional
balkanismgreatly outweighedthose of the complimentarymode.63By the time revolution
had dismantled the old eastern bloc, it was Harding's particular viewpoint that was
dominant,
the
not Aldiss's. From the sojourns of Eric
representational
characterising
Newby and Philip Ward in Albania, Bill Bryson in Bulgaria, Brian Hall, Dave Rummer
and Guy Arnold in Romania,Richard Bassettin Yugoslavia, and from the wider journeys
of David Selbourneand Philip Glazebrook,the emergingpicture was of social and ethnic
brutal,
deadening
oppressive
regimes,
poverty and secretive, suspicious
unrest,
in
backwardness
savagery,
short,
a
chaos,
of
and obfuscationupdatedto a
populations64 Just as Aldiss's upbeat, optimistic writing echoed the
late communist landscape.
in
decline
detente,
the
that optimism might seemto reflect changesin
so
atmosphereof
the material sphere.This was a period, on the one hand, when the socialist economies,

63 The texts in which appreciation is dominant in the 1980s were Peter and Andrea Dawson, Albania
(1989), June Emerson, Albania (1990), Andrew MacKenzie, Romanian Journey (1983), William Bland,
A Short Guide to the People's Socialist Republic of Albania (1981), Grano Dibble, Return Tickets to
Yugoslavia (1984). Harold Dennis-Jones's Where to Go in Yugoslavia (1991) and Where to Go in
Romania (1992), the former first published in 1989, are very much texts of the Cold War period
Fermor's Between the Woods and the Water (1986) describing a walk through the Balkans in the 1930x,
is really a throw-back to the inter-war paradigm.

e' Seethe attitude to landscape,people and state in Arnold, Down the Danube: The Black Forest to the
Eric Newby, Shores of the
Black Sea (London: Cassell, 1989), pp. 110,140-2,150-3,166,173-6;
Mediterranean, new ed. (1984; London: Picador, 1985), pp. 100-2,113,115-33; Ward, Albania, pp. 14,
Brian Hall, Stealing from a Deep Place: Travels in South-Eastern Europe
19,56-8,105,124,137;
Dave Rimmer, Once Upon a
(London: Heinemann, 1988), pp. 9-13,24,52-73,78-86,136,146-52;
27mein the East (London: Fourth Estate, 1992), pp. 224,241-62; David Selbourne,Death of the Dark
Hero: Eastern Europe, 1987-90 (London: Jonathan Cape, 1990), pp. 37-48,96-105,141,145-68,25664; Bassett, Balkan Hours, pp. 1-2,10,32,47,61-2,67,69-72,91,102-3,108-9,122-3,132-7;
Portway presagesthis generation: `Though
they form part of our continent,' he writes on the Balkans in 1974, `the fact does not immediately
register, for the violent, irrational temperament of the Balkan countries is alien to our concept of an
Glazebrook,Journey, pp. 10,193-4,200,208-18,226-31.

orderedEurope' (Portway,Double Circuit, p. 24).
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buoyantin the 1960s,were set in irrevocabledecline, with a burgeoningforeign debt and
a low per capita gross domestic product combining to produce stagnation, consumer
hand,
it
deteriorating
On
time
the
other
was
a
of
austerity.
shortagesand
relations
between the power blocs, when, after Reagan's election in 1980, tensions heightened
betweenthe superpowersand right-wingism, belligerenceand armsescalationresurfaced.
During this `second Cold War', as it is termed, travellers certainly appearedto have
taken on board their government'sdeepaversions.
The material argument,however, has its limitations. Economic transformationsin
fall
do
fully
detente,
Europe,
the
rise
and
not
explain the harshnessof the
and
of
eastern
new writing, or explain why the British traveller - if such metropolitan displays were
somethingto condemn- becameso keen on modernity and communismin the first place.
It was not as if the existenceof tradition and custom had abruptly vanishedfrom the
Balkans anyhow, as those travellers who continued to valorise the region in the 1980s
illustrate. What I would argue is far more influential on the late twentieth-century
transformationis the insistent,inevitabletensionthat builds up within signing

practice

itself, what one could term the internal pressureson a discourse.Though unrealisablein
practice, cross-cultural discourse proceeds by minimalising the disparities between a
discourse's
the
the
environment
and
of
pattern
signification
culture has deployed
specific
to annotate that environment. Late nineteenth-century balkanists, for example,
maintainedthe traditional motif of savageothernessin their writings by eliminating, or
reducing to a minimum, those material conditions such as education, constitutional
integrity, linguistic complexity, artistic proficiency, that opposed it. In the same way,
inter-war romanticismachievedinternal coherenceand efficacy by the exact opposite: by
discord
from
the textual landscape.The strain
of
modernity,
or
violence
any
sign
erasing
landscape
longer
be
can
no
manipulated to support the set of
emerges when
is
practices
one
working within. By this I do not mean, simply, that
representational
material conditions of the host culture efface the possibilitiesfor textually staging one's
but
that the discursive significance of tose conditions in
chosenrepresentationpattern,
the home culture repudiates the textual interpretation placed upon them -a clash
emergesbetween authorial interpretation and likely interpretation amongstreaders.The
in
is
kind.
1910s
From the First Balkan War until 1918, the
the
an
example
period of
Edwardian interpretation of the Balkans, which constructed the place as colonial
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territory, cameinto conflict with the triumphant achievementof independenceagainstan
increasingly unjust regime, the signifiers in British political discourse of honourable
nationalism;the ambiguity that built up, in seekingresolution, forced the switch from the
colonial interpretationto the nationalist, in whose romantic channelsthe Balkan concept
is
This
1980s.
the
not to say, of course, that either interpretative
remained until
framework is empirically sound, but just that latter was able successfullyto smooth out
the wrinkles in conceptualisation.Out of such easing of discursive tensions, new
65
born
paradigmsare
The Cold War era also exemplifies this process of building and easing tension
within discourse. After the successful instillation of positive representation as the
dominant interpretative framework, this framework continuedto exert influence both on
the representationalconventionsin the text and on the perceptionsand evaluationsof the
journey - cross-cultural discourse being both a language that speaks us, to use the
academic axiom, and one that moulds and guides knowledge formation itself that
`involuntarily occup[ies] our memoriesand appropriate[s] our creativities.'6 Such is the
power of discourse that, overcoming the slight hiccup of the 1940s war memoirs
(through which it was found, however, that balkanismneednot return to the denigratory
mode), travellersof the 1950sand 1960scontinuedto travel and write under the shadow
frequently
illustrates,
As
Aldiss
finds in Cold War texts a yearning for
the
one
past.
of
romanticismand revelation,for that mode of travel, ubiquitous in interwar and Victorian
travelogues,in which the Briton tackled wildernesses,openedup foreign territories and
had revelationsunavailableto those who stayedat home. Thesewriters, after all, knew
their Balkan travel texts - Aldiss, typically, litters his text with referenceto Kinglake,
65 Kuhn terms this the `paradigm-shift',

that moment when a paradigm has `run out of interesting
puzzles to solve, ' or has `come up against anomalies which cannot adequately be dealt with from their
theoretical base,' and when creation of `a new conceptual structure' allows `matters [to] settle down'(see
Peter Hamilton, `Representing the Social: France and Frenchness in Post-War Humanist Photography',
in Hall, Representation, p. 76).

66Terdiman, Discourse/Counter-Discourse,p. 38. I am always reminded, when considering the power
of cross-cultural discourse,of Woolf s description of how the female writer is checkedby the `Angel in
the House': And when I came to write', she says, `I encounteredher with the very first words. The
shadowof her wings fell on my page; I heard the rustling of her skirts in the room [...]. And she madeas
if to guide my pen.' Woolfs elimination of the Angel's discursive control ('I took up the inkpot and
flung it at her') is a particularly modernist expression of the possibilities of individual autonomy (see
Woolf `Professionsfor Women', in Collected Essays, Vol. 3, ad Leonard Woolf (London: Hogarth
Press,1972), pp. 285-6).
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Lovett Edwards, Arthur Evans, T.G. Jackson,ViscountessStrangford, Fitzroy Maclean
and, most significantly, RebeccaWest, whose book exerts enormous influence on both
67Consequently,they knew the peninsulacould
his work and that of his contemporaries.
support quest narrative, and tried to recreate its patterns of tribulation and disclosure
amid the modernity of the post-war Balkans. What was a natural, even axiomatic,
approachto landscapewithin balkanist practice, however, came up against the more
typical interpretationsof modernity in British cultural discourse:here, modernity denoted
comfort, familiarity, domesticity, sophistication- all concepts opposedto the simplicity
and heroism upon which balkanist romanticism was constructed. The two discourses
came into opposition, slippagewas produced as the significanceof Balkan landscapeto
the home culture collides with the interpretative framework deployed with the new
traditions of balkanism,producing a tension that was expressedin writers like Aldiss via
ambiguity.Textual ambiguity requiresresolution, and yearnsfor more confident channels
of expression.
To put the point a different way, modernity inscribed a loss of the two primary
markers of the romancequest - mystery and travail. As I have mentioned, both motifs
wert deployed to instil adventure into the Balkan journey, particularly during initial
descriptionsof entranceinto the region, when writers neededto capture the attention of
Once
journey
begun,
World
has
Free
however, and the
the
readership.
narrated
a
region's modem conveniencesare depicted, the aura of peril is lost, with the writer's
utilisation of car, hotel, cinemaand campsitesoon indicting a very different sojourn from
Durham's cross-country mule treks or Starkie's 'raggle-taggle' wanderings,with their
heroic flavour of expedition and quest. Moreover, the supposedtravails of communism
barely inconveniencetravel writers, and hardship usually amounts to little more than

67 Apart from listing further instances in kind, the clearest way of eaaempiifyittgthe hold that
complimentary representationhad had over travel writing is by remarking upon the number of Cold War
writers who arrived at the Balkans expecting romantic cultures. See, for example, Johnson, Gay
Bulgaria, pp. 32,89-90; Tennyson, Tito Lifts the Curtain, pp. 15-6,30; Dilke, Road to Dalmatia, p. 11;
Anthony Rhodes, The Dalmatian Coast (London: Evans Brothers, 1955), p. 132; Price, Iron-Laced
Curtain, p. 74; Forwood, Romanian Invitation, p. 5; O'Connor, Walking Good, p. 4; Emerson,Albania,
p. 16; Whelpton, Dalmatia, pp. 83-4; Gardiner, Curtain Calls, p. 14. If writers admitted to hearing
negative rumours about the Balkans, they also proceed to subvert them: amongst many examples, see
Streeter,Along the Ridge, pp. 149-51; Gunther, Behind's Europe's Curtain, pp. 22,53,53; DennisJones,Romania, pp. 5,58,115,120,123;
1944),pp. 59,94.

Laird Archer, Balkan Journal (New York: W.W. Norton,
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in
"`no
Arnold
Haskell
the
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what
plug
roads,
unfamiliar
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the bath" type of criticism,' a far cry from the old blood feuds, insurgenciesand Balkan
"
in
Balkan
The
this tame
to
the
enigma
around
object
preserve
attempt
wars.
69Crucially,
failure.
doomed
the outcomeof this loss of mysterywas a
to
atmospherewas
reduction in the possibilitiesfor mythological or spiritual disclosurein the travel text, for
the lessthe mystery and attendanttravail, the less the scaleof revelation one can pin on
the narrative. The clearestexamplehere is the disclosureof the fundamentalscnnenness
have
democratic
may
surprisedthose reared on
well
of communisteastand
west, which
Cold War propaganda,yet in evoking normalcy in the Balkans also relinquished that
senseof strangenesscentral to the mythological narrative, contrasting poorly with the
momentous unearthing of our primitive, feudal and pagan roots pursued by West's
break
in
loss
What
this
the continuum of
the
this
primitive,
of
aggravated
generation.
dignified tradition, was a certain wistful regret for the associatedqualities of peace,
freedom and pastoral delight that beganpervading rural portraiture. Whelpton's aporic
70
far
better
its
is
`I
than
the
the
that
new
order
not
am
not
sure
old',
with
at all
comment,
cautious conuningling of negatives,typifies the ambivalencewith which travellers often
lauded Balkan modernity. Similarly, Gardiner grieves for the days when `[t]ravel was
synonymous with travail', Tennyson realises `that old traditions would quickly
disappear', and Aldiss accepts ruefully that he is `watching the passing of an older
°° Haskell, Heroes and Roses,p. 2. Mazower commentsthat in Cold War balkanism, `[tjhe picturesque
replaced the violent, and the worst problems most tourists anticipated were poor roads and unfamiliar
toilets' (Mazower, Balkans, p. 5). For the loss of travail or adventure, see Ibid, p. 1; Dike, Road to
Dalmatia, pp. 11,135; Portway, Double Circuit, pp. 15-6,37; Johnson,Gay Bulgaria, pp. 13-5,98-100;
Dawsons,Albania, pp. 11-5; Glazebrook,Journey, pp. 164,217,230; Gardiner, Curtain Calls, p. 135;
Sommelius,Iron Gates, p. 40; Whelpton, Dalmatia, pp. 23-4,94,98; Creon is unusual in maintaining
the air of adventure in the Yugoslav context: see Katherine Creon, London Istanbul without Even a
Screwdriver: Through Tito'sJugoslavia (London: Minerva, 1993), p. vii.
69Aldiss, for example, attemptsto maintain an air of mystery around Yugoslavia: he opensby terming it
`a strange and compelling country'(Aldiss, Cities and Stones, p. 15), and then reinscribes that
strangenessor mystery on pp. 17,18,88,185,277. He ends the book by exclaiming, 'how marvellous
[tjhis country looked, and how mysterious...'[2771. Yet the general trend in the text is towards an
emphasison the loss of mystery, tradition, adventure and revelation: seeIbid., pp. 19,34,36-7,47,95,
201,246. The loss of mystery to the Balkan journey is exemplified by Johnson'simpression that the only
remnant of the Vulgari fire-dancing that had so affected Thornton are a few melodies played by a local
orchestrain a tourist restaurant(seeJohnson,Gay Bulgaria, pp. 173-4). There was certainly little left of
what he calls `the exhileration the traveller feels when he crashesinto a new district not yet penetrated
by trippers' (Johnson,YugoslavSummer,p. 189).
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order.'" By the time Brian Hall was touring Bulgaria in 1982, belatednesshas developed
n
his
to sucha point that an air of emptiness,even pointlessnessattends sojourn, as it did
for Harding, with her senseof having `slept through [her] destination'. For a period,
clearly, the peninsula had lost its centuries-old ability to offer western travellers
73
picaresqueadventureand spiritual release.
As if sensingthe difficulties which modernity presentedfor their attempts at quest
narrative, writers embarked upon what might be termed a process of textually
maintaining the residual paradigm of inter-war travel literature. I refer here to the
period's resort not merely to the kind of excuseswith which travellers of the 1920sand
1930shad brushedasidepotential criticism of the region," but also to a wide range of
disingenuousstrategiesaimedat recreatingthe flavour and landscapeof pre-war culture.

70Whelpton, Dalmatia, p. 94.
71Gardiner, Curtain Calls, p. 135; Tennyson, Tito Llfiitsthe Curtain, p. 59; Aldiss, Cities and Stones,p,
47. An exemplar of Aldiss's point comes in O'Connor's book on Romania, where he finds that the
peasantculture so belovedby Hall has been reducedto `Folclor - numerousbouncy women in gleaming
`peasant'costumesinging banal Transylvanian romancesinto a nerve-shatteringpublic addresssystem'
(in Walking Good, p. 81).
72 For example, Brian Hall, on a cycle ride around south-east Europe, spends all his time in the
Bulgarian town of Ruse (a significant thirty pagesout of his 90 page section on Bulgaria) detailing his
efforts to get his bicycle fixed, so lacking doesthe town and environs appear to be (Hall, Stealingfrom a
Deep Place, pp. 95-123). For other examples, see Bill Bryson, Neither Here Nor There: Travels in
Europe, new ed (1991; London: Minerva, 1992), p. 215; Paul Theroux, Pillars of Hercules: A Grand
Tour of the Mediterranean, new ed. (1995; London: Penguin, 1996), pp. 234-5; Johnson,Gay Bulgaria,
pp. 88-9; Winnifrith, ShatteredEagles, p. 94; Ward, Albania, p. 137; Glazebrook,Journey, pp. 211-2,
217; and Scott Malcomson, Empire's Edge: Travels in SouthEastern Europe, Turkey and Central Asia
(London and Boston: Faber and Faber, 1994), pp. 102-8. Ward commentsangrily on Hall's treatment of
Ruse,which the former considers `a splendid city', in Ward, Bulgaria, p. 135.
73Fussell, writing in 1980 on the theme of the death of travel, claims oddly that ' [p]erhaps the closest
one could approach an experience of travel in the old sense today would be to drive in an aged
automobile with doubtful tires through Romania [... ] without hotel reservations and to get by on terrible
French' (Fussell, Abroad, p. 41). He certainly could not have got this idea from the contemporary travel
writers, who approximate such conditions without any corresponding sense of revelation As Aldiss says:
`We imagine that the other holds a secret that he would convey, a large secret that would make dear to
us the root causes of his foreignness; it is not so, but every distorted sentence makes it seem so'(Aldiss,
Cities and Stones, pp. 148-9).

" See, for example, Andrew's explanation for Romanian and Bulgarian poverty in `[c]enturies of
subjection to corrupt Turkish rule'(in Bulgaria and Romania, pp. 20-1); Edwards's sourcing of
Yugoslavia's poor hotel facilities in the rigours of the SecondWorld War (in Introducing Yugoslavia,p.
11), or Mackintosh's excusing of Romanian backwardnessby emphasising the country's comparative
youth (in Rumania, p. 28).
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Perhapsthe most important tactic used to adapt or preserve landscapewas that of
accentuation,of playing down the evidencesof modernity along one's route and laying
greater emphasis on any pre-modern customs that remained, customs that were
increasinglyirrelevant to the host culture, but which were absolutelyfundamentalto the
westerner's motives for visiting that culture. Aldiss's determined attempt to recapture
past landscapeis a can in hand, one that frequently resorts to an emphasison museums,
historic buildings and remnants of an increasingly unrepresentative folk culture.75
Another examplecomesin Leslie Gardiner's description of Albania in the late 1960s, a
time in which the Hoxha regime was using foreign credit to force through a hasty
programme of urbanisation that the author, with sustained accumulations of rustic
imagery, and only the briefest of allusions to modernity, largely managesto obliterate.
On arrival at Tirana airport, for instance,after a brief referenceto a runway lined with
flowers,
Gardiner
builds
tableau
such
pleasing
of
sunlight,
soldiers,
up
a
smiling faces
and slogans grown in flower-beds ('picked out in red and white dahlias') that the
impression is less of a major communication hub in Europe's most forbidding
dictatorship then of a rather quaint `wayside railway station'.76 His description of
Sarandeoffers anotherillustration of the technique.

Sarandeis a modemtown, not exciting architecturally, but every year a few more citrus
groves soften its outlines. Above its shallow amphitheatre the hillside is harsh,
destroyed by summer drought. The Italians acknowledgedthe beauty of Sarande's
situatiaa when they occupiedthe bay in 1939 and rechristenedit Porto Edda, after
Mussolini's daughter,the countessCiano [...]. Originally it was Onchesmos,than Santi
Qaaranta - `Forty Saints,' Razu says, `from the forty hermits who dwelt there, eachin
his separatecell.'"

75Consider, for example, Aldiss, Cities and Stones,pp. 33,34,37,92-4,110-12,156.61,162-9,185-9,
207-8,274-5. Seealso, Tennyson, Tito Lifts the Curtain, pp. 145-8; Gardiner, Curtain Calls, pp. 14,
141,150,164-6,174-5; Sommelius,Iron Gates, pp. 117,142; Forwood, Romanian Invitation, pp. 13,
21,66-7,71,83-4; Mackintosh, Rumania, pp. 26,78-87,127-9,135; Andrew, Bulgaria and Romania,
Krippner, Yugoslavia
pp. 3-5; Rayner, Womenin a VIllage, pp. 50-60,111,114-20,164-5,215,247;
Invites, pp. 16-20,105-6,120,139-40,157-8,171-3,182-3; MacKenzie, Romanian Journey, pp. 35-6,
Cuswk, lllyria Reborn, pp. 8-10,97,122,152-5,197-8;
176-8,199-201,229-32;
Kindersley,
Mountains, pp. 4-10,70,114-8,180,196-7.
76Gardiner, Curtain Calls, p. 10.
71Ibid, p. 57.
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Sarandeis `modem', as Gardiner is preparedto admit, but lacking actual illustration of
the town's modernity, one's image of the place is comprised solely of countesses,fruit
trees and hermits, all eclipsedby a bare, undevelopedhillside; the clutter of modernity
has been ejected from textual space.It is through such reductionism, repeatedat each
stop along his guided tour of collectivised villages and state institutions, that Gardiner's
basicpoint that Albania was "`a most beautiful land"' is hard to refute.78
This kind of limited description was not wholly original: the inter-war travellers
were already proficient in ignoring, or reducing, anything unsuited to their conceptual
model, as indeed were earlier travellers, for different reasonsand to different ends. It
certainly did becomeoriginal, however, with the extremity that writers now brought to
this reductionism, with many attempting the wholesale recreation of anachronistic
landscapein their texts. An example in kind is the greater emphasisthe Cold War
travelogueplacedon the annotationof historical background,a common characteristicof
the travel genre,which now could extend for pages,evenchapters,at a time, and which
I would argue - aimed to lend to present landscapeall the colour and exoticism of the
"
past. More disingenuously still, Aldiss's generation would quote at length the
descriptionsthat past travellers gave of locations along their routes, even quoting them
in place of any description of current landscape.Stowers Johnson'sciting of Walker's
descriptionsof nineteenth-centuryMacedonia, for example,Andrew MacKenzie's usage
of Starkie's text from the 1920s,and Haskell's quotation of an old Genpan traveller's
description of Veliko Turnovo,SOall erasedthe contemporary,depositing in the reader's
Is ibid., p. 9. Seealso MacKenzie's description of Tulcea
and Slatina (in Romanian Journey, pp. 34,889]; Archer's description of Tirana (in Balkan Journal, p. 27); Edwards's description of Obrovac (in
Introducing Yugoslavia, p. 53); Johnson's description of Plovdiv (in Gay Bulgaria, pp. 29-51);
Gardiner's description of Tirana and Gjirokaster (in Curtain Calls, pp. 13-4,55); Dennis-Jones's
description of Timisoara and Petrosani (in Romania, pp. 93,104-5); and Cusack's description
of
Elbasan (in Illyria Reborn, p. 119).
79 See, for example, the patterns of historical representation in Anne Kindersley's The Mountains
of
Serbia, Stowers Johnson's Gay Bulgaria, A. L. Haskell's Heroes and Roses, Andrew MacKenzie's
Romanian Journey, Monica Krippner's Yugoslavia Invites, Ward's Bulgaria, Cusack's Illyria Reborn
and in the Cold War work of Lovett F. Edwards.
s0Johnson, Yugoslav Summer,pp. 154-5; MacKenzie, Romanian Journey,
pp. 115-6; Haskell, Heroes
and Roses, pp. 120-1. For other examples of using of past texts to lend atmosphere to the present
journey, see Ibid., p. 117; Johnson, Yugoslav Summer, pp. 27-8; Edwards, Introducing Yugoslavia,
p.
80; Newby, Shoresof the Mediterranean, p. 126; Emerson,Albania, pp. 9,68; Ward, Bulgaria,
pp. 121,
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mind a spurious recreation of the pastoral landscape in which pre-war journeys
supposedlytook place. At the sametime, the actual experiencesof past travellers were
added in order to drum up interest; Haskell uses Lamartine's account of an illness in
Bulgaria in 1833, Johnsonuses the Askews' portrait of First World War Serbia, and
Philip Ward, on a dull tour of Albania in 1982, persistentlycites the adventuresof Byron,
Lear, Matthews, Swire, Newman and Edmonds.5' Thesestrategiesof belatedness,as one
could canthem, thesedistortions, evasions,tricks, excuses,all reveal writers twisting and
tearing at landscapeto slot it into discursive channels. Landscape is not entirely `a
blank
sheeton which the traveller [can] write and rewrite the story,'12as
metaphysical
one critic suggests,but the Cold War generation, struggling with the intrusion of
modernity, did their bestto treat it as such.
At least, they did so until an alternative solution emerged.The twin strategiesof
valorising socialist modernity and of eradicating modernity from the text naturally
aggravatedthe many paradoxesof Cold War balkanism, and proved unsustainable.In
fact, the period remindsus that romanticisationof the pre-modernis always a temporally
limited ideal, for once the object of primitivist discoursetransforms (which being subject
to time and changeit must) then the discourse,having no room for transformationitself,
forty
be
In
this
the
preserved.
sense,
cannot
years of Cold War balkanismwere a waiting
period, an interregnum, that presageda solution for the crisis of representationwhilst
simultaneouslydemonstratingthe discursive confusion and ambivalencethat reiterated
the need for that solution. And the solution came, finally, in the shape of traditional
balkanism.Exerting a simple realignment of interpretative schemata,a cluster of texts
in
late
faced
1980s
the
that
the same landscape of modernity not via
appeared

223; Dawsons,Albania, pp. 39-40,79. For somelate examples,seeBassett,Balkan Hours, pp. 48-9,51Anton Gill, Berlin to Bucharest: Travels in Eastern Europe (London: Grafton,
2,63,85,109,123;
1990), p. 283; Harding, Another Country, p. 72.
a' Haskell, Heroes and Roses,pp. 126-7; Johnson,YugoslavSummer,p. 184; Ward, Albania, pp. 50,66Not only were readers experiencing vicariously in such
9,101-2,104,108-9,110-1,117-8,138-9.
passages,but so were the travel writiers! See also, Edwards, Introducing Yugoslavia, pp. 30-1,42-3;
Ward, Bulgaria, p. 220; Rhodes,Dalmatian Coast, p. 55; Kindersley, Mountains of Serbia, pp. 237-8,
249-52; Emerson, Albania, p. 14,41. Glazebrook centres the whole of Journey to Kars around the
writings of Victorian travellers. At times, such citation had the ironic effect of emphasizing the loss of
adventure: examples of this appear in Aldiss, Cities and Stores, pp. 33-4,37, with his referencesto
Kinglake, and in Johnson,Gay Bulgaria, pp. 31,89,167-8;
82Cocker,Lonelinessand Time, p. 18.
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idealisation- one option in post-Enlightenmentdiscourse - but via condemnation- the
other option. This was the modern's distastefor the whole sorry businessof metropolitan
its
into
in
but
West
the
the
another
projected
culture
seeing
own
modernity
existence,
Balkans, as in previous periods it had seen its own fervent nationalism, and not liking
what it saw. Significantly, once conceptualisationof the Balkans slotted itself into this
new denigratory groove, it proceededso smoothly that an air of inevitability accrued:it
recapturedthe senseof extremeon which travel writing on the Balkansthrives; it offered
commonalitywith an establisheddiscourse on modernity; it panderedto the scepticism
current amongst a postmodern readership; it built upon an established mode of
constructing south-eastEurope (dormant, but vestigial through the twentieth century);
it
discourse,
felt
the
thus
resolved
within
contradictions
and
and, vitally,
right. While not
being the truth, it had the qualities of truth. Like the First World War, the Cold War
between
heightened
struggle
one
was
of
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period
in
historical
the
material
changes
or
sphere,profound discursivetensions
and
above
over
balkanism.
shook
There is a secondreasonfor the decline of romanticism, one which this focus on
the inner workings of discoursealso reveals.I would arguethat the Cold War conceptof
the Balkans,that had beenfed by RebeccaWest and the `moderns', their techniquesand
in
day,
their
new
and
revolutionary
quite simply ran out of steam. To
all
perspectives,
focus
from
the
travel writing to wider issuesin late
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must
shift
point,
understand
twentieth-century literature. The post-war period was one in which tremendouschange
fields,
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taking
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place
all
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the
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and
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were
Barth, famously,was talking about the lassitudeof western cultural production, what he
termed `the used-upnessof certain forms or exhaustionof certain possibilities', and the
fads
'83
Tradition.
Just
influence
for
`rebelling
trends
the novel, so
as
and
against
need
they exist in travel writing, and with that particular lateness with which literary
innovationsenter the genre, this senseof repetition and exhaustionwas emergingby the
1980s in all areas of travel writing - in technique, destination, philosophy and
happened
just
It
that this urgent need for a change of discursive
so
representation.

'3 Jobn Barth, `The Literature of Exhaustion', reprinted in Malcolm Bradbury, ed. The Novel Today:
Contemporary Writers on Modern Fiction, new ed. (1977; London: Fontana, 1977),p. 70.
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direction, this return to denigratory balkanism as it turned out, came at a time of
revolution in easternEurope, and the shift to a new world order.

Before going on to look at the forms and effects of post-1989 denigration, I would like
to analysebriefly the conjunction of knowledge and power in the Cold War context. It
has frequently been said that due to its political location in the larger category of the
`easternbloc' after 1945, the Balkans were also subsumedinto a wider pattern of
representationand a wider distribution of power. Indeed, so resonantwere the eastern
Europeancountriesto the `FreeWorld's' senseof self that their conflation into a single,
homogenised`bloc', as Wolff argueswas the case,` was only to be expected. It was
eastern Europe after all which had formed the site of emergence for superpower
Soviet
in
Britain
Union
fate
Yalta
Poland
the
the
clashing
over
with
and
of
at
antipathy,
1945, Churchill denouncing Soviet expansionisminto easternEurope at Fulton a year
later (the famous `Iron Curtain' speech'), and then Britain and the US extending
influence into Greece and Yugoslavia in 1947 and 1948. This early senseof eastern
Europe as `the ideological front-line of the East-West conflict,"* as Okey calls it, was
forty
Cold
War.
The primary markers of the era were
the
throughout
of
years
retained
divided
found
here:
Kremlin,
Berlin, the Hungarian Uprising, Siberian
the
a
mostly
gulags, Hoxha's Albania and Ceausescu'sRomania. For generations born after the
SecondWorld War, unfamiliar with past patternsof signification,and knowing only Cold
War imaginativegeography,it might indeedhave seemedan indivisible entity.
Yet although the conceptual positioning of the Balkans into a `Soviet east' had
forms
West
had
the
that
the
specific
control
occurred,
of
exerted over the
undoubtedly
region since the nineteenthcentury, and the intimate links between western diplomacy

" This was the West's construction of easternEurope `as a real and coherent subject rather than an [...]
artifical rubric' (Wolff Inventing Eastern Europe, p. 370). Wolff's thesis overlooks the subtleties and
distinctions inherent in westernrepresentationsof easternEurope since the Enlightenment.
ss 'From Stettin in the Baltic to Trieste in the Adriatic', Churchill intoned, `an iron curtain has
descendedacross the continent' and the Soviet-led communism that had created it `constitute[s] a
growing challengeand peril to Christian civilisation' (quoted in Inglis, Cruel Peace, pp. 33.4).
86Okey, Eastern Europe, p. 223. Inglis writes, `Warsaw, Budapest,Prague,Bucharest, Sofia, Berlin, are
the namesof the end of the cold war, as they were of its beginning' (Ingli Cruel Peace,p. 415).
,
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and Balkan actuality, were not necessarilyaltered. Certainly, the post-war settlementof
Balkan affairs took place within an unbroken continuum of western regulation that
stretchedfrom the Berlin conferenceof 1878 to Dayton in 1996. Perhapsthe only real
differenceto the settlementssucceedingpast periods of conflict, with their devastating
involvement
that
was
of
and
punishment,
western
systems reward
was now more brazen.
I am thinking, of course, of the infamous `percentagesbargain' between Churchill and
Stalin, who, tackling the future of the Balkans in Moscow (1944), carved up the
peninsulawith imperial swagger,Churchill suggesting- to Stalin's agreement- that the
Soviets maintain `ninety percent predominance' in Romania, seventy-five percent in
Bulgaria, `go fifty-fifty' in Yugoslavia, and leave the West with dominant influence in
Greece. As Jelavich comments, this was `an example of the worst in great-power
politics', an arrangementnot designedto addresslocal needsbut `to maintain a balance
"
from
influence
dominating
to
the
and prevent one government
of
entire area. And as
Jelavich goes on to detail, however informal this agreementmight have been its terms
were more or less fulfilled: Moscow had establishedsatellite states in Bulgaria and
Romaniashortly after, and Britain had sent a military force to ensuredemocraticvictory
in Greece,thus retaining it within a western sphereof influence. The West's senseof an
innate right to determine Balkan history seems unimpaired, and although Moscow,
following its own continuum of imperial ambition, took charge of the region, western
involvement,aboveall in Romaniaand Yugoslavia, did not entirely end.
When attemptingto discernhow Britain's ongoing policy in south-eastEurope had
beenadvancedby the representationwithin travel writing, one needsto firstly understand
the atmospherein which that representationtook place. The denigration of communist
easternEurope, or more specificallyof the Soviet Union, forms one of the worst casesof
long
in
history
binarism,
Britain's
of
cultural
comparablein scaleand venom to
othering
the nineteenth-centurydiscourseon the colonies, or on Germanyin the early and middle
twentieth century. The Soviet east was a region of enduring menace,whose potent

87Jelavich, History of the Balkans, p. 286. Seealso Glenny, Balkans, pp. 522-3. John Lukscs mentions
that the Churchill-Stalin deal was not known to local leaders: `It was not the first time', he writes, `that
the statesmenand ambassadorsof central-easternEuropean nations learned the truth in bitter exile [...]
about how their nations had been dissectedor dealt with from the memoir instalments published in the
rosy, homey pages of the Ladies' Home Journal or the Saturday Evening Post' (L ukacs, The Great
Powersand Eastern Europe (New York: American Book Company, 1953),p. 626.
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admixture of alien ideology and nuclear capability entered and moulded the
"
Cold
War
consciousnessof the several
generations. Gaddis arguesthat the years from
1945 to 1989 formed a sort of `peace', an era of `great power stability' comparableto
"
those of the nineteenthcentury, yet one wonders what kind of stability this was for
embattledmasspublics whose fears of imminent catastrophewere less akin to those of
90
populationsat peacethan to populations under siege. The strategiesin this ideological
war, which saturated political discourse and cultural production, were so often
composed of myth-making, rhetoric and representation `rooted in primal notions of
heaven[... ] and hell',91playing on the anxietiesof the polity to build up loyal, consensual
domestic populations. Indeed, Kaldor, after Foucault, calls Cold War propaganda a
`disciplinary technology', a mode of social control which in communist east and
democratic west entrenchedhegemonicvalue systems, sustained social cohesion, and
facilitated
in
both domestic control and
that
turn
climates
of
emergency
manufactured

°E In a study of Cold War representation, Spiering finds the Russians conceived as 'philistines,
drunkards, rapists and looters', but also as `shrewd plotters [...J with a considerable amount of
psychological insight', who `understandwhat hurts people and nations most and who are thus capableof
obtaining [...] absolutecontrol' (Spiering, Englishness, 1992), pp. 155-6. The fact that the Soviets had
managed `to achieve rough military parity' (Jelavich, Nstory of the Balkans, p. 334) with the western
powersby 1970 is crucial here.
39Gaddis, Long Peace, p. 245.

90For an enumerationof the millions who in fact died during the various conflicts of the Cold War, we
Inglis, Cruel Peace,pp. 426-7.
" Richard Stites, `Heavenand Hell: Soviet PropagandaConstructs the World', in Rawnsley, ed Cold
War Propaganda, p. 86. Rawnsley's excellent volume arguesthat propagandawas fundamental to Cold
War strategy,and that `the practice of international relations was no longer the preserveof governments
and foreign policy elites, but required the mobilization of entire populations' (Rawnsley, `Introduction'
to Ibid, p. 3). Medhurst also writes that `[a] Cold War is, by definition, a rhetorical war, a war fought
with words, speeches,pamphlets, public information (or disinformation) campaigns, slogans, gestures,
symbolic actions, and the like' (Martin J Medhurst, et at, Cold War Rhetoric: Strategy, metaphor, and
Ideology (New York: Greenwood Press, 1990), p. xiv). Gaddis repeats the point when he says `[t]he
great antagonismbetweenthe United Statesand the Soviet Union has becomeencrusted,over the years,
with successivelayers of [... J tradition, myth, and legend' (Gaddis, Long Peace, p. 20). A speechwritten
by GeorgeKennan, known as the Truman Doctrine, is a fine example in kind: `Unwillingly', it runs,
`our free societyfinds itself mortally challengedby the Soviet system.No other value systemis so wholly
irreconcilable with ours, so implacable in its purpose to destroy ours, so capable of turning to its own
usesthe most dangerousand divisive trends in our own society, [...J, and no other has the support of a
great and growing center of military power'(Quoted in W. Scott Lucas, `BeyondDiplomacy: Propaganda
and the History of the Cold War', in Rawnsley,od., Cold War Propaganda,p. 11).
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foreign - particularly Third World - intervention.92Behind the knowledge of the other,
lay the sinisterworkings of power.
Whenjudged againstsuchpropaganda,the complimentaryrepresentationsof Cold
War travellers appearoptimistic, favourable, and not a little subversive.In place of the
oppression, prison camps and bread queues of popular and political imagination,
93
by
like
Aldiss
`beauty,
travellers
posited a society suffused
gaiety and courage',
replacing lack with plenitude, hostility with friendlinessand drabnesswith warmth and
colour, and intimating, as a consequence,that the replacementof state socialism by
western democracy so vigorously promoted by the propagandist was not as urgently
required as supposed.What greatly compoundedthis stanceagainstwestern propaganda
for
between
travellers
the
a
semblance
made
eastand west, the feature I have
was
claim
94
Cold
War
travel writing. In a tradition going back to
consideredthe revelationof much
Footman, Lane and Stobart, and whose loss after 1989 is hugely significant, this
blocs,
had
to
two
the
approach
representing
which
at its heart notions of the
associative
fundamental unity of European cultures, stood against Cold War constructions of a
dichotomous continent, and challengedthe binaristic denigrationsof the east which, as
with nineteenth-centurydiscourse on south-eastEurope and imperial Russia, was still
being deployed to gauge the West's own sense of moral progress and democratic
rectitude. When Streeter discoversthat in a `Communist country [...] things [are] just
few
the
to
as
everywhere
else',
add
same
a
more examples,when Brown mentions
about
,the cause of our common humanity', or when Tennyson writes of `the average,

I SeeKaldor, Imaginary War, pp. 4-5,82-3,107.
93Frank Thompson,a SOE operative in Bulgaria, quoted in Inglis, Cruel Peace, p. 17. For the focus on
friendship, see,for example, Andrew, Bulgaria and Romania, p. 3; Emerson,Albania, pp. 43,58-9,70;
Brown, YugoslavLife, p. 66-7; Dibble, Return Tickets, pp. 194,249; Ryalls, Bulgaria, pp, 7,9,14,89;
Mackintosh, Rumania, p. 27. Travel writers also expressedlove for the region and its peoples,and the
fact of feeling at home there: see,for example, C.P. Snow, `Foreword' to Forwood, Romanian Invitation,
pp. 5.6; Tennyson, Zito Lifts the Curtain, pp. 60-1; Edwards, Introducing Yugoslavia,p. 172; Emerson,
Albania, p. 22; O'Connor, Walking Good, pp. 12; Kindeisley, Mountains, p 254; Cusack, lllyria
Reborn, pp. 4,105.
9' Seemy p. 247 above.One aspectof this revelation was that moment in the text when writers simply
statedthat communist south-eastEurope was not at all like the stereotype:see,for example, Mackintosh,
Rumania, p. 22,34; Ash, Pickaxe and Rifle, p. 255; Gardiner, Curtain Calls, pp. 7,95-6; MacKenzie,
RomanianJourney, pp. 202-3; Dennis-Jones,Yugoslavia,p. 127; Ward, Bulgaria, p. 94; Streeter,Along
the Ridge, pp. 146-151,193-4; Johnson, Gay Bulgaria, pp. 66,195; Price, Iron-Laced Curtain, p. 9;
(won, London Istanbul, p. 34; Toruquist, Look East, pp. 11,207,279.
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"
daylight
Communism',
of
unsensational
one finds a problematisation of political
hierarchy,and a resistanceto that disciplinary mechanismthat sought to control western
populations by threats of the other. Of course, one cannot say that theirs was a truer
vision of the peninsulaas a consequence.Philip Taylor's point that the two ideological
opponents,in staring out `through the Iron Curtain, [...] `were in fact seeinga reflection
of themselves,that the curtain was in fact more of a mirror reflecting back their own
hopesandfears',% standsas much for those who projected virtue onto the other as those
who projected hatred and fear. The complimentary mode, however, does seem more
constructive.
A point that enhancedthis apparentdeparturefrom official state discoursewas the
proximity of the Balkan conceptto western socialist views of the region. The pilgrimage
of left-wing writers to easternEurope had been taking place since 1917, forming a kind
of sub-genre of eastern travel which continued to valorise, or express profound
disillusionmentwith, the socialist experimentuntil well into the 1980s.On the Balkans,
travellers or commentatorssuch as Pierre Courtade, William Bland and William Ash in
Albania, Alan Ryalls and Al.

Haskell in Bulgaria, David Tornquist in Yugoslavia and

Andrew MacKenzie in Romania each raised their voice in support of south-eat
European communism,and did so in a manner that was not radically different from the
97
found
in
British
balkanism
War.
First
World
the
since
styles of national advocacy

95Streeter,Along the Ridge, p. 151; Brown, YugoslavLife, p. 182; Tennyson, llto Lifts the Curtain,
p.
63. Adding to this subversionof binary notions of Europe were three features commonly seen in interwar travel texts (see my Chapter 4, pp. 195-201): the discovery of historical or cultural links between
Britain and the Balkans; the negative comparison of British and Balkan mores; and the criticism of
western political activity. For instances of the first, see Whelpton, Dalmatia, pp. 71,151,156;
Kindersley, Mountains, p. 81; Maclean, Eastern Approaches, p. 491. For instancesof the second, see
Rhodes,Dalmatian Coast, pp. 89-90,130; Tennyson, Tito Lifts the Curtain, pp. 122,212-3; Tornquist,
Look East, p. 14. For instancesof the third, see Rayner, Womenin a Village, pp. 126-7; Sommelius,
Iron Gates, p. 200; Chamberlain, Communist Mirror, pp. 9-11,93,96,153;
Smiley, Albanian
Assignment,p. 155; Barker, Truce in the Balkans, pp. 26,84-5,255-6.
% Philip Taylor, `Through a Glass Darkly? The Psychological Climate and PsychologicalWar$sreof the
Cold War', in Rawnsley, ed, Cold War Propaganda, p. 226. Kaldor also argues that the Cold War
enemy `berme a blank sheet on which to sketch the mirror image of one's own preocc Lions'
(Kaldor, Imaginary War, p. 44).
9' For a flavour of their complimeýatarytreatment of the communist states,seeBland, Short Guide, pp. 511,17,22,33;

MacKenzie, Romanian Journey, pp. 25-7,32,80-6,103-7,137,182-7,201-2;
Ryalls,
Bulgaria, pp. 67-8,85; Ash, Piekaoreand Rifle, pp. 84.6 100-7,130-1,136-65,213-4,256-8; Ternquist,
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Despite the occasional slip into polemics, statistics, or transcriptions of political
speeches,the focus was firmly on the solid Enlightenment virtues of order, tolerance,
harmony, rationality and progress, as well as on such markers of the cultural-national
Clearly
folk
mythology.
as
customs
and
national
aware of their readership,such
unit
writers also attempted to evoke sympathy via pastoral representation. MacKenzie's
Romanian Journey (1983), for example, written as Ceausescu'swretched austerity
programme was taking effect, neverthelessconstructs a world of delightful cultural
tradition, claiming that Romaniahasmaintained`a way of life that has all but vanishedin
the West', and that it is `tradition that mattered above everything else.'" In short, this
was exactly the mode of signification deployed by general travellers, a point which
reiterates the political implications of their work. Their portraits of glorious historical
evolution and of the states' clear progress on the pre-war monarchiesalso favour the
local
the
regimes,
with
occasional
of
sources.Gardiner's
communist
particularly
usage
usageof Albanian ministerial propaganda,Mackintosh's depictions of religious freedom
in Romania,or Aldiss's assertionthat Yugoslavia had foregone the `"police state" rule'
of early years and developedinto `the most tolerable system of communismon earth',
"
better
for
the
time',
things
all
example, all suggest a sib
are
getting
where
1°°
discourse.
practicevery closeto socialist

Look East, pp. 12-3,59,127-38,279-88,297-8; Courtade, Albania, pp. 9-13,31-3,39-43,49,65-6;
Haskells, Heroes and Roses,pp. 2-3,30,39,59-77,147-51,161-3.
98MacKenzie, Romanian Journey, pp. 199,202.

" Gardiner, Curtain Calls, pp. 11-23; Mackintosh, Rumania, p. 22; Aldiss, Cities and Stones, pp. 32,
178,32.
10°Collaboration with national discourseis ubiquitous. There are, for example, texts which despite the
author showing no overt socialist sympathy are unequivocal in their support of a state's nationhood and
modernity (see the representationalpatterns in Dennis-Jones's Yugoslavia, Cusack's 1l(yria Reborn,
Mackintosh's Rumania and Wheipton's Dalmatia). Similarly, love is expressedfor national culture (see
Edwards, YugoslavCoast, pp. 236-55; Ward, Bulgaria, pp. 41-7,60-5,126-8,256-7), glowing accounts
given of Balkan history (seeAndrew, Bulgaria and Romania, pp. 22-8; Courtade,Albania, p. 7; DennisKrippoer, Yugoslavia Invites, pp. 159-62,186-7), and Jones, Romania, pp. 74,115,117-9;
contradicting westernpropaganda- appreciation shown for religious freedoms (see Ward, Bulgaria, pp.
187,241-8; Dilke, Road to Dalmatia, p. 185; Ryalls, Bulgaria, p. 110; MacKenzie, Romanian Journey,
pp. 26-7,80-3,182). For the use of local sources(including political speeches),seeCourtade,Albania,
pp. 16-31,48,52-3,56-58,61-3; Krippner, YugoslaviaInvites, p. 5; Ash, Pickaxe and Rifle, pp. 116-8,
198-9,263; Forwvood,Romanian Invitation, pp. 59.60,62-3,65,82. For the claim that communism
improved upon pre-war realities, see, amongst many examples,Price, Iron-Laced Curtain, pp, 34,36,
76; Cusack,Illyria Reborn, pp. 13-4,37-8,137-8; Ryalls, Bulgaria, p. 68; Bland, Short Guide, p. 5.
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It is undoubtedlytrue that there are limits to the notion that Cold War balkanism
was supportive of communism.Its brand of national loyalty was not as persuasive,firstly,
as the inter-war advocacyfor the monarchicaldictatorshipsof say, Albania or Romania,
regimes no less dubious in structure and practice than the Hoxha and C
administrationsyet far more successfully evoked. The persuasivenessand power of
former advocacyderived from the romantic magnetismwith which writers imbued the
tribal and regal leaders,the reputed charm and culture of national symbols like Zog,
Alexander and Marie heightening the infectious confidence with which the traveller
portrayed their nations.It is this confidencethat is palpably absentafter 1945: travellers
from
if
leaders
(apart
the occasionaltribute to
mention
of
make
political
rarely, ever,
Tito); they play down the ideology driving the state systems,and, as Aldiss exemplifies,
tend to succumbto ambivalencewhen they broach the material achievementsof those
systems.Their overt reliance on past landscapes,similarly, not only infers doubts about
the present,but also indicatesa seriousloss of engagementwith place. Moreover, there
emergedin political representationwhat can only be considereda lack of relevance.The
inter-war travellers' insistenceon the links between Britain and the Balkans,'°' and the
Great
in
Power
to
the
the 1910sand 1930s,
of
peninsula
pertinence
relations
compelling
faded asthe hostilities andloyalties of the Atomic Age centredon `the Russian-American
102
',
the Balkans assumingin travel writing the sameair of provinciality it had
struggle
had during the Ottoman years.In fact, the mores of socialism- the state farms, five-year
plans, youth marches,socialist slogans- are very rarely investedwith the import of the
ancientsystemsof faith and practice lauded by Durham, Hall and West. In more critical
honour,
local
`spirit'
the
and
of
people appearnot the result of the
resilience
moments,
system they live in but achieved despite that system, the people deserving of

101Seemy Chapter 4, pp. 199-201.
102Lukacs's phrase: John Lukacs,A History of the Cold War (Garden City, New York Doubleday and
Co., 1961), p. 48. Glenny makesthe point that `[w]estern interest in the Balkans subsidedsoon after the
imposition of communist rule', the region eclipsed in the 1950s by events in east-central Europe: see
Glenny, Balkans, p. 551. At times, travel writers attempt to aggrandise the importance of their study,
though not always with success:Haskell's claim that `a small country can harbour a great influence', for
example, while pertinent in terms of Albania or Yugoslavia on the eve of 1939, is undevelopedin his
study of Cold War Bulgaria, and lacks any clear reference (see Haskell, Heroes and Roses, p. 4).
Similarly, MacKenzie's urgent wish that we understand the `real' Romania is unsupported by
compelling argument, and appearsperfunctory when considering the very real needto understand- and
improve relations with - the Soviet Union (seeMacKenzie, RomanianJourney, pp. 202-3).
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`admiration', as Gardiner puts it, `becausethey tolerated a system which [... ] was
intolerable."03
The senseof disfavour towards communism is heightenedwhen acknowledging
feature
its
fear
Cold
War
Soviet
Russia.
The
travel
to
aversion
of
writing:
and
one vital
is
inscribes
in their
`evil
the
typical
so
of
empire'
non-socialist
writers,
and
abhorrenceof
begins
tenet
that
to wonder whether
rhetoric,
such
a
central
of
official
one
work
favourablerepresentationof the Balkans was facilitated by the very samedistancefrom
this superpowerthat concurrently evoked their provincialism. After 1945, the British
policy of frustrating German, Austrian and Russian ambition in the region had merely
hoping
influence
frustration
West
Soviet
the
the
to
the
to
expansionism,
of
passed
Balkan statesby extendingtrade benefits,issuing currencycredit and - whateverthe antidiplomatically
leader
vetting
any
rhetoric
who made a stand against the
communist
Kremlin. The strategy was most evident in the case of Yugoslavia, which, after Tito's
break with Stalin in 1948, had revealed to a delighted West the fallibility of Soviet
imperialism. Maclean's hope `that in the end nationalism might triumph over
Communism' and Tito excel as a `ruler of an independentJugoslav State, rather than as
`Comintern agent,"04 presagesthe consequentapologism for non-aligned Yugoslavia
from
for
in
late
Aldiss,
British
1950s
1980s.
the
to
the
writing
example,asserts
evident
that `Jugoslavia is nobody's satellite', Krippner extols its `total independenceof
Moscow,' and Edwards insists that `Soviet models are too rigid [for] a people as
individual as the Yugoslavs.' posThis was repeatedin travel writing elsewhere,even in

103Gardiner, Curtain Calls, p. 138.

1°4Maclean, EasternApproaches, pp. 403,341. Glenny writes that with western `strategic planners [...]
confident that Yugoslavia would declare for NATO in the event of war with the Soviet Union', and with
the beauty of the former's coastline, the impression was of `a balmy communism' one 'could support
becoming
Yugoslavia
the place where `Western Europe's liberal
soon
conscience',
good
with
intelligentsia took their holidays': Glenny, Balkans, pp. 570-1,588,588. In 1949, the American
Secretaryof State famously said of the Yugoslav leader that the man was a "son-of-a-bitch" but at least
he was "our son-of-a-bitch"(quotedin Gaddis, Long Peace, pp. 158-9). The US delight at Tito's break
with Stalin, and its attempts to encouragethe spreadof `Titoism' (or the resistanceto Sovietisation) are
summarisedin Gaddis,Long Peace, pp. 158-161,188.
105Aldiss, Cities and Stones,p. 15; Krippner, YugoslaviaInvites, p. 33; Edwards, Yugoslavia,p. 44. For
other examples in kind, see Tornquist, Look East, pp. 23,41; Sominelius, Iron Gates, p. 48; Raynor,
Womenin a irllage, pp. 81-3; Dilke, Road to Dalmatia, pp. 149-150; Galbraith, Journey, pp. 74-5;
Price, Iron-Laced Curtain, pp. viii, 57,78,88,107,127; Newman,Mediterranean Background, pp. 15662.
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socialist travelogues: Haskell distinguishes Bulgarian `democracy' from the Soviet
model, for example,and MacKenzie praisesRomania's `independentrole' from its larger
1"
neighbour. Far from departing from official discourse,then, travellers actually upheld
the major function of Cold War strategy: the containment of the Soviets. Once such
loyalty is acknowledged,one starts finding evidenceof a much deeperallegianceto home
industry,
The
tourism and education was,
of
attempted
modernity,
valorisation
values.
ideals
the
and practices; as Okey points out, Eastern
after all,
valorisation of western
Europe during the period was indeed `coming to resemble the West, with its
`increasingly homogeneous,literate, urban-orientated consumer society of television
family
[...
],
followers
sports
chief
ambitions
a
whose
were
watchersand
car and a foreign
holiday';107it was often theseattributeswhich were endorsedby travellers.
Yet the inevitable,albeit paradoxicaloutcome of endorsingwestern moreswas still
for
the communist states. The travel writers put into circulation a body of
support
representationwhich mirrored the Balkan regimes' own self-fashioning(also based on
achievementslike consumerwealth, modernity and independencefrom Moscow), itself
justifying the favourableway in which the West was approachingtheseregimes,which in
turn justified the complimentary imaginings of travel writers -a precarious, circular
discoursethat somehowmaintainedan efficacy until well into the 1980s.Needlessto say,
the outcome for the Balkan peoples of this web of representationwas catastrophic,as
Ceausescu'sRomania best illustrates. After the dictator's denunciation of the Soviet
invasionof Czechoslovakiain 1968,Romaniawas viewed like Yugoslavia, a nation more
inclined towards NATO than the Warsaw Pact, and as a result Ceausescuwas feted by
by
Harold
de
leaders,
Wilson,
Gaulle and Nixon, and lavish
state
with
visits
western
hospitality bestowed in return by the `decadent' West, including a knighthood from
108At a time
Queen Elizabeth and ready loans from western banks and goveanments.
1°6Haskell, Heroes and Roses, p. 6 (Haskell is not opposedto the Soviet Union, it should bb said);
MacKenzie, Romanian Journey, p. 201. For other examples, see Archer, Balkan Journal, p. 63 (who
opposesboth Russianand German imperialism); Forwood, Romanian Invitation, p. 38; Portway, Double
Circuit, pp. 60-1,67-9; Ash, Pickaxe and Rifle, pp. 181,255; Barker, Truce in the Balkans, pp. 44-8,
82-6. Russophobiais a leitmotif in Gunther's work: we Inside Eu ope, pp. 338-41,357-60, and Behind
Europe's Curtain, pp. 28,30,113-4,118.
107Okey, Eastern Europe, pp. 220-1.

10B
For details of the dictator's western patronage,we Mark Almoff, The Rise and Fall of Mcolae and
Elena Ceausescu (London: Chapmans, 1992), pp. 142-5. Glenny records that after Ceausescu's
condemnationof the eventsof 1968, Washington `indicated unofficially that NATO would So to war if
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into
Romania
police surveillance,political terror and austerity, `[t]his
was
sliding
when
flirtation with one of the nastiestdictators in EasternEurope, as Glennyindicates,`had a
deeply demoralizing effort on Romania's opposition.a1O'The praise, awards and gifts
his
disseminated
Ceausescu
to
endlessly
and
wife
were
offered
within the country, from
for
in
by
broadcasts
displays,
those
to
taken
this surge of
and
museum
even
not
media
global popularity, the natural responseto such reports was dejection, a pessimismthat
anything could be done to deposethe leader. In this interplay of foreign and domestic
representation,the work of travel writers was central. Their positive representationof
Romania (or Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Albania), and their downplaying of state iniquity,
disseminated and entrenched the official images of the nation, thus `reinforcing
Ceausescu'sstandingat home' and `lengtheninghis rille. ' 110This was not simply naive,
in
travel
writing,
other words, but hard-hitting discourseultimately
politically-innocent
complicit with power.
It is of someinterest - to conclude- that the deterioration in regard to the Balkans,
the endingof Cold War valorisation, took place at exactly the time that the Balkans lost
strategic importance. After the 1970s, banks, governments and bodies like the
International Monetary Fund were less keen to extend credit to easternEurope than to
fact
a
repayments,
which - combined with serious trade deficits and EEC
receive
protectionism - played its part in such problems as Romanian austerity or Yugoslav
''
unrest.

Just as in the Edwardian period, when the West slowly gained economic

it
late
Balkans,
Cold War was also turning the latter
that
the
the
seemed
so
over
control
into western satellite states,the West's financial policy having a tremendous,deleterious
life.
And
just
the
peninsula's
economic
and
political
on
as this occurred, with very
effect
little warning, denigration took over the field of balkanism. It is this apparently
coincidental, though profoundly productive, association between representation and
form
that
strategy
will
my theme as we turn to the crises and
western political
interventionsof the contemporaryperiod.

the Soviets moved against Romania'[5951, and also that `[a]s late as 1987, [... ] the Reagan
administration was determined to extend Romania's most-favoured-nation trading status'[607] due to
the samebelief that CeausescuopposedMoscow.
109Glenny, Balkans, p. 607.
11°Almond, Rise and Fall, p. 143.
111SeeGlenny, Balkans, p. 607; Okay, Eastern Europe, pp. 234-5.

CHAPTER SIX

THE RETURN TO DENIGRATION

Before consideringthe return to denigration,it is a useful idea to put the last seventy-five
into
from
in
history
In
1914 to
Balkan
the
the
the
of
concept
perspective.
period
years
1989, a period one could call the short twentieth century, betweenthe first intimation of
empire's end and the final triumph of global capital, when two world wars were
fell,
communism
rose
and
and the United Statesemergedas sole superpower,
conducted,
the small region of the Balkans had remaineda favourable marker in British imaginative
geography. This does not mean, simply, that the region's landscapewas considered
its
its
discourse
In
British
customs
an
era
cross-cultural
quaint.
when
agreeableand
- on
Soviet and Axis enemies- proved as vehementand uncompromisingas ever, the Balkan
peninsulawas deemeda havenof positive significancefor the British traveller, with not
just its humancommunitiestreated with fondnessand friendship, but its modesof social
life valorised, its cultural production acclaimed,and its history and state systemslauded
in a manner that collapsed the boundaries between balkanism and the south-east
European states' own national discourses.It is against this discursive background that
the return to the Balkans as `dystopian nightmare" must be considered.Amongst the
late
the
transitions
twentieth century, the Balkan concept also
and
of
upheavals
from
favourable
transformation,
turning
representationto an image of southunderwent
east European publics as either mutually-destructive antagonists or dangerous
immigrants,asthe easternhordesat the gate.
The chapter will not argue that the Balkans are a wholly innocent victim of
is
doubt
There
discourse.
that certain events in the region over the past
no
western
decade have helped to facilitate denigratory modes of representation,with all their
What I hope to show, however, is not
catastrophicpolitical and economicconsequences.

' Simon Winchester, TheFracture Zone:A Return to the Balkans (London: V king 1999),p. 114.
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falfil
that
these
representations
conveniently
specific requirements of western
only
culture, but that it is within western culture itself that one finds the major causefor both
their circulation and extremity, namely, a paradoxical combination of postmodern
be
looking
I
political
rhetoric.
shall
scepticismand official
at political rhetoric, and its
construction of the Balkans as civilisational other, later in the chapter. In the main, it is
postmodernscepticism(whose rise during the Cold War I touched upon in Chapter 5)
which will concern me here, and while acknowledging the problems within the region
itself, I shallbe sourcingcontemporarydenigration in the breakdown of those discourses
- nationalism, modernity, communism, romanticism - upon which much twentiethcentury western thought was founded, and with which complimentary balkanism had
interacted.Most obviously, nationalismhad begunto give way to what one writer terms
the `cosmopolitanethic', or the `post-nationalistconsciousness',,which failed to find in
the present round of nation-building in the Balkans the loyalties and idealism their
forebearsfound in the First and SecondWorld Wars. Similarly, the socialistideology that
inspired certain Cold War travel writers had been steadily dwindling, and after the
collapse of easternEuropean communismhad proved unworkable as an interpretative
3
Then
again, there was still antipathy towards enlightened modernity and
matrvc.
infused
but
this
was
neither
with the romanticisation of the pro-modem, a
progress,
far
identified
too
now with hippiedom or New Ageism, nor informed by the
process
humanism exhibited by earlier generations. After the last gasp of modernism in the
idealistic counter-culturesof the 1960s,particularly after the loss of political alternatives
to global capital in 1989, a profound scepticismset in not only about the West, about
both its hegemonicnarrativesand its narrativesof emancipation,but also about the belief
that through travel to non-western regions one could escape the massive forces of
2 Ignatie$ Blood and Belonging: Journeys into the New Nationalism, new ed. (1993; London: V ni ge,
1994), pp. 7,9. As he goes on to to point out, the distaste with which cosmopolitansrespondedto the
reemergenceof nationlism in the Balkans ignores the fact that 'a cosmopolitan, post-nationalist spirit
will always depend [...) on the capacity of nation states to provide security and civility for their
citizens'[9].
3 In her study of Foacanlt, Clare O'Farrell notes the early disillusionment with socialism amongst the
most radical and influential thinkers of the latter half of the twentieth century, with Foucault leaving the
French Communist Party in 1950, after the Soviet trial of a group of Jewish doctors on the charge of
treason,and a veritable `exodus' form the party after 1956, with Khrushchev's report on Stalinism and
the brutality of the Soviet's responseto the Hungarian revolution (sae O'Farn~11,Fowrawlt: Historian or
Philosopher? (Basingstokeand London: Macmillan, 1989), pp. 1-5.
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bureaucratisationand technologisationthat increasinglypenetratedsocial existence,and
find someother ground of tnrth. It is this scepticismthat delimits the age, with Lyotard
defining the `postmodern as incredulity towards metanarratives', and Foucault
associatingmetanarrative,or modes of knowledge formation, with `totalitarianism and
`
terror'. At some point in the late twentieth century, the attempt to escapemodernity
became an acceptanceof belatedness,of there being no other alternative to western
mores; this profoundly affected the way a region like south-east Europe was
repr

eds
In this shift from romanticism to world-weary cynicism, it was not just that the

Balkans becameviewed as a region lacking strategic importance in post-Cold War
thinking, with there being no ideological motive for involvement,but also that the region
attained something of a distant, even illusory quality in the British imaginary. I am
drawing here on StjepanMegtrovic's reading of western political and media approaches
to the Bosnia conflict in The Balkanization of the West(1994). Me*trovi6 works from
Baudrillard's concept of hyperreality, that notion of our contemporary culture as a
society of the spectacle,or of the media, in which imagery is so prevalent that the
boundary between fact and fiction is blurred, and the individual becomes merely a
consumerof simulationsof reality, lacking in coherence,depth or ethical consequence.In
a world where superficiality and scepticismpredominate,the manifestationof sympathy
and moral commitment in responseto large-scale crises like the Bosnian conflict is
by
business
fact,
`the
'6
In
or
of
voyeurism,
war-watching.
as Mestrovic argues,
replaced
the westerntreatment of Bosnia somewhatvindicatesBaudrillard's thesis,with not only
4 JeanFrancois Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge, trans. Geoff Bennington
and Brian Massumi (Manchester:ManchesterUniversity Press, 1984), p. xxnr, Waugh, Postmodernism,
p. 6.
S This belatednesswas a part of the 'post-culture, the 'fatigue of the late-corner' in Conn is phrase
(Connor, Postmodernist Culture, p. 65) where modernity has eradicated romance. By this account, not
only is `[e]verything [...] now organised and planned' in the postmodern West, where `nature has been
triumphantly blotted out' (Fredric Jameson,Postmodernism;Or, the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism
(London and New York Verso, 1991), p. 309), but it is also 'tacitly assume[d]that the rest of the world
will have to follow suit' (Bertens,Idea of the Postmodern,p. 10). The pre-modern is just modernity-inwaiting; or a failed modernity, not a sourceof revelation. Edmund Keeley exhibits perfectly this sense
that the romanticisation of the pre-modernity is no longer possible, in Keeley, Albanian Journal: The
Road to Elbasan (Fredonia, New York: White Wine Press,1997), pp. 47-8.
6 Mehtovic, The Balkanization of the West: The Confluence of Poshnodernism and PostcommunlmNi
(London and New York: Routledge, 1994),p. 79.
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the mediaengagingin `Balkan war-watching' but also political administrationsspending
`[m]illions upon millions of dollars' on `United Nations monitors, EuropeanCommunity
Amnesty
International observers' as part of the
[...
]
Watch
Helsinki
watchers,
observers
West's political approachto the tragedy, all `while Balkan people continue[d] to suffer.'?
What compoundedthis distantiation from the suffering was the West's refusal (both in
intellectual
and
output) to find virtue or credibility in
political pronouncement
unofficial
factions',
As
if
`warring
they
termed.
the
as
postmodern relativism had
were
any of
by
justified
discourses
its
the
each
party
western
governments,
which
position
entered
forms
deconstructed
as
of fiction-making, as a glossing over of
were all cynically
culpability, a processthat entrenchedthe official claim that all sideswere equally guilty
for atrocities. The outcome is typically postmodernist - the vicarious thrill of the
spectacle, yet no obligation to do anything to help; `which is more remarkable,'
Mestrovic asks,with regard to the victims of Serbianaggression,`the explosion of the

' Ibid., p. 79. This anger at the West's voyeuristic treatment of the Yugoslav wars is repeatedby
Caft Europa: Life After Communism (London: Abacus, 1996), p. 213; Zlatko
Slavenka Dran',,
Dizdarevic, Sarajevo: A War Journal, trans. Anselm Hollo and Ammiel Alcalay (New York: Fromm,
1993), pp. 178,182-3; Elma Softic; Sarajevo Days, Sarajevo Nights, trans. Nails Conic (Toronto: Key
Porter, 1995),pp. 26,40; and intervieweesin Janine di Giovanni, The Quick and the Dead. Under SFege
in Sarajevo (London: Phoenix House, 1994), p. 142, and David Rieff, Slaughterhouse:Bosnia and the
Failure of the West,new ed. (1995; London: Vintage, 1995), p. 224. At times, westernjournalists also
questionedthe gazeof the media: Peter Morgan, A Barrel of Stones:In Search of Serbia ( Aberystwyth:
Planet, 1997), pp. 2-3,7-8; Martin Bell, In Harm's Way: Refection of a War Zone Thug (London:
Hamish Hamilton, 1995), pp. 225,253 (`Are we not all battlefield voyeurs of one sort or another [...]? '
Bell asksof journalists [2531).
8 On the issue of relativism, Mestrovic and Cushman contrast the contemporary intellectual's response
to the Bosnian conflict to intellectuals' responseto the Spanish Civil War, the latter based on moral
stanceand action, the former merely on the detachedlocation and observationof plurality. They write:
'The calling of the modem leftist [or posanodernist] is not, as it was in GeorgeOrwell's time, to morally
sound positions, but to the defenceof all positions and the refusal to disavow some positions, even the
fact
is
Thus,
the
that
genocide
oocuring in Europe in the 1990sis not taken at face
of
evildoers.
positions
value, but is subjectedimmediately to the impulses of the postmodern age: disbelief, deconstruction,
questioning, and ambivalence' (Thoman Cushmanand StjepanG. Mestrovi6, `Introduction' to Cushman
and Mestmvic, eds., This lime We Knew: WesternResponsesto Genocide in Bosnia (New York and
London: New York University Press,1996), p. 12. Agee also contrastsresponsesto the Bosnian war and
the Spanish Civil War, asking of the former: `Where were the Hemingways and Don Passos,the Pazs
and Koestlers and Spenders, the Orwells and Audens, the Malraux and Weils?' (Chris Agee,
`Introduction' to Agee, eil, Sear on the Stone: Contemporary Poetry from Bosnia (Newcastle upon
Tyne: Bloodaxe Books, 1998),p. 27.
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savageid in the Balkans [... ], or the refusal of the world's television-viewing public to
barbarism?
'9
to
the
put an end
The West's responseto the Yugoslav wars was to set the tone for the conceptduring
Just
Britain's
Serbia
to
the First
the
as
allegiance
peninsula.
whole
uahsationof
World War initiated the valorisation of the Balkans in general, so the denigration of the
Yugoslav peoplewas centralto the wider discursiverecovery of Victorian balkanism,the
Yugoslavia
that
on
marked
western
commentary
quickly
accusations
and
assessments
helping
Balkans
to
the
to
and
post-revolution
societies,
make
encompass
all
spreading
10
for
Indeed,
byword
for
and
savagery.
western commentators
mendacity
once again a
formed
in
Yugoslavia
the
the
peninsula,
representation
of
a preelsewhere
working
little
interpretative
framework
that
needed
very
modification when accounting
arranged
for Romanianorphanages,Bulgarian poverty, Albanian anti-governmentprotests, or any
of those other post-communistcrises on which western journalists and travel writers
dwelt. It is this obsessivehunting down of the negative, and erasureof any functioning
virtue, with which I shall be concernedin this chapter.Most importantly, I shall posit the
fictions,
Baudrillard's
the scepticism and
that,
notion
circulating
whatever
of
view
has
be
drives
denigration
in
I
the
that
material
effects
sphere,
and
shall
voyeurism
below.
While
the
of
real
and
representation
political
economic
outcomes
very
analysing
maintaining focus on postmodern scepticism,the chapter also aims to clarify the links
between today's signifying practice and the styles, concernsand registers of Victorian
in
Chapter
As
3,
I
there are no cultural markers which
explored
conceptualisation.
in
divergent,
dichotomous
be
interpreted
two
even
ways; whereas the war
cannot
balkanism
Victorian
the
took
motifs
of
and re-evaluated them (from
generation

9 Mestrovic, Balkanisation of the West,p. 85. McNtrovid also writes: `WhereasHitler's Final Sohition
was carried out largely in secret [...], most of the atrocities in this Balkan War were documented,
studied, monitored, observed,witnessed,reported, and aboveall, televised Surviving victims of Serbian
aggressionin the 1990swould ask, "Doesn't the world know what is going on?" The question implies
that had the world [...) known the reality of the horrors that were occurring, it would have put a stop to
them. The answer seemsto be that yes, the world did know, but it stood by passively while Serbia
conqueredits neighboursand committed atrocious war crimes' [85].
10It should be pointed out that although greatly facilitating the hegemonyof denigratory bellcanismin
the 1990s,the Yugoslav wars did not inaugurate that balkanism. As argued in Chapter 5, the paradigm
was already beginning to emergein the 1980s,and was exhibited in such texts as Harding's In Another
Europe, Whittell's Lambada Country, Gioia and Thurlow's Brfef Spring, on non-Yugoslavjourneys, in
the early 1990s.
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backwardnessto simplicity, chaosto order, discord to unity, obfuscationto clarity), what
back
late
in
1980s
to the original signification, even though
the
a
swing
was
occurred
that signification was now invested with cynicism and world-weariness rather than
Victorian imperial certainty. What the chapter aims to ask, finally, is whether the
discursive similarities between contemporary balkanism and Victorianism also indicate
the presenceof the same(neo-)imperialistpower.
The return to Victorian balkanismis perhapsbest exemplifiedby the resurgenceof
the trope of obfuscation.After the Cold War, travel writing severedall connection to
tourism, with its discourseof knowability and accessibility,and forged new connections
to the adventurenarrative, with its tropes of travail and mystery, there now being few
fundamentally
`where
the
truth
the
more
supposedly,
was
more
complex,
globe,
parts of
imputation
A
Balkans.
the
text
that
than
the
exemplifies
of enigma and
unknowable"
secrecyis HelenaDrysdale'sLooking for George (1996), a thrilleresquetravelogue set in
post-CeausescuRomania. The author's ostensiblepurpose in the country is a searchfor
an Orthodox priest (the eponymous George) with whom she developed a friendship
during an earlier visit in 1979, and she brings to the story all the devicesof fiction, not
least suspenseand mystery. Romania, she establishesearly on, is a land sunk in
`remoteness,buried as it were in the back regions of Europe,' where even the physical
landscape conspires to bewilder and mislead, with its `dark strange country' and
`sprawling' towns `pitted with rubble and hoardings and nascentmodernist blocks' that
lack `any clear centre.'12The humanlandscapeis just as bewildering, for the surveillance
(for
is
Romania
in
both
`still run by
the
and
regimes
past
present
secret
of
police
13)
by
beset
`mistrust and paranoia'[185], who not
has
thugs'
people
secretive
produceda
11Brian Hall's comment, ostcnsi1ly about Yugoslavia: Hall, TheImpossible Counhy: A Journey through
the Last Days of Yugoslavia new ed. (1994; London: Mineva, 1996), p. 8. For other accusationsof
obsurantism or deceit, see Ibid., pp. 138,239,344; Rory MacLean, Stalin's Nose: Across the Face of
Europe, new ed. (1992; London: Flamingo, 1993), pp. 153,168,173,182-3; Andrew Mueller, `24
Hours from Tuzia' in Mueller, Rock and Hard Places (London: Virgin, 1999), p. 64; Russell, Prejudice
Kaplan, Balkan Ghosts,pp. 49,183,203,
and Plum Brandy, pp. xvi, 7,26,36,39-40,53,95,174,214;
213,226; NataschaScott-Stokes,TheAmber Trail: A Journey of Discovery by Bicycle, from the Baltic
Sea to the Aegean, new ed. (1993; London: Phoenix, 1994), pp. 130,143,181,185-6; Morgan, Barrel
Jeremy James,
of Stones, pp. 35,64-9,164; Harding, Another Europe, pp. 15,54,88,91,115,157;
Vagabond(London: Pelham, 1991),p. 27.
12Drysdale,Looking for George: Love and Death in Romania new cd. (1995; London and Basingstoke:
Picador, 1996), pp. 11,48,120,157,120.
13Tobias Wol$ `Foreword' to Ibid, p. xii.
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only `scenteda conspiracyaround every corner'[ 102], but who also `hid secretsof their
own little compro

'[64]. Romania is, to sum up, `a Theatre of the Absurd'[80] in

which the `entire population was slightly mad'[23I]. In this atmosphereof derangement
and evasiveness,Drysdale's search for George - round institutions, monasteries,the
family village - becomesmired in difficulty. As she puts it:
Again and again I bhmdeied against Romanian subtlety. Hoping that sixteen months
after the revolution I would be able to talk freely about George, I realised, often too
late, that almost everyonehad somethingto hide. Intrigue, bluff and doublebhp it was
not just the recent stifling years of Communism,but centuriesof aftfiil survival under
Turks, Pbanariats, Habsburgs and feudal Boyars. This was an old people, old and
sophisticated.[3]

Significantly, obfuscationis seenas innate, the people essentialisedboth temporally, with
their age-old mendacityunchangedafter the revolution, and spatially, with this passion
for intrigue and invention exhibitedby everyone,not just the ruling system- an instance
in
Cold
War
Balkan
how
to
the
that
the
showed
aversion
writers sometimes
state was,
of
the post-Cold War era, turned on entire populations. In fact, the dominant senseof
Balkan peoples in the period is of an undifferentiated mass, the eastern hordes, a
by
her
`lack
individuality,
Drysdale
Romanian
that
the
the we
of
confirms
claim
suspicion
14
feature
Orthodox
`the
make-up'. Indeed, shegoes
of
general
as opposedto then was a
by
Securitate
(it
he
is
killed
for bucking
interpret
George's
the
transpires
that
to
crime
on
the system)is his determinationto gain `personalfreedom' and 'self-esteem'[188] away
from the crowd, to be an individual in the western, post-Enlightenmentmould. In this
George's
is
less
into
history
into
Drysdale's
than
the nature of the
personal
search
way,
society that deniesits citizens such individuality, a quest with no final revelation saveof
the proverbialfrightfulnessof the region.
In other words, as with the Victorians, Drysdale's ability to cut through the
Balkans
that
the
erect to thwart the rational westernerleads to
swathesof obfuscation
the discovery of the usual attributes: chaos, savageryand backwardness.Of these, the

14Drysdale, Looking for George, p. 149. She also argues that becausethe `society [is] based not on
individuals but on communal living', there is `lots of room for power games and bullies; no room for
misfit '[106).
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motif of backwardnessbest demonstrates the Victorianism that underpins present
conceptualisation.The important fact here is not that the Balkans remain economically
behind the West, but that British commentators, despite their presumably liberal
sophistication,are still prepared to condemn them for it. When Michael Ignatief

for

example, refers to `the poverty, backwardness,stubborn second-ratenessof ordinary
Balkan existence',15 the judgement is not being made against some fixed, external
but
development,
againstthe economicand socialnorms of the West, and the
of
standard
bourgeois West at that -a condition which Ignatieff presumablyconsiders `first-rate'.
Similarly, on Romania, Drysdale chides the `shapelessclothes', `lurid make-up' and
`middle-agedhair-dos' of the women, Harding bemoansthe `ecologicaldisaster' caused
by outmoded industry, and Fonseca,giving the country's backwardnessa moral twist,
denouncesRomanians' `dishonesty', `cheating' and `fear of work'. 16The vital feature
is
it
Victorian
does
from
that,
this
snobbery
reiteration
of
cultural
emerging
as
a
about
is
based
post-scarcity
criticism
not
so
much
on the absenceof
society,
such
consumerist,
industry or manufacture,but the shoddinessof consumeritems, and related shortcomings
in advertising, packagingand presentation;western socio-economicconditions are still
deviation.
their
the
norm,
absence
a
considered
A good example appears in Bill Bryson's sketch of a visit to Sofia in 1990,
his
Nor
Neither
Here
Yhere (1992). Eschewing the finer details of
contained within
Bulgaria's economy,industry and trade, which would have intrigued a Crosseor Brown,
the sketch's evocation of backwardnessis limited solely to shopping, and Bryson's
thwarted attemptsto consume.Such a focus emergesupon his first sighting of Sofia late
darkened
the
amid
communist
statuary
and
streets (which, typically, draw
evening:
one
dystopia),
Orwellian
feature
for the author is the woeful
to
the
some
major
comparison
lack of consumer possibilities, with the bars and restaurants `doing [...] a desultory
business'and the windows of the shops `dark'. 17On his perambulationsthe next day,
such lack is compoundedas the American's consumergaze goes to work on the shoddy
15Ignatiefi Blood and Belonging, p. 39.
16Drysdale, Looking for George, p. 192 (on p. 21 she records noting `Extraordlnary collection of ugly
girls' in her diary: her denigration of Romanian women was not solely aimed at their beauty products);
Harding Anotker Europe, p. 106; Fonseca,Bury Me Starding: The Gypsiesand their Journey, new ed.
(1995; Loon: Vintage, 1996),pp. 158,159,98. Fonsecaterms easternEuropeans`badly dressedwhite
folk' (Ibid., p. 212).
"Bryson, Neither Here Nor There,p. 119.

`i';

inverted
district,
ticking
the
an
off
shopping list of 'cheapmerchandiseof
commercial
looking plastic alarm clocks'[222], `scraggy meat'[220], `cruddy teddy bears'[221],
`mustard-brown' socks of `thin cotton'[221], `long-handledbrusheswith no identifiable
fi nction'[221] and various other `unidentifiable odds and ends'[222]. With similar
(mock-)horror, Bryson records the wretchednessof the commercialinteriors, the shops
`strippedbare' and sunk in `impenetrablegloom'[221], and restaurants`poor, plainly lit,
with maybe just a factory calendar on the wall and every surface covered in
formica'[225]. This is travel writer as consumer correspondent,with the poverty of
Sofia's shoppingforming a runningjoke betweenwriter and reader - `when was the last
time you saw a mono hi-fi?' [221] he asksus with a grin. Such `humour' peaks with his
professedlove of communistkitsch, an ironic mode of consumeristevaluationbasedon a
is
best
in
his
This
description of a
seen
superiority.
of
sophistication
and
self-image
departmentstore (visited during a trip in 1970sbut depositedin his sketch of the present
if
in
Bulgaria were static) which sold
time
as
sojourn
not a single product that appearedto have beenproduced more recently than 1938 chunky Bakelite radios, big stubby black fountain pensthat looked like somethingLord
Grade would try to smoke, steam-poweredwashing machines,that sort of thing. I
rememberstandingin the television and radio departmentin a crowd of peoplewatching
beards
that
drama
in
historical
two
which
actors
wearing
were hooked over their
some
ears sat talking in a study, the walls of which were clearly painted an canvas. The
television had - no exaggeration-a four-inch circular black and white screenand this
was attracting a crowd. [218]

The treatment of such 1930s-style18
merchandiseis the modern-day equivalent of the
`primitive'
to,
say,
agriculture, sirdarly treating the
approach
nineteenth-centiuy
Balkans' outlandishbackwardnessas if it were a piece of absurditythat amuses,but that
'a Such temporal comparison to the early half of the western twentieth-century (including allusion to
Orwell's 1984), significantly the period preceding post-scarcity consumer society, are ubiquitous: see,
John Haggerty, Letters from a Nobody
for example, Harding, Another Europe, pp. 7,74,134,143;
(London: h inerva, 1995), p. 31; Gill, Berlin to Bucharest, pp. 191,282,321,321; Winnifrith, Shattered
Eagles, p. 75; Drysdale, Looking for George, p. 13,48; Russell, Prejudice and Plum Brandy, p. 6;
Bryson, Neither Here Nor There, p. 218; Arnold, Down the Danube, p. 152; Paul Harris, Cry Bosnia
(Edinburgh: Canongate,1995), pp. 34,40; Ted Simon, The Gypsy in Me: Crossing Eastern Europe in
Searchof Youth, Truth and Dad (London: Viking, 1997),p. 291.
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also risks disbelief (`no exaggeration'he assuresthe reader). Needlessto say, although
the passage places Bryson in the crowd, he remains apart, the ironic, mocking
postmodernfaineur, or the lazy boulevardier, entering these contemptible spacesof
consumptionin order to seek out palliatives for his boredom. At the sametime, we are
not for here from Drysdale's eastern hordes: on the one hand, there is the
undifferentiated`mob' (or the `queue, to give the thing a uniquely communist slant),
`scavengingfor purchasablegoods' and `ready to kill to get one'; on the other, there is
Bryson, the detached,mobile individual, dipping into the crowd but always able to
`retreat [...] to the luxurious sanctumof the Sheraton,where I could get cold beersand
decent food' 19Despite the text's odd moment of favourable representation,the local
lack of purchasablesBryson considersso `depressing'[225]finally that he feels `as if he
could cry'[222]: `Bulgaria,' he concludes, conflating the act of consumption with life
itself, `isn't a country, it's a near-deathexperience.'20
If Bryson's emphasison the backwardnessof the Ballfans was ubiquitous during
21
War
the post-Cold
period, the location of discord was even more so. Whereas
19Bryson, Neither Here Nor There, pp. 220,221,222,225. In similar evocationsof the mo&queae, one
writer calls the `crush' around the stalls at a Bulgarian Industrial Fair `inpenetrableand sinister' (Giles
Whittell, Lambada Country: A Ride across Eastern Europe (London: Chapmans, 1992), p. 215; and
another views the people's `panic buying' under communism as `Darwinian': Selbourne,Death of the
Dark Hero, p. 60. One may compare such representationof a local populace to that of Barkley in the
nineteenth century or to that of colonial depictions of `thee alien hordes' (see Loomba,
Colonialisnm/Postcolonialism,
p. 137).
20Bryson, Neither Here Nor There, p. 225. Such imagery reminds one of `the rhetorical strategy of
negation by which Westernwriting conceivesof the Other as absence,emptiness,nothingness,or death'
(Spurr, Rhetoric of Empire, p. 92). It also reminds us how close writing like Bryson's could come to
being `little more than a series of exaggerated, deeply prejudiced, xenophobic sketches' (Bassnea,
`Travel Writing', p. 13).
21For other chargesof backwardness,including a focus on pollution and failed modernity, seeWhittell,
Lambada Country, pp. 135,161,166-7,184,215; MacLean, Stalin's Nose, pp. 156,163,174-7; Lloyd
Jones,Biografi: An Albanian Quest (London: Andre Deutsch, 1993), pp. 18-9,26,129-30,144-5,169;
Ulna Pride, What Do I Know About Bulgaria? (London: Minerva, 1995), pp. 11,13,49,65; Iris Gioia
and Clifford Thurlow, Brief Spring: A Journey through Eastern Europe (Stroud: Alan Sutton, 1992), pp.
Selbourne,Death of the Dark Hero, pp. 37-8,
134,151,173-4,176,184,198-200,203,207-14,218;
156,176-7. SophieThurnham's portrait of Romania, typical y, mixes material backwardnesswith moral
and political backwardness:seeher Sophie'sJourney: TheStory of an Aid Worker in Romania (London:
Warner, 1994), pp. 8,13-6,21-3,50-1,85-90,93,104,111,117,120-1,159,187-9,211,240.
similar mix, seeKaplan, Balkan Ghosts, pp. xv-xvii, 41,79-81,104,108-13,124,154,174,222,

For a

and
Robert Carver, The Accursed Mountains: Journeys in Albania, new ed. (1998; London: Flamingo,
1999),pp. 26-7,30-2,43-65,74,98-9,124-7,171,191,216,258,315-20.
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militarism and nationalism in south-east Europe were interpreted positively during the
inter-war years and Cold War, a sign of the region's heroic struggle for national
independence, through the nineteenth-century and the 1990s it has been seen as an
indicator of `petty Balkan imperialism', the interpretation popular amongst reporters,
columnists, editorial writers and even academics, as notions of `tribalism', `ancient ethnic
hatreds' and `clashes of civilisations'22 came to stand in for genuine attempts to
understand the cause of post-communist crises. In travel writing, the approach is the
same: Romania, for example, is apparently `discordant, anarchic, demonic', suffering '"a
is
Albania
`anarchic
fractious',
and
anarchy
confusion7";
and
where `everyone
spread of
is
Bulgaria
`a tundra of human intolerance' where
everyone
at
and
war with
else';
was
23
is
`to]pen racism practised'. Certainly, there have been instancesof ethnic conflict in

the region. But how relevantto these events can the epithet `Balkan' be, when most of
the peninsula,including someof its most ethnically-mixedareas,has remainedpeacefixl,
has
burgeoned
in the West, its prejudice against the
racism
simultaneously
and when
Balkansbeing only the most pertinent instanceof its own intoleranceand tribalism? And
to what extent doesthe postmodernWest's fascinationwith the spectacleof barbarity, to
return to my earlier point, determine the way it overlooks the less spectacular
manifestationsin the region of that rectitude and forbearancewhich can in any human
society?
Of course, the country that would seem to justify the location of discord in the
Balkansis the former Yugoslavia.A typical illustration of its treatment appearsin Robert
Kaplan's Balkan Ghosts(1993), a text whose conceptionof the country is unremittingly
find
failing
for
to
the
even
smallest
cause
optimism, and whose insistent
negative,
emphasison strife and antagonismprecludesany possibility of social progressor moral
is,
he
The
Balkan
`like
beginning
the
the
peninsula
pronounces,
chaos
at
redemption.
of
24
time' The most prominent `ethnichatred' to be located is the `Serb-Croatdispute'[15],
though this is merely indicative, the author finding that `Bosnia is a morassof ethnically
22For the latter, see Samuel Huntington's `The Clash of Civilisations?', in Foreign Affairs 72, No. 3
(Summer 1993), pp. 30-1,37-9. SeeMazower on the spuriousnessof Huntington's claims: Mazower,
Balkans, p. 64.
23Maclean, Stalin's Nose, p. 186; Drysdale, Looking for George, p. 171; Winchester, Fracture Zone, p.
164; Carver, Accursed Mountains, p. 45; FonsecaBury Me Standing, p. 115; Becky Smith, Bulgarian
Diary (Pulborough, West Sussex:Praxis Books, c. 1995), P. 11.
24Kaplan, Balkan Ghosts, p. 4.
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leavened
hatreds,
by
`frill
poverty and alcoholism'[22],
of savage
mixed villages',
Macedonia is still `a power vacuum of sectarian violence'[57] and Kosovo riven by
`violence'[41] and `racial hatred'[40]. Indeed, so great is the presenceof dissensionin
Kosovo that chaos is inscribed in the very landscape.In his prologue, Kaplan asks
whether there is anything singular about `the places where people commit atrocities'25
(`Is there a bad smell, a genius loci, something about the landscape that might
incriminate?'), and he finds just sucha phenomenonin Pri tina, a city which resembles`a
vomit of geodesic, concrete shapes'[48] composed of `jumble[s] of wooden stalls',
`messyjigsaw[s] of brown brick' and `prefabricatedapartment blocks that appearedto
reel like drunks on cratered hillsides'[41]. Here, in short, is all the unpleasantness,
finds
disorder
in
is
beset
Kaplan
human
by
that
the
and
moral
community,
which
conflict
sectarianism,alcoholismand physicalviolence, and where, naturally, he `d[oes] not feel
is
It
at this point one reachesthe snag in Kaplan's viewpoint: if this
quite safe'[41].
novelistic device of unifying the qualities of landscapeand community does not sound
the alarm, then the racist connotations of such sweeping essentialisationshould. As I
havedetailedin Chapter 1, racism is groundedin the racialisedconstructionand negative
stereotypingof a social collectivity whose innate shortcomingsare imputed to present
is
It
threat.
exactly this congenitaladmixture of evil and menacethat one finds in
genuine
Kaplan's embroiled Yugoslavia, its `social disintegration and triumph of violence and
law[6]
instinct
the
over
rule
of
seento offer demonstrablethreat to the West.
sexual
`Whatever has happened in Beirut or elsewhere happened first, long ago, in the
Balkans'[xxiii], he asserts, before claiming that the twentieth century's major evils
(terrorism, refugeeism,religious fanaticism,world war) havea Balkan pedigree:
.
TWeatieth-centuryhistory came from the Balkans. Here men have been isolated by
dooming
hate.
Here politics has beenreducedto a
thean
to
and
ethnic
rivalry,
poverty
level of near anarchy that from time to time in history has flowed up to Danube into
Central Europe.
Nazism, fior instance,can claim Balkan origins. amongthe flophousesof Vieona, a
breedingground of edmic remis
how to hate so mfectioasly.[Mxiii]

25ibid.,

xiciii.

closeto to southernSlavic world, Hitler learned
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The ridiculousnessof the allegation aside,the important feature is the inferencenot only
that Balkan `anarchy'hastroubled the West in the past, `forming the radials of twentieth
century European and Middle Eastern conflict',

but that their immutability maintains

the region as a danger in the future. Kaplan's basic thesis, which is really racist
is
is
the
that
name,
region
an historically determined `timestereotypingunder another
by
'passions[59]
`ethnic
hatreds'[51]
that tend
unnily
and
governed
world'[aoci],
capsule
to `flow up the Danube' and upset Great Power relations, a point that would not have
been lost on his contemporary readership,at that time aware of the escalatingwar in
Bosnia. To developthe thesis,he even representsthe peninsulaas the geographicalzone
driving
Africa,
Asia,
Europe
`[t]he
tectonic
and
and
overlap',
of
collide
plates
where
discord ever deeper into the landscape, and giving his argument a wholly spurious
2'
geological angle. Kaplan has gained some notoriety in academic circles for his
him,
like
before
be
West
could
and,
consideredthe extreme that a paradigm
opinions2
can facilitate. Nevertheless,the text defines the conceptual framework that the vast
majority of writers from the period used, with the whole of the Balkans being seenas
'
disease
`the
regional
of ethnic patriotism.
succumbing,ominously,to
36Ibid., p. 51. It is significant, given Kaplan's stated respectfor Black Lamb and Grey Falcon, that he
locates the heart of Balkan evil in Macedonia, the very place in which West located the rejuvenating
power of the peninsula, and Balkan Ghosts can be read as an inversion of West's text. Macedonia, he
says, was `the original seedgroundnot only of modem warfare and political conflict, but of modem
terrorism and clerical fanaticism as well'[56]. By some tortuous argument, he even sourcesthe First
World War in Macedonia (seepp. 54-64).
1 Ibid., p. 51. As its title suggests, Winchester's The Fracture Zone also resorts to geological
determinism. Millions of years ago, he elucidates,the collision betweenthe two tectonic plates of what
are now Africa and Europe set off a chain of crustal movementsand pressuresthat in tarn `create[d] a
geological fracture zone that becamea template for the fractured behaviour of those who would later live
He
`that
60).
Zone,
it'
to
(Fracture
on
goes
propound
geologically and tectonically stable [...]
p.
upon
China,
Australian
like
Kansas,
Holland,
the
north
outback - tend to be inhabited by the less
regions fractious of the world's people, peopleswho depart from the norm in being perhaps less aggressive,less
bellicose, perhaps less curious, less imaginative. Placesthat have a more crazed geology, on the other
hand, quite possibly tend to attract, or maybe even to produce, peoples who are of a, let us say, more
robust character'[62]. He returns to the argument at severalpoints through the text: seepp. 72,86-7,89,
140,215,242.
28See,for example,Todorova,Imagining the Balkans, pp. 53,119; Todorova, `Balltuns', p. 477; Baki&
Hayden, `Nesting Orientalisms', p. 919; and Goldsworthy, Inventing Ruritania, p. 7.
1 Fonseca,Bury Me Standing, p. 61. For other examplesof imputed discord and chaos,seelbid, pp. 38,
61,115,146-7,178,87; Malcomson, Empire's Edge, pp. 30,61,68-71,75-78; MacLean, Stalin's Nose,
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The last major trope of traditional balkanism, that of savagery,is an inevitable
30
forms
from
dissension,
in
texts
the period. Just as
a constant
and
concomitant of
harmony,progressand clarity passto their opposite, so the tropes of innate friendliness
and civility (characteristics which, it is worth remembering, had demarcated the
communist populations of the Balkans even when communist regimes were criticised)
pass to a barbarismand violence unseenin British travelogues since Edwardian times.
Robert Carver's the Accursed Mountains (1998), describing a three month stay in
Albania, forms a typical example.Here, the favourable representationsof the country,
with their notion of 'Albanian honesty and trust, ' were just `fairy-stories', the real
condition being one of theft, murder, hijacking, kidnapping, rape, incest, beatings and
with sucha resurgenceof the traditional vendetta after the collapseof communismthat,
Carver recalls, `there was an ever-increasingchanceI was not going to get out alive.a31
In this strained atmosphere,charged with `imminent violence and death'[249], Carver
returns to the very Victorian image of the Balkans as a kind of eastern frontier, a
dangerousperipheralzone away from the civilising influencesof the centre. The town of
Bajram Curri, for example,he calls `the Dodge City of northern Albania', `a bad-ass,

p. 186; Tony Hawks, Playing the Moldovans at Tennis (London: Ebury, 2000), pp. 92-3 (for Hawks, the
Moldovans internalise the regional tendency towards chaos, demonstrating 'capricious and vacillating
dispositions'[1821, as well as `confusion, disorientation and bewilderment [194)); Selbourne, Death of
the Dark Hero, pp. 46,60,103;

Winchester, Fracture Zone, pp. 23-6,56-7,70,95-6,110,220-1,266;
Pride, Bulgaria, pp. 28,45;
James, Vagabond, pp. 11,47,110; Haggerty, Letters, pp. 36,58-9,101;

Thurnham,

Sophie's Journey,

pp. 4,48;

Zoe Bran, After

(Melbourne: Lonely Planet, 2001), pp. 7,140,212;

Yugoslavia,

Lonely

Planet Journeys

Scott-Stokes, Amber Trail, pp. 79-80,107,148,162-

3; Theroux, Pillars of Hercules, p. 271.

30For example, seePaul Theranc. Pillars of Hercules, pp. 263,284-5; Fonseca,Bury Me Standng, pp.
38-9,186-7; Russell, Prejudice and Plum Brandy, pp. xvii, 175; Bran, After Yugoslavia, pp. 67,131,
272; Gioia and Thurlow, Brief Spring, p. 183; John Simpson, `Under Siege' in Simpson, Strange Place,
QuestionablePeople, new ed. (1998; London: Pan, 1999), p. 450; Joan Simkins, Ceaucescu'sChildren:
The Amazing Story of One Woman's Mission to Romanian Orphans (London: Marshall Pickering,
Bill Hamilton and Bhasker Solanki, Albania: Who Cares?
1998), pp. 19,60-2,178-80,208-10;
(Grantham: Autumn House, 1992), pp. 104-5,120-2,128-9; Thurnham, Sophie's Journey, pp. 30-5;
Morgan, Barrel of Stones,pp. ii, 21,37,133-7,161-2. Both Mueller and Hall questionb ilkanist clichis,
yet proceedto inscribe them: comparethe awarenessof discoursein Mueller, `That'll Be the Dayton' in
Rock and Hard Places, pp. 139-40, for example, or Hall, Impossible Country, pp. 73,86-7,214,409,
with the pattern of representationthrough their texts.
" Carver,Accursed Mountains, pp. 52,116. For referencesto theft, seepp. 45,52,186; to murder, see
pp. 116,186; to hijackings, seepp. 115-7; to kidnapping, seep. 256; to rape, seep. 192; to isst, seep,
257; to beatings,we pp. 210-11; to feuding, seepp. 145,226,252,286,334.
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black-hat cowtown' wrecked by `gunfights, dynamite and blood feuds' and menacedby
`frontier lawlessnessand violence.a32This depravity is not only manifest in common
Albanians,but also lies deep within political life. From Carver's sketchesof the past
regimes of All Pala, King Zog and Enver Hoxha, whose rule gains particular textual
emphasis,there seemsno moment in Albanian history free from official brutality, and
today's political systemis seenas heir to that history. For example,political rallies are
'drunk' and `aggressive',politicians unruly, the ruling Democratic Party corrupt and
33
forces
their
towards
the
manipulatory and
special
intimidatory
opposi ion. `Like the
Ottoman gendarmes from whom they had inherited their traditions,' Carver says,
summing up this cycle of official violence, 'the Albanian police had a reputation for
beatingpeoplefirst, and askingquestionslater'[ 1611.
The trope of savageryalso reiteratesthe notions of inborn evil and threat that lay
behindKaplan's racist portraiture of Yugoslavia. As Carver's historical sketchessuggest,
the `lawlessness'that he finds is not the temporary outcome of the collapse of
communism,but the product of `long-establishedtraditions and habits', the country - he
claims- being `heir to Levantineand Balkansways'[31]. This rather vaguephraseis used
to evoke the primary motifs of traditional balkanism,as well as such biblical iniquities as
`ignorance,evil, corruption and sin', a remarkably old-fashionedmode of essentialisation
that also drives the author's comparisonsof Albania to such nineteenth-centuryimperial
locations as `Kafiristan [ ] in the 1890s', or `the north-west frontier of Hindustan in
...
M
1887., This congenital malfeasancewas complementedby the second feature of the
Victorian notion of Balkan savageryto re-emerge, that of threat. A straightforward
bus
Carver
journey through remote country in the north:
takes
appears
when
a
example
before long, he senses`a groundswell of hostility' around him, and with the other

32Ibid., pp. 249,249,249,262. For further frontier imagery, seepp. 176,243,250. All in all, Carver
claims that `Bajram Corgi madeHaiti and Liberia look like the Cbte d'Azure'[254]. For referencesto the
Wild West in other travel texts, see Winchester, Fracture Zone, p. 173; thurnham, Sophie's Journey,
pp. 56,191; Maclean, EasternApproaches, p. 358; O'Connor, Walking Good, pp. 32,50; Loyd, My War
Gone By, p. 313; Kindersley, Mountains of Serbia, p. 80; Gioia and Thurlow, Brief Spring, p. 151;
Haggerty,Letters, pp. 103-4; Bell, Harm's Way,p. 130; Bassett,Balkan Hours, p. 116.Edwards actually
City'
in
`Wild
West
discovering
mock
western Yugoslavia in 1974: Edwards, YugoslavCoast,
a
reports
p. 235.
33For inomim of anndiness, see Carver, Accursed Mountains, p. 334; for manipulation, see, p. 159;
and for intimidation, seepp. 134-5,148.
34Ibid., pp. 191,257,193. For evocationsof an unchanging Albania, seealso pp. 27743,216,232,257.
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belt',
is
in
dollars
`[h]ow to
`smell
their
thought
the
to
my
money
only
passengersable
kill and rob me, and get away with it'[234]. Of course,this is simply a list of suppositions
(not least the suppositionthat if robbery occurs, murder will naturally be involved), and
Carver reaches his destination safely, yet neverthelessone's impression of his cotravellersbecomesbasedon these suppositions- that they are all [potential] robbers and
killers. A more interesting example,with a resonancethat expandson Kaplan's work,
comesin Bajram Curti, when Carver is astonishedto find Wimbledon tennis appearon
television. Amidst this `ruined town [... ] on the edge of the world', amidst `the goats
chewing rubbish, the police with machine guns, the ragamuffin children with snot
dribbling down their noses',this vision of `plump, prosperouscrowds (...], the order and
applause'strikes Carver as resonant `of a world of order and civilisation' basedupon
`trust, compromise,safety and peaceU co-e7istence'[258-9], and leads him to sudden
revelation:
No wander there was such a slow, vast mangy of desperatepeople from the Third
World to Europeand North America! If you lived in Bajram Curri and could seethis on
TV every night, of courseyou would just get up and walk towards it, if you possibly
Albania!
Hoxha
had
been
keep
TV
Enver
foreign
How
to
out
of
wise
could.
As W.B. Yeats so clairvoyantly prophesied,the slow beast,whosetime had come,
was slouching towards Bethlehemto be bornn,this not Communism or Fascism or
from
but
desperate
simply
a
mass
of
poor,
people
ruined camtries;
nightly we were watching the beast's universal dreams and hearing its anthemsand
mentalism

siren songson our TV sets,this beastwhich would in time overwhelmus and destroyus
in its desireto becomelike as. [259]

This is, of course, the epitome of racialist discourse- the terrible spectre of otherness
`bent on destroyingour civilisation andway of life. '33In this, south-eastEurope is simply
the closest manifestationof what Carver refers to as `the invisible barrier between the
Third World and the First'[329], that monstrousperiphery endangeringthe metropolitan
centre, and what more typical responsecould one expect to what Fonsecaterms `the
from
impoverished,
the east->36
then hatted, fear and
mess
encroaching
noxious
whole

35Said, Culture and Imperialism, p. 376.
36Fonseca,Bury Me Standing, p. 205.
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distrust. When Carver - in an extremethough not untypical conclusionto his text - calls
the Albanians an `anarchic mix of smiling murderers and honourable kidnappers,
hospitable rapists and elegant torturers, welcoming robbers and wife-beating family
men,' the messageseemsto be that `fortress Europe' has to tighten its defences:we
37
here.
would not want thesepeopleover
It was this conjunction of savagery,backwardness,discord and obfuscationwhich
has markedthe British concept of the Balkans in the post-Cold War period, and which with its admixture of evil and danger - returns the discourseto its racialist, essentialist
origins in the eighteenthand nineteenthcenturies. So it was that much of what we take
for empirical knowledge on south-east Europe, in our television broadcasts and
been
have
in
the most spurious of Victorian
out
place
not
of
newspapers,would
travelogues.The constructionsof iniquitous, immutable essencefound in Carver, Kaplan
and their contemporaries3had their roots in Victorian theories of race and morality.
Similarly, the fears experiencedin the region by the British traveller, the `mild panic'
instilled by this "`dangerzone of Europe"'39returnedthe Balkan concept, after Cold War
3' Carver, Accursed Mountains, p. 337. Pursuing the theme elsewhere, Carver writes that `the whole
Third world was more or less like Albania, full of impoverished, desperatepeople in broken, bankrupt
countries, whose only desire was to escape,to embracethe foreign thraldom that their grandparentshad
struggled to overthrow'[133], and also writes that he had `a terrible vision of the future, of an exhausted,
broken, overpopulatedworld crammed with hungry hopelesspeople with the ruins of failed industrial
,
culture all round them. And of this within four hours' sailing distancefrom the coast of Italy' [ 140]. See
also the treatment of Balkan emigration in Hamilton and Solanki, Albania, p. 66; Rieff, Slaughterhouse,
p. 32; and Winchester, Fracture Zone, pp. 92-3,106. Other constructions of a Balkan hoard appear in
lbid, p. 18; Drysdale, Looking for George, pp. 149-50; Fonseca,Bury Me Standing, p. 44; Morgan,
Barrel of Stones,p. 33; Harding, Another Europe, p. 87. For a responseto being treated as part of a
hoard, seeDrakuli6, Caf Europa, pp. 17-21.
38Apart from the instances in the Carver and Kaplan discussions, the trope of innate evil is
exemplified
by Hall's claim that the crisis in Yugoslavia is caused by its `tribal culture', giving entirely spurious
scientific elaboration that `peasant tribalisms [... ) could be considered the genetic disposition to cancer,
while religion was the insult to the cell that triggered the disease' (Hall, Impossible County, pp. 22930). Similarly, Scott-Stokes refers to 'ancient hatreds' in eastern Europe (Scott-Stokes, Amber Trail, p.
23), Bran claims that Yugoslav topography causes `isolation and political xenophobia' (Bran, After
Yugoslavia, p. 66), Kaplan says that Romania is beset by `tragic flaws' (Kaplan, Balkan Ghosts, p. 87),
and Russell suggests that `the Balkan peninsula is doomed [... j to wallow in the mistakes of the past'
(Russell, Prejudice and Plum Brandy, p. xvii).

39 Gill, Berlin to Bucharest, p. 212; Winchester, Fracture Zote, p. 37. See also, Hall, Impossible
Country, pp. 192,257-63,300; Hawks, Playing the Moldovans, pp. 60,95,155; Whittell, Lambada
County, p. ISO; Theroux, Pillars of Hercules, pp. 274,282; Gill, Berlin to Bucharest, pp. 215-8; Gioia
and Thurlow, Brief Spring, pp. 114,171-3; Russell, Prejudice and Plum Brandy, pp. 6-7; Thurnham,
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notions of sameness,to the discriminatory, hierarchical modes of continental geography
rooted in the philosophes. As with nineteenth-centurybalkanism, crucially, the current
concept of the region also works through metonym. The essentialisationis not nation-,
or ethnicity-, specific but, via the deployment of the term `Balkan', holds as its true
object the whole peninsula,balkanismbeing that cross-culturaldiscoursewhich targets a
collectivity of negatively-evaluatedethnic groups, whose properties may appear at any
one point acrossthe region but are always characteristicof the collectivity as a whole.
The discourse,moreover,is an instanceof what Bhabhaterms `fixity', that `paradoxical'
strategy of othering which in manufacturing `eulturaUhistorica/racial difference both
`connotesrigidity and an unchangingorder aswell as disorder, degeneracyand daemonic
repetition.ad0This is the West's construction of the `eternal Balkans', always fixed,
always immutable,yet at the sametime always worsening, a persistentlyunprecedented
barbarism evoked in travel writing via a register mingling amusement,absurdity, and
absoluteterror.
The post-Cold War travel writers have brought to this denigration all the
determinationthat had marked previous stagesof knowledge formation of the Balkansin
both its denigratory and complementarymodes.In order to confirm their particular slant
for
the
region,
example, such writers deployed the usual process of quotation,
on
synopsisand cross-reference,constructing a rich textual apparatusthat would appearto
the unsuspectingto provide indisputable historical lineage for a discourse profoundly
in
in
And
little
this
the
there
apparatus,
contemporary.
was
citation of travellers
rooted
from the short twentieth century. In fact, the first step in the processwas to precludeany
from
the inter-war and Cold War periods that might have been lingering
representations
in the minds of the readership,a mannerof writing against preconceptions that inverted
41
First
World
War
the
the practices of
generation. In this way, Russell disputes

Sophie's Journey, pp. 178,187,215; Keeley, Albanian Journey, pp. 37,84; Harding, Another Europe,
pp. 87-8,148. Others writers imply that the threat that many travellers felt in the Balkans could also
apply to the whole of Europe: seeSelbourne,Death of the Dark Hero, p 98; Kaplan, Balkan Ghosts,pp.
roiii, 51,54-64; Bell, Harm's Way,p. 274; Winchester,Fracture Zone, p. 26.
40Homi K. Bhabha, The Location of Culture (London and New York: Routledge, 1994), p. 66. Slaw]
Zizek, no doubt due to his background, is a rare instance of a cultural theorist recognising the West's
discourseon eastern Europe in general as being racist (see Ziiek, Tayying with the Negative. Kant,
Hegel, and the Critique ofldeology (Durham: Duke University Press,1993), p. 226).
41Seemy Chapter 3, pp. 150-3.
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Forwood's description of Bucharest's main rail terminus (as "'a bright spotless and
flower
beds
whose
and geranium pots seem to extend an unspoken
capaciousstation
welcome to the stranger"'), Gioia and Thurlow subvert the kind of romanticism that
found in Bulgaria `pretty young women in elaboratelyembroideredpeasantdresses,' and
the authors of an evangelicalpamphlet state - more bluntly - that `Albania no longer
exercisesthe charm of novelty amongthe British public.'42Winchestereven pours doubt
on the argumentsof those 'studentsof the Near East today' who, repeatingthe inter-war
tendencyto deny innate cause,claim the region's problems are the result of `the cynical
[...
]
involvement
the
politics
contemporary
and
of
machiavellian
of outside
manipulations
powers.'43 This announcement of the redundancy, or prevarication, of positive
signification is deployed alongside the use of source material which vindicates the
traveller's negativesignification.For example,Scott-Stokesbolsters a portrait of Balkan
Durham's
(from
1904) that `"either party seizesupon the
comment
with
obfuscation
being
his
"prejudiced" [... ] with the result that `he feels
tries
to
and
prevent
view
stranger
far less capableof forming an opinion on the Eastern Question than he did before."'4'
Similarly, BassettevokesMontenegrin savageryby citing Lt. -Col's Barry's The Gatesof
the East (1906), Winchester justifies his apprehensionat entering Serbia by citing
Kinglake's famous entry across the Sava and Edmund Keeley evokes Albanian
backwardnessby paraphrasing Lear's travels from the 1840s,ß as though finding

I Russell, Prejudice, p. 31 (referring to Forwood, Romanian Invitation, pp. 25-6); Gloia and Thurlow,
Brief Spring, p. 148; Albanian Evangelical Mission, Mission Albania: Ten Years of Vital Cbristian
Workfor the Albanian People (Fears, Ross-shire:Christian FocusPublications, 1996), p. 73.
1 Winchester,Fracture Zone, p. 39.
M Scott-Stokes,Amber Trail, p. 130.
1 Bassett,Balkan Hours, p. 49; Winchester, Fracture Zone, pp. 79-82; Keeley, Albanian Journey, pp
Seealso Jones,Biografi, pp. 22,31,56; Fonseca,Bury Me Standng,
10-11,21,25,49,57,66,70-1,93.
p. 185; Basset, Balkan Hours, p. 109; Carver, Accursed Mountains, pp. 15&9; Winchester, Fracture
Zone, pp. 37,170; Harding, Another Europe, pp. 133-4; Whittell, Lambada County, p. 207; Kaplan,
Kaplan claims, purely for dramatic effect that the
Balkan Ghosts, pp. xvi, 64,72-3,82,209-10.
obscurity of the Ballinns is matched by the obscurity of regional source material: `For months I
ransacked rare-book shops and dealers. I knew that the books that best explained the violence of
Romania's December1989 revolution had been out of print for decades,in somecasesfor half a century
o more' [xxi]. One discursivetrick that Kaplan pulls is to cite from an ostensiblyfavourable traveloguea
thoroughly denigratory passage,thus giving the impression that the text, as well as its period, are not
favourableat all: seehis usagesof Sitwell and Hoppe on pp. 77,104,108. This bias towards quotation of
solely denigratory passagesor texts is repeatedby travel anthologies: see,for example Jane Robinson's
collection of extractsfrom Ballcars travellers in her Unsuitablefor Ladies (1994).
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between
late
the
twentieth centuries was entirely
nineteenth
and
commonality
unproblematic.With synchroniccross-referencingcomplementingthis diachronic mode,
there would seemas little desire for originality amongst today's balkanistsas amongst
Victorians, unlesssuchexpressionof ethnocentrismin a supposedlytolerant age is felt to
be sufficiently original in itself 46Once this discoursehad been establishedin the textual
.
realm, it gained greater hold over expectation, perception and the perimeters of what
47
individuals
can and cannot say, quickly becomingthe standard
supposedlyautonomous
interpretativeframework for British commentatorson the region.''
If intertextuality inadvertently highlights the element of choice that Has behind
contemporarysignification, so too do the routes the travellers opt for and the locations
that make up their idiosyncratic mapping of Balkan `reality'. Often deciding their
itineraries before the journey has begun, with the assistanceof travelogues and guide
booLa49the iniagmativegeographyof the late twentieth-century baikanist often rejects
'6 The often formulaic responses of travel writers is matched, von Martels argues, by the readers' desire
for familiar patterns of knowledge: `Human society possesses a strong inclination to preserve what has
been built up over the centuries and to protect itself from new influences. For this reason, most readers
in the first place seek confirmation of old values dressed up with a certain amount of novelty' (von
Martell,

p. xvii). On the issue of our supposedly tolerant age, Kowalewski's idea that 'it
to indulge in the sort of breezy generalities (or even outright bigotry) that

`Introduction',

[is] more difficult

characterizes much nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century travel narratives' is certainly not supported
by British writing on the Balkans (see Kowalewski, `Introduction: The Modern Literature of Travel', in
Kowalewski, ed., Temperamental Journeys, pp. 9-10).

47 As Youngs writes: `Travellers do not simply record what they see [.. J. They observe and write
according to establishedmodels, having these in mind even when they wish to query or depart from
them. No one who travels and writes of their experiences can be said to be writing purely as an
individual' (Tim Youngs, Travellers in Africa: British Travelogues, 1850-1900 (Manchester and New
York ManchesterUniversity Press, 1994), p. 209). Barflies went so far as to believe travel writing to be
`more
ideologically
Porter's
form
in
than
saturated
almost
any
words
other
of verbal representafim
outside propagandaproper' (Porter, Haunted Journeys, p. 288).
48 The travel writers' images of the region before entry illustrate the strength of the discourse in
circulation after 1989, and a sign of how quickly negative representationreplaced positive. For example,
Pride expects f om Bulgaria a 'down-trodden, unfashionable eountry'(Pride, Bulgaria, p 8), Hawks
supposesMoldova will be `unwelcoming and primitive'(Hawks, Playing the Moldovans, p. 20), Theroux
hears Albania is `ogreof the strangest countries in the world'(Theroux, Pillars of Hercules, p. 265),
Simon claims that `Romaniasoundedsynonymouswith hell on earth'(Simon, Gypsy in Me, p. 257), and
Scott-Stokesand a co-traveller enter Serbia with `media-filled imaginations to taunt our nerves'(ScottStokes,Amber Trail, p. 130). On the issue of preconceptions,see also Bran, After Yugoslavia, p. 170;
Hawks, Playing the Moldovans, pp. 41-2,112; James,Vagabond,p. 62; Whittell, Lambada Country, pp.
133-4,137; Gioia and Thurlow, Brief Spring, pp. 112,114; di Giovanni, Quick and the Dead, p. 67.
40At times, one sensesthat a desiredstyle of representationis being planned along with the route.
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favouring
insteadthe sites of pollution, failed
beaches
frivolities
and
such
ski resorts,
as
industry and abominablehousing projects, all the places where previous generations
for
lingered.
In
have
Romania,
example,the routes pursuedby Harding, Hall,
would not
Malcomson and Selbourne are for the most part through industrial cities and the
grimmest districts of the capital, with only the briefest evocation of the country
between.S°In ex-Yugoslavia,similarly, the numerousregions, communitiesand families
which manifest inter-ethnic tolerance, and which refused to succumb to violence, are
erasedin favour of those that did. To show how extremethis new version of strategyof
limited description could be, the only location mentioned in the Albanian section of
Kaplan's Balkan Ghosts, and thus the only image by which the reader can picture
Albania, is the failing port of Durres, depicted as full of `garbage', `primitive' shops,
`ramshacklebuilding[s]' `and other forms of desolation."" This was another map of the
region, though one that was no more truthful. Nor is this the only additional choice to be
made;travel writers have also beenhighly selectivein their exposition of Balkan history,
now choosingnot the more colourful, heroic, co-operative eventsto accentuate,but the
most savageand discordant: those moments from the past that most accord with their
history,
for
based
Thurnham's
Romanian
is
the
of
present.
sketch
of
example,
view
biographies
Ceausescu,
Mad
the Impaler and Elizabeth the Blood
on
solely
of
almost
Countess,Theroux's historical Albania is reduced to Hoxha and blood feuds, and all
Zdenko
Lesic terms the `"Yugo-nostalgia"' found
Yugoslavia
eschewwhat
portraits of
52
itself
history
This
the
of
region
usage
was as much a method of writing the
within

50It is remarkable to underline my point how frequently travellers in Romania end up in CopsaMica,
"
a small, industrial town in central Transylvania that has the reputation for being the most polluted town
in the northern hemisphere- far from putting travellers o$ it seemsto have attracted them. It is the only
location Selbournedescribes,for example, on a train journey he takes from Bucharestto Cluj, a journey
of sometwo hundred and fifty miles (Selbourne,Death of the Dark Hero, p. 54).
51Kaplan, Balkan Ghosts,pp. 45-6.
12Thurnham, Sophie's Journey, pp. 30-5; Theroux, Pillars of Hercules, pp. 279-81,283,2901;
Zdenko
Lesic, `Introduction' to Lesic, ed, Children of Atlantis: Voices form the Former Yugoslavia, trans.
Christina Pxibicevic-Z, oric (Budapest: Central European University Press, 1995), p. 18. This very bleak
writing of Balkan history is exemplified by the treatment of the communist on, which, in contrast to the
British travelogues of the Cold War, is now solely negative: see, for example, Thurnham, Sophie Is
Albanian Evangelical Mission, Mission
Journey, p. 11; Jones, Biografe, pp. 17,23,34,57-61,119,127;
Stan Stierer and Marjorie Senechal,
James, Vagabond, pp. 28,46,85,131;
Albania, pp. 24-6,31,43;
Long Life to Your Children! A Portrait of High Albania (Amhurst, Mass.: University of Massachusetts
Carver, Accursed Mountains, pp. 24,71,91,111,302-7;
Press, 1997), pp. 2,50,72,104,118;
Whittell,
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direct
landscape
the
more
choiceof route, as Carver'ssketchesof Albaniareveal.At
as
one point, be travels through a part of the mountainous north `which was soakedin a
history of humanblood':
Here was where just last year a five-year-old boy had been playing with a Kalachnikov
and had shot dead his father by accident; there was a carved wooden sign to this effect
written in Albanian armed

to a tree which marked the spot. Further an were the stones

marking the graves of four celebrated brigands, all shot in Turkish times. There, by that
had
beau
held
bridge
the
river,
a
shepherd
over
up by two men with knives three
rough
high
in
[...
Up
in
face
hideout
].
the
that
the
cave
rock
secret
ago
was
of Shah
years
Achmet, a celebrated brigand leader who had put to flight a company of AustroHungarian cavalry which had come up here in search of him and his gang in 1916. At
this point, just here, two robbers had [... ) seized lambs and hurled theta though a gap in
the rocks to another partner hundreds of feet below, who had cut the lambs throats
[... ) 53

And so on and so forth. Like the dominant thrust of reportage, whose focus abroad is
almost solely on tragedy, Carver's reading of the landscapeelides any positive events
that might have occurred, inscribing in his surroundingsonly the bloodiest doings of the
distant and immediatepast. The sourcesof Carver's information (here a local guide who
in
once served Hoxha's Special Forces, hardly the most trustworthy of organisations)
also remindsus that when it comesto regions about which we know nothing, and have
information
little
source
of
experience,
choose
our
not accordingto its reliability
we
very
but to its consonancewith our interpretative frameworks, then go on to brand that
information with truth and commonsense.
For all the commonaltieswith Victorianism, there are two important respectsin
differs
its
balkanism
from
the
nineteenth-centuryderivation. Most
contemporary
which
importantly, the Manichean dichotomising of the Balkans and the West, which had

Lambada Country, pp. 137,140,163-5,169-70,196-7; Selbourne,Death of the Dark Hero, pp. vii, 3762,137-177,238-264; Simkins, Ceaucescu'sChildren, pp. 18-36. Seealso the more general history (a
deeds':
Winchester,
Fracture Zone, p. xiii) detailed in
'many
their
people
and
monstrous
story entailing
Malcomson, Empire's Edge, pp. 4-10,13-30,73-84,102-3; Russell, Prejudice and Plum Brandy, pp.
Gioia
Thurlow,
Spring,
Brief
5,41-2,86-7,107,256-7;
and
p. 183.
xvi-xviii,
31Carver,Accursed Mountains, pp. 295-6.
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dominated in one form or other until 1939, and which had found new expression in Cold
War propaganda, is at least superficially absent from the majority of post-Cold War
texts, a phenomenon that also slightly problematises the interpretation of balkanism's
latest flowering as a classic racism. Nowadays, the West is not only accorded little
appreciation or loyalty, but also tarnished with the very same discord, brutality, violence
and wilful abstrusenessthat commentators were projecting onto the Balkans. Carver's
liberalism',
Mountains
`[d]emocratic
The
Accursed
Western
to
throughout
adherence
TM
independence,
honesty
fair
deafing',
`hard
English
and
are
work,
and the vey
virtues of
exceedingly rare during the period, and hardly ever deployed as a binaristic frame of
interpretation. 'Humanity's facade of civilisation' may be `more fragile in the Balkans
"
in
Russell
Western
Europe',
than
as
writes, but not much more. Indeed, the West is
seen as a place where nations have had `a far worse record of local feuding' and `not
above acts of barbarity when their interests are threatened,' where people are given to
`violent crime' and `racially motivated attacks', and, being bred on pop culture, are both
`crass and ignorante" and lacking any `sense of value'. 56 For Ignatieff, the crises in
south-east Europe stem not from `some uniquely Balkan viciousness', but from their
importation from western Europe of a romantic nationalism which, with its links to
racialism and Nazism, forms one of `the West's murderous ideological fashions', a point
he underlines by asserting that 'there is more death by political violence in Great Britain

54Ibid., pp. 246,171. In the some when Carver watches Wimbledon, the West is seen, idealistically,
as
a place `of rules voluntarily obeyed, reasonable laws formulated by intelligent, civilised people with the
good of the community at heart, of trust, compromise, safety and peaceful co-existence'[259]. Another
example of the binary method is when he claims that `[t]he insistence of `truth', `consistency' and
`honesty' among Westerners imbued with the Prostestant-secular tradition posed immense problems for
Albanians, since to admit to the 'truth', if it was shameful, dishonoured them and was thus always
avoided'[208].
55Russell, Prejidc e and Plum Brandy, p. 120.
Morgan, Barrel of Stones, p. 102; Scott-Stokes, Amber Pail, p. 165; Drysdale, Looking for George, p.
24; Malcomson, Empire's Edge, p. 121; Drysdale, Looking for George, p. 53. Time and again, an
a1tempt to reduce the pattern of representation to binarist practice is undermined by the writers'
saddling the West with the same negative attributes as the Balkans: see, for example, Simon, Gypsy in
Me, pp. 22,59,93,124-5,232;
Russell, Prejudice and Plum Brandy, pp. 37,205; Scott Stokes, Amber
Trail, pp. 76,195; Br*n, Yugoslavia, pp. 158-9,232-4,239;
MacLean, Stalin's Nose, pp. 207-9;
Winnifrith, Shattered Eagles, pp. 15-9,97; Morgan, Basel of Stones, pp. 160-1; Simkins, Ceaucescu's
Children, pp. 192,211-2; Gill, Berlin to Bucharest, pp. 197-8,211; Rimmer, Once Upon a 77me, pp.
19-21,276. Even Carver takes the odd dig at the West: see Carver, Accursed Mountains, pp. 102,181-2.
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world.
than any other
Enlightenmentideal is only presentby its absence.If the ideal enlightenedcountry, as
Malcomson suggests,`should be a rational country, orderly and punctual, with perfect
58
War
First
World
lines',
the
generation
which
circles, equilateraltriangles,and straight
had begun to locate in both sectionsof the continent, then this harmoniousvision was
lost from Europe, with both sides now finding mutuality only in atavistic displays of
discuss
below,
As
I
ignorance
one could certainly say that an
shall
and violence.
chaos,
elementof binarismremainedbetweentravelling selfhoodand the travelled environment;
but betweenthe West and the South-eastthere was imputedto be confluence.
The disenchantmentwith western mores was, as I have argued, a particular
flowering of that scepticism which pervaded late-twentieth-century life, politics and
had
It
that
profound effects on cross-cultural
a
scepticism
cultural production.
was
distinguished
feature
in
least
that
contemporary travel
the
second
representation, not
inability
its
to
from
any
endorse
effectively
that
the
nineteenth-century
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autochtonous national discourse. The Victorian tendency to select, and sanction the
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been
has
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favoured
Balkan
post-Cold
present
certainly
state
aspirations of a
era, with the embattled population of central Bosnia receiving the most notable
belief
but
the
from
the
systems,
cultural preferences,
patronage
political commentators,
the human and social qualities, the very language through which Victorian travellers
into
Cold
War
favoured
the
their
continued
peoples, and which
viewed and conducted
in
fact,
that there was
to
so,
so
much
age;
a
post-romantic
period, were all unavailable
little discursive material left with which to build a favourable mode of interpretation.
Certainly, one could no longer use such motifs as nobility, honour, communality and
primal innocence, with all their links to romanticism, unless one wished to risk the charge
from
few
As
the
appreciation
of
a
apart
a
consequence,
considerable
naivete.
of
individuals, there has been little valorisation involved in the commentator's patronage of
fails
to challenge the
a
result
patronage
and
as
a particular ethnic or national group,
dominate pattern of denigration. " Such failure is demonstrated by David Rieff's

5' Igmatieff, Blood and Belonging, pp. 15,15,165.
Ireland.

He is referring here to the violence in Northern

Malcomson, Eripire's Edge, p. 116.
For examples of the discovery of value, see the way that Becky Smith envies Bulgarians their sense of
`human community' and national `pride' (Smith, Bulgarian Diary, pp. 16-17); that Gill finds something
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Slaughterhouse(1995), surely one of the most passionate defences of the central
Bosnianpopulation in the contemporaryperiod. Although in the abstractRieff views the
`support of the Bosnian cause' as a just one, perceiving Bosnia to be `a society
60
committed to multiculturalism', the viewpoint breaks down when he examineshis own
support for the victims of Serbianand Croatian aggression.`This [support] has nothing
to do with feeling comfortablethere,' he is quick to point out, `let alone
imagining, as people often do when they fl

i love with countries or causes,that I

somehow"belonged." In all the time I spent in Bosnia, I cannot remembera single
momentwhen I was not at leasta little frightened,and I remembermany momentswhen
I was terrified. I was then, and I remain, intenselycritical of the Bosniangovernment,in
both its policies and its naivete, and often bored and exasperatedby the way the
Bosnian talked with such a combination of self-absorptionand lack of realism about
themselvesandthe rest of the world. [25-6]

The passageconstitutes as much a distancing of the authorial self from the romantic
travellers of the 1920s and 1930s as a distancing from contemporary `Bosnian' (by
he
meansthe primarily Muslim population loyal to the Sarajevangovernment).
which
Certainly,Rieff is cynicalabout exactly the kind of cross-culturalaffections(the `fallings'
in love) and desire for union with that other culture which had driven earlier travellers,
not only clearinghimselfof any possiblechargeof overt identification with indigenes,but
disclaimer
his
in
that
the text. Furthermore, the passage's
appears
sure
early
making
is
government
of
and
people
combined elsewherewith an accent on what is
criticism
deemed the corruption, military oppression and propaganda within Bosnia, censure

`good and gentle' in eastern Europe (Gill, Berlin to Bucharest, p.4); and that Ray Gutman finds in
Sarajevo an ideal of multi-ethnicity (Gutman, 'Foreword' to Anna Cataldi, Letters from Sarajevo:
Voicesof a BesiegedCity, trans. Avril Bardoni (Shaftesbury,Dorset: Element Books, 1994), pp. viii-ix.
Seealso Simon, Gypsy in Me, p. 317; James, Vagabond,p. 208; Garton Ash, We the People, 154; and
the very rare discoveryof samenessbetweeneast and west in Simkins's Ceaucescu'sChildren, pp. 162,
189-92.interestingly, there was a host of texts coming out of Bosnia which attemptedto intervene in the
paradigm, and to set more favourable images in circulation in English: see Cask, Children of At! antis
(1995), Zlata Filipovic Zlata's Diary (1994), Rezak Hukanovic, The Tenth Circle of Hell (1996), Zlatko
Dizdarevic, Sarajevo (1993), Elma Softie, Sarajevo Nights, Sarajevo Dios (1995) and Cataldi's
collection of letters by Bosniansin Lettersfrom Sarajevo (1994).
60Rie$ Slaughterhouse,pp. 25,10.
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which is typified by the author's claim that even the military's defenceof Sarajevohad a
`lawlessand brutal character'[132]. Indeed, with such opprobrium in the text, I would
arguethat the only featuresthat truly build up sympathyfor the Bosnian (for sympathy
is undoubtedlyaccrued)are either the denigrationsof their enemy,representationof the
Serb and Croat being so brutal that the Bosnian cannot help but appear tolerable in
"'
dead
Bosnian
and maimed. This was
contrast, or the emotive emphaseson the
Advocacyat degree zero, a resort to inferior practices that might well fail to inspire
confidenceamongstreadersconvincedof what the author himself seesas `the errors and
crimesof the Bosnian themselves'[216].

The scepticismthat hadcrept into culturalandpolitical discoursein the post-war
from
issues
the
evolved
commonly
associated
with
postmodern
condition,
as,
at home:
issues of corruption, dissensus,fragmentation, of hyperreality, of the instability of
meaning and the consequentsuspiciontoward metanarrative.When transferred abroad
through such genresas travel writing, this radical criticism becomesproblematic, as the
suspicionof metanarrativebecomesthe suspicionand opprobrium of other cultures. The
deconstructionof national myths that this entails, and the refusal to credit histories that
previous generationshave seen as valuable, replicates traditional patterns of crow
by
representation
refusing any worth to subalterncultures, and therefore refusing
cultural
to challengewestern power over such cultures. The area I wish to look at now is the
forms of power that postmodernscepticismhave supportedin the post-Cold War period.

A generalstatementof western political strategyin the Balkans is simply given. Into the
by
West
has
the
the
end
of
communism,
accrued for itself a leverage
caused
vacuum
has
Europe
that
south-east
gradually reducedthe region to subalternstatuswithin
within
influence.
Harold
Pinter's usage of the term `imperialism' in
of
sphere
a western
62
in
is
inappropriate.
Balkans
In a region historically
the
to
not
reference western action

6' In terms of the latter, he writes that the plight of the Bosnian Muslims was one of `being massacred,
raped [and] forced from their homes', a plight `that constitutes the third great genocide of a small
European minority to take place in the twentieth century' (Rieft Slaughterhouse,pp. 216,20). For
instancesof the former, seeIbid, pp. 38-9,58-70,76-88,96-116,187.
62SeePinter, `The NATO Action in Serbia' in TheSpokesman65,1999, pp. 21-28.
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by,
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that
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hegemony
the
of
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practices
neo-imperialist
with the traditionally
combining
colonialist strategiesof military intervention, political interference and administrational
`international'
through
though
conducted
rather than national bodies,
which,
supervision,
Amongst
Empire.
the
the numerous,often ongoing, instances
many
of
goals
of
achieve
of direct domination one could cite the controlling and overseeingof the break-up of
Yugoslavia, the legitimising of the Berisha and Illiescu regimesin Albania and Romania
direct
the
rule acrossmuch of Kosova and post-DaytonBosnia,
attaining
of
respectively,
the sizeablecontrol of Balkan economies, and the pursuit of a wide-ranging cultural
imperialismunder the guise of humanitarianaid. Once again, I am not arguing that the
its
but
is
political
simply that the West's pursuit
own
social
and
problems,
without
region
in
has
interpreted
interests
the
region
exacerbated,
and
even
created,
many
of
are
what
of
issues.
Balkan
as purely
This economic and political will-to-power on the part of the West has been
by
assisted crossltural

discourse - those images, motifs, registers and evaluations

through which our age constructsthe foreign object and mistakesthat construction for
truth. As I detailedin Chapter 1, the balkanist motifs of chaos, savagery,backwardness
discourse
has
been
that
are
central
components
of
a
vindicatory
obfuscation
usedto
and
justify western control of territory within Europe as much as imperial appropriation of
colonial territories without. Homi Bhabha has written that `[t]he objective of colonial
discourseis to construethe colonisedas a population of degeneratetypes on the basisof
racial origin, in order to justify conquestand to establishsystemsof administrationand
instruction'63 in other words, the colonial power `mark[s] out a "subject" nation', and
then `appropriates,directs and dominatesits various spheresof activity.'" It is exactly
this objective that discoursehas achievedfor the West in the post-Cold War Balkans, a
63
Third
',
`the
World
it
had
terms
original
commentator
as
one
region
previously achieved
for western powers in Ottoman times. Behind every western investment,loan, military
judicial
diplomatic
regulation and election supervision lies a
agreement,
action,
in
travel writing, fiction, film or political
which,
whether
practice
representational
63Bhabha,Location of Culha+e,p. 70.
64Ibid., p. 70.
65Kaplan, Balken Gboats,p iii.
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locale
the
as
a
of such unnatural depravity that no other
scripts
region
pronouncement,
foreign
And
held
by
is
the
than
to
scepticism
rule.
postmodern
many
recourse possible
commentatorsdoes not exempt them from this kind of power relation. Indeed, the
sceptical, supposedlyoppositional approach unwittingly ends up very close to official
discourse,for its methodsfor constructing the Balkan object are merely the methodsof
the traditional balkanist discourse which, disguised as newness,consequentlyreasserts
dominanceover the symbolicfield.
One can seethis working out in Carver's TheAccursed Mountains, a text which,
despiteits biting cynicism,is saturatedwith colonial desire.The text's portrait of Albania
is of a `bankrupt,post-colonial' country, but one in which the neo-imperialistWest forms
`the new occupiers', the territory having become swampedwith `American troops, and
NATO divisions on exercises'and its `borders [... ] patrolled by the EU. '" Rather than
being a causefor sympathy,such occupancyis seenas an essentialresponseto a society
function
both
industrially
is
dead
Albania
to
and
colonial
masters.
unable
without
utterly
foreigners
built
had
`country
things,' and where
a
where
only
and
planned
economically,
instead of developingmodes of self-rule, the people merely `waited until others came Italians, Russians,Chinese,now the West - and then sought to gain personal and clan
from
Similarly,
is
inept
Albania
brutally
them'[54].
at ruling itself a classic
advantage
discourse,
colonial
with Carver maintaining that not only have the people
motif within
by
`a
their native tyrants'[133] in the past, but present-day
ruinous
oppression
suffered
governments `continue[...] to starve and brutalise their own people without
compunction'[169]. Paradoxically,Carver also arguesthat Albanians are `very difficult
to rule, perhapsincorrigible'[245] and as a consequencerequire `strict discipline and
terrible brutality'[246]. This is a people, remember,given over to every form of crime
depravity:
and
[...
)
a
culture
everyone stole and was proud of it;
could
say
about
where
you
what
fif
into
kidnapped
at
en
and
sold
prostitution; when lying was normal
wheregirls were
and the governmaatstole more than anyone else? When people trafficked in guns,
drugs and false identity papers, and want to richer countries deliberately to rob and
Pillage?Wherewife-beatingwas normal, rape and buggerythe fate metedout to anyone

0 Carver,Accursed Mountains, pp. 41,46.
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It is this kind of meditationthat inspiresin Carver a measureof respectfor Enver Hoxha,
had
`managed
to master this unruly and auerchic
the
to
author's
actually
wonder
who
indeed,
There
at which Carver believesthat the answer to
are
moments,
people'[245].
Albania's problems can only come from within: "`Only the owner can pull his donkey
from the miree"[337] is the local proverb with which he concludes the text. Yet the
is
for
is
he,
local
the
the
to
rare,
and
most
answer
of
a
solution
part
seen
vision
imperially, in a `European-enforcedorder and industry'[133], with Carver (who grew up
in British-held Cyprus, intriguingly67)arguing that in `the old colonial days there had at
least been some recourseto the metropolis, the centres of ultimate power', which had
been able to overcome `the colossal theft, corruption and oppression,[ 169] of native
his
is
finally
image of Albania's `new
It
that
to
argument,
of
course,
an
returns
us
elites.
occupiers', and servesto support EU and NATO presencein the region. This residueof
has
in
desire
been
repeated
other texts, forming somethingof a leitmotif during
colonial
the period. Kaplan's Balkan Ghosts, for example, the text which had so denigrated
Yugoslavia, views Romania not dissimilarly as place of corruption, poverty and ethnic
`German
imperialism',
by
its
that
and
contends
economic
replacementof Soviet
violence,
influence in the region, `offered the most practical and efficient meansof bringing free
"
democracy,
Wes'.
Similarly,
the
traditions
the
and
other enlightened
of
enterprise,
Winchesterrather admiresthe UN High Representativein Sarajevo,who `ran all Bosnia
as his personalfief, Ignatieff feels that the region needs`an imperial arbiter to appealto,,
into
interviewee
Yugoslav
Hall
the
the hope '"that America will
of
a
puts
words
and
come and occupy this country, and write a constitution for us as they did for Japanafter
World War II. '" What I have called vestigial colonial desire is most evident in such

67At one point, Carver
Y recalls growing up in `1950s colonial Cyprus', where he `had been fed
and fussedover by Greek maids and nannies'(lbid, p. 92).
6' Kaplan, Balkan Ghosts,p. 180. `Romanianpolitical culture', he writes elsewhere,suffers from `tragic
flaws'[87]. For Kaplan's faith in Enlightenment qualities, a rare faith for the period that Kaplan shared
with Carver, seep. 287.
6' Winchester,Fracture Zone, p. 94; Ignatief Blood and Belonging, p. 8; Hall, Impossible Country, p.
402.
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it
was western control of the region that all denigratory
statements, although
representationworked to support, whether that control was mentioned explicitly or
70
not.
The close links between denigratory representationand conquest within classic
colonial discourse does not mean that the very same patterns of signification do not
allow scopefor the facilitation of alternativemodes of power. The fascinatingfeature of
the initial western responseto the conflicts in the former Yugoslavia during the early
1990s,for example,was not an eagernessto assumedirect rule over the region, but an
apparent determinationto avoid any involvement whatsoever, an objective for which
denigratoryrepresentationwas amply suited. As Cushmanand Mestrovic' contend, `[t]he
central rationalization' of the official pronouncementsby western governments,which
underlinedpolicy and informed masspublics, was: -We, as civilized Westerners,cannot
do anything to stop the Balkan tribalists from slaughtering each other."'''

The

pronouncementscan be broken down into three major obfuscatorythemes:that all sides
in the war were equally guilty, that the war was a civil war, and that fighting was a
n
inherent
savagery; the three working together to rescnpt an aggressiveact
product of
of genocide as a kind of mutually-conceived, and wholly unstoppable, orgy of selfdestruction.The horrifjring results of the West's policy of non-intervention,and its illegal
disadvantaged
the
territory,
a militarily underequipped
on
whole
which
arms embargo
Muslim population, could have been predicted: 250,000 dead, 2 million refugeed and
10 As Cheyfitz argues, `the mission cMlatce
[... I still rationalizes Western imperialism' (Cheyfitz,
Poetics of Imper7atism, p. 164). The phrase often used in official circles to describe the gradual
assumption of authority by the West in Bosnia and elswhere, `mission creep', has remarkable
idea
had
Britain
`conquered and peopled half the world in a fit
the
that
to
nineteenth-century
similarities
of absence of mind' (Sir John Seeley, quoted in Brantlinger, Rule of Darkness, p. 7): one did not mean
to do it, but was forced by events on the ground As Brantlinger clarifies things: `Nature apparently
abhors weak societies as much as it abhors a vacuum, and strong societies cannot help rushing in to
occupy the weak'(lbid., p. 7).

" Cushmanand Mestrovic, 'Introduction' to Cushman and Mestrovic; eds., This line WeKww, p. 21.
Seealso Wheeler, `Not Do Black as It's Painted', p. 3.
72To mention a few examplesof the first theme, Cushman and Meitrovi6 cite the following instancesof
the construction of equal culpability: `Margaret D. Tutwiler, former Department of State spokeswoman,
pronounced that "No party is blameless for the current situation"; the European mediator Lord
Carrington declared with regard to a broken cease-fire that "Muslim Slav fighters were at least as
responsibleas the Serbsand Croats for violations"'; and '[w]hen the Serbsincreasedtheir shelling of
Sarajevoin 1995, UN spokespersonAlexander Ivanka declared, "We're saying both sides were equally
to blame for this fighting"'(Ibid., p. 21).
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huge territorial gains for the Serbs.ß And as Kaplan's work shows, the repetition in
travel writing of the samedenigratory themes-as official pronouncementhelped to effect
the very same material outcome. Like so many contemporaries, Kaplan's constant
construction of a congenitalviolence and savageryin Yugoslavia, all crystallisedin the
statedor implied conceptof `civil war', repeatedofficial notions of the war as a `Balkan
quagmire' far too intractable and dangerous for western intervention. Indeed, with
Kaplan the commonality between official and unofficial discourse could not be more
it
Gho4r
Balkan
Little
Silber
that encouragedClinton
record,
was
reading
and
clear. as
to shift from desired policy of intervention to sustainednon-involvement, `convincing
him that the inhabitantsof the Balkans were doomed to violence.'74Crucially, for some
western governmentsnon-intervention was not an end in itself, nor an abnegationof
potential power in the region, but a route to more sinister forms of involvement. Mark
Almond is not alone in arguing that the Major administration revealed a clear bias in
favour of supporting Serbian aspiration: `What [the British political establishment]
he
`was
for
Serbs
in
for
kill
to
the
to
want',
writes,
go
a
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and get this
seemed
issue
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Ed
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be
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to
parcel
of
policy
and
a
whereby
as part
Daniele Conversi sees British attitudes to Yugoslavia as being conditioned by
7'
`Serbophilia'. It is certainly true that the West had to give up on its client state over

73After internationi recognition of Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovinain 1992, the conflict was technically
not a civil war but an international war of territorial aggressionacrossnational boundarieswaged from
Belgrade and Zagreb. As a result, the arms embargo contravenedArticle 51 of the UN Charter, which
statesthat an independentnation has the right to procure arms for its defence.The constant claim that
Bosnia was a civil war not only heightenedimpression of mutual culpability, but obscuredthe legal right
of the Bosnia muslims to defendthemselves.As Mark Almond points out, Douglas Hurd's comment that
supplying the muslims with arms would only produce a `"level playing field"' unwittingly reveals the
awarenesson the part of British politicians that the `field' was currently 'uneven' (Almond, Europe's
Bachyard War: The war in the Balkans (London: Heinemann, 1994), p. 321. On the contravention of
the UN Charter, seeJamesGow, Triumph of the Lack of Will. International Dipomacy and the Yugoslav
War (London: Hurst and Co., 1997), pp. 38,89-91.
" Laura Silber and Alan Little, The Death of Yugoslavia,rev. od. (1995; London: PbnguinBBC Bocks,
1996), p. 287.
's Almond, Europe's Backt' rd War, p. 321. He goeson: `The `Great and Good' in Britain were united
on this approach.They would neither intervene nor lift the arms embargoon the weaker side.'
76Vullianry, 'Tragic Cost of Allies' Hidden Hostility', Guardian, 21 May 1996, p. 12; Conversi, `Moral
Relativism and Equidistancein British Attitudes to the War in the Former Yugoslavia', in Cushmanand
Mes"troyi8,eds., This Time We Knew, p. 245. Wheeler also writes that `the Yugoslav wars have
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Kosovo, unableto be seento ignore Serbianatrocity any longer. But the Serbophiliathat
has been a feature of British discoursefrom the First world war onwards, and whose
appearancein British travel writing has beena sub-themeof this dissertation,took a long
time to die in official circles in the 1990s, producing a protection of Serb interests,and
tcilitating an administrationand division of Bosnia that worked in Serbianfavour."
The discursiveinvolvementthat travel writing (and other cultural production) has
had with neo-imperialist activity in the Balkans does not only derive from the truth
Alongside
the more overt assertionsof a representational
the
travel
texts.
claims of
host
of silences, elisions, adumbrations and oversights which
are
a
whole
paradigm
interpretation
foregrounded
in
keep
than
those
the text off
to
modes
other
of
conspire
the agenda.Nowhere is this more evident than in the cu rent refusal to offer textual
ideology.
The
to
outlook which suspects all political and cultural
national
space
far
highlight
history,
to
the
as
and
goes
so
which
aspects
of
regional
worst
narratives,
inter-war
heroic
the
the
travelogue:
the
many
staples
of
of
peninsula's
past,
also eschews
its struggles for independence,its military glories, its literary, artistic, linguistic and
features
been
had
identif
those
to
all
achievements
previously
which
used
r
architectural
and valorise a national culture. At the sametime, there is a lack of support for indigenous
from
during
had
1914
Cold
1945,
War,
to
the
support
even
systems,
a
which
political
beenusedto defendthe peninsulaagainstimperialism.As a result, eventhough critiques
involvement
in
the Balkans are apparent,the lack of any alternative solution
western
of
for regions like Bosnia and Kosovo, one sourcedwithin the region itself, meansthat the

intermittently produced constellationsremarkably reminiscent of the alignments of the Great War: with
the former Central Powersbacking Croatia and the former Entente Powers indulging Serbia' (Wheeler
`Not so Black as It's Painted', p. 3).
77It is interesting to note here that the discursive collaboration that had occurred betweenBritish and
Serbian writers earlier in the twentieth century continued in the 1990s. Norman Cigar points out, for
in
touted
that
the
official discoursewas a Serbian one: `a Serbian
notion
of
equal
culpability
example,
public relations campaign sought to promote the idea that what was happening was the unavoidable
rCsultof warfare or that all sideswere equally guilty [...]. Theseactions were meant to confusethe issue,
dilute international criticism, and reduce the potential for outside support for the Bosnian government
on moral grounds' (Cigar, Genocide in Bosnia: The Policy of Ethnic Cleansing" (Texas: Texas A&M
University Press, 1995), p. 93. Brad Blitz also details how Belgrade pressedfor the arms embargo on
Yugoslavia itself, and how its propagandamachine constructedthe conflict as a `civil war', arguments
which Britain was happy to talge up: we Blitz, `Serbia's War Lobby: Diaspora Groups and Western
Elites', in Cushmanand Mestrovic, eds., This Thee WeKnew, pp. 188-9. Seealso Gow, Triumph of the
Lack of Will, p. 81.
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idea of western rule goes effectively unchallenged.This scepticismis also evident in the
idealistic
for
longer
Balkan problems,an absencethat
advocate
solutions
way writers no
has the same outcome. The inter-war encouragementof a Balkan Federation and
construction of similitude between eastern and western Europe, which both aimed to
strengthenthe region politically and conceptually, have vanishedfrom travel writing, to
such an extent, indeed,that the latter's emphasison the Balkans as Europe is now often
West,
Despite
the
critiques
of
one sensesa return to the nineteenthcentury notion
elided.
that this was geographicallyEuropeanterritory inhabitedby somethingculturally other, if
''
indeed
European,
Balkan
`dud
Europeans',
they
to borrow
the
peoples are
are
Fonseca'sterm for Albanians.Similarly, the tendencyin Victorian imaginativegeography
to comparethe region to non-Europeancountries, with wholly denigratory intentions,
has resurfaced:Whittell thinks `[t]he Balkans have a disarmingwhiff of Asia', Gill finds
`parallels' betweenRomaniaand Burma, Selbournecomparing Serbiato `northern India'
7'
finds
Albania
`the
Kaplan
Third
World
countries'. The elisions
poorest
worse than
and
maintainedthe claimsof the text: thesewere botched countrieswith bad histories, and all
their national developmentonly managedto take them back to where they started in the
80
by
inchoate
beset
disorder
bloodshed.
nationhoods
and
nineteenthcentury 's Fonseca,Bury Me Standing, p. 28. Her phrase, `the wrong side of Europe'[161], ostensiblydescribing
Romania's geographical position, takes one back to Upward's `east end of Europe' from 1908, and
implies a return to the old continental imaginary that priveleged the west and degradesthe east. Carver
repeats her construction of Albanians, and understanding of Europe, when he calls them 'imitation
Western people, [...] in dark glasses, Italian clothes, driving stolen Mercedes' (Carver, Accursed
Mountains, p. 54). It is as a result of such practices that lordanova talks about the region being
conceived as `a part of Europe, but [...] outside the European semantic space' (Iordanava, `Media
Coverageof Bulgaria', p. 233).
79Whittell, Lambada County, p. 137; Gill, Berlin to Bucharest, p. 177; Selbouune,Death of the Dar*
Hero, p. 98; Kaplan, Balkan Ghosts, p. 46. Carver labels Albania `the timeless East, which was
supposedto be a malevolent invention of Western orientalists, [but which] lay in the heart of continental
Europe' (Carver, Accursed Mountains, p. 232). Conflation of the Balkans with non-European
postcolonial regions is a stapleof the period: seeJones,Biograf, p. 26; Harding, Another Europe, p. 87;
Gioia and
James, Vagabond, p. 66; Selbourne,Death of the Dark Hero, pp. 38,54,98,111-2,175;
Thurlow, Brief Spring, p. 186; Bassett,Balkan Hours, p. 61; Kaplan, Balkan Ghosts,pp. 83,108,112,
113,122,175; Gill, Berlin to Bucharest, pp. 191,236; Russell, Prejudice and Plum Brandy, p. 31. Such
conflation is ubiquitous in Carver's TheAccursed Mountains.
I In the shift of the Balkans out of Europe during both the contemporary and Victorian periods, I am
reminded of Mary Douglas's notion of cultures being disturbed by the presenceof what is out of place,
or inappropriate. As Stuart Hall, after Douglas, writes: `Dirt in the garden is fine, but dirt in one's
bedroom is `natter out of place' -a sign of pollution, of symbolic boundaries being transgressed,of
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Alongside the vindication of western hegemony in the Balkans, such conceptlinks
has
to the structures of power apparentin the contemporaryWest.
also
ualisation
In a post-ideological,supposedlypost-nationalistage, I would argue that balkanismhas
far
itself
more effective than any distant post-colonial alterity at maintaining in
proved
British television-viewersadherenceto national culture. The nightly broadcastsof Balkan
chaos and savagery, of homes destroyed, of householders displaced, of the civitas
besieged,of shellslanding in marketplaces,were not only a highly undesirablecondition
in itself, but more crucially a highly symbolic attack on the core values and practices of
western society.The Yugoslav wars, in fact, were a particularly effective model of what
could happen to consumer capitalism should the Enlightenment project collapse impoverishment,
the
the
the lack of consumer power, the physical
chaos,
epitomising
harm, the sheerdiscomfort. The horrifying sight of suchvaluesbreaking down, as well as
justifying western power over south-eastEurope, also surreptitiously divested western
audiences of power, driving into them an unconscious loyalty both to all those
civilisational qualities presented as the Balkan opposite and to the state system that
preservedthem from the spectaclethey were witnessing.It was a processthat combats,
level
deeper
postmodern
scepticism,
neutralises
working
on
a
more
personal,
or
where
individuals, however scepticalthey might continue to be on the surface, are taught to
accept situatednessin modem society. In Foucauldianterms, the Balkans have been,like
madness,criminality, disease,a spectaclefrom the social marginsagainstwhich people at
the centregain definition and becomeindividualised.This abstruseand subtle disciplinary
Foucault
as
would argue, which produces the obedient subject solely
mechanism,
`through the control of ideas', is `much more effective than the ritual anatomyof torture
""
he
Discipline
Punish,
Servan's
In
J.
M.
insight that
and
cites
and execution.
A stupid despotmay constrain his slaveswith iron chains; but a true politician binds
them even more strongly by the chain of their own ideas; it is at the stable point of
link
is all the strangerin that we do not
that
he
the
this
the
of
chain;
secures
end
reason

taboosbroken. What we do with `matter out of place' is to sweepit up, throw it out, restore the place to
order, bring back the normal state of affairs'(Hall, `The Spectacle of the "Other"', in Hall, ed.
Representation,p. 236. This seemsto me to capture the western Europe attitude to certain regions of
easternEurope after the Cold War.
81Foucault, Discipline and Punish, p. 102.
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know of what it is made and we believe it to be our awmwork; despair and time out
away the bondsof iron and steel, but they are powerlessagainst the habitual union of
ideas,they can only tighten it still more; and an the soft fibres of the brain is founded
`2
base
Empires.
the unshakeable
of the soundestof

In the Balkans, this securing of loyalty to Empire (or its neo-imperialist successor)is
derived from a style of representationwhich reformulatesthe old colonial dialectic: the
Balkansare lack, the EU is plenitude,and the viewer is madeto feel intensegratitude for
being on the right side of the equation. To reengage with Baudrillard's notion of
is
in
the
the business of `war-watching', which
not
merely
spectacle,
viewertvoyeur
suggestsdetachmentfrom the spectacle before one, but in a damaging, tyrannising
relation with power in which attachment is the primary outcome. It may be that this
is
fill
Balkans
temporary
the
that
the oppositional vacuum
one,
of
a
something
can
usage
by
Cold
Warte until the next imperial Russia, the next Nazi
the
the
end
of
created
Germany or Soviet Union rears its head. But until that time, this trundling out and
dusting down of an old Victorian other hasbeenproving efficacious.
Whilst it is true to say that western discoursedoes not create the problemsof the
Balkans, it certainly covers over those very real strategies that the West has been
in
pursuing the region, strategieswhich continue adverselyto effect the region. At one
discourse
Balkans
time,
the
the
same
produces
as a subalternculture , availablefor
and
intervention, and, through what I have termed a processof distancing, also createsthe
region as a civilisational other whose problems could not possibly have anything to do
with us. Despite the occasionalcriticism on the part of commentatorsof western action
in, even western representationof the peninsula,particularly in the Bosnian context,U
82INC pp. 102-3.
° As Mouffe writes oa the loss of the communist other: `tile identity of democracy las now been
destabilizedby the loss of its erstwhile enemy; it has to be redefined by the creation of a new political
frontier' (Mouffe, `Politics of Nomadic Identity', p. 105).
84For criticism of western action in Bosnia, seeSally Becker, TheAngel ofMostar: One Woman'sfight
to RescueChildren in Bosnia (London: Hutchinson, 1994), pp. 51-2,93-5,121,153,156,166-9,184-5,
191; Sally Trench, Fran's War (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1999), pp. 91-2; Harris, Cry Bosnia,
pp. 9,11-5,20,97,122; Haggerty, Letters, pp. 52,63,69,81-2,85-6,100; di Giovanni, Quick and the
Morgan, Barrel of Stones, p. 74; Bell, In Harm's Way, pp. 35-8,40,
133,164,187-90,226,230,272-3. Paradoxically, writers that criticised denigratory representationoften

Dead, pp. 36,11942,147,174;

deployedthat representationin the very same text: seeRussell, Prejudice and Plum Brandy, pp. xvii,
265-6,281-5; Hall, Impossible Coundy, pp. 73,86-7,214,409; Mueller, `That'll be the Dayton', Rock
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that discoursewas finally a success;western culpability is not widely recognisedand - as
Cushmanand Mestrovic point out - the television-viewingpublic has known all about the
`did
X83
last
difficulties
the
ten
still
nothing.
over
years,
yet
region's

Just as representationmoved on after the Cold War, so did subject-formation,the other
theme of this dissertation. Reflecting the termination of the short twentieth century's
drew
Balkans,
the
away almost entirely
engagements
with
self-writing
complimentary
from the romantic identificationsthat had dominatedduring the 1920sand 1930sand had
lingered during the Cold War. The contemporarywriter might still seehim- or herself as
86
but
inter-war
literariness,
femininity,
tourist,
the
than
traveller
exhibition
of
rather
a
cross-cultural amours, gregariousness,cultural mergmgs and spiritual quests, even the
87
language
have
less
from
Balkan
travedogue. In
the
more or
skills,
vanished
exhibition of
their place, fascinatingly, one often discovers a restoration of what one would have
be
to
the anachronisticEnglishnessof nineteenthcentury autobiography,with
assumed
its arrogance,its supposedcivility, its drive to mastery,its masculinistadventureand its
Victorian
the
to
which
reflects
restoration
return
wider
representational
objectivity, .a

and Hard Places, pp. 139-40; Ignatief Blood and Belonging, pp. 15-6; Morgan, Barrel of Stones,pp.
54,64. For other such criticisms, see di Giovanni, Quick and the Dead, pp. 1,7,7; Bran, After
Yugoslavia,pp. 4,7; Softie, Sarajevo Days, pp. 3-4,8,8,48,114. Rieff's criticisms in Slaughterhouseof
westernrepresentationand political incompetanceover Bosnia is continual.
" Cushmanand Mestrovic, `Introduction', p. 10.
86Many writers distinguish themselvesfrom tourists: seeAldiss, Cities and Stones,pp. 221,223; Ward,
Bulgaria, p. 188; Glazebrook,Journey, pp. 32,58,140,185; Theroux, Pillars of Hercules, pp. 234,2957; Edwards, YugoslavCoast, p. 193; Sommeiius,Iron Gates,p. 118; Hall, Stealing, pp. 16,162-3,1702; Scott-Stokes,Amber Trail, p. 102; Dawsons,Albania, p. 31; Carver, Accursed Mountains, p. 102;
Gardiner, Curtain Calls, pp. 147,162; Jones,Biografi, pp. 37-9,46; Gill, Berlin to Bucharest, pp. 230,
266.
9' In representation,of course,there are exceptionsto every rule. For exceptionsto the dearth of amorous
encountersin the post-1945Balkan travelogue,for example, seeO'Connor, Walking Good, pp. 48,1112; Fermor, Betweenthe Woodsand the Water, pp. 129-31; Hall, Impossible Country, p. 357; Gardiner,
Curtain Calls, p. 199. Exceptions to the scepticism about belonging or merging do exist (see
Chamberlain, CommunistMirror, pp. 10,18; di Giovanni, Quick and the Dead, p. 142); but most would
we the attempt at `hybridised identity' as an absurdity. The point is crystallised in Jones'srepresentation
of an acquaintencewho, fascinatedwith Albania during the Cold War, begins to assume`the image of
Ballrun Man' (Jones,Biografi, p. 67).
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has
Balkans.
in
Identity
British
the
travel
on
writing
not floated free of
patterns
discursiveconditioning, in other vwords,but remainsfinely attachedto subject positions
"
lind.
of a particularly traditional
With the joys of 1930stravel gone, it is from these old mores, these traditional
identifications, that much of the remuneration for post-Cold War travellers has been
derived. As I argued in earlier chapters, the representationalmodes through which
writers abet the workings of power are not produced disinterestedly,but in exchangefor
have
I
a
process
called the remunerativequality
of
rewards
and
privileges,
set
personal
a
have
Foucault
that
considereda part of power's productivity. The
and
would
of power,
is
in
other
words, never as much a concernfor the traveller
support of national strategy,
for
both
during
journey
the
the
the
selfhood,
on
offer
gains
and via that
varied
as
journey's scripting. Indeed, in the postmodern period, the period in which western
travellers circulated the world as individuals, not national subjects,as products of their
lacking
loyalty
it
but
is in personal, individualist pursuits that
to
that
culture,
culture
inter-war
is
found
Whereas
`moderns'found fulfilment
than
the
ever.
more
remuneration
in a senseof participation in foreign culture, producing a binarismbetweenthe homeland
and the self/travelled environment, the `postmodern' rejected both homeland and
travelled environment,pursuing in a binary practice in which only the self - and possibly
immediate
lay
In
the
this allcircle
of
associates
at
positive
restricted
pole.
a very
encompassingantipathy, the construction of the other, and the remuneration that
fundamentally
split. On the one hand, there remained the Victorian
resulted, were
identifications that I have mentioned, assistingthe creation of that racial and cultural
denigration in contemporaryrepresentation,and bringing the traveller similar rewards to
those of the Victorian. On the other hand,the cynicismand individualismof postmodern
derived from new identificationsand producednew forms of reward. It is the coexistence
disparate
these
clusters of attributes I will analysein this section, before
seemingly
of

uI

am thinking here of Stuart Hall's useful definition: `Identities are [...] points of temporary
attachmentto the subjectpositions which discursive practicesconstruct for us (...]. They are the result of
'ul articulation or `chaining' of the subject into the flow of the discourse'(Hall, 'Introduction:
a
Who NeedsIdentity?', in Hall and Gay, eds.,Questionsof Cultural Identity, p. 6). The following section
also draws on Clark's insight that in attempting to understand `post-imperial identity', `travel writing
servesas a kind of litmus test of national character' (Clark, `Transatlantic Crossings: Recent British
Travel Writing on the United States',in Clark, cd., Travel Writing and Empire, p. 212).
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going on to analysethe way in which autobiographicalconstruction reflects the forms
"
in
War
levels
text.
and
of power operating the post-Cold
Perhapsthe first feature of contemporary self-fashioningworth noting, then, is its
determinedmascuilinism.However many transformationsmay have occurred to the roles
in
late-twentieth-century
Britain, there seems many an
the
sexes
and relations of
in
Carver's
deplores
`the
feminisation
male
who,
words,
gradual
of
unreconstructed
formerly
[...
had
`the
democracies
]
blanded
European
the
macho
northern
way
society',
low-testosterone
down
to
an
acceptably
product,' and who finds in travel and travel
men
Europe,
for
`real,
[...
]
to
south-east
a
preserve
particularly
old-fashioned
prewriting,
feminist models of British malehood.i90 The writing that results, naturally, has many
similarities to the Victorian adventure narrative, with its roots in classicalHero quests
and medievalromances,in which the Briton conceivedthe Balkans as imaginativespace
in which to test his capacity for daring, enduranceand camaraderieaway from the
9'
home.
Just
how
conventions
of
close the contemporarycould cometo the
and
confines
Victorian is seenin JeremyJames'sVagabond(1991). Describing a horse trek the author
takes from Sofia to Berlin in 1990, shortly after the revolutions, the tale is not too
dissimilar to those of Andrew Crosse,E.F. Knight or H. A. Brown, littered as it is with
fraternisings
male
camaraderie,
with Embassystaff run ins with gypsies,
gruelling rides,
in
bivouacings
in
lack
the
thorough
monasteries,
great
outdoors,
and
a
of
scrapes
92
hardship.
danger
Indeed,
for
one sensesthat the pursuit of hardshipis not
and
concern
its
journey,
but
his
d'etre.
The point is exemplified by a
by-product
of
very
raison
a

°9 With the tendency towards postmodern identification emerging before 1989, the section will
occasionally use Cold War travel writers to exemplify points about contemporary autobiographical
construction.
90Carver, Accord

Mountains, p. 184. A more academic commentator lice Jonathan Rutherford notes
the same phenomenon: `In the post-feminist era of the 1990s, there has been a growing disaffection
amongstmiddle-classmen with the ideal of sexual equality' and a concommitant desire to recover `their
own male potency' (Rutherford, Forever England, pp. 142,144).
91 Dawson finds the same retention of `Victorian imaginaries' of British masculinity in the
contemporary period `public forms of adventure narrative [... ] remain attractive for the solutions that
they offer, as pbantasies,to psychic conflicts. Those boys and men who wish and are able to identitfy
in
be
feel
themselves
to
them
possessionof the secretsof masculinity and freed from anxieties
may
with
about being `unmanly'. British national-popular mobilizations, from the Indian Rebellion to the
Falklands-Malvinas War, have tapped these latent sourcesof triumphalist psychic enema' (Dawson,
Soldier Heroes, p. 283).

92For examplesof the various PUMAS, aceJames,Vagabond,pp. 59,60,52,76-82,28,84,71-3.
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his
horse,
Karo,
lames
cross the central Bulgarian mountainsand, for
and
passagewhere
the first time on the trip, enter solitary, rugged countryy.
It was just about midday then, and cloud was beginningto drift around. You could hear
all this booming and thundering going on. Big mountains always seemto boom and
thunder. I don't know what it is.
And Karo kept an looking down so you could seethe whites of his eyes and he
watched these little stonesas they rolled and bounced away, so I tried to stag him
looking down and up we went again. Than we had to go down into a gorge and that was
in
had
hell.
But
it
that
there
a
river
gorge
and
was
worn the rocks away snuxth as
pure
knucklebones.They were big though, and white, and the river racedthrough din, clear
water, white water, and that water tasted good. Karo must have drunk half the river
beforewe set off again [...]. [48]

The mascuinism of such passagesderives more from the scripting of the journey than
from any action, real or imagined, that the scripting describes. Striking a rather
Hemmingwayesqueposture, James's sketch of man pitted against nature is evoked
through a tough, spartanwriting, which eschewscomplex or fanciful constructionsfor
bare, often monosyllabic diction, simple connectors and elementaryimagery. It is via
himself
feel
James
that
the eponymousmale `vagabond',one so adept at
can
suchwriting
the imperialist making and maskingof identity that he even claims the indigenesmistook
him for a vagrant, homelessand `destitute'[ 119]. As such claims suggest,and exposing
his upbringingin the colonial `highlandsof Kenya'[ 101], James'scharacterrevealsall the
markers of traditional male Englishness:all in all, he is cheerful, resilient, affable,
his
like
thoughts,
the most patriotic of
self-deprecating,
and
unintellectual,
stridently
homeland,
the
to the quiet pleasuresthe village pub, where he
to
always
return
colonists,
it
drink
Jock
Aldridge
Jeff
Beesleyand John Morris: watch
`have
pint
and
pull
a
with
can
dominoes
hear
Stan Wheeler singing.'93 The only unexpected
Keith
and
playing
old

" Ibid., p. 122. For *her exanVies of mastulinist Adventurein the Balkans, see Bell, In Ham's Way,
pp. 135,226,275; Loyd, My War Gone By, pp. 4,8,207,225,305-8; Chamberlain, CommunistMiirror,
p. 123; Haggerty, Letters, pp. 39,74-5,90; Gioia and Thurlow, p. 197; di Giovanni, Quick and the
Dead, pp. 65-6; Trench, Fran's War, p. 12; Carver, Accursed Mountains, pp. 116,153 (in the latter
example, the author pictures himself as one of those old-style travel writers who `drift into the capital
from the Gobi Desert of the High Pamir, still suffering from beriberi, dressedin rags and reeking of
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attribute of the text is that the author's strident malenessusually results not in the
Victorian deinonisationof the indigenes, but rather in appreciation, finding in them a
masculinecourage,diligenceand vitality that reflect his own.
For other travel writers in the Balkans, however, it was a very short step From
masculinism to what one could term imperial nostalgia, a sentimental mode of
representation by which contemporaries attempt to recreate the styles, conditions,
landscapesand, ultimately, the self-privileges of nineteenth-centuryimperial travel." As
in
an example kind, Bassett's tour of Yugoslavia demonstratesa persistentyearning for
'nobler days', and for encounterswith the `human survivors of an earlier order', with
"
`lost
`old
`aristocratic
their
sprezzatura', their
chivalry' and
standardsof courtesy'
Similarly, Riggen enjoys stumbling across `the vestigesof Empire' and `the courtesy,
good mannersand excellent cooking that go along with them', Dilke fondly recalls the
`ease', civilisation' and `wise administration' of French rule in Dalmatia, and Edwards
for
days
imperial
longing
English
`in
the wild places of the
of
adventure
a
shows
"
instance
imperial
however,
Perhaps
the
extraordinary
most
of
nostalgia,
comes
world'.
in Philip Glazebrook's Journey to Kars (1984), which illustrates how deeply that
identifications
the
effect
could
of the writer. While ostensibly recounting a
nostalgia
from
journey
western Europe, through the Balkans to eastern Turkey, the text
return
investigates
nineteenth-centuryeastern travel, the author quoting and analysing
also
Victorian travel writers in an attempt `to understandj... ] somethingof what was in their

iately and effortlessly into diplomatic high We with borrowed dinner
yak's pee, only to launch i
jackets'). Such adventure included the love of getting to some remote spot first: see Jones, Biografi, p.
172; Kaplan, Balkan Ghosts, p. 116; Morgan, Barrel of Stones, p. 113; Carver, Accursed Mountains, pp.
Simpson was still claiming, in 1998, that there was `a fiercer reality' to be found
amongst the wider places of the world, although one which paradoxically reminds him of `the literature
in
Strange
`The
Mountain
Light',
Places, pp. 484,489).
boyhood'(Simpson,
of
of my
216,219,227,290-1.

9' This is akin to what SalmanRushdie calls `Raj Revivalism', and what Baunomin turn sumsup as `the
nostalgic celebration of the imperial past evident in the television and filmic productions of The Far
Pavilions, TheJew/ in the Crown, andA Passageto India' (Baucour,Out of Place, p. 21). My meaning
is slightly different to Renato Rosaldo's `imperialist nostalgia' in that it indicates a recreation of the
imperial past in the present, rather than a mourning of the loss of that past (see Kaplan, Questions of
Travel, pp. 34,70).
" Bassett,Balkan Hours, pp. 1,136,39. Seealso pp. 3-28,39-42,5166.
% Higgins, Travels, p. 64-5; Dilke, Road to Dalnatia, p. 159; Edwards, Introducing Yugoslavia,p. 72.
Sec also Carver's nostalgic reoon
AccursedMountains, pp. 104,151-5.

of the olcl-fashioned world of embassysoirees in Carver,
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minds; why they came,what they wanted of the East, who they thought in their hearts
they really were9' The motive here is to glean material for a novel he wishesto write,
interspersed
discussions
long
his
the
textual
of
prose
composition,
with
with
and
citations and paraphrasingsof Victorian writings, the text could be read as typically
intertextual
in
highly
the
of
and
self-reflexive
a
combining
self-conscious
postmodernist,
is
far
Kars
Journey
Yet
to
more predictable than that. What Glazebrook's
ways.
forebears
his
is
leads
kind
dwelling
to
nineteenth-century
on
a
of merger
obsessive
betweenpast and presentparadigms,both on the level of narrative, with the quotations
of old travellers appropriating the excitementand suspenseof their journeymgs into his
level
beginning
the
the
to
of
construction,
autobiographical
author
on
with
and
own,
Victorian
the
the
adventurersthat he studies. An instance of the
character
of
assume
latter appearsin a scenein which Glazebrook is taking a train through what was then
decouples
The
Yugoslavia.
fearing
his
train
at
a
station
and,
suddenly
upon
southern
luggageto be lost, his `fright' is so great that it acts as a stimulusto self-analysis,leading
him to believethat he has `the wrong temperamentfor travel', and that he urgently needs
to develop more `self-reliane, `assertion', `doggedingenuity' - someof the qualities,in
imperial
Englishness.
He
goes on:
of
short,
it is in the display of capabilities you weren't ban with, but have admired sufficiently
to imitate, that you take most satisfaction. You put yourself into situations which test
the capabilities you most admire, not those you possess.The lion sets no store by
here
I
I
had
thought
to the traveller's needto construct himself
maybe
clue
a
courage.
as he would most like to be - the hero of a book of adventuroustravel - at of the
incidentsthat befall him. The virtues which the Victorians professedto admiremost [...]
independence,
hardship,
steadiness
stress,
courage,
under
endurance
resolution,
of
scholarship - could all be displayed in a book of travels through classical lands
inhabitedby wild tribes. [20]

The points about the Victorian traveller here are well made,but what the passagestops
is
Glazebrook's
own constructionsof himself as `hero', and his
short of acknowledging
'7 Glazetxook,Journey to Kars, p. 8. He later phrasesthe question more bluntly: `What was the impulse
leave
loved
Victorians
drove
the
they
to
country
chauvinistically, and the societyof a
middle-class
which
last
in
God's
breeding, to travel in discomfort, danger, illness, filth and
they
as
word
race
regarded
misery amongst Asiatics whosefaith, morals and habits they despised'[237].
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imitation
least
do
display
through
travellers
to
textually
those
of
who
at
so
attempts
"capabilities' Glazebrook feels himself to lack. After the early revelation of his
he
luggage,
the
goes on to systematicallydevelop such capabilitiesin
shortcomingsover
his own journeying. One finds him, for example, begin to eschew luxurious
accommodation,endure hardships and dirt, overcome fear, withstand illness, attempt
independence,
transport,
modes
of
achieve
a
self-sufficient
solitude
and
adventurous
face
demonstrate
denigration
in
the
of
atrocity,
and
of
plenty
and
calmness
show
"
local
towards
people and culture. One even finds him stealing some marble
aloof
from the archaeologicalsite at Ephesus,about as blunt an expressionof Englishnessin
'
`East'
this part of the
aswas possibleto make. In other words, Glazebrookbecomesan
imperial traveller, the thing he `admires sufficiently to imitate', reflecting not only
Kipnis's point that `the colonial mind persists long after its political and economic
100but also that this
have
been
dismantled',
itself
in
regions not
exerts
mind
structures
alwaysassociatedwith classiccolonialism.
Just as it was a short step from masculinismto imperial nostalgia, it was only a
further
form
imagined
John
Kenneth
In
1958,
to
a
colonialism.
step
vestigial
of
short
Galbraith was still likening the Briton abroad to an `imperial strategistwhose views are
derived in equal parts from Kipling, Kitchener, and Cecil Rhodes',` and there are
facets
to the autobiographical constructions of post-war travel writing that
certainly
imperial
desire
for
Victorian's
Creon,
for
the
authority
abroad.
example, who
recall
for
lone
being
the
attention
receives
she
a
woman motorist in Yugoslavia,
rather enjoys
finds herself 'bowing head to right and left feeling rather regal', Hall clearly relishes
being acceptedinto a Bulgarian wedding `like an important man', and upon finding
himself in a Romanianrestaurant apparently reserved for foreigners, Arnold claims to
have `felt like a nineteenth-centuryEnglish lord touring the Continent and being kept
from
'102
Moreover,
the
there were also occasionsat which
peasant
riffraff.
away
safely

'®For respectiveexamples,we ibid., pp. 13-4,234,234,224,53,133-41224,199,214-5.
9' MU, pp. 48-9.
10°Laura Kipnis, `Feminism: The Political Conscienceof Postmodernism?', in Brooker, ed, Modernism/
Postmodernism,p. 209. For an excellent discussion of Glazebrook's Journey to Kars, see Heather
Henderson, The Travel Writer and the Text: "My Giant Goes with Me Wherever I Go"', in
Kowalewski, TemperamentalJourneys,pp. 230-247.
'01Galbraith, Journey, p. 30.
102Creon,London Istanbul, p. 24; H811,Stealing,p. 42; Arnold, Down the Amube, p. 154.
.
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the traveller pursueda very real assumptionof power. Back in the 1970s,for example,
`the
fellow-countrymen
Gardiner
our
patronising
superiority
of
called
when they
what
lands'
is
by
himself,
the
the
socialist
of
also
people
shown
author
as he
get among
103
his
dominate
Bulgarian
translator Similarly, Carver lords it over
proceedsto entirely
his hired guides, Cusack promotes herself as a glowing example to Albanian
herself
Fonseca,
and
who
sees
as an adult amongst children in south-east
womanhood,
Europe, feels no shame about working her translator as a slave.104At times, their
nostalgiafor imperial times would lead to nostalgiafor old imperial rule in the region, as
Portway regrets the passingof Ottoman Albania, or to an advocacy of imperial takeover, as Kaplan promotes `economicimperialism' in the Balkans and Ignatieff desires`an
imperial arbiter'.105The focus of contemporary desire, however, is usually for personal
few,
like
in
Dunkin
Union
Jack
Dalmatia in the 1890s,who
the
there
raising
are
power
look beyondtheir individualismto advocacyof the nation.l°6
The best example of imagined colonialism is found, paradoxically, in the
humanitarianmemoirsthat emergeden

e from the turbulent years of the 1990s.Far

from revealing a wealth of humanist sympathy, more often than not the British aid
in
desire,
found
demonstrates
to
the
the
the
same
will
power,
colonial
as
same
worker
Victorian
An
imperialism',
hard-hearted
`good-will
travellers.
this
of
example
of
as
most
107
it,
is
Sophie Thu nham's account of voluntary work at a Romanian
calls
one writer
her
Sophie's Journey (1994). The primary stimulus
takes
much
of
which
up
orphanage,
103Gardiner, Curtain Calls, p. 162. For his masteryof his translator, we pp. 146-161,181-200.
104For Carver, Accursed Mountains, pp. 101-3,284 (when Carver calls Albania `a nation of
workingclass irresponsibles'[58], one finds old class attitudes still informing representation); Cusack, 111yria
Reborn, pp. 93-5; Fonseca, Bury Me Standing, pp. 42,79 (for the adult-child binary), p. 179 (for the
enslavement). See also the attainments of authority in Theroux, Pillars of Hercules, pp. 284-5;
Mackintosh, Rumania, p. 44; Hawks, Playing the Moldovans, p. 249; Morgan, Barrel of Stones, pp. 889; Dawson, Albania, p. 154.

1°5SeePortway, Double Circuit, p. 39. I have discussedKaplan and Ignatieff above,my p. 305.
106I have discussedDunkin in Chapter 1, pp. 100-1. Exceptions to my point would include Stowers
Johnson,who travels round Bulgaria with a Union Jack flying from his van (seeJohnson,Gay Bulgaria,
p. 196), and Martin Bell, who circulated Sarajevowith the Union Jack similarly tied to his car, a flag he
and his crew would lower each evening whilst listening to Elgar's Pomp and Circumstance: `In the
Britishness
the
seemedsomehowreassuring'(Bell, In Harm's Way,p. 30).
of
a
show
mayhem
of
midst
107Archer, Balkan Journal, p. 9. Porter links humanitarianism and imperialism when he arguesthat in
the post-colonial era, `[s]ome of the old idealism which had previously found its outlet in the empire was
forms
S.
like
'V.
O. ', which sent young adventurousaltruists
diverted
to
of
overseas
service,
other
now
abroadto help the lessfortunate to help themselves'(Porter, Short History, p. 351).
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for Thurnham's departure- originally intending a nine-month tour of the country - was
seeingthe newsreelsof the Romanianrevolution, `a war worth fighting', as sheviews it,
in which `good was defeating evil' and `[b]rave men and women were shapinghistory
fighting
best
the
tyranny and corruption with nothing
to
principles
mankind,
of
according
but the sword of truth andjustice.' 10aIt does not take long before the traditional modes
her
idealism.
Upon arrival, she is soon shocked by
balkanist
perception
offset
of
Bucharest, a city that is `pure George Orwell's 1984 - soldiers [... ], dim lighting, grim
grey apartment blocks'[8], with her short stay there supposedlyuncovering rampant
in
people
sunk
suchprejudice, superstitionand greedthat sheconsiders
and
a
corruption,
leaving again to `find a more sympatheticpeople to write about'[19]. Her denigration
becomesmore pointed in the chapters detailing her work in institutions in north-east
Romania, which eventually kept her in the country for one and a half years. Here,
Thurnham discovers children living amid `unbelievable chaos,' not only enduring
(`filth,
'
`neglect'
conditions
and `[t]he stench of human excrement') but also
appalling
the constantfeat of `violence' and `beatings', a situation made worse by the uncaring,
109
bureaucracy'
`immoral
local
the
of
social services. As the following
corrupt and
passageshows, it does not take long before Thurnham's representation slips into a
binarist opposition betweenthe barbaric practicesof the indigenesand righteouswestern
herself
is
the
team
and
charity
she
of
with. She commentson the generalinput of
codes
the British volunteers,and goeson.
In reality this usually meantthat the local peasantwomen on the payroll sat bads and
watched while the volunteers did most of the work. There were some notable
eatceptians,of course, especially the younger am

employed since tears

had

arrived; but on the whole it was extremely difficult to influencethe older womea, who
for years had controlled the children with canesand whose Victorian attitudes meant
that they regarded a handicapped child as little more than an animal. Corporal
for
the
a very young child who could hardly walk, and
norm,
was
even
punishment
Romanian
had
the
over
staff we were relatively powerlessto stop
authority
no
sincewe
it. [104]

tae.l hemm,

Somme's Journey, p. 4.

10 ]bid., pp. 86,86,86,87,104,107,154.
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It is againstthis balkanist discovery of backwardnessand savagerythat the British team
(`well-organised'[92], `friendly'[82], with

Western methods of hygiene'[141]) set to

had
`no
is
Thurham's
they
that
authority'
somewhat disingenuous,for the
claim
work.
illustrate
the extraordinary power that westerners abroad can still
to
charity seems
achievein the post-colonial period, taking charge of much of the childcare, overseeing
the orphanage finances, reorganising diet, getting people sacked, and in general
resembling some colonialist administration dislodging a corrupt indigenous regime.
Indeed,just as Tlxunham's sojourn has an emphasison authority, so the languageshe
it
describe
to
emphasisesstrategy,power and struggle. Thurnham'sworld is divided
uses
[...
]
heroes'[10],
her
into
`baddies
Romania
`very
and
composed
of
real enemies'
up
in
[...
]
knew
[10],
`hate
I
I
her
a
never
would
way
of
she
was
capable
and
work
which
defined as a `battle' in which she `loved kicking at [the] system'[ 117]. Returning to her
initial disappointment with the `revolutionaries', her most telling metaphor for the
is
presence
of `a secondrevolutionary coup', a noble attempt by the Britons to
volunteer
install `[d]emocracy and freedom' in the orphanage,to fight `for the right of a small
"
10
live
human
beings.
In other words, the British relief team attain
as
group of peopleto
all the heroism and uprightnessthat the Romaniansfailed to achieve in 1989, a fairly
in
of
charity texts.
portrayal
self
common

It is from such imaginedcolonialismthat one

gets a clear sense of the remune

on - authority, esteem, reputation, moral selfBriton
from
that
the
the re-enactment of
contemporary
could
gain
righteousnessVictorian mores.

110Ibid, pp. 147,4,4. The self-other binarism between Thurnham and the institute authorities is
reinforced by an ideological dichotomy betweenthe former's entrenchedright-wingism (pp. 10,17,1612,232) and the latter's imputed communism (pp. 10,111,211).
II1 For further instances of the power that charity workers have gained in the Balkans, see Hamilton
and
Archer, Balkan Journal, pp.
Solanki, Albania, pp. 120-1; Peberdy, Do Robins Cough, pp. 52,62,69,73;
Simpkins, Ceaucescu's Children, pp. 2-3,46,51,
8-9,15,29,39,43,62,67,82-3,91,102,128,145;
Pride, What Do I Know, pp. 33-35,38-40; Rieff, Slaughterhouse, pp. 134-5;
Hecker, Angel ofMostar, p. 192; Price, Iron-Laced Curtain, p. 93; Winchester, Fracture Zone, pp. 9457-63,160,189,193;

100. For the most part, charity texts offer `a naive, triumphalist narrative', as the authors of Mission
Albania admit (see Albanian Evangelical Mission, Mission Albania, p. 6). For Sherer and Senechal, `aid
workers' are as instrumental as commercial enterprises in the inauspicious introduction and promotion
of western cultural norms in Albania (see Sherer and Senechal, Long Life, p. 181). Other travel writers
also express criticisms of charities: see Haggerty, Letters, pp. 51,80; James, Vagabond, pp. 111-2;
Carver, Accursed Mountains, pp. 150-1,170-1.
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The embodimentof nineteenth-centurycodes of conduct, as I have mentioned,
were inlaid with a number of more postmodern characteristics,the most central being
feature
in
Bryson's depictions
I
the
to
term
a
consumer
gaze,
met
already
with
what wish
imperial
Although
Gaze,
Sofia
to
the
that mode of `proprietary vision'lu
related
of
through which the perceiving subject calculates a region's suitability for conquest and
for
is
the
the
nation,
consumer
gaze
a product of a late capitalist
appropriation
less
based
on participation in national enterprises than on the
subjectivity, and
individualism of purchase and material accumulation. While similarly assessingthe
foreign for what it can offer the subject, the locale for the consumerGaze is urban, not
rural, and its outcome in the non-western locale is not the sighting of bounty and
but
dearth
deficiency,
foreign
the
and
a
reaction
wealth,
against
cityscaperather
potential
than the old seizingsof landscape,but one which is still entrenchedin homevalues. So it
is, for examplethat Kimbrough openly judges a place by its `merchandise',saying that
,the quality of it is one of the ways by which I measurethe living standardin any town I
"3 the lower the quality, naturally, the lower the quality of life. Not many travellers
visit',
into
bringing
the
they
scale
acknowledged
of
values
operation in their
so openly
were
but just about all deployedthem. It was the consumergaze,
perceptionand assessments,
for example, that brought forth those ubiquitous moments in the Balkan travelogue,
usually occurring soon after arrival, when the travel writer evokes emptiness,lack and
late
Cold War and early post-Cold War years,
true
the
a
particularly
of
point
melancholy,
had
barely
penetratedsouth-easternEurope. Gardiner, for instance,
consumerism
when
feels that the western Romanian town of rirgu Tiu is `lacking something': `We are
112Spurr, Rhetoric of Empire, p. 28. Pratt's synonymousterm is `imperial eyes', a subjectivity that
perceives and classifies foreign territory for the purpose of `territorial surveillance, appropriation of
resources,and administrative control' (Pratt, Imperial Eyes, pp. 7,39). Duncan calls it this haughty
gaze that has surveyedand appropriatedthe world since before the age of exploration' (Duncan, `Sitesof
Representation',p. 40). Sadik Rddad also talks about `the dictatorial authorial eye, of travel writing, a
phrase that is pertinent to the western gaze in both its imperial and consumerist modes (see Rddad,
`Agency Relocated:Hybridity and Resistancein some British Travel Accounts on Mor(cco', Studies in
Travel Writing 3 (1999), p. 114).
113Kimbrough, Water, Water Everywhere,p. 246. By this gauge,the living standardsin the town she is
visiting are `low': `The figures on price tags [are] appalling, the quality of the merchandisepoor [...].
Dresses,coatsand hats, out of fashion by our counting, were of poor material, but cost as much as I pay
at home for far better' [246-7]. Unsurprisingly, the writer mentions that she once worked in retail
advertising [246]. Galbraith discountssuch a basis for economicassessment:seeGalbraith, Journey, pp.
76-7.
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life
litter,
he
`to
associate
with
conditioned',
writes,
advertisement hoardings, noisy
feel
them
traffic
and
without
we
we have not yet reached civilisation';
children and
lack
James
that
the
of such things means`a communistcity is [... ] is
comments
similarly,
it
have
looking
because
doesn't
bald
any pizazz', Haggerty points out that
sort of
`shopaholicswould have serious problems' in war-torn central Bosnia, and Hoffman is
114
European
downtown
by
Eastern
`the
Bucharest.
This lack can
nodrr' of
great
shocked
in
discovery
instil
fear
Ward's
the
consumer.
of `shortage' in Albanian towns,
even
compoundedby `the absenceof nameson shop-fronts,' the `dull colours, unsmiling shop
depressing
in
drab
[...
]
and
a
smocks
assistants
uniformity of goods' all require a `mental
adjustment' that he himself is not always able to make: in Vlore, the lack of cars, the
him
tips
consumer
commodity,
over the edge:
ultimate
The total absenceof traffic in the main street sent a shiver down my back, as though I
werethe sole survivor of a holocaustwhich had by somequirk of permutationatomized
all internal combustion engines and humans of Albanian origin. I patted a locked
bicycle fraternally as it stood lonely in a rack, and then, crazy for traffic, ran up and
down the road to enliven the melancholydust. At a street-corner,a traffic policemanin
blue whistled furiously at me: I must have been running on the wrong side of the
x'15

Like Bryson's understandingof consumershortageas `near-deathexperience',the `eerie
16
finds
in
Albanian
is
indicative
Ward
both
(personal
towns
threat)
of
paranoia
silence"
(social
be
had
is
from a sighting of
threat),
the
to
where
apocalypse
only
comfort
and
('I
locked
bicycle
fraternally')
from
a
property
the desperate
patted
or
well-guarded
in
and
movement
recreation
miniature of the western metropolis.
noise
of
production
-a
Not only is this critique of commercial backwardnessakin, as I have said, to the
Victorian's critique of primitive agriculture and industry, but it frequently feeds into the
travellers' attainment of personal power. Fonseca, for example, establishes her
dislikes
by
Bulgarian
gypsy
evidently
she
a
over
withering referencesto the
superiority

11' Gardiner, Cw tain CUs, p. 76; James,Vagabond,p. 5; Haggerty, Letters, p. 14; Eva Hoffman, F.. t
into History :A Journey though the New Eastern Europe (London: Heinemann, 1993),p. 252.
115WardAlbania,
116pd&, P. 10.

pp. 63,10,136,1,63.
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latter's fake Parisianhandbag,outmodedclothes, and coifure straight `from the pagesof
117
Good
Housekeeping.
'
Similarly,
impress
Hall
issue
1950s
Romanian
tries
to
of
a
[...
]
Gunther's
his
`Destro-Energen
quick-energy
sugar
pills',
wife attracts
villagers with
her
Yugoslav
`open-toed sandals' and `bright red
peasants
with
crowds of post-war
toenails' (part of the post-war American `New Look'), and Thurlow, in Bulgaria, finds
his `electronictranslator' invokes `all the wonder the Red Indians must have shown the
"18
Economics
have
his
Winchester
rifles.
might
changed enormously
man
with
white
from the periods of industrial to consumercapitalism,but in the senseof superiority that
the West's relative advancementin such periods gave the Victorians and postmodern,
nothing haschangedat all: the postmodernshave beena group, in short, `sure [... ] of the
119
[their]
travellers' cheques'
power of
Naturally, this notion of the postmodern autobiographical persona is not
predicatedsolely on deploymentof the consumergaze,but on a manifestationof a broad
rangeof behaviouraltraits and beliefs. Most obviously, in a numberof post-1989 British
traveloguesthere has emergeda distinct attraction to the superficial, what Gemunden
failure
in
`the
[...
]
the
touristic
to acknowledge
postmodern
context
resistance
or
calls
deep structures',120with the amateurethnology of the `moderns' rejected in favour of a
drink,
drugs
of
pursuit
and trinkets, of a consumptionof pop culture,
postmodern
very
indifference
historical
the
to
an
and cultural resonances of the travelled
and of
12' In the latter vein, Harding is happy to admit she `skimmed the
environment.

"' Fonseca,Bury Me Standing, p. 118. For the referencesto handbagand clothes seelbid, pp. 124,118.
For Carver, also, the fact that `imitation products' are bought and sold in the Balkans is a cause for
opprobrium and scorn (seeCarver,Accursed Mountains, p. 54).
18 Hall, Stealing, p. 31; Gunther, Behind Europe's Curtain, p. 44; Gioia and Thurlow, Brief Spring, p.
151. See also Drysdale, Looking for George, p. 92; Emerson, Albania, p. 59; Wbittell, Lambada
Country, p. 147; Hall, Impossible Country, p. 365; Gunther, Behind Europe's Curtain, p. 64; Kaplan,
Balkan Ghosts, p. 46; Carver, Accursed Mountains, pp. 46,165-6; Rimmer, Once Upon a lime, pp.
260-1. For further instancesof the consumer gaze, seeNewby, Shores of the Mediterranean, pp. 124-5;
Scott-Stokes,Amber Trail, pp. 19,39,71; Gill, Berlin to Bucharest, pp. 181,223,299; Aldiss, Cities
Communist
Mirror, p. 85; Emerson, Albania, pp. 7,19; Harding,
Chamberlain,
266;
Stones,
p.
and
Letters, pp. 31,
Another Europe, pp. 154-5; Drysdale, Looking for George, pp. 50,83,192; Haggeertyy,
102,104; Bassett,Balkan Hours, p. 110; Selbourne,Death of the Dark Hero, p. 98.
19 Whittell, Lambada Country, p. 185.

'20GerdGemunden,`Introduction',p. 115.
;21Although especiallytrue of the 1990s,this was also evident before 1989 we my Chapter 5, p. 261.
For the attitude to drugs, see Loyd, My War Gone By, pp. 183-5,265-77; to alcohol, see Russell,
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landscape',Whittell admits he departsfor easternEurope becausehe `had nothing better
to be doing' and Mueller, `exhausted,bored and annoyed' travels through post-Dayton
Bosnia playing Monopoly in the back of a van.l22This lack of depth to the Balkan
journey, which often occurs in the absenceof adventure,exists alongsideboth a tendency
to forego relationshipswith local people, again contrary to inter-war modes of travel,
incivility,
disrespectfulness,
towards
tendency
even naughtiness when local
a
and
l2
behaviour
for
is
humour
in
At the same
the
text.
usually played
company unavoidable,
time, texts are suffusedwith scepticism,the travellers revealing no patriotism, and none
of the collective loyalties of Berger and Luckmann's `societal being', but rather what
Anthony Loyd terms `the natural cynicism' of westerners `corrupted by meaningless
"
choice, material wealth and spiritual emptiness. The contemporary British travel
''
feel
freedom,
but
occasional
the
twinge
this
might
guilt
of
about
and
wealth
writers
neverfor long.
Prejudice and Plum Brandy, P. 172; to trinkets, see Dawsons, Albania, p. 88; to pop culture, see
Morgan, Barrel of Stones,pp. 112-121.
122Harding, Another Europe, A 154; Whittell, Lambada Country, p. xiv, Mueller, `No Sleep Till
Travnik', Rock and Hard Places, p. 163. At times, a scepticism at the idealisation of peasantlife was
expressed:Morgan, for example, mocks `[t]he idea that Balkan lives were more vivid, more soulful than
West European ones' (Morgan, Barrel of Stones, p. 48); Russell undermines the `[i]dolisation of the
Plum
Brandy,
life'
Prejudice
(Russell,
p. 70); and Whittell not only claims that Romanian
and
peasant
peasant life `was the very definition of normality', but considers `sleep and food' far more important
than finding `inner peaceor knowledge' (Whittell, Lambada Country, pp. 162,204). Concerning the
loss of revelation, Loyd writes `[w]ar and smack: I always hope for some kind of epiphany in each [...]
but it never happens'(Loyd,My War Gone By, p. 58; italicised in original).
'23Keeley's sketch of an evening meal in an Albanian home, very much seenas an honour by inter-war
travellers, gives a flavour of the mocking dismissive manner of the postmodern: Our manners - my
in
leave
Christopher's
particular
something to be desired. We come bearing gifts of
and
manners
instructed
do
by
books,
to
as
we
were
our advisors, and we engagein as much
and
chocolate,
whiskey,
family
is
translation
through
talk
possible
a
with
we've never seenbefore and have some
as
small
warm
difficulty approachingon a firmsnamebasis given the exotic sound of the namesinvolved [... ]. We agree
that there is no way we can get cleanly through [the] main course without resorting to the ancient
Roman mode of relied so we pick at it like spoiled children, hide things under whatever is leafy, and we
take a pass on the dessert cake fully aware that this is a serious diplomatic blunder [...]' (Keeley,
Albanian Journey, pp. 28-9).
124SeePeter L. Berger and Thomas Ltckmann, The Social Construction of Reality: A Treatise in the
Sociology of Knowledge, new ed. (1966; Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1971); Loyd, My War Gone By, pp
126,261.
125Apart from Gunther's and Crardiner's shame at the disparity of wealth between the West and the
Balkans (see Gunther, Behind Europe's Curtain, pp. 26-7; Gardiner, Curtain Calls, p. 13), the
won
of guilt by British travellers at witnessing the poverty and distress of the Balkans was
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An exampleof postmodern scepticismis Dave Rimmer's representationsof both
easternand westernEurope during the final months of the Cold War in his Once Upon a
Time in the East (1992). Rimmer is a struggling London journalist who grew up in the
1960s,a time of espionage,spy films, Soviet plots and other Cold War thrills, and who,
when the excessesof Thatcher's Britain, with its `privatisation, deregulation' and
him
boom',
`property
starts
on a spiral of poverty and depression,decidesto
crushing
move to west Berlin, closeto the other of his childhood. Yet apart from a certain frisson
he gets from outfoxing east German officialdom, Rimmer finds nothing revelatory or
thrilling in his numerous trips through the wall. This is epitomised by a trip around
easternEurope that he takes with a group of friends just as the Berlin Wall collapses,a
trip that he expectswill make a `crap holiday,' and indeed turns out to be `boring', 126
into
descending
the
a mundane round of discos, alcohol, hashish and
group
with
industrial
landscapes.The only real excitementon
through
grey,
polluted
rides
existential
the outward journey is the thought of having Romania, that `worst kind of hellhole', still
12'
aheadof them. In easternHungary, when its border finally arrives,Rimmer's party eat
the last of the hashand, feeling as though they `hadjust passedfrom the known universe
into some semi-mythicalbadlands'[243], find themselvesamid broken roads, dilapidated
buildings, ragged queuesof people, and an ugly, polluted countryside which, with its
industry
`brutish-looking
and
shoddy
of
peasants'[245], looks `like medieval
mixture
serfdommarriedto everythingterrible about the twentieth century'[244]. After the initial
thrill this gives them ("`it's what we camefor"' [247], saysone, eagerfor spectacle),the
boredom setsin, with the group resorting again to beer and discos, and almost the only
thing Rimmer finds interestingenoughto record is the group's naughtinessin the face of

unheard of before 1989,yet common afterwards. See,for example, Gioia and Thnrlow, Brief Spring, p.
186; Bell, In Harm's Way, pp. 22,82,127-8,255; Winchester, Fracture Zone, p. 97; Keeley, Albanian
Gypsyin Me, p. 111; Pride, What Do I Know, p. 66; Bryn, After Yugoslavia,pp.
Journal, p. 29; Simmon,
228,272; Harding, Another Europe, p. 87; Bryson, Neither Here Nor There, p. 226; MacLean, Stalin's
Nose, pp. 207-9; Harris, Cry Bosnia, p. 11; Simpson, `Under Siege', in Strange places, pp. 434,458; di
Giovanni, Quick and the Dead, pp. 45,79-80,172.
126Rimnrer, Once Upon a 77rne,pp. 224,240.

12'Ibid., pp. 224. Rimmer writes: `Romania.The word rang like an ominous chord [...]. Every time our
spirits rose too high, it seemedthat somesmall thing would remind us of where we were heading and Romania! - like a nasty little arpeggio on a movie soundtrack,warning that the killer is at the door. The
closer we got to it, the worse our apprehension'[241].
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local authority.'2` Crucially, the denigration of the landscapeand people is compounded
by a cynicism about Romanian national discourse. The text not only deplores
Ceausescu's'brutal regime', its `disastrous Stalinist policies' and `stupid industrial
`incapable
that
even
proved
of providing a regular supply of toilet
a
system
projects',
find
feature
fails
history
Romanian
but
to
any
other
era
or
of
and
also
paper'[224],
culture that seemspreferable, as if communist wretchednesswere less a temporary
innate
important
The
however,
is
for
Rimmer the
trait.
that
than
point,
an
phenomenon
East is not necessarilyworse than the West, a point he makesvia referenceto the divided
Germany.

Certainly, the more one exploredthe situation, the more it becameclear that in divided
Berlin, as in divided Europe,the two sideswere very far from beingthe implacablefoes
of populist rhetoric. Rather,East and West were distorting mirror imagesof eachother,
the worst of each reflected in its opposite, the Wall not so much a boundary as a
locking-glass which could be passed through into a wonderland where one would
familiar
by
In
things,
transformed
this sense,Berlin
the
most
utterly
context.
encounter
that
the
version
of
one
of
oldest
symbols
of
all,
of the paradoxical
a
city-sized
offered
unity in opposites.[17]

The truth or falsity of the argument aside, the passageaccentuateshow Rimmer's
ballcanist
framework,
is
but
through
through the much
narrowly
a
not
pursued
scepticism
in
form
framework
it might take, the
the
of
suspicion
of
metanarrative
whatever
wider
deficienciesof British ideology and society, it should be remembered,being also deemed
Berlin.
In
this way, contemporarybalkanist practice
to
bad
the
that
emigrated
author
so
discourse
the
of postmodernismas readily as previous paradigms
with
can collaborate
had collaboratedwith communism,romanticism, nationalism and imperialism. And the
less
is
Reflecting
for
doing
the rampant individualism of
no
generous.
so
remuneration
the post-war West, what one receives for one's scepticism is a delicious sense of
both
to
and
nation,
of the region through which one
community
personal superiority
travels and particularly of the society to which one returns, the latter being so
it
home
has
become
though
to
that
as
our
presumed
aloofness
seems
culture
widespread
fimdamental
gaugeof self-worth.
a
129Sc,e, for fie,

lbid., pp. 245,256,249,254,258.
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Of course, there are as many problems with postmodern self-fashioningas there
identification.
For one tiring, the simple fact
traditionalist
the
modes
of
more
are with
that in a British travel text on the Balkans the primary focus of criticism is always on the
latter region (as well as the fact that, however critical travellers are of the West, they
invariably return to it) meansthat traditional binansm is often maintained.' At the same
time, the kind of negative equivalencethat postmodern travel writers attempt to create
betweenthe Balkans and the West is bound to effect the two regions unequally.For the
latter, their critiques may feed into the scepticism of their readership, but hardly
has
this
complex
alwaysshunnedeventhe
military-economic
gargantuan
which
challenge
intellectually
forms
rigorous
of cultural production. For a subaltern
most oppositional,
by
is
Dominated
the
tremendous economic and political
the
case.
opposite
culture,
forces, such a region does not advanceby the sheer weight of its own momentum, as
does the West, but through advocacy, protest, struggle and a constant resistanceto
hegemonic forms of repre. Cation.The dominance of an economic or political elite
In
the context of
the
a
subaltern's
active
change.
status
quo,
progress
needs
only
requires
dominance
Europe,
to
the
any
political
military
resistance
commercial,
and
contemporary
by
by
individual
the European Union as a whole, which
countries,
western
or
wielded
exerts ultimate power over the eastern European countries into which it has spread,
fervent
the
engagementof commentators,activists and the easternEuropean
requires
"0
display
is
Yet
the
themselves.
so
often
occurs
of an all-encompassing
what
states
scepticism that serves the status quo as effectively as open support for

129Another feature of Rimmer's text which leads to the samepoint, is his personification of Cold War
Europe as a single, though divided, body. Although claiming that `going over to the other side of the
Wall was in some senseconnectedwith travelling into another part of one's own nature', as if the two
sides are equal, his characterisationof the western side as `liberal, spendthrift and hedonistic,' and the
eastern side as `fictive. austere and authoritarian' reinscribes traditional hierarchy (see Ibid., p. 16).
Chamberlain also pursuesthe divided self analogy to the same end. Internalising the east/westdivision
in
Europe
her
has
`developed
time
human
eastern
the East Bloc side of my
she
claims
characteristics,
of
`enlightening
discomfort,
`austerity',
`tyranny' and `obstnx iveness'(see
comprising
a
side
personality',
Chamberlain, CommunistMirror, p. 190).
130Others have made the same point in the Balkan context: Norris writes that because`what happens
there is of less importance than the broader strategic interests of larger nations [... ] [Ballani cultures
have a vulnerable existence,dependenton and yet resistant to the foreign gaze'(Norris, Balkan Myth, p.
36), and Wolff writes that eastern Europe's responseto its peripheralisation has been composed of
`complexcultural strategiesof resistance,appropriation, deference,complicity and
Inventing Eastern Europe, p. 373).

'(Wolf
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`westernisation';131when an intellectual community finds nothing to value in eastern
Europe, nothing to stand against the western system, that commentary props up the
notion that the West is the superior entity simply by failing to provide evidenceto the
contrary.
Looking at contemporary self-representation more generally, this connection
betweenautobiographicalconstruction and the fields of Europeanpower was even more
in
in
texts
those
which the selfhood returns to more traditional identifications.
apparent
The exertion of such attributes as masculinism,imperial nostalgia and the authoritarian
drive not only recall the superiority that Victorians had scripted for themselves,but also
the political inferencesof that superiority. As I argued in Chapter 1, the control and
like
Lear, Le Queux, Dunkin and Barkley gainedover
that
travellers
residents
or
mastery
Balkan populations had mirrored imperial aspirations for the region by casting the
indigenes as discordant, unruly, innately subordinate races who required outside
administration:personalpower transforms into a metonym for national power. That this
is also true for the post-Cold War period can be shown by the symbolic proximity
between the personal drive to mastery and the economic, military, judicial and
institutions
have
in
been
the Balkans, however
control
western
gaining
administrational
individualistic the travellersbelievethemselvesto be. So it is that T'hurnham'sassistance
in the establishmentof a western charity's commandof institutional space,Una Pride's
be
figure
in
`a
[for] the English language',
Bulgaria,
to
sort
of
missionary
proud claim,
`courageous'
Sally
Becker's
as
a
crusaderfor Bosnian children beset
self-fashioning
and
132
incompetence,
barbarity
by
ape more political forms of power in the Way they
and
install andjustify westerninfluence.The political inferencesof traditionalist identification
are clearly more overt than those of postmodern self-fashioning, particularly as the
former category includes not only the most popular and favourably reviewed travel
writers on the region, such as Kaplan, Carver and Fonseca,but also some of the figures
institutions
balkanism
the
those
charities, militaries, governments and
of
within
13'Kaplan's Questionsof Travel (1996) offers an excellent anaylsis of postmodernism's complicity with
`Europcentricismsand other forms of cultural domination' (Kaplan, Questionsof Travel, p. 64).
11 Pride, What Do I Know, p. 35; Becker, Angel of Mostar, p. 22. As Mestrovid has pointed out, the
westernpoliticians and diplomats involved in the Yugoslav crisis were imaged in the media as `rational,
calm, cool and collected,the very embodimentof Enlightenment traditions'(Mearovic, Balkanisation, p.
81), a construction that also justified the western assumption of power in the region that these figures
helpedto facilitate.
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internationalbodies - which have been putting into practice the western mastery of the
Balkans.
The retrogressivetendenciesof balkanismduring the period, both in representation
of the other and in this politically-charged self-fashioning,are also found in the stylistic
features of contemporarytravel writing. After the belated dalliance with modernism in
the 1920s and 1930s, Cold War travel writing returned to conventional empiricism, a
mode which was naturally more suited to the period's concern with tourist facilities and
transport links, and after which British travel writing on the Balkans never regainedits
experimentalflair. The Cold War was certainly the era, to return to Barth's point, when a
rejection of modernistinnovation, now entrenchedand institutionalised,was taking place
in all literary genres;although in the caseof travel writing this rejection merely presaged
do
I
to
the
mode
of
adventure
narrative.
even
more
entrenched
not wish to infer
a return
that some of the techniquesassociatedwith postmodernist cultural production are not
irony,
linguistic
The
pastiche,
scepsis, self-reflexivity, self-parody, interpresent.
textuality, historiography and ontological exploration all make their entrance,and do so
in a way that enhancesthe air of postmodernself-writing. But overall such strategiesare
marginal, and tend to assist the workings of power in a manner supposedlyalien to
is
best
in
The
by
that range of
practice
other
genres.
point
exemplified
postmodernist
techniquesone would normally considerself-reflexive,or metafictional.133By this I mean
discussions
of the text, the pasticheof older narratival approachesto the
self-conscious
devices
deployment
the
of
primarily associated with fiction,
object,
geographical
demise
the
text
the
of
shortcomings,
even
within
of travel writing,
pronouncements
frame-breakingtechniques,and expressionsof subjectivismor empirical incertitude.134in
'33 Waugh defines the latter as `a term given to fictional writing which self-consciously and
sytematically draws attention to its status as artifact in order to pose questions about the relationship
between fiction and reality', and goes on to say `such writings not only examine the fundamental
structuresof narrative fiction, they also explore the possiblefictionality of the world outside the literary
fictional text': Patricia Waugh, Metafiction: The Theory and Practice of Self-Cons sous Fiction
(London and New York: Methuen, 1984), p. 2.
'34 For examples of the deployment of the devices of fiction, see James, Vagabond, p. 120; Sommelius,
Iron Gates, pp. 64-8,74-81,91-5; or Drysdale's Looking for George and Jones's Biografi, both of which
take on many of the attnbotes of `the psychological thriller [and] the detective novel' (Tobias Wont
`Foreword' to Drysdale, Looking for George, p. ix). For critical pronouncements on travel writing, see
Morgan's comment that there is no point in recording some of his adventures because `[e]veryone has
read that kind of stuff before: most have been through it themselves'(Morgan, Barrel of Stones, p. 159)
or Carver's `fears that the travel book had become an exhausted form, mannered and self-regarding'
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the latter instance, Simpson's lament that journalists in Bosnia could not `understand
Scott-Stokes's
lacks
that
the `years of study
admission
going
on',
she
really
what was
[needed]to come to an informed opinion on the region', or Sommelius'sconviction that
he will never get at "`[t]he truth about Yugoslavia"', are typical of a certain strain in
13'
As
a mode of commentaryon western society, the processof
writing.
postmodernist
foregrounding the unknowablequality of what lies around one, of 'denying the reality of
the outsideworld', as McHale puts it, might still `be seenas a bold gestureof resistancee,
"bourgeois"
in
to
coercive
a
order of things.'13' Yet in the Balkan
a refusal acquiesce
Gaze,
it
did
the
much
question
western
as help establishthe thoroughly
not
so
context,
itself,
in
the
truth
thereby merely reinforcing a trope of
to
region
obfuscatory attitude
137
Mother exampleof the processis Scott Malcomson's technique
balkanism.
traditional
journey
his
via the second person singular, a strategy which, with the
of narrating
idiosyncratic nature of much of what `you' see,becomesan ironic take on the traditional
tour guide; on `your journey"38 in Romania, for example, you take a walk round
Bucharestand find yourself before the country's most notorious building:

with the travel writer needing `to re-invent the genre after Bruce Chatwin'(Carver, Accursed Mountains,
p. 331), or Hall's aside (which he frequently exemplifies) that the travel book is that `"sori of book
Country,
fun
Impossible
iousnest,
meet"'(Hall,
you
make
of
everyone
p. 403). For self
you
where
Along
Streeter,
Sophie's
26,36,161;
Ridge,
Journey,
Thurnham,
the
pp.
p. 1; Rimmet, Once Upon a
see
Tame,p. 272; Hall, Stealing from a Deep Place, pp. 144,168,181-2; Scott-Stolpes,Amber ?rail, pp.
162-3; Glazebrook,Journey, pp. 74,106,123,134,167,203,237-8. In what I read as a pastiche of pest
forms of adventuroustravel, which also breaks the frame of the narration, both Maclean and Hawks
travel with encumbrances(a pig and a large plastic table respectively) which will inevitably lead to
Stalin's
Nose,
9;
Hawks,
Maclean,
Playing
(see
the Moldovans, p. 16).
p.
mishaps
significant
'35 Simpson, Under Siege', p. 450; Scott-Stokes,Amber Trail, p. 186; Somtaelius,Iro n Gates, p. 26. See
in
Fermor,
doubts
Between the Woodsand the Water, p. 12;
their
travel
the
writing
about
writers'
also
Carver, Ac cw sedMountains, p. 321; and James,Vagabond,p. 77; Sommelius,Iron Gates, pp, 26-7,32,
105.
1-36
McHale, PostmodernistFiction, p. 219.
137As I have argued in Chapter 4, p. 227, this was not the case during the interwar period, mainly
because there had not been the persistent emphasis on obfuscation to channel the way that auch
uncertainty was read.
" Malcomson, Empire's Edge, p. 3. This usage of the second person, which takes us beck to the
Cordons in Brod, is unusual (seealso Selbourne,Death of the Dark Hero, pp. 564). The use of the firnt
in
1989,
like
Ignatieff
('Back
by
we thought the new world order openedup by the
writers
person plural
breaching of the Berlin Wall would be ruled by philosopher kings [...]. We assumedthat national self.
determination had to meanfreedom [...j. As usual we were wrong' (in Blood and Belonging, p. 28), also
between
implied
and
reader that excludes (amongst others)
union
auther
creates an unproblematic
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The Houseof the Peopleis enormousand not pretty. The dictator was always dranging
his mind aboutthis featureor that; the result looks like a collection of things from other
buildings. The dictator's houselooms huge in its indecision.When you standin fiat of
the house and look back down the boulevard, you can we what was supposedto be
here. The boulevardwas supposedto be bustling with cars, water should be splashing
fron the fountains,plants growing vigorously, the electric lights blazing, happy people
shoppingand savoringtheir happiness.All this is possible, in principle. But what you
139
instead
few
Romanian
see
are a
can groaning and wheezing.

This substitution of the reader for the traveller-narrator on one level foregrounds
fictionality, suspendingbelief in the empiricism of the description by ejecting the
omniscient, monologic author, by fabricating the reader's presencein the scene, and
consequentlyby fictionalising the sources of information. At least, this is one way of
looking at it. In my reading, the passagesimply returns us via a veneer of stylistic
sophisticationto all the classic balkanist motifs - the absurdity, the backwardness,the
barbarousgovernance,the (architectural) chaos,the fascinationwith the worst locations
and momentsin Balkan history, the inherent nature of the region's shortcomings(evoked
by usage of the present tense), and the general air of melancholy and absencewhich
`you' (and not the writer) gauge by imagining the cars, fountains and `happiness'of
western shopping malls. In this typical instance of the consumer gaze, the author is
into
the reader, and an unbroken, unproblematised continuum between
collapsed
balkanistconceptualisationand its receptionis created.'40
The links that supposedlyinnovative techniqueshave with traditional balkanism
are compoundedby the complicity such techniquesalso have with power. The point is
in
crystallised a secondmajor postmoderniststrategyto enter British travel writing, that
of heteroglossia,the technique of fragmenting textual discourse into a number of
people from the Balkan region itself. The usageof the first person possessive(Loyd's My war Gone By,
Pride's chapter title, `My Preslav', in WhatDo I Know, p. 11), is also worthy of note.
ISWcomson, Empire's Edge, p. 6.

uo In the context of guide books on the Orient, Behdad
argues that this constriction of 'you', the
reading subject, is a way of `claim[ing] the realization of its reader's fantasy as an immediate and
possible reality - in contrast with the retrospective discourse of the travelogue, which implies a
geographicaldistancebetweenthe reading position and the visited Orient' (Behdad, Belated Travelers,
p. 42).
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juxtaposed,and relativised,voices. The ploy has beenespeciallyapparentin work on the
former Yugoslavia, as exemplified by Brian Hall's The Impossible County (1994), an
accountof ajourney, in 1991,around a country on the verge of disintegration.Even on a
basic visual level, the text dramatises Hall's thesis about the innately ßu-tured,
polyphonic nature of Yugoslavia by structurally dividing the account into free-standing
regional sections(entitled `Zagreb', `Belgrade', `Sarajevo'), eachrigidly cut off from the
by
large
breaks
blank
if
they are entities wholly lacking
of
several
pages,
as
other
connection.Compoundingthe point, each section depicts a region's national or ethnic
discourse, both its self-image and its opprobrium of the other, a process that when
Serbia,
from
from
Serbia
Croatia
to
to Kosovo, allows the author
say,
or
passing
ostensibly`to we the enemythrough their eyes,then meet the enemyand turn around to
look back', but that in actual fact deconstructsall discoursesby playing them off against
is
historiographic
It
a
relativistic,
cynical,
mode which, while in no way
other-141
each
intended
by
heteroglossic
in
the
the
author,
controlling
of
as
voice
usage
relinquishing
142
fiction
or poetry, has the same effect of shatteringthe object. On the
postmodernist
issue of Yugoslavia, of course, this supposedlyradical technique mirrored exactly the
discourse,
denied
truth to any of the region's ethnicofficial
which
of
articulations
national narratives, and which viewed the fighting as an inevitable outcome of innate
discords and rivalries, the country's `peasanttribalism' being, as Hall writes, its `genetic
143
predisposition to cancer'. Such relativism was common, and often found in the
bluntest manner.Simpson,for example,sumsthings up by saying on ex-Yugoslaviathat
he `didn't like the place at all', that he `found each of the population groups - Serbs,
Croats and Muslims - equally unattractive', and even that a BBC colleaguewas right to
inflicting
the
that
supposedly
reportage of the Bosnian wars is a
anti-Serbianism
argue
'«
bias"'
"`partiality
Again, such statements directly
and
shameful manifestation of
Ui Hall, Impossible County, p. x. For a contained example of such a technique, see pp. 326-30, where
in a seriesof short paragraphs,Hall juxtaposesthe radically different versionsof self and other offered to
the author by Serbiansand Albanians in Kosova.
142As Duncan and Ley comment on postmodernistgeographicalwriting, authorial presenceand control
`is ever more evident in strongly stylised forms of writing', not least becauseit is the 'author [...] who
has,after all, defined the project in the first place' (Duncan and Ley, 'Introduction', p. 8.).
143ibid, p. 230.
;" Simpson, `Under Siege', p. 450. Another example in kind is Loyd's My War Gone By, which, despite
his claim that `right and wrong' did exist in the war, often tends to `blame[...] all sides equally.' For
example, he writes that `[y]ou could take sides in Bosnia easily enough if you wished, but it new
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impartiality
towards each of the `warring
the
of
announcement
mirror
official political
factions' which had as its inevitable result a discrimination againstthe weakest of those
factions,the Muslims of central Bosnia.
It is true to say,however,that an objective, `transparent'style has dominatedpostCold War travel writing, a fact that is not so much a reflection on the genre, or on
specificwritings on Bosnia, but on the way stylistic experimentationis not as common a
feature of today's intellectual production as some critics might have us suppose.In the
Balkan context, certainly, there was a wide-ranging return to the materialist, positivist
outlook which believedthat truth - to paraphraseLocke's empiricism - is embeddedin
the exterior world, requiring only the exertion of our sensesfor the objects of that world
Ios
This traditionalist, common sense
`obtrude
ideas
their particular
to
upon our minds'
approach,which assumestruth to be the samefor all disinterestedobservers,saw little
room for complexity or epistemologicaluncertainty when it cameto locating, decoding
`realities'
the
that composed the Balkan object, and to placing those
mastering
and
`realities' in language.46So it is that Maclean believeshe has unwoven `truths' from the
`untangledthreads' of the Balkans, that Whittell, a bicyclist, sensesthe realities of the
Balkans `unfold and inexorably rearrangethemselvesaround my slowly moving point of
feels
Russell,
Yugoslav
[i.
`only
himself]
the
that
conflict,
on
outsiders
e.
could
view',
it
is
Thurnham
that
and
prejudice',
quite confident she can `make a
about
without
write
[...
]
'"'
Romania.
the
to
of
understanding
contribution

Another example comes in

allowed you completepeaceof mind'(Loyd, My War Gone By, pp. 111,20,102). To a similar end, some
travel writers on the former Yugoslavia fail to specify clearly which ethnic groups they are talking about,
for
bewildering
textual
non-specialists.The patterns of representationin Becker's
confusion
a
prodacing
The Angel of Mostar and Haggerty's Letters of a Nobody exemplify the point, the latter frequently
kill
`trying
'local
to
to
to
people
madmen',
each other', or to `the way that they "ethnically
referring
killing
but
an
rarely
explaining
who's
area',
who, or which ethnic group `they', or the
cleanse"
,madmen', are (seeHaggerty,Letters, pp. 101,36,81).
145John Locke, quoted in T. J. Diffey, `The Roots of Imagination: The Philosophical Contact', in
StephenPrickett, ed., TheRomantics(London: Methuen, 1981), p. 167.
146Wolff saysof the western gaze (ostensiblyin its eighteenth century manifestation, but in wording that
holds true for today) that `there was a Europe that held certain beliefs [... ] and another Europe which
apprearedonly as an object of regard, an item of news, a point of controversy. There was Europe as
`Voltaire's
]'
Wolff
[...
(Larry
Public and the Idea of Eastern Europe:
Europe
as
object
and
subject
Toward a Literary Sociologyof Continental Division', Slavic Review 54, No. 4 (Winter 1995), p. 935.
147Maclean, Stalin's Nose, p. 148; Whittell, Lambada Country, p. 162; Russell, Prejudice and Phan
Brandy, p. 178; Thurnham, Sophies Journey, p. 26. Pursuing the empiricist idea that 'you had to suffer
Kaplan's
in
to
text openswith a scenein which he visits a Serbian
understand',
the
order
others
with
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Glazebrook's Journey to Kats, a book seemingly postmodern in its strategies of
iatertextuality, self reflexivity and pastiche, but which is actually grounded in absolute
objectivism:
In coning an the some I had an instinctive feeling of putting my hand an what I wanted.
This is what it was like. Details of clothesand all the little anachronismsin the picture
wires, motors and so on - don't signify in the sudden vivid stroke of light your
imagination can receive.This is what it Beftlike to be theme.If you catch at that, and
keepit, you have a keynote.The essenceis in your grasp. From a living fire you take a
live Mg. 141

Glazebrook's preference might be for the romantic, post-Enlightenment faculty of
imagination,but his confidenceabout capturing truth, or `essence',which in turn reflects
'"
in
personal confidence a stable, coherent subject position, is no less than that of the
130
philosophes, particularly considering his objective style, declarative tone, simple
diction and overtly memetic theory of travel writing - the `live coal' of the travelogue
151
`living
fire'
the
the
travelled
of
environment. Naturally, this objectifying gaze
mirroring
monasteryin the pitch dark of an `awful, predawn hour' in order to glimpse what he calls the Orthodox
Church's 'terrifying' `primitivism', a `spiritual instruction [that] exacts toil and rewards it with a
revelation of hell and redemption that is equally physical.' Again, he justifies this absurd businessby
saying: `If the intruder from the West is not willing to feel with his whole being, he cannot hope to
understand' (seeKaplan, Balkan Ghosts,pp. 222, xv-xvii).
148Glazebrook, Journey, p. 111.
149Holland and Huggan correctly point out that although `there ought to be an affinity between travel
writing and postmodernism', particularly in terms of the latter's acknowledgement of the `instability of
the human subject', the tendency still is for travel writers to `continue by and large to assume stable
destinations,
identities,
to
their
and
present
guaranteed by geography and history, as
experiential
ontologically secure' (Holland and Huggan, Tourists with Typewriters, p. 158). There was certainly not
much of what Bartkowski terms `the postmodern fashion of questioning identity' (Bartkowski,
Travelers, p. 103).

1S0Easthopemakes the samepoint about the romantics themselves,when he says their
poetry so often
`rejoins the tradition of empiricist discourse' by assuming that `[r)eality is given, the individual subject
is given, and the first is available to the secondoutside socially constructed representation' (Easthape,
Englishness,p. 107).
's' Elsewhere,he suggestsnot imagination, or the sudden flash of insight, as the way to the truth, but
rather the prosaic processof research,asserting that `to catch the persisting flavour, it is necessaryto
hang around the streets of the place, and walk, and poke in alleys, and above all to be patient'
(Glazebrook,Journey, p. 121; seealso, pp. 177-9,221). One feature of the authors' empiricism was their
conviction that they knew more than the locals, and did not need to receive information from local
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leads into a mastery of landscape,the western viewer pursuing an inspection and
bounding of the geographical object in language which reflects material forms of
conquestand control. Morgan gives a wonderful senseof this when depicting a British
Army map of Bosnia from the time of the UN `peacekeeping'mission. The indigene
would not have recognisedthe topography: `most of Yugoslavia's towns and cities,'
Morgan says,`had disappearedunder an alien tracery of aid routes and supply depots',
the republics now `divided into United Nations "zones" and "sectors", the roads
`renamed',and the human settlements`obscured,as if viewed through severalpanesof
thick glass': `This was another Bosnia', he concludes, `a territory reshaped and
132
for
'
the
needsof outsiders. The West's symbolic conquest of Bosnia is
customised
well observed,though what Morgan fails to acknowledge is that contemporary travel
writing also pursuesconqueston the level of the sign. Still unable to see why Balkan
place namesshould be spelt correctly, post-Cold War writers alter toponymy almost as
readily as the Victorians, presenting the region through a welter of phoneticisms,
anglicisation, erasuresof diacritical marks and - most extraordinarily after the lapse of
133
time - the constantreinscribingsof colonial nomenclature. As with the imperial period,
154
indicated
is
for
this
that
a place
once againavailable westerncontrol.
all

sources,a very Victorian arrogancewhose intimation of personal independenceand masterywas a major
remuneration for both nineteenth-centuryand late twentieth-century travellers. This can be seenin Hall,
Impossible Country, pp. 127-8,284; Russell, Prejudce and Plum Brandy, pp. 178-9; Gardiner, Curtain
Calls, pp. 147,152-3; Kaplan, Balkan Ghosts,pp. 114,143,166,226,230; Sommelius,Iron Gates, pp.
99,101-5; Fonseca,Bury Me Standing, pp. 83,290; Dilke, Road to Dalmatia, p. 162; Carver, Accursed
Mountains, pp. 25,65-6,70,101,127,127,210,241,270-1.
'52 Morgan, Barrel
of Stones, p. 68.

133For examplesof one or other of these,seeSelbourne,Death of the Dark Hero, 57; Bassett,Balkan
p.
Hours, pp. 9,23,29,33,38; Kaplan, Balkan Ghosts,pp. x, 40-3,119; Winchester, Fracture Zone,
pp.
xiii, 172-3; Carver, Accursed Mountains, p. xii; Fermor, Between the Woodsand the Water, pp. 12-3,
108,138,151,156,218;

Thurnham, Sophie's Journey, pp. 82,83,84; Rhodes,Dalmatian Coast,
pp.
14,18,54,61,70.
Kaplan and Winchester even dredge up old designations for the peninsula (see
Kaplan, Balkan Ghosts, p. 52; Winchester, Fracture Zone, pp. 58,71,81). For the anglicisation
and
renamings of people's names,seePride, WhatDo I Know, pp. 28,36,38; Rimmer, once Upon A Time,
pp. 230-2; Streeter, Along the Ridge, p. 153. Aldiss's choice of the native `Jugoslavia' over the
commonly anglicised Yugoslavia, and Simon's tendencyto use native spellings and then, via phonetics,
to teachthe readerto pronouncethem - for example, `Fagaras(Fuh-guh-rahsh)'(Simon, Gypsyin Me, p.
309) - are both very rare. For a denigration of Balkan languages,see Maclean, Stalin's Nose, p. 159;
Winchester,Fracture Zone, pp. 172-3; Gardiner, Curtain Calls, pp. 32-3.
134ff `[n]aming is creating', as Imbert
argues,and if `[k]nowing the name, pronouncing it, is to exercise
power over the being or the object', the additional act of choosingthat name can exacerbatethat exercise
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It should be said, to conclude, that positive representationdid not simply vanish
after the Cold War. The attractive landscapes,the warmth of human communities,the
illumination
the
even
moments
romance,
of
and transcendence,all recurred in
primitivist
the post, 1989Balkan travelogue,though in a mannerboth overshadowedby denigration
and - intriguingly - vastly reduced in frequency and degree from the nineteenth
iss
Yet in terms of the representational dominant, the Balkans are most
y
commonly constructedas a spaceof savageotherness.On the one hand, as this section
has argued, such imagery is used to set off those qualities we most wish to find about
ourselves,whether this be our capacity for morality and authority, or our postmodern
hand,
for
darker
fed
human
On
by the
the
the
experience.
sides
of
other
predilection
has
the
region
response,
proved essentialas a generalcivilisational other: in the
personal
temporary absenceof the grand enmitiesof the past (the colonial wars, world wars and
Cold Wars), the Balkans have formed a sort of stopgap alterity which, especiallyin the
in
Bosnia
UN
NATO
peacekeeping
of
and
air strikes on Serbia, maintainedthe
shape
fear of barbarismand social breakdown in western publics until - in the shapeof global
terrorism - the real replacementfor the old enmitiesfinally arrived.

'J.-M.G. Le Clezio,Writer
especiallyin the geographicalcontext (seeJean-PhilippeInaerc,
ofpower,
of
Exile: A treatment of Childhood and Exile in Desert and Etoile Errante' in Coulson, od., Exiles and
Migrants, p. 203.

us For example, seethe oamplimentary representationin Smith's A Bulgarian Diary, Chamberlain's In
the CommunistMirror, James's Vagabond, Hamilton and Solanki's Albania, Sherer and Senechal's
Long Life to Your Children and Bran's After Yugoslavia. As I have discussedon p. 299 above (in
has
Bosnia),
the
to
pet
state
choice
of
a
continued after 1989, with even Kaplan revealing a
reference
his
for
Balkan Ghosts, pp. 195,229-30). As I have mentioned, the
Bulgaria
(see
fondness
special
is
Victorian
times, however. At the same time, the
much
reduced
on
of
effusion/advocacy
measure
Victorian tendencyto attribute specific qualities to Balkan ethnicities (the dour Bulgarians, the soldierly
Montenegrins, the happy-go-lucky Serbs), overlaying what was constructed as their essential
similarities, was absent from late-twentieth-Centurydenigration. The only exception I can find is the
attribution in (mostly) male writing of a certain `sexual invitingness', even lasciviousness,to Romania
(Alex Drace-Francis's phrase,in his pertinent `Sex, Lies and Stereotypes:Romania in British Literature
since 1945', in George Cigäianu and Virgiliu Täraa, eds., Romanian and British Historians on the
ContemporaryHistory of Romania (Cluj-Napoca: Cluj University Press,2000), p. 90.

CONCLUSION:

POSTCOMMUNISM WITHIN THE ACADEMY

This thesis has attempted a genealogy of the British concept of south-east Europe,
hoping to call into question the range of images, motifs and evaluationsthat currently
have
been
I
the
topic.
around
particularly concerned with that air of selfcirculate
impartiality,
has
that
strict
evolved within the post-Cold War denigration of
evidence,of
the Balkans,this collection of monstrous energiesalways flickering on the border of the
imaginary.
demonstrate
I
try
to
that this reputation, what Marinetti
cultural
nation's
l
has
balkanique,
been
Id
in
British conceptualisation,but forms
not
rage
exclusive
called
just one part of a heterogeneousdiachronic continuum, one composed of mutable,
culturally-situatedevaluationsand stylistic variations. On the one hand,I arguethat if not
invention,
Victorian
contemporarybalkanismis at least a reformulation in the
a
entirely
from
irides
the nineteenthcentury, when the region
of
certain
repues
present
postmodern
dark
British
Empire's
the
of
one
places of the earth and received a style of
was
denigratory representationvery close to that of Britain's own colonial territories. On the
hand,
balkanism
is in part composedof
the
profoundly
unevolutionary
narrative
of
other
in
least
the twentieth century, has been far more
which,
at
strain
a complimentary
This
denigration.
than
complexity and change, this configuration of alterity
common
is
fundamental
historical
to an understandingof balkanist
paradigms,
within shifting
discourse.The region has been,to borrow Buzard's phrase, `a rhetorical construction" 2
31
has
been
West
debate
the
to
through
able
stage
which
a
about itself, its own political
one
beliefsand practices,desiresand preferences.
In analysingthe complexity of the concept,I have attemptedto emphasisethe wide
balkanism
has
drawn
discourses
upon
which
of
at different stagesin its history,
range

' Filippo Tommaso Marinetti, quoted in Judy Rawson, `Italian Futurism', in Bradbury and McFarlane,
Modernism, p. 248. It is Wyndham Lewis who reports Marinetti's use of the term.
2 Hazard, Beaten Track, p. 61.
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each of which is itself plural, contingent and unstable over time. One can perceive the
influence,for example,of someof the most important ideological currentsof the last two
hundredyears of WesternEuropean thought: imperialism, romanticism, nationalismand
impacted
have
all
upon the British conceptualisationof south-eastEurope,
communism
helped
its
diachronic transformations. Simultaneously,there has been
have
to
cause
and
the influence of trends within literary practice. From the confident empiricism of
nineteenth-centuryautobiographicalprose, to the more subjectivist and self-conscious
literary
has
technique
cultural
postmodern
modern
and
production,
enteredand
modesof
shapedthe styles of travel writing, and consequentlyaffected the mannerin which that
identifications
its
When
the
object.
considered
of
alongside
particular
constructs
writing
the travel writers, which are themselvesmanifestationsof the divergent discoursesthat
interpellatethe self, and which are central to the ways in which othernessis represented
in the text, balkanismrevealsitself as a radically heterogeneousdiscourse.Yet, as I have
is
its
heterogeneity
feature.
in
its
history,
At
not
most
significant
all
points
argued,
interspersedby periods of conceptual struggle, exist these conspicuous,clearly-defined
dominant
forms
knowledge
in
through
which
of
are
and
which
circulated,
paradigms
forms
be
located.
is
It
this paradigmaticmanifestationof
power
of
can
shifting
complex,
have
been
I
that
particularly concernedto foreground throughout the
power-knowledge
thesis. There has been no period in which political and economic interests have not
in
be
British
Europe,
Victorian
to
this
the
relations
south-east
whether
support
surfaced
hegemony,
ottoman
the military allegiancesof the world wars, the subtle diplomacies
of
diplomatic
War,
Cold
the
resumption
economic,
the
of
or
and administrativecontrol
of
interests
is
dominant
It
1989.
that
this
the
range
of
stylesof balkanismhaveworked
after
to vindicate.
The power that resideswithin balkanist representationindicates the need for a
in
discourse
the academy, and more specifically the need for
the
of
analysis
greater
broadening the geographical scope of postcolonial studies. I began my thesis by
discussingthe current thrust of postcolonialism,the theory and practice through which
is
in
inequality
humanities
departments,and by
pursued
and
many
power
culture,
global
borrow
Europe,
how
Todorova's
been
has
to
south-east
excluded
phrase,
mentioning
fron `the sphereof interest of postcolonial critique and cultural criticism'.3 Through my

3 TodoWVa,Balkam', p 481.
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examinationof the region's ongoing difficulties and crises, I hope to have shown the
illogic of what I have called the double marginalisation of the Balkans. As Bryan
Cheyette says of postcolonialism's marginalisation of anti-Semitism, there is nothing
but
because
it
`does not
its
favoured
the
theory's
regions,
study of
wrong with
4
histories
intertwine
of victimhood', there are
particular
sufficiently universalise and
from
instances
injustice,
excluded
analysis.In
prejudice
essentialisationand
significant
of
the context of the Balkans, the exploration of the political and economic relations
between the `first and second' worlds has barely started in departments of literary,
disseminate
dissenting
film
to
the
and
opportunity
and media studies,
cultural,
is
discursive
intervene
into
trends,
to
consequently
thereby
wider
start
viewpoints, and
being lost. If the injustices experiencedby south-east Europe, and by other parts of
easternEurope and the postcommunistworld, are to be challenged,then a radical change
5
fort',
`[s]torming
to borrow Amin Malak's phrase, is
of the
within the academy,a
urgently to be sought.
Yet whether postcolonial studieswould welcome the problematisedunderstanding
is
Europe
that
entail
continental
would
of
power
relations
another matter.
exploration
of
I am thinking here of the semanticnotion of `Europe' that is commonly constructed and
disseminatedby the field. In its studies of colonial discourse, the term `Europe' has
for
involved
European
West
in imperial
that
the
section
of
emerged as a synonym
by
the clutch of `Euro'-coinages which are liberally
exemplified
expansion, a point
`Eurocentrism',
`Europeanisatioo',
`Eurocolonialism'
texts.
critical
around
sprinkled
homogeneous
the
terms
continent
as
construct
a
all
grand, objective-sounding
geopolitical zone whose essential characteristic seems to be that of spreading out and
conqueringthe globe. Like the earlier constructionsof `Christendom', `Civilisation' and
`Free World', the term still essentialisesour concept of Europe, but, paradoxically,
it
in
as unregeneratea manner as the pejoratives of `Balkan', `Byzantine'
essentialises
'
frequently
'6
for
`Levantine
do
Europe.
It may well be
the
referent of south-east
so
and
4Cheyette, 'White Skin, Black Masks: Jewsand Jewishnessin the Writings
of GeorgeEliot and Frantic
Fanon', in Pearson,et al, eds., Cultural Readingsof1mperialimt, p. 106.
5 Malale, `From Margin to Main: Minority Discourse and "Third World' Fiction Writers in Canada', in
Anna Rutherford, ed, From Commonwealthto Postcolonial (Sydney: DangarooPress,1992), p. 51.

6Theregion'stoponymsseemfatedto entertheEnglish languageaspejoratives.`Slav',mostobviously,
emergesfrom the sameroot as `slave'. `Bulgarian',via the Frenchbougr+e
and Latin Bulgarushas
originated the term `bugger' (as Goldsworthydetails in inventing Rnritania, p.36); and `eastern
ýýý
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that this reified, unproblematised`Europe' as usedin postcolonial studiesis found to be a
necessarytheoretical construct -a point of contrast, or a useable shorthand, grimly
evocativeofthat western imperial strategy which, whatever one's forays into semantics,
has achievedfor itself incontrovertible spatial existenceand temporal duration.
One wonders, however, what position the Balkans - amongst other European
regions - could havewithin this increasinglyentrenchedconceptualspace.By no stretch
for
between
link
Euroexpansionism,
imagination
the
the
example,
can one conceive
of
and Albania, a European country whose involvement in either military or cultural
imperialism remains unclear. Similarly, a nation like Slovenia, lying towards the
find
itself
feel
heart
to
the
may
well
surprised
embroiled, by
continent,
of
geographical
postcolonial criticism, in the enormous global processesof Eurocentrism and EuroAmericanism.Indeed,when a relatively sympatheticcritic like Mark Wheeler can refer to
the coming of Westengstyle modernity to the Balkans after 1914 as a process of
`Europeanisation',' as if premodernBalkan culture had no relation to Europe at all, one
catches a glimpse of how ideologically weighted are our theoretical and semantic
presumptions.The geographicalposition and historical experienceof the Ballcansare not
"
by
but
being
utterly eradicated. And it is in this
marginalised such neologisms,
only
realm of historical experiencethat the reasonfor theoretical exclusion is, in part, to be
found. Europe, far from being the unified subject whose agency gives rise to such
includes
itself
Europeanisation,
Eurocentrism
the object
actually
as
and
within
processes
European', in the context of food, architecture, fashion and the like, is often used with negative
connotations: see,for example, Russell, Prejudice and Plum Brandy, p. 140; Haggerty, Letters from a
Nobody, pp, 95,104. Maclean also records Churchill using `levant' as a verb, meaning 'to abscond' or
'to double cross' (seeMaclean, EasternApproaches, p. 498).
Ahmad writes on this negative essentialisation of the West: 'These ways of dismissing entire
civilisations as diseasedformations are unfortunately far too familiar to us, who live on the other side of
the colonial divide, from the history of imperialism itself (Ahmed, In Theory, p. 182).
8 Wheeler, `Not So Black As It's Painted The Balkan Political Heritage', in F. W. Carter
and H. T.
Norris, eds., The Changing Shape of the Balkans, The SOAS/GRC Geopolitical Series (London: UCL
Press, 1996), p. 4.
See also Ludmilla Kostova, 'Inn+enting Post Wall Europe: Visions of the `Old' Continent in
Contemporary British Fiction and Drama', in Andy Hollis, ed., Beyond Boundaries: Textual
Representationsof European Identity (Amsterdam and Atlanta: Editions Rodopi, 2000), pp. 83-4. The
editors of Postcolonial Criticism also make the point that `Europe and the West are not coterminous,nor
are they homogenous[...J. To seeEurope and the West as self-evident and self-containedentities is to
repeat the imperialist and colonialist mythologies that one is supposedto be deconstructing' (Moore.
Gilbert, et al, `Introduction', p. 5).
aan
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of such processes- the colonised, the subjugated- whose existenceradically splits the
it
ideal
`Europe',
as
an
symbol of the workings of global
notion of
and renders unusable
power. Crucially, once this kind of questioningof our designationbegins,it is difficult to
seewhere it could stop. The senseof an unusable,broken subject resurfacesif we make
the seeminglyreasonableshift from `Europe' to the `West'. The latter may be more
suited to incorporating the centre-periphery relationship of Western Europe and the
Balkans, but again hints at a unified, unproblematic centre which, with its heterogeneity
fragmented
by
is
actually
a number of traditionally silenced
of class, race and gender,
'
peripheries. It has beenon top of such contingencyand oppressionthat colonialism and
ideological
that
compound of unity, order, civility and
constructed
neo-imperialism
internal
its
for
both
the
external
and
consumption,
erased
sign
of
own
progresswhich,
internal otherness. Faced with the same bewildering social landscape, the parallel
construction of unity by postcolonialismbecomesa little more understandable,although
disingenuous.
less
no
It may appearthat in debatingthe instability of the term `Europe' and the `West' I
have come a long way from the instability of the British concept of the Balkans. Yet it
seemsto me that they are all evidencethat an urge towards essentialisationremainsan
important part of our spatialawareness.If a closer understandingof cultural differenceis
to be sought, a breaking down of such essentialconceptsis necessary,even if the rather
tame conclusionis only that the West and its others are all comprised of a mixture of
domination and resistance,civilisation and savagery, good and bad that resists easy
generalisationand geographical specificity. The acknowledgementof localism, of the
from
local knowledge rather than generaltheory, is a crucial first step in
away
working
this direction, and for which more sustainedstudy of the local experienceof the Balkans
becomespertinent A field within literary and cultural scholarshipof Balkan Studies, as
one could tentatively namethe project, or a larger field of postcommumsm,preferably,
disruption
long
initiate
the
overdue
of our theoretical construction of the
only
not
would
future
which
any
process of unification has to be based,but also help
upon
continent,
develop a more profound awarenessof the intricate relations of power that exist within
this frequently homogenised region. For this disruptive strategy, this `adversary

10 See Clifford, The Predicament of Culture: 7%ventieth-CenturyEthnography, literature, and Art
(Cambridge,Mass. and London: Harvard University Press,1988),p. 272.
-..
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scholarship" in Shohat's evocative phrase, the notion of `balkanisation' may yet be
12
by
rejuvenated academictheory as a thoroughly positive process.

" Ella Shohat, `Columbus, Palestine and Arab-Jews: Toward a Relational Approach
to Community
Identity', in Pearson,et al, eds., Cultural Readings,p. 90. Calling for a more inclusive understanding
of
transnational power, Shohat calls for postcolonial studies to be an `adversaryscholarship' that `Work[sl
against taboo formulations, policed identities, and censoredaffiliations. '
t2 It might be rememberedthat in its
original context the term `balkanisation' was not necessarily
negative, referring as it did to the breaking down by Balkan national groups of `the huge, polyglot,
imperial-dynastic systemsinherited from the age of absolutism' (Anderson's
phrase:Benedict Anderson,
`Exodus', Critical Inquiry 20 (Winter 1994), p. 319). PavlowitCh, for
example, with reference to the
Ottomans and Habsburgs,remarks that `"Balkanization" was coined to
refer to the break-up of thesetwo
dynastic empires' by populations `shedding imperial legacies and [...] assuming the form of nation.
states' (Pavlowitch, History, p. 333).
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